
PREFACE 

Karl A. G S C H N E I D N E R ,  Jr., and LeRoy  E Y R I N G  

These elements perplex us in our rearches [sic], baffle us in our speculations, and 
haunt us in our very dreams. They stretch like an unknown sea before u s -  
mocking, mystifying, and murmuring strange revelations and possibilities. 

Sir William Crookes (February  16, 1887) 

Today,  about  a decade short of  two centuries after Lt. C.A. Arrhenius dis- 
covered the rare earths,  we are witnessing a rapid growth in our knowledge of 
this family of 17 elements.  In the five years,  1971 through 1975, we have learned 
as much about  the rare earths as in the previous 25 years. In an a t tempt  to assess 
the current  state of the art (1976) the editors, with the encouragement  of the 
publishers and other fellow scientists, have invited experts  in various areas to 
write comprehensive ,  broad¢ up-to-date,  and critical reviews. Some Of the 
subjects were chosen because  they are mature  and still quite active;  others 
because  they are essential  as background information and for  reference;  and 
some topics because they are relatively new and exciting areas of research.  
Unfor tunate ly  there are a few areas which have not been included in the four 
volumes either because  they could not be covered adequately at present  or 
because the ~ppropriate authors were unavailable.  Perhaps  a future volume 
could remedy  this and bring other rapidly expanding topics up-to-date.  

A goal of these volumes is to a t tempt  to combine and integrate as far  as 
practical the physics and the chemis t ry  of these elements.  The strategy has been 
to divide the work into four  volumes,  the first two dealing primarily with metallic 
materials and the other two with non-metallic substances.  The interaction of these 
disciplines is important  if our knowledge and understanding is to advance quickly 
and broadly.  Historically there are several important  instances where one discipline 
had a great influence on the advancement  of  the science of rare earths.  From the 
time of Arrhenius '  d iscovery in Ytterby,  Sweden until the last naturally occurring 
rare earth was discovered (lutetium in 1907) the chemist ry  of the rare earths was 
hopelessly confused,  but the theoretical  work of Niels Bohr and the experimental  
studies of H.G.J. Moseley (both physicists) in 1913-1914 showed that there were 15 
lanthanide elements  to be expected  plus the two closely related metals scan- 
dium and yttrium. The discovery of fe r romagnet i sm in gadolinium by G. Urbain,  
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P. Weiss and F. Trombe in 1935 stirred much excitement and was a foreshadow of 
the activities of the past twenty years. All of this, however,  might not have been 
were it not for  the efforts of two groups of chemists headed by G.E. Boyd at the Oak 
Ridge National Labora tory  and F.H. Spedding at the Ames Labora tory  who in the 
late 1940's developed the ion exchange techniques for separating rare earths. The 
method developed by the latter group is still being utilized by many industrial firms 
for preparing high purity rare earth materials. In the 1960's and 1970's several 
important d iscover ies- - rare  earth phosphors,  cracking catalysts, rare earth-cobalt  
permanent  magnets, etc. have made significant practical impacts and stimulated 
much research,  but the extent  of these are difficult to judge and put  into their proper  
perspective at this time. Hopefully,  these four volumes, and any which may follow 
will make a major contribution to our progress in understanding these exotic and 
fascinating elements. 

In  writing these chapters the authors have been asked to use the term "rare 
earths" to  include Sc, Y and the elements La  through Lu, and the term 
"lanthanides" when referring to only the elements La  through Lu. The editors have 
attempted to enforce this usage rigorously when editing the various chapters.  
Furthermore,  we have encouraged the authors to use the SI units as far as 
practicable to bring the subject matter into accord with current  scientific and 
technical practice. 
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S y m b o l s  

c L ~ . =  concentration of trace element m in 
residual liquid L from fractional 
crystallization 

CA. ~ = concentration of the trace element in 
the liquid prior to onset of 
crystallization 

X = fraction of system that has crystallized 
D = distribution coefficient; /~w,m for solid w 

and element m; i / j  between phases i and j 
Cs,  m - average concentration of trace element 

in solid from fractional crystallization 
Ci,3 = concentration of Eu(III) in phase j (or k) 

I. Introduction 

Rare  ear th  a b u n d a n c e s  in na tu ra l  ma te r i a l s  have  b e c o m e  an i m p o r t a n t  geo-  
c h e m i c a l  tool .  The  rare  ea r th  e l e m e n t s  c o m p r i s e  a un ique ly  c o h e r e n t  g roup ;  
w h e r e v e r  one  rare  ea r th  a p p e a r s ,  all o the r s  are  p r e s e n t  as well .  The  g roup  is 
c o h e r e n t  b e c a u s e  unde r  mos t  na tu ra l  cond i t i ons  all m e m b e r s  share  a c o m m o n  
(3+) ox ida t i on  s ta te ,  with a n o m a l o u s  b e h a v i o r  occu r r ing  unde r  some  cond i t i ons  
for  Ce (4+) and  Eu (2+).  Na tu r a l  ma te r i a l s  differ  subs t an t i a l l y  f rom each  o the r  in 
c o n c e n t r a t i o n s  of  the  rare  ea r ths  as a g r o u p  and in a b u n d a n c e s  of  ind iv idua l  ra re  
ea r ths  r e l a t ive  to each  o ther .  In  mos t  na tu ra l  s i tua t ions ,  c h e m i c a l  s e p a r a t i o n s  
wi th in  the  ra re  ea r th  g roup  o c c u r  as a s m o o t h  func t ion  of  a tomic  number .  This  
m a k e s  it pos s ib l e  to find gene t ic  r e l a t i onsh ip s  a m o n g  d ive r se  na tu ra l  ma te r i a l s  
and  to d e t e r m i n e  by  wha t  p r o c e s s e s  s o m e  na tura l  ma te r i a l s  f o rme d .  

F r o m  the g e o c h e m i c a l  po in t  of  v iew,  the  rare  ea r th s  a re  " d i s p e r s e d "  e l emen t s ,  
i.e., sp r ead  a r o u n d  a m o n g  m a n y  c o m m o n  ma te r i a l s  r a the r  than c o n c e n t r a t e d  into 
a se lec t  few.  T h e y  are  " l i t h o p h i l e , "  i.e., when  a l lowed  to d i s t r i bu te  t h e m s e l v e s  
a m o n g  c o m m o n  s i l icate ,  meta l ,  and  sulf ide p ha se s ,  t hey  o v e r w h e l m i n g l y  en te r  
the  s i l icates .  G e o c h e m i c a l l y ,  the  term " r a r e  e a r t h "  is bes t  r e s t r i c t e d  to mean  
l an than ides  p lus  y t t r ium.  Y t t r i um b e h a v e s  like the he a v i e r  l a n tha n ide s ,  a l though  
jus t  which  heav i e r  l an than ide  is d e p e n d e n t  on the pa r t i cu l a r  c h e m i c a l  env i ron -  
ment .  The  g e o c h e m i c a l  b e h a v i o r  of  s c a n d i u m  is subs tan t i a l ly  d i f fe ren t  f rom tha t  
of  the rare  ea r th s  and is less wel l  c h a r a c t e r i z e d  and u n d e r s t o o d .  F o r  these  
r e a s o n s ,  s c a n d i u m  is not  fu r the r  d i s c u s s e d  here .  

The  use of  the  rare  ea r ths  as a g e o c h e m i c a l  tool  began  in the  ea r ly  1960's wi th  
the  d e v e l o p m e n t  of  t e chn iques  fo r  their  ana lys i s  by  neu t ron  ac t iva t ion ,  f o l l o w e d  
by  m e t h o d s  of  i so tope  d i lu t ion  mass  s p e c t r o m e t r y .  T h e s e  t echn iques  p r o v i d e d  
m e a s u r e m e n t s  of  sflfficient a c c u r a c y  on c o m m o n  (but  c h e m i c a l l y  c o m p l e x )  
na tura l  ma te r i a l s  tha t  the po ten t i a l  use  of  ra re  ea r th  d i s t r i bu t i ons  could  be 
r e c o g n i z e d  and  put  to use.  S u m m a r i e s  of  ea r ly  w o r k  are  g iven  by  H a s k i n  and 
F r e y  (1966), H a s k i n  et  al. (1966a), and H e r r m a n n  (1968). 

The  s to ry  of  the rare  ea r ths  as p r e s e n t e d  here  begins  on a g rand  scale  wi th  the  
f o r m a t i o n  of  t hose  e l e m e n t s  f rom s imple r  mat te r .  I t  e x a m i n e s  ra re  ea r th  abun-  
dances  in the so la r  sys t em.  It t r aces  our  k n o w l e d g e  of  the  b e h a v i o r  of  the  rare  
ea r ths  dur ing  c o n d e n s a t i o n  of  p r imi t ive  so lar  ma t t e r  into p l ane t s  and  th rough  
m a j o r  s tages  of  p l a n e t a r y  d i f fe ren t ia t ion .  I t  shows  how rare  ea r th  a b u n d a n c e s  

a re  used  in s tudy ing  r o c k - f o r m i n g  p r o c e s s e s .  | t  ends  wi th  a d i s c u s s i o n  o f  ra re  ea r th  
bea r ing  minera l s .  
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2. Formation and abundances of the lanthanides and yttrium 

No one knows just  how everything began, but it appears  that, near the 
beginning, there was most ly  hydrogen,  perhaps  some helium, but no rare earths 
or other heavy  elements.  Then stars began to form f rom those gases. In the 
cores of stars, nuclear reactions synthesize heavier elements.  Sufficiently mas- 
sive stars have relatively short  lives, which they end by exploding their sub- 
stance into space, to mix with primordial gas. New stars form from the mixtures.  

The building of heavier  e lements  f rom hydrogen is the source of energy for 
stars. Such fusion react ions are exoergic only through iron, however .  Yttr ium 
and the lanthanides are products  of nuclear react ions incidental to stellar 
evolution, e.g., explosions of supernovae.  They  are the products  of the stepwise 
capture of many  neutrons by nuclei of iron or by heavier nuclei already 
synthesized f rom iron. Some lanthanide isotopes are produced when successive 
neutrons are captured on a slow time scale. Under  those conditions, each 
nucleus produced by the capture of a neutron, if radioactive,  had time to conver t  
the extra neutron to a proton by beta decay before the next  neutron was 
absorbed.  Other isotopes resulted f rom neutron capture on an incredibly rapid 
time scale. Parent  nuclei were exposed  briefly to a flux of neutrons so intense 
that they absorbed all the neutrons that could be contained in energetically 
bound states. Af terwards ,  a series of beta decays  ensued until a stable ratio of 
neutrons to protons was reached. The mos t  proton-rich (and relatively rare) 
ianthanide isotopes were  produced by nuclear reactions that absorbed protons.  
Detailed descriptions of  nucleosynthet ic  processes  are given by Clayton (1968) 
and in the more recent  literature of astrophysics.  

By the time our sun had formed,  countless stars had already completed their 
life cycles. The clot of gas that produced the sun was a mixture of primordial 
hydrogen and heavier  elements.  These heavier  elements were essential  to 
producing the inner planets,  satellites, asteroids,  and other objects  in the solar 
system which ~annot  be constructed f rom hydrogen and helium. The bulk of the 
heavy elements  in the solar sys tem is in the outer portions of the sun itself, 
which contains more than 99.87 percent  of all the mass of the solar system. (The 
outer portions of the sun do not mix with the core, where nuclear reactions 
destroy heavy  elements.)  The abundances  of  yttrium and the lanthanides in the 
sun's  a tmosphere  have been determined spectroscopical ly and are believed 
known with medium accuracy  (Ross and Aller, 1976). Pieces of the Earth,  the 
Moon, and meteori tes ,  all of which condensed f rom the same batch of  material  
as the sun, have been analyzed chemically to determine their abundances.  

Of all the materials sampled in the laboratory,  the class of meteori tes  called 
chondrites is believed to come the closest  to retaining the nonvolatile e lements  
of the solar sys tem in their primitive relative abundances.  If  the processes  that 
formed those meteori tes  did not appreciably fract ionate the nonvolatile ele- 
ments,  then surely they did not separate  yttr ium and the members  of the 
lanthanide series f rom each other. Thus,  f rom analyses of chondritic meteori tes ,  
the relative elemental abundances of Y and the lanthanides in the solar system 

are known to a high degree of confidence. 
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Special (and somewhat  rare) classes of  stars have much higher abundances  of 
the lanthanides in their a tmospheres  than does the sun, evidence of unusual 
stellar processes .  On the whole, most  stellar matter  appears  to have relative 
abundances of  heavy  elements  similar to those of the sun (e.g., Uns61d, 1969). 
This suggests that statistical aspects  have overcome the contributions of in- 
dividual stars to the overall evolution of interstellar gas composit ion.  Alter- 
natively, current  ideas about  the origin of  matter  may be incorrect;  the universe 
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Fig. 21.1: Concentrations of lanthanides and yttrium in a composite sample of 9 chondritic 
meteorites (Haskin et al., 1968) are plotted against lanthanide atomic number in the lowest part of the 
figure. Relative lanthanide abundances for the solar atmosphere (Ross and Aller, 1976) and 
lanthanide concentrations for a composite of 40 North American shales (Haskin et al., 1968) are 
compared with the chondritic abundances in the middle and upper parts of the figure by plotting 
ratios of their lanthanide concentrations to those of the chondrites. Such comparison diagrams are 
used throughout this chapter. 
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m a y  have  begun  with  e s sen t i a l l y  the  p r e s e n t  a b u n d a n c e s  of  l a n tha n ide s ,  or 
d e v e l o p e d  them ve ry  ear ly .  

C o n c e n t r a t i o n s  of  the  l an than ides  and  y t t r i um in a c o m p o s i t e  of nine chon-  
dr i tes  ( H a s k i n  et  al . ,  1968) are  g iven  in tab le  21.1. 

F igure  21.1 shows  the  c o n c e n t r a t i o n s  of  the  l an than ides  in the  chondr i t e  
c o m p o s i t e  p lo t t ed  on a l oga r i t hmic  o r d i n a t e  aga ins t  a t omic  number .  The  z igzag  
pa t t e rn  ref lec ts  e f fec ts  of  nuc l ea r  s tabi l i ty .  S t ab i l i t y  is e n h a n c e d  by  pa i r ing  of  all 
p ro tons  wi th  o the r  p r o t o n s ,  all n e u t r o n s  wi th  o the r  neu t rons ,  or  both .  E l e m e n t s  
of  odd  a tomic  n u m b e r  c a n n o t  have  all the i r  p r o t o n s  pa i red .  F o r  p u r p o s e s  of 
d e m o n s t r a t i n g  c h e m i c a l  f r a c t i o n a t i o n  a m o n g  the l an than ides  it is c o m m o n  prac -  
t ice ,  in c o m p a r i n g  the d i s t r i bu t ion  of  l a n t h a n i d e s  in one s u b s t a n c e  wi th  tha t  of  
ano the r ,  to e l imina te  the  o b f u s c a t i n g  z igzag  effect .  This  is done  by  d iv id ing  one 
l an than ide  d i s t r ibu t ion ,  e l e m e n t  by  e l emen t ,  b y  the o ther .  The  resu l t ing  r a t io s  are 
p lo t t ed  on  a loga r i thmic  o rd ina t e  aga ins t  l an than ide  a tomic  number .  In  the 
midd le  pa r t  of  fig. 21.1, a b u n d a n c e s  for  the  sun ' s  a t m o s p h e r e ,  t aken  f r o m  Ross  
and  Al le r  (1976), bu t  c o n v e r t e d  f rom re l a t ive  n u m b e r s  of  a t o m s  to re la t ive  
m a s s e s  and  a rb i t r a r i ly  n o r m a l i z e d  to L a  = 0.33, are p lo t t ed  re l a t ive  to the 
chondr i t i c  ones .  I t  is eas i ly  seen  tha t  the  so la r  a b u n d a n c e s  are  the s a m e  as  the 
chondr i t i c  ones  e x c e p t  for  Lu ,  for  wh ich  the  so lar  va lue  mus t  s o m e h o w  be in 
e r ror .  U n c e r t a i n t i e s  are  subs t an t i a l  fo r  all the  l an than ides .  

3. Evidence for lanthanide group fractionation during planet formation 

The  l an than ide  d i s t r i bu t ion  at  the  E a r t h ' s  su r f a c e  does  not  m a t c h  that  o f  the 
chondr i t e s .  I t  is a p p r o x i m a t e d  by  the a b u n d a n c e s  in a c o m p o s i t e  s a m p l e  of  
N o r t h  A m e r i c a n  sha les  ( table  21.1) ( H a s k i n  et  al. ,  1968). In  the sha les ,  the 
heav i e r  l a n t h a n i d e s  ( G d - L u )  and Y are  u n i f o r m l y  en r i ched  to a b o u t  15 t imes  
thei r  chondr i t i c  c o n c e n t r a t i o n s .  The  l ighter  l an than ides  are  i nc rea s ing ly  en r i ched  
f rom G d  ( - 2 0 ~ t i m e s  the  chondr i t i c  va lue)  to L a  ( - 1 0 0  t imes) .  The  c o n c e n t r a t i o n  

TABLE 21.1 
Lanthanide and yttrium concentrations in parts-per-million in a composite of 9 chondritic meteorites 

and of 40 North American shales. 

Chondrites Shales Chondrites Shales 

Y 1.96 -+ 0.09 27 Tb 0.047 --- 0.001 0.85 
La 0.330 ± 0.013 32 Dy 0.317 +- 0.005 5.8 
Ce 0.88 ± 0.01 73 Ho 0.070 ± 0.001 1.04 
Pr 0.112 --_ 0.005 7.9 Er 0.200 ± 0.005 3.4 
Nd 0.60 ± 0.01 33 Tm 0.030 ± 0.002 0.50 
Sm 0.181 ± 0.006 5.7 Yb 0.200 --- 0.007 3.1 
Eu 0.069 --- 0.001 1.24 Lu . 0.034 _+ 0.002 0.48 
Gd 0.249 ± 0.011 5.2 

Data from Haskin et al. (1968). 
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of Eu is anomalously low, -0 .67  times the interpolated value in fig. 21.1. 
Presumably,  both the general increase in concentrations and the changes in 
relative abundances of the lanthanides are the result of processes of formation 
of planets. 

Opportunities abound for chemical separations during formation and evolution 
of planets. To a first approximation the early solar system was a compositionally 
homogeneou s nebula of gas and minor (but important) particulate matter. 
Presumably the nebula was disk-shaped, with a substantial temperature gradient 
decreasing outward from the central mass, or proto-sun. As it cooled, elements 
in gaseous form condensed to solid matter  that coalesced somehow into ever 
larger chunks, finally resulting in accretion of planets. The inner planets (Mer- 
cury, Venus, Earth, Mars) formed too close to the sun for any appreciable 
amounts of the most volatile elements to condense. Thus, there was chemical 
separation according to volatility, beginning during formation of small grains and 
continuing through development  of entire planets. 

Present  evidence from the inner planets indicates that substantial melting 
occurred during or soon after planetary accretion. This resulted in extensive 
chemical zoning, at least for Earth and Moon. Further chemical separation 
occurs even after planetary exteriors are solidified. Some is internal, yielding 
near-surface differentiated bodies to be exposed later by erosion, or as lavas 
extruded directly onto the surface. Some is external, results of planetary 
weathering or accumulation of solar debris (material left over f rom the principal 
stages of accretion, tumbling in as meteoroids).  

Most work on the geochemistry of the rare earths has been concentrated on 
determining the understanding the lanthanide distributions in terrestrial and 
meteoritic matter and, most recently,  lunar matter. Relatively little attention has 
been given to internal separations within the lanthanide group during conden- 
sation of the solar nebula. So far, no observational evidence requires that any 
planet, overall, have average relative lanthanide-Y abundances different from the 
average for the solar system. Recent  evidence suggests, however ,  that the 
lanthanide group can fractionate during condensation of a gas of solar com- 
position. 

Some general models for  equilibrium condensation of chemical elements from 
the solar nebula have been advanced (e.g., Grossman, 1972; Boynton,  1975). To a 
first approximation, they show yttrium and the lanthanides, which are among the 
most refractory of the chemical elements, as condensing at very high tem- 
peratures with calcium and aluminum. Numerous fragments of meteorites have 
been analyzed and nearly all of them show variation in relative abundance more 
or less similar in magnitude and type to variations found among terrestrial 
materials. (Even individual fragments of chondrites differ from the chondritic 
values, in ways not understood in detail, but not seeming to require extra- 
ordinary mechanisms for producing the variations.) In 1969 a large meteorite of 
very primitive nature (a carbonaceous chondrite) fell in northern Mexico. 
Overall, the rare earth abundances in that meteorite (called Allende) are the 
same as found in other chondrites. Found within that meteorite are small pink or 
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white inclusions with bulk composi t ions similar to those expected for early 
condensates  f rom the solar nebula (Grossman and Clark, 1973). The lanthanides 
and yttrium are concentrated in them by some 20 times compared  with chon- 
dritic meteori tes  as a whole (Grossman,  1973). By careful mass spectrometr ic  
analysis, some have been shown to have abundance distributions that cannot  be 
rationalized as resulting f rom chemical separat ions accompanying  ordinary 
geologic processes  (e.g., Tanaka  and Masuda,  1973) (fig. 21.2). 

Boynton (1975) has offered a model based on thermodynamic  equilibrium 
between a gas of solar composi t ion and condensing solids to account  for  the 
results. In his model,  Y203 condenses ,  beginning at about  1700 K and selectively 
removing the least volatile lanthanides. The resulting solid then serves as a 
buffering reservoir  for yttrium and the lanthanides during condensat ion of the 
mineral perovski te  (CaTiO3) which, through a combinat ion of vapor  pressure and 
crystal  site control,  selectively removes  certain lanthanides (e.g., Y and the 
heavier lanthanides, except  Yb), leaving others (e.g., La, Ce, Nd, Eu, Yb) most ly  
behind in the gas. This solid perovski te  becomes  separated f rom the residual gas, 
and the gas further  condenses  to produce a solid with a lanthanide distribution 
like that found in the Allende inclusion. This solid is separated f rom the gas 
while the gas still contains substantial  La, Ce, Nd, Eu, and Yb, which condense 
later in the mineral  enstatite (MgSiO3). 

The Allende meteori te  has also yielded materials with anomalous  isotopic 
ratios for oxygen and magnesium. These are the first materials analyzed whose 
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Fig. 21.2. Comparison diagram for lanthanide concentrations in a refractory inclusion in the Allende 
meteorite (Tanaka and Masuda, 1973). 
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isotopic compositions could not be explained as results of chemical isotope 
effects or bombardment  by cosmic-radiation and, therefore,  seem to be relict 
inhomogeneities of the solar nebula. They  may be, in part, residual grains of 
interstellar matter not destroyed when the solar nebula formed. Anomalous 
lanthanide distributions have recently been found in other meteorites as well 
(e.g., Nakamura and Masuda, 1973; Nakamura,  1974; Tanaka et al., 1975). 

It is clear from table 21.1 and fig. 21.1 that the lanthanide distribution in the 
composite of North American shales (NASC) is different from that of the 
chondrites and the sun's atmosphere. Since the differences are a smooth func- 
tion of atomic number (except for  Eu), they are probably a result  of processes of 
internal planetary differentiation. Differential condensation from a gas does not 
produce such smooth distributions (Boynton,  1975). What, then, does the NASC 
distribution represent,  or tell us about the history of Earth? 

The NASC distribution (Haskin et al., 1968) had been found in a variety of 
sedimentary rocks. On comparing distributions found in several sedimentary 
rocks with abundances recently determined ' for  meteorites by Schmitt and 
co-workers (1960), Haskin and Gehl (1962) noted that the relative ianthanide 
abundances in the sediments were clearly different from the presumed solar 
average. They  suggested that the average terrestrial relative lanthanide abun- 
dances were the same as the chondritic, and that the high concentrations of 
lanthanides and yttrium and selective light lanthanide enrichment at the Earth 's  
surface were a consequence of the differentiation of the planet into a crust, a 
mantle, and a core. Qualitatively, this idea can be rationalized as follows. Earth 's  
core (the innermost 3 470 km in radius, 32.4% of the mass) consists mainly of 
metallic iron and nickel, plus perhaps some silicon an d  sulfur. The chemically 
act ive lanthanides would not be present in metallic form and therefore  would not 
be dissolved in the core. Surrounding the core is the mantle (2 880 km thickness, 
67.2% of the mass), believed to consist mainly of silicates of magnesium and iron 
(II). The structural sites in the corresponding minerals are too small for lan- 
thanide ions, so the lanthanides, especially the larger, lighter ones, would b e  
preferentially excluded from the mantle. Thus, a high proportion of Earth 's  
lanthanides would end up in the crust (outermost layer, - 3 5  km thick for 
continents, - 5  km thick for oceans, -0 .45% of Earth 's  mass), a sort of scum 
consisting of lower density materials that have been excluded from both core 
and mantle. All evidence found so far is compatible with this rather general 
explanation, but no useful quantitative description of the process has been 
developed. 

The lanthanide-yttrium distribution in the NASC is surprisingly common in 
sedimentary rocks. The explanation and significance bear on our understanding 
of crustal evolution and processes of formation of sedimentary rocks. 

4. Lanthanides and yttrium in common sedimentary rocks 

Shales are a common form of sedimentary rock. Sedimentary rocks are 
depositional products  of weathering and erosion of other rocks. Those rocks 
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may be igneous (crystallized directly from a melt), older sediments, or 
metamorphic rocks (igneous or sedimentary rocks altered in mineralogy and 
usually in composition by the action of heat and pressure). Sedimentary rocks 
are highly variable in composition, structure, and type. Here they are classified 
in three Categories: carbonates (mainly CaCO3 and MgCO3) deposited from 
solution, by inorganic or biogenic (biological) processes or both, such as lime- 
stones and dolomites; shales, comprised mainly of clay minerals that are insoluble 
weathering products of many common rock-forming minerals; and sands, which 
consist of small grains of mineral residues from weathering. I f  weathering has 
been extensive, over multiple cycles of sedimentation, the sands may be nearly 
pure quartz (SiO2). If weathering has been rapid, sands may contain abundant 
mica, feldspar, and other silicates in addition to quartz. Sediments classed as 
carbonates frequently contain substantial clay or sand, sands often contain clays 
or carbonates, etc. Pure end-member sediments are very rare. 

4.1. The lanthanide-yttrium distribution of the N A S C  is common 

Composites of shales from three localities were analyzed by Minami (1935) 
and all found to have similar lanthanide distributions. Goldschmidt (1938), 
having observed that minerals rich in lanthanides had varied distributions, 
inferred that sedimentary processes remixed lanthanides from different igneous 
minerals back into their average, perhaps, primordial abundances. Haskin and 
Gehl (1962) analyzed ten samples of carbonates, sands, and shales and found in 
them distributions that resembled those found by Minami. Haskin et al. (1966b) 
reported lanthanide concentrations for 38 individual sedimentary rocks. The 
average relative abundances (but not the average absolute concentrations) for the 
38 sediments were the same as those of the NASC. The average distribution for 
sediments from the Russian Platform (Balashov et al., 1964) was the same. A 
redetermination of one of the shale composites originally analyzed by Minami 
gave the same distribution (Haskin and Haskin, 1966). The average relative 
abundances of just a few sediments of each general type also matched the 
NASC distribution (9 carbonates, 7 sandstones, 5 greywacke sandstones, 8 ocean 
sediments, 9 shales; Haskin et al., 1966b). Only 14 of the 38 individual rocks had 
distributions like that of the NASC to within ---15 percent, but only 15 percent of 
the rocks deviated from that distribution by as much as a factor of 1.5. Thus, 
whereas the lanthanide distributions in most samples of sedimentary rock differ 
measurably from the NASC distribution, the strong resemblance to that dis- 
tribution is clear. An average for sedimentary rocks from any general locality 
produces it within a few percent. 

The uniformity in this distribution is surprising. Most rocks are heterogeneous, 
complex chemical systems with complicated histories. There was no reason to 
presume that two samples of rock from the same rock formation, or even 
adjacent fragments from a single sample would show such similar lanthanide 
distributions, let alone rocks of different ages, from different places, and with 
different bulk compositions and mineralogies! 

In most carbonates and sandstones, clay minerals are abundant. These 
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minerals have much higher lanthanide and yttrium concentrat ions than carbonate  
or quartz,  and thus may contain the bulk of the lanthanides in the entire rock 
(e.g., Cullers et al., 1975). Roaldset  (1975) showed that the phyllosilicate minerals 
(clay, mica group) do not concentrate  the lanthanides in igneous rocks,  but 
adsorb them as clays develop during weathering. The uniformity of lanthanide 
distributions among sediments is thus not a consequence of a preferred dis- 
tribution for clay minerals.  The clay minerals are products  of weathering of 
igneous minerals and tend to inherit and average the lanthanide distributions of 
their sources. In order to discuss the effects of sedimentary processes  on 
lanthanide distributions and further  assess the uniformity of the distributions for 
common  types of sedimentary rocks,  it is necessary to outline the nature of 
large-scale geological processes  at the Ear th ' s  surface. 

4.2. Movements of the Earth's lithosphere 

Modern geoscience (e.g., Press  and Siever, 1974) recognizes large-scale 
movemen t  of major  segments  of the Ear th ' s  crust  and upper mantle.  Continents 
are no longer viewed as inviolable centers of growth resting in fixed position on 
the Ear th ' s  surface.  They are dragged about  at rates of a few centimeters  per 
year. They have all been parts of a single supercontinent  (Pangaea) at least once, 
and have repeatedly  collided, fused together,  and parted along new fractures.  
The extent  to which the original continents might have been chemical ly distinct 
f rom each other is not known. Certainly, their isolation f rom each other as 
chemical  systems has been less than complete  and mixing of materials at least 
along their edges has occurred.  Their most  stable central areas (shields) have not 
necessari ly indulged in mixing, but are geochemical ly  rather similar in any event. 

Ocean floors move,  too, spreading outward f rom ocean ridges. At ocean 
ridges, molten material f rom the Ear th ' s  interior wells up to the surface,  
providing fresh ocean floor. Portions of the ocean floor far thest  f rom the ridges 
are drawn downward  (subducted) into the Ear th 's  interior. Continental  matter,  
being less dense on the average than the rocks of the ocean floors, does not so 
readily sink. 

These giant motions are not accomplished without stress, so ear thquakes,  
volcanos,  general uplifting of some areas,  and downwarping of others occur. The 
unifying concept  that  brings these many aspects  of Ear th ' s  surface behavior  into 
coherence  is known as Plate Tectonics.  In this concept ,  the uppermos t  - 1 0 0  km 
of the Ear th ' s  surface is solid and rigid and called the " l i thosphere. , '  The 
l i thosphere is broken into large segments  called "pla tes ,"  which float on a 
plastically deformable  portion of the upper  mantle known as the "as thenos-  
phere ."  The plates move about  in response  to forces  causing motion in the 
as thenosphere  beneath.  The exact  nature of these forces  and the extent  to which 
convect ive  motions of the deep mantle are involved are obscure.  

The details of the chemical processes  that accompany  the machinat ions of 
plate movemen t s  are largely unknown but are a topic of vigorous pursuit. Any 
general description of geochemis t ry  should be written and read in an aura of 
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awareness of the powerful concept of plate tectonics in order to nurture our 
understanding of both plate tectonics and the geochemical topic. This chapter is 
written in such awareness, but without an effort to contrive detailed explanations 
of rare earth geochemistry in terms of plate tectonics. 

The production of sedimentary rocks is influenced by motions of crustal 
plates. Highest rates of sediment formation occur in regions where mountains 
are forming, typically at the edges of continents. In an over-simplified view, 
when the edge of an oceanic plate collides with the edge of a continental plate, the 
more dense oceanic crust is forced down, and the edge of the continental plate 
somewhat raised. The uplift of the continental plate makes mountains. On the 
oceanic side of the mountains, where the oceanic crust is subducted, a deep 
depression (eugeosyncline) develops. The mountains may form contiguous with 
the exposed land surface of the continent or, if the continental plate extends 
outward for a ways below sea level, the mountains may form some distance 
from shore. Nor must the mountains consist entirely of uplifted continental 
material. A major portion may arise from volcanic activity related to the 
subduction of oceanic crust. A relatively shallow sea may exist between shore 
and mountains; such a depression is called a miogeosyncline. 

Sediments form as materials erode from the mountains or the major portion of 
the continent and are carried into the geosynclines. On the oceanic side, 
materials from the mountains fall into the eugeosyncline. The weight of these 
sediments further depresses the eugeosynclinal trough while the removal of 
material from the mountains tends to unload the continental plate so that it 
further rises. 

The sediments falling into the eugeosyncline are quickly buried. A high 
proportion are sandstones that retain the mineralogical characteristics of their 
parents to a high degree. If those parents were igneous or high-grade metamor- 
phic rocks, then only the most rapidly weathered minerals (e.g. olivines-orthosil- 
icates of Fe, Mg, pyroxenes-metasilicates of Fe, Mg, Ca) are converted to clays, 
while feldspar~ (aluminosilicates of Ca, Na, K), micas (hydrated aluminosili- 
cates), and quartz, along with many minor minerals remain intact. Such sedi- 
ments are complex varieties of sandstone (e.g., greywacke). Many mountains are 
composed of material deposited in an earlier geosyncline; thus, geosynclinal 
sediments may be second, third, or later generation. 

The same mountains erode into the miogeosyncline. There, slopes are some- 
what shallower and more opportunity exists for weathering to alter the 
mineralogy. Also feeding into the miogeosyncline are sediments from the major 
portion of the adjacent continent. Such sediments tend to be several generations 
old. Most of the minerals of their precursors have been converted to clays. Sand 
grains are mostly quartz, a common igneous mineral highly resistant to weather- 
ing. Along the edge of the sea nearest the continent (the continental shelf) 
conditions may be rather quiet tectonically, and relatively pure end-member 
sediments can then accumulate (sandstones of nearly pure quartz, shales of 
nearly pure clay, and carbonates precipitated from the shallow seas). 

To what extent are the lanthanides and yttrium" from different sources mixed 
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together during sediment formation? To what extent are they mobilized and the 
group fractionated? To what extent do lanthanide distributions in sedimentary 
rocks reflect the distributions of their parent sources? 

4.3. Rare earth behavior during sediment formation 

Ronov, Balashov, and co-workers have extensively studied rare earths in a 
geologic setting such as that described in the previous section. Balashov et al. 
(1964) examined the chemical separations among the lanthanides brought about 
by weathering and sedimentary differentiation. They studied a series of sedi- 
ments formed under tectonically rather quiet conditions on the Russian Plat- 
form. During early stages of sedimentation the climate was arid, and little 
differentiation occurred. Concentrations and relative abundances of the lan- 
thanides and yttrium were relatively constant, and concentrations in sandstones 
exceeded those in shales. In the succeeding stages of sedimentation, a hot, 
humid climate prevailed and extensive weathering occurred. Lanthanide con- 
centrations and relative abundances were more variable. There was a tendency 
for heavier lanthanides to mobilize and travel somewhat farther from their 
source regions than did the lighter lanthanides. Lanthanide concentrations 
decreased in the order shales, sands, carbonates. Relative abundances of light to 
heavy lanthanides decreased in the same order. 

Ronov et al. (1972, 1974) broadened the study to include the Russian and 
Scythian platforms (representative of stable, continental regions), the mio- 
geosyncline of the high Caucasus mountains, the mountains themselves, and the 
seaward eugeosyncline. The lanthanide concentrations in clays (shales) in- 
creased in a regular manner from the eugeosynclinal sediments to the Russian 
Platform, a similar trend was observed for carbonates (fig. 21.3). The opposite 
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trend was observed for sandstones, so that sandstones in the eugeosynclinal 
sediments had concentrations of lanthanides about the same as in the clays, 
decreasing inland to an extent that platform sands had lanthanide concentrations 
only about 5 percent as high as clays. RelatiVe amounts of lighter to heavier 
lanthanides decreased from the platforms to the central mountains, then in- 
creased strongly seaward for clays and carbonates, but not for sandstones. The 
extent of relative enrichment in lighter lanthanides was greatest in the sand- 
stones, with clays next, except in the eugeosynclinal sediments, where sand- 
stones were the least enriched. The extent of the decrease in the ratio of light to 
heavy lanthanides was similar for all three classes of rocks over most of the 
traverse, except for the sandstones in the eugeosyncline (as noted previously) 
and a strong, light lanthanide enrichment in clays of the Russian platform. These 
trends were explained as the mixing of two main effects. 

First, in tectonically quiet settings where differentiation is extensive, the bulk 
of the lanthanides ends up in the clays. The silicate minerals that are the main 
carriers of rare earths in igneous rocks are destroyed by weathering, and the 
resulting clays readily accept the lanthanide ions. Weather-resistant quartz does 
not accept lanthanides in significant quantities under .igneous or sedimentary 
conditions. Thus the lanthanides concentrated mainly in the clays in well- 
differentiated sediments of the stable platform and relatively quiet geosynclinal 
regions, but remained with the mineral0gically complex sandstones of the 
eugeosynclines. 

Second, the source regions of the platform sediments, being typical stable 
continental areas, consisted mostly of siliceous rocks (granite-like igneous 
materials and their weathered products). Such igneous materials, on the average, 
have lanthanide distributions like that of the NASC. The eugeosynclinal region 
and, to a lesser extent, the miogeosynclinal region, had Substantial contributions 
from local submarine and subaerial volcanos. The earliest, and most extensive, 
volcanics had lanthanide distributions characteristic of island arcs and ocean 
floors, relativeJy depleted in light lanthanides. That distribution appeared almost 
unaltered in the sandstones developed from the earlier volcanic rocks; there was 
some effect on the clays, as well. Later volcanism yielded igneous products with 
higher lanthanide concentrations and higher relative abundances of the lighter 
lanthanides, an effect transferred to the resulting sediments. 

The mixing of the two effects is at most slightly modified by any mobilization 
of lanthanides over long distances. The lanthanide distributions of local regions 
appeared in the carbonate sediments of those regions. To a first approximation, 
lanthanide ions enter the aqueous phase during weathering, but only briefly. 
They are immobilized near their sources. 

The common occurrence of the NASC lanthanide distribution attests to the 
thoroughness of mixing of lanthanides from different igneous sources over 
multiple cycles of weathering and sedimentation. It also attests to the uniformity 
of composition of different continental areas. To what extent does the NASC 
distribution represent the average for the Earth's crust? 
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4.4. Average crustal abundances of the lanthanides and yttrium 

Ronov et al. (1972, 1974) give average  concentrat ions for  lanthanides in 
sediments.  The concentrat ions are some 20 percent  lower for the middle and 
heavy lanthanides and yttr ium than those given for the NASC,  which is 
reasonable since their est imates include sands and carbonates .  Concentrat ions 
for  the lightest lanthanides given by Ronov et al. are 40 to 50 percent  lower than 
in the NASC because  the eugeosynclinal  sands are relatively deficient in those 
elements.  The accuracy  of their average for the sediments depends on the 
relative amounts  of each type of sediment  est imated to be in the region under 
consideration. 

Ronov  et al. a l so  give est imates of the average lanthanide concentrat ions for 
t h e  Ear th ' s  crust. Those values are very  similar to their average  for  all sedi- 
ments.  Their est imates are probably as good as any in the literature. Such 
est imates are quite dependent  on assumptions  about  types and composi t ions of 
materials in the middle and lower crust,~ and such assumpt ions  are model 
dependent.  All major  segments of  the Ear th ' s  crust  are not similar; for example,  
the composi t ion of the accessible igneous oceanic crust  is strikingly different 
f rom that of the exposed continental crust ;  its volume is much less than that of 
continental crust. 

It  is not certain that the average crustal relative abundances  given by Ronov et 
al. are better  than those of the NASC, which are found on all continents and in 
the sediments covering the igneous ocean  floors. In any event ,  the value of 
average crustal abundances  is limited mainly to placing limits on the bulk 
composi t ion of the Earth and considering the extent  to which various elements  
have been excluded f rom the core and crust. 

All present  evidence indicates that the crust  and uppermos t  mantle have 
higher lanthanide and yttr ium concentrat ions than primitive, nonvolati le solar 
matter  (i.e., chondritic meteorites).  Prevailing opinion is that these segments  of 
Earth are also relatively enriched in the lighter lanthanides, but such a con- 
clusion presumes  that the entire crust  has the same composi t ional  characterist ics 
as the crustal surface. There  is no reason so far to suspect  that the relative 
lanthanide and yttrium abundances  for  the Earth as a whole differ f rom the 
chondritic distribution. The average lanthanide concentrat ions for  the Earth may 
not be the same as the chondritic ones, but there is no compelling reason to 
believe that they are markedly different; i.e., a model crust  of uniform com- 
position does not contain a larger mass of lanthanides than would be available 
f rom a whole Earth,  or even a mantle plus crust, of chondritic composi t ion (e.g., 
Haskin et al., 1966a). For an alternative model of bulk planetary composi t ions,  
see Ganapathy  and Anders (1974). 

If the crust  and upper  mantle are indeed relatively enriched in the lighter 
lanthanides, did they attain that enr ichment  suddenly, e.g., in a catastrophic 
zoning of Earth into core, mantle, and crust,  or gradually throughout  geologic 
t ime? 
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4.5. Secular changes in relative lanthanide abundances 

The tendency for sediments to average the individual lanthanide distributions 
of their precursors was put to use by Wildeman and Haskin (1973) to look for 
evidence of any gradual change from a chondritic distribution to that now 
characteristic of the crust. They analyzed 36 samples of the oldest available 
sedimentary rocks from 16 rock formations in the Baltic, North American, and 
South African shields. The samples were relatively undisturbed by metamor- 
phism and ranged in age from -1 .7  to >3.0 billion years. They found no 
evidence that the abundances of the lighter lanthanides relative to the heavier 
ones had changed between >3.0 billion years ago and the present. The Earth, 
however, is some 4.5 billion years old. The oldest (igneous) rocks with carefully 
measured ages are only 3.7 billion years old, Thus, the record of the earliest 
development of the Earth's crust has been obscured. 

The abundance of Eu relative to neighboring Sm and Gd was higher, on the 
average, in the Precambrian (older than 0.6 billion year) sediments, in com- 
parison with those of the NASC and other sediments of younger age. Only two 
of the Precambrian sediments had relative Eu abundances lower than those of 
the NASC; the rest had abundances that were significantly higher. Wildeman and 
Haskin were unable to offer a convincing reason for this observation. High 
relative Eu abundances were found by Wildeman and Condie (1973) in Pre- 
cambrian sediments from Wyoming and South Africa, by Nance and Taylor 
(mentioned by Jake~ and Taylor, 1974) in Precambrian Australian sediments, and 
by Tugarinov et al. (1973) in rocks of the Krivoy Rog series. Moorbath et al. 
(1975) show relatively high Eu values for sediments of -3 .7  billion years age 
from Isua, Greenland. 

Jake~ and Taylor (1974) concluded that the relatively high Eu abundances in 
the Precambrian sediments reflected the abundances in the igneous rocks of 
their source regions. They suggested that the sediments might have derived from 
sources with high proportions of island-arc volcanic rocks. Those volcanics do 
not have relative Eu deficiencies as compared with chondrites. The younger 
sediments as represented by the NASC would have derived mainly from upper 
continental crust. Such average upper crustal material was suggested to be 
relatively deficient in Eu because the igneous processes that produced it would 
have retained that element selectively in the lower crust. In this model, the crust 
is compositionally stratified. Ronov et al. (1972, 1974) also suggested that the 
Precambrian sediments analyzed by Wildeman and Haskin (1973) were derived 
from island arc volcanics, which are not depleted in Eu. 

There are substantial difficulties with this explanation. The island arc volcanics 
in question are relatively deficient in light lanthanides compared with the NASC 
and the Precambrian sediments. No combination of their distribution and that of 
Eu-deficient crustal material can produce the NASC-Iike distribution with in- 
creased Eu. Also, the sediments showing Eu anomalies include well differen- 
tiated shales, sands, and carbonates, probably not of eugeosynclinal origin. 
Finally, several of the Precambrian sediments had relative Eu abundances 
greater than that of the chondrites and, therefore, the island arc basalts. 
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Secular composi t ional  changes in geochemis t ry  are rare. The apparent  trend in 
the relative abundances  of Eu merits more  attention. 

4.6. Lanthanides in the oceanic environment 

The moving ocean floors accumulate  sediments,  but not in great  thicknesses 
like those near  continental margins. Most  igneous rocks of the ocean floor are 
strongly deficient in light lanthanides relative to the NASC but are not depleted 
in Eu. The ocean floors account  for  most  of the surface area of the Earth. What  
lanthanide distributions are found in ocean  sediments? 

Wildeman and Haskin (1965) analyzed six samples of the most  common  types 
of deep-ocean s e d i m e n t - c l a y s  and clays mixed with carbonate  and siliceous 
tests of one-celled oceanic organisms (radiolaria, Globigerina, diatoms) - and two 
near-shelf  sediments  of known terr igeneous origin (fig. 21.4). Within experimen-  
tal uncertainty,  the lanthanide relative abundances  were the same as those of the 
NASC,  consistent  with other evidence that the principal source for  ocean 
sediments is the continents,  not the igneous ocean floors. This general result has 
been confirmed by Spirn (1965) and by Shimokawa et al. (1972). As the sea floors 
spread, they sweep the terrigenous lanthanides back  toward the continents for 
recycling. This further  serves to mix lanthanides f rom different continental 
sources.  

Shimokawa et al. suggested that Eu was relatively depleted in their samples of 
ocean sediment  relative to the NASC. More  recent  values for the NASC (Haskin 
et al., 1968) than those used by Shimokawa show that Eu is 0.67 times the 
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Fig. 21.4. Comparison diagram for ocean sediments (Wildeman and Haskin, 1965) and ocean water 
(HOgdahl, 1965-68). 
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interpolated value on a chondrite comparison diagram (fig. 21.1), in agreement  
with 0.69 for the sediments analyzed by Shimokawa et al. 

Most of the lanthanides found in ocean sediments are of terrigenous (land) 
origin, but there are exceptions. Bender et al. (1971) analyzed a core f rom the 
slope of a mid-ocean ridge (the East Pacific Rise) that consisted mainly of calcite 
(CaCO3) and had a lanthanide distribution similar to that of sea water, its 
apparent source. Piper (1974) reviewed available information on lanthanides in 
biogenic (of biological origin) and authigenic (of inorganic origin within the sea) 
materials separated from ocean sediments. Biogenic materials (carbonate tests 
from foraminifera and shells of pteropods,  siliceous remains of diatoms, opalline 
silica) clearly derived their lanthanides from sea water. Authigenic barite 
(BaSO4) phillipsite (a zeolite), montmorillonite (a clay), and metalliferous sedi- 
ment f rom the crest of the East  Pacific rise also reflected the influence of sea 
water. Robertson and Fleet (1976) reported on several iron and iron-manganese 
sediments from the Troodos massif that have negative Ce anomalies. Some are 
rather rich in lanthanides, with Sm concentrat ions - 1 0 0  times the chondritic 
value. The barite and the metalliferous sediments appear to be direct precipitates 
with sea water the lanthanide source. Sea water may have been the source for 
the montmorillonite and phillipsite also, but phillipsite especially has substantial 
ion-exchange capability and might well equilibrate with the lanthanides in sea 
water whatever  its origin. 

A main feature of the lanthanide distribution in these materials is a substantial 
depletion in Ce. Excess Ce is found in authigenic ferromanganese nodules (e.g., 
Goldberg et al., 1963; Ehrlich, 1968; Glasby, 1972-73). Presumably,  the selective 
uptake of Ce by these common oceanic materials accounts for the relative 
deficiency of that element in ocean water. Concentrations of lanthanides in most 
biogenic and authigenic oceanic materials are relatively low, and the proportions 
of those materials in common ocean sediments are low, so their relative 
abundance distributions do not appreciably affect the overall abundances for the 
sediments that contain them. 

Copeland ~et al. (1971) describe clays f rom the mid-Atlantic ridge that are 
derived from local igneous material and whose lanthanide distribution therefore 
matches that of the ocean floor basalts. The lanthanides must have been released 
from the minerals of the parent igneous rock into solution, but they did not 
equilibrate in any general way with ocean water before being captured by the 
clays. 

The relative lanthanide and yttrium abundances in sea water (fig. 21.4) differ 
significantly from those of the NASC, as first shown by Goldberg et al. (1963) for  
water from the Pacific Ocean. Relative to the NASC, the ocean water was 
strongly depleted in Ce and increasingly enriched in the heavier lanthanides and 
yttrium. Spirn (1965) and Hayes et al. (1965) reported similar distributions for 
waters from the Atlantic Ocean and the Gulf of Mexico. Extensive analyses of 
ocean water from a wide variety of locations (Atlantic, Pacific, and Indian 
Oceans; Antarctic; Caribbean and Barents seas) were made by H0gdahl (1965- 
68; see also H0gdahl et al., 1968). H0gdahl set out to determine whether  there 
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was sufficient variability in lanthanide concentrations and distributions in ocean 
waters that lanthanide analysis could be used to trace large scale movements  of 
different water masses. Variations were present, but relatively small, t h u s  
requiring very painstaking analysis for th.eir characterization and use. The 
average lanthanide concentrations for 11 samples of North Atlantic deep water 
illustrate the baseline distribution for ocean water, except for a few samples 
taken near surface and near land which showed relative abundances very similar 
to those of the NASC. The range of concentration of Sm for the samples of 
North Atlantic deep water was 2.6 to 5.7 parts per trillion (parts per 10 ~2) and the 
average was 4.5 pptr. The range in Sm concentration for all samples except those 
few obviously contaminated with terrigenous matter was 6 pptr, and values for 
26 of 40 samples were between 3 and 6pptr.  Samples from the north Pacific 
ocean and the Caribbean sea had lanthanide concentrations approximately twice 
those characteristic of the other regions sampled, and Ce concentrations that 
were normal relative to La and Pr, compared with the NASC. 

HOgdahl's measurements were made on unfiltered ocean water. Content of 
particulate material was several milligrams per 10 liter sample. Particulates were 
analyzed separately for several samples and found not to contain a high fraction 
of the total lanthanides present. Thus little, if any, unaltered terrigenous residue 
was present. 

As discussed above, most ocean sediments have lanthanide distributions 
similar to those of the NASC. There is no net selective transport of certain 
lanthanides relative to others from the terrigenous sources to the oceans. The 
relative Ce deficiency in most ocean water is apparently a result of selective 
uptake of that element by authigenic ferromanganese nodules. The reasons for 
the other differences between the ocean water distribution and that of the NASC 
are not known. The lanthanide distributions for ocean water and authigenic 
materials demonstrate clearly that internal fractionation of the lanthanide group 
does occur in the oceanic environment. The concentrations of the lanthanides in 
ocean water are so low, however,  that no large reservoir of material with a 
lanthanide distribution complementary to that of ocean water is to be expected. 
As Wildeman and Haskin (1965) indicated, the total amount of lanthanides in 
ocean water is less than the amount present in the upper 0.2 mm of ocean floor 
sediment. Thus, preferential extraction of some lanthanides from a few mil- 
limeters of sediment would not measurably alter the distribution in that sedi- 
ment. 

The low concentrations of lanthanides in ocean water reflect the rapid rate at 
which they are scavenged or swept out as terrigenous detritus. Mean residence 
times in the ocean are very short, - 5 0  to 600 years (Goldberg et al., 1963; 
Wildeman and Haskin, 1965), based on a model for mean residence time 
tA = A[(dA[dt )  in which A is the total amount  of a lanthanide present in ocean 
water at steady state and dA/d t  is the amount introduced into (or precipi ta ted 
from) the ocean per year. 

Possibly, the lanthanide concentrations in ocean water are buffered by the 
sediments. If so, the Ce deficiency and the variations in concentration are not 
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easily understood. Possibly,  most  of the lanthanide in the sediments  arrives 
there without any equilibration with ocean water,  and the ocean water  dis- 
tribution is a kinetic s teady state one dependent  on dissolution of terr igenous 
material and precipitation of fe r romanganese  nodules and other authigenic and 

• biogenic phases.  Much of the lanthanide found in ocean water  may  be adsorbed 
on tiny bits of hydrated Fe or Mn oxides rather  than in true solution. 

5. Lanthanides in igneous rocks 

In the discussion of sedimentary rocks it was concluded that  the relative 
lanthanide abundances  in those rocks represented the average distributions of 
their igneous precursors .  What  are the distributions in igneous rocks?  Igneous 
rocks are those that form from high-temperature melts. 

5.1. Volcanic lavas 

Perhaps  the most  obviously igneous of all rocks are the volcanic lavas. Lavas  
are produced when material  of the lower crust  and mantle, down to depths 
exceeding - 1 0 0 k m ,  melts and the resulting liquids are extruded onto the 
surface. These lavas contribute substantially to the composi t ion of Ear th ' s  crust. 
They also serve as probes  to the chemical composi t ion of the mantle. Source 
materials for  lavas (or magmas,  i.e., molten material in general, whether  it 
reaches the surface or not) usually melt  only partially, leaving behind a refrac-  
tory residue. The composi t ions of source materials and residues cannot  be 
measured directly but must  be inferred f rom the nature of the lavas,  f rom 
knowledge of overall elemental  abundances,  f rom experimental  determinations 
of phase diagrams, and f rom seismic and other geophysical  evidence.  Lan-  
thanide concentrat ions and distributions in lavas are important  indicators of 
source materials ,and melting processes.  

The most  com~mon types of lavas are basalts. Basa l t s  are composed  principally 
of pyroxenes  (Mg, Fe, Ca metasil icates) and feldspar  (Ca, Na, K aluminosili- 
cates). The general class of basalts known as tholeiites has two types of 
pyroxene,  one with substantial Ca and one poor  in that element,  any may  contain 
some olivine (Mg, Fe orthosilicate). The other general class, known as alkali- 
olivine basalts,  has only the Ca-rich pyroxene ,  plus olivine (Mg, Fe orthosili- 
cate). A basalt  belongs to one class or the other according to whether  it has 
enough SiOz that its ideal equilibrium ( , 'normat ive")  mineralogy has orthosilicate 
(olivine) as the only Ca-poor,  Fe and Mg-rich silicate phase,  or whether  there is 
also, or instead, a Ca-poor,  Fe and Mg-rich metasil icate (pyroxene).  This is not a 
trivial difference since only under special conditions of composit ion,  tem- 
perature,  and pressure can a source provide lavas of both classes, or can a 
magma of one class be conver ted  into a liquid of the other. 

Many major  volcanoes of picturesque character  yield basaltic lavas. The 
Hawaiian islands, very young geologically, are tall accumulat ions of successive 
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outpourings of lavas most  of which were tholeiites. The major  portions of 
basalts found on land, however ,  have not extruded f rom such majest ic  cinder 
cones but come f rom cracks and fissures in cont inental  crust. Tholeiitic plateau 
or flood basalts cover  the Columbia  River  province,  the Deccan plateau of India, 
and the Paran~ basin of South America,  all fairly young geologically. Alkali- 
olivine basalts are quantitatively much less abundant;  examples  are those of the 
Basin-Range province of Nevada  and Utah,  or of the Rhine province in 
Germany.  The greatest  volumes of basalts  are the surprisingly uniform tholeiites 
that pave the floors of the oceans and which are extruded at the ocean ridges. 
Many of the lavas that pile up to produce  oceanic islands are alkali-olivine 
basalts (e.g., Gough island in the Atlantic Ocean). 

In compar ison with the average composi t ion of the continental  crust, basalts 
are rich in the consti tuents of "maf ic"  minerals (Mg, Fe-rich ortho and metasili- 
cates) and range in concentrat ion f rom - 4 5  to - 5 2 %  SiO2. A common  type of 
lava that approaches  basalt  in composi t ion but is closer to average  continental 
crustal composi t ion is andesite. Andesites average - 6 0 %  SiO2 i n  composit ion.  
They are the most  com m on  lava of the island arcs that surround ocean basins 
(e.g., the Aleutians) but may occur  in continental  areas (e.g., the Cascades  of 
Washington and Oregon). Their appearance  is commonly  associated with sub- 
ducting oceanic floor. 

Rhyolite is an example  of even more  siliceous (as much as 70% SiO2), or 
acidic, volcanic material.  Rhyolite is a product  of rather ex t reme chemical 
fractionation relative to the average composi t ion of Earth. It  is a common 
material,  but hardly abundant  i n  compar ison with basalt,  or even andesite. 
Rhyolitic lavas mainly appear  in regions where less ex t reme types of lavas 
predominate.  Such silica- and alkali-rich materials as rhyolites melt  at lower 
temperatures  than basalts or andesites and produce viscous liquids. On cooling, 
many fail to crystallize, but produce obsidian glass. Some are so forcibly ejected 
that they erupt  as shards of  glass, producing widespread falls of volcanic ash and 
pumice.  

There are no sharp boundaries  separating various lava types f rom each other 
except  those of definition. There  is a more or less continuous graduation f rom 
one type to another  over  a range of silica concentrat ions extending f rom <45% 
to >70% SiO2. Associated with the many  varieties that result  f rom different 
source composi t ions and conditions of origin is a plethora of names  that  usefully 
connote composi t ional  and kinship relations only to exper ienced geologists. The 
three types described above  are sufficient for this discussion of lanthanide 
distributions. 

Lanthanide distributions in com m on  lavas range f rom somewhat  depleted to 
t remendously  enriched in light lanthanides, relative to chondrites.  Concen- 
trations of heavier  lanthanides are not as variable as those of light lanthanides. 
Posit ive,  negative, or no Eu anomalies may be present.  There  is no systematic  
variation in lanthanide distributions with rock type as a whole, but there are 
somewhat  systematic  variations among volcanic rocks that are genetically 
related. It is convenient  to consider two classes of lanthanide distributions for  
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volcanic rocks. One class is associated with ocean floor igneous rocks such as 
those found in mid-ocean ridge basalts and some island arc basalts and 
andesites. The magmas in this class have lanthanide distributions very similar to 
those of chondrites but are somewhat  depleted in light lanthanides (La-Nd). The 
other class is typical of continental and ocean island volcanics and relates to 
magmas that are slightly to strongly enriched in the light lanthanides relative to 
chondrites. 

5.2. Ocean floor igneous rocks 

Ocean ridge basalts and associated igneous rocks were discovered to have 
distinct lanthanide abundances  when dredge samples became available f rom the 
mid-Atlantic ridge (Frey and Haskin, 1964). They have been studied intensively 
ever since because of further oceanographic sampling and the Deep Sea Drilling 
Project  (e.g., Kay et al., 1970; Philpotts et al., 1969; Schilling, 1975a; Hubbard,  
1969; Frey  et al., 1968, 1974). Typical  lant'hanide concentrations,  relative to the 
averages for chondrites,  are shown in fig. 21.5. Tholeiitic basalts with this 
distribution are remarkably common and widespread beneath the oceans. 

Basalts, basaltic andesites, and andesites with this distribution are common in 
some island arcs (e.g., Jake~ and Gill, 1970; Ewart  et al., 1973; Taylor  et al., 
1969). Their  presence is believed to result from melting of subducted ocean ic  
crust. By and large, the sediment layers which lie above the ocean floor tholeiites 
and are derived mainly from continental material are not subducted but piled up 
against continental margins in some manner that prevents their modifying 
significantly the trace element and isotopic abundances of oceanic crustal matter 
in the production of this class of island arc volcanics. Nor does ocean water 
severely modify the lanthanide distributions in volcanics that are extruded under 
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Fig. 21.5. Comparison diagram for typical ocean floor tholeiitic basalt (estimated from Frey et al., 
1974) and average of 16 Apollo 17, high-titanium mare basalts (Shih et al., 1975). 
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water,  either at the time of extrusion or on slow weathering (e.g., Her rmann  et 
al., 1974; Philpotts et al., 1969; Frey  et al., 1974). 

The close similarity of the lanthanide distributions in ocean floor volcanics to 
that of the chondrites is further  evidence that Earth has the same overall  average 
relative lanthanide abundances as the chondrites.  Otherwise,  the uniformity of 
these melt  products  of the mantle found in all the oceans of the world would 
seem to be fortuitous. The distribution is not unmodified f rom that of the 
chondrites,  and the lavas are not primitive or first-generation melting products  of 
a primitive terrestrial mantle. Variations in lanthanide concentrat ions and rela- 
tive abundances  among ocean floor basalts  are mainly the result  of minor 
inhomogeneit ies in the mantle source regions, small differences in conditions of 
partial melting, and crystal  fract ionation of the lavas prior to eruption. 

The light-lanthanide dep l e t ed  distribution is so characterist ic of ocean floor 
volcanics that  its very rare appearance  in materials of continental  origin appears  
to be an accident  of some complex combinat ion of separat ion and mixing 
processes  and events.  Most  occurrences  of the light-lanthanide depleted dis- 
tribution in materials found on continents is evidence that those materials 
actually derived f rom ocean floor or island arc volcanics,  or at least, f rom the 
same type of mantle source. 

Not  all basalts or other igneous materials dredged or drilled f rom the ocean 
floors or found in island arcs have the characterist ic light lanthanide depleted 
distribution (e.g., Frey  et al., 1968; Nicholls and Islam, 1971; Kay  et al., 1970; 
Jake~ and Gill, 1970; Balashov et al., 1970a; Jibiki and Masuda,  1974; Masuda et 
al., 1974; Schubert ,  1972; Masuda and Jibiki, 1973; Schilling, 1971; Blanchard et 
al., 1976; Fleet  et al., 1976; Bryan et al., 1976). Strong enr ichments  in light 
lanthanides are absent,  except  in some island arc volcanics,  but mild enrich- 
ments  are not uncommon.  Qualitatively, all materials ana lyzed  appear  to be 
consistent  with derivation f rom light-lanthanide depleted mantle sources.  

5.3. L u n a r  mare  basalts  

It  is interesting that those areas of the Moon dubbed lunar seas (maria) by the 
ancients have their floors paved with basalts. These  basalts have lanthanide 
distributions (fig. 21.5) that range f rom slightly to strongly depleted in light 
lanthanides and somewhat  depleted in heavy  lanthanides (e.g., Shih et al., 1975; 
Philpotts et al., 1974). Their  most  striking feature  is the substantial  relative 
depletion in Eu. Anomalous  concentrat ions of Eu are quite marked in lunar 
materials because  the lunar regime was devoid of free oxygen ( - 1 0  -13 atm 
compared  with - 1 0  6 atm for Ear th ' s  mantle). This caused mos t  of the Eu in 
Moon to be in the 2+ oxidation state during differentiation of that planet. 

Lanthanide concentrat ions are quite high in many  lunar basalts  in compar ison 
with the range for terrestrial ocean floor basalts. This has been attributed to a 
general enr ichment  of Moon in ref rac tory  elements  as compared  with Earth. 
However ,  there is at present  no requirement  based on a mass balance for its 
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different segments that requires Moon to have higher average lanthanide con- 
centrations than has Earth or, for that matter, the chondrites. 

Our best understanding of why the terrestrial ocean floor basalts are relatively 
deficient in light lanthanides (and a number of other incompatible elements) is 
that these elements were in part separated away from the mantle in earlier 
geologic times (e.g., Gast, 1968; Philpotts and Schnetzler, 1970). Thus, the ocean 
floor materials were produced by further melting of an already partially depleted 
residue. Our best understanding of the origin of lunar mare basalts is that they, 
too, are products of remelting of material already partly depleted in light 
lanthanides during earlier formation of the lunar highlands (terrae) (e.g., Hub- 
bard and Minear, 1975; Shih et al., 1975). Perhaps we do not give the ancients 
enough credit. Seas on Earth consist of water over sediments over basalts, all 
moving about, whereas seas on Moon are a vacuum over' crushed basalt mixed 
with terra material over basalt. The mechanism for formation of terrestrial ocean 
basins is sea floor spreading whereas that for lunar mare basins is excavation by 
meteoroid impact. Nevertheless, the lanthanide distributions of the basalts in 
terrestrial and lunar seas are very roughly similar, and for roughly similar 
reasons. Both the terrestrial continents and the lunar highlands (e.g., Taylor, 
1975) have average distributions that are relatively enriched in the lighter 
lanthanides. 

5.4. Ocean island volcanic rocks 

Basalts of oceanic islands have strikingly different lanthanide distributions 
from those of ocean floor basalts. Most are alkali-olivine basalts or olivine 
tholeiites with lanthanide distributions showing strong relative enrichment with 
decreasing atomic number. More acidic products of vulcanism are commonly 
found and show even stronger light lanthanide enrichments. Typical trends in 
distribution for related lavas from oceanic islands have been given for Gough 
and Reunion, islands (Zielinski and Frey, 1970; Zielinski, 1975), for Hawaiian 
basalts (Schilling and Winchester, 1969; Kay and Gast, 1973), for Cape Verdes 
and Fernando de Noronha (Kay and Gast, 1973), for Grenada, Lesser Antilles 
(Shimizu and Arculus, 1975), and for Ross Island (Sun and Hanson, 1975a). The 
observed trends (e.g., fig. 21.6) have been ascribed to results of fractional 
crystallization (e.g., Gough and Reunion islands) by varying extents of partial 
melting (e.g., Antilles) or by both (or either) (e.g., Hawaii). The source regions 
and partial melts, however, are not the same as those that produce the ocean 
floor suite of volcanics. This has been carefully demonstrated for the Azores 
(Schilling, 1975b) and for Iceland (e.g., Schilling, 1973; Schilling and Noe- 
Nygaard, 1974; O'Nions and Gr6nvold, 1973; Shimokawa and Masuda, 1972). 
Schilling (1975) showed that lanthanide distributions in the mid-Atlantic ridge 
changed progressively from the typical light-lanthanide depleted distribution of 
normal ridge basalts to light-lanthanide enriched patterns on approaching the 
Azores. Similar changes were observed along the Reykjanes ridge on approach- 
ing Iceland. The observed changes cannot be readily explained on the basis of a 
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Fig. 21.6. Comparison diagram for volcanic rocks from Reunion island (Zielinski, 1975). The rock 
with lowest lanthanide concentrations is olivine-rich alkali basalt. Rocks with higher lanthanide 
concentrations are increasingly acidic in nature. The sequence is believed to be successive products 
of fractional crystallization. 

single mantle source for both types of distribution but are consistent with mixing 
of lavas from the usual sources of ocean floor basalt with plumes or blobs of 
magma from deeper sources not depleted in incompatible elements. Similar 
arguments have been set forth by Sun and Hanson (1975b), 

Masuda (1966, 1968) analyzed several basalts from Japan and found three 
groups, based on general petrographic characteristics and lanthanide dis- 
tributions. Those groups, tholeiitic, high-alumina (also tholeiitic), and alkali 
basalts (fig. 21.7), were confirmed by Philpotts et al. (1971). The tholeiites are 
indistinguishable in lanthanide distributions from ocean floor basalts. The other 
basalt classes are enriched in light lanthanides, e.g., Fujimaka, 1975. Yajima et 
al. (1972) argued that the tholeiite type and high-alumina type basalts derived 
from separate magma sources. (Some of the "basal ts"  in both groups were 
actually andesites.) Tanaka and Sugisaki 0973) analyzed a series of basalts from 
a single Japanese geosyncline. The basalts were of the alkali class and those 
highest in stratigraphic sequence were the richest in lanthanides and the most 
strongly enriched in the light lanthanides, relative to chondrites. Nagasawa 
(1973) analyzed a series of basalts and more acidic lavas from the Oki islands, 
which lie between Japan and Korea.  The lanthanide distributions were similar to 
those described earlier for  Gough and Reunion islands. 

The tholeiitic basalts of Japan that have light-lanthanide depleted distributions 
were collected on the eastern (Pacific Ocean) side. These islands, like the 
Caucasus geosyncline region discussed earlier (Ronov et ai., 1974) show how 
lavas with ocean floor affinities and lavas with continental or oceanic island 
affinities both appear in island arcs. The basalts of the Crescent  formation 
(northwestern Washington) are a good example of welding of materials partly of 
ocean floor affinity onto a continent (Glassley, 1974). The lower basalts of the 
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Fig. 21.7. C o m p a r i s o n  d i ag ram for  l an than ide  d i s t r ibu t ions  in th ree  c l a s s e s  of  J a p a n e s e  basa l t  
(Ma su d a ,  1968). 

Crescent  formation are tholeiites, with light lanthanide depleted distributions, 
and appear to be ocean floor basalts thrust  against the western edge of the 
continent. The upper basalts are tholeiites also, but with lanthanide distributions 
mildly enriched in light lanthanides, similar to Hawaiian tholeiites or continental 
tholeiites and flood basalts. 

Another occurrence o f  continental material that originated at least in part as 
oceanic crust is the Barberton Mountain terrain of southern Africa. Herrmann et 
al. (1976) found that basalts from the Komati  formation had lanthanide dis- 
tributions quite similar to those of ocean floor basalts, consistent with other 
t y p e s  of evi'dence for an oceanic origin. Shih and Jahn (unpublished) found 
similar lanthanide distributions in other basalts from the same general region. 
The Barberton rocks are some 3.5 billion years old, far older than any present  
ocean floor material because of loss by subduction. That  the source for these 3.5 
billion year old lavas was already depleted in light lanthanides is consistent with 
the idea that loss of incompatible elements from the upper mantle occurred very 
early in Earth 's  history. Some of the lavas of the Komati  formation contain far 
higher proportions of the constituents of olivine and pyroxene  t han  do basalts. 
These lavas (peridotitic Komatiites) must represent v e r y  extensive (60-80%) 
melting of their source regions. 

Metamorphosed volcanic rocks of great (Archean) age in northeastern Min- 
nesota with light lanthanide depleted distributions were reported by Jahn et al. 
(1974) and by Arth and Hanson (1972). Jahn et al. suggested that those rocks 
were once part o f  an island arc volcanic system. Koljonen and Rosenberg (1974) 
noted the similarity in lanthanide distributions of several rocks of the Karelian 
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zone of Finland to those of ocean floor volcanics. Condie and Baragar (i974) 
found ocean floor type lanthanide distributions in the Archean Yellowknife 
greenstone belt  of northwestern Canada. 

Various rock  suites found at the edges of continents or large islands and 
known as ophiolite complexes  are considered by some geologists to be uplifted 
segments of ocean floor igneous strata. These suites include basalts  plus igneous 
materials f rom beneath. Kay and Senechal  (1972) show that the lanthanide 
distributions in the basalts f rom one such suite (Troodos,  Cyprus)  are those 
found in ocean floor volcanics.  Menzies (1976) shows that associated materials,  
possibly residues of the product ion of such basalts, are even more depleted in 
light lanthanides. Montigny et al. (1973) found light lanthanide depleted dis- 
tributions in several  rocks f rom the Pindos (Greece) ophiolite suite and 
emphasized their oceanic origin. 

5.5. Vulcan i sm on the cont inents  

Lavas  that are poured out onto the continents range f rom slightly to strongly 
enriched in light lanthanides, relative to the distribution in chondrites.  The 
distributions in the basalts of the upper  members  of the Crescent  volcanics of 
the Olympic peninsula (discussed above)  are mildly enriched in the light lan- 
thanides (Glassley, 1974). Whether  these volcanics are proper ly  considered part  
of an island arc, typical of oceanic island tholeiites, or typical continental 
tholeiites cannot  be determined on the basis of lanthanide distribution. Volcanic 
rocks with small light lanthanide enr ichments  are found among suites of ocean 
floor volcanics and, in some cases,  might come f rom essentially the same source 
regions, without contribution f rom deep mantle p lumes.  All volcanics of clearly 
terrigenous origin reported so far have  light-lanthanide enriched distributions, 
approaching or exceeding the average for sediments of continental  origin. It  
might be suspected that this results f rom contaminat ion of lavas with typical 
continental crust  during their ascent  through it. Although a case for such 
contaminat ion can be made in a few instances,  it cannot  account  for this general 
trend, which is also observed in oceanic islands, which have no continental crust  
and which require a separate  mantle source  as discussed previously.  It  therefore 
seems probable  that the sources of ocean floor volcanics simply do not con- 
tribute to terrigenous vulcanism or oceanic islands. Never theless ,  the occurrence 
of vulcanism on continents is associated with collisions of crustal  plates and 
subduction. Along the coast  of Western North  America,  subduction of oceanic 
plates is believed to be responsible for  at least part  of the volcanism within the 
confines of the North  American landmass.  The greatest  volumes of such 
volcanics are the flows of the Columbia  river plateau. Some lanthanide dis- 
tributions of mafic volcanics show fairly strong enr ichment  in light lanthanides 
(Osawa and Goles,  1970; Ragland et al., 1971; Brannon,  Haskin,  and McBirney,  
unpublished) (fig. 21.8). These are compared  with the distribution in a composi te  
of 282 basalts f rom all over  the world but mostly f rom the United States (Haskin 
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Fig. 21.8. Comparison diagram for continental basalts; average and extremes for 20 Oregon basalts 
(Brannon, Haskin, and McBirney, unpublished) and a composite of 282 mainly continental basalts 
(Haskin et al., 1968). 

et al., 1968), which is very similar to that of the NASC except  for  the absence of 
a Eu anomaly.  

Interpret ing the lanthanide distributions (and other information) in volcanics 
f rom even a single volcano can illustrate the complexi ty  of processes  operating 
at a continental boundary.  C o n d i e a n d  Haysl ip  (1975) have studied lanthanides in 
the younger  lavas of the Medicine Lake ,  California shield volcano. This volcano 
first formed as much as half a million years ago and produced abundant  basaltic 
andesite and andesite lavas, the youngest  of which are least 10 thousand years 
old. Then relatively small amounts  of more acidic (siliceous) lavas were 
produced.  

The lanthanide distributions (fig. 21.9) are reminiscent  of those found on 
oceanic islands. However ,  Condie and Haysl ip  conclude that no simple model 
for progressive fractional crystallization or melting can account  for the observed 
composit ions.  Different extents  of partial melting of a common  source,  fol lowed 
by fractional crystall ization and perhaps  mixing of magmas  seemed to be 
required. Data on Pb and Sr isotopes permit  no m o r e  than a few percent  
contaminat ion of the basaltic or andesitic lavas with sediments or continental 
rocks. More siliceous (rhyolitic) lavas could well have derived by partial melting 
of continental material.  Lavas  of intermediate composit ions were taken to be 
mixtures. It  is not trivial to relate this complex set of processes  to plate tectonics 
beyond noting that a subducting oceanic plate can serve as a heat source and a 
reservoir  for  some trace elements  and isotopes. 

Condie and Swenson (1973) found substantial  light lanthanide enr ichment  in 
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Fig. 21.9. Comparison diagram for lavas from a single (Medicine Lake, California) shield volcano 
(Condie and Hayslip, 1975). 

andesites and more siliceous volcanic suites from Cascade range stratovolcanos 
of Washington and Oregon. Other siliceous lavas from the Cascades show 
variable, but light-lanthanide enriched distributions (Borchardt  et al., 1971; 
Randle et al., 1971). Obsidian glasses are of particular archaeological interest 
because spear points and many other tools were made from them and their trace 
element compositions turn out to be specific to a given volcanic source (e.g., 
Griffin et al., 1969). Lanthanides are particularly useful "fingerprints" (Brown, 
Haskin, and Cook, unpublished). 

Herrmann and co-workers (Herrmann,  1968; Herrmann and Wedepohl,  1970; 
Herrmann and Jung, 1970; Herrmann et al., 1974) have studied a wide variety of 
central European basalts and other volcanic rocks. All show light lanthanide 
enriched distributions. This includes basalts f rom Tholey in the Saar region, 
from which the term tholeiite is derived. Herrmann regards a shallow enrichment 
in light lanthanides as typical for  continental tholeiites, This appears to be the 
case for most  continental tholeiites (e.g., Columbia river plateau, Osawa and 
Goles, 1970, Brannon, Haskin, and McBirney,  unpublished; Siberian platform, 
Balashov and Nesterenko,  1966; Deccan plateau, Nakamura and Masuda, 1971) 
but there is substantial overlap between strongly light-lanthanide enriched 
tholeiites and many alkali olivine basalts. 

Kay and Gast (1973) reported analyses for strongly differentiated volcanics of 
the alkali basalt class from Arizona and Wyoming, several of which show 
extreme enrichment in light lanthanides (fig. 21.10). Capaldi et al. (1972) give data 
for a suite of siliceous volcanic rocks of alkali basalt kinship from Ischia, Italy 
that are very similar to those found on oceanic islands. Price and Taylor  (1973) 
found strongly differentiated lanthanide distributions in alkali basalt related 
volcanics in New Zealand. Gerasimovskiy et al. (1972) analyzed many samples of 
highly-differentiated, alkalic lavas from volcanoes of the east African rift zone. 
Many of the lavas showed very strong enrichment in the light lanthanides, as 
well as relatively high concentrations of all the lanthanides (fig. 21.10). 

The cause of very strong relative enrichment  in light lanthanides for  volcanic 
liquids, as will be discussed later, is often ascribed to the presence of the mineral 
garnet in the source region. Garnet  has a high affinity for  heavy lanthanides but a 
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low affinity for light lanthanides. In some cases of very high lanthanide concen- 
trations and very strong light-lanthanide enrichment,  some of the fractionation 
may result from selective gas phase transport.  The class of carbonate rocks of 
igneous origin known as carbonatites is highly enriched in lanthanides and 
especially in light lanthanides (e.g., Eby,  1975; Loubet  et al., 1972) (fig. 21.10). As 
pointed out by Loubet  et al., there is no discontinuity in trend of lanthanide 
distributions in going from strongly fractionated alkali basalts to carbonatites.  
Another type of rock strongly enriched in lanthanides and fractionated in favor 
of light lanthanides is kimberlite (fig. 21.10). Lanthanide distributions in kimber- 
lites have been reviewed and discussed by Paul  et al. (1975). New data have 
been supplied by Fesq et al. (1975) and by Mitchell and Brunfelt  (1975). Those 
authors show how liquid-crystal equilibria may be important  in such strong 
fractionation of the lanthanides. 
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Fig. 21.10. Comparison diagram for highly differentiated, continental,  alkali-rich rocks. No. 1 is a 
Norwegian carbonatite (Loubet et al., 1972), 2 an African kimberlite (Fesq et al., 1975), 3 and 6 
alkali-rich American basalts (Kay and Gast, 1973), 4 an alkali carbonate, and 5, 6, and 8 alkali-rich 
lavas from Africa (Gerasimovskiy et al., 1972). These examples were chosen for their extremely 
differentiated lanthanide distributions and are richer in lanthanides than more average materials of 
their rock classes. 
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Kimberlites and carbonatites rise to the crustal surface f rom great depths, 
often with unusually explosive violence. It has been suggested that alkali basalts 
come from depths intermediate to those of kimberlites and continental or island 
tholeiites. Thus, there appears to be a trend of increasing light lanthanide 
enrichment of lavas with increasing depth of source. This apparent  trend cannot 
yet  be interpreted in terms of mantle composition in any general way. The 
relative importance of hypothesized gas extraction of lanthanides and crystal- 
liquid equilibria for  producing severely fractionated lanthanide distributions is 
unknown. 

5.6. Lunar highland volcanics; KREEP 

Unlike Earth's lithosphere, Moon's  li thosphere does not consist of plates that 
move about. Moon being a relatively small planet, it has cooled more rapidly 
than Earth so that its present li thosphere is equal in thickness to at least half the 
lunar radius. The lunar li thosphere thickened before the planets had swept up 
most of the interplanetary debris. Thus, the principal morphological features of 
the lunar highlands are impact craters. The last great impacts formed the basins 
of the lunar seas, which flooded with basalts. As a consequence of the heavy 
bombardment,  all rocks collected from the lunar highlands are breccias, i.e., 
rocks constructed of fragments of previous rocks (which may be breccias of 
similar origin also). Many of these are confused mixtures of very small frag- 
ments from numerous precursors.  Many have been partly conver ted to glass, or 
melted and recrystallized. The original igneous characteristics of most highland 
rocks have been obliterated by meteoroid impacts to the extent  that the rocks 
cannot be classified petrographically by igneous type. Thus, there are no 
clear-cut examples of highland volcanic rocks equivalent to the well-preserved 
mare basalts. (The mare basalts formed late and were not as badly disturbed by 
impacts.) 

The chemical compositions of some glasses and fragments indicate that those 
materials are strongly fractionated with respect to average lunar crustal matter. 
Such materials are probably partial melts or residues of extreme extents of 
fractional crystallization and, thus, volcanics. One of the most interesting is the 
material dubbed " K R E E P "  (e.g., Hubbard  and Gast, 1971). K R E E P  was first 
found as fragments of glass in the soils from Apollo 12 (Oceanus Procellarum) 
and its name was coined in reference to its high concentrat ions of potassium, 
rare earths, and phosphorus.  K R E E P  is a material of lunar highland, not mare, 
origin and has been found at all sampled Apollo and Luna sites. Lanthanides are 
abundant in K R E E P .  Their  distribution is shown in fig. 21.11; compared to the 
chondritic distribution, K R E E P  is enriched in light lanthanides and strongly 
depleted in Eu. A few small samples of K R E E P  with igneous petrographic 
texture have been found, but that texture may result from impact remelting of 
K R E E P  breccia. 

Hubbard et al, (1973) also present a case for a "very  high alumina" lunar 
basalt, Blanchard et al. (1975a) identify a highland "pigeonite basalt ." Blanchard 
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Fig. 21.11. Comparison diagram for KREEP-rich lunar rock 65015 (the "viper"). 

et al. (1975 b) also argue that, although breccia formation may have obliterated 
the petrologic characteristics of most  highland rocks, numerous small fragments 
have retained the chemical characteristics of their precursors.  Undoubtedly  
other varieties will be identified. 

The general shape of the K R E E P  lanthanide distribution is found in nearly all 
highland soils and many highland rocks of the Apollo collection. It is hard to 
reconcile that distribution as representat ive of the entire highland crust (e.g., 
Taylor, 1975). The region around Oceanus Procellarum has been surveyed by an 
orbiting gamma-ray spectrometer  and shown to be rich in Th and U, elements 
associated with the lanthanides in KREEP .  It is easiest to imagine that the 
distribution is that of volcanic products  at the highland surface (e.g., Haskin et 
al., 1973). 

5.7. Continental igneous-metamorphic complex 

What, again, is the source of the lanthanide distribution found in sediments 
such as the,shales (NASC) described earlier? That  distribution does not come 
from rocks of the ocean floor volcanic suite, which are essentially its comple- 
ment in relative lanthanide abundances,  as compared with the chondritic dis- 
tribution. It must come ultimately from continental igneous rocks separated 
early f rom the mantle and leaving behind the present source regions for the 
ocean floor volcanics. Just how long ago the stuff of the continents separated is 
difficult to determine, but both continental shields and ocean floor volcanics 
existed at least 3.5 billion years ago. A better  approach might be to consider the 
rate at which new material from the mantle over geologic time may have 
contributed to the growth of the continents. In any event,  the lanthanide 
distributions of common sediments, taken to average the distributions of their 
igneous continental precursors,  have not evolved noticeably for 3.5 billion years,  
except  perhaps for their Eu contents.  How are lanthanides distributed in the 
materials that constitute the continents? 

The average composition of continental material is often referred to as granitic 
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or as intermediate. The term "granit ic" as used in this sense is a catchall for 
rocks with relatively high concentrations of SiO2, K20, and Na20, and relatively 
low concentrat ions of MgO and FeO, compared with basalts. True granites 
consist of feldspar (mostly KzO-rich varieties), quartz (crystalline SiO2), and 
subordinate amounts of a dark silicate mineral such as biotite mica. Granite- 
related rocks have lower densities than basalts or mantle residues; thus, 
continental materials float on top of the mantle and are not tectonically sub- 
ducted in significant quantities. The granitic continental shields have remained 
stable for at least 3.5 billion years and probably for 4 billion years or more. 

Granite itself is too siliceous to be representat ive in composit ion of the 
average continental crust. A mixture of half granite and half basalt is sometimes 
used to approximate the composition. There are rocks of intermediate acidity 
(e.g., diorites, andesites) whose compositions approach the average of continen- 
tal crust, but they are not overwhelmingly abundant. The crust is a complicated 
mixture of many rock types, mostly metamorphosed substantially from their 
original igneous or sedimentary textures.  

Three composite samples of granite-related rocks were analyzed for 
lanthanides by Haskin et al. (1968). The results, for 85 intermediate rocks (<60% 
SiOz), 191 medium acidity "grani tes"  (60-70% SiO2), and 221 more acidic 
"granites" (>70% SiO2), are shown in fig. 21.12. The lanthanide distributions for 
these rocks, as averaged by the composites,  are very similar to the sediment 
distribution (NASC). There is a systematic, increasing relative depletion in Eu, 
as small increase in extent  of light lanthanide enrichment,  and an increase in 
heavy lanthanide concentrations with increasing SiO2 contents.  The composite 
of mainly continental basalts discussed earlier (fig. 21.8) more or less extends 
these trends except,  like the in termedia te  rocks, has a noticeable negative Eu 
anomaly. Thus, the lanthanide distribution in the NASC can be understood,  as 
presumed, as an average for its igneous precursors. 
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Fig. 21.12. Comparison diagram for composites of granite-related rocks. Three composites were 
constructed according to SiO~ concentrations, one according to age and locality (western North 
American Precambrian), and one is of volcanic (rhyolites) rather than intrusive rocks. 
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Fig. 21.13. Comparison diagrams for individual granites; Quincy and Narragansett (Buma et al., 
1971), Louis Lake (Condie and Lo, 1971), and Saganage (granite-related, Haskin et al., 1968). 

Lanthanide distributions in individual specimens of granite-like rocks can vary 
markedly from the NASC distribution. Several  examples are shown in fig. 21.13. 
Others are discussed in the reviews of Haskin et al. (1966a), and Herrmann 
(1968). Most, individual granites are relatively enriched in light lanthanides 
relative to chondrites,  some not as much as the NASC, some more. Many show 
systematic enrichment with decreasing lanthanide atomic number exter~ding 
from the heaviest  lanthanides to La. 

In some locations, series of rocks grading in composition from basaltic to 
granitic, with members possibly related genetically to a common parent are found. 
Such  a case is the southern California batholith (Towell et al., 1965), for  which a 
systematic trend of increasing lanthanide concentrations,  increasing light- 
lanthanide enrichment,  and increasing relative depletion in Eu were observed 
with increasing rock acidity (SiO2 contents).  This parallels the trends found for 
the composite samples discussed above. 

Within large bodies of granitic materials systematic variations in lanthanide 
distribution are observed.  Buma et al. (1971) found that subalkaline granites 
(approximately equal amounts of KEO-rich and K20-poor feldspar) f rom Rhode 
Island had lanthanide distributions similar to those of the NASC, but had higher 
lanthanide concentrations,  strong Eu depletions, and were less relatively 
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enriched in light lanthanides. Granites from Massachusetts with higher propor- 
tions of KEO-rich feldspar were strongly enriched in lanthanides with decreasing 
atomic number f rom Yb to La and had very small Eu anomalies. Koljonen and 
Rosenberg (1974) show a variety of similar distributions for siliceous rocks from 
Finland. Taylor  et al. (1968) found granites from the Snowy Mountains of 
Australia with somewhat  less light-lanthanide enriched distributions than the 
NASC. 

Granite magmas are often rich in volatile compounds (e.g., water, halides, 
carbonates, alkalis) that tend to accumulate as residual fluids as these magmas 
solidify. Some granites show steep increases in heaviest  lanthanide abundances 
as a result of interactions with hydrothermal fluids, either associated with their 
formation or as a result of later interactions (e.g., Kazakhstan massif, Mineyev, 
1963; Nigeria, Aleksiyev, 1970 and Bowden and Whitley, 1974). 

Systematic variations of lanthanide distribution with granitic rock type (based 
on mineralogy and bulk composition) are sometimes observed within rocks from 
a single granitic body or among granitic bodies from a given region and possibly 
related genetically to each other. Balashov et al. (1969) discussed general trends 
of increase in lanthanide concentrat ion and relative light lanthanide enrichment 
with increasing magma alkalinity. Nagasawa and Schnetzler (1971) point out that 
sometimes the final products of fractional crystallization of magmas have lower 
lanthanide concentrat ions and less light lanthanide enrichment than intermediate 
products of magma differentiation. Condie and Lo (1971) found such trends in 
a differentiated granitic body in Wyoming (Louis Lake batholith). Anderson and 
Cullers (1976) show that two granite bodies (plutons) in the Wolf River, Wisconsin 
batholith are probably related to each other  as product  and residues of fractional 
crystallization processes.  The residues are more SiO2 rich, have higher lanthanide 
concentrations,  and are relatively more depleted in Eu than the starting material. 
The most  strongly differentiated residual material, however,  shows a decrease in 
La  and Ce compared with intermediate residues, all consistent with the general 
trends discussed above. Rocks regarded as early crystallized products  of the 
fractionation had lanthanide distributions complementary to those of the resi- 
dues. 

While it is clear that granite-like rocks or mixtures of granite-like rocks and 
basalts can account  for the lanthanide distribution of the NASC, the origin of 
continental material is still obscure. Some granites seem c lear ly  to be products 
of extreme metamorphism of previously existing sediments. Others seem to be 
products of partial melting of material deep within the crust, or even the upper 
mantle, possibly of older volcanics. If volcanic, onto what sort of crust did the 
precursors to the granites extrude? 

5.8. Anorthosite and early crust formation 

The nature of the first solid materials to form at Earth 's  surface either as crust 
or precursor to crust is not known. The oldest rocks for which convincing ages 
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have been measured are not older than 4.0 billion years.  From studies of lunar 
rocks we know that a crust  formed on the Moon very soon after  the birth of the 
solar sys tem 4.5-4.6 billion years  ago. The lunar crust  appears  to have fo rmed 
after melting of at least the outer  few hundred km of the Moon (approximately 
half or more of the entire mass  of the moon). This crust  was severely bat tered 
by infalling meteoroids,  p resumably  the materials f rom which the Ear th  and 
Moon accreted.  The severes t  part  o f  the bombardmen t  had ended before the 
mare basalts of the seas of Tranquillity and Sereni ty ,were  extruded some 3.9 
billion years ago. Presumably ,  Earth was subjected to a similar bombardment .  
That, plus erosion and tectonic movements ,  have surely obliterated Ear th ' s  
earliest crust, taking the determination of its nature beyond the possibili ty of 
direct observation.  

The nature of the lunar crust  is imperfect ly  known. It  is on a firm basis 
inasmuch as it was derived mainly f rom studies of samples.  The samples,  
however ,  were collected f rom eight locations in a region on the lunar frontside 
that is not characterist ic of the lunar highlands. An important  characterist ic of 
the lunar crust is its enrichment,  relative to the remainder  of the moon,  in the 
consti tuents of Ca-rich feldspar  (CaAI2Si2Os). Presumably ,  feldspar-rich materi-  
als crystallized f rom the molten lunar exter ior  along with more maf i c  (Fe, Mg 
rich) minerals and collected selectively at the lunar surface. Samples of nearly 
pure feldspar  rock, called anorthosite,  were included with the lunar samples.  
Lanthanide distributions (fig. 21.14) in these rocks reflect the strong 
affinity of feldspar for Eu(II)  and the relative preference  for lighter members  of 
the lanthanide series. 

Anorthosi tes are found on the terrestrial continents,  but only in relatively old 
(Precambrian)  terranes.  Unlike the other rocks discussed, anorthosi tes are not 
still being produced today. Might their appearance  in terrestrial Precambr ian  
terrains indicate that crust  forming processes  analogous to those on Moon 
occurred also on Earth? 

Terrestrial  ~anorthosites do indeed show the lanthanide distribution typical of 
feldspars (e.~., Philpotts et al., 1966; Green et al., 1969, 1972; O 'Nions  and 
Pankhurst ,  1974; Duchesne  et al., 1974) (fig. 21.14). The processes  by which 
massive anorthosi tes form on Earth are unclear. Massive anorthosi tes tend to be 
associated with rocks of intermediate to acidic character ,  to which they may be 
genetically related. Pure  feldspars f rom anorthosites reflect the lanthanide 
preferences  of that mineral even more strongly than the anorthosites themselves ,  
which contain small amounts  of Fe, Mg-rich minerals (e.g., Griffin et al., 1974; 
Henderson  et al., 1976). Although feldspar  tends to concentrate  lighter 
lanthanides relative to heavier ones, it does not concentrate  any lanthanide 
except  Eu relative to its starting material.  Thus, concentrat ion of fe ldspar  at 
Ear th 's  surface cannot  explain the presence of the lanthanide distribution of 
continental material. Never theless ,  early crystallization of feldspar  and its 
concentrat ion at the lunar and terrestrial surfaces is indicative of the kinds of 
mechanisms by which certain lanthanides can be selectively concentrated in 
planetary crusts. 
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Fig. 21.14. C o m p a r i s o n  diagram for  terrestrial  and  lunar anorthos i t e s  (nearly  pure  fe ldspar  rocks) ;  
N o r w e g i a n  s p e c i m e n  (Green  et al., 1972), G r e e n l a n d  samples  ( H e n d e r s o n  et al., 1976), and lunar r o c k  
60025 ( H a s k i n  et  al., 1973). 

6. Lanthanides in Earth's interior 

The higher lanthanide concentrat ions  and the light-lanthanide enrichment  of  
average continental  material relative to chondrites has been attributed to ex- 
traction of  these e lements  from the mantle. A residue is left behind, w h o s e  
average lanthanide distribution must complement  that of  the continental  crust, 
assuming that the overall  relative lanthanide abundances  for the Earth are the 
same as those  in the chondrites.  The ocean  floor igneous  suite appears to be 
der ived from that residue. Are there rocks  that can plausibly be considered 
samples of  that residue, and which have  distributions deficient in light 
lanthanides relative to the chondrites? Are there rocks that represent primitive 
terrestrial mantle from which the lanthanides and other incompatible e lements  
have  not yet been extracted? 
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Partial melting has been mentioned as a process by which materials are 
extracted from Earth's mantle to produce liquids that rise to. the surface. Earth's 
mantle is large ( -67% of Earth's mass) and deep (between - 5  and 2900 km). It is 
not known whether it was ever entirely molten or just how its formation relates 
to that of Earth's core. Its original lanthanide concentrations are not known nor 
is the extent to which it may have purged itself of incompatible elements. 

Constraints on the bulk composition of the mantle are mainly density, solar 
elemental abundances, and compatibility with compositions of lavas derived 
from the mantle and extruded onto the surface. Lavas come from the upper few 
hundred km only. Phase changes because of increasing temperature and pres- 
sure with depth strongly affect the mineralogy of the mantle. 

Experimental petrologists have determined the most likely suites of stable 
major minerals in source regions of lavas (e.g., Green and Ringwood, 1963). The 
principal minerals are olivine (Fe, Mg orthosilicate), low-Ca pyroxene (mainly 
Fe, Mg metasilicate), high-Ca pyroxene (mainly Ca, Mg metasilicate), garnet 
(Mg, Fe aluminosilicates), spinel (mainly Mg aluminosilicate), plagioclase feld- 
spar (Ca, Na aluminosilicate), and amphibole (complex hydroaluminosilicates); 
additional minor phases can be present. As the temperature of assemblages of 
some of these minerals is raised, combinations of minerals begin to .melt, 
according to the phase diagram for that system. As melting proceeds, some 
minerals of the combination are entirely liquefied, leaving behind residues of 
much simpler mineralogy. For example, the residue may be nearly pure olivine 
or low-Ca pyroxene, or a mixture, perhaps with some garnet, or high Ca- 
pyroxene, or plagioclase, depending on conditions of temperature and pressure, 
but usually with only 1-3 major minerals, most minor minerals having melted 
early. 

6.1. Possible large fragments of mantle 

Rocks consisting of the minerals discussed above, in combinations expected 
for mantle s6urces or residues, are found at Earth's surface. These rocks have 
high densities, high Mg and low silica concentrations, are rich in dark colored 
olivines and pyroxenes, and are referred to as ultramafic. Frey et al. (1971) and 
Philpotts et al. (1972) analyzed a variety of such rocks for lanthanides to 
determine whether their distributions would be like those in chondrites or 
deficient in light lanthanides relative to chondrites. Such a deficiency would be 
consistent with origin of those rocks in the mantle as well as with the comple- 
mentarity of distributions for crust and mantle as described above. Very few of 
the ultramafic rocks analyzed had those characteristics; some typical dis- 
tributions are shown in figs. 21.15-17. 

The class of ultramafic rocks known as high-temperature alpine peridotites 
(fig. 21.15) does show the characteristics expected for mantle residues, for major 
elements as well as for lanthanides. Alpine peridotites occur in mountain- 
forming regions under conditions such that, in some cases, they could represent 
pieces of upper mantle that was wrinkled and thrust into the crust. Examples 
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F i g .  2 1 . 1 5 .  C o m p a r i s o n  d i a g r a m  f o r  a h i g h - t e m p e r a t u r e ,  a l p i n e - t y p e  p e r i d o t i t e ,  L i z a r d  i n t r u s i o n ,  

C o r n w a l l ,  E n g l a n d  ( F r e y ,  1969) .  

similar to those shown in fig. 21.15 have been given by Frey et al. (1971); 
Philpotts et al. (1972); Aleksiyev and Zhelyazkova-Panayotova (1972); and 
Garmann et al. (1975). The most  extensive study of a high-temperature, alpine- 
type ultramafic suite was that of the Lizard peridotite intrusion of Cornwall, 
England (Frey, 1969). The Lizard peridotite consists mainly of magnesian olivine 
and low-Ca pyroxene, plus some high-Ca pyroxene and spinel. Frey concluded 
that the peridotite had once been in equilibrium with a basaltic liquid and was 
therefore either a residue of partial melting or, possibly, an accumulation of 
mafic minerals precipitated from such a liquid at depth. He also showed that, 
assuming NASC sediment average concentrations for Earth's crust, and chon- 
dritic concentrations for the bulk Earth, only a quarter of Earth's mantle would 
need to be depleted in light lanthanides to the same extent as the Lizard 
peridotite to account for the lanthanide concentrations of the crust. He found 
that the mantle parent of the peridotite, in order to undergo a reasonable fraction 
of melting (-30%) to yield a liquid with lanthanide concentrations typical of 
those in basalts, would need to have lanthanide concentrations some 4 times the 
chondrite average, consistent with conclusions from studies of basalts (e.g., 
Gast, 1968; Frey et al., 1968). Frey also analyzed metamorphosed basaltic 
materials possibly derived from the Lizard peridotite. Their lanthanide dis- 
tributions are those of ocean floor volcanics. Medaris, Cullers, and Helmke 
(unpublished) found light-lanthanide depleted distributions in alpine-type peri- 
dotites that are clearly portions of ophiolite suites, i.e., segments of ocean floor 
igneous strata incorporated into continents. This implies that alpine peridotites 
may be mantle residues from sources of ocean floor volcanics. 

St. Paul's rocks near the axis of the mid-Atlantic ridge are another example of 
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ultramafic rocks (peridotites) that  might have been uplifted f rom the suboceanic 
crust. They  are not regarded as portions of  ophiolite suites, however .  Several  
were analyzed by Frey (1970) and by Frey et al. (1971); with one exception,  their 
lanthanide distributions are considerably enriched in light lanthanides relative to 
chondrites or to typical ocean floor igneous materials (fig. 21.16). F rey  (1970) 
noted the similarity in lanthanide distribution of St. Paul 's  rocks to those of 
island-type alkali basal t  dredged f rom the same region (consistent  with the rather  
general occurrence  of oceanic rocks that are anomalous  with respect  to the 
typical ocean floor igneous suite). Contaminat ion by continental crustal materials 
could be ruled out. The light lanthanide enr ichment  appears  to be a pr imary 
characterist ic of St. Paul ' s  peridotite. Frey  offered several  explanations for  the 
origin of the peridotite; the simplest  was crystal  accumulat ion at depth within 
the mantle f rom a liquid of basaltic composit ion.  He  emphasized the uncertainty 
of this explanation,  as well as the evident complexi ty  of processes  and composi-  
tional heterogenei ty  within the mantle. 

Ultramafic rocks are known to accumulate  at relatively shallow depths in 
some instances when liquids of basaltic composi t ion intrude into the crust  or 
upper  mantle,  are t rapped there, and solidify or partially solidify before  further  
crustal movemen t  allows the residual liquid to escape to the surface. Subsequent  
erosion and crustal uplift  expose  these solidified intrusions at the surface. 
Depending on composi t ion and conditions of  crystallization, the rocks near  the 
bot tom of such an intrusion may be marie or ultramafic. An example  of 
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Fig. 21.16. Comparison diagram for peridotites; No. 1, inclusion in basalt, Kakanui, New Zealand, 
and No. 6, Webster peridotite body, North Carolina (Philpotts et aL, 1972); 2, garnet-pyroxene rock 
and 5, spinel peridotite, portions of a single inclusion in basalt, (Reid and Frey, 1971); 3, peridotite 
from ultramafic layered intrusion, Preacher Creek, Wyoming (Potts and Condie, 1971); 4, St. Pauls 
rock (Frey, 1970); 7, inclusion in basalt, Dreiser Weiher, Eifel district, Germany (Frey et al., 1971). 
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lanthanide behavior in the Skaergaard intrusion, which produced mainly mafic 
rocks, will be discussed later. Potts and Condie (1971) analyzed several rocks of 
ultramafic composition from the Preacher Creek, Wyoming intrusion. The rocks 
consist mainly of olivine and high-Ca pyroxene. Their distributions showed 
increases in lanthanide abundances (fig. 21.16), relative to the chondritic dis- 
tribution, from Lu to Sm or Eu, where a broad maximum occurred, followed by 
a decrease from Sm-Nd to La. Similar distributions have been observed for 
other intrusive rocks (compositionally similar to basalts) (e.g., Frey et al., 1968; 
Haskin et al., 1966a). Frey et al. (1971) reported lanthanide analyses from 
ultramafic rocks from other layered intrusions, the Stillwater, Bushveld, 
Muskox, and Matheson. The distributions ranged from approximately chondritic 
to light-lanthanide enriched; lanthanide concentrations ranged from -0 .3  to 2 
times those of chondrites. These rocks cannot be considered primitive mantle 
sources of partial melts to produce basaltic liquids; they are clearly products of 
fractional crystallization of mafic liquids intruded near the Earth's surface. 

The differences in lanthanide distributions between such ultramafic ac- 
cumulates and their parent liquids emphasize the difficulties in inferring genetic 
relationships between some types of related materials just from lanthanide 
distributions alone. Frey et al. (1971) noted that monomineralic ultramafic rocks 
(e.g., nearly pure olivine or pyroxene) seemed to have more fractionated relative 
abundances than rocks with several minerals, for which mineral selectivities for 
certain lanthanides in many cases tend to balance each other. Garmann et al. 
(1975) reported lanthanide concentrations for three dunites (nearly pure olivine 
rocks); all three had distributions somewhat enriched in lighter lanthanides, 
similar to that from the Muskox intrusion (Frey et al., 1971). 

6.2. UltramaIic inclusions 

The most promising samples for providing information on mantle sources and 
residues are probably the nodules brought to the surface in basalts and kimber- 
lites (fig. 21.16). Most nodules are peridotitic in composition. Mineral phases are 
those stable at the high pressure and temperature of the upper mantle; they 
survive when emplaced in the crust because solid-state phase transitions are so 
slow. The nodules are coated with frozen host matrix, but their hosts as liquids 
have not dissolved or reacted appreciably with their interiors. In one view they 
are considered to represent fragments of the mantle, either primitive source or 
residue, torn off during the vigorous intrusion of the host liquid and swept to the 
surface. In another view, they are clots of crystalline material that precipitated 
from the host liquid at great depth before the liquid rose. In either case they 
could have been contaminated with trace elements by host matrix; only a small 
amount of contamination by incompatible element-rich host matrix would be 
required to mask their intrinsic lanthanide distributions. Frey et al. (1971) 
reported a distribution for a garnet peridotite from N e w  Zealand that was 
slightly depleted in light lanthanides, similar to some ocean floor volcanics, but 
with lanthanide concentrations only about twice those of chondrites. Similar 
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results were obtained by Flower (197.1) for  three peridotite nodules from alkali 
basalt f rom the Comores Archipelago, Indian Ocean. A peridotite nodule from 
alkali basalt in Germany had a V-shaped distribution (fig. 21.16) with a La 
concentrat ion some 5 times and Sm less than 0.5 times the chondritic value. An 
Australian dunite (olivine) nodule showed light lanthanide enrichment  very 
similar to that typical of crustal matter, but ranging in concentrat ion from -0 .3  
to 3 times the chondritic values; less than 2 percent  contamination with host 
matrix would contribute the observed lanthanides. However ,  there was no direct 
evidence for contamination (Frey et al., 1971). Philpotts et al. (1972) analyzed 
peridotite nodules f rom basalt and kimberlite. Two nodules, f rom New Zealand 
(fig. 21.16), were even more depleted in light lanthanides than that reported by 
Frey et al. (1971). The rest were relatively enriched in light lanthanides, and 
ranged in lanthanide concentrat ions between -0 .1  and 10 times the chondritic 
values. The upper and lower limits were for  the same specimen, which came 
from kimberlite of the Roberts Victor mine, South Africa. Herrmann and 
Wedepohl (1966) found low concentrat ions of light lanthanides (<5 times those 
of chondrites) in peridotites f rom the Eifel district of Germany.  Ridley and 
Dawson (1975) found light lanthanide enrichment in three African peridotites 
and mild lanthanide depletion in one. Nagasawa et al. (1969) found mild light 
lanthanide enrichment in two peridotite nodules, fairly strong enrichment in one, 
and a peak at Sm-Gd for another. 

Shimizu (1975) and Varne and Graham (1971) analyzed garnets and Ca-rich 
pyroxenes  from peridotite nodules but reported no whole-rock values. Mitchell 
and Carswell (1976) analyzed South African peridotite nodules and minerals for 
La, Sm, and Yb. All were enriched in light lanthanides relative to chondrites. 
The garnet and Ca-rich pyroxenes  did not account  well for  the La and Yb in the 
whole rocks. Mitchell and Carswell attributed the differences to contamination 
by host kimberlite on the basis that the kimberlites are strongly enriched in light 
lanthanides. 

Reid and Frey (1971) made an extensive study of peridotite nodules from 
basalts of S~dt Lake Crater, Hawaii. All were relatively enriched in light 
lanthanides compared with chondrites,  some showing a broad peak for light to 
medium lanthanides. Frey  and Green (1974) extensively studied peridotite in- 
clusions from alkali lavas of Western Victoria, Australia. Five nodules analyzed 
were relatively enriched in light lanthanides, with overall concentrat ions ranging 
from -0 .1  to 10 times those of chondrites.  Two were slightly depleted in light 
lanthanides (concentrations 0.5-2 t imes  chondrites) and one slightly enriched 
(0.3-1 time chondrites). 

Clearly, there is no simple interpretation of ultramafic inclusions in lavas in 
terms of primitive lanthanide distributions or lanthanide distributions comple- 
mentary to those found in the crust. Some peridotites do have nearly chondritic 
lanthanide distributions, some are strongly depleted in light lanthanides, but 
most nodules in lavas are enriched in light lanthanides relative to chondrites.  
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6.3. Eclogites 

In search for mantle sources of basalt liquids or residues, eclogites, another 
type of material occurring as nodules, are important. Eclogites have major 
element compositions similar to those of basalts and, if melted and extruded, 
would solidify to produce a mineral assemblage that would be regarded as 
basaltic. At depth, that assemblage is unstable, and eclogites consist mainly of 
garnet and sodium and aluminum-rich, high-Ca pyroxene.  The bulk properties of 
eclogites, like those of peridotites, are consistent with the bulk properties of the 
upper mantle. Whether  there are extensive amounts of eclogite actually present 
in the upper mantle, or whether  eclogite is important as a source for basalts is 
not known. Eclogite nodules are substantially more rare than peridotite nodules. 

Most eclogites studied have lanthanide distributions that are fairly flat relative 
to those of chondrites (but not as smoothly so as those of ocean floor basalts) or 
are enriched somewhat in light lanthanides (fig. 21.17). Lanthanide concen- 
trations are mostly in the range 5-20 times chondritic (e.g., Haskin et al., 1966a; 
Philpotts et al., 1972; Early, unpublished). 

Eclogites are also found in strongly metamorphosed terranes and were 
presumably produced by the heat and pressure associated with the metamor- 
phosing event. Garmann et 'al.  (1975) analyzed ten such eclogites from western 
Norway.  Lanthanide distributions were flat to significantly depleted in light 
lanthanides, relative to chondrites. Concentrat ions of heavy lanthanides varied 
over a range of - 5 - - - 3 0  times those of chondrites and those of La  varied more 
widely, 1 - - 3 0  times. 

Several of the above authors and also White et al. (1972) analyzed garnet and 
pyroxene separated from eclogites and showed that the heavier lanthanides 
concentrate in garnet, the light lanthanides in pyroxene.  

Eclogites have been regarded as recrystall ized basalts, mantle sources of 
basalt, or precipitates f rom basalt liquids at depth. The lanthanide distributions 
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Fig. 21.17. Compar i son  diagrams for two African (Roberts Victor, Jaggersfontein)  and one Japanese  
(Bessi) eclogites (Philpotts et al., 1972). 
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observed in most  eclogites do not match those found in most  basalts, so a 
simple, closed system recrystallization at high pressure and temperature is an 
inadequate explanation. It is difficult to melt eclogite partially and leave-one  
phase preferentially behind, because under mantle conditions the temperature  
interval between beginning and completion of melting is very small. 

7. Toward a quantitative understanding 

Those who have studied lanthanides in ultramafic rocks have interpreted their 
results in several ways. They  have concluded, with varying displays of 
confidence, that nodules are primitive mantle matter suitable as source material 
for crustal rocks, or that nodules are precipitates from the host liquids that 
eventually bore them to the surface, or that nodules are mantle residues related 
(or not related) to their host lavas, or that certain massive peridotites are (or are 
not) sources (or residues) f rom the mantle and are (or are not) kin to associated 
mafic rocks. These various conclusions do not correlate in any straightforward 
way with different characteristics of the nodules and must be gracefully ac- 
cepted as preliminary opinions in a rapidly advancing field of science. Some 
peridotites are clearly parts of layered intrusive bodies; those bodies, unlike the 
mantle sources of basalts, can be observed and sampled directly. 

Similarly, those studying extrusive and intrusive liquids have struggled over 
relative importances of partial melting, total melting, and extents of fractional 
crystallization. Understanding how the lanthanides are distributed among the 
various segments of Earth 's  crust and mantle depends on our knowledge of how 
mantle and crustal materials form. As it is not possible to construct  a planet in 
the laboratory,  it is necessary to produce a fully self-consistent concept  of the 
nature of Earth from circumstantial evidence that can be extracted from many 
kinds of observations. Lanthanide distributions are an important part of that 
evidence. Th'Us our knowledge of crustal and mantle materials and how they 
formed is equally dependent  on our understanding of lanthanide behavior during 
rock-forming events. 

So far a general picture has been presented here of the various major 
segments of Earth and the abundances of the lanthanides in the materials 
composing those segments, plus some indication of the possible processes 
relating the segments and their distributions. The ultimate value of lanthanide 
abundances as a tool for  understanding the history of Earth or other planets 
depends on how quantitatively we can predict lanthanide behavior during 
different hypothesized processes. It depends on combining knowledge of 
lanthanide distributions with results from many other fields, e.g., studies of 
major and other trace elements, phase diagrams, geological field relationships, 
geophysical constraints, and textures and mineralogy of rocks. In this section, 
quantitative modelling of lanthanide behavior is discussed, and examples of 
particularly careful and useful recent  work are described. 
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7.1. Mathematical models 

During rock-forming or magma-forming processes in nature, with several 
major and minor minerals involved, what do the lanthanides do? In most 
systems they do not form their own minerals, but disperse themselves as trace 
constituents of phases in which they are not essential components. 

Numerous attempts have been made by geochemists to account for the ways 
in whichtrace elements distribute themselves. It has not been possible to define 
the energies of different possible locations of trace elements so that their 
equilibrium distributions can be accurately predicted. There are primitive 
notions, e.g., that the lanthanides merely follow calcium, that are too crude to be 
of much use, although there is a grain of truth in them. The most useful rule is 
that lanthanides (and other trace cations) readily enter those sites in crystals 
normally occupied by more common cations of approximately equal ionic radius 
(e.g., Neumann et al., 1966). Effects on lanthanide behavior of balancing charge 
in the event that the cation substituted for was not 3+ seem to be second order 
for chemically complex natural systems as long as lanthanide concentrations are 
low (tens of ppm or less). 

Morris (1975) synthesized several silicate and aluminate compounds some of 
which are end members of important naturallyoccurring solid solution minerals. 
The compounds were doped with Gd(III) or Eu(II). From electron paramagnetic 
resonance studies Morris showed that in Ca and Ca-Mg ortho- and metasilicates, 
both Gd(III) and Eu(II) entered mineral crystal sites normally occupied by 
Ca(II). Charge compensation was apparently remote from the lanthanide-oc- 
cupied sites since it had no effect on the spectra. In triclinic anorthite (CaAI2Os), 
the end-member of the major natural feldspar group, Eu(II) entered the Ca(II) 
site but Gd(III) showed the disordered spectrum characteristic of a glass, either 
because the Gd(III) was small relative to the size of the site or because the 3+ 
ion so strained the site that its symmetry was disrupted. (The affinity of feldspars 
for Eu relative to other lanthanides has been mentioned previously.) Both 
Gd(III) and Eu(II) tended to form clusters of several ions in pure Mg ortho- and 
metasilicates, indicating that those ions did not ,ubstitute for Mg(II) in regular 
structural sites. (Nevertheless, the ferromagnesian ortho- and metasilicates in 
nature each show strong and characteristic selectivity favoring the heavy 
lanthanides.) 

Common, rock-forming silicate minerals are regarded as excluding lanthanides 
from their structures. Cullers et al. (1970) indicate, however, that substantial 
concentrations (hundreds of ppm) of lanthanides can be readily incorporated 
into such minerals; apparently the minerals do not compete successfully against 
silicate liquids to obtain them. 

The currently most useful approximations o f  trace element behavior for 
quantitative prediction are based on a simple Nernst distribution for equilibrium 
partitioning of a solute between two phases. This concept can be formalized to 
account for exchange between the trace element and the major ion it is deemed 
to replace, to account for effects of compensation of charge, etc. (e.g., Mclntire, 
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1963). For purposes of this discussion (and for most practical purposes at the 
present level of sophistication of the field), a simple mass concentration ratio is 
adequate; i.e., a distribution coefficient, D, is defined as the ratio of the 
concentration of a trace element in ppm in a crystal to the concentration of that 
trace element in ppm in the liquid in equilibrium with that crystal. (A similar 
ratio between two solid phases is sometimes also useful.) 

The limitations on this approach (e.g., Cullers et al., 1970) are that the trace 
ion in question be so dilute in the system that no possible means of distributing it 
among the phases will affect the thermodynamic activities of the major ions and 
required charge-compensating species, including defects. In such a case, the 
ratio of the activity of the trace ion in the solid phase to that of the liquid phase 
is a constant. The value of D is equal to that constant times the dilute solution 
activity coefficient of the trace ion in the liquid phase divided by that in the solid 
phase. It is presumed that those activity coefficients are insensitive to trace 
element concentration and that changes in temperature, pressure, or bulk 
composition of liquid and solid phases do not affect the properties of those 
phases as solvents, which would change the value of D. Of course, all those 
conditions are violated in nature, and in ways that could ultimately prove useful 
in providing information about the history and origin of a rock. These violations 
appear to have only second order effects on values of distribution coefficients 
for lanthanides between common silicate liquids and minerals, especially on 
values of individual lanthanide distribution coefficients relative to values for the 
other lanthanides in the same system. The values of D reflect the selectivity of 
individual phases for different members of the lanthanide series. 

As mentioned above, the concept of the distribution coefficient implies equili- 
brium among phases. Rocks seldom crystallize under conditions approaching 
true equilibrium. For example, minerals are often zoned, i.e., their major and 
trace element compositions change systematically from their interiors to their 
rims, reflecting substantial changes in composition of the liquid as fractional 
crystallization,proceeded. Equilibrium in such cases can only obtain between the 
newly forming surfaces of crystals and their parent liquids. Interior portions of 
crystals are effectively isolated from the system and do not further react to main- 
tain liquid-solid equilibrium in the general sense. The Nernst distribution can still 
be considered to hold between the bulk residual liquid and the forming crystal 
surface. The mathematical description of this process was given by Doerner and 
Hoskins (1925). Many variants tailored to geochemical uses are given in the 
literature (e.g., Mclntire, 1963; Schilling and Winchester, 1967; Gast, 1968; 
Haskin et al., 1970; Shaw, 1970; Greenland, 1970; Banno and Matsui, 1973; 
Hertogen and Gijbels, 1976). In this approach, the concentration CL.m of trace 
element m in the residual liquid from a parent liquid with initial concentration 
CA.m when fraction X of the original liquid has solidified is given by eq. (21.1) 

CL,m = CA,m(1 -- X )  Dw,m-1. (21.1) 

The parameter Dw,m is the solid/liquid distribution coefficient for element m. 
From a mass balance, the average concentration CS.m in the solid at the same 
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extent (X) of crystallization is given by eq. (21.2) 

C S , m  = CA,m[1 --  (1 - X)Dw.m]/X, (21.2) 

If the value of Dw,m exceeds unity, the liquid becomes depleted exponentially 
in element m as crystallization proceeds (fig. 21.18), and the average concen- 
tration of m in the solid decreases accordingly. If the value of Dw.m is less than 
unity, the concentration of m increases exponentially in the liquid and, therefore, 
in the solid. At X = 1, the average concentration of the solid equals CA,m, the 
concentration of the starting material• 

To put this simple model into practice for describing a natural system is 
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Fig. 21.18. Theoretical behavior of a trace e lement  during fractional crystallization of a liquid, 
according to eq. (21.1). Concentration of the trace element relative to that of the starting composition 
for the liquid (or average composition for the entire system) is given as a function of the fraction of 
the original liquid solidified, for various values of the distribution coefficient (i.e., concentration of 
the trace element in the crystallizing solid/concentration in equilibrium liquid). 
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substantially more complicated than equations (21.1) and (21.2) might imply, but 
fairly straightforward (e.g., Helmke et al., 1972; Paster et al., 1974). Values of 
Dw,m are sums of individual values for each crystallizing mineral, weighted 
according to the fraction of the precipitating solid that corresponds to each 
mineral. Compositional fractionation is so severe that some minerals may cease 
to form and new minerals begin, so the calculation must be done in stages, with 
appropriate changes in mineral proportions and values of distribution 
coefficients. 

Then there remains the question of whether the process by which a natural 
rock formed has been adequately described. If the minerals form too rapidly, the 
liquid will not be well stirred and at the surface of the crystal will be depleted 
relative to its bulk concentrat ion in those elements with values of D exceeding unity 
and enriched in those elements with values of D less than unity. The effect is for  the 
minerals to crystallize according to apparent  values of D that are closer to unity 
than are the equilibrium values. This and other complications have been considered 
by Albarede and Bottinga (1972). 

Similar considerations arise as solids partially melt to form liquids. The entire 
liquid formed can reach equilibrium with the residual solid (e.g., Shaw, 1970), 
can reach equilibrium with the solid in increments only, which are separated 
away as melting continues (an extreme case which can be described by equa- 
tions similar to (1) and (2); e.g., Haskin et al., 1970), can derive from lowest 
melting fractions too rapidly for any significant equilibrium to be established, or 
can establish surface equilibrium with the residual solid (e.g., Shaw, 1970). 
Because of the combination of thermal and pressure gradients with depth, a zone 
of liquid might rise f rom the mantle, extracting trace elements along its path 
(e.g., Schilling and Winchester,  1967). 

In order to use any of the above models for  fractional crystallization or partial 
melting, values for  distribution coefficients must be obtained. Many are given in 

t h e  literature. The extent  to which they are applicable to quantitative modelling 
of natural systems has yet  to be defined. 

7.2. Distribution coe~icients 

Values for lanthanide distribution coefficients have been estimated from 
observed partitioning of lanthanides in natural systems and from laboratory 
measurements.  The advantage of using natural materials is that the lanthanides 
in those have distributed themselves under fully natural conditions in real rock 
systems. The disadvantage is that the materials on  which measurements  are 
made may not actually represent  the sort of natural, equilibrium systems that we 
imagine them to be. The advantage of measurements  in the laboratory is our 
ability to control compositions, temperatures,  pressures, and other conditions of 
the experiments.  The disadvantage is that we may improperly simulate natural 
situations and only imagine that we are measuring parameters of useful predic- 
tive value. 

Even if we do measure valid distribution coefficients for a given natural or 
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experimental system, those values may not be applicable to the next natural 
system of interest. Values of D depend, as pointed out earlier, on temperature, 
pressure, and bulk compositions of liquid and solid phases; these parameters 
vary widely in nature. Then there remains the question of which form, if any, of 
the mathematical models using distribution coefficients properly describes the 
system in question. 

Enough studies have been done to demonstrate unequivocally the value of 
mathematical models to estimate lanthanide behavior during rock and magma- 
forming processes. Most results are rather semiquantitative, subject to substan- 
tial uncertainties. The extent to which lanthanide distributions can yield more 
quantitatively accurate information such as lanthanide concentrations in source 
regions, or fractions of liquids solidified or solids melted, or to enable estab- 
lishment of clear-cut genetic relationships is still being evaluated. One of the 
crucial steps in this evaluation is accurate determination of values for lanthanide 
distribution coefficients and the extent to which those values depend on pres- 
sure, temperature, and composition. Several studies have been done, but few 
systematic measurements to show effects of temperature, pressure, and 
composition have been done. 

Schnetzler and Philpotts (1968) obtained values for lanthanide distribution 
coefficients by the "phenocryst-host matrix" method. Phenocrysts are large 
mineral crystals found in otherwise fine-grained frozen lavas. The phenocrysts 
are presumed to have grown in equilibrium with the lava at depth prior to 
eruption of the lava. On eruption, the phenocrysts are swept along with the host 
lava, which quickly chills around them. By measuring the lanthanide concen- 
trations in the phenocrysts (solid phase) and the host matrix (liquid phase) and 
taking the ratio, values for distribution coefficients are obtained. Accuracy 
depends on whether the ~henocrysts truly grew in equilibrium with the liquid, 
whether the host matrix really represents that liquid, and whether both phases 
can be sampled without contamination by each other and accurately analyzed. 

The principal result of Schnetzler's and Philpotts' work was demonstration 
that values obtained for a given mineral (e.g., high-Ca pyroxene) from different 
phenocryst-matrix pairs are very similar in a r e l a t i v e  sense .  This success has 
prompted many more measurements on phenocryst-matrix pairs (some of which 
it is a strain to imagine to represent actual equilibrium pairs; some phenocrysts 
are severely zoned, some may not be phenocrysts, and some matrices are not 
obviously chilled parent liquids). Values have been presented by Schnetzler and 
Philpotts (1968, 1970), Onuma et al. (1968), Higuchi and Nagasawa (1969), 
Nagasawa and Schnetzler (1971), and Dudas et al. (1971). Typical values are 
shown in fig. 21.19 for phenocryst-matrix distribution coefficients for the 
minerals feldspar, high-Ca pyroxene, low-Ca pyroxene, olivine, garnet, and 
apatite. 

Estimates of values have been obtained in other ways on natural systems by 
Frey (1969), Balashov (1972), Paster et al. (1974), and Haskin and Korotev 
(1977), some to be discussed later. 

values on synthetic systems have been made in several laboratories by 
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Fig. 21.19. Typical  values  of  lanthanide distr ibut ion coefficients for  c o m m o n ,  rock- forming  minerals .  
Values for  apatite inferred f rom analysis  of  Skaergaard  intrusion (Pas ter  et al., 1974); res t  f rom 
phenocrys t -mat r ik  ana lyses  (Schnetz ler  and Phi lpot ts ,  1970). 
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different techniques. Cullers et al. (1970, 1973) synthesized pure silicate minerals 
in the presence of water  and trace amounts  of lanthanides. They measured their 
distributions against water  and also the distribution between water  and a silicate 
liquid. They derived est imates for  lanthanide distribution coefficients that were 
consistent  with those f rom phenocrys t -matr ix  measurements  but in the lowest  
part  of the range. They found that both relative and, to a greater  degree, absolute 
values were sensitive to the tempera ture  of equilibration. Zielinski and Frey 
(1974) did nearly identical exper iments  on Ca-rich pyroxene and water  but found 
nonequilibrium effects not observed by Cullers et al. (1973) that they felt might 
be responsible for some of the apparent  effects of temperature.  The reasons for 
the differences in results be tween the two laboratories are still not known. The 
technique of equilibrating minerals with water  instead of with their parent  
silicate liquids makes  possible a clean separat ion between the phases  after  the 
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furnace charge is quenched. The potential  of the method as a means  of providing 
accurate values of distribution coefficients and the  effects of temperature ,  
pressure,  and composi t ion on them has not been fully evaluated.  It seems 
inherently less promising than methods that rely on the direct synthesis of 
crystals f rom silicate melts. 

Balashov et al. (1970b) did zone melting exper iments  on synthetic metasili- 
cates that indicated that the light lanthanides were more easily extracted into the 
liquid phase than w e r e  the heavy  ones,  especially when Mg(II) was the major  
cation (as opposed  to Ca[II]). Equilibrium between melt and crystals was 
thought not to have been attained, so no values of distribution coefficient were 
given. 

Masuda and Kushiro (1970) synthesized lanthanide-doped,  Ca-rich pyroxene  
f rom silicate liquid and measured  values of distribution coefficients. Values fell 
near the middle and upper  part  of the range of those obtained by the phenocrys t  
matrix method.  Such measurements  are very difficult because  even small 
inclusions of glass (quenched silicate liquid) with the crystals analyzed can 
contribute significantly to the measured  concentrat ion of a lanthanide if its true 
value for D is ~0.2. This problem was recognized but not fully solved by 
Masuda and Kushiro.  

Grutzeck et al. (1974) measured  values for lanthanide distribution coefficients 
in Ca-rich pyroxene  grown f rom a silicate liquid. They obtained values near the 
middle of the range found in phenocrys t -mat r ix  studies. They showed that, at 
low partial pressures  of oxygen,  Eu was preferentially excluded relative to other 
lanthanides f rom the pyroxene  because much of it was in the 2+ oxidation state, 
which has a lower value of D than Eu in the 3+ state. To avoid the necessi ty of 
separating crystals  from glass, sufficiently high lanthanide concentrat ions were 
used (~> 1%) so that they could be determined by electron microprobe.  Such high 
concentrat ions are in risk of violating the dilute solution behavior  of the 
lanthanides, thereby yielding erroneous  values for D;  such effects were not 
found by Grutzeck  et al. Weill et al. (1974) used the results of Gru tzeck  et al. to 
model the behavior  of Sm and Eu during lunar igneous differentiation. 

Drake and Weill (1975) used the same experimental  technique as Grutzeck  et 
al. to determine lanthanide distribution coefficients for feldspar  crystallized f rom 
a silicate liquid. Values fell about  the middle of the range observed  for  pheno- 
cryst-matr ix pairs. They found, as expected,  that D for Eu increased as the 
partial pressure of oxygen was decreased (fo2 ranged f r o m  10 -07 to 10-125). 

Lanthanide distribution coefficients were determined by Shimizu and  Kushiro 
(1975) on a synthetic garnet. The garnet was separated f rom the quenched parent  
liquid for measurement  of lanthanide concentrat ions by isotope dilution mass 
spectrometry.  Values for  the heavier lanthanides (fig. 21.20) are not appreciably 
disturbed by possible contaminat ion by quenched liquid, but those for the 
lightest lanthanides may be substantially too high. 

Mysen (1976) measured distribution coefficients for Sm in olivine and Ca-poor  
pyroxene  by beta track mapping of synthetic silicates. That  technique allows use 
of very low concentrat ions of a trace element. Mysen repor ted a strong concert- 
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Fig. 21.20. Comparison diagram for a hypothetical eclogite consisting of equal parts of garnet and 
Ca-rich pyroxene, grown under closed system conditions from a liquid with 1 ppm of each lanthanide 
and with distribution coefficients as shown (that for garnet from Shimizu and Kushiro, 1975, and that for 
pyroxene from Schnetzler and Philpotts, 1970). Note that the pyroxene is strongly enriched in light 
lanthanides despite its preference for heavy ones. 

tration dependence  of D for Sm in olivine and or thopyroxene ,  a phenomenon  
not observed by other investigators.  The concentrat ion range studied gave 
olivine ranging f rom 0.04 to 1.6 ppm and that  for low-Ca pyroxene  f rom 0.08 to 
2.6 ppm. The range of concentrat ions of Gd in the experiments  by Cullers et al. 
(1970) for oliv, ine was -0 .003  to > 1 0 0 0 p p m  and for low-Ca pyroxene  was 
-0 .005  to >1000ppm,  without measurable  deviation f rom constant  values. 
Those exper iments  were for  partitioning between the minerals and an aqueous 
phase, rather  than between minerals and silicate liquid. However ,  the lowest  
values of D reported by Mysen were for the liquids most  concentrated in Sm, so 
failure of the liquid to retain increasing quantities of Sm was not important.  The 
reasons for the discrepancies between the two exper iments  are not known. 

From the data in fig. 21.19 it can be seen that most  minerals do not remove  
lanthanides effectively f rom silicate liquids (i.e., lanthanide D values are most ly  
less than unity). Except ions  are apatite (a lanthanide-concentrat ing mineral  that 
is a common  late-stage product  of crystallization of mafic liquids) and garnet  
(which concentra tes  heavy lanthanides but not light lanthanides). In acid mag- 
mas,  lanthanide minerals may precipitate;  these are discussed in later sections. 
Ca-rich cl inopyroxenes and hornblendes (related to pyroxenes ,  but more 
composit ionally complex) compete  for lanthanides successfully against some- 
what acidic lavas (Nagasawa and Schnetzler,  1971). 
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Crystallization of garnet from a liquid will rapidly change the lanthanide 
distribution of that liquid. Derivation of a liquid from a solid containing several 
percent  or more of garnet will produce a liquid with a lanthanide distribution 
very different from that of the initial solid. Crystallization of apatite from a 
liquid can lower  the lanthanide concentrat ions,  but is more likely to decrease the 
rate at which lanthanide concentrat ions of the liquid increase, since the fraction 
of the total solid precipitating at any given time that is apatite is likely to be 
small. Partial melting of most sources containing apatite would be expected to 
melt all the apatite during the first very few percent  of melting, so only in a 
special case would there by partitioning of lanthanides between residual apatite 
and a derived liquid. Crystallization of plagioclase can deplete Eu significantly 
relative to neighboring lanthanides. Partial melting against plagioclase can 
produce liquids relatively deficient in Eu. Crystallization of Ca-rich pyroxenes 
slowly changes the lanthanide distribution of the parent liquid. Crystallization of 
Ca-poor pyroxene or olivine or of plagioclase (except for Eu) scarcely affects 
the lanthanide distributions of the parent  liquids; although those minerals are 
strongly selective in which lanthanides they remove,  they tend to remove such 
small amounts that the effect on the distribution of the residual liquid is nearly 
negligible. Precipitation of lanthanide minerals, which appears to occur in 
granitic magmas, can deplete the residual liquid, sometimes selectively, in 
lanthanides. 

Observed lanthanide distributions in analyzed minerals do not always reflect in 
an obvious way their distribution coefficients. The coefficients act on some 
parent distribution, which may differ substantially from the chondritic values 
commonly used as a standard for producing comparison diagrams. Also, when a 
liquid crystallizes as a closed system (Helmke et al., 1972), essentially all the 
lanthanides may enter major minerals, each mineral becoming most enriched in 
the trace elements against which it discriminates least. For example,  fig. 21.20 
shows the lanthanide distributions foi" garnet and high-Ca pyroxene from a 
hypothetical eclogite. The heavy-lanthanide selective pyroxene is rich in the light 
lanthanides and depleted in the heavy ones because it has equilibrated with 
garnet, which has a stronger affinity than the pyroxene for the heavy lanthanides 
and a weaker affinity for the light ones. 

7.3. Eu anomaly 

The anomalous behavior of Eu that results because Eu can be readily reduced 
to a 2+ ion with chemical properties unlike those of the 3+ lanthanides has been 
evident in many of the lanthanide distributions shown above. The existence of 
this anomaly has been known for a long time (e.g., Goldschmidt,  1938). There 
has been discussion about whether the anomaly observed in igneous rocks is a 
result of conversion of Eu(III) to Eu(II) in the liquid phase or of crystallo- 
chemical effects (i.e., ready acceptance of Eu(II) but rejection of Eu(III) by 
some mineral, e.g., feldspar) (e.g., Philpotts and Schnetzler,  1968, 1969; Toweil 
et al., 1969). Both effects are important,  of course. No mineral can take up Eu(II) 
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if conditions are so oxidizing that virtually none of the Eu is in that oxidation 
state. On the other hand, Eu will not separate from the other lanthanides under 
reducing conditions unless some mineral or process discriminates against the 3+ 
lanthanides in its favor,  or vice versa. Several measured values for distribution 
coefficients show negative Eu anomalies for  ferromagnesian minerals such as 
pyroxene,  indicating that those minerals selectively favor the 3+ lanthanides. A 
similar effect can result from closed-system crystallization of pyroxene in the 
presence of plagioclase, but discrimination by pyroxene against Eu relative to its 
3+ neighbors seems well established, especially for lunar materials (e.g., Phil- 
potts, 1970; Haskin and Korotev,  1977). 

It has not ~been possible to measure concentrat ions of Eu(II) and Eu(III) in 
most common, rock-forming, natural minerals because of low concentrat ions 
and interferences.  Philpotts (1970) has suggested a means of estimating such 
concentrations in minerals and parent liquids that, for some rock systems, gives 
values that are self-consistent and consistent with concentrations inferred from 
other evidence. According to Philpotts, given two mineral phases j and k in a 
rock, the concentrat ion of Eu(III) in phase j, Cj.3, is given in terms of the total 
concentrat ion of Eu in each phase, Cj, Eu and Ck, Eu, and the distribution 
coefficients for E u ( I I I ) a n d  Sr between the two phases, Di/j,3 and Di/j,Sr, as 
follows: 

Cj,3 = (Ci .Eu-  Di/j,srCj, Eu) / ( Oilj.3 - Dilj,Sr) (21.3) 

This treatment assumes that phases i and j are in full equilibrium with respect  
to Eu and that the value for the distribution coefficient for Eu(II) equals that for 
Sr. Values for D~/j.3 are obtained by interpolation of values for Sm and Gd. 
Philpotts found values for  the concentrat ion ratio of Eu(II) to that of Eu(III) 
ranging from 0.03 to 2.6 for matrices of basalts and values ranging from 1.8 to 85 
for feldspar phenocrysts  from those lavas. He also showed an empirical cor- 
relation of increasing size of Eu anomaly for feldspar with increasing proportion 
of Na and decreasing proportion of Ca. He found that negative Eu anomalies 
were more prominent in Ca-rich pyroxenes  with high Fe contents,  as opposed to 
high Mg contents.  He found no correlation between relative amounts of Eu(II) 
and Eu(III) and relative amounts of Fe(II) and Fe(III). He showed that the highest 
ratios of Eu(II) and Eu(III) in matrices (chilled liquids) were found in more 
acidic (andesitic and rhyolitic) lavas, in comparison to those found in basalts. 
Phiipotts suggested that the ratio of Eu(II) and Eu(III) might serve as a useful 
indicator of oxygen fugacity for crystallization of lavas. 

Nagasawa (1971) measured Eu anomalies in coexisting Ca-feldspars and 
K-feldspars (two distinct minerals) from acid igneous rocks. He concluded that 
Eu(II) was present,  that it behaved very much like Sr(II), and that the method of 
Philpotts (1970) for estimating concentrat ion ratios of Eu(II) to Eu(III) should be 
reasonable. 

Weill and Drake (1973) measured the distribution of Eu between silicate liquid 
and crystallizing feldspar as a function of temperature and oxygen fugacity. 
They developed a model based on their experimental  observations to account  
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quantitatively for the size of the Eu anomaly in feldspar as a function of those 
two variables. An assumption of the model is a similar temperature dependence 
for Sr and Eu(II) distribution coefficients. They show that the trend toward 
higher Eu(Ii) to Eu(III) concentrat ion ratios in terrestrial acid magmas is a 
natural consequence of the change in oxygen fugacity and, therefore,  redox 
conditions of terrestrial magmas with temperature.  This effect also explains the 
larger Eu anomalies in Na-rich (lower temperature) feldspars relative to Ca-rich 
(higher temperature) ones. The results are restricted to systems with bulk 
compositions similar to that studied. Alsol the statement that the ratio of D for 
Eu in a mineral to that of D for Eu(III) in that mineral by analyses of natural 
minerals while true, must be regarded with caution in practice. The size of the 
Eu anomaly in a feldspar is sensitive to effects of closed system crystallization 
so a measured value could be misleading. 

Values of D for Eu and Sr in feldspar and Ca-rich pyroxene in a molten ocean 
floor basalt doped with oxides of those elements were obtained as functions of 
temperature and oxygen fugacity by Sun et al. (1974). The range of temperatures 
studied was narrow (50°C for feldspar, 20°C for pyroxene).  Values of D for Eu 
were found not to be strongly dependent  on temperature but to be quite 
dependent,  as anticipated, on oxygen fugacity. Comparison of their results with 
those of Weill and Drake (1973) indicated a dependence of D for Eu on bulk 
composition. 

Morris and Haskin (1974) and Morris et al. (1974), using electron paramagnetic 
resonance,  measured concentrat ion ratios of Eu(II) to Eu(III) in quenched 
silicate liquids of a variety of compositions of geochemical interest. They found 
that, for constant oxygen fugacity, very large differences in concentrat ion ratios 
occurred for different bulk compositions. For example, the mole fraction of 
Eu(II) in liquids ranging in composition from Ca-rich pyroxene  (CaMgSi206) to 
Ca-feldspar (CaAIzSi2Os) at constant temperature and  oxygen fugacity ranged 
from 0,11 to 0.6. This demonstrates clearly the importance of bulk composition 
to the distribution of variable-valence elements in natural systems. 

Morris and Haskin (1974) discussed their observations in terms of the equili- 
brium given below for Eu(II) and Eu(III) as ions in an ideal gas. 

4Eu3+(g) + 202 (g) = 4Eu2+(g) + O2(g). (21.4) 

They introduced a solvent coefficient (Henry 's  law constant) for  each Eu species 
to account for  the energy difference between the ideal gas and the particular 
liquid in question. They found, for  a particular choice of major cation (i.e., Ca or 
Mg) in the solvent, 2EuO to be more soluble than Eu203 in going from the ortho- 
or metasilicate end member of the mixture to the aluminosilicate end member. 
This result was not expected because the aluminosilicate end member has a 
higher fraction of its oxygen bound into polymer chains. This would be expected 
to decrease the activity of free oxide ion in the aluminosilicate melts, which 
according to eq. (21.4) would favor formation of Eu(III) at the expense of 
Eu(II), just opposite to what was observed. 

Fraser (1975) showed that the observations could be readily understood if 
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EH203 were  regarded as amphoteric,  i.e., in addition to dissociating to produce a 
solvated 3+ ion, it would react  with oxide ion to produce EuO2. The EuO~ 
would behave as a polymer network forming cation similar to silicate and 
aluminate. This useful idea would apply to other ions of variable valence as well. 
Additional testing of the ideas of Fraser is needed. There is no evidence from 
studies of Gd(III) in minerals (Morris, 1975) for behavior of that ion as a 
network-forming entity. Morris et al. (1974) concluded from their studies of the 
composition dependence of concentrat ion ratios of Eu(II) to Eu(III) that the 
s tructures  of silicate liquids, in terms of the environments available to the Eu 
species, were probably very similar to those of the solid minerals that would 
crystallize on cooling of those liquids. 

Drake (1975) integrated the method of  Philpotts (eq. (21.3) above) with 
results of experimental  work to use empirical concentration ratios of Eu(II) to 
Eu(III) in fe ldspar  and liquid to determine oxygen partial pressures during 
crystallization. The method developed does not account for  effects of bulk 
composition on the concentrat ion ratio. Drake pointed out that natural magmas 
do not cover  such a broad range of compositions as that studied by Morris and 
Haskin (1974). For eight cases reported by Philpotts for which Eu concentrat ion 
ratios were available for  both plagioclase and matrix, Drake obtained internal 
consistency within a range of -2 .3  to 2.8 orders of magnitude for the oxygen 
fugacity. Most of the values were consistent in a broad sense with those 
obtained for similar rocks by other means. This consistency is comforting, but 
Eu concentrat ion ratios as an oxygen barometer  have not yet  been developed 
into a method of admirable precision. 

7.4. Developing, testing, and applying the models 

In a sense, the models for describing lanthanide behavior during rock-forming 
processes do not need testing. T h e y  are based on solid chemical grounds. Their 
applicability to actual natural situations has to be proven, however.  To various 
extents this i's recognized and worried about by the various investigators and can 
be studied in  their papers. Some examples of developing and testing of models 
are given below. 

A very important, broad scale application of models for trace element 
behavior was developed by Gast (1968) in considering the differences between 
tholeiitic and alkali basalts of the oceanic environment.  In this work, Gast 
considered not only ianthanide abundances between ocean floor tholeiites (light- 
lanthanide depleted relative to chondrites) and ocean island alkali basalts (light- 
lanthanide enriched), but abundances of other trace elements (K, Rb, Sr, Ba, Cr, 
Ni, U, Th, and Pb), major  elements and their pertinent mineral assemblages, 
isotopic data for Sr and Pb, heat budgets, effects of temperature and pressure 
(depth) on melting, reaction of a magma with surrounding wall rock, new 
geophysical ideas about magma generation at ocean ridges and sea-floor spread- 
ing, available information leading to trace-element distribution coefficients, and 
relative abundances of ocean floor tholeiites and ocean island alkali basalts 
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( -100:1) .  From this study Gast  estimated that the source for ocean floor 
tholeiite was - 5 0 %  depleted in the  incompatible trace elements. He showed that 
small extents of partial melting of mantle material of plausible starting composi- 
tion and mineralogy could produce substantial differences in trace element 
distributions in liquids, but that implausible extents of fractional crystallization 
were required to do so. He concluded that the ocean floor tholeiites were derived 
by extensive (20=30%) partial melting and alkali basalts by a much smaller extent  
(3-7%). Some of the conclusions have been bent somewhat by further work 
(e.g:, Kay et al., 1970; Schilling, 1975; Blanchard et al., 1976) but the paper 
stands out as an early test of the adaptability of the model to a specific geologic 
setting and an integration of lanthanide distributions with other information to 
obtain a useful, self-consistent description of lava-forming processes.  

Subsequent applications of the model have shown the effects of fractional 
crystallization on specific basalt systems. Usually these are small. Kay et al. 
(1970) showed that crystallization of olivine, Ca-rich pyroxene,  and feldspar 
could account  for some of the variations in lanthanide concentrat ions observed 
in ocean floor basalts. Small negative Eu anomalies could be observed after 
extensive crystallization of feldspar. Helmke and Haskin (1973) showed that the 
petrographic character,  bulk compositions, and lanthanide concentrat ions of 52 
lavas from a single source, Steens Mt., Oregon, were all consistent with 
crystallization of different amounts of Ca-rich pyroxene,  feldspar, and olivine 
from a common parent in magma chambers prior to eruption of the basalts. 
Lanthanide concentrations were the key to determining the quantity and 
composition of material solidified. Solid materials were estimated to have 
lanthanide distributions peaking around Nd, as often found in gabbros (intrusive 
rocks similar to basalts in composition). Zielinski and Frey (1970) and Zielinski 
(1975) showed that extreme extents of fractional crystallization of basaltic 
magma could account  for  the relatively, rare, acidic volcanic rocks of oceanic 
islands (Gough island and Reunion island) (fig. 21.6). The comprehensive work of 
Schilling (1973) on the origin of Iceland magmas was mentioned previously. 

A rather specific test of the model was its application to the Skaergaard 
intrusion. The Skaergaard intrusion is regarded as an example of mafic 
magma, intruded into a bowl-shaped chamber,  that cooled slowly (except where 
it came in contact  with wall rock) and differentiated by fractional crystallization. 
As it cooled, early-formed crystals settled to the bottom. Later- formed crystals 
fell on top of those, and so on, leaving a layered rock series that, on being 
exposed by uplift and erosion, allowed partial sampling of the trends of frac- 
tional crystallization. The rocks toward the bottom of the series consist mainly 
of accumulated crystals of olivine, Ca-rich pyroxene,  and Ca-rich feldspar. 
Farther up, olivine ceased to crystallize in favor of Ca-poor pyroxene.  Higher 
still, crystallization of Ca-poor pyroxene ceased and olivine reappeared. In a 
systematic manner, from bottom to top, the feldspar became poorer  in Ca and 
richer in Na and the olivine and pyroxenes  become richer in Fe and poorer  in 
Mg, in line with known phase relationships for crystallization of such a liquid. 
Near the top of the series, P became so abundant that the lanthanide-concen- 
t r ~ t l n o  m ln~ r~ l  ~n~t l t~  ~o~l lmHl~te~ ~ lnne  lxl l th the  m ~ i n r  m ln~r~ l~  
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In terms of the model for fractional crystallization, a cumulate crystal would 
form in and separate from such a large volume of liquid that there would be no 
change in the composit ion of the liquid during formation of the crystal. Thus, 
any narrow band of accumulated crystals would be equivalent in the surface- 
equilibrium model to a single increment of new growth on a crystal growing 
throughout solidification of a melt. Since values for distribution coefficients of all 
lanthanides in all minerals precipitating (except apatite, very near the top) are 
less than unity, concentrations of the lanthanides should increase smoothly in 
successive residual liquids with increasing fraction of the magma solidified. The 
concentrations in the cumulate crystals should show a corresponding increase 
with height in the layered series. 

Haskin and Haskin (1968) analyzed rocks from the layered series and found 
the expected increase in lanthanide concentrations for successive residual 
liquids calculated from a mass balance, but nearly constant lanthanide concen-  
trations for the successive rocks (fig. 21.21) except those highest in the series, 
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F i g .  2 1 . 2 1 .  C o m p a r i s o n  d iagram to chondr i te s  ( l owes t  port ion)  of  Skaergaard chi l led marginal  
gabbro,  t aken  to represent  the c o m p o s i t i o n  o f  the starting material  for  the layered  intrus ion ,  and used  
as the bas is  of  c o m p a r i s o n  for  Skaergaard  r o c k s  f r o m  different  z o n e s  o f  the  layered  series  (rest  o f  
diagram).  N o t e  the rather abrupt  increase  in lanthanide  concentra t ions ,  on ly  for  the h ighest  z o n e s  o f  
the series ,  rather than  a s y s t e m a t i c  increase  f r o m  l o w e r  z o n e  (LZ) through  middle  z o n e  (MZ),  to 
upper  z o n e  ( U Z ) .  
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not at all as expected from the simplest application of the model. Paster et al. 
(1974) showed that the discrepancy arose from failure to take into account  the 
parent liquid trapped among the accumulated crystals. The trapped liquid 
solidified as a closed system, increasing the sizes of the cumulate crystals and 
introducing into them and into the rocks as a whole lanthanide concentrations as 
large or larger than those already contributed by crystals grown in equilibrium 
with the bulk melt. 

Paster  et al. developed a formulation of the model to account  for changes in 
mineralogy on distribution coefficients and for crystallization of trapped liquid. 
They showed that the approximate constancy of lanthanide concentrat ions for 
rocks throughout most of the series was a fortuitous opposition of trends of 
increasing lanthanide concentrations in the cumulate crystals and decreasing 
proportions of trapped liquid with increasing height in the intrusion. 

Paster  et al. showed that the required average values of distribution 
coefficients to describe solidification of the Skaergaard intrusion fell within the 
range for phenocryst-matr ix systems, but  toward the lowest values. Prior to this 
work, the Skaergaard intrusion was thought to have a large hidden zone (70-80 
percent  of the total mass) still beneath the surface and inaccessible to sampling. 
Paster et al. determined that the size of the hidden zone was much less, a result 
confirmed by geophysical studies. 

Some investigators have analyzed separated minerals from the groundmass 
(not phenocrysts)  of basalts or other igneous rocks, then divided their lanthanide 
concentrat ions by those for the whole rock to obtain values for distribution 
coefficients. They reason that the whole rock corresponds to the parent  liquid 
from which the minerals grew. That  is so for a closed system, but the minerals 
do not represent  the products of equilibrium crystallization from a parent of the 
whole rock composition. Rather, the minerals are the integrated products of 
incremental crystallization from the series of successive parent  liquids that 
formed as the original parent underwent  fractional crystallization. Effects on 
mineral composition of closed-system crystallization must be taken into account. 
Similarly, some investigators measure lanthanide concentrat ions in minerals 
separated from a rock or of unknown origin and, using literature values for 
distribution coefficients, estimate the lanthanide distribution of the parent liquid. 
This also fails to account  for compositional effects of closed-system crystal- 
lization on the minerals. Helmke et al. (1972) developed a model to account  for 
closed-system effects. Haskin and Korotev  (1977) tested it on minerals separated 
from a sample of lunar basalt (figs. 21.22-23). The separates consisted of Ca-rich 
pyroxene,  Ca feldspar, a mixture of olivine and Ca-poor pyroxene,  and ilmenite 
(FeTiO3). A fifth analyzed "phase"  consisted of mesostasis, a partly crystalline, 
lanthanide-rich glass corresponding to the last dregs (final - 0 . 6  percent) of the 
basalt liquid to solidify. Haskin and Koro tev  showed by use of a mixing model 
that the mineral separates plus mesostasis accounted accurately for the 
composition of the whole rock, although single fragments of the minerals did 
not. They  applied the model for closed-system crystallization to the basalt, using 
values for  distribution coefficients taken from studies of other rocks, and found 
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Fig. 21.22. C o m p a r i s o n  diagram relat ive to w h o l e  rock ,  not  chondri te ,  for minerals  and m e s o s t a s i s  
(final, m o s t  differentiated liquid, part ly  fine crysta ls ,  partly g lass)  from a basalt  (lunar basalt  70135) 
(Hask in  and Kol;otev, 1977). N o t e  the se l ec t iv i ty  o f  the  individual  minerals  and their effect  on  the  
relat ive a b u n d a n c e s  in the m e s o s t a s i s ,  e spec ia l l y  for Eu. 

that it predicted the trends fairly well. They then assumed the validity of the 
model and calculated values for distribution coefficients appropriate to the 
crystallization of that particular basalt, thus providing a set of values from a 
natural system independent of the relationships assumed between phenocrysts  
and host matrices in different systems. Haskin and Korotev also showed that 
variations in the quantity of mesostasis from one chip of the basalt to another 
corresponded to a concentration range for lanthanides equal to that observed 
among all chips analyzed from all different basalts taken from the same landing 
site. Fractional crystallization and partial melting models have been used, 
unsuccessful ly,  to explain those variations. 

Consideration of effects of trapped liquid enabled Haskin et al. (1974) to 
determine the lanthanide concentrations of the parent liquid of a lunar cumulate 
rock consisting mainly of feldspar and olivine. The concentrations ranged from 
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Fig. 21.23. Distribution coefficients required, on basis of closed-system, surface-equilibrium, frac- 
tional crystallization model, to account for observed lanthanide concentrations in minerals and 
mesostasis for basalt 70135 (fig. 21.22). Note that the trends for the distribution coefficients strongly 
resemble, but differ from, the lanthanide distributions in the minerals, and the values for the 
distribution coefficients are much lower than the ratios of mineral concentrations to whole-rock 
concentrations. 

--13 times the chondritic value for Lu to - 2 7  times for La, with little or no Eu 
anomaly. Laul and Schmitt (1975) showed that trapped liquid was responsible for 
the variation in concentrations of lanthanides and other incompatible elements in 
a lunar cumulate rock consisting of nearly pure olivine• The parent liquid 
estimated for the cumulate was enriched in La  relative to Lu to about  the same 
extent  as that estimated for  the feldspar-olivine cumulate, but with a somewhat 
different shape, a probable positive Eu anomaly, and lanthanide concentrations 
approximately one-half as high. The lanthanide distributions are similar to those 
estimated by Taylor  (1975) as the average for the lunar highlands; the concen- 
trations estimated by Taylor  are more than twice as high as those for the parent of 
the feldspar-olivine rock. 

Frey and co-workers have done an especially careful job of integrating a 
variety of constraints into their interpretations of the origins of ultramafic rock 
nodules in basalts. Frey and Green (1974) found that peridotite nodules (olivine, 
Ca-rich cl inopyroxene,  Ca-poor cl inopyroxene,  and spinel) from alkali basalts of 
southeastern Australia are of two types with respect  to lanthanide distributions. 
One type has low lanthanide concentrat ions and distributions depleted in the 
light lanthanides as might be expected for the source region for ocean floor 
igneous rocks or the residues of partial melting to produce light-lanthanide rich 
lavas (fig. 21.24). The other type had slightly lower concentrat ions of heavy 
lanthanides but substantial concentrations of light lanthanides as if parental to 
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Fig. 21.24. C o m p a r i s o n  diagrams for  two types  of peridoti te  inclusions found  in alkali-rich lavas of  
sou theas t e rn  Austra l ia  (Frey  and Green ,  1974). 

alkali basalts. Based on lanthanide distributions alone, such an interpretation 
might have been made. Mineralogy of the nodules was consistent with crystal- 
lization or recrystallization within the upper mantle. Pyroxene textures and Sr 
isotope ratios indicated that the inclusions were chunks of wall rock torn off by 
the basaltic liquid rather than products of accumulation of crystals from the 
basalts themselves. However, the nodules with the most refractory, residue-like 
bulk compositions and mineralogy (poor in Ca-rich pyroxene, rich in Mg relative 
to Fe) were those with the highest concentrations of incompatible elements (P, 
K, Ti, U, Th, light lanthanides), making them unsuitable as parents that would 
leave the other type as residues. Frey and Green concluded that the lanthanide 
distributions were a mixture of two components, one that of the type with 
approximately flat distributions and one highly enriched in light lanthanides. The 
first component was regarded as the residue of early partial melting and is 
similar to or may correspond to the source for ocean floor volcanics. The second 
was taken to~ be the result of a very small degree of partial melting at greater 
depth, in equilibrium with garnet, and therefore enriched in light lanthanides. 
The present mineralogy results from mixing and equilibration of the two 
components at shallow mantle depths, prior to incorporation in lavas rushing to 
the surface. 

In a study of nodules from Hawaiian basalts, Reid and Frey (1971) examined 
two types. One consisted of olivine, Ca-rich pyroxene, Ca-poor pyroxene, and 
spinel. The other consisted mainly of garnet and Ca-rich pyroxene, with smaller 
proportions of the other minerals. Some nodules consisted of both types in 
intergrading contact. Reid and Frey concluded that the garnet-free variety was 
produced by partial melting and recrystallization of the garnet-rich type. The 
liquid removed was estimated from Ca-rich pyroxene distribution coefficients to 
be similar in lanthanide distribution to common Hawaiian alkali basalts. The 
garnet-rich variety of nodule was suggested to be a more primitive type of 
mantle material than the garnet-free variety, yielding incompatible elements to 
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provide liquids extruded onto the crust. The residual garnet-free variety cor- 
responds mineralogically to the nodules from Australia (and many other locali- 
ties) and is consistent with a widespread ultramafic mantle material from which 
incompatible elements have been partially extracted. 

A systematic study has been made of lanthanide distributions in rocks from an 
early Precambrian terrane of Minnesota and Ontario by Hanson and Goldich 
(1972) and Arth and Hanson (1972, 1975). This terrane consists of metamor- 
phosed tholeiitic basalts, more acidic volcanic rocks, and intruded granite-related 
rocks. It is typical of much of the Earth's early crust. 

The tholeiites (fig. 21.25) have lanthanide distributions like those of their 
younger counterparts and ranging from essentially flat as is characteristic of 
ocean floor basalts to slightly enriched in light lanthanides as found in some 
continental tholeiites. The more acid volcanic rocks and the granite-related rocks 
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Fig. 21.25. Comparison diagram for Precambrian rocks of northeastern Minnesota interpreted by 
Arth and Hanson (1975) as possibly representing the formation of continental crust from mantle- 
derived material. Nos.  4 and 5 are early stage tholeiitic basalts, nos. 2, 3, and  6 are intrusive and 
extrusive granite-related rocks of main, intermediate stages, and no. 1 is a late-stage, intrusive, 
granite-related rock. Intermediate and late-stage rocks may have derived from material of the 
approximate composition of tholeiite, but at depths where garnet was a stable residual mineral, 
accounting for the severe depletion of the granite-related rocks in heavy lanthanides. 
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(fig. 21.25) all show strong relative enrichment  in the light lanthanides, with 
lower concentrat ions of heavy lanthanides than is typical of crustal materials• 
This was recognized as evidence for equilibration of the liquids that produced 
these rocks with a residue containing granite. 

Using models for estimating lanthanide distributions along with information on 
major and o t h e r  trace elements, field relationships among the rocks, phase 
melting relationships, and isotopic information on Sr and Pb, Arth and Hanson 
(1975) have outlined the sequence and nature of events that might have led to 
formation of that portion of the crust• Initially, the tholeiitic volcanics extruded 
onto the surface; just what kind of surface was not specified, but  there is no 
evidence for any pre-existing continental surface• The tholeiites could have 
derived from partial melting of mantle peridotite at relatively shallow depth 
(<30km).  Some of the tholeiitic liquids fractionally crystallized, but not 
sufficiently to produce acidic lavas. After a substantial quantity of tholeiite was 
.emplaced, granite-related magmas intruded into them. The lanthanide dis- 
tributions of these rocks are consistent with an origin by partial melting of 
eclogite or garnet-bearing peridotite; this requires a depth o~ ~45 km in order for  
garnet to be stable in the residue• The composition of the eclogite could have 
been essentially that of the tholeiitic basalts. The volcanic rocks eroded rapidly 
during and after  emplacement  of the above rocks, and eventually the buried 
sediments underwent  partial melting to produce a new class of granite-related 
magmas that intruded into the preceding rock formations. A time scale o f -  50 
million years was deduced for this process.  Minor volcanic activity from garnet 
peridotite or eclogite followed. 

Hanson and co-workers argue that this sequence of rocks derived by direct 
differentiation from the mantle• They point out that if all similar Precambrian 
terranes can be explained in that manner,  the development  of those terranes 
2.7-3.3 billion years ago represents  the derivation of a significant part of our 
present continental crust f rom the mantle. It appears that this could be true even 
if the mantle' source of the Precambrian tholeiites had yielded up a portion of its 
• • I 

Incompatible elements in  an earlier episode• The only reason to suggest that it 
might have done so is the similarity of the tholeiite lanthanide distributions to 
those of younger ocean floor or early island arc tholeiitic basalts and the 
interpretation given to them. It is interesting to note that Jahn et al. (1974) also 
studied volcanic rocks from the same area in northern Minnesota and proposed 
from considerations of their results and information on other ancient volcanic 
rocks that trace elements h a v e  been repeatedly and fully recycled in a more or 
less closed system consisting of crust and upper mantle for the past 3 billion 
years, with relatively minor addition of new trace elements from deep mantle 
sources during that time. 

It is not clear whether  the terrane described by Hanson and co-workers would 
yield the lanthanide distribution characteristic of continental crust (the NASC 
distribution)• A comprehensive model for the derivation of the crust and that 
lanthanide distribution remains to be developed. 
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7.5. S m - N d  age measuremen t s  

Lugmair  et al. (1975) demonst ra ted  that  the decay of ~47Sm yielded a sufficient 
change in the isotopic composi t ion of Nd to be useful in determining the age of 
lunar basalts. 147Sm decays  by  alpha particle emission with a half-life of 
1.06 x 101~ years  to give 143Nd. The age obtained for the rock  was 3.70___0.07 
billion years,  in excellent  agreement  with that obtained by other investigators 
using different isotopic dating methods.  

The technique is made possible because  when an igneous rock solidifies 
different minerals take up different lanthanides selectively, as reflected in their 
distribution coefficients. This means that  different minerals can have different 
ratios of Sm to Nd at the time of their crystallization. As the 147Sm decays  it will 
change the isotopic composi t ion of the Nd to different extents for  each different 
mineral. If  the Sm and Nd concentrat ions and the Nd isotopic composi t ion are 
determined for  each mineral  they can be related by the radioact ive decay law to 
yield the span of time that  passed since the minerals crystallized. Similar work  
has been done with K-Ar ,  Rb-Sr ,  U - P b ,  and T h - P b  isotopic pairs. Each pair has 
its advantages  and disadvantages.  The S m - N d  pair complements  the others 
nicely in that  both elements,  being lanthanides, have very similar chemical 
properties,  so no aberrant  behavior  by one member  of the pair can cause a 
peculiar result. 

Any large-scale change in concentrat ion ratio of  Sm to Nd in the Moon as a 
whole would produce,  with time, regions with different Nd isotopic composi-  
tions. Lugmair  et al. (1975) show evidence for a major  lunar differentiation 
4 .35 -0 .10  billion years ago. This is also consistent  with evidence f rom other 
isotopic systems.  

De Paolo and Wasserburg  (1976) have  measured Nd isotopic ratios in ter- 
restrial materials.  Their work  so far confirms the chondritic relative abundances  
for Sm and Nd hypothes ized for  the Earth as a whole. They  show that the 
mantle is now heterogeneous with reservoirs  of different Nd isotopic ratios. 
They find that crustal rocks reflect a long-standing enr ichment  of the crust  in Nd 
relative to Sm, as compared  with chondrites.  They  show that oceanic island 
alkali basalt and ocean floor tholeiite come f rom sources that have had, on the 
average,  N d - S m  ratios lower than the chondritic, for t ime spans corresponding 
to the age of t h e  Earth. Ancient  granitic rocks appear  to have derived directly 
f rom a mantle source with a chondritic concentrat ion ratio of Nd to Sin. 

Richard et al. (1976) also found the mantle source of ocean floor tholeiite to 
have a light-lanthanide depleted distribution. However ,  they found oceanic 
island alkali basalts to have higher relative amounts  of 143Nd than the ocean floor 
tholeiites. They  suggested that the alkali basalts derived f rom a source region 
with a chondritic concentrat ion ratio of  Nd to Sm. 

Future studies of these isotopic variations will do much to clarify the time 
scales for major  differentiating events  and the nature of the processes  by which 
lanthanide distributions of various classes of rocks were attained. 
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8. Lanthanide  minera l  resources 

Because the lanthanides and yttr ium are dispersed e l emen t s  they are found 
mainly as trace consti tuents of common  rocks. Within those rocks they occur  
partly as trace consti tuents of the major,  rock-forming minerals and part ly in 
accessory  minerals in which the lanthanides are either essential const i tuents  
(e.g., monazite)  or are concentra ted  (e.g., apatite). More than 100 different 
lanthanide and lanthanide-concentrat ing minerals are known. Most  of  these form 
from liquids that are highly differentiated chemically relative to c o m m o n  mag- 
mas. Such liquids are rich in a wide var iety of e lements  that are trace elements  
in terms of their natural abundances  but major  consti tuents of the final dregs of 
liquid when magmas  freeze.  

8.1. Formation o f  lanthanide ores 

Nature  concentra tes  lanthanide minerals into commercial ly  useful ores mainly 
by three processes .  Minerals such as monazi te  are dilute accessories  in common  
rocks,  but are fairly resistant to weather ing and have high densities. As their 
host rocks weather  away,  they remain intact and are moved  by water  and 
high-graded into placer deposits  as less dense minerals are swept  away f rom 
them. 

Another  means of concentrat ing lanthanides is in pegmatites.  Pegmat i tes  are 
final products  of crystallization of some magma bodies. Providing that condi- 
tions of crystallization of the bulk magma caused concentrat ion of lanthanides in 
the final liquid, a pegmati te  will contain high concentrat ions of lanthanide- 
bearing minerals. Pegmati tes  are relatively small in compar ison to lava flows or 
granite bodies,  but they are numerous  and some of them can serve as sources of  
lanthanide ores. 

Lanthanides  are abundant  in magmas  yielding highly alkali basalts and related 
materials.  In s o m e  cases,  when these magmas  cool beneath the surface,  minerals 
accumulate  as in the Skaergaard intrusion described earlier. If  titanium is 
sufficiently abundant ,  the magma  may crystallize perovski te ,  thereby concen-  
trating the lanthanides in a form that may  later be exposed for  use. Also, 
carbonati tes  are associated with some alkalic magma suites and contain 
lanthanide minerals (e.g., apatite) that potentially could be used commercial ly .  

Placer  deposits  of potential  future value as lanthanide ores invariably have the 
lanthanides present  in common  lanthanide or lanthanide-concentrat ing minerals 
(e.g., apatite, allanite, monazi te ,  xenot ime,  zircon). Most  pegmati tes  of potential  
value as ore have the lanthanides as common  lanthanide-bearing minerals too 
(those previously mentioned plus fluorite). Alkalic rock complexes  may produce 
commercia l ly  useful concentrat ions of common  lanthanide-bearing minerals 
(e.g., apatite,  perovski te)  or rare ones (e.g., bastnaesite).  
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8.2. Commercially important lanthanide minerals 

Even a brief introduction to the wide variety of lanthanide minerals exceeds 
the scope of this chapter. Properties of many are given by Roberts  et al. (1974), 
Palache et al. (1951, vols. 1 and 2). Deer et al. (1962, vols. 1 and 5), Frondel 
(1958), Fleischer (1966), and Vlasov (1966, vol. 2). Extensive bibliographies have 
been compiled by Adams and Iberall (1973), Mineev (1969), and Paster  (to be 
published). 

Levinson (1966) has discussed the problems of nomenclature.  The mineral- 
ogists' propensity for sticking names on complex natural chemical phases 
(minerals) that give no clue whatsoever  as to the nature of t hose  phases runs 
amuck with lanthanide minerals. In those,  a simple shift in lanthanide relative 
abundances changes the phase from that of mainly one chemical element to that 
of mainly another,  with irresistible possibilities for  a new and unrelated mineral 
name. 

Most lanthanide-bearing minerals are listed as Ce-group, Y-group, or complex. 
This is a useful approximate classification for those in which lanthanides  are 
essential constituents. The different ionic radii of the lanthanides can cause 
different crystal habits to be favored.  When sufficient light lanthanides and 
phosphate are present,  and other conditions are right, the light-lanthanide 
phosphate monazite may form. This mineral is usually dominated by Ce because 
it is usually the most abundant light lanthanide present. It can be considered a 
solid solution of all lanthanide phosphates that have similar properties.  Monazite 
has a monoclinic crystal habit. The smaller ionic radii of the heavier lanthanides 
and yttrium cause them to require a tetragonal structure. Thus, monazite 
discriminates against those elements. If the concentrat ion of heavy lanthanides 
is sufficient, the tetragonal phosphate xenotime, dominated usually by yttrium, 
will form. These minerals are genuinely selective with respect  to the lanthanides. 

Lanthanide-concentrat ing minerals can also be selective, depending on which 
lanthanides more readily substitute into their structures. The true extent  of their 
selectivity is less easily inferred from compositons of ~atural minerals than for 
the lanthanide minerals proper. Their lanthanide abundances tend to reflect those 
of their parent liquids, which are usually not known. Those minerals that do not 
show a consistent pattern of domination by light lanthanides, heavy lanthanides, 
or even middle lanthanides are usually listed as complex. Presumably,  whatever 
selectivity they have is insufficient to overcome variations in composit ion caused 
by variations in parent liquid composition. Because many of these minerals form 
late in a crystallization sequence, the lanthanide distributions of their parents 
may differ considerably from those of the original magmas or those of the rocks 
in which the minerals occur. 

Eight common lanthanide or lanthanide-bearing minerals that account  for  most 
concentrated supplies of lanthanides in nature are discussed briefly below. 
Another mineral (bastnaesite) that is of present commercial  importance is 
discussed also. 

Allanite is a complex, lanthanide-concentrating mineral of generalized 
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composition (Ca, Fe2+)2(R, AI, Fe3+)3SiaO13H. R normally represents the light 
lanthanides; rarely the heavy lanthanides and yttrium predominate. Allanite is a 
common accessory mineral in granite-related rocks and pegmatites. It is found as 
a product of metamorphism of rocks with granite-related compositions. Fig. 
21.26 shows lanthanide distributions for some allanites taken from the work of 
Semenov and Barinskii (1958). 

Apatite is a lanthanide-concentrating mineral represented by the composition 
Cas(PO4)aX where X is usually F-, sometimes OH-, sometimes a mixture, or 
occasionally Cl-. More complex varieties, some containing CO32, are known. 
Apatite is ubiquitous in mafic and granite-related igneous rocks, sediments, and 
metamorphic rocks. It is common in pegmatites. The distribution coefficients 
shown in fig. 21.19 imply mild selectivity in favor of the light lanthanides; values 
derived from studies of Skaergaard apatite implied a preference for middle 
lanthanides. Most apatites analyzed are enriched in light lanthanides. Fleischer 
and Altschuler (1969) have noted the tendency for lanthanide-bearing minerals 
from silica-rich rocks to be richer in heavy lanthanides than their counterparts 
from silica-poor, alkali-rich rocks. This tendency is clear in apatites from mafic, 
granite-related, and alkalic rocks studied by them and shown in fig. 21.27. This is 
principally a result of the average parent lanthanide distributions for those 
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Fig. 21.26. Comparison diagram for allanites (Semenov and Barinskii, 1958). In this and subsequent 
figures, only relative values for lanthanides are plotted (as reported in the references) rather than 
concentration ratios. Allanite enriched in light lanthanides is rare. 
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a n d  A l t s c h u l e r ,  1969). 

different rock types. An average for sedimentary apatites in marine deposits (fig. 
21.27) shows the Ce deficiency characteristic of lanthanide distributions derived 
from that of sea water. 

The bastnaesite-synchisite series of lanthanide minerals can be considered in 
terms of stoichiometric ratios of RCO3F to CaCO3 in proport ions 1 : 0, 1 : 1, 2 : 1, 
and 3:2. The minerals of this series are much more rare than allanite or apatite 
but are fairly common in alkalic rock suites and in some metamorphic terrains. 
This mineral occurs in commercially important amounts in carbonatite asso- 
ciated with other alkalic rocks at Mountain Pass, California. The mineral is 
usually light-lanthanide rich, although rare heavy-lanthanide rich examples are 
known (fig. 21.28). 

Fluorite is a lanthanide-concentrating mineral that is normally rather pure 
CaF2. It is a common, late-crystallizing mineral in granite-related rocks and 
pegmatites, usually strongly alkaline varieties. It appears to favor heavy 
lanthanides as it seldom shows really strong light-lanthanide enrichment.  This 
apparent preference may be due less to crystal structure than to the ability of 
fluoride to hold heavy lanthanides in solution better than light lanthanides to a 
late stage of crystallization. Some representat ive lanthanide distributions for 
fluorite are given in fig. 21.28. 

Monazite is a light-lanthanide mineral of composition RPO4. It is a common 
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Fig. 21.28. Compar i son  diagram for bastnaesi tes ,  including rare, heavy- lanthanide  rich variety 
(Semenov and Barinskii, 1958; Vlasov,  1%6) and fluorites (Fleischer, 1%9). 

accessory mineral of low abundance in many granite-related rocks and peg- 
matites and is often associated with xenotime, its heavy-lanthanide counterpart .  
The strong selectivities of these two minerals are apparent in the distributions 
shown in figs. 21.29 and 21.30. 

Perovskite  is a lanthanide-concentrating mineral that in pure form would be 
CaTiO3 but tends to be complex with several elements (e.g., Na, Fe, Th, U, Mn, 
R) substituting for Ca, and several (e.g., Nb, Ta, Fe, Mg, Zr) substituting for Ti. 
Lanthanide-rich varieties are mainly associated with alkalic igneous rock suites. 
Those suites tend to be strongly enriched in light lanthanides. Perovskites  (fig. 
21.30) are enriched in light lanthanides, but so strongly that the mineral is 
selective in favor of those elements. 

Sphene is another Ca, Ti mineral that in some cases concentrates lanthanides. 
Its composition is characterized as CaTiSiO4X2 where X is ½0 -2, OH , F . The 
lanthanide-rich variety sometimes occurs as an accessory mineral in coarse- 
grained granite-related rocks, pegmatites, and some metamorphic terrains. Most 
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Fig. 21.29. Comparison diagram for monazites from different rock types (Fleischer and Altschuler, 
1969). 

sphenes for which analyses have been reported are enriched in light lanthanides 
relative to chondrites (fig. 21.31). 

Zircon, ZrSiO4, is a com m on  but sparse  accessory  mineral  in alkaline i g n e o u s  
rocks and some pegmatites.  It  is fairly resistant to weathering and metamorphic  
processes  and can be concentrated in placer or beach sand deposits.  Zircons 
accept  a spect rum of lanthanide distributions as is evident f rom the two shown 
in fig. 21.32. 

It  is not yet  possible to explain the variations in lanthanide distributions of 
these minerals in terms of  those of their parent  liquids. There are many  analyses 
of lanthanide minerals in the literature, but very few by modern  techniques,  so 
that extents  of .variat ion or sizes of Eu anomalies are not well known. Most  of 
the mineral analyses are not complemented  by whole-rock analyses for their 
hosts. In many  cases,  the minerals crystallized f rom very late-stage differentiates 
within their hosts and the distributions of lanthanides in those differentiates 
cannot  be determined by direct analysis. 

For  commercia l  producers ,  an otherwise lanthanide-rich ore can prove  disap- 
pointing if it is deficient in a vital element.  In particular,  separat ion of Eu f rom 
the other lanthanides by incorporat ion at low concentrat ions in feldspars during 
magmatic  differentiation depletes many  mineral supplies in that important  ele- 
ment.  Analyses of potential  ores for all lanthanides can be prohibit ively expen- 
sive. Haskin  and Koro tev  (1973) showed the use of interpolating and extrapolat-  
ing analytical data for  a few elements  on a chondrite compar ison  diagram as a 
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Fig. 21.30. Comparison diagram for perovskites (Bulakh et al., 1973; Haskin and Korotev, 1973) and 
xenotime (,~mli, 1975). 

means of estimating concentrat ions of elements not analyzed. Such a procedure 
cannot allow for Eu anomalies. 

8.3. Uses of lanthanides 

In the early 1960's the total consumption of lanthanides was - 1.6 x 103 metric 
tons, used mainly in lighter flints, carbon arc electrodes, and glass polishing 
powders (Petrick et al., 1973). By 1975 the consumption was more than 20 x 103 
metric tons and the main uses were in metallurgy ( -45%) ,  catalysts and 
chemicals ( -36%) ,  glasses and ceramics ( -17%) ,  and electronics ( - 2 % )  
(Cannon, 1976). The increase and changes in emphasis were the direct result of 
much research on the nature and possible applications of those elements. 

The principal metallurgical applications are additions to iron, steel, aluminum, 
and magnesium. The major consumption is in the iron and steel industry; yet, 
only 0.3% of the annual tonnage from that industry is currently treated with 
lanthanides (J.G. Cannon, personal communication).  Lanthanides provide im- 
proved physical properties to iron and steel through deoxidation, desul- 
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Fig. 21.31. Comparison diagram for sphenes (Semenov and Barinskii, 1958; Panov and Tarnovskaya, 
1973). 

phurization, sulphide shape control, hot corrosion resistance, grain refinement, 
and tramp element control. Major steel producers are still evaluating the 
economics of lanthanide additions. When they have worked out the optimum 
amounts to use, their consumption is expected to rise. 

Unlike competitor alloy metals, the lanthanides have not increasd much in 
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price over  the past decade ,pr imar i ly  due to the fast  expansion of their market. 
For this reason plus the diversity of products they provide to iron and steel 
producers,  the lanthanides will likely become components  of new alloys such as 
high strength, low alloy steel. An increase from the present 0.3% lanthanide- 
treated iron and steel to 1.0% would raise world consumption of lanthanides by 

15%. The main lanthanide product  used in metallurgy is mischmetal, a mixture 
of light lanthanide metals. Other additives include ferrosilicides, pure metal, and 
master alloys containing calcium, aluminum or magnesium. Samarium-cobalt  
alloy is  currently used in the manufacture of permanent  magnets for  motors. 
These magnets provide - 5 0 %  greater torque horsepower than in conventional  
motors of the same size. 

Lanthanides have been used in catalysts for petroleum cracking since 1966. 
Zeolite-based lanthanide cracking catalysts increase gasoline production by 3 
gallons per barrel of crude oil as compared with silica-alumina catalysts. 

Lanthanides have many uses in the chemical industry. They are provided in 
many product  forms, e.g., as mixed chlorides with the same distribution as their 
parent (bastnaesite) ore and refined, individual oxides of 99.9% or better  purity 
(Cannon, 1976). Separating individual ianthanides by ion exchange or liquid- 
liquid extraction is costly compared,  for example,  with the hydrometallurgical 
purification of vanadium, cobalt, or nickel. Only a few of the purified lanthanides 
are in demand and their sale must cover  the entire cost of the elemental 
separations. If all the purified elements could be marketed, the cost of each 
would decrease,  to the extent  that the unit costs for some would beqower  than 
those of competing alloy metals. 

In glasses, cerium oxide is widely used as a decoloring agent; other lanthanide 
oxides are used to color glass. Lanthanides are used in glass polishing 
compounds.  They  are sometimes added to optical glass to increase the refractive 
index. Lanthanides also serve in ceramics as coloring agents. They are added to 
stabilize the structures of refractory zirconia and hafnia used in thermal cycling 
applications. 

High purity~ oxides of yttrium and europium provide the red in color television 
picture tubes. Although the oxides sold for this purpose represent  less than 1% 
of the annual tonnage of lanthanides used, they account  for about 25% of sales. 
High purity gadolinium oxide is used in diagnostic X-ray screens. A terbium- 
activated gadolinium oxysulfide phosphor produces a brighter image and 80% 
lower X-ray dosage to patients in comparison with conventional phosphors.  

The lanthanides are also used in the electronics industry in the form of YAG 
(yttrium-aluminum-garnet) crystals, which are used  as microwave filters and 
control devices. When doped with small quantities of Nd or Er, the garnets can 
be used as lasers. These garnets have a brilliance similar to diamond and are 
used as gem stones. Lanthanides are also used to a limited degree in the 
miniturization of capacitors and the production of thermistors. 

The major uses of lanthanides today are not necessarily those of tomorrow. 
The metallurgical industry uses - 4 5 %  of the total and indications are for  modest  
growth of - 5 %  annually. The uses of lanthanide metallo-organic compounds as 
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anti-knock fuel additives and lanthanide catalytic converters for auto exhausts 
are under study. Adoption of either of these uses could make the catalyst/chem- 
ical category the leading consumer. The affinity of the lanthanides for phosphate 
is being investigated as a possible solution to fresh-water lake eutrophication. 
Treatment of all waste water in the United States would nearly double the 
present annual U.S. production. 

Significant uses of the future might also include additives in nuclear control 
rods to absorb thermal neutrons, production of solid electrolytes for fuel cells 
that can convert hydrogen directly into electricity, and as substrates for bubble 
domain memory devices, possibly the basis for the next generation of 
computers. 

8.4. Assessment  of  lanthanide resources 

The lanthanides are more abundant in the Earth's crust than many better 
known metals. The other metals are better known in part because nature 'has 
concentrated them in forms that make their recovery economical. The 
lanthanides are rarely concentrated and even when they are, their chemical 
beneficiation is usually more costly than for competing metals. In some cases, 
lanthanides become available as coproducts from mining operations for other 
metals, e.g., placer tin and titanium deposits, uranium processing liquors. In 
these operations the burden of mining cost is borne by the other metals. 

The minerals from which most lanthanide production currently comes are 
bastnaesite, monazite, and xenotime. Bastnaesite is the major source for the 
light lanthanides (La-Gd) and xenotime-monazite mixtures for the heavy 
lanthanides, with the light lanthanides as coproducts. 

More than 70% of the world's production of lanthanides since 1973 has come 
from the bastnaesite-rich carbonatite body at Mountain Pass, California. This 
ore body, operated by Molycorp, Inc., has the capacity to meet world demand at 
the present rate for -100  years. No other lanthanide ore body of comparable 
size and grade is known. The development of the Mountain Pass ore body was a 
major factor in bringing about the current uses and research into industrial 
applications of the lanthanides. It made them available in reasonably large 
quantities at competitive prices. 

There are no significant amounts of monazite production or of heavy 
lanthanide production in the U.S. at present. Most U.S. and foreign needs for 
heavy lanthanides are met through placer operations in Malaysia, Thailand, 
Brazil, and India, where byproduct monazite and xenotime are recovered from 
the mining of titanium and tin. A heavy lanthanide concentrate (primarily Y) is 
produced in Canada from the processing stream of a uranium extraction mill. 

What does the future hold for lanthanide needs and supplies? By the time the 
Mountain Pass deposit has been depleted, supplies of many metals with which 
lanthanides compete will also have been depleted. This could make lanthanides 
indispensable in applications that now use other metals. This would cause the 
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economics of the industry to change. Ores that now yield lanthanides as byproducts  
or coproducts might become principal ores. 

The use of monazite and xenotime is generally linked to the demand of other 
economically recoverable elements, e.g., titanium (sphene, rutile, ilmenite), tin 
(cassiterite), niobium (euxenite), zirconium (zircon) in placer alluvial, fluvial, 
eluvial, and beach deposits. Rarely has monazite or xenotime occurred in great 
enough concentrat ion to make it economically recoverable as a primary ore 
mineral. Nevertheless,  there is a considerable worldwide reserve of these 
minerals which could be processed in the future under more favorable economic 
conditions. 

Should thorium become important for nuclear reactors,  a surge in production 
of monazite,  a principal thorium source, would result. Lanthanide sulfates are a 
byproduct  of thorium production from monazite.  Placer futile reserves are 
already nearly depleted and ilmenite is expected to be the primary titanium 
source in the years to come. Monazite would be a byproduct  of placer ilmenite 
production. 

Zircon is a potential source of yttrium and heavy lanthanides. However ,  the 
present demand for zirconium is not great nor is it expected to be in the 
intermediate future. The principal use for zirconium is in nuclear reactor  core 
material and refractories.  

Although they are not usually considered as part of the world reserves of 
titanium, there are very large tonnages of lanthanide-bearing perovskite.  Some 
perovskite bodies in alkaline complexes contain an average grade of 10-20% 
perovskite.  If even one such ore body were to be developed for titanium, by- 
product  light lanthanides would become available with an estimated tonnage 
that, at current  consumption rates, could supply the world market  for  25- 
100 years. The world demand for titanium, however,  is not expected to be large 
enough to consume the amount  of titanium generated from such an operation 
over that period of time. 

Another  possible type of low grade lanthanide deposit is carbonatite laterites. 
The insolubility of lanthanide compounds during weathering and the solubility of 
carbonates results in slight enrichment in lanthanide concentrat ion for the 
weathered product  relative to the parent  carbonatite.  Reliable estimates of grade 
and tonnage are lacking. The affinity of lanthanides for  phosphates released 
during the weathering of apatite causes the lanthanides to precipitate in 
secondary minerals (e.g., rhabdophane,  monazite,  and goyazite-gorceixite). The low 
concentrations,  the contained impurities and the exceedingly fine-grained nature 
of these minerals present  make it unlikely that such deposits could become a 
competitive, primary source now or in the long term. 

Apatite could eventually become an important lanthanide source. Marine 
apatites of biological origin are surprisingly enriched in lanthanides in view of 
the low lanthanide contents of seawater. Lanthanides liberated during com- 
mercial production of phosphoric acid could be recovered.  Lanthanide concen- 
trations in these apatites are low compared to those of currently used ores but 
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tonnages  p r o c e s s e d  are high and r e s e r v e s  are great .  The  d e m a n d  for  p h o s p h a t e  

fer t i l izers  wou ld  seem to assure  a s t eady  source  of  b y p r o d u c t  lan thanide .  A d a m s  

and S taa tz  (1973) have  es t ima ted  tha t  4000 tons  of  y t t r ium are being mined  

annual ly  f r o m  the R e t o r t  and M e a d e  P e a k  M e m b e r s  of  the P h o s p h o r i a  F o r m a -  

t ion in the w e s t e r n  U n i t e d  States .  A l though  their  figures are ba sed  on insufficient  

sampl ing fo r  this pu rpose  by G u l b r a n d s e n  (1966) (who had d i f fe ren t  ob j ec t i ve s  in 

mind) they indica te  the t e n d e n c y  of  the mar ine  phospha t e s  to c o n c e n t r a t e  

yt t r ium.  

Igneous  apat i tes  could  also se rve  as lan thanide  sources ;  b y p r o d u c t  lan thanides  

have  been  r e c o v e r e d  f r o m  a ve in - type  o c c u r r e n c e  of  apat i te  in Finland.  M a n y  

igneous  apat i te  ores  are mined  for  fe r t i l i zer  in Brazi l ,  Sou th  Af r i ca ,  and the 

U.S .S .R . ,  but  in none  o f  these  opera t ions  are the lan thanides  ex t rac ted .  More  

than enough  tonnage  of  l an thanides  is p re sen t ly  being d i sca rded  dur ing phospha te  

p roduc t ion  than is n e e d e d  to m e e t  cu r r en t  wor ld  needs  for  those  e lements .  

S o m e  o the r  l an than ide -bea r ing  minera l  could b e c o m e  a s ignif icant  ore  in the 

fu ture  if a sui table  depos i t  were  d i s c o v e r e d ,  but  the main tonnage  and the cer ta in  

supply  are those  more  di lute  o c c u r r e n c e s  d i scussed  above .  L a n t h a n i d e  r e se rves  

appea r  adequa t e  to m e e t  an t ic ipa ted  needs  into the dis tant  fu ture .  
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1. Introduction 

The history of rare earth separations dates back to the discovery of yttria in 
the year 1794, and the isolation of ceria in 1803; after which a total of 17 rare 
earth elements, Sc, ¥ ,  La, Ac and the lanthanide elements (except Pm), were 
isolated laboriously (in varying degrees of purity) by relatively inefficient frac- 
tional precipitation methods, prior to 1947. Such methods have (for the most part) 
been outmoded by the development of more elegant counter-current techniques 
during the last 30 years. While the purpose of this chapter is to summarize and 
comment  upon recent progress in means of isolating individual lanthanides and 
yttrium, some mention of well-developed processes for the preliminary treat- 
ment of rare earth mixtures must be made, to place the subject of component  
resolution in proper context. 

The lanthanides comprise a series of inner-transition elements in which the 
number of 4-f electrons increases from 1 to 14. The main effect of increasing the 
number of electrons in this internal energy sublevel, as the nuclear charge 
increases, is to gradually decrease the cationic radius of consecutive Ln 3÷ ions, 
so that they range in size from that of La 3+ to that of Sc 3÷ (elements of the 
S c - Y - L a - A c  group). 

Due to the remarkable similarities in their cationic charge and their radii, 
lanthanons form many isomorphic series of compoUnds, and are always found as 
complex mixtures (not always of exactly the same composition) in rocks and 
minerals which comprise the earth's crust. 

The problem of separating them by reactions in aqueous media is aggravated 
further by the fact  that increased charge density, which accompanies lanthanide 
contraction, promotes a greater overall degree of aquation and renders individual 
hydrated cationic radii even more similar. 

The principally exploited mineral sources have been monazite, gadolinite, 
xenotime, bastnaesite and euxenite; but greater sophistication in chemical 
processing has made rare earth cpncentrates an exploitable by-product  of other 
industries, e.g., the phosphate fertilizer industry. Of perhaps 160 minerals known 
to contain rare earths, only a few contain lanthanons or yttrium in amounts that 

TABLE 22.1 
Crystal ionic radii of the rare earth elements in the tervalent oxidation state [data of Templeton et 

al. (1954)] 

At. Radius At. Radius At. Radius 
Element No. (.A) Element No. (A) Element No. (.~) 

(Ac) (89) 1.08 Sm 62 0.964 (Y) (39) 0.88 
La 57 1.061 Eu 63 0.950 Er 68 0.881 
Ce 58 1.034 Gd 64 0.938 Tm 69 0.869 
Pr 59 1.013 Tb 65 0.923 Yb 70 0.858 
Nd 60 0.995 Dy 66 0.908 Lu 71 0.848 
Pm 61 0.979 Ho 67 0.894 (Sc) (21) 0.68 
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TABLE 22.2 
Principal minerals of the rare earth elements. 
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Percentage RE oxides 

Mineral Chemical nature Ce group Y group 

monazite LnPO4 with thorium orthophosphate 42.3-66.9 0.5-4.8 
bastnaesite LnFCO3 73-76 very little 
cerite hydrated lanthanide silicate 59.4-67.9 very little 
loparite titanoniobate of Ca, Ln, alkali metals 30.7-34.1 very little 
orthite hydrated AI, Ln, Ca, Fe silicate 13.4-27.4 very little 
yttrocerite hydrated Ca, Ln, Y fluoride 8.5-15.5 14.3-24.1 
xenotime Y, Ln orthophosphate 0.3-4.6 51.9-62.6 
gadolinite Y, Ln, Be, Fe silicate 2.9-7.9 30.9-46.6 
euxenite titanoniobate of Y, Ln 0.2-4.3 18.2-28.1 
fergusonite Y, Ln, Fe niobotitanotantalate 0.9-6.2 31.2-42.3 
samarskite Y, Ln pyrotantaloniobate 0.3-1.7 9.1-37.7 

warrant current  interest. Tr i fonov (1963) compiled the list given in table 22.2, 
which is similar to a listing cited in several reviews by Moeller (1963, 1968). 

2. Preliminary processing 

Processing amounts to: breaking down the mineral; recovering lanthanide, 
yttrium, thorium and other values; removing thorium, uranium and iron (if 
present); and separating the yttrium and individual lanthanons. It is generally 
expedient  to remove cerium before fractionating the other rare earths. 

2.1. Monazite, 

Monazite sand occurs extensively in alluvial deposits, from which it is mined 
(along with other dense minerals) by placer techniques. It is separated from 
gangue and associated minerals, such as magnetite, ilmenite, rutile, zircon, 
garnet and xenotime, by ore beneficiation methods, including electrostatic and 
electromagnetic separations, prior to chemical processing. 

Treatment  with 93% sulfuric acid for several hours at 210°C yields a gray mud 
that partially dissolves in cold water, leaving behind extraneous SIO2, TiOz, 
ZrSiO4, etc. The extract  contains Ln 3+, Th 4+, H 3 0  +, S O  2-, HSO4, and H2PO4, as 
well as traces of many other elements,  including uranium and iron. 

Alternate treatment with 73% NaOH at 140°C yields a mud that is first leached 
with water at 100°C to remove PO 3-, SiO 4-, and excess OH-;  then the metal 
hydroxide-oxide residue is leached with hot aqueous HCI to leave behind 
extraneous TiO2, ZrSiO4, etc., providing a solution containing Ln 3+, Th 4÷, H30 ÷ 
and C1 , along with traces of other elements including uranium and iron. 
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2.2. Bastnaesite 

Bastnaesi te  is found associated with a var iety of other minerals (chiefly 
BaSO4, caco3, SrCO3, and SiO2) f rom which it is obtained by hot froth flotation 
(after crushing and grinding). After  filtration, the LnFCO3 may  be at tacked by 
H2SO4 or HCl  immediately,  or subjected to an oxidizing roast  (620°), fol lowed by 
leaching with 0.5 molar HCI. The leachate f rom the latter t rea tment  contains 
principal ly La  3+ and the light lanthanons (Pr 3+ through Gd3+); whereas ,  the 
residue is chiefly CeO2 and mixed lanthanide fluorides. 

2.3. Others 

The t reatment  of xenotime parallels the H2SO4 t reatment  of monazite ,  while 
the minerals gadolinite, cerite and orthite are best  at tacked by the N a O H  route. 
The more ref rac tory  complex minerals,  such as fergusonite,  loparite, euxenite 
and samarskite,  are somewhat  more difficult to deal with, and are generally 
processed for  their niobium and/or tantalum values. 

3. Exploiting oxidation states 

Although valence states other than +3 are rare among the lanthanons,  espec- 
ially in aqueous media,  in several instances it is expedient  to exploit  alternate 
oxidation states. 

3.1. Cerium 

Cerium, the first lanthanide, is the only rare earth e lement  that has a tetra- 
positive state stable enough to be exploited in aqueous systems.  Thus the 
removal  of cerium (the most  abundant  rare earth element),  which frequently 
becomes  a nuisance by forming precipitates in ion-exchange systems,  can be 
under taken very early. Bril (1964) reviewed methods used to parti t ion monazi te  
sulfate liquor, and cites a method developed by Smutz and others at the Ames  
Labora to ry  as being particularly effective in ridding the tervalent  lanthanons of 
other cations. This scheme calls for dilution to a rare earth oxide concentrat ion 
of about  15 g[e, neutralization to pH 1.5 with ammonia ,  and t rea tment  with oxalic 
acid to precipitate thorium and the rare earths away f rom uranium, iron, and 
most  other cationic and anionic impurities. The recovered  precipitate is then 
treated with caustic (to permit  recycling of the oxalate),  and the hydroxides 
obtained are gently calcined in air to conver t  Ce(OH)3 to CeO2. The oxides are 
then dissolved in nitric acid; whereupon,  both Th 4÷ and Ce 4÷ can be removed  by 
solvent extract ion with tributyl phosphate .  This scheme could be applied to any 
acid leachate solution containing rare earths. 

Practically all methods  for cerium separat ion are based upon the easy oxida- 
tion of cerium to the tetravalent  state. Air oxidation of dried hydroxides  at 
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100-150°C, calcination at 650°C, chlorination of aqueous hydroxide suspensions, 
and electrolysis are the most common methods for large-scale operations. In the 
laboratory, oxidations with permanganate, bromate, persulfate, bismuthate, 
hydrogen peroxide, ~Co(Ill), and even dichromate or oxygen have been exploited. 

From rare earth hydroxide or oxide mixtures in which cerium has been 
oxidized, the separation of cerium is usually accomplished by selective leaching 
away of the more soluble tervalent hydroxides with dilute acid, or by complete 
dissolution in a more concentrated acid followed by hydrolytic precipitation. 

Moeller (1973) cites the hydrolysis of Ce 4÷ to a basic nitrate or sulfate; 
selective precipitation from buffered solution (pH 3-4), after chemical or elec- 
trochemical oxidation; and crystallization of (NH4)2[Ce(NO3)6] from strong nitric 
acid solution as effective means of removing much of the cerium from crude rare 
earth solutions. The separations are not quantitative, however. 

Solvent extraction of Ce(IV) nitrate has been studied extensively as an 
alternative method for separating cerium from rare earth mixtures. Alcohols, 
ethers, organic and inorganic esters, ketones, etc., have all been studied as 
extractants. 

Like Th 4÷, Ce 4+ (but not Ln 3÷) forms a sparingly soluble iodate that can be 
exploited for cerium removal. 

3.2. Europium 

Three lanthanides (samarium, europium and ytterbium) have divalent states 
that are capable of being exploited, but only E u  2+ has any appreciable stability in 
aqueous solutions. Furthermore, due to the relatively low abundance of all three, 
it is not expedient to utilize the properties of the divalent state until a moderate 
degree of enrichment has been achieved by other means. Then Eu(III) is easily 
reduced to Eu(II) by zinc, and europium(II) sulfate can be recovered as a 
precipitate isomorphous with BaSO4, McCoy 0935). 

Samarium~ europium and ytterbium can readily be removed from lanthanon 
mixtures by  reductive extraction from a buffered acidic solution into a dilute 
(0.5% or less) sodium amalgam, Marsh (1957), or by electrolyzing an alkaline 
citrate solution with a lithium amalgam cathode, Onstott (1955, 1956). Europium 
can be obtained especially pure from such amalgams by treatment with cold 
concentrated HC1, which causes precipitation of sparingly soluble EuCI2. 2H20, 
Hulet et al. (1972), by the common-ion effect. Both Sm(II) and Yb(II) are rapidly 
oxidized by hydronium ion to the very soluble trihalides, but oxidation of Eu(II) 
in the absence of oxygen proceeds slowly. 

Farah et al. (1972) have recently studied the recovery of Sm and Eu from 
Egyptian monazite by extraction with sodium amalgam. Their recommendations 
include utilization of acetate buffering with no less than 65 mi o f  glacial acetic 
acid per liter of (35 g/~ Ln) feed and 0.26% sodium amalgam. Addition of NaCl 
to the feed (up to 0.2 N) decreased the pollution of recovered Sm and Eu by La 
(the major component in the feed stock), and a working temperature near 0°C 
was cited as optimum. 
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4. Classical methods 

The two methods most widely used, prior to the development of ion-exchange 
elution, as means of separating rare earth mixtures were fractional crystal- 
lization and  fractional precipitation. Such practices have been summarized by 
numerous experts on rare earth separations, e.g., Spencer (1919), Yost et al. 
(1947), Kremers (1953), Vickery (1953), Healy et al. (1961), Bouiss6res et al. 
(1959), Bril (1964), Moeller (1963), and Moeiler (1973). 

4.1. Fractional crystallization 

Fractional crystallization is most effective at the lower (lanthanum) end of the 
lanthanide series, where differences in cationic radius are greatest. The separa- 
tion of lanthanum as the double ammonium nitrate, La(NO3)3.2NH4NO3.4H20, 
from praseodymium and other tervalent lanthanons (after prior removal of 
cerium in its tetravalent state) is sufficiently rapid and effective to be of 
commercial significance, but no other procedure of this type is of technical 
importance today. 

4.2. Fractional precipitation 

This technique is similar in concept to fractional crystallization and has 
generally been effected by addition of hydroxide ion, or by the generation of this 
ion in solution. Hydrolysis occurs less extensively with La 3÷ than with the other 
lanthanons; and, due to the greater s61ubility product of La(OH)3 compared to 
those of the smaller tervalent rare earth cation hydroxides (ca. 10 -19 for La(OH)3 
compared to 10 -24 for Lu(OH)3), it is feasible to precipitate the bulk of the other 
rare earths in the presence of ammonium ion and leave La 3÷, for the most part, 
behind. 

MoeUer (1973) reminds us that homogeneous generation of anions, such as 
carbonate (from urea) and oxalate (from dimethyl oxalate), is more efficient than 
adding a soluble carbonate or oxalate, and that fractional precipitation by such 
means in the presence of selective complexing agents could have applications in 
resolving rare earth mixtures. 

5. Ion exchange 

Development of ion-exchange processes for isolating individual lanthanons 
and yttrium has been prompted by: (1) a need to separate small amounts of rare 
earths from each other to facilitate analyses of mixtures; (2) a need to isolate 
gross quantities of highly purified individual lanthanides and yttrium, to supply in- 
creasing demands of research and technology. One might expect that a single 
procedure would perform both tasks equally well; but, unfortunately, this is not 
so. For analytical purposes, separations of microgram and milligram quantities 
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are per formed most  rapidly and efficiently by the methodology of "elution 
chromatography"  and by "extract ive  chromatography" .  For  product ion of useful 
quantities, methods related to "d isp lacement  chromatography"  have been found 
to be the most  economical .  

5.1. Cation elution chromatography  

Plate theory was adapted to partition chromatography  by Martin and Synge 
(1941) and to ion-exchange chromatography  by Mayero,~lT~,,e~,~i~947). In the 
development  of this theory,  three assumptions were made: (1) an ion-exchange 
column can be considered to be a s tack of hypothetical  compar tments  of  
uniform length, each comprising an effective theoretical plate; (2) the solute 
concentrat ions in the exchanger  and in the interstitial solution are uniform and at 
equilibrium with each other within the confines of a given plate; (3) the column 
loading and elution conditions are such that  a distributing cation consti tutes only 
a minute fract ion of the total number  of exchangeable ions in any plate, so that 
its sorption can be considered a linear function of its concentrat ion in the 
interstitial solution, i.e., its distribution coefficient can be regarded as a constant.  

It  was pointed out by  Glueckauf  (1955) that the shape of the elution curve may 
be represented by expressions:  

c = c* e x p [ - N ' ( v *  - v)Z/2vv*], logl0 c = I O g l 0  C *  - -  0.217N'(v* - v ) 2 / 1 ) / )  * 

and that the max imum concentrat ion of a component  A is related to the total 
amount  (in meq) of A loaded by the expression: 

c* = (m/v*) (N ' /21r)  1/2, 

where c = concentrat ion of A in the effluent solution (meq/ml), c* = maximum 
concentrat ion of A in the effluent (meq/ml),  v = volume of effluent at which 
concentrat ion c is noted (ml), v* = volume of effluent at which the max imum 
concentrat ion c* is noted (ml), N '  = ½(N - No) = the number  of  theoretical plates 
f rom the center  of the original band to the bot tom of the column (actually with 
light loading, N '  ---- N) ,  m = amount  of A loaded (meq). 

The number  of theoretical  plates in a given column under a given set of 
conditions is customari ly computed  f rom an experimental  elution curve. In terms 
of known and measurable  quantities, 

N = L /h  = 27r(c*v* /m)  2-~ 8 ( v ' / w )  2, 

where L = length of bed, h = theoretical plate height (same units as L), w = band 
width on a volume of effluent basis (ml) measured  where c = c*/e  = 0.368c*, i.e., 
the mean band width. 

Note that h (and consequent ly  N and w) depends on the kinetics of exchange rate 
of the species in question, as well as the set of experimental  conditions chosen. 

If Kd remains constant  for all concentrat ions of the componen t  under consi- 
deration, a constant  fraction of the componen t  is always in solution and being 
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transported by the mobile phase. Consequently, the separation factor or dis- 
tribution coefficient ratio can be expressed in terms of the respective volumes at 
which the maxima in individual component concentrations appear in the elution 
curve. 

ot A = K d A / K d B  = (V *  -- VO)/(V~( -- Vo) = Vf~/V~,  

where v0, the free volume in the column, includes both the interstitial volume of 
the bed and other dead space in the system (i.e., that between the bottom of the 
bed and column outlet). 

Performances of elution chromatographic systems are frequently compared by 
the resolution of individual components, defined as twice the difference between 
peak volumes divided by the sum of the approximated peak widths, WA+ Ws, 
on a volume basis, by Ambrose et al. (1960). That is: R = 2(v]] - v * ) / ( W A +  Ws). 

~ v  2 -  
I ~ V B 

Others, e.g., Dybczynski (1970), favor a statistically more exact relationship: 
R = ( v ~ - v ~ ) l n ( ~ r A +  ~B) ,  where: o - =  w l 2 x / 2  is the standard deviation of the 
particular peak width (see definition of w given previously). 

Much use has been made of cation-exchange elution chromatography, since 
the subject was comprehensively reviewed by Powell (1964), as a means of 
analyzing traces of rare earths encountered in rocks and minerals and in 
fission-produces mixtures. For the most part, however, few improvements have 
been made in the basic techniques. 

Gradient-elution techniques date back to a 9 h, pH-gradient elution of complex 
lanthanon mixtures with lactate described by Nervik (1955), a 30min, pH- 
gradient resolution of a Y-Tb-Er -Tm-Lu  mixture with glycolate by Stewart 
(1955), and a 5 min, concentration-gradient separation of Yb and Lu activities by 
Preobrazhenskii et al. (1957) using lactate. Further application of the pH- 
gradient technique, employing ammonium o~-hydroxyisobutyrate (which is 
superior to either glycolate or lactate) has been reported by Wolfsberg (1962), 
Massartl-~c,~'¢e(1963), and Foti et al. (1967). The latter performed a tracer-level 
separation of 9 rare earth elements in 14 h with 0.25 Moe-hydroxyisobutyrate in 
the pH range 3.83-8.34, on a -200+400  mesh, ammonium-form, Dowex 50W- 
X4, resin bed, 47 inches long and 3 mm in diameter, at room temperature, using a 
flow rate of 0.125 ml/min. 

With fission-product mixtures and in some cases of activation analysis it is 
expedient, even imperative, to complete an analysis within a short time span. 
Campbell (1973), working with aHIB in pressurized Dowex 50W-X8 systems, 
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has exploited very small resin particle sizes, elevated temperature, and the 
concentration-gradient elution technique to accomplish resolutions of 15- 
component, rare earth mixtures in less than 2 h. In one experiment, 75 mg of 
lanthanon mixture (5 mg of each) was loaded on a 33 cm long, 0.9 cm diameter, 
-400 mesh, Dowex 50W-X8, resin bed and eluted with excellent results at a flow 
rate of 10 ml/min with pH 4.4, ammonium o~HIB, employing a stepwise increase 
in eluant concentration from 0.1 to 1.0 molar. The elution time required was 
100 rain. 

In confirmation of the work of Nishi and Fujiwara (1964), Karol (1973) found 
that 2-hydroxy-2-methylbutyrate, the next higher homologue, provides a larger 
separation for most Ln 3+ pairs than a-hydroxyisobutyrate. 

5.2. Anion elution chromatography 

Separation of lanthanons on anion-exchange columns depends upon the ability 
of tervalent cations to form anionic complexes of differing stability with nega- 
tively charged ligands. The art dates back to a report by Hoffman,O~,,,~l~1950) 
than ~47pm and 154Eu tracers could be resolved on a Dowex 1 anion-exchange 
column, pretreated with citric acid, by sorption from and elution by 0.0125 M 
citric acid solution at pH 2.1. The rough separation factor, calculable from their 
observed Pm and Eu peak volumes was only 1.3; and the order of elution was 
P m - E u . . .  the reverse of that observed in cation-exchange elutions. 

Lanthanons are not sorbed to any appreciable extent on anion exchangers 
from aqueous HCI, HNO3 and H2SO4, and are only weakly sorbed from 
solutions of salts such as sulfites, sulfates, thiosulfates, nitrates, nitrites and 
thiocyanates. Marcus ,~ ~ -~959) ,  however, demonstrated that gradient elution, 
from 6 M  to 3 M, with LiCI at 78°C would elute cations in the sequence 
Cs-Ba-Yb-Eu-Sm-Nd-Pr -Ce-La .  From th is  it is apparent that the lighter 
lanthanons form the most stable anionic species with CV. 

Hamaguchi et al. (1965), using 3 M Mg(NO3)2, demonstrated that the lighter 
lanthanons could be resolved in the order Gd-Eu-Sm-Nd-Pr -Ce -La  (as with 
C1-), but that the heavier rare earths, Er-Lu,  separated very little. 

Korkischo~ Y'~¢~(1961) and Faris ,~q~.~t~1962) demonstrated that adding 
methanol to aqueous HNO3 systems markedly improved the distribution 
coefficients for sorption of lanthanons in anion-exchange systems; and Faris et 
al. (1962) listed separation factors relative to gadolinium from which the follow- 
ing separation factors for adjacent lanthanons were estimated 
Other water-miscible solvents also enhance Ln distribution coefficients, includ- 
ing: higher alcohols, acetone, cellosolve, dioxane and tetrahydrofuran. Methanol 
is the solvent of choice, however, simply because it is a better solvent for rare 
earth nitrates than most of the others. 

Molnar et al. (1967) reviewed previous anion-exchange separations and im- 
proved the distribution coefficients somewhat by employing nitrate-form A m -  
berlite IRA-400 and 80% MeOH-20% aqueous NH4NO3. Log Kd increased 
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TABLE 22.3 
Separation factors for Dowex 1 with 90% MeOH-10% (1 M 

HNO3). 

Pair az  z+l Pair ct z+t Pair a z+l 

Lu-Yb 1.0 Dy-Tb 1.1 Pm-Nd  2.6 
Y b - T m  1.0 Tb-Gd 1.3 Nd-Pr  2.2 
Tm-Er  1.0 Gd-Eu 1.6 Pr-Ce 1.7 
E r -Ho  1.0 Eu-Sm 1.9 Ce-La 1.7 
Ho-Dy  1.0 Sm-Pm 2.3 

linearly with NH4NO3 concentration in a parallel manner, so that the separation 
factors remained virtually constant. 

Faris (1967) studied the elution of rare earths, on a-hydroxyisobutyrate- 
charged Dowex 1-X4, with 0.0125 M aHIB in 25% aqueous methanol (propanol, 
ethanol, isopropanol, tetrahydrofuran, acetone, cellosolve, dioxane, etc.). The 
elution order was L a - C e - P r - N d - S m - E u - G d - T b - D y - H o - E r - T m - Y b - L u . . .  the 
reverse of that observed in cation-exchange elution experiments with aHIB.  
Yttrium eluted with Dy. From the distribution data, the individual separation 
factors appear to diminish from about 2.8 for La-Ce to about 1.1 for Yb-Lu. 

Dybczynski (1959) initiated an investigation of the anion-exchange elution 
behavior of lanthanides in ethylenediamine-N,N,N',N'-tetraacetate systems and 
continued this work in collaboration with Minczewski (1962). They proposed 
that the separations observed stem from the varying ability of the hydrated 
LnCh- species to undergo the exchange: 2LnCh- + H2Ch2-~ 2LnCh- + H2Ch 2-. 
Their assumption was that associations of LnCh with -N(CH3)~ on the resin 
lattice are somewhat analogous to the solubilities exhibited by NaLnCh salts in 
water given by Marsh (1955) and dependent on the hydration of the cations. The 
distribution coefficients first increase from La to Eu and then decrease from Eu 
through Lu, while the solubilities of the NaLnCh salts decrease from La to Sm 
or Eu and then increase. The elution sequence at room temperature is: Lu-Yb-  
Tm-Er - - -Y-Ho-La -Dy-Ce-Tb-Pr -Nd-Gd-Pm-Sm-Eu ,  with light Ln species 
interspersed among the heavy ones. Dybczynski (1964) next demonstrated that 
raising the temperature effected an increase in the quality of the separation. Not 
only did the exchange kinetics and theoretical plate heights improve . . ,  values of 
the distribution coefficients underwent changes, so that fewer light Ln species 
were interspersed in the heavy Ln sequence than at room temperature. The 
sequence at 92°C became: L u - Y b - T m - E r - Y - H o - D y - T b - G d - L a - E u - S m - C e -  
Pm-Pr-Nd.  That is, La shifted its position three places as the distribution 
maximum changed from Eu to Nd. An additional benefit of elevated temperature 
was that reduced viscosity diminished the hydraulic resistance and permitted 
greater flow rates without the necessity of a large increase in pressure. 

Dybczynski (1967) expanded upon the various phenomena observed with 
temperature changes. He cautioned that increasing the temperature does not 
necessarily lead to improved separations. Both the separation factor and plate 
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height can either decrease or increase (or remain constant) with an increase in 
t e m p e r a t u r e . . ,  depending on the species to be separated and the ion-exchange 
system employed.  

According to Dybczynski  (1970), optimum resolutions in anion-exchange 
separations of lanthanon pairs on Dowex 1 are achieved with nominally 4% 
crosslinked resin (Dowex l-X4). Although separation factors increased rather 
regularly with increased crosslinkage (from X2 to X16), the plate height was the 
factor that determined the quality of the resolution and was lowest in 4% 
crosslinked resin beds. Plate height increased by two orders of magnitude in 
going from X4 to X16 resin. A sieve effect, heralded by a sudden drop in 
distribution coefficients, was noted at the higher crosslinkings; because a resin 
that cannot  become highly swollen with water  cannot utilize all of its potential 
capacity in sorbing large species. On the other hand, resins that swell ex- 
cessively dilute their capacity to sorb species by ion exchange. 

Papers by Wodkiewiczo ,~b ,~s~967 ,  1972) and Dybczynski  ~d  W~,lk~,,~ 
regarding the merits of DCTA (trans-l,2-diaminocyclohexane-N,N,N',N'- 
tetraacetate),  compared to EDTA, as an eluant in the anion-exchange separation 
of lanthanons, reveal that DCTA is inferior to EDTA for this purpose in most 
respects. The individual distribution coefficients are (for the most part) lower; 
the separation factors are smaller; and more sluggish exchange kinetics cause 
larger theoretical plate heights than are observed with EDTA under comparable 
conditions. Similar to the nonmonotonic  sequence observed with EDTA, the 
elution order with DCTA is: L u - Y b - T m - E r - Y - H o - D y - T b - L a - G d - E u - C e - P r -  
S m - N d - P m ,  at 25 °. As with EDTA, the best component  resolutions were 
obtained with Dowex l-X4 resin. 

The sieve effect due to high resin crosslinkage was even more pronounced 
with DCTA than with EDTA chelate s p e c i e s . . ,  probably because of greater 
bulk. 

Schoebrechts  et al. (1973) s~tudied the distribution of trivalent lanthanides 
between N~-hydroxyethylethylenediamine-N,N,N'-triacetate- and nitrilotri- 
acetate-charged Dowex l-X4 resin and solutions of H E D T A  or EDTA. The 
experimental results indicated that the extraction mechanism is a chelating 

• reaction between H E D T A  or NTA sorbed on the anion-exchange sites of the 
resin and the 1:1 complex, Ln(HEDTA)  or Ln(EDTA)- ,  in the aqueous phase. 
The kinetics of reaction were rapid, and the theoretical plate heights obtained 
from column elution experiments were in good agreement with this chelation 
model (according to the investigators). They remarked that Kd of the lanthanons, 
in that system in which NTA was on the resin and  EDTA was in the aqueous 
phase, increased in order T m - T b - G d ,  in agreement with the trend reported by 
Geier~M/4~-k~(1971) for formation constants of the mixed Ln(EDTA)(IDA) 3 
species formed from Ln(EDTA)-  and IDA 2-. They further compared Geier 's  
data trend with --zig values given by Brficher et al. (1972) for the presumed 
reaction: 

H2(EDTA) 2 + 2 L n ( E D T A ) ~  2Ln(EDTA) + Hz(EDTA) 2- 
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and noted a remarkable  correlation which might be an indication that the mode 
of distribution in the E D T A  and DCTA sys tems studied by Minczewski  (1962) 
and W o d k i e w i c z , I h ~ 9 6 7 )  was analogous to that in their mixed exchange 
systems.  

As a matter  of fact ,  on a tracer scale, the slope of -½ observed  by Minczewski  
in log-log plots of Kd vs. [H2(EDTA) 2-] does not differentiate be tween the 
reaction favored by Minczewski,  

2Ln(EDTA)-  + H2(EDTA) a ~- 2Ln(EDTA)-  + H2(EDTA) 2- 

and the reaction 

2Ln(EDTA)-  + 3H2(EDTA) 2 ~,~ 2LnH2(EDTA)~- + H2(EDTA) 2 

required to account  for sorption of a singly charged lanthanon chelate on a 
diprotonated E D T A  anion already on the resin. The first react ion is disfavored 
by your  writer,  however ,  on the grounds that the observed Ks values would 
imply that the anion exchanger  was exhibiting a preference  for  monovalen t  
anions over  divalent anions. In the latter case, tervalent  anions being favored 
over  divalent anions agrees with the usual observat ion.  This reaction is, of 
course,  completely  analogous to the mechanism proposed  by Schoebrechts  et al. 
(1973) for Ln(EDTA)  f rom the aqueous phase associating with resin-bound 
H(NTA)  2-. 

2Ln(EDTA)-  + 3H(NTA) 2 ~ 2LnH(EDTA)(NTA)  3- + H(NTA)  2 

In the case of L n ( H E D T A )  associating with resin bound HE(HEDTA)- and 
H ( H E D T A )  2-, however ,  the aqueous 1 : 1 chelate species bears no charge and the 
reactions: 

L n ( H E D T A )  + H2(HEDTA)-  ~ LnHE(HEDTA)~ 

L n ( H E D T A )  + 2H2(HEDTA)-  ~ LnH(HEDTA)~  + H3(HEDTA) 

L n ( H E D T A )  + H ( H E D T A )  2- ~ LnH(HEDTA)~-  

2Ln(HEDTA)  + 3H(HEDTA)  2- ~ 2 (Ln(HEDTA) ,  3- + H3(HEDTA) 

are stoichiometrically feasible. The last one could, in t racer-scale exper iments  
at 2.25, account  for the -½ slope in log-log plots of Ks vs. total H E D T A  
concentrat ion observed by Schoebrechts  et al. (1973); but none of the above 
accounts  for the observat ion that the slope changed f rom -½ to - 1  when the pH 
changed f rom 2.25 to 6.00. On the other hand, a slope of - 1 would be expected if 
the exchange reaction at pH 6 (where H ( H E D T A )  2- comprises  nearly 100% of 
the anions present  in both phases) were: 

H L n ( H E D T A )  2- + H ( H E D T A )  2- ~ H L n ( H E D T A )  2 + H ( H E D T A )  2- 

This course of events  would s tem f rom prior format ion (almost 100%) of the 
H L n ( H E D T A )  2- species f rom L n ( H E D T A )  and H ( H E D T A )  2- in the aqueous 
phase. 
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Whatever  the actual mechanism in anion-exchange distributions of  rare earths 
between an aminopolycarboxyla te-charged resin and an aqueous solution of the 
same (or different) aminopolycarboxyla te  anion, the Ln distribution curve (log 
Ko vs. Z)  peaks  at (or near) the same Z as does the second step chelate 
format ion constant.  For  example;  in the case of H2(EDTA)2-/H2(EDTA) 2-, 
Minczewski  et al. (1962) found the Ka a maximum at about  Z =  63 (Eu), 
corresponding rather well with the K2 value maximum observed by Briicher et 
al. (1975) at Z = 62 (Sm). 

The order,  Kacd>KaTb'>KaTm, given by Schoebrechts  et al. (1973) in the 
H(NTA)2-/Hz(EDTA) 2 and H ( H E D T A ) 2 - / H ( H E D T A )  2- systems at about  pH 
6.00, reflects a similar increase to a max imum followed by a decline in Kz as Z 
increases,  which has been repeatedly  observed in such cases as: 

Ln(NTA) + (NTA) 3 ~ Ln(NTA)  3- L e v y  et al. (1961) 

Ln (EDTA)-  + ( N T A ) 3 - ~  Ln(EDTA)(NTA)  4 Geier a,~d I-kxr|~,~ Clql l '~  

Ln (EDTA)-  + (IDA) 2- ~ Ln(EDTA)( IDA)  3 Geier ~ 1  [ tor |~n Clel'll) 

L n ( H E D T A )  + (HEDTA)  3- ~ L n ( H E D T A )  3- Nedden et al. (1973) 

Ln (EDTA)-  + (HEDTA)  3- ~ Ln (EDTA)(HEDTA)  4- Briicher et al. (1975) 

Ln (EDTA)-  + (EDTA) 4- ~ Ln(EDTA)~- Brficher et al. (1975) 

The consensus  regarding such systems is that, although separat ion factors  for  
adjacent  e lements  are in some cases large enough to be of interest in analyses b y  
anion exchange,  the nonmonotonic  trend (of Ka as Z increases) causes separat ion 
factors  for  intermediate lanthanons to be too low (near the Ka maximum) and 
causes elution peaks  of the lighter lanthanons to be interspersed among the heavier  
ones. 

5.3. Displacement chromatography 
¢ 

Displacement  chromatography  makes  it possible to utilize a large fract ion of 
the exchange capaci ty of a given resin bed as well as the entire driving potential  
of the eluant. In the simplest case, B and C, the species to be separated,  are 
sorbed on an exchange bed which has previously been loaded with species A 
(which either B or C will readily displace by a favorable  mass-act ion 
r e a c t i o n . . ,  due to their greater  affinities for  the exchange sites), and eluted with 
a solution containing a fourth species,  D, which readily displaces A, B and C. If  
the equilibrium constant  for the exchange reaction: 

C + 1] ~,-~- (~ + B 

exceeds unity, C displaces B while D is displacing both B and C. Since A was 
choSen such that B will displace A (the sorbed A species),  B will rapidly 
segregate as I] at the front  of the sorbed B - C  band. This tendency,  coupled 
with favorable  front-end and rear-end displacement  reactions,  p romotes  
development  of a s teady-state  condition, wherein adjacent  bands of B and C, of 
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constant  length, progress  down the sys tem head-to-tail  under  the displacing 
influence of D as it encounters  the rea rmos t  sorbed species C. Due to the fixed 
capaci ty  of a given system, A is forced to vacate  the bed as D deposits,  at a 
concentrat ion equivalent t o  the concentrat ion of D in the eluant. When species A 
has all been displaced f rom the system, first B, then C, and finally D appear  in 
the effluent. By collecting appropriate  fract ions of the effluent solution as it 
issues f rom the bed system, it is possible to isolate substantial  amounts  of all 
desired products  in a high state of purity. While a certain amount  of overlapping 
is inherent, the relative degree of overlap can be controlled very effectively by 
adjusting the system diameter  a n d  the eluant flow rate to the amount  of mixture 
to be separated.  

Column per formance  depends upon two parameters :  the separat ion factor,  
and the height equivalent to a theoretical  plate (HETP) .  The separat ion factor  is 
defined as the ratio of the respect ive distribution coefficients, that  is, 

ot~ = Kac/KaB = [B][C]/[C][B] 

In this definition: [B], [C], [13] and [C] refer  to the total concentrat ions of B and 
C in the mobile and static phases,  ra ther  than to individual ions or complex 
species. It will be seen that complexing or chelating agents can alter the 
distribution constants  markedly,  thus affecting the separation factor.  

H E T P  is the distance by which at tainment of the condition of dynamic 
equilibrium, representat ive  of a static system, is displaced by the motion of one 
phase with respect  to the other. That  is to say, it is the distance,  measured  along 
the bed, between points at which the ratio of B to C in the solution and the ratio 
of B to C in the resin phase  differ by one separation factor.  H E T P  is a function 
of the time of contact  and the rates of exchange of species;  hence,  it depends 
upon flow rate, particle size, concentrat ion,  pH,  temperature ,  and even the 
various stabilities of individual chelate species which may be present.  Although 
H E T P  is difficult to predict  with precision, it can be measured  accurately for 
virtually any set of experimental  conditions if the separat ion factor  is known. 
The fundamental  equations which apply to the separat ion of binary mixtures by 
displacement  chromatography  are: 

u = (1 + ~No)/~ log (B/C)m L log a 
(B/C)0 - m log a - h 

where v = the minimum number  of displacements  of the sorbed mixture required 
for separation,  e = amount  a exceeds  one (e = a - 1), No = mole fract ion of the 
first componen t  in the mixture,  (B/C)0 = ratio of components  B and C at some 
reference point in the sorbed band, (B/C),, = ratio of components  B and C at 
another  point in the band m theoretical  plates or L cm further  down the resin 
bed, m = number  of theoretical plates b e t w e e n  the points where ratios (B/C)0 
and (B/C),, are observed,  h = H E T P ,  the height equivalent  to a theoretical plate 
in cm, L = length measured along c o l u m n . . ,  equal to m theoretical  plates. 

Powell (1964) cautions that the relation, v = (1 + eNo)e, applies only when: (1) 
the H E T P  is sufficiently small; and (2) the value of e is sufficiently large that the 
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region of inherent gross overlap between resolved bands is small compared to 
their lengths. Adjusting the bed diameter to the amount  of rare earths to be 
separated makes it possible to apply this treatment even though H E T P  is of 
some magnitude and the value of ~ is fairly small. 

If one defines the region of gross overlap as the region wherein the percentage 
of one component  falls from 99.9 to 0.1, log(B/C)m/(B/C)0 becomes equal to six; 
and m = 6/logoz plates and L = 6h/log ~ then comprise the region of gross 
overlap under steady-state conditions. Care must be exercised in designing 
equipment to ensure that the length of the sorbed band exceeds 6h/log o~ 
sufficiently that substantial yields of pure components  result. 

If the yield is poor in a given experiment,  a larger load and a proport ionately 
longer system will generally improve the separation efficiency. Reduction of 
HETP  is also advantageous. The most  practical ways to accomplish this are: (1) 
decrease the diameter of the resin particles; and (2) elevate the temperature to 
increase reaction and diffusion rates. Decreasing the flow rate decreases the 
HETP,  to be sure, but unfortunately increases the elution time. Decreasing resin 
Crosslinkage allows more rapid diffusion of species in the static phase, but  much 
of the advantage is offset by the reduced exchange capacity of a more swollen 
media and less dimensional stability in a packed column (low crosslinked resins 
expand and contract  remarkably between exchange cycles an6 with changes in 
concentrat ion of the mobile phase). 

The above t reatment  (applicable to a binary system) has been adapted to 
ternary mixtures by Powell  et al. (1968) and James et al. (1968); and to yet  more 
complex systems by Powell  et al. (1971) and Helfferich et al. (1970). While the 
solutions to more complex systems are quite straightforward, the mathematical 
expressions rapidly become tedious. 

Simple cation-exchange separation of neighboring rare earths by displacement 
chromatography is not generally feasible, since all the lanthanons exhibit the 
same affinity for  most cation-exchange media (chelating resins excepted).  That 
is, separatiod factors for adjacent rare earths undergoing simple cation exchange 
are nearly unity. The reader is referred to the data of Surls et al. (1957). This 
circumstance has necessitated the use of chelating agents to enhance separation 
factors. 

To be useful in the separation of rare earths by displacement chromatography,  
a chelatant must possess the following characteristics: (.1) the reagent and its 
metal chelates must be reasonably soluble in some inexpensive but compatible 
solvent (preferably water); (2) the reagent must be selective in its chelating 
action; (3) the reagent must form rare earth chelates of sufficient stability to 
promote clean-cut displacement of rare earths from the resin bed by ammonium 
or alkali-metal ions; (4) the reagent must form labile chelate species which must 
not be of such great stability that the accompanying cation-exchange process is 
hampered unnecessarily. 

Citrate, nitrilotriacetate (NTA), and many polyaminopolycarboxylate  anions 
form 1 : 1 chelate species with yttrium and the lanthanons that are either neutral 
or negatively charged, so that they can be exploited in an aqueous mobile phase 
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in conjunction with a cation-exchange resin to promote displacement chromato- 
graphic separations of these elements. Citrate was tried very early by Spedding 
et al. (1950) and ultimately abandoned,  because of the low solubility of the 
hydrated 1:1 LnCit-2H20 species. 1:1 Ln(NTA) species are not  very soluble 
either. With both citrate and NTA, 1 : 2 L n  chelate species form when the ligand 
i s  in excess. To complicate matters further the 1:2 LnCh 3 species forms 
protonated versions at lower pH values; and the 1 : 1 LnCh species reacts with 
OH-  at higher pH to form LnCh(OH) . The separation factors with citrate and 
NTA as the eluant, therefore,  are markedly pH dependent.  

[I~3+][A3+ACh + ACh 3 + HACh 2- + .  • • + ACh(OH)-] 

a A = t ~  B--~--+ B - - ~ + ~ +  "+ BCh(OH)-] 

As a group, polyaminopolycarboxylate  anions, having 3, 4, or 5-CH2COO- 
radicals, form extremely stable (but generally labile) 1 : 1 chelate species with the 
lanthanons and yttrium. Although secondary and binuclear chelate species (1:2 
and 2:3) do form, the second step formation constants are generally less than 
10 -l° as large as the first ones (e.g., Briicher et al. (1976) list log KEu(EDTA)~ as 3.60 
compared to the Schwarzenbach et al. (1954) value of log KEu(EDTAr = 17.35). 
Because o f  this, Separation factors with polyaminopolycarboxylate  eluants in 
displacement chromatographic systems can be approximated by: 

Ot A = [ACh3-n] [~3+]  KAch[A3+][Ch n][~3+]..~ KACh 
[Bfh3-n][ ~3+] KBch[BS+][Ch-n][- ~3+] KBCh 

Note that [Ch-"] cancels and [A3+I[B3+I/[B3+][~x 3+] is approximately equal to 1.0 
for adjacent lanthanons. 

The formation constant sequences of a number of 1 : 1 species formed between 
tervalent rare earth cations and polyaminopolycarboxylate  species have been 
determined: 

EDTA (ethylenediamine-N,N,N',N'-tetraacetate), Wheelwright et al. (1953). 
EDTA (ethylenediamine-N,N,N',N'-tetraacetate), Schwarzenbach et al. 
(1954). 
DCTA (trans-l,2-diaminocyclohexane-N,N,N',N'-tetraacetate), Schwarzen- 
bach et al. (1954). 
H E D T A  (N'-hydroxyethylethylenediamine-N,N,N'-triacetate), Spedding et 
al. (1956). 
DTPA (diethylenetriamine-N,N,N',N',N"-pentaacetate), Harder  et al. 
(1959). 
ME (bis(2-aminoethyl)ether-N,N,N',N'-tetraacetate), Mackey et al. (1962). 
DE (ethyleneglycolbis(2-aminoethyl)ether-N,N,N',N'-tetraacetate), Mackey 
et al. (1962). 
EDDM (ethylenediamine-N,N'-dimalonal~e), Gorelev et al. (1972). 
EDDS (ethylenediamine-N,N'-disuccinate) ,  B abich et al. (1971). 
DPTA (1,2-diaminopentane-N,N,N',N'-tetraacetate), Novak et al. (1974). 
DHTA (1,2-diaminohexane-N,N,N',N'-tetraacetate), Novak et al. (1974). 
EDDA (ethylenediamine-N,N'-diacetate) ,  Thompson (1962). 
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TABLE 22.4 
Stability cons tan t  sequences  for selected 1 : 1 Ln  chelates 
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Ln  log KLnCh 

E D T A  P D T A  BDT A DB T A DCTA D P T A  D H T A  3MDBTA 

La  15.50 16.42 (16.3") 16.58 16.26 16.61 16.52 16.41 
Ce 15.98 16.79 (16.8") 17.15 16.78 17.13 17.11 16.98 
Pr 16.40 17.17 17.49 17.49 17.31 17.48 17.36 17.28 
Nd 16.61 17.54 17.70 17.77 17.68 17.76 17.67 17.57 
Pm (16.9") (17.8") (18.0") (18.0") (18.0") (18.0") (17.9") (17.8") 
Sm 17.14 17.97 18.32 18.25 18.38 18.25 18.24 18.12 
Eu 17.35 18.26 18.61 18.38 18.62 18.38 18.32 18.30 
Gd 17.37 18.21 18.84 18.56 18.77 18.53 18.47 18.44 
Tb 17.93 18.64 19.45 19.03 19.50 19.02 18.98 18.97 
Dy 18.30 19.05 19.93 19.48 19.69 19.48 19.42 19.39 
Ho (18.6") 19.30 20.27 19.80 (20.2*) 19.77 19.72 19.70 
Er 18.85 19.61 20.68 20.11 20.68 20.09 19.87 19.97 
Tm 19.32 20.08 20.96 20.52 20.96 20.46 20.40 20.38 
Yb 19.51 20.25 21.29 20.87 21.12 20.80 20.61 20.65 
Lu 19.83 20.56 21.33 20.97 21.51 20.99 20.81 20.79 

Ln log KLaCh 

4 M D P T A  H E D T A  M E D T A  B E D T A  DTPA ME DE E D D M  

La  16.45 13.82 11.50 10.81 19.96 16.21 15.63 9.80 
Ce 17.02 14.45 11.87 11.28 (20.9*) 16.90 15.78 10.42 
Pr 17.32 14.96 12.33 11.70 21.85 17.57 16.13 10.50 
Nd 17.65 15.16 12.51 11.82 22.24 17.88 16.36 10.71 
Pm (17.9") (15.4") (12.7") (12.0") (22.5*) (18.2") (16.7") (10.9") 
Sm 18.20 15.64 12.86 12.19 22.84 18.40 16.96 11.00 
Eu 18.45 15.62 12.96 12.35 22.91 18.52 17.18 11.04 
Gd 18.48 15.44 12.98 12.40 23.01 18.34 17.02 10.83 
Tb 18.99 ~ 15.55 13.35 12.79 23.21 18.52 17.35 11.19 
Dy 19.47 15.51 13.61 13.02 23.46 18.42 17.50 11.08 
Ho 19.71 15.55 13.81 13.26 (23.3*) 18.34 17.46 11.04 
Er 19.99 15.61 14.04 13.47 23.18 18.20 17.48 11.05 
Tm 20.40 16.00 14.31 13.65 22.97 18.04 17.56 11.04 
Yb 20.74 16.17 14.43 ~ 13.85 23.01 18.06 17.86 10.96 
LU 20.92 16.25 14.51 13.93 (23.0*) 17.96 17.89 11.21 

*These values in paren theses  have  been interpolated. 

P D T A  ( 1,2-propylenediamine-N,N,N ',N ' - t e t r a a c e t a t e ) ,  i r v i n g  e t  a l .  ( 1 9 7 1 ) .  

B D T A  (2,3-diaminobutane-N,N,N',N'-tetraacetate), I r v i n g  e t  a l .  ( 1 9 7 1 ) .  

M E D T A  (N'-methylethylenediamine-N,N,N'-triacetate), P o w e l l  e t  a l .  

( 1 9 7 3 ) .  

B E D T A  (N'-benzylethylenediamine-N,N,N'-triacetate), M i l l e r  e t  a l .  ( 1 9 7 6 ) .  

D B T A  (1,2-diaminobutane-N,N,N',N'-tetraacetate), N o v a k  e t  a l .  ( 1 9 6 8 a ) .  
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3-MDBTA (3-methyl-l,2-diaminobutane-N,N,N',N'-tetraacetate), Novak  et 
al. (1968b). 
4 -MDPTA (4-methyl-i,2-diaminopentane-N,N,N',N'-te(raacetate), Novak  et 
al. (1968b). 

The more interesting of these data are tabulated in table 22.4. 

5.4. Elutions with E D T A  and its homologues 

When EDTA is used as the eluant at room temperature ,  a retaining ion other 
than H + is used because of the insolubility of the Hn(EDTA) species. Spedding et 
al. (1954) originally proposed Fe 3÷, Cu 2÷ and Ni 2÷. Of these, Cu 2+ has been the 
most  widely used. If  retention of the heavier yt tr ium-group elements  is not 
required (as with monazi te  or bastnaesi te  concentrates  containing insignificant 
amounts  of Ho,  Er, Tm, Yb and Lu), Zn 2+ may be used as the retaining ion. 
Krumholz  et al. (1958) proposed the use of EDTA on Zn 2÷ charged resin beds for 
the recovery  of pure rare earths f rom Brazilian monazite,  and Powell (1961) 
suggested a practical procedure  for  using Zn 2+ as the retaining ion following a 
short elution with E D T A  on a Cu 2÷ bed. After  the sorbed bed has moved  as little 
as one fourth of its length, the heavy lanthanons (Ho-Lu)  can be set aside on a 
diversion bed, and elution of the rest  of the group can be continued with Zn 2÷ as 
the retaining ion. This procedure  is especially useful with yttr ium-rich concen- 
trates (e.g., those f rom xenotime,  gadolinite and euxenite). Its use results in a 
considerable saving, because  most  of the complexing agent (as well as the Zn 2+) 
can be recovered  very easily and recycled. Recovery  of Cu 2÷ is more difficult 
f rom Cu(EDTA):-  solutions because its 1 : 1 chelate is some 200 times as stable 
as 'Zn(EDTA) 2-. At the lower pH required to decompose  Cu(EDTA) 2 , 
H d E D T A )  + and H6(EDTA) 2+ species form,  and H4(EDTA), which is sparingly 
soluble and precipitates in the presence  of Zn 2+ at about  pH 2, does not 
precipitate. 

In elutions with EDTA,  the prior removal  of cerium and lanthanum is highly 
advantageous,  since hydrated HCe(EDTA)  and H L a ( E D T A )  species t e n d  to 
precipitate and fill the interstices of the resin bed at eluant concentrat ions even 
lower than 0.015 molar (the concentrat ion used successfully with the remaining 
lanthanons (Pr -Lu)  and yttrium at pH 8.4). Although Powell et al. (1967) 
obviated the necessi ty of using a metal  retaining ion by using elevated tempera-  
tures, at which H4(EDTA) is more soluble, the maximum E D T A  concentrat ion 
that can be employed at 92°C is about  0.01 M. At elevated temperatures ,  the 
H L n ( E D T A ) . H : O  species of lanthanum, cerium and praseodymium are even 
more prone to precipitate than at room temperature.  

According to Mackey et al. (1970) the multihydrates,  HLa(EDTA) .7H20 ,  
HSm(EDTA)-6H20  and HEu(EDTA) .6H20 ,  separate f rom aqueous media below 
room temperature ,  but HLa(EDTA) .7H20  is much less soluble than the others. 
In the case of the heavier lanthanons, Gd-Lu ,  only anhydrous species can be 
prepared.  Above  25°C, HSm(EDTA) .6H20  dehydrates  irreversibly to 
HSm(EDTA)-H20  (which is 10-fold less soluble that the hexahydra ted  form). 
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The decomposit ion of HLa(EDTA).7H20 to a less soluble (probably polymeric) 
HLa(EDTA) .H20  composition, occurs irreversibly at about 45°C. 

Although the solubilities of HHo(EDTA)  and HSm(EDTA).HzO increase with 
temperature, the solubility of HLa(EDTA)-H20 (which is very low) does not 
increase appreciably. While the solubility of HLa(EDTA).7H20 increases from 
ca. 1.1 x 10 -3 at 25 ° to about 2.5 x 10 -3 moles per liter at 45°C, the solubility of the 
monohydrate  is less than 5 x 10 -4 moles per liter at all temperatures. 

Benefits of operating at 92°C include: (1) feasibility of  H4(EDTA) recovery;  
(2) improved HETP values; (3) increase in the Gd-Eu  separation factor from 1.1 
to 1.5; (4) increase in the Eu-Sm separation factor from 1.4 to 1.8. Hagiwara et 
al. (1970) reported improved separation factors in the Sm-Gd region even at 
60°C. They gave the Gd-Eu  separation as 1.37. 

Yttrium elutes between dysprosium and terbium at all temperatures. However ,  
the Tb separation improves somewhat and the separation of Dy from Y 
diminishes a little from 25°C to 92°C. 

A number of homol0gues of EDTA have been investigated as chelating agents 
for the rare earths (see list). Apparently additions of alkyl groups to the 
ethylenediamine backbone of EDTA has some effect on the overall stabilities of 
the sequences of chelates formed, but such alterations have very little effect on 
the magnitudes of A log K = log a z+l. That is to say, the relatively small in- 
creases in chelate stability occur in a parallel manner and do not alter the basic 
separation factors provided by the basic E D T A  ligand. Recognizing this, one can 
average the A log K values for a large number of sets of data to smooth out 
individual errors in precision and arrive at a list of useful individual (25°C) 
lanthanide separation factors for EDTA (and a number of its homologues). The 
values thus obtained agree better with results obtained directly in displacement 
chromatographic experiments than some of those obtained from Ln(EDTA) 
chelate stability constant ratios. 

Because certain common cations frequently are present in many rare earth 
concentrates,  knowledge of their elution position with respect to the rare earth 

TABLE 22.5 
Averaged values of individual separation factors for ad- 
jacent pairs of lanthanons being eluted with EDTA and its 
homologues (calculated from 9 sets of stability constant 

data). 

Pair a z+l Pair a z+l Pair az T M  

Lu-Yb 1.6 Gd-Eu 1.1 
Yb-Tm 1.8 Eu-Sm 1.5 
Tm-Er 2.0 Sm-Pm (1.8) 
Er-Ho 2.0 Pm-Nd 1.9 
Ho-Dy 2.0 Nd-Pr 2.0 
Dy-Tb 2.7 Pr-Ce 2.4 
Tb-Gd 3.5 Ce-La 3.3 

Dy-Y 1.6 
Y-Tb 1.5 
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elements is advantageous. The following sequence has been reported by James 
et al. (1961) for  elution with 0.015 M EDTA at pH 8.4 on Dowex 50 at 25°C. 

Co 3+, Bi 3+, Fe 3+, Sc 3+, CH 2+, Ni 2+, Th 4+ 
pb  2+, Lu 3+, y b  3+, Zn 2+, Tm 3+, Co 2+, Er 3+ 
Cd2+, A13+, Ho3+, Dy3+, y3+, Tb3÷, Gd3+ 
Sm 3+, Fe 2+, UO 2+, Nd 3+, pr  3+, Mn 2+, Ce 3+ 
La  3+, Ca 2+, Mg 2+, Be 2÷, Sr 2+, Ba 2+ 

James et al. (1961) pointed out that the positions of divalent species with regard 
to the lanthanon sequence should be both pH and concentrat ion dependent;  and 
pH dependence arises from the fact  that protonated,  divalent-metal chelate 
species, HMCh- ,  are substantially weaker acids than protonated tervalent- 
lanthanon chelate species, HLnCh.  

The separation of T h - P b - L u - Y b  mixtures with EDTA at 25°C is very difficult 
because of small separation factors and adverse kinetic effects. Such mixtures, 
however,  are readily resolved at 92°C, due to a reordering of the elution 
sequence as temperature increases. Powell et al. (1966) report  that both Pb and 
Th readily separate from Lu and Yb when the temperature is raised. Th shifts 
toward the light end of the series f rom almost on Lu at 25°C to about the 
position of Er  at 90°C. Lead shifts its position from just ahead of Lu to a spot 
between Tb and Gd. 

5.5 Elutions with H E D T A  and some o f  its analogues 

H3(HEDTA), hydroxyethylethylenediaminetr iacet ic  acid, and the lighter 
Ln(HEDTA)  chelate species are more soluble in water than H4(EDTA) and the 
HLa(EDTA).7H20,  HLa(EDTA) .H20 ,  HCe(EDTA).H20 and HPr (EDTA) .H20  
species. This permits ammonium H E D T A  to be used as the eluant with H+-ion 
retaining beds at all temperatures and greatly simplifies reagent recovery.  Even 
the effluent water can be reused. Table 22.6 lists the separation factors available 
with H E D T A  at 92°C, as well as at 25°C. 

At room temperature,  using HEDTA,  good separations are possible with either 
L a - C e - P r - N d - S m  or H o - E r - T m - Y b - L u  mixtures, but only poor results are 
obtained with the S m - E u - G d - T b - D y - H o  group. Powell (1964) highly recom- 
mends the use of H E D T A  for resolving T m - Y b - L u  concentrates.  Th, however,  
in elutions with HEDTA at 25°C, tends to congregate between Yb and Tm and to 
be poorly separated from Yb. Eu actually tends to elute ahead of Gd at 25°C, and 
Y nearly coincides with Nd. At 92°C the Gd-Eu  separation becomes about 1.00; 
whereas, the other z + l  values, from Pr through Er, improve substantially. 
According to Powell et al. (1968), this marked improvement  in separability, 
noted in the middle of the Ln sequence,  and the considerable shift in the elution 
position of Y (from almost on Nd to between Gd and Tb) stems from the ability 
of HEDTA to bond hexadentately to the larger, lighter lanthanons at 25°C but 
only pentadentately to the smaller, heavier lanthanons, E r -Lu ,  and to Y. 
Increasing the temperature to 92°C simply prevents formation of the sixth bond 
with any lanthanon, so that stability constants increase in a more or less 
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TABLE 22.6 
Comparison of Ln separation factors obtained at 25°C and 92°C with 
HEDTA to those estimated from LnCh formation constants for MEDTA 

and B E D T A  at 25°C. 

HEDTA HEDTA MEDTA BEDTA 
Pair az+1(25°C) * az+l/92°C ~ z  ~ ~ az+~(25°C) * az+a(25°C) * 

Lu-Yb 1.3 1.55 1.2 1.2 
Yb-Tm 1.6 1.74 1.3 1.3 
Tm-Er  2.0 1.55 1.9 1.5 
Er- Ho  1.2 1.74 1.7 1.6 
H o - D y  1.0 1.82 1.6 1.7 
Dy-Tb 1.0 1.90 1.8 1.7 
Tb-Gd 1.0 2.04 2.3 2.5 
Gd - Eu  0.7 1.00 1.1 1.1 
Eu-Sm 1.0 1.48 1.3 1.4 
Sm-Pm (1.6) (1.8) (1.5) (1.5) 
P m - N d  (1.6) (1.8) (1.5) (1.5) 
Nd - P r  1.8 2.09 1.5 1.4 
Pr-Ce 2.8 - -  2.9 2.7 
Ce-La  5.0 - -  2.3 2.4 

S m - N d  2.6 3.16 2.3 2.4 

*Subject to errors up to 20% of the value reported. ( ) Estimated from 
the S m - N d  separation factor below. 

monotonic manner and separations improve throughout about two-thirds of the 
sequence. 

Powell  e ta l .  (1973) went on to substantiate their contention that the HEDTA 
ligand tended to loosen its (hexadentate) hold on the larger lanthanons as 
entropy increased at higher temperatures. They reasoned that replacement of the 
N'-hydroxyethyl (by substituting a donorless methyl group, for example) would 
have the same effect on the ethylenediamine-N,N,N'-triacetate moiety at 25°C as 
was observed with increased temperature. Tables 22.4 and 22.6 show that their 
surmise regarding HEDTA and its analogues, N'-methylethylenediamine- 
N,N,N'-triacetate and N'-benzylethylenediamine-N,N,N'-triacetate (MEDTA 
and BEDTA) was correct. 

Few common elements elute within the rare earth sequence when 0.018 M 
HEDTA at pH 7.4 is the eluant at 25°C. James et al. (1961) reported the sequence 
to be: 

Co 3+, Bi 3+, H +, Cu 2+, Ni 2+, HdHEDTA) 2+, Fe 3+, Cr 3+, Zn 2+, 
pb 2+, Co 2+, Cd 2+, Lu 3+ ' y b  3+, Th 4+, Tm 3+, A! 3+, Er 3+, Ho 3+, 
Dy3+, Tb3+, Eu3+, Gd3+, Sm3+, UO22+, y3+, Nd3+, pr3+, Ce3+, 
Mn 2+, La 3+, Ca z+, Mg 2+, Be 2+, Sr 2+, Ba z+. 

A very interesting application of elution of rare earths with ammonium 
HEDTA is the analysis of the heavy elements, Er, Tm, Yb and Lu (in the 
absence of Th). Brunisholz and Roulet (1973) reported that they were able to 
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ascertain the composition of E r - T m - Y b - L u  mixtures to a precision of --+ 1% by 
development of a displacement type chromatogram of these elements on a bed 
of very fine Dowex 50W-X4 cation exchanger (pretreated with Morin) in a 
capillary tube. Under UV light, the Er, Tm, Yb and Lu zones f luoresce 
red-brown, grey, beige and white. The individual zone lengths (zone volumes) 
are directly proportional to the number of millimoles of a species present in the 
system. 

5.6. Elutions with DTPA 

Although-diethylenetr iamine-N,N,N' ,N' ,N"-pentaacet ic  acid is appreciably 
soluble in water, there are several considerations that render it unattractive as a 
general eluant for lanthanon separations. (1) The extreme stability of all rare 
earth DTPA Species introduces a kinetic factor which unduly increases the 
theoretical plate height. This can be countered to a degree by operation at 
elevated temperatures and at lower pH values. (2) A reversal (maximum) occurs 
in the chelate stability constant sequence at room temperature, so that the heavy 
rare earths (Ho-Lu)  become interspersed among the lighter elements (Sm-Dy). 
At elevated temperatures fairly good separations are obtained with the lighter 
lanthanons and yttrium, but the heavier half of the sequence is poorly resolved. 
The elution sequences under two different conditions have been reported as 
follow s: 
5 g/e DTPA at pH 8.74 and 25°C, data of James et al. (1960). 

CH2+ Th4+, NiZ+, UO2+, Zn2+, Dy3+, H03+, Er3+, yb3+, Sm3+, y3+, C02+, Cd2+, 
pb z+, Nd 3+, pr  3+, Ce 3+, La 3+, Mn 2+, A13+, Fe 3+, Ca 2+, Mg 2+, Be 2+, Sr 2+, Ba 2+. 

0.05 M DTPA at pH 6.0 at 70°C, data of Hale ~,,d Iq,~,~mer cIq'i;t~l. 
pu  4+, Ga 3+, Bi 3+, (Fe 3+, In 3+, Cr3+), Cu 2+, Ni 2+, Fm 3+, ES 3+, Cf 3+, Th 4+, Sc 3+, 
Co 2+, Bk 3+, Zn z+, Cd 2+, pb 2+, Cm 3+, AI 3+, (yb  3+, Tm 3+, Ho 3+, Er3+), Dy 3+, Lu 3+, 
Am3+, Tb3+, (Gd3+, Eu3+), Sm3+, y3+, pm3+, Nd3+, pr3+, Ce3+, La3+, Mn2+, Be2+, 
Mg 2+, Ca 2+, Sr 2+, Ba z+. 

Harder et al. (1959) reported that the acid dissociation constants for the 
species HLn(DTPA)-  is 10 -z's for both HYb(DTPA) and HLa(DTPA)-.  From 
this it is clear that the formation constants for HLn(DTPA) from H ÷ and 
Ln(DTPA) = are about 1028, and nearly independent of the lanthanon chelated by 
the ligand. It can be seen then that the separation factors for pairs of lanthanons 
in DTPA systems, 

otA _ {[Afh 2 ] + [HACh-]}[B 34] _ KACh{1 + KnAch[H+]} 
{[BCh 2-] + [HBCh-]}[A 3+] - KBCh{1 + KrtBch[H+]} 

are little affected by pH changes. Therefore, minor changes in the lanthanon 
series (such as Yb 3÷ moving from after Dy 3+ to ahead of it) observed in the 
above sequences are probably temperature related, rather than due to the change 
in pH. In the case of divalent metal DTPA chelate species, however, the 
formation constants of protonated species HM(DTPA) 2- from H + and 
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M(DTPA) 3- are several orders of magnitude greater than those for 
HLn(DTPA)- ,  thus shifts of elution positions of  divalent cations relative to 
lanthanons are to be expected as the eluant pH is varied (note what happened to 
Co 2+, Cd 2÷, and Pb 2+ in the above sequences). 

Although DTPA is essentially worthless as an eluant for the heavier 
lanthanons, it has found some usage in resolving light rare earth mixtures. 
Wheelwright (1969), summarizing efforts to produce Pm 3+ from nuclear reactor  
wastes, advised that while DTPA was superior to both EDTA and H E D T A  (for 
the rapid elutions required to minimize radiation damage to the cation-exchange 
resin) it was inferior NTA for this purpose. With NTA the H E T P  values are 
more favorable at accelerated flow rates than with DTPA, and component  
resolution is not complicated by the presence of y3+ in the Nd-Sm gap where 
Pm elutes. The sequence with 0.050 M DTPA, at pH 6.5 and 60°C, is: Zn-(Cm, 
Ho, A m ) - G d - E u - S m - Y - P m - N d - P r - C e - L a ;  and with 0.105 M NTA, at 60 ° and 
pH 6.4, it is: Zn-(Cm, Y)-Gd-(Eu,  A m ) - S m - P m - N d - P r - C e - L a .  

6. Liquid-liquid ion-exchange chromatography 

Certain reagents originally developed as extractants for solvent extraction 
schemes can be considered to be ion-exchange media (e.g., protonated amine 
cations and quaternary ammonium ions as anion exchangers;  and dialkyl ortho- 
phosphate anions and alkyl (alkyl or aryl)-phosphonate anions as cation ex- 
changers). Those materials of this kind which are insoluble enough in water can 
be immobilized by deposition in thin films on various inert media and utilized 
like solid anion- and cation-exchange media. They are also exploited in paper 
chromatography.  The very-thin-film aspect of their utilization overcomes the 
problem of slow diffusion in solid ion-exchange resin par t ic les  and reduces 
H E T P  values. The need to supply an inert support,  however,  reduces exchange- 
column capacity to such a degree that thin-film, liquid, ion-exchange chromato- 
graphy is mo'stly exploited as an analytical tool. In general, the exchange 
capacity of a liqui d ion-exchange column is 4- to 10-fold less than a similar 
column filled with a solid ion-exchange resin. 

Hulet  et al. (1972), in a summary of ion-exchange extraction chromatography,  
cite a more extensive review of the subject  by Cerrai et al. (1970), and list the 
most commonly employed inert support  materials as: polytr if luorochloroethy- 
lene, polytetrafluoroethylene,  polyvinylchloride-vinylacetate copolymer,  SiO2, 
and silica gel. 

The H E T P  of such systems depends largely upon the state of subdivision of 
the support  and the degree to which it is loaded with the extractant  material. 
H E T P  can be as small as 0.2 mm for particles of 15/zm diameter. Best  results 
are obtained at elevated temperatures,  with thin extractant  films, and with light 
loadings of the mixtures to be resolved. 

Representat ive cation-exchange extractants  include: di-2-ethylhexyl ortho- 
phosphoric acid (HDEHP) ,  di-n-octyl orthophosphoric acid (HDOP),  2-ethyl- 
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TABLE 22.7 
Separation factors observed in liquid ion-exchange chromatography with HDEHP and 

HEHP under various conditions. 

Pair 

Sochaska (25°C) Bosholm (40°C) Pierce (60°C) Fidelis (20°C) 
HDEHP HDEHP HDEHP HEHP 

HCI HNO3 HCI HC1 H C 1 0 4  HC1 HNO3 

La-Ce 2.8 2.7 3.1 2.4 4.7 3.3 
Ce-Pr 1.5 (1.3) 1.7 1.5 1.3 1.5 
Pr-Nd 1.3 (1.2) 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.3 
Nd-Pm 2.7 2.1 2.3 1.9 2.1 2.8 
Pm-Sm 3.2 2.7 2.2 2.3 2.6 3.6 
Sm-Eu 2.2 2.1 2.2 2.0 1.8 2.3 
Eu-Gd 1.5 1.7 1.6 1.4 1.5 1.6 
Gd-Tb 5.0 5.5 4.4 3.3 5.2 5.4 
Tb-Dy 2.6 3.0 2.2 1.9 1.9 2.1 
Dy-Ho 2.1 2.2 2.0 1.9 1.8 1.9 
Ho-Er 2.8 2.7 2.5 2.7 2.7 2.9 
Er-Tm 3.4 3.5 2.5 1.8 3.3 3.8 
Tm-Yb 2.8 3.1 2.7 3.1 2.2 3.2 
Yb-Lu 1.9 1.9 1.8 2.1 1.8 3.0 

1.8 
5.9 
2.3 
2.0 
3.0 
4.0 
3.4 
2.1 

hexy l  p h e n y l p h o s p h o n i c  ac id  ( H E H P ) ,  and  d i -2 - e thy lhexy l  p y r o p h o s p h o r i c  acid.  
R e p r e s e n t a t i v e  a n i o n - e x c h a n g e  m a t e r i a l s  inc lude  t r ioc ty l - ,  t r i i sooc ty l - ,  t r i decy l -  
and  t r i dodecy l - ( t r i l au ry l - )  a m m o n i u m  ions ;  and  t r ioc ty l - ,  t r i decy l -  and  t r i l aury l -  
m e t h y l a m m o n i u m  ions.  Be t t e r  s e p a r a t i o n  f ac to r s  for  a d j a c e n t  l a n t h a n o n s  are  
o b t a i n e d  wi th  the  c a t i o n - e x c h a n g e  ma te r i a l s  than  wi th  the  a n i o n - e x c h a n g e  
l iquids .  P i e r c e  e t  al. (1963) r e p o r t e d  c o m p a r a t i v e  s e p a r a t i o n  f a c t o r s  for  a d j a c e n t  
pa i r s  for  the en t i re  l a n t h a n o n  ser ies  on H D E H P  e x c h a n g e  c o l u m n s ,  us ing  d i lu te  
HC104 and HC1 as e luan t s  a t  60°C. S o c h a s k a  et  al. (1964) m a d e  a s imi lar  s tudy  at  
r o o m  t e m p e r a t u r e  wi th  HCI  and HNO3. B o s h o l m  e t  al. (1964) gave  s e p a r a t i o n  
f ac to r s  at  40°C wi th  H D E H P  and  HC1. H o l z a p f e l  e t  al. (1966) gave  resu l t s  for  
H D E H P  wi th  HCI  and  HNO3. F ide l i s  e t  al. (1965) s tud i ed  H E H P  at 20°C wi th  
HC1 and  HNO3 e luants .  H E H P  is the  mos t  eff icient  e x t r a c t a n t  fo r  r e so lv ing  
l an thanons ,  and  ni t r ic  ac id  is the  b e s t  e l u a n t  (for  the  heav i e r  l a n t h a n o n s  at  least) .  
S e p a r a t i o n  t ends  to d e c r e a s e  wi th  i n c r e a s e d  t e m p e r a t u r e .  

7. Solvent extraction 

A t  the  o u t s e t  it was  the  in ten t  of  y o u r  wr i t e r  to r e v i e w  all p h a s e s  of  the  
s e p a r a t i o n  c h e m i s t r y  of  the  l a n t h a n o n s  in dep th ,  bu t  u p o n  de lv ing  into the  
l i t e ra tu re  it was  f o u n d  tha t  o the r s ,  inc lud ing  H u l e t  e t  al. (1972) and  W e a v e r  
(1974), had  r e c e n t l y  r e v i e w e d  so lven t  e x t r a c t i o n  p r o c e s s e s  in m u c h  g rea t e r  de ta i l  
than  w o u l d  be  f eas ib l e  in this  chap te r .  A n y  a t t e m p t  to w a d e  t h rough  the  m o r a s s  
o f  s o m e t i m e s  f r a g m e n t a r y  and  g e n e r a l l y  i n t e r t w i n e d  w o r k s  i nvo lv ing  s e p a r a t i o n s  
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of lanthanons and actinide elements was judged redundant,  if not futile, at this 
time. Consequently,  it was decided to rely principally upon the diligence, 
expertise, insight and consensus of previous reviewers in discussing this subject. 

Excluding consideration of a multitude of representatives of solvent ex- 
traction classes (water-insoluble alcohols, ethers, acids, esters, ketones and 
diketones) that have been examined and found to be inadequate in some respect  
or another,  it is the intent here to focus upon only a few representat ives of just 
three classes of extractants: (1) neutral phosphorous agents; (2) monoacidic 
or thophosphate and phosphonate esters; and (3) primary, secondary,  tertiary and 
quaternary ammonium ion species. 

Separation of lanthanons by solvent extraction depends upon a preferential 
distribution of individual lanthanons (either in cationic form or as complex 
anions) between two immiscible liquid phases that are in contact  with each 
other. One of the liquids is generally an aqueous solution, usually containing a 
mineral acid or an inorganic salting-out agent, and in some instances an organic 
acid or anion t h a t  acts as a chelating agent. Ideally one hopes to achieve 
distributions of all components  that are independent  of their dilution and which 
can be represented (under a given set of conditions) as distribution coefficient 
constants (K~= Corg/Caq) which can be used to estimate practical separation 
factors. The separation factor (ratio of distribution coefficients) dictates how 
many stages will be required to accomplish the attainment of two products  of 
some specified purity from a binary mixture, or needed to partition a more 
complex mixture into two less complex mixtures (both of which contain less 
than specified amounts of components  of the other set). Unfortunately,  except  at 
very low concentrat ions,  distribution coefficients and, hence, separation factors 
change markedly with composit ion and concentrat ion in many systems. Thus, 
extrapolations (from the tracer-scale) applied to bulk separations are not always 
valid. 

7.1. Neutral pOosphorus agents 

Many representat ives of the  trialkyl or thophosphate ester, dialkyl alkyl (or 
aryl) phosphonate ester, alkyl dialkyl (or diaryl)-phosphinate, and trialkyl (or 
triaryl) phosphine oxide class have been investigated. Judging from the reviews 
available, none of the more exotic types appears to offer any particular ad- 
vantage over  tributyl or thophosphate  as a selective extractant  for resolving 
lanthanide mixtures. Most are either viscous liquids or solids that require a 
diluent, and for the most part the individual separation factors to be had are 
unspectacular.  

With TBP,  from aqueous solutions greater than 8 M in HNO3, extraction into 
the organic phase increases in the order of increased atomic number,  but 
separation of the Ln's  beyond Tb is rather difficult, With TBP,  lanthanum, 
praseodymium and neodymium of rather high purity have been obtained by 
extracting from 13-14 M HNO3 in as few as 10--14 stages. Similar results have 
been obtained from nearly saturated rare earth nitrate solutions of low acidity. 
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In 15 M HNO3, KdL, ranges f rom 0.2 for La  to 450 for Lu. The extraction 
mechanism appears  to be: 

Ln(NO3)3 aq + 3TBP(H20)org,~ [Ln(NO3)a(TBP)3]org + 3H20. 

Apparent ly  the extract ion into TBP f rom HC104 and NaC104 solutions is of 
different character  than extract ions f rom HNO3 and HC1. The separat ion factors  
are lower, although extractabil i ty is higher, and the lighter e lement  extracts  more 
readily than the heavier one (Eu/Yb). The extract ion mechanism is purpor ted to 
involve [Ln(C 104)3(TB P)6]org. 

Extract ion of lanthanides f rom thiocyanate solutions by TBP has also been 
studied, but the highest (Yb/La)  separat ion factor  observed was only about  10. 
Thus,  there appears  to be no practical application of a T B P - S C N  system to 
separation of lanthanons. 

7.2. Monoacidic phosphate and phosphonate esters 

The most  thoroughly studied and widely applied compound  of this class is 
di-2-ethylhexyl or thophosphoric  acid (HDEHP) .  It  is readily available and has 
low aqueous solubility. I t  is quite viscous,  however ,  p resumably  because  it exists 
as a hydrogen-bonded dimeric species, and it must  be employed with a diluent. 
At low acidities the extract ion mechanism appears  to be a cat ion-exchange 
process:  

3+ Lnaq + 3(HDEHP)2org ~ Ln[H(DEHPh]3org + 3H,+q 

but at high acidities extract ion as a simple trisolvate apparent ly  occurs in 
addition to cat ion-exchange.  Data  on individual separation factors  observed by 
Pierce et ai. (1963) are listed in table 22.8. 

Kolai 'ik et al. (1966) studied extract ion of lanthanons by H D E H P ,  di-n-amyl 
phosphoric  acid (HDAP),  diisoamyl phosphoric  acid (HDiAP),  and di-n-octyl 
phosphoric  acid (HDOP)  f rom HNO3 and HCIO4. All sys tems showed a 3rd- 
order dependence  on the extracting agent  and a reciprocal  3rd-order dependence  
on [H+]. H D E H P ,  the most  branched,  was the least effective extractant ,  
although the separation factors  are little affected by chain length and branching. 

In the case of isomeric compounds ,  less sterically hindered di-n-octyl phos- 

TABLE 22.8 
Separation factors for HDEHP-HCI and HDEHP-HCIO4, 

toluene-water systems at 25°C. 

Pair HCI HCI04 Pair HCI HCIO4 

La-Ce 2.4 3.0 Gd-Tb 3.2 5.0 
Ce-Pr 2.8 2.1 Tb-Dy 2.0 2.1 
Pr-Nd 1.7 1.4 Dy-Ho 2.1 1.9 
Nd-Pm 2.1 2.2 Ho-Er 2.1 2.3 
Pm-Sm 2.4 3.1 Er-Tm 2.5 2.5 
Sm-Eu 2.2 1.9 Tm-Yb 1.8 3.1 
Eu-Gd 1.6 1.4 Yb-Lu 2.2 1.9 
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phoric acid extracts M 3+ ions 100 times as strongly as does di-2-ethylhexyl 
phosphoric acid and about 1000 times as strongly as di-2,2-dimethylhexyl phos- 
phoric acid. 

While 3rd-order dependence of Kd on the extractant  (consistent with forma- 
tion of Ln(HA2)3 species in the organic phase) is the rule with dialkyl phosphate 
esters in most solvents, there is considerable evidence that the organic phase 
species may be LnA(HA2)2 in some solvents and with aromatic diesters of 
phosphoric acid. By no means can the solvent used for dilution be considered 
inert. Extractions are definitely lower in those diluents which can interact  with 
the extraction agent. 

Replacing an alkoxy group attached to P by an alkyl or aryl group (which 
converts a phosphoric acid diester into a phosphonic acid monoester)  yields a 
considerably stronger extractant  for  lanthanons, in general, but only slightly 
increases separation factors for  neighboring lanthanons. In toluene, Kd'S with 
alkyl phenylphosphonic acid esters obey the same 3rd-power dependence on 
extractant  concentrat ion as with di-2-ethylhexyl phosphoric acid. An increase in 
temperature decreases Kd values as a general rule and has a small effect on 
separation factors. Separation factors for light Ln's increase, while those for 
heavy Ln's  decrease. 

A promising application of H D E H P  extraction appears to lie in the partition- 
ing of actinides from lanthanides. The T A L S P E A K  process (Trivalent Actinide 
Lanthanide Separation by Phosphorus Reagent Extract ion from Aqueous 
Komplexes)  involves extraction of Ln's  with H D E H P  from an aqueous solution 
of a complex (such as DTPA) which has a high affinity for  and represses 
extraction of the middle and heavier lanthanons "and actinide elements most  of 
all". The separation factor  between the An's, A m  3+ and C m  3÷, and the Ln's 
exceeds 100. 

H D E H P  is also exploited in the commercial  production of Eu from bast- 
naesite concentrates.  By a few stages of extraction with H D E H P ,  from dilute 
HCI solution, .it is possible to remove nearly all of the lighter lanthanons, leaving 
a mixture coritaining several percent  of Eu, which may then be recovered easily 
and in high purity by a reduction method. 

H D E H P  has also been utilized in one facet  of a dual extraction process for 
purifying yttrium. 

7.3. Primary, secondary, tertiary and quaternary ammonium ions 

In general, extraction of tervalent  lanthanons from mineral acid solutions by 
long-chain amines is not highly favorable unless high concentrations of acids or 
salts are present  in the aqueous phase. Separation factors for adjacent Ln 's  are 
not especially attractive, but the extraction of An's is remarkable.  Thus, tertiary 
amine extraction is the basis for  the TRAMEX process for purification of Cm. 

In nitrate media light Ln's extract  more readily than the heavier ones, but in 
chloride solutions Eu is the most  extractable lanthanon. 

Quaternary ammonium compounds with high molecular weights behave 
chemically as strong-base anion exchangers and require lower concentrat ions of 
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s a l t i n g - o u t  agen t s .  A g a i n  s e l e c t i v i t y  f o r  i n d i v i d u a l  l a n t h a n o n s  is l o w  and  ap-  

p a r e n t l y  n o n - m o n o t o n i c  in S C N  . E u  3+ is the  m o s t  e x t r a c t a b l e  L n  f r o m  S C N  , 

b u t  e x t r a c t s  m u c h  less  r e a d i l y  t h a n  A m  3÷ a n d  C m  3+. In  n i t r a t e  t h e  l igh te r  

l a n t h a n o n s  a r e  m o r e  e x t r a c t a b l e  than  t h e  h e a v i e r  o n e s .  

A p p a r e n t l y  t he  f a v o r i t e  t e r t i a r y  a m i n e s  and  q u a t e r n a r y  a lky l  a m m o n i u m  sa l t s  

a r e  t h o s e  c o n t a i n i n g  a m i x t u r e  o f  e i g h t -  and  t e n - c a r b o n  c h a i n s .  C o m m e r c i a l  

m a t e r i a l s  in p o p u l a r  u s a g e  a r e  A l a m i n e  336 a n d  A l i q u a t  336, a n d  t he i r  

e q u i v a l e n t s  A d o g e n  364 a n d  464. 
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q =  

R =  
rio n = 

S= 
Srnax 

T =  
U= 

U ( r )  = 

Xop ! 

Xuncorr = 

Z =  

number of 4f electrons 
internuclear distance 
ionic radius 
total spin quantum number 
highest S of electron configuration 
absolute temperature 
Hubbard parameter 
central field 
optical electronegativity 
Uncorrected optical elec- 
tronegativity of 4f group central 
atom 
atomic number 

z = ionic charge (or oxidation state) 
a = electric dipolar polarizability 
/3 = nephelauxetic ratio 

zig = change of free energy 

A H  = change of enthalpy 
AHatom = heat of atomization 
AHhydr : hydration energy of gaseous ion 

~m = binding energy of single electron to 
closed-shell core 

~'m = Land6 parameter of spin-orbit 
coupling 

K = parameter of hydration energy 
difference 

~,,q.= wavenumber of sharp bands of 
R(III) aqua ion _ 

ue.t. = w a v e - - ' o f  first strong electron 
transfer band 

erA= softness parameter according to 
Ahrland 

~rK=softness parameter according to 
Klopman 

1. Electronic densities of spherical symmetry 

The  tit le of  this  c h a p t e r  " T h e o r e t i c a l  C h e m i s t r y "  shou ld  no t  be  e x t r a p o l a t e d  
p r e c o c i o u s l y  to a s i tua t ion  w h e r e  fhe t h e r m o d y n a m i c  equ i l ib r i a  d e t e r m i n e d  by  
f ree  e n e r g y  d i f fe rences ,  and  the  k ine t i c  r eac t i on  ra tes ,  can  be  ca l cu l a t ed  wi th  
sufficient p rec i s ion .  One  of  s eve ra l  m a j o r  diff icult ies is tha t  a (non- l inear )  
mo lecu l e  or  p o l y a t o m i c  ion con ta in ing  N nuc le i  has  its e n e r g y  d e t e r m i n e d  by  
po ten t i a l  su r f aces  hav ing  ( 3 N - 6 )  spa t i a l  va r i ab les ,  a s s u m i n g  the  va l id i ty  of  the  
B o r n - O p p e n h e i m e r  a p p r o x i m a t i o n  (where  th ree  ro t a t i ona l  and  th ree  t rans-  
la t ional  deg ree s  of  f r e e d o m  can  be neg lec ted) .  The  typ ica l  q u a n t u m - c h e m i c a l  
ca lcu la t ion  a s s u m e s  a f ixed set  of  i n t e rnuc l e a r  d i s t ances  (by  the way ,  this  
m a n i f o l d  of  d i s t a n c e s  is sufficient  to c h a r a c t e r i z e  the nuc l ea r  ske l e ton  wi thou t  
any  exp l ic i t  r e f e r e n c e  to the po in t -g roup ,  if the  d i s t inc t ion  b e t w e e n  op t i ca l ly  
ac t ive  e n a n t i o m e r s  is neg lec ted) .  H e n c e ,  Such a ca l cu l a t i on  is in t r ins ica l ly  
su i tab le  for  s p e c t r o s c o p i c  t r ans i t i ons  and for  i on iza t ion  p r o c e s s e s  s tud ied  in 
p h o t o - e l e c t r o n  spec t ra ,  in bo th  ca ses  o b e y i n g  the F r a n c k - C o n d o n  p r inc ip le ,  
whe re  a def ini te  d i s t r i bu t ion  of  nuc l ea r  pos i t i ons  occurs .  On the  o the r  hand,  the  
genera l  c h e m i c a l  r e a c t i o n  is ad iaba t i c  in the  sense  tha t  the  i n t e r n u c l e a r  d i s t ances  
are a l lowed  to va ry .  

O b v i o u s l y ,  the  eva lua t i on  of  po t en t i a l  su r f aces  in ( 3 N -  5 ) -d imens iona l  spaces  
b e c o m e s  far  more  c o m p l i c a t e d  and t i m e - c o n s u m i n g ,  when  the  n u m b e r  2( of  
nucle i  inc reases .  This  is one r e a s o n  w h y  theo re t i ca l  c h e m i s t r y  in the  s t rong  
sense  is gene ra l ly  r e s t r i c t ed  to smal l  m o l e c u l e s  in the  g a s e o u s  s ta te .  H o w e v e r ,  it 
is not  poss ib l e  to c o n c l u d e  f rom the  pos i t ive  d i s soc i a t i on  e n e r g y  of  a g iven  
molecu le  (to i so la ted ,  g a s e o u s  a toms)  tha t  the re  is s t ab i l i ty  in the  c o n d e n s e d  
s ta tes  ( l iquids,  a m o r p h o u s  and c rys t a l l i ne  sol ids) .  F o r  ins tance ,  the  d i a tomic  
mo lecu l e s  BH and  SiO r e a r r a n g e  by  c o n d e n s a t i o n ,  and  N O  is t h e r m o d y n a m i c -  
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ally highly unstable relative to N2 and Oz. The same is true (at modera te  
temperature)  for CO in spite of this molecule having one of the highest known 
dissociation energies. The gaseous state is particularly favourable  toward uni- 
positive complex ions if the criterion of dissociation energies to monatomic  
species is accepted.  It is confirmed by mass-spect ra  that nearly all combinat ions 
MX + (including noble gases being M) are stable toward dissociation, whereas  
the calculations for neutral H L i H e  (containing six electrons) show marginal 
stability, as the only probable  case of a neutral helium compound.  On the other 
hand, quantum-chemical  studies of H~, C H ;  ~, H e l l  +, H e O  +, C~ (having a ground 
state with a total spin quantum number S = ~) and ArF + have been thorough and 
convincing. All of these species are far  too oxidizing or too acidic to be 
compatible  with any known solvents or anions to form solid salts. 

Never theless ,  there are a quite specific set of propert ies  of  lanthanide 
compounds  closely related to the behaviour  of gaseous atoms and posit ive ions. 
For instance, a system containing q electrons can show the values of  

S = 0 (singlet), 1 (triplet), 2 (quintet), 3 (septet), 4 (nonet) . . . .  

when the number  q is even, and 

S = ½ (doublet), 3 (quartet), ~ (sextet), 7 (octet) . . . .  

when q is odd. The words in parentheses  are the old names,  cus tomary  in atomic 
spect roscopy,  when Russel l -Saunders  coupling is a good approximation.  In 
actual practice,  it is of little importance  that the highest possible value of S is ½q. 
Whereas the two-electron a toms He,  Li +, Be +z . . . .  have sharply defined singlet 
and triplet energy levels, the lowest  quartet  levels of the three-electron atoms 
Li, Be + . . . .  have far higher energies than the first ionization energy correspond-  
ing to format ion  of the closed-shell electron configuration ls z (containing only 
one state, a singlet) by belonging to the highly excited configuration ls2s2p. The 
strong bonding of two electrons in the inner shell ls prevents  S values higher 
than 2 f rom being readily observed in the six-electron atoms C , N  +, O +2 . . . .  and 
in the eight-electron atoms O, F +, Ne +z . . . . .  

The general consensus among organic chemists  is that normal molecules are 
diamagnetic and have S = 0. Species having positive S are called " f ree  radicals"  
and are expected  rapidly to dimerize or to perform other reactions,  with S 
vanishing in all end products.  This does not prevent  a few molecules (such as 
NO and CIO2) containing an odd number  of electrons and having ground states 
with S = ½. It is much more striking that certain molecules have posit ive S in 
spite of an even number  of electrons. Oz was shown by Faraday  to be paramag-  
netic, and Lennard - Jones  demonst ra ted  that  the six states of  the lowest  M.O. 
(molecular orbital) configuration consti tute three energy levels, the lowest  with 
S = 1 and the other t w o  with S = 0. This case of a triplet ground state is a 
consequence of a general result of two orbitals having exact ly the same energy 
for group-theoretical  reasons,  containing only two of the four possible electrons. 
Such behaviour  is far more f requent  in the transition groups. Thus,  the large 
majori ty of manganese(II )  and iron(III)  compounds  contain five 3d-like electrons 
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and show S = 5 in their ground states. Actually, in the 3d group, the compounds  
seem to be particularly stable when S is high. 

H o w e v e r  much the posit ive S values may  seem unexpected  to chemists  
working mainly with elements  outside the transition groups,  the high S values of 
ground states belonging to an electron configuration with one or several  part ly 
filled shells are well known in mona tomic  entities. Charlotte Moore  has compiled 
all the energy levels except  for  the lanthanides and the elements  f rom thorium 
onwards.  It  is to be hoped that  the fourth volume of "Atomic  Energy Leve l s"  
will be published soon. Even before  1927, Hund  had established rules for the 
various quantum numbers  of the ground state of a monatomic  species containing 
one part ly filled /-shell. For historical reasons,  these non-negative integers are 
called: 

I = 0  1 2 3 4 5 . . .  
s p d f g h . . .  

and a given shell character ized by the combinat ion of the posit ive integer n 
(larger than l) and l is able to accommoda te  a maximum of (4 /+  2) electrons. 
Until the half-filled shell containing (2 /+  1) electrons is reached,  the ground 
state of a sys tem containing q electrons (written as right, hand superscripts  3d q 
or 4f q) has S = ½q. In the second half of the shell, S = ½(4/+ 2 -  q) in agreement  
with Pauli 's  hole-equivalence principle (actually, the number  of states and the 
distribution of other quantum numbers  such as L and J are also the same in the 
two cases).  It  is important  for chemists  not to confuse  the spin componen t  Ms 
along a selected linear axis with S. Though the highest Ms value of a given 
sys tem corresponds  to the highest S, it is not valid to conclude that a lower Ms 
necessarily belongs to a lower S. The psychological  problem is that boxes with 
arrows pointing in one of two opposi te  directions have been very popular  among 
chemists  as a representat ion of Ms being the ari thmetic sum of +½ or -½ of each 
electron. However ,  quintet, triplet and singlet states can all have  Ms zero. 

The concepts  derived f rom atomic spectra have been very  important  in the 
recent  progress of understanding spectroscopic  propert ies  and such chemical 
questions as the deviations of the oxidation state f rom M(III)  and the conditions 
for metallic character  of  the compounds .  We return to these individual proper-  
ties specifically dependent  on 4f q in section 2, and we start with the smoothly 
varying propert ies  which can be described as if the lanthanide M(III)  is a sphere 
of electronic density gradually decreasing its radius f rom lanthanum to lutetium. 
The contributions of quantum chemist ry  to this, apparent ly  simpler problem, 
have been much more qualitative than the specifically spectroscopic  statements.  

1.1 Ionic radii and coordination number N 

Seen f rom the point of  view of quantum mechanics ,  a monatomic  entity has 
no distinct surface. The structure of  Schr6dinger 's  equat ion indicates an 
exponential  decrease of the wave  function (and its square) as a function of large 

, iu~ tnuc lea r  distance r. Actually, the wave function of a one-electron a tom 
J e ~Jr rc~a.~ 
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decreases asymptot ical ly  as exp (-(2E)l/2r) in atomic units 

length: 1 bohr = 0.52917 ,~ = 5.2917 × 10-" m, 
energy: 1 hartree = 2 rydberg = 27.2116 eV = 219474.6 cm -t, 
velocity of light in vacuo: 137.036 . . .  bohr /a tomic  unit of time, 

where - E  is the negative energy of a stat ionary state. Though one might choose 
a limit of negligible size of the exponential  function as a measure  of the radius 
there is no doubt  that such a choice would produce atomic radii of the type 
known f rom solidified noble gases, much larger than the radii known from 
ordinary compounds .  It  is general exper ience from crystal lography of solids that 
the closest  interatomic contacts  fall into two categories: the former  type of Van 
der Waals radii well-known f rom internuclear distances between two adjacent  
neutral molecules in a crystal,  and the chemical  bonds. The few except ions of 
internuclear distances falling in the open interval be tween the two categories are 
quite interesting; one type is due to short  contacts  between metalloid a toms due 
to strong hydrogen bonds (Speakman,  1972) such as F H F -  and H2OHOH~ and 
another  type is due to residual chemical interactions which are quite f requent  
between adjacent  sulfur atoms or between iodine atoms (Murray-Rust  et al., 
1975). 

Slater (1964) emphasized that Bragg's  original suggestion was to assign atomic 
radii to each element  independent  of the nature of the chemical  bonding. This 
proposal  is remarkably  accurate  but has certain weaknesses .  Thus,  the ces ium-  
cesium distances in colorless NaCl- type CsF are shorter than in metallic cesium, 
though the former  compound shows no sign of not being almost  exclusively 
electrovalent.  Students are often impressed by the highly different ionic and 
covalent  radii given in text-books for  a given element. This distinction is to a 
large extent  an illusion. Roughly speaking, the Cation M +z in a compound  MX~ is 
said to have an ionic radius 0.8.~ smaller than  the covalent  radius of the M 
atoms,  whereas  the anion X is said to have an ionic radius 0.8/~ larger than the 
covalent  radius of X. Since the observable  quantity is the M - X  distance, the 
discrepancy bdtween the two descriptions usually falls within the same interval 
of about  0.1 A as defined f rom the dispersion of apparent  ionic radii of the same 
M +~ in different compounds .  I t  must  be added, in all fairness,  that a certain 
boundar~y condition exists for  this problem of dividing the M - X  internuclear 
distance in two ionic radii so that the choice of crystal type in highly elec- 
t rovalent  compounds  can be rationalized by the packing of hard spheres of two 
distinct radii. Thus,  the iodide-iodide contacts  in NaCl- type LiI and the oxide-  
oxide contacts  in CaFz-type CeO2 give higher limits to the ionic radii of iodide 
and oxide. 

It  may be worthwhile considering explicitly the methodology of determining 
internuclear distances. Diffraction techniques of crystalline solids provide a 
t ime-average picture of the average content  of  the distinct unit cell, which is able 
exactly to fill the crystal  without gaps or overlap by translations in three 
directions. Some internuclear distances are particularly well known, when they 
are geometrical  constants  multiplying the unit cell lengths (in which case the 
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atoms considered are said to occupy special positions). Thus, the cubic (having 
three equivalent cartesian axes) crystal  types CsC1, NaC1, CuCI (frequently 
called zincblende, because it is one of the modifications known of ZnS) and CaF2 
have all their atoms at special positions. The distances to atoms at general 
positions (e.g. the Pt-C1 distances in the regular octahedron found in the cubic 
type K2PtC16) are much more difficult to evaluate with great precision, and the 
experimental  data needed are relative intensities of spots on a Weissenberg 
diagram, or less preferably,  lines on a Debye powder  diagram. Actually, one of 
the early arguments for almost exclusive electrovalent  bonding was the vanish- 
ing intensity of reflections dependent  only on the difference between the two 
constituents in NaCl-type NaF, KC1 and RbBr having both the cation and the 
anion isoelectronic with neon, argon and krypton,  respectively. 

There is no doubt that crystallographers tend to overest imate the symmetry of 
their crystals, either by neglecting weak reflections, by studying twin samples, or 
simply by putting atoms on esthetically satisfactory positions and obtaining 
reasonable agreement with the calculated intensities. In the chemistry of the rare 
earths, one frequently meets statistically disordered, non-stoichiometric 
compounds,  even of cubic symmetry.  It is quite obvious that many inorganic 
compounds do not contain distinct molecules. Thus, in NaCI, each Na ÷ is 
surrounded by a regular octahedron of six C1 , and each C1 is surrounded by a 
regular octahedron of six Na +. Hence,  in both cases, the coordination number 
N = 6 for both the cation and the anion. In CsC1, they both have N = 8. In a 
way, CaF2 is a super-structure of CsC1, lacking half the cations in a systematic 
manner (and retaining cubic symmetry).  Ca +z has N = 8 with eight F-  forming a 
cube, whereas F-  has N = 4 with four  Ca +2 forming a regular tetrahedron. 
Goldschmidt pointed out that many CaFz-type minerals are strongly non-stoi- 
chiometric~ Thus ,y t t rof luor i te  Ca~-xYxF2+x contains yttrium(Ill)  to the extent  of 
x up to 0.3, and the excess fluoride is situated on the empty cation positions 
(compared with CsC1) like the excess ox ide  in the non-stoichiometric UOz+x. On 
the  whole, it is more usual to have a deficit of anions in the statistically 
disordered fluorites, as is known from thorianite Thl-xRxOz-0.~x (in the following, 
R denotes a mixture of various lanthanides). It is possible to drive synthetic 
samples of Thl_~La~Oz-0.5~ up to x = 0.54. The Nernst  lamp (Mfbius,  1962, 1964) 
is a mixed oxide such as CaF2-type Zrl-~YxO2-0.sx or Zrl_xMgxOz-x (with x 
around 0.1) conducting electricity above 500°C, not by transport  of electrons 
(like in metals and semiconductors) but by diffusion of oxide anions among the 
vacant positions (more similar to hot AgI or to molten salts). Such mixed oxides 
are conveniently prepared by co-precipitating mixed aqueous solutions (contain- 
ing the quadrivalent and trivalent metals) with aqueous ammonia (not producing 
non-volatile cations). The hydroxide precipitate is washed, dried and calcined, 
say at 800°C, to an intimately mixed oxide, though the crystal type (J0rgensen 
and Rittershaus, 1967) identified with Debye powder  diagrams does not always 
correspond to thermodynamic equilibrium. Thus, equal amounts  of erbium(III) 
and zirconium(IV) produce the disordered fluorite Er0.sZr0.5Ol.75 statistically 
lacking an eighth of the oxide. The same result is obtained with dysprosium(III) 
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when the mixed hydroxide is calcined at moderate temperatures, whereas 
DyzZr207 prepared at 1200°C is a cubic superstructure of fluorite, pyrochlore, 
where M(III) has N = 8 in a distorted cube and M(IV) has N = 6 in a distorted 
octahedron. The pyrochlore structure has been carefully investigated in Er2Ti207 
where the smaller Ti(IV) pulls the oxide anions away from Er(III). Caro (1972) 
has discussed the interesting situation that certain disordered mixed oxides show 
epitaxial layer structures which also can be studied using electron micrographs. 

One of the striking aspects of certain crystal structures containing rare earths 
is that small but systematic deviations occur from high symmetries. Thus, the 
cubic perovskite SrTiO3 has the large strontium(II) surrounded by twelve oxide 
anions forming a tetrakaidecahedron (usually called a cuboctahedron) and the 
smaller titanium(IV) surrounded by six oxides anions in a regular octahedron. 
Related materials such as BaTiO3 (which should not be called titanates because 
they do not contain discrete titanate anions like carbonate in BaCOa or phos- 
phate and orthovanadate in RPO4 and RVO4) have transitions between crystal- 
line modifications of slightly different symmetry. In particular, some of these 
modifications are ferroelectric, having quite unusually large dielectric constants. 
This phenomenon has not been reported for the perovskites RMO3 formed by a 
large R(III) and a small M(III), such as aluminum. However, these perovskites 
have generally non-cubic symmetries. Their magnetic properties can be rather 
unusual in cases of M = chromium (having S = 3) and iron (S = 2) having a high 
spin quantum .number. Another interesting fact (Schneider and Roth, 1960) is 
that La(III) and the heaviest lanthanides have sufficiently different ionic radii 
that LaErO3, LaTmO3 and LaYbO3 are perovskites though some of these 
samples decompose by heating above 6500C, forming among other products a 
type of mixed oxide NdYO3 only characterized by its powder diagram (J~rgen- 
sen and Rittershaus, 1967). However, there is spectroscopic evidence (Faucher 
and Caro, 1975) that perovskites containing lanthanides such as La~_xEuxA103 
have rather low local symmetry, and one should not expect N = 12 to cor- 
respond to roughly equal La-O distances. 

The three 61assical types of rare earths are the hexagonal A-type R203 where 
R has N = 7 (two triangles in planes perpendicular on the axis containing the 
seventh neighbor atom), the complicated and low-symmetry B-type, and finally 
the cubic C-type (also known for Sc203, In203 and T1203) where N = 6. A quarter 
of R in the C-type has a surrounding similar to Ti in pyrochlore ErzTi207 
whereas 75% of the R have six oxide neighbors very far from forming a regular 
octahedron. Bergerhoff (1964) and Caro (1968) have pointed out that these highly 
irregular structures are much more regular when seen from the point of view of 
the oxygen atom. Actually, these and many other oxides have to a good 
approximation four atoms M in a circumscribing regular tetrahedron, as is 
known from the so-called basic beryllium acetate OBe4(OzCCH3)6 whereas N is 
also 4 in BeO and ZnO, but the structure is hexagonal (like in the wurtzite 
modification of ZnS). The corundum type (a-A1203) is also known from V2O 3 

(which is a physical metal above the Mott transition temperature), Cr203, Fe203 
and Ga203 and has N -- 4 for oxide and N = 6 for M(III) being much closer to a 
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regular octahedron than is the case for  C-type rare earths. It  may  be noted that 
in a binary compound MaXb where all the M atoms are equivalent,  and where all 
the X atoms are equivalent,  it is obvious that N (the number  of M - X  contacts) 
for M is (b/a) times N of X. 

The whole question of N for  tr ivalent lanthanides does not have the same 
context  as in the iron(3d), palladium(4d) and platinum(5d) transition groups. The 
number  q of 4f electrons does not have  a specific influence on N going f rom one 
lanthanide to the next, whereas  the d groups are very sensitive in this respect.  It  
may be instructive to compare  with one of the least transition-group-like 
elements,  nickel. It- is beyond discussion that certain compounds  exist of Ni(IV), 
Ni(III)  and Ni(0). These oxidation states are defined (J~rgensen, 1969a) f rom the 
presence of six, seven and ten 3d-like electrons in the preponderan t  electron 
configuration. However ,  the large major i ty  is nickel(II) containing eight 3d-like 
electrons. Among  these compounds ,  both the aqua ion Ni(H20)~ 2, the NaCI- type 
NiO, the highest ammonia  complex Ni(NH3)~ 2 and a large number  of other 
examples have N -- 6 with the neighbor atoms in a regular octahedron,  and all 
the known Ni(NH3),(H20)~_2, are approximate ly  octahedral.  Such cases,  also 
known f rom rutile-type (a tetragonal modification of TiO2) NiF2 and cubic 
perovski tes  such as KNiF3 all have N =  6 and are paramagnet ic ,  corresponding 
to S - - 1  of the  ground state. The diamagnetic (S = 0) nickel(II) complexes  
usually have N = 4 with the four  neighbor a toms in a square, such as Ni(CN)42 
with all nine nuclei situated on a Greek  cross,  or in a rectangle,  such as many  
sulfur-containing comp!exes  like di thiocarbamates  Ni(S2CNX2)2 and dithiophos- 
phates Ni(S2P(OX)2)2 where X is CH3, C2H5 . . . .  (J0rgensen, 1968b). However ,  
other diamagnetic nickel(II) complexes  have N = 5 like the red-orange  Ni(CN)~ 3 
(formed in strong cyanide solutions) which is te t ragonal-pyramidal  like 
Cu(NH3)~ z formed in concentrated ammonia  (Romano and Bjerrum, 1970). A 
few sporadic examples  of  unusual s te reochemis t ry  among paramagnet ic  (S = 1) 
complexes are now known, such as N = 4 in regular tetrahedral  NiC142 and 
NiBr42 occurring in certain non-aqueous solvents,  e.g. CH3CN, and in salts of 
large cations, e.g. N(C2Hs)LThis summary  of nickel(II) chemist ry  shows that N 
has the modera te  values 4, 5 and 6 also known f rom elements  outside the 
transition groups such as phosphorus(V),  indium(III)  and tin(IV) and that spec- 
troscopic propert ies  (color and absorpt ion spectra) and the choice between the 
alternatives S = 1 and 0 are intimately connected with the s tereochemistry .  The 
octahedral  cases with S = 1 have one anti-bonding electron in each of the two 
d-orbitals (pointing towards the neighbor atoms) having angular functions pro- 
portional to (x 2 -  y2) and (3z 2 -  r2), whereas  the three other d-orbitals with 
angular functions proport ional  to (xz), (yz) and (xy) are filled with six electrons. 
The former  feature  (of two electrons in two orbitals having the same energy) 
provides a ground state with S = 1 as in 02. The quadratic ("square-p lanar"  is 
rather redundant) cases with S = 0 have the strongly anti-bonding orbital (x 2 -  

y2)  directed toward the four  ligating a toms situated on the x- and y-axes empty ,  
and the four other d-orbitals filled. The tetragonal-pyramidal  cases of N = 5 and 
S = 0 have essentially the same distribution of electrons on the four  lower 
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orbitals, but an additional complication is the absence of a centre of inversion 
allowing the mixture of /-values of the nickel atom with opposite parity. Such 
weak intermixing has observable effects on the intensities of the absorption 
bands due to internal transitions in the partly filled shell (J~rgensen, 1975b). 

For reasons to be discussed below, it is quite certain that the 4f orbitals hardly 
have any influence on the chemical bonding in trivalent lanthanide compounds.  
This by no means excludes a considerable amount  of covalent bonding. Un- 
fortunately, it is very difficult to obtain reliable evidence for such bonding, 
because in the L.C.A.O. (linear combination of atomic orbitals) model, it is due 
to the five empty 5d orbitals and the empty 6s orbital. The same difficulty occurs 
at the end of the d groups, where the covalent bonding in copper(I), zinc(II) and 
gallium(III) compounds is highly probably, and due to the empty 4s orbital and, 
perhaps to a much lower extent,  to the three empty 4p orbitals. We return below 
to the more qualitative reasoning behind the comparison of compounds with 
metalloids of varying electronegativity, but it may be mentioned that strongly 
calcined CeO2 and ThO2 dissolve remarkably slowly in acids, even in boiling 
sulfuric acid. Though it cannot be excluded that the exceedingly large Madelung 
potential in these fluorite-type crystals provides a high Arrhenius activation 
energy for dissolution, it would  seem likely to be an expression of partly 
covalent bonding. Actually, the X-ray emission spectra (Bonnelle, 1976) of these 
oxides suggest a certain covalence involving a mixture of oxygen 2p orbitals 
with Ce4f and Th5f orbitals, e.g. having the angular function proportional to 
(xyz) pointing toward all eight neighbor atoms. Anybody dissolving sesquioxides 
in aqueous acids will also notice that A-type oxides react  rapidly, if not 
violently, like MgO, whereas  calcined C-type containing no carbonate is un- 
reactive. Furthermore,  it is striking that one may heat the suspension for some 
twenty minutes, and then, within a few minutes, a kind of autocatalytic reaction 
seems to occur, producing a limpid solution. 

For many years the general model used for M.O. calculations in molecules 
was L.C.A.O.; which might be justified by the very weak effects of chemical 
bonding (except hydrogen) compared with the binding energy (roughly Z 24 
rydberg) of the atoms consisting of a nucleus with the charge +Z  surrounded 
by Z electrons. However ,  this is a rather vague argument, because the loosest 
bound electrons have ionization energies I between 0.4 and 1.2rydberg, not 
much more than the bond dissociation energies. Whereas attempts to solve the 
Schr6dinger equation directly with a self-consistent potential for  electrons were 
previously made for infinite crystals (in the model of augmented plane waves) 
there has recently been a certain interest in the Xa model for oligoatomic 
systems (Johnson, 1973) providing I in good agreement with photo-electron 
spectra. One of the qualitative descriptions related to such direct techniques 
disregarding the LCAO hypothesis is the valence-shell electron-pair repulsion 
(VSEPR) elaborated by Gillespie (1972). This description has certain virtues for 
molecules formed by elements outside the transition groups, where a given 
spherical region of the valence shells is divided between bulky lone-pairs, and 
bonding electron pairs having smaller angular requirements when the other atom 
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has a higher electronegativity. It is obvious that such a description is related to 
the virial theorem, that the electronic kinetic energy in any stationary state 
cancels exactly half the potential energy. Orbitals with high I can tolerate being 
confined in a smaller volume, since the kinetic energy (assuming identical 
shapes) is inversely proportional to the square of the scaling factor  expressing 
the relative linear extension. However ,  the weak point is that it is an empirical 
fact  that the 2p group elements (boron to fluorine) have four electron pairs in 
their valence shell (as first suggested by Lewis in the so-called octet  hypothesis) 
whereas the subsequent elements tend to have six pairs. Such behavior could be 
rationalized if the idea of Kimball of non-overlapping spheres each containing 
two electrons was a good approximation, yielding a picture of tetrahedral or 
octahedral distributions of spheres. Quantitatively, this picture is unsatisfactory 
by yielding far too high values for  the kinetic energies of the electrons confined 
in the spheres, and in the writer 's opinion, it is a misunderstanding to explain the 
more or less successful VSEPR description by Pauli 's exclusion principle. This 
principle only demands mutual orthogonality of the orbitals each containing at 
most two electrons, but does not demand lack of coexistence of several orbitals 
in our three-dimensional space. Thus, the integral of the product  A~A~ of the 
square of two angular functions AI and Az on a spherical surface with constant r 
is 3 for  the two p-orbitals (x) and (y) compared with A 2 of the d-orbital having A3 

proportional to (xy). Again, this integral expressing spatial coexistence is ~ for 
the two d-orbitals (concentrated in the xy-plane) having angular functions 
proportional to (x 2 -  y2) and (xy) compared with A3 z for the corresponding 
g-orbital. It is a much more profound fact that in spite of electrostatic inter- 
actions being the only attraction acting in atoms, molecules and crystals, the 
kinetic operator is the specific feature of quantum mechanics preventing im- 
plosion, since the potential energy Of a stable electrostatic system becomes x 
times more negative, when all the distances are divided by x. Ruedenberg (1962) 
analyzed thoroughly how the changes of kinetic energy are the driving force 
behind covalent bonding. It may be noted that the kinetic operator  and the virial 
theorem also determine the average radius of the ls election in a hydrogen atom, 
where Pauli's exclusion principle plays no r61e. A fundamental  difficulty for  
electron-pair descriptions is that it is by no means certain that all chemical bonds 
can be assigned two electrons in a significant way. Whereas the 18-electron rule 
(that N of d q systems, assuming even q, is ½(18-q))  has a certain success, in 
particular for  organometallic complexes (though many exceptions are known, 
such as square d 8 Ni(CN)~ 2 and linear d ~° Cu(CN)2) there are all kinds of 
difficulties involved in assigning 2N electrons to covalent bonding, culminating 
in NaCl-type oxides, nitrides and carbides (e.g. NiO, CdO, LaN and HfC) where 
N = 6  in excess of the number 4 of conceivable valence orbitals, and in 
CaF2-type Be2C with N = 8 of carbon (JCrgensen, 1971b). 

When considering the high variability of N of lanthanides recently reviewed 
by Sinha (1976), it is not probable that any intrinsic property of the 4f group 
atoms predetermines a high propensity for a given N and symmetry,  as known 
from octahedral 3d 3 chromium(III),  3d 6 cobalt(III), 3d 8 nickel(II), 4d 6 
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rhodium(III) and 5d  6 iridium(III) and platinum(IV). In the lanthanides, N = 3 is 
represented not only by gaseous RBr3 and RI3 (of which certain optical 
transitions have great theoretical interest, seen below) but  also by the 
tris-complex of N(Si(CH3)3)] containing the chromophore  (central atom plus the 
surrounding nearest neighbour atoms) R011)N3 (Bradley et al., 1973). The 
lutetium complex anion containing Lu(III)C4 (like tetraphenylborate) with four 
1-deprotonated 2,6-dimethyl benzene ligands represents one of the rare well- 
established cases of N = 4. The chromophore  Er(III)S4 can be realized by 
incorporating small amounts of erbium in crystalline CdGazS4. Though N = 6 is 
not rare, the regular octahedron is not at all frequent.  RCI6 -3, RBr63 and RI63 are 
known in aprotic solvents (Ryan and J~rgensen, 1966; Ryan, 1969) such as 
acetonitrile, and in certain salts (Schwartz,  1975; Serra and Thompson,  1976) 
such as Cs2NaEuCI6. The crystalline structures show a distribution of N = 7, 8 
and 9 peaking perhaps slightly above 8. In most cases, one cannot determine a 
generally valid description of the ligating atoms forming a definite polyhedron. 
N = 12 is known (Zalkin et al., 1963) in the cubic crystals 
[Mg(H20)6~+]3[R(O2NO)6312, 6H20 where twelve oxygen atoms from six bidentate 
nitrate ligands form an approximately regular icosahedron. Interestingly enough, 
Judd (1957) had predicted the icosahedral chromophore  Nd(III)Olz from the 
fine-structure of the J-levels studied by absorption spectra, before the crystal 
structure was determined. Whereas boron chemistry represents several cases of 
icosahedral cage structures, they are not frequent,  because a repeated crystal 
lattice cannot  contain five-fold axes. This does not prevent  oligoatomic sub- 
systems in a crystal having rotational axes of any order. Thus, the cerium(III) 
cyclooctatetraenide complex Ce(C8H8)2 is isosteric with uranocene U(CsHs)2 and 
has N = 16, the ligands forming two regular octagons in parallel planes. Quite 
generally, the recently developing organolanthanide chemistry shows many 
examples of high N (though the tetra-phenyl derivatives have N = 4 only) such 
as the bridged chloro- and cyclopentadienide complex (CsHs)2YbC12Yb(CsHs)2 
with N =  12, containing the chromophore  Yb(III)C10C12 and the cyclo- 
hexylisonitrile adduct of ytterbium(III) cyclopentadienide (CsHs)3YbCNC6Hll 
having N = 16, quite analogous to the uranium(IV) complex (CsHs)3UC1. At this 
point, it may be worthwhile noting that the only reasonable definition of N in 
ferrocene Fe(CsHs)2 is 10 because 10 equivalent Fe-C distances occur. A 
superstitious respect  for  the 18-electron rule has induced some authors to the 
almost metaphysical  opinio n that N = 6 in this molecule, in spite of 3 and 5 
containing no common prime factors.  

We may return to the meaning of interatomic distances and of the coor- 
dination number N. It is a minor detail that diffractiOn of X-rays indicates the 
centre of electronic density and diffraction of neutrons (disregarding the effects 
of partly filled shells observed in magnetically ordered compounds) indicates the 
position of the nuclei. Even when not demanded by symmetry,  these two 
techniques agree very closely, and actually, the electronic densities seem to be a 
superposition of standard atomic quantities, with the marginal except ion of 
hydrogen atoms, which are deformed and somewhat  contracted (as predicted by 
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Ruedenberg, 1962) in compounds.  A more serious problem is the time-average of 
the vibrational motion distorting the instantaneous picture obtained b y  spec- 
troscopic techniques. In modern,  refined crystal structures, ellipsoids of thermal 
motion are determined. By the same token, the rotational spectra (studied in the 
microwave region) of gaseous molecules give a time-average. Diatomic mole- 
cules show the average of R 2 from which a so-called internuclear distance R 
can be given with five or six decimals, in spite of the standard deviation on an 
instantaneous picture being several percent. On the other hand, electron 
diffl:action of gaseous molecules produce time-average interatomic distances 
much like X-ray diffraction but lacking the anisotropic information derived from 
the spatial orientation in the crystal. In all cases, it can become a problem to 
define N if a distribution of non-equivalent distances is obtained. For  instance, 
La(III) in LaF3 has eleven fluorine neighbors, but two have such long distances 
that N = 9 may be the better description. It is a matter of taste whether CsC1 
with identical Cs and C1 (known from metallic iron and tungsten) has N = 8 or 
14, six of the distances being 15.47% longer than the eight. 

1.2. Ionization energies and hydration energies 

Alfred Werner  was the first to argue that aqua ions M(H20)~ z are complexes 
of coordinated water molecules on an equal footing with ammonia or other 
complexes. The prototype of an aqua ion is the mixed complex Co(NH3)s(H~O) +3 
studied by S.M. Jorgensen, where a reversible (pH dependent)  equilibrium 
occurs with Haq (in contrast  to NH~ in liquid ammonia, it is not certain that H30 + 
o r  H90~- occur  in aqueous solution, and such species last for  a very short time 
before the proton is somewhere else in the solvent) and Co(NH3)~OH +2. As early 
as 1909, Niels Bjerrum suggested that Cr(H20)6 ~3 would persist, both in alums 
and in water, partly based on the slow equilibrium with C1- and with NCS to 
form Cr(H~O)~C1 +2 and Cr(H20)sNCS +2. Regularities in kinetic evidence sugges- 
ted that the rate-determining step in all such reactions is the dissociation to a 
highly reactive Cr(H20)~ 3 but this could not be firmly proven before Taube 
(1952) used the isotope oxygen 18 for tracer experiments,  finding a half-life of 
the exchange of water molecules with the bulk solvent about 1 day at 25°C. A 
similar (much cheaper) experiment  with deuterium does not yield a significant 
result because of the rapid equilibrium with Cr(HzO)5OH +z (and H~)  recombin- 
ing with D~q to form Cr(H20)5(DOH) +3 and finally Cr(D20)~ 3 without ever 
breaking the Cr-O bonds. The latter reactions can be recognized by having rates 
inversely proportional to the concentrat ion of H,+q as found by Niels Bjerrum for 
the reaction between chromium(III) aqua ions and anions. 

From a classical physico-chemical point of view, it is not possible to deter- 
mine the coordination number N of an aqua ion from equilibria in a strong 
excess of water, or for that matter of an ammonia complex in liquid ammonia. 
As first pointed out by Niels Bjerrum the fact that visible absorption spectra of 
colored complexes are almost exclusively determined by the first coordination 
sphere (the immediate neighbor atoms forming what we call the inorganic 
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chromophore)  can be used to recognize a definite complex, even when it is an 
aqua ion with well-defined N and symmetry.  This approach has been favored by 
the comparison with reflection or absorption spectra of solids with known 
crystalline structure, and by the understanding of the excited levels of the partly 
filled d shell using what is traditionally called the "ligand field" theory,  though it 
is really MO theory with particular emphasis on effects of interelectronic 
repulsion (which are generally smaller for the high S values, explaining Hund's  
rule). Since about 1955, it has been possible in many cases to recognize N and 
the geometry of the chromophore.  The nature of the ligands determines the 
numerical values (when sufficient information is known about the central atom) 
of the parameters  of the description in the spectrochemical  series and the 
nephelauxetic series. On the other hand, arguments derived from transport  
properties in electrolysis, or from extraction into other solvents, may give an 
idea about  how many water molecules are transported together with an aqua ion, 
but they do not give reliable information about  how many of these molecules are 
situated in the first coordination sphere. There is little doubt that the ligating 
water molecules are particularly apt to form intricate hydrogen bonds to the 
solvent just outside the first coordination sphere. This is one reason why aqua 
ions can be so remarkably reluctant to react  with anions. Thus, [Al(H20)6]CI3 can 
be crystallized from concentrated hydrochloric acid. This is also true for 
grey-violet [Cr(H20)6]C13 though the equilibrium in the supernatant solution 
contains green species such as [Cr(HzO)4Clz] ÷. 

At the present  time, the central atoms fall in two rather distinct groups as far 
as identification of a definite aqua ion in an aqueous solution goes. The 
absorption spectra and "ligand field" arguments have put N = 6 with regular 
octahedral symmetry on a firm basis for Ti(III), V(II), V(III), Cr(III), Mn(II), 
Fe(II), Fe(III), Co(II), Ni(II), Ru(II), Ru(III) and Rh(III) in agreement with 
Werner 's  ideas. There are some problems with Jahn-Teller  unstable Cr(II), 
Mn(III) and Cu(II) which we do not need to discuss here. Palladium(II) seems to 
form a square,Pd(H20)~ 2 though certain aspects of formation constants and band 
intensities (Jerrgensen, 1963a and 1975b) may indicate weak deviations from high 
symmetry on an instantaneous picture, as is also true for copper(II). The 
progress in the field of colorless aqua ions has been more difficult, and 
conclusive evidence for  N has mainly been obtained from oxygen 17 nuclear 
magnetic resonance.  It is no great surprise that Be(H20)~ 2 is regular tetrahedral;  
in alkaline solution, it is deprotonated to the anion Be(OH)42 (corresponding to 
the amphoteric behaviour  of the beryllium hydroxide precipitate being soluble in 
an excess of OH-).  The hexaqua ions of magnesium(II), aluminum(III), zinc(II) 
and gallium(III) have been fully established. Following the pioneering work of 
Jannik Bjerrum (1941, 1950) on the mixed aqua-ammonia complexes 
Ni(NH3)n(HzO)~2n there was a tendency to identify the highest n for  the 
ammonia complex of a given central atom (in a definite oxidation state) with N 
for the aqua ion. This has been verified for Cr(III), Fe(II), Co(II), Co(III), Ni(II), 
Ru(II), Ru(III) and Rh(III) but is not necessarily universally valid. Though 
Zn(NH3)~ 2 is tetrahedral, the overwhelming majority of zinc(II) aqua ions are 
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octahedral. It is true that the linear Ag(NH3)~ has not been shown to react  with 
additional ammonia in aqueous solution, but this is no proof  of the constitution 
of the silver(I) aqua ion, and there is actually evidence (Gans et al., 1976) that 
liquid ammonia contains Ag(NH3)L Generally,  the linear d ~° systems are always 
somewhat suspected for increasing their N to 3, 4 or 6. The isoelectronic species 
Au(NH3)~, Au(CH3)2, Hg(NH3)~ 2, Hg(CH3)2 and TI(CH3)~, or the linear penta- 
tomic NCAuCN-  and NCHgCN are strikingly stable, but most  of them are 
known to add the same or differing ligands to form tetrahedral mercury(II)  and 
thallium(III) complexes,  e.g. HgX42 and TlX4. On the other hand, octahedral 
TIC163 is only known f rom crystals such as the highly insoluble [Co(NHa)6]T1C16 
but has not been detected in concentrated hydrochloric acid containing T1C14. 

To the author 's  best knowledge, N has not been established for the aqua ions 
of Li(I), Na(I), Ca(II), Sc(III), Ag(I), Cd(II), In(III), Hg(I1), Tl(I), Tl(III), Pb(II), 
Bi(III), Th(IV) and U(IV). Sufficiently large (and weakly positive) cations such as 
K +, Rb ÷, Cs + and Ba +2 have not been included in this list, recognizing the high 
probability that these ions do not fix a definite number of water molecules. 
In view of the discussion of the concept  N given above, we must distinguish two 
kinds of difficulties: in an instantaneous picture, the aqueous solution may 
contain a mixture of different aqua ion species, either differing in symmetry 
alone, or also in N, but having roughly equal M-O internuclear distances 
compatible with an unusual vibrational motion, or another situation may occur 
where not only the number of nearest  oxygen neighbor atoms varies, but also a 
great dispersion of different distances to the same central atom M. Though the 
two situations are not separated by a clear-cut dividing line, it is obvious that the 
description of the aqua ion as a distinct stoichiometric species cannot be taken 
seriously in the second case, whereas it is still legitimate to speak about the 
thermodynamic quantities characterizing the "standard state of the aqua ion in 
dilute aqueous solution" though these quantities may have somewhat un- 
exPected differential quotients with respect  to the temperature,  due to a 
con t i nuous r ea r r angemen t  of the probability distribution of the various in- 
stantaneous pictures. The chemist should not yield to a conditional reflex of 
agnostic doubt in all such cases. For  instance, the kinetic behaviour of 
chromium(III) in aqueous solution would be entirely different if concentrat ions 
above 10-14M of Cr(H20)~ 3 or Cr(H20)~ 3 (with roughly equal Cr-O distances) 
occurred. Furthermore,  a small concentrat ion of distorted nickel(II) aqua ions 
(say 1%) would show up in a comparison of the absorption spectrum of 
Ni(H20)g 2 in water with a crystalline sample, because most conceivable dis- 
tortions strongly enhance the band intensities. For  instance, a chromophore  with 
odd N cannot possess a centre of inversion, and we know from the hundred 
times higher band intensities of CoX42 and NiX~ 2 compared with the aqua ions 
what influence the lack of a centre of inversion has. This does not prevent  
systems containing more than three nuclei (considered as points) from nearly 
always belonging to the point-group C1 (having only identity as symmetry 
element) and not to the (frequently highly symmetric) point-group characterizing 
the time-average picture. 
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In a sense, the aqua ions of the rare earths (including scandium, yttrium and 
the elements f rom lanthanum to lutetium) fall in between the two cases of 
defined and indefinite N. It is highly probable that N of the scandium(III) aqua 
ion is above 6 in spite of octahedral Sc(III) anion complexes (such as S c F 6  3) 

existing. This difference from iron(III) and gallium(III) aqua ions may explain 
the discrepancies between the trend in observed formation constants of 3d group 
M(III) complexes and the interpolation (Jorgensen, 1974a) expected from "ligand 
field" arguments. The first crystal structure of a lanthanide aqua ion without 
anions in the first coordination sphere was [Nd(H20)9](BrO3)3 determined by 
Helmholz (1939), and yttrium and all the lanthanides form isotypic ennea-aqua 
bromates. Another complete series of ennea-aqua salts is the ethylsulfates 
[R(H20)9](C2HsSO4)3. In both these series, six of the oxygen nuclei f rom the 
water molecules form almost exactly a trigonal prism. The three other oxygen 
nuclei are situated in an equilateral triangle in the plane midway between the 
other two triangles parallel to it, but  rotated 60 ° in the middle plane. This 
geometry for N = 9  is not very frequent;  one clear-cut analogy is the 
rhenium(VII) hydride complex ReH92. Going from R = La  to Lu,  the three R-O 
distances in the equatorial plane tend to diminish much less than the six R-O 
distances in the trigonal prism, with the result that N shows a tendency to 
decrease from 9 to 6 (the a - F e  vs. CsC1 problem mentioned above) for  the 
smallest (heaviest) lanthanides, though the two series (of bromates and ethyl- 
sulfates) do not show modified crystal types. The calorimetric heat of dissolution 
of ethylsulfates in water changes in a very smooth way from La to Lu (Staveley 
et al., 1968; Mioduski and Siekierski, 1975). 

There have been many discussions (Moeller et al., 1965) on whether  N is the 
same from La(III) to Lu(III) aqua ions in solution. Seen from the point of view 
of formation constants (i.e. changes AG of free energy) and enthalpy differences 
~IH, there is no doubt that irregularities are frequently found in the region 
around samarium, europium and gadolinium. However ,  this may be more a 
question of changes in the structure of mixed aqua-ligand complexes than in the 
aqua ions themselves. For  instance, a clear-cut (but minute) shift occurs between 
two exceptionally sharp absorption lines of europium(III) ethylenediaminetetra- 
~tcetates (Geier and J0rgensen, 1971) showing a temperature-dependent  equili- 
brium between two forms Eu(H20)~+l(enta)- and Eu(H20)x(enta)- differing in 
constitution by one ligated water molecule. A more classical approach would be 
to determine the formation constants for binding water to anhydrous lanthanide 
salts in a non-aqueous solvent. Based on a rich material of absorption spectra 
photographed by Harry  C. Jones before 1911, it was shown that the sharp bands 
of neodymium(III)  of NdCI3 in anhydrous methanol change in a characteristic 
way when small aniounts of water are added. Actually, this change is half 
finished in 3 molar (5 vol.%) water, and almost complete in 10 molar water. 
Jannik Bjerrum and the author (1953) argued that the most probable N was 6, 
but actually, the formation curve is equally compatible with N = 8 or 9. 
Unfortunately,  the situation is far more complicated by the Katzin effect that 
metal ions in anhydrous alcohols are particularly able to coordinate anions 
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(including nitrate) whereas small amounts of water  (not increasing the dielectric 
constant significantly) displace the anions quantitatively. Hence,  it is highly 
probable that the spectral changes serve, at the same time, as an indicator of loss 
of chloride from Nd(CHaOH)xC1 +2. This is an interesting contrast  to the 
behaviour of Nd(III) in aqueous hydrochloric acid, where outer-sphere ion-pairs 
without perceptible influence on the visible spectra (but decreasing the ther- 
modynamic activity of both Nda ~3 and Cl- seen from the point of ion-exchange 
resin and electrode equilibria) are formed with the formation constant K1 close 
to l, whereas a genuine Nd(HEO)xC1 +2 with a different spectrum (Malkova et al., 
1964) is formed in 8 to l l  molar hydrochloric acid. It has long been known that 
moderate nitrate concentrations (say 1 molar) have a much stronger influence on 
the absorption spectra. This may be connected with the bidentate behaviour of 
lanthanide nitrate complexes,  as well as the discrimination against more Pear- 
son-soft ligands (discussed below) compared with fluoride and oxygen-contain- 
ing ligands. 

One of the most striking arguments for N - - 9  of aqua ions in solution was 
given in 1931 by Freed who found the same band positions of the strong 4 f ~ 5 d  
transitions in the ultra-violet of cerium(III) incorporated in [La(HEO)9](CEHsSO4)3 
and of the aqueous solution. A very  curious situation persists for  the first, 
relatively much weaker,  band at 297 nm or 33700 cm -1 which is known (Heidt 
and Berestecki,  1955) to increase its intensity considerably, not only as a 
function of increasing temperature,  but  even by replacing D20 by H20 (this is an 
almost unique isotope effect). One conceivable interpretation is that it is due to 
an ennea-aqua ion with different symmetry  from the crystal, or more likely, to an 
aqua ion with different N. The temperature  influence suggests a lower N (such 
as 8) and the relative band intensities a concentrat ion of this rare species of a 
few percent.  However ,  it is entirely possible that the weak band belongs to the 
ennea-aqua ion, but is unusually weak because of a selection rule. Many 
cerium(III) anion complexes (J0rgensen, 1956a) have strong absorption bands in 
this region, including (Ryan and J0rgensen, 1966) the octahedral  CeCI63 and 
CeBr63. Krumholz  (1958) suggested that N = 9 for the neodymium(Il l )  aqua ion 
because of striking similarities between the spectrum of its solution in ice-cold, 
dilute perchloric acid and of the crystals. There is no comparable spectroscopic 
evidence available for the heavier lanthanides. It is not possible to conclude 
from the salt hydrates how big N is, even in the crystal. Thus, GdC13,6H20 
contains the grouping [GdC12(H20)6] ÷ with N = 8 in much the same way as 
COC12, 6HzO and NiC12,6H20 contain the chromophore trans-M(II)04C12. Crys- 
talline anhydrous LaC13 to GdCI3 (but not TbC13 and YC13 with a distorted N = 6) 
and LaBr3 to GdBr3 have the trigonal chromophore  with N = 9 known from the 
ennea-aqua ion, with each halide anion bound to three R. The general consensus 
today is that it seems plausible that all the aqua ions have N = 9, but it must be 
admitted that the evidence decreases as one goes from Ce(III) to Lu(III). 

It is striking that even the six shortest  R-O distances in the crystals containing 
ennea-aqua ions are 0.1 to 0.3 ,~ longer than in the hexagonal A-type and cubic 
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C-type R203. This observation suggests a lack of angular directed (and im- 
portant) covalent  bonding in the aqua ions, but does not explain the reluctance to 
replace a water molecule with a chloride ligand (though [Al(HzO)6]Cla may serve 
as an analogy). It is unlikely that the highly irregular disposition of N = 6 in the 
C-type sesquioxide reflects an intrinsic property of the lanthanides, since it is 
also found in Sc2Oa, In2Oa and the physical metal T1203 (and the chronological 
prototype,  the mineral bixbyite which is essentially Mn2Oa with a certain amount  
of iron(III) impurity) and Caro (1968) is quite correct  in suggesting the C-type as 
an acceptable mode of packing regular tetrahedral OM4. It is not always easy to 
draw conclusions from salts of oxygen-containing anions. It is well understood 
that cubal N = 8 is known only in solids, such as the fluorite type, because any 
reasonable model of the inter-ligand repulsion makes the Archimedean anti- 
prism more stable in a monomeric  eight-coordinated complex than in a cube (not 
all of the five regular polyhedra are favored) and it only needs very small 
fluctuations of energy to obtain competing geometries with N = 8. Actually, the 
zircon type ZrSiO4 is represented by the mineral xenotime and the synthetic 
compounds YPO4 and YVO4 containing such Y(III) and Zr(IV) with N = 8. The 
phosphate mineral monazite and the orthoniobates and orthotantalates found in 
the mineral fergusonite contain comparable packing of tetrahedral monomeric  
anions. Sometimes,  the choice of N seems rather indifferent .  Among the two 
modifications of CaCO3, aragonite has N = 9 and calcite (also represented by 
MnCO3, FeCO3, CoCOa and NiCOa) has N = 6. There is no serious discrepancy 
between the lanthanides most frequently having N = 6, 7 and 8 in oxides and 
salts of oxygen-containing anions, but 9 in aqua ions, in view of the longer R-O 
distances in the latter case. 

In 1927, when Hund wrote his book about atomic line spectra and the Periodic 
Table, it was not fully realized that there is no direct and simple relationship 
between the electron configuration to which the ground state of the neutral 
gaseous atom belongs, and the chemical behaviour  of the element. Thus, there is 
less similarity, between the chemistry of iron and ruthenium with homologous 
[Ar]3d64s 2 and [Kr]4d65s 2 than between nickel [Ar]3d84s 2, palladium [Kr]4d 1° and 
platinum[Xe]4f145d96s. A typical case of the discrepancies between the spec- 
troscopic and the chemical v~ersions of the Periodic Table is that not only the 
conventional alkaline earths, but also helium (in contrast  to the other noble 
gases), zinc, cadmium, ytterbium and mercury are spectroscopic alkaline earths, 
with g round  state closed-shell configurations terminating with two s electrons. 
Though it is obvious that the most common oxidation states of 
vanadium[Ar]3da4s 2 and chromi~[Ar]3d54s  are not V(II) and Cr(I), Hund (1927) 
extrapolated from the ground state of the lanthanum atom belonging to 
[Xe]5d6s 2, and the almost invariant trivalence of the four teen subsequent ele- 
ments, that the ground states of the neutral atoms all belong to [Xe]4fq5d6s 2. 
This extrapolation (which was not based on spectroscopic observations) is now 
known to be valid only for cerium [Xe]4f5d6s 2, gadolinium [Xe]4f75d6s 2 and 
lutetium (which it is most practical to consider as the first member of the 5d 
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group continuing with hafnium, tantalum . . . .  ) whereas the eleven other 
lanthanides actually have ground states belonging to [Xe]4fo+16s 2 with only two 
"valence electrons".  

Connick (1949) was the first to emphasize that the predominant  trivalence of 
the lanthanides has nothing to do with the ground states of the neutral atoms, but 
is a numerical question of the relative size of the consecut ive ionization 
energies, I,, for  the removal of an electron M +n-l ---> M +" + e- in the gaseous state 
(with this definition, I0 is the electron affinity of the M atom to form M-) 
compared with the chemical stabilization going from the oxidation state (n - 1) 
to n. This problem arose in connect ion with the rather violent discussion 
between 1946 and 1956 on whether the presence of 5f electrons in trans-thorium 
elements necessarily induces a propensi ty toward trivalence. This is one more 
instance of differing spectroscopic and chemical versions of the Periodic Table, 
the ground state of the uranium atom belonging to [Rn]5f36d7s z does not prevent  
U(VI) and U(IV) from being far more common than U(III), any more than the 
ground state of the neodymium atom belonging to [Xe]4f46s 2 makes Nd(II) 
frequent.  

In classical physical chemistry (Adamson, 1973) there is a strong reluctance to 
speak about thermodynamic properties of individual ions, and all species trans- 
ported across the border between two phases have to be neutral, for  instance by 
being a manifold of positive and negative ions accompanying each other. This 
voluntary restriction is justified by the almost incredibly exact  electroneutrali ty 
of all macroscopic samples of matter. As a measure of what a chemist considers 
invariant, the rest mass of all chemical reactions is invariant to better than one 
part per 10 9 with the exception of the Langmuir torch combining two hydrogen 
atoms. However ,  deviations in typical macroscopic bodies from electroneutrali ty 
u p t o  10 -9 correspond to electrostatic effects greatly in excess of the gravitational 
attraction at the Earth 's  surface. One corollary of the rule that one should not 
consider the energy of an electrically charged species in thermodynamics  is that 
one does not speak about the ionization energy of condensed matter,  losing an 
electron to the vacuo at a large distance. Another  ingredient of this convention is 
that the electric potential zero is said to be possessed by the Earth in spite of the 
observations (first made by Benjamin Franklin) of large electric potential 
gradients in the vertical direction in the atmosphere.  Nevertheless,  for  the 
atomic spectroscopist ,  there is nothing indecent about the ionization energy I, of 
the monatomic entity M +"-1 (in for tunate cases of one loosely bound electron it 
may be determined with a precision approaching that of the wave-numbers of 
individual spectral lines, typically one part in a million, though it is obtained by 
extrapolation of observable energy levels and may be uncertain by several 
percent  in complicated atoms) and the threshold of Einstein photo-electron 
emission from metallic surfaces indicates an I of condensed matter. A closer 
analysis of this problem boils down to the estimate of the absolute energy for the 
ionization process 

½H2(gas) + (excess water) = H+q + e-(vacuo) (23.1) 
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traditionally taken (in the fo rm of the standard hydrogen electrode) as the 
zero-point  for  standard oxidation potentials E ° (which are now internationally 
agreed to be positive for  the oxidation of Fe(H20)~ 2 to Fe(H20)~ 3 and negative 
for species sufficiently reducing to evolve molecular  hydrogen,  though many  
American authors previously used the opposi te  sign for E°). Seen f rom a 
spectroscopic  point of view, there is no doubt  that the chemical  ionization 
energy Iehem (an adiabatic quantity, allowing the internuclear distances to vary,  in 
contrast  to a process  restr icted to inva r i an t  nuclear posit ions by Franck  and 
Condon 's  principle) is larger than E ° by a definite cons.tant. The best  est imate of 
the latter constant  is given by Rosse insky (1965), after he had considered a large 
number  of the rmodynamic  results, as being be tween 4.4 and 4.6 V, and probably  
quite close to 4.5 V. I t  is not certain that the ent ropy difference determining the 
distinction be tween AG and AH for the react ion (23.1) is completely defined, but 
the two quantities seem closely similar. Once it is accepted that  

Ichem = E ° ÷ 4.5 eV (23.2) 

is a legitimate quantity,  the way  is open for  the discussion of hydration energy of 
gaseous M +z to the standard state of the aqua ion (independent of whether  it has 
a definite N and symmetry) .  Thus,  H + has A H h y a r = - l l . 3 0 e V  = 
-260.5 kcal /mol (Rosseinsky,  1965) compensat ing most  of  the ionization energy 
of 1 rydberg  = 13.606 eV of the hydrogen atom. We use the convenient  unit of 

energy 4 - g  

1 eV = 23.06 kcal /mol = 8065.7,ff'cm -l = 96484 J/mol (23.3) 

for obtaining better  agreement  between the data f rom atomic spectra  and 
photo-electron spectra.  

The three consecut ive I1 = 5.577, 12 = 11.06 and 13 = 19.175 eV of the gaseous 
lanthanum atom (Moore,  1970) have the sum ~ I = 35.81 eV which has to be 
compensated ,  for  the major  part,~,~toy AHhydr (given by Rosseinsky (1965) as 
-784kca l /mo l )  as one of the necessary,  though not sufficient, conditions for 
maintaining la~nthanum(III) aqua ions as a chemically viable species, not evolving 
oxygen and being reduced.  It  is fairly obvious that the much higher /4  = 45.95 eV 
(Reader and Epstein,  1975) cannot  conceivably be compensa ted  for  by the 
additional hydrat ion energy of a hypothet ical  La(IV). These types of  arguments  
were mainly used by Rabinowitch and Thilo (1930) combined with the Madelung 
potential provided by the anions in fairly electrovalent  compounds  such as LaF3 
or LaCI3. As a mat ter  of fact,  La(I I I )  is the only oxidation state known of 
lanthanum in non-metallic compounds .  It is roughly true that the aqua ion of M +z 
does not develop hydrogen if the corresponding Iz+l of the gaseous ion is above  z 
times 15 eV. This type of empirical rule is fairly good in the iron(3d) group, but 
the constant  is smaller, somewhere  be tween 12 and 13 eV, in the lanthanides. It  
is clear that such a difference exists,  because  gaseous Ti +3 h a s / 4  = 43.27 eV and 
C e  +3 14 = 36.76 eV in spite of t i tanium(Il l)  aqua ions being much easier to oxidize 
than c e r i u m ( I l l ) a q u a  ions. Actually,  E ° = - 0 . 1  and + l . 7 V  relative to the 
standard hydrogen electrode in 1 molar non-complexing acid (pH = 0) does not 
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refer to the formation of the (unknown) Ti(IV) and Ce(IV) aqua ions, but the 
mixture of hydroxo complexes of ill-defined composition prevailing in such a 
solution. However  E ° for  the genuine aqua ions are expected to be only a few 
tenths eV higher. 

The first quantitative t reatment  of hydrat ion energy by Latimer (1955) was not 
so much intended to answer  the specific chemical question of which oxidation 
states are stable for  aqua ions of a given element,  but rather the more physical 
question of whether the dielectric properties of water can explain the huge 
affinity tO gaseous ions. In view of the moderate precision of these arguments, 
we may as well consider the reciprocal dielectric constant 0.013 of water to be 
negligible, in which case the stabilization of M +z with the ionic radius rio. by a 
perfect  dielectric is z2/2rion. Since the atomic unit of eZ/bohr is equivalent to 
14.4 eV/A, this dielectric stabilization is expected to be 7.2 eV divided by rion in 
,~. Actually, the four  halide anions F-,  CI-, Br- and I- have experimental  AHhydr 
(= 5.4, 3.9, 3.8 and 3.2 eV) in good agreement  with this hypothesis  giving 5.41, 
3.98, 3.67 and 3.27 eV assuming Goldschmidt ionic radii. It has long been known 
that this agreement cannot  be reached for both cations and anions. Fajans 
pointed out as early as 1919 (cf. Morris, 1969) that most halides MX of the 
alkaline metals dissolve in water almost without evolution of heat. Only when 
M + and X- have highly different ionic radii, such as CsF and the lithium salts of 
the heavier halides, is an exothermic dissolution observed. This fact  suggests an 
approximate equality of the Madelung energy -1.7476/(rM+ rx) for NaCI-type 
crystals with the sum of the two solvation energies (1/2rra) and (1/2rx) in perfect  
dielectrics. It is clear that the sum of the two latter quantities corresponds to the 
Madelung constant 2 in the special case ru = rx and to an even larger Madelung 
constant in all other cases. If the dielectric theory works for X it cannot apply 
the same small rM as the crystalline ionic radii, since the dissolution then would 
be far more exothermic than observed.  Latimer (1955) noted that the rM values 
could be chosen as the sum of 0.82 A and the conventional  ionic radii. It is 
difficult to attach a definite physical model to this surprising regularity applying 
both to the octahedral  hexaqua ions of Mg(II), Al(III), Zn(II) and Ga(III) and to 
alkaline metal Maq. An alternative model would be a local dielectric constant 
(Schwarzenbach,  1970, 1973) close to 2, but this would not really be in agreement 
with the evidence obtained from formation constants of complexes of differently 
charged ligands, where the local dielectric constant varies f rom 10 to 40 as a 
function of increasing distance from M +z. Anyhow, it is not generally recognized 
that a corollary of the La t imer  hypothesis is a definite value for eq. (23.1). 
Actually, the very small proton does not fit the cation model since 7.2 eV/0.82 = 
8.8 eV is smaller than the hydration energy 11.3 eV of the proton. 

Rather than discussing the complete hydration energy of M +z one may also 
(J~rgensen, 1969a,b) consider the difference between the hydration energy of 
M +~-1 and of M +z and compare it with the difference between Iz of the gaseous 
ion M +z-~. This is particularly interesting in the transition groups, because E ° for 
several oxidation states are known. Surprisingly enough, it turns out to be a good 
approximation in each group to write for  aqua ions of the oxidation state ( z -  1) 
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/chem = E °+ 4.5 eV = I z  - (2z - 1)K (23.4) 

where the paramete r  K is 

5.3 eV for 3d group, 4.3 eV for the 4f group, 3.9 eV for  the 5f group 
(23.5) 

whereas  a lower limit to K for  beryll ium and aluminium is 5.3 eV. Thus,  the E ° 
expected for  t i tanium(III)  aqua ions is 4 3 . 2 7 - 7  × 5 . 3 - 4 . 5  = +1.7 V and for  
cerium(III)  aqua ions 3 6 . 7 6 - 7  × 4 . 3 -  4.5 = +2.2 V in modera te  agreement  with 
the observed values, but the interesting aspect  is that the same value of x applies 
to other oxidation states of the same transition group, such as iron(II) 30.65 - 5 x 
5 . 3 - 4 . 5 = - 0 . 3 5 V ,  copper(I)  2 0 . 2 9 - 3 × 5 . 3 - 4 . 5 = - 0 . 1 V  and europium(II)  
2 4 . 7 -  5 × 4 . 3 -  4.5 = - 1 . 3  V compared  with the observed  E ° =  +0.77, +0.52 and 
-0 .4  V. I t  may be argued (J~rgensen, 1956b) that  "ligand field" stabilization 
effects increase E ° for  Fe(H20)~ z by some 0.5 V and decrease  E ° for  copper(I)  
aqua ions by some 0.8 V but it is difficult to have great confidence in these 
arguments,  though they explain the rather oscillating variation of E ° for the 3d 
group M(II) aqua ions. It  must  be noted that the theory of hydrat ion energy 
differences can only be applied in the absence  of strong complexat ion,  including 
the spontaneous format ion of hydroxo and oxo complexes  by deprotonat ion of 
aqua ions. In the case of the rare earths,  the M(II) and M(III)  aqua ions do not 
present  such problems,  only the cerium(IV) is hydrolyzed in aqueous solution, 
whereas  praseodymium(IV)  and terbium(IV) are known in binary CaFz-type 
oxides and a variety of mixed oxides (J~rgensen and Rittershaus,  1967; Hoef -  
draad, 1975; Blasse, ¢~976)_ and in fluorides, as is true for the only known 
instances of neodymium(IV)  and dyspros ium(IV)  in Cs3RFT. It  should not be 
construed that the chemical  stability of ruthenium(VIII)  oxide has anything to do 
with /8 of  gaseous R u  ÷7 though it is formally a deprotonat ion product  of the 
hypothetical  (and exceedingly acidic) Ru(H20)~ 8 and though E °=  + 1.00 V (and 
hence Ichem = 5.5 eV) is known for  perruthenate  RuO4. The latter type of problem 
involves central a toms with fractional charges well below the oxidation state 
(and typicall3~ between 2 and 3) as can be treated in the theory of differential 
ionization energies (J~rgensen et al., 1967; Jc~rgensen, 1969a) including the 
Madelung potential. 

Table 23.1 gives the ionization energies /3 and /4 of gaseous R ÷2 and R +3 

recently tabulated by Sugar and Reader  (1973). With the exception of La  +z and 
Gd +2, the ground states of all these ions belong to the electron configurations 
[Xe]4f q and table 23.1 is arranged according to q showing interesting regulari- 
ties, and a striking similarity between (7 + q) and q electrons in the 4f shell as 
discussed below in subsection 2.2. The ground state of La  +2 belongs to [Xe]5d 
and the first (of the two) level of [Xe]4f occurs  at 0.89 eV higher energy. By the 
same token, the lowest  level of [Xe]4f 8 is now known (Johansson and Litz6n, 
1973) to occur  0,295 eV above the ground state of Gd +z belonging to [Xe]4f75d. In 
the two cases,  the /3 given in parentheses  in table 23.1 refers to the straightfor- 
ward removal  of a 4f electron f rom the excited state of R +2. Table 23.1 also gives 
15 of R +4 between Pr +4 and Hf  +4 (Sugar, 1975). 
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TABLE 23.1. 
Ionization energies (in eV) of monatomic 4f q systems M +2, M +3 and M +4 (The 
ground states of La ÷2 and Gd +2 would show /3 0.89 and 0.295 eV higher, 

respectively). 

q R +2 13 R +3 I4 R +4 15 

1 La 18.28 Ce 36.76 Pr 57.53 
2 Ce 20.20 Pr 38.98 Nd 60.0 
3 Pr 21.62 Nd 40.41 Pm 61.7 
4 Nd 22.14 Pm 41.1 Sm 62.7 
5 Pm 22.3 Sm 41.37 Eu 63.2 
6 Sm 23.43 Eu 42.65 Gd 64.8 
7 Eu 24.70 Gd 44.01 Tb 66.5 
8 Gd 20.34 Tb 39.79 Dy 62.1 
9 Tb 21.91 Dy 41.47 Ho 63.9 

10 Dy 22.79 Ho 42.48 Er 65.1 
11 Ho 22.84 Er 42.65 Tm 65.4 
12 Er 22.74 Tm 42.69 Yb 65.6 
13 Tm 23.68 Yb 43.74 Lu 66.8 
14 Yb 25.03 Lu 45.19 Hf 68.36 

The mos t  in te res t ing  aspec t  of table 23.1 is the var ia t ion  with q, the highest  13 
co r re spond ing  to the ex is tence  of europ ium(I I )  and  y t t e rb ium(I I )  aqua  ions and  
the lowest  14 to the ex i s tence  of cer ium(IV)  in aqueous  so lu t ion  (in spite of 
Eu(II )  and Yb(II)  be ing t h e r m o d y n a m i c a l l y  uns tab le  at p H  = 0 toward  evo lu t ion  
of hydrogen ,  and  Ce(IV) toward  evo lu t ion  of oxygen) .  It  is d i scussed  below in 
subsec t ion  2.2 how the "ref ined spin-pai r ing energy  t he o r y"  can  expla in  the 
detai led var ia t ion  with q. It  is poss ib le  to use eq. (23.4) to de t e r mi ne  indiv idual  K 
values  f rom the k n o w n  (Nugen t  et al., 1973) E ° =  - 0 . 4  V for Eu(I I )  and  -1 .1  V 
for Yb(II)  aqu a ions,  viz. K = (I3 - E ° -  4.5)/5 = 4.01 eV and  4.33 eV respect ive ly .  
The increase  in K of 0 .32eV in going f rom Eu(II)  to Yb(I I )  u n d o u b t e d l y  
co r responds  to one of the effects of dec reas ing  ionic  radii. I t  ma y  be no ted  that  
values  of 13 very  similar  to the values  found  by Sugar  and  Reader  (1973) were  
der ived  by J o h n s o n  (1969) and by  Fak to r  and  H a n k s  (1969) f rom the heat  of 
fo rmat ion  of R203 and their  Made lung  energy.  

It  is poss ib le  to make  a s u m m a t i o n  of eq. (23.4) f rom the neut ra l  a tom to M ÷z 
and  find the corol lary  that  the total  hydra t ion  energy  of the la t ter  ion is - K z  2 not  

showing  any ev idence  of a differential  change  of the ionic radii  as a f unc t i on  of 
va ry ing  z for  a g iven e lement .  Thus ,  the hydra t ion  energies  (Rosse insky ,  1965; 
J0rgensen ,  1975b) - 3 4 . 0  eV for La  +3 and  -65 .1  eV for Ce +4 can  b e  in te rpre ted  in 
this sense  as r = 3.78 and 4.07 eV, respect ive ly .  These  values  ma y  be compared  
with r (in eV): 

Mg +2 4.98 Ca +z 4.12 Mn +2 4.78 Zn +2 5.30 Sr +2 3.75 Cd +2 4.68 
AI +3 5.37 S c  +3 4.51 Fe ÷3 5.04 Ga +3 5.39 y+3 4.17 In +3 4.73 

(23.6) 
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showing a mild dependence on the ionic radius in qualitative agreement with 
Latimer's suggestion of the denominator (rion +0.82 A). 

1.3. Chemical polarizability and Pearson softness 

Goldschmidt was the first to describe the formation of minerals in the Earth's 
crust as an extraction process on a geological time-scale and in particular, two 
major categories of this geochemical classification are lithophilic elements (such 
as all the alkaline and alkaline-earth metals, aluminum, silicon, titanium, yttrium, 
zirconium, niobium, all the lanthanides, hafnium, tantalum, thorium and 
uranium) preferentially occurring in silicates and mixed oxides, and chalkophilic 
elements (such as copper, zinc, arsenic, selenium, silver, cadmium, antimony, 
tellurium, mercury, thallium, lead and bismuth) preferring sulfur-containing 
minerals. Certain elements, such as nickel, germanium, indium and tin are 
intermediate cases, occurring in both types of minerals. The practical 
consequence of this distinction is that many elements with low total abundance 
can be found in relatively high concentration in comparatively rare sulfide and 
arsenide minerals. 

In a comparative study of complex formation constants, Ahrland, Chatt and 
Davies (1958) pointed out that A-type central atoms (essentially corresponding to 
lithophilic elements) consistently have the highest affinity to fluoride and to 
oxygen-containing ligands, whereas B-type (chalkophilic) central atoms are the 
only ones to prefer iodide to the lighter halides, sulfur-containing ligands relative 
to corresponding oxygen-containing ligands, and phosphines to amines and 
ammonia. It is striking that among the 24 conceivable permutations of the order 
of log K1 for the first halide complexes, only the A-type (F- ~> C1- > Br > I ) and 
the B-type ( F - <  CI-< B r - <  I-) are realized. Seen from this point of view, 
cadmium(II) and lead(II) are marginally B-type, whereas zinc(II) and in- 
dium(III) are among the closest not to belong to the A group. It is somewhat 
unfortunate that the symbols A and B may remind chemists about the "short- 
period" version of the Periodic Table with eight columns (which is rather 
objectionable for many reasons, such as the inherent difficulty in equalling 18 
with twice 8) since the division in A and B is almost the same, but has the 
drawback that iron and platinum both belong to the eighth column. Though 
formation constants are not generally known, there is ample evidence that low 
oxidation states of d group elements, such as  chromium(0) and manganese(I) 
intrinsically show strong B character. On the other hand, chromium(III) and 
manganese(II) show almost as much A character as AI(III) and Mg(II). 

As early as the beginning of this century, Abegg and Bodl~nder pointed out 
that noble metals (having positive E ° relative to hydrogen) prefer to form 
complexes with iodide, sulfide and cyanide, and hence have what Ahrland et al. 
call B characteristics. For some reason, this is fairly valid, with the striking 
exception of thallium(I) and (III), and lead(II), where the metallic elements have 
negative E °. Seen from the point of view of complex formation constants 
(Bjerrum, 1950) and in particular of the influence of substitution of a ligating 
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atom in multidentate ligands (Schwarzenbach, 1956, 1961, 1973) many further 
remarks have been made. However, this problem was suddenly placed in the 
lime-light by Pearson (1963, 1968, 1973) who called A-type central atoms and 
other antibases (the name proposed by J. Bjerrum (1951) for Lewis acids) hard 
acids, fluoride, oxygen-containing ligands hard bases, B-type anti-bases soft 
acids, and the ligands preferred by soft anti-bases (iodide, sulfur-containing 
ligands, phosphine and cyanide) soft bases and Pearson proposed the Dual 
principle 

Hard anti-bases react preferentially with hard bases, and 
Soft anti-bases react preferentially with soft bases. 

In view of what we said above, there is no doubt that this principle is not 
entirely new, but there are convincing reasons for arguing (JOrgensen, 1974b, 
1975b) that soft behaviour is not exactly the same thing as covalent bonding, 
though it may be fair to say that hardness is to a good approximation synony- 
mous with electrovalent bonding. However, Pearson added new perspectives by 
emphasizing the soft character of the hydride ligand (for which formation 
constants cannot be found in aqueous solution), CO, carbanions and other 
ligands which are generally known only from preparative chemistry (recent 
years have seen the preparation of ReH92, WH6(P(C6Hs)3)3, W(CH3)6, Ir(CO)Br~ 2, 
IrH~(P(C6Hs)3h, Pt(CH3)62 and Au(CH3)4 containing the oxidation states Re(VII), 
W(VI), Ir(III), Ir(V), Pt(IV) and Au(III) which are not particularly low) and 
further on, Pearson suggested that metallic surfaces ipso facto are soft. 

If one concentrates attention too much on the four halide ligands alone, it is 
p~ossible to get a wrong impression from the many properties varying F- >> C1- > 
Br->  I- in the same order as the hardness. For instance, the electronegativities 
3.9, 3.0, 2.8 and 2.5 which can also be recognized from electron transfer spectra 
(JCrgensen, 1962d, 1970b) and from ionization energies in photo-electron spectra 
(J0rgensen, 1973c, 1975e) are not necessarily connected with the hard or soft 
behavior. Seen from the point of optical electronegativities of central atoms, 
there is a certain correlation between softness and oxidizing character, but 
exceptions are again thallium(III) and mercury(II) and, on the other hand, the 
low oxidation states already mentioned. Seen from the point of view of photo- 
electron spectra, there is even less correlation with soft character of central 
atoms, thallium(III) having far higher ionization energy I than manganese(I), 
though the chemical shift of I of inner shells contains a substantial contribution 
from the interatomic relaxation effect corresponding to chemical polarization 
(J0rgensen, 1974b; Wagner, 1976). 

When chemists argue that the polarizability increases from F- to I it is 
necessary to stress two points: that the electric dipolar polarizability a for weak 
field strengths (generally obtained via the Lorentz formula for molar refractivity 
from measurements of the refractive index of light) are much smaller for 
chemical species such as hydride (-I) and fluoride (-I) than for gaseous H- and 
F , and furthermore that the a values (in ~3 below, 1 cm 3 of molar refractivity 
corresponding to 0.392,~ 3) of cations have very little to do with Pearson 
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softness.  The author (Salziaaann and JCrgensen, 1968; J~rgensen,  1975b) argues 
that the a values are much closer to being linearly additive than is usually 
assumed in literature. Since we only measure  the sum of a of a manifold of 
species being neutral,  we meet  the same problem as with many  other ther- 
modynamic  propert ies  of the ion M +z (z reckoned negative for  anions) that  one 
may add an arbitrary constant  Cz and obtain the same observed  result for neutral 
matter.  By the way,  this is the reason why E ° zero can be assigned by classical 
physico-chemists  to eq. (23.1). This indeterminacy can frequently be circum- 
vented by  plausible arguments .  Thus,  the ionic conductivities are only known in 
aqueous solution for cations and anions together,  but it is reasonable  to use 
Stokes '  law assuming that sufficiently large polyatomic  ions have very small 
conductivities.  By the same token, it can be argued that within 0.2 ,~3 a vanishes 
for Li(I), Be(II),  Mg(II) and AI(III).  Though a for oxygen ( - I I )  definitely 
changes f rom 1.25 to slightly above  2.~3 as a function of the positively charged 
neighbor atom, it is remarkably  illustrative to indicate the a values in .~3: 

F ( - I )  0.8 
Ne 0.39 
Na(I) 0.3 
Mg(II) 0.1 
AI(III) 0.0 

C l ( - I )  3.0 B r ( - I )  4.2 I ( - I )  6.3 
Ar 1.63 Kr  2.46 Xe 4.0 
K(I) 1.2 Rb(I) 1.9 Cs(I) 2.9 
Ca(II) 0.9 Sr(II) 1.4 Ba(II) 2.4 
Sc(III)  1.1 Y(III)  1.5 La(II I )  2.2 
Mn(II)  1.3 Ag(I) 2.3 Ce(IV) 4 
Cu(II) 1.0 Cd(II) 1.7 Hf(IV) 1.7 
Zn(II)  0.9 In(III)  1.6 Th(IV) 2.7 

(23.7) 

Though ot is larger for the halide anion isoelectronic with a given noble gas, and 
smaller for  the isoelectronic cations, there is not the dramatic  decrease as a 
function of increasing oxidation state (as one would expect  f rom calculations for 
gaseous ions) and actually, a minimum is observed somewhere  between M(II) 
and M(III) .  As one would expect  f rom ot being proport ional  to a summat ion  over  
all excited states of the oscillator strength divided by the square of  the wave-  
number  of  thb transition, the low-lying electron t ransfer  bands of PtX62 produce  
a high and variable est imate of  a for  platinum(IV). This fact  also contributes to 
a of t i tanium(IV) being some 4 to 5 ~3 and a = 2.2 .~3 of iron(III)  being twice as 
large as for  Fe(II) ,  compared  with 1.6 ~3 of Cr(III).  The intense 6 s ~ 6 p  tran- 
sitions in the near  ultra-violet produce  a = 5.0,~3 for the gaseous mercury  atom 
and a be tween 3 and 5 A  3 for the isoelectronic thallium(I), lead(II) and 
bismuth(III) .  Penneman  et al. (1973) have commented  on the additivity of o~ 
values in double fluorides formed by the 4f and 5f group with other cations. For 
our purposes ,  the major  result is a marginal increase of a f rom La(III )  to 2.4,~3 
for  Ce(III)  followed by a smooth  decrease to 1.6.~3 for  Yb(III) .  In this connec-  
tion the variat ion of the refract ive indices of  [R(HEO)9](BrO3)3 (Schumann,  1952) 
should also be noted. 

Since it became obvious that  a has little to do with what  a chemist  calls 
polarization (compare  Ca(II)  with Cu(II),  Ag(I) with Cs(I) and Cd(II) with Ba(II) 
in eq. (23.7)) several  authors have a t tempted  to define physical  quantities related 
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to Pearson softness. The most clear-cut case is the parameter  o'A of Ahrland 
(1968a,b) as the energy of the process 

+Z Mga~ = Maq + z ega, (23.8) 

divided by z. This parameter  (in eV) has the following values: 

H(I) 2.3 K(I) 1.0 Fe(III) 3.1 Sr(II) 0.8 La(III) 0.6 
Li(I) 0.0 Ca(II) 0.7 Ni(II) 2.0 Y(III) 0.6 Ce(IV) 2.0 
Be(I!) 1.2 Sc(III) 1.2 Cu(II) 3.1 Cd(II) 3.6 Hg(II) 5.1 
Na(I) 0.9 Cr(II)  2.1 Zn(II) 3.1 In(III) 3.3 TI(I) 2.7 
Mg(II) 1.4 Mn(II) 2.0 Ga(III) 2.9 Cs(I) 1.2 TI(III) 4.3 
AI(III) 1.6 Fe(II) 2.0 Rb(I) 1.0 Ba(II) 0.9 Pb(II) 3.6 

(23.9) 

obviously much more closely related to Pearson 's  ideas than eq. (23.7). There 
are a few discrepancies between the physico-chemical parameter  era and Pear- 
son's qualitative ideas, one being that there is a trend to overest imate the 
softness in eq. (23.9) to an extent  proportional to z. It must also be realized that 
no convincing chemical evidence is available for the alkaline metal ions, their 
only complexes known (Lehn, 1973; Truter,  1973; Winkler, 1972) are highly 
stabilized for entropy reasons by multidentate ligands. 

I f  one neglects the distinction between enthalpy and free energy (which is, 
of course, the central subject of classical physical chemistry) it is possible to 
reconsider crA in such a way as to almost bring it back to the suggestion of Abegg 
and Bodl/inder (J0rgensen, 1975b). In such an approximation 

o-A = (.E ° + 4.5) - (AHatom/Z), (23.10) 

where E ° is the standard oxidation potential of the metallic element and Anatom 
its heat of atomization (which may be higher than the heat of evaporat ion if the 
vapor contains stable diatomic or 01igoatomic molecules). It may be noted that 
the hydrogen electrode constant 4.5 only shifts era by a constant amount,  and 
that the monatomic I, are not needed in eq. (23.10). The approximate value 
derived for magnesium(II) is 1.29, for yttrium(Ill)  0.64 and for  lanthanum(Ill)  
0.71 in good agreement with eq. (23.8). Other examples of such o-A values are 

Cr(III) 2.6 Co(Ill) 3.4 Cu(I) 1.55 Pd(II) 3.5 Ag(I) 2.35 Bi(III) 4.1 
(23.11) 

which again seem rather on the high side for M(III) compared with M(I). It is, of 
course, possible to draw the analogy that for the noble gases eq. (23.8) would be 
almost zero, representing the negligible heat of solution in water. With good 
estimates of E ° for metallic lanthanides (Johnson, 1974) and Anatom (Johansson 
and Rosengren, 1975) available, eq. (23.10) also provides era values such as 

Ce(III) 0.72 Pr(III)  0.93 Nd(III) 1.05 Sm(III) 1.51 
Gd(III) 0.85 Dy(III) 1.18 Er(III) 1.07 Tm(III) 1.45 (23.12) 

which are rather difficult to take seriously in the case of metals such as 
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samarium and thulium which have particularly low heats of atomization Klop- 
man (1968) suggested an alternative softness parameter  O'K giving roughly the 
same order of the central atoms as trA with the major exception that H(I) is 
situated between Li(I) and Na(I). The derivation of trK is interesting, but highly 
complicated, and is not discussed in further detail here. Seen from the point of 
view of Pearson,  some ligands do not show a Clear-cut hard or soft character.  
Thus, OH-  reacts with most central atoms in M(II) and higher oxidation states 
(except for  Ca, Sr, Ba, Eu and Ra) regardless of their softness. To the first 
approximation (J~rgensen, 1963c) the consecutive deprotonation of ligated water 
molecules to hydroxo,  and then to oxo complexes,  is a function of increasing pH 
(the available range in aqueous solution is from -1  to +15, more extreme cases 
are hardly typical of water anymore) and a function of increasing (z/rio.) 
explaining the "diagonal similarities" in the Periodic Table between Be(II) and 
AI(III), between B(III) and Si(IV) and between C(IV) and P(V), whereas N(V) 
and S(VI) almost arrive at the situation known from CI(VII), Mn(VII), Re(VII) 
and Ru(VIII) that only oxo complexes occur,  the hydroxo complexes being too 
strong BrOnsted acids to exist in aqueous solution except  at very  low pH. 
Though the parameter  (z/rion) is satisfactory for electrostatic reasons, it cannot 
be concealed that noble metal central atoms Pd(II), Pt(IV), Au(III), Hg(II), once 
more TI(III), and halogens in positive oxidation states CI(I), Br(I) and I(I) have 
much more pronounced Br~nsted acidity than expected from electrostatic 
considerations. 

Most authors join Pearson in saying that H(I) is hard, perhaps in analogy to 
the small Li(I). This is not the observed trend, H,+q having an enormous affinity to 
H , C H 3 ,  CN- (though not to CO and C6H6) and qualifying as an exceptionally 
soft anti-base. The obvious counter-argument is the pH of about 3 for H F  in 
aqueous solution being about 10 units higher than the values (extrapolated from 
behaviour in non-aqueous solvents and from the minute vapour pressure in 1 M 
aqueous solution) of HCI, HBr  and HI. However ,  this distinction f rom the other 
hydrohalic acids seems to be due to rather specific properties of HF, one being a 
very high stabilization by hydrogen bonding to water* as a solvent. Ahrland 
(1968a, 1973) has rightfully pointed out that many hard complexes are formed 
endothermally in aqueous solution, having positive zIH and negative AG. This is 
particularly true for most fluoride complexes,  whereas the reaction between soft 
central atoms and soft ligands generally has comparable,  negative values of / i l l  
and zig with a much more moderate change of entropy. The entropy of fluoride 
and certain oxygen-containing ligands, combined  with the enigmatic stability of 
many aqua ions, makes inorganic chemistry rather inadaptable to simplistic 
models. It may be noted that the total hydration energy divided by z 2 is 3.37 eV 
for Ba +2, considerably lower than for Sr  +2 and C a  +2 in eq. (23.6) whereas it is 
4.75 eV for Hg ÷2, 4.82 eV for T1 +3 and 3.82 eV for Pb ÷2 in spite of larger ionic 
radii than Cd +2, In ÷3 and Sr +2, respectively. In other words, we lack a detailed 

*Vibrational spectra (Gigu6re, 1976) suggest that the species having pK = 3 is a strongly bound 
ion-pair OH~F 
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understanding of hydrat ion energy, though the approximate  proport ional i ty  with 
z 2 supports  electrostat ic arguments  at their face value. However ,  it may  also be 
argued that since Iz of M +~ 1 tends to be proport ional  to z (as long as a 
closed-shell configuration is not opened up) corresponding to the total energy 
being k(zZ+ z) relative to the ground state of the neutral a tom,  the hydrat ion 
energy must  compensa te  more or less exact ly the quadratic dependence  on z. 

It is worthwhile noting (JOrgensen, 1962b, table 24) that the format ion of aqua.  
ions in solution and liberated electrons at great distances in vacuo f rom a given 
neutral a tom is endothermic (with the marginal exception of lithium). The 
apparent  paradox that chemically unreact ive aqua ions, say of calcium(II),  have 
posit ive heats of formation,  can be resolved when it is realized that electrons 
with zero energy (relative to vacuo) are not available in water,  though it is much 
closer the truth for  the blue solutions of  solvated electrons in liquid ammonia.  
Actually,  the condition for  being in thermodynamic  equilibrium at 25°C with 
1 atm H2 is E ° = - 0.059 p H  or Ichem = 4.5 -- 0.059 pH,  whereas  the more s t rongly 
oxidizing solution in equilibrium with 0.2 atm Oz (as found in air) has Ichem = 
5.7--0.059 pH.  Hence,  react ions producing electrons with an energy of - 4  eV 
proceed by evolution of molecular  hydrogen.  Among the complexes  with the 
highest known format ion  constants (many are known qualitatively to be 
stronger, but cannot  be readily determined) Hg(CN)4 z with log /34= 41.5 and 
AH = - 6 3 k c a l / m o l  is a quite good example,  but  nevertheless ,  the covalent  
bonding pays  back  only 2 .8eV of the 2erA= 10.2eV lacking when gaseous 
mercury  a toms form electrons with zero energy and Hg(II)  aqua ions. 

It is considered a serious defect  of Pearson ' s  concept  of hardness  and softness 
that one cannot  predict  AH or AG as an explicit function, say as the sum of two 
products  of two parameters ,  one characterizing the anti-base and the other the 
base. In many  ways,  this is a d i s cus s ionbe tween  Descar tes  and Riemann about  
geometry,  the fo rmer  evaluating any distance between two points with definite 
coordinates,  and the latter making a geomet ry  of a sequence of meeting-points.  
It  is an indisputable fact  that the except ions to Pearson ' s  Dual Principle are far  
less f requent  than uncorrelated statistics would produce,  and' many  valuable 
aspects  of chemis t ry  are exclusively sequences of properties,  like the chemical 
version of the Periodic Table before  Stoner (1924) suggested each n/-shell to 
contain (4 /+  2) electrons. Though the old concepts  of weak and strong acids, and 
of strongly and weakly reducing species, to a large extent  have been quantified 
by pH and E ° there is no reason to discriminate against hard and soft  anti-bases 
and bases,  even if a comparable  numerical  scale should never  be found. 

2. Electronic configurations and multiplet structure 

The 5d group can most  conveniently be said to start  with lutetium, fol lowed by 
hafnium, tantalum, tungsten . . . . .  There is no particular reason t o  place the 4f 
group as an inclusion in the 5d group f rom cerium to lutetium though it is true 
that the ground '  state of the gaseous lanthanum atom belongs to [Xe]5d6s z. 
However ,  this has no more influence on the chemist ry  of the invariantly trivalent 
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lanthanum than [Ar]3d4s 2 has on the chemistry of scandium. As emphasized by 
Connick (1949) it is not plausible that the lanthanides are trivalent simply 
because thei r  neutral atoms contain ( Z - 5 7 )  4f electrons, since the actual 
fact is that eleven of the gaseous elements are barium-like with q = ( Z -  56) and 
two 6s electrons. There is no striking difference between the chemistry of the 
four lanthanum-like ground states (La, Ce, Gd and Lu) and the 11 others. As we 
have seen in the previous sections, the reason for almost invariant trivalence is 
that 13 is so small, compared with 5r,  that the M(II) aqua ions have negative E ° 
and are able to evolve hydrogen gas, and that 14 is so large, compared with 7K, 
that the M(IV) species in acidic solution have E ° sufficiently positive to evolve 
oxygen. Our primordial question is: why is (•4-13) so overwhelmingly large 
compared with 2K ? Obviously, we do not have the simple situation of crossing a 
closed shell, as when aluminum has 14 = 120.0eV (depleting the neon shells) 
much higher than 13 = 28.45 eV (losing only a 3s electron) or when scandium has 
14 = 73.47 eV (3p) considerably higher than 13 = 24.76 eV (3d). Table 23.1 shows 
the lanthanides to have /4  some 20 eV higher than 13 (disregarding the effects of 
q = 7) though a 4f electron is removed in both cases (excepting La +2 and Gd +2, 
and even there it hardly makes any difference). In other words, the electron 
affinity of a partly filled 4f shell is far smaller than the corresponding L 

Curiously enough, the linear trend of I as a function of Z (and hence of the 
number q of 4f electrons) and the almost constant K serve as an empirical 
background with only qualitative theoretical justification, whereas many fine 
details of the small deviations from linearity as a function of q are well 
understood. Judd (1970) once remarked in a book review that the writer "regards 
atoms and other comparatively simple systems as analog computers for  the very 
properties they exhibit and hence in need of no special analysis". This is a 
profound observation (though it may be accompanied by a few explanatory 
comments given below) but it is perfect ly true that the monatomic entities of 
which the discrete energy levels are classified by Moore (1949, 1952, 1958) are 
the best (and only) quality available, and that the solution of the Schr6dinger 
equation would yield the observed energy differences, if it is valid. Furthermore,  
transparent lanthanide compounds are entirely exceptional by having recogniz- 
able J-levels corresponding to approximate spherical symmetry (JCrgensen, 
1955b; Carnall et al., 1968) analogous to atomic spectra. 

2.1. Huge differences between ionization energy and electron a1~nity, and the 
phenomenological baricenter polynomial 

One of the great difficulties for  good approximations (such as Har t r ee -Fock  
calculations) to the Schr6dinger equation for atoms containing many electrons is 
that the eigen-values E are negative, out of all proportion with chemical 
experience. A remarkably good approximation to the total binding energy of Z 
electrons to their nucleus with Z protonic charges has been given by Gombas 
and Gaspar as - Z  24 rydberg (where 1 rydberg = 13.60 eV). This expression only 
deviates seriously (for relativistic reasons) for  Z above 90. One way of alleviat- 
ing this difficulty is to consider the atomic core consisting of strongly bound, 
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closed shells as the zero-point of energy, and to consider a single electron bound 
to this core. If the ionic charge is +z, Rydberg suggested the binding energy 

-e , t  = - ( z  + 1) 2 rydberg/(n - d )  2, (23.13) 

where the Rydberg defect d is a strongly decreasing function of l (being larger 
for s than for p electrons,  and so on) but generally varying very little with the 
principal quantum number n. By the way, the success of eq. (23.13) in line 
spectra showing long series (of increasing n) was the reason why (negative) term 
values were generally given (reiative to an ionization limit) the first half of this 
century,  whereas more complicated spectra without clear-cut ionization limits 
were tabulated relative to the ground state of the monatomic entity as zero- 
point. For  the sake of uniformity,  the latter practice has now been generalized 
(Moore, 1949). Though this is a minor detail in most atomic spectra, we consider 
the baricenter of the relativistic effect spin-orbit coupling in eq. (23.13), the two 
j-values (l + l) and, at lower energy, ( l -  ~) possible for positive l corresponding 
to (2l + 2) and (2l) states (with i~entical energy in spherical symmetry)  separated 
by (1 + l) times the Land~paramet~r~,~. Hence,  the baricenter is situated ½l~',~ below 
the higher of the two j-levels. It is an empirical fact  (Land6, 1924; Jorgensen, 1955a) 
that ~',~ is roughly proportional to (z + 1)2Z 2 but, under equal circumstances,  much 
larger for external p than for  external d electrons,  and usually negligible for  external 
f electrons (this statement starts to break down from barium with Z = 56). In typical 
cases, ~',t is at most a few percent  of e,~. 

When two electrons occur  in two different shells outside the atomic core, 
several energy levels (characterized by the quantum number J)  are observed,  
each corresponding to ( 2 J +  1) states (independent, mutually orthogonal wave 
functions) and which in (the usually satisfactory approximation of) Russell- 
Saunders Coupling can be assembled in terms each characterized by the 
quantum numbers S and L, and each containing (2S + 1)(2L + 1) states. If one of 
two electrons has l = 0, the two terms with S = 0 (singlet) and S = 1 (triplet) and 
L equal to l of  the other electron is formed.  Since the triplet (at lower energy) 
contains 3 times as many states as the singlet, the baricenter of such a 
configuration is situated a quarter of the singlet-triplet distance above the triplet 
energy. In the general case of two different shells (nl) and (n'l') there occur 
many terms, L = (1 + 1'), (l + I ' -  1), (1 + l ' -  2) . . . . .  (It - I' I + 1), [l - l'[ combined 
both with S = 0  and S =  1. In all of  these cases, the number of mutually 
orthogonal states is (4l + 2)(4/' + 2). The situation is entirely different in the case 
of two electrons in the same nl shell, where only (2l + 1)(4i+ 1) states occur, 
distributed on the series of terms 

1S, 3p, 1D, 3F, 1G, 3H, l I . . . . .  a (2 l -  1), 1(2l) (23.14) 

not given in order of decreasing energy, though ~S is always the highest and 
(according to Hund's  rules) the lowest is the triplet with L = ( 2 l - 1 ) .  The 
number of states for  one partly filled shell I q is the permutational expression for 
q indiscernible objects distributed on (4l +2)  distinct sites, and the general 
recursion formula for the number of terms has been given by Karayianis (1965). 
T h u s  f3 and f "  present  the terms 
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48, 4D, 4F, 4G, 41, 2p, aZD, bZD, a2F, b2F, aZG, b2G, a2H, b2H, 21, ZK, 2 L (23.15) 

again not in energetic order (the Hund ground term is 4I). It is noted that the 
same combination of S and L may be present  twice, and for the more 
complicated configurations (such as f6, f7 or  f8) such a combination may be 
present many times. The numbers of states, J-levels and terms are: 

q = 0.14 1.13 2.12 3.11 4.10 5.9 6.8 7 
States 1 14 91 364 1001 2002 3003 3432 
J-levels 1 2 13 41 107 198 295 327 (23.16) 
S,L-terms 1 1 7 17 47 73 119 119 
Hund 1S 2F 3H 4I 5I 6H 7F 88 
Highest L iS 2F 1I z L 1N 20 iQ 2Q 

We return below to the interesting consequences for the properties of 
lanthanide compounds containing a partly filled 4f shell, that the number of 
different energy levels of 4f q is as high as given in eq. (23.16). It is also possible 
to study the energy differences between various configurations of the same 
monatomic entity M +" or between configurations of M +"+1 and M +" representing 
ionization energies. A closer analysis (JOrgensen, 1969a, 1973a) shows that it is 
interesting to evaluate the baricenter of each configuration by weighting the 
energies of each J-level with their number (2J + 1) of states, and when neces- 
sary, supplementing the observed J-levels with calculated positions of missing 
J-levels. It is noted that this baricenter refers to the actual J-levels belonging (in 
a classificatory way) to a given configuration, and hence includes conceivable 
differences of correlation energy in the monatomic entities. A parameter  
A . ( n l ,  n'l ')  of interelectronic repulsion is defined for the energy of the baricenter 
of (nl)l(n' l ' )  1 (or alternatively (nl) z giving A . ( n l ,  nl)) of M +n-2 outside the closed 
shells of the ground state of M +" by using the latter ground state as the 
zero-point of energy 

-e,,t - e,,v ~+ A . ( n l ,  n'l ') (23.17) 

with the two one-electron energies taken from eq. (23.13). Since the baricenters 
of the (4 /+  2)(4/ '+ 2) or (2 /+  1)(4/+ 1) states are usually known with a great 
precision, table 23.2 gives such values in the unit 1000 cm -1 = 0.12398 eV for the 
systems Cs, Ba +, La +2, Ce +3 and Pr +4 containing one electron and Ba, La ÷, Ce +2 
and Pr  +3 containing two electrons (4f, 5d or 6s) outside the xenon closed shells. 
For comparison, E,l for  Rb, Sr +, y+Z and Zr +3 and A . ( n l ,  n'l') for  Sr, Y+ and Zr +2 
are also given for 4d, 5s and 5p electrons outside the krypton closed shells. More 
extensive tables of this type are given in a recent  chapter in Gmelin (J~rgensen, 
1976b). 

One of the conclusions from table 23.2 is that 4f electrons are distinctly 
external before barium and distinctly inside the closed shells after cerium, as 
first discussed theoretically by Maria Goepper t  Mayer (1941). The Rydberg 
defect  d increases from 0.31 in Ba + to 1.40 in La +2 and A.(4f ,  4f) is already 13 eV 
in La + and 19.4eV in Pr  +2 to be compared with more usual values such as 
A.(5s,  5s )=  6.3 eV in Y+. Although parameters such as A .  are derived from 
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TABLE 23.2. 

One- and two-electron parameters  (in the unit 1 000 cm -1= 0.12398 eV) from eq.(23.17) for selected 
monatomic  entit ies 

e~  ess esp A,(4d,4d) A,(4d, 5s) A,(4d, 5p) A,(5s, 5s) A,(5s, 5p) 

Rb 14 34 21 
Sr + 74 89 65 Sr 58 47 39 45 35 
y+2 165 158 123 Y* 78 60 52 51 46 
Zr +3 276 238 194 Zr +2 95 75 65 52? 52 

e4f esd e6~ A,(4f,4f) A,(4f,5d) A,(4f,6s) A,(5d,5d) A,(5d,6s) 

Cs 7 17 31 
Ba ÷ 32 75 81 Ba - -  - -  25 51 43 
La ÷2 146 153 141 La ÷ 104 75 56 65 52 
Ce +~ 295 245 210 Ce +2 139 90 67 77 63 
Pr +4 461 346 284 Pr +3 156 98 71 64? - -  

relative positions of observed configuration baricenters,  it is clear that there is a 
close relation to the reciprocal  average radius of the orbital considered,  as would 
also be true for  the calculated integrals of interelectronic repulsion for  H a r t r e e -  
Fock radial functions (Freeman and Watson,  1962). Whereas  eq. (23.17) is a 
definition of A ,  it is possible to define a phenomenologica l  bar icen terpo lynomia l  
using the same set of parameters  for various ionic charges of  a given element 
containing a electrons in the nl shell and b electrons in the n'l '  shell: 

- a ~ n t -  b~n.t, + ½a(a - 1)A, (n l ,  nl) + a b A , ( n l ,  n'l ') + ½b(b - 1 )A , (n ' l ' ,  n'l') 
(23.18) 

which can be easily generalized to three or more part ly filled shells, the 
coefficients to A ,  being ½q(q - 1) for q electrons in the same shell and qlq2 for ql 
electrons in one shell repelling q2 electrons in another  shell. It  turns out that eq. 
(23.18) is not a perfect  approximation,  but explains a variety of  facts  somewhat  
surprising to chemists  expecting a linear and not a parabolic (quadratic) depen- 
dence of the baricenter  energies on the occupat ion numbers  of the two shells. 
The reason for  the non-linearity is that A , ( n l ,  n'l ') tends to be considerably 
smaller than the ari thmetic average value of A , ( n l ,  nl) and A , ( n ' l ' ,  n'l ') when 
the average radii of nl and n'l '  are highly disparate,  as is normally the case when 
f or d orbitals are compared  with s orbitals. Thus,  Sc ÷ has [Ar]3d4s at about  
equal distances below both [Ar]3d 2 and [Ar]4s 2 and La ÷ has [Xe]5d6s below both 
[Xe]5d 2 and [Xe]6s 2. These are special cases of the tendency of nd group neutral 
a toms to contain two (or less f requent ly  one) (n + 1)s electrons in the ground 
state, as if nd were less stable than (n + 1)s though the latter electron is lost at 
first by ionization. This situation is even more striking in the beginning of the 
lanthanides, where [Xe]4f 2 and [Xe]4f5d almost  coincide in Ce ÷2 but the baricen- 
ter of [Xe]5d 2 occurs 5 e V  higher. It is almost  certain that the unknown 
configuration [Xe]4f 4 of the neutral cerium atom would spontaneously  ionize to a 
free electron and the ground state of Ce ÷ belonging to [Xe]4f5d ~. Starting with 
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praseodymium,  the neutral a tom [Xe]4f36s z contains two 6s electrons in the 
ground state (and already [Xe]4f%s would be an excited configuration) whereas  
the ground state of Pr + belongs to [Xe]4f36s and of Pr +2 to [Xe]4f 3 with [Xe]4f25d 
startil~g at 12847cm -~ (1.6eV) higher energy. The baricenter  of [Xe]4f 3 is 
situated 2.4 eV above the ground state of  Pr  +2, of  [Xe]4fZ5d at 3.2 eV and of 
[Xe]4f26s at 4.7 eV which can be compared  with eq. (23.18) and the data f rom 
table 23.2 giving much closer coinciding baricenters  (in units of 1000 cm-% -915,  
-916  and -908.  This somewhat  unsat isfactory agreement  must  be seen against 
the background that the observed  ground state energy of Pr  +2 (relative to Pr  +5) is 
-952.0 and of the [Xe]4f 3 bar icenter  -932.5 showing a reasonable percentage 
agreement.  Apparent ly,  A, (4f ,  4f) does not stay perfect ly  constant.  

2.2. Spin-pairing energy and the double zig-zag curve 

There is no doubt  that the overall  separat ion between [Xe]4f q of M +" and 
[Xe]4f q-I of M +"+1 mainly determined by A, (4f ,  4f) because its coefficient in eq. 
(23.18) changes ( q - 1 )  units, actually shows a characterist ic variation as a 
function of q, as evident in table 23.1. It is possible to describe the deviation 
f rom the smooth  variation by the fact  that the baricenter  of all states having the 
maximum value Smax is situated below the baricenter  of the configuration 4f q for 
q between 2 and 12. Actually,  the fract ion of all the states having Smax decreases 
sharply in the vicinity of  the half-filled shell and is (7/13) for q = 2 and 12, (5/13) 
for q = 3 and 11, (25[143) for q = 4 and 10, (9[143) for q = 5 and 9, (7/429) for 
q = 6 and 8, and only (1/429) for  q = 7. It is possible to consider the parameters  
of interelectronic repulsion in the theories of Slater (Condon and Short ley,  1953) 
and Racah (1949) as entirely phenomenological  parameters  to be compared  with 
the observed  distribution of energy levels. The writer (JCrgensen, 1957b) pointed 
out that the baricenter  of all the states of I q having a given value of S and the 
baricenter  (at higher energy) of all the states having ( S -  1) are separated to the 
extent 2DS where D is a definite linear combinat ion of S la te r -Condon-Shor t l ey  
or of Racah parameters .  Whereas  it is a tautological s ta tement  to say that the 
triplet and singlet baricenters of a two-electron system are separated by 2D, it is 
not trivial that the same linear combinat ion of parameters  of interelectronic 
repulsion can be used for all the q (with the same I) and that it can be used for 
configurations (such as f% fs, f6 and f7) presenting three or four alternatives of S. 
The separat ion 2DS is the difference quotient of - D S ( S  + 1) and it is actually 
possible (JCrgensen, 1962d, 1969a) to write the deviation of the baricenter  of all 
the states having a given S f rom the baricenter  of  all  the states of l 4 as 

D[(S(S + 1)) - S(S  + 1)] (23.19) 

where the average value of the S ( S +  1) for the whole configuration can be 
written in various equivalent ways 

2•+2 8 ~ + 2  ( S ( S + l ) ) = ~ q ( q + Z ) - 4 ~ - - ~ ½ q ( q - l ) = ~ q -  ½q(q -1 )=  3 q ( 4 1 + z - q )  
16l + 4 ' 

(23.20) 
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where the first way is related to Racah ' s  theory,  Sm,x for  q <- (2 /+  1) being ½q, 
where the coefficient to ½q(q - 1) indicates what  multiple of D might be added to 
A .  if one so desires, the second way illustrates how the Pauli exclusion principle 
decreases (S(S+ 1)) f rom the value 3q it would have had for  non-equivalent  
electrons (it is actually multiplied by the factor  1 - (q - 1)/(4l + 1)) and the last 
way emphasizes  Pauli 's  hole-equivalence principle by being symmetr ic  in (4l + 
2 - q )  and q electrons. The coefficients in eq. (23.19) for various I and q have 
been explicitly tabulated (J0rgensen, 1962a). In the case of a part ly filled f shell, 
Smax corresponds to a spin-pairing stabilization going down to a sharp minimum 
-168/9/13 at q = 7 and generally having the expression -8/9/13 multiplied by 
½q(q - 1) for q below 7 as easily seen f rom the first part  of eq. (23.20). Chemists  
should be warned not to confuse  the quantum number  S with the componen t  Ms 
along a linear axis. Actually, it is possible (J0rgensen, 1969a, 1971a) to write 
expressions analogous to eq. (23.19) containing - ( M s )  2 rather  than - S ( S  + 1), 
but is is not feasible to speak in a significant way about  spin-pairing energy 
related to reversal  of the "spin direct ion" of a number  of electrons,  because Ms 
lower than Sma x does not normally correspond to a definite S in the eigenvalues. 
Though D is (2l + 3)[(2l + 2) t imes the average  value of the "exchange  integral of 
the two-electron opera to r"  Kav (the strict definition being the average  value of 
the (4/2 + 2l) integrals stabilizing a closed-shell H a r t r e e - F o c k  function relative to 
its Har t ree  product)  and 9El for  f electrons,  it is not appropr ia te  to relate 2DS 
with the corresponding multiple of Kay in representat ive Slater ant i -symmetr ized 
determinants .  A classical case is p2 having the baricenter  of  its 15 states 
containing no contribution of Kav if J(x, x) is written J(x, y) + 2Kav but shows the 
terms 3p at -Kay,  1D at +Kay and IS at +4K,v. Among the 15 Slater determinants,  
3 contain the contribution J(x, x) forming IS and two of the five 1D states. The 
spin-pairing energy parameter  D is }Kay. It  is an obvious s ta tement  that if several  
terms show Smax and differ in energy, the lowest  has a lower energy than the 
baricenter of all the states having S . . . .  For 4f q this happens  to be a distinct 
function of L of the ground term. Actually,  the further  stabilization is - 9 E  3 for  
3H (q = 2 and 12) and 6H (q = 5 and 9) and is - 2 ~ E  3 for 4I (q = 3 and 11) and 5I 

~ 4 .  ( q =  4 and i0 )  gr0urid te rms As a numerical  q~estion, the Racah parameter  E 3 
turns out quite accurately to be one tenth of E I. 

The refined spin-pairing energy theory was originally introduced in an a t tempt  
(Jcrgensen,  1962c) to rationalize the variation of the wave  numbers  of  electron 
transfer  bands,  where an electron provided by one or more reducing ligands 
reduces R(III)  having 4f q ground state to R(II) with 4f q+~. The "ref inements"  
are a question of the coefficient to E 3 and of the first-order spin-orbi t  coupling 
stabilizing the lowest  J - level  to the extent  -½(L + 1)sr4f for q below 7 and -~L~'4f 
for q above 7. For our purposes ,  it is most  useful to consider the difference of 
spin-pairing energy removing an electron from 4f q t o  form 4f" ~ and we intro- 
duce two parameters  of a linear variation of the one-electron energy differences, 
V as a zero-point  and ( E - A )  as a pa ramete r  indicating the stabilization of 4f 
electrons f rom one e lement  to the next. 
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q = 1 V + 2~'4f 
q = 2  V + ( E - A ) + 8 D + 9 E 3 + ~ n f  

A) + ~3D + 12E 3 + ½~'4f q = 3 V + 2(E - 16 

q = 4 V +  3 ( E - A ) + ~ D  
q = 5 V + 4 ( E - A ) + ~ 3 D -  12E3-1~4f 
q = 6 V + 5(E - A)  + ~ D  - 9 E  3 - ~4f 

q = 7 V + 6(E - A) + ~ D  - 2 ~ 4 f  

q = 8 V + 7(E - A)  - ~ D  + 3~4 f 
q = 9 V + 8(E - A) - ~ D  + 9 E  3 + ~4f 
q 10 V +  9(E 32 = - A) - ~ D  q- 12E 3 + l~"4f 

24 q = l l  V + 1 0 ( E - A ) - i 3 D  
q 12 V +  l l ( E - A )  16 = - ~3D - 12E 3 - ½~4f 

q = 13 V + 12(E - A) - 8 D  - 9 E  3 -  ~'4f 
q = 1 4  V + 1 3 ( E - A ) - 3 ~ 4 f  

(23.21) 

The same express ions  can be used  wi th  opposi te  sign when'  adding an e lec t ron  to 
4f q-I fo rming  4f q. Since V (obvious ly)  is another ,  new zero-poin t ,  such ex- 
press ions  start  V - (q - 1)(E - A). The  exper imen ta l ly  k n o w n  fact  tha t  the ioniz-  
a t ion  ene rgy  for  q = 7 is margina l ly  larger in c o n d e n s e d  mat te r  than  for q = 14 
is an ind ica t ion  that  7 ( E -  A) approx ima te ly  equals  48D/13. In  such a case,  eq. 
(23.21) predic ts  comparab le  ion iza t ion  energies  for q and  for (7 + q) e lec t rons .  It  
is an in teres t ing  (but  difficult) ques t ion  whe the r  one should a s sume  invar i an t  

pa ramete r s  for a definite ox ida t ion  state, or allow a smooth  var ia t ion  f rom one 
e l emen t  to the next .  It  has been  the genera l  a t t i tude to eva lua te  ( E - A )  as one 
pa ramete r  f rom exper imen ta l  data  (a typical  va lue  is 3000 cm-1), to a s sume  a 
fixed value  of D = 6500 cm -~ (one r eason  for  this choice  is the divisibi l i ty with 
13) and  ei ther  a fixed value  of E 3, say 500 cm -~, or allow E 3 to increase  smooth ly  
f rom the k n o w n  values  4 6 0 c m  -~ for  q = 2 in Pr(III )  to 6 3 0 c m  -1 for  q = 12 in 
Tm(III) .  The  minor  relat ivis t ic  effect expressed  as a sp in -o rb i t  coupl ing  is 
usual ly  t aken  ,into a ccoun t  accept ing  the smooth  (but no t  l inear) increase  of 6"4f 
f rom 6 5 0 c m  -~1 for  q = 1 in Ce(III)  to 2 9 5 0 c m  -1 for q = 13 in Yb(III) .  As a 
numer ica l  example ,  we may  cons ider  the express ions  added to V with (E  - A) = 
3.2, D = 6.5, E 3 = 0.5 and  empir ica l ly  vary ing  ff4f all in uni ts  of 1000 cm-~: 

q =  1: 1.3 2 : 1 2 . 5  3 : 2 0 . 9  4 : 2 1 . 6  5 : 2 2 . 2  6 : 3 0 . 2  
7 : 4 0 . 3  

q = 8 :  0.8 9 : 1 1 . 9  1 0 : 1 9 . 8  1 1 : 2 0 . 0  1 2 : 2 0 . 0  1 3 : 2 7 . 2  
1 4 : 3 7 . 2  

(23.22) 

Though  it is obv ious  that  the dec imal  lacks physica l  s ignificance,  it is quite 
character is t ic  to find the same d e v e l o p m e n t  (the double  zig-zag curve)  repea ted  
be tween  q = 1 and  7, and  b e t w e e n  q = 8 and  14. The  a lmost  hor izonta l  p la teaux  
at q = 3, 4, 5 and  10, 11, 12 are very  charac ter i s t ic  fea tures  of the refined 
spin-pai r ing energy  theory.  Whereas  eq. (23.22) is in tended  for  appl ica t ions  to 
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condensed matter ,  as discussed below, the ionization energies for gaseous ions 
in table 23.1 suggest somewhat  larger ( E - A ) .  IF D - - 6 5 0 0  and E 3= 500 cm -~ 
are mainta ined, /3  of M +2 corresponds  to ( E -  A) close to 4200 cm ~ and 14 to an 
even larger value, unless D is considerably larger. However ,  it is probably  not 
worthwhile analyzing this situation in detail, because  the mean value of the I of 
q = 7 and 8 according to eq. (23.21) should be close to the mean value of I for 
q = 1 and 14 at equal distance. Actually,  the mean value of 14 for Gd +3 and Tb +3 
is 5.14eV higher than 14 of C e  +3 but only 3.29eV below 14 of L u  +3, and by the 
same token, 15 of Pr +4 is 6.74 eV below the mean value of 15 for Tb +4 and Dy +4, 
which again is only 4.09 eV below 15 of Hf  +4. It  is not easy to fix a definite value 
of these two distances,  which should both be 1 3 ( E - A ) / 2 .  One way out of this 
situation would be to assume that ( E -  A) decreases  as a function of increasing 
Z, as rationalized by Vander  Sluis and Nugent  (1972) by ( E - A )  being a 
difference between two huge parameters  with A representing effects of inter- 
electronic repulsion, where  it is highly probable that A.(4f ,  4f) = 156000 cm -~ for 
Pr +3 given in table 23.2 increases percentagewise  to the same extent  a s  E 3 and 
hence some 5000 cm -1 per unit of Z. This argument  is far too strong to explain 
the effect observed  in the gaseous ions, and opens the fascinating discussion as 
to why the description using the phenomenological  baricenter  polynomial  
(JCrgensen, 1969a, 1973a) is so constructive,  when one might have expected 
enormous effects of differential changes of the various parameters  (in particular 
of A , )  going f rom one configuration to another.  The whole concept  of one- 
electron energies is exceedingly difficult to t ransfer  f rom one ionic charge to 
another  of a monatomic  entity, or f rom one oxidation state to another.  

The refined spin-pairing energy theory is also used for a purpose  where one 
would not have expected  it to work very  well. If  one compares  the lowest  energy 
level of the configuration 4fq-~5d with the 4f q ground state, McClure and Kiss 
(1963) pointed out that it fol lowed eq. (23.21) for small amounts  of R(II) 
incorporated in CaF2 in spite of the large parameters  of interelectronic repulsion 
involving 4f and 5d orbitals simultaneously,  and in spite of the cubic rather than 
spherical symmet ry  separating the two 5d sub-shells by 1 to 2eV.  Similar 
observat ions were made by Loh (1966) for small amounts  of R01I) in CaF2 
crystals,  where the transitions were found below 10 eV in eleven elements,  to be 
compared  with aqua ions and some other complexes  of Ce(l lI) ,  Pr(III) ,  Tb(II I )  
previously discussed (J~rgensen, 1956a, 1962c; J0rgensen and Brinen, 1963; 
Ryan and J¢rgensen,  1966). Martin (1971) called the corresponding energy 
difference be tween the lowest  J - level  of [Xe]4fq-~5d and the lowest  J level of 
[Xe]4f q in monatomic  ions the system difference and pointed out, almost  at the 
same time as Brewer  (1971) and Nugent  and Vander Sluis (1971) that the 
variation with q is a lmost  exact ly described by the refined spin-pairing energy 
theory. It  is also possible to define this system difference be tween the lowest  
J - level  of [Xe]4fq-15d6s and of [Xe]4f%s in gaseous R +, and between the lowest  
J- level  of [Xe]4fq-~5d6s 2 and of [Xe]4fq6s 2 in the neutral a tom R °. The curves 
(as a function of q) run parallel with a few thousand cm ~ be tween R +2 and R ÷, 
and between R + and R ° in striking contrast  to the large distance 50000 cm -~ 
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between R +3 and R +2. It may be noted that the conditional oxidation state M[III] 
or M[II] determined from the number of 4f electrons (JOrgensen, 1969a) is the 
ionic charge in the latter ions, but is M[II] for  M + and M ° considered here. In eight 
cases (La °, La  +, La  +2, Ce °, Ce +, Gd °, Gd + and Gd +2) the system differences are 
negative, the configuration with one 5d electron being the more stable. The 
results for  R(II) in CaF2 (McClure and Kiss, 1963) are similar to the system 
differences found in gaseous R +, whereas those for R(III) in CaF2 (Loh, 1966) 
are much closer to R +3 than to R +z, and actually about 17000 cm -1 below R +3 for  q 
below 7, and about 10000 c m  -1 below the gaseous ion for q at least 8. 

The minute irregularities in the variation of complex formation constants 
(relative to R(III) aqua ions) as a function of q discovered by Fidelis and 
Siekierski (1966), cf. Mioduski and Siekierski (1975), now called the tetrad effect 
can be explained (J~rgensen, 1970a; Nugent,  1970) as covalent bonding decreas- 
ing E 3 to a slightly larger extent  than E 1. 

2.3. Electron transfer spectra and redox processes. 

The clear-cut analogy between spectral lines of monatomic entities and the 
narrow absorption bands due to transitions between the energy levels belonging 
to the partly filled 4f shell of lanthanide(III) compounds convinced most 
physicists about the essentially monatomic character of all transitions to be 
expected. Hence,  it was not surprising that inter-shell transitions to the excited 
configuration 4fq-~5d could be identified, but it was not generally felt that 
electron transfer bands would be prominent.  This statement has a necessary 
exception: the orange or yellow colours of a large majority of cerium(IV) 
compounds,  corresponding to very strong, broad absorption bands in the violet 
or the near ultra-violet, cannot  be connected with the absent 4f electrons,  and 
the comparison with iron(III) suggests that an electron is t ransferred from the 
surrounding reducing anions to the oxidizing central atom. It might be argued 
that the empty orbital accepting the electron is 5d (rather than 4f) since the 
absorption band is so strong. This is in contrast  to the first (and frequently 
luminescent) excited level of the linear uranyl ion UO2 ~2 which is about 
1000 times less intense (J~rgensen, 1957 a; J~rgensen and Reisfeld, 1975). There 
is no doubt  today that it is due to electron transfer from two MO consisting 
essentially of oxygen 2p orbitals, to the empty 5f shell. Because of strong 
spin-orbit  coupling (large ~sf) and unusual conditions (almost identical one- 
electron energies of at least four of the seven 5f orbitals) it is not meaningful to 
ask whether  the excited level is a singlet or a triplet. Concomitant  with its long 
half-life (10 -4 to l0 3 S) is its strongly oxidizing character  as a photo-chemical 
reactant,  for  instance, hydrogen atom abstraction from organic molecules 
(Rabinowitch and Linn Belford, 1964; Burrows and Kemp, 1974) and it has been 
established that Mn(H20)~ 2 yields a quasi-stationary concentrat ion of 
manganese (III) by flash photolysis (Burrows et al., 1976). 

The first authors to mention the possibility of electron transfer  bands in 
trivalent lanthanides were Banks et al. (1961) noting an absorption edge in the 
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u l t ra -v io le t  of  Eu (III)  and  Yb (I I I )  in m o l t e n  ch lo r ides .  The  first s y s t e m a t i c  s tudy  
of  such  e l e c t r o n  t r a n s f e r  bands  (JCrgensen,  1962c) was  m a d e  on so lu t ions  of  
a n h y d r o u s  RBr3 in a l m o s t  a n h y d r o u s  e thano l ,  or  on p e r c h l o r a t e s  plus  e x c e s s  
b r o m i d e  in this  so lvent .  The  s t o i c h i o m e t r y  of  the  p reva i l i ng  c o m p l e x  is not  
p e r f e c t l y  cer ta in ,  though  it is p r o b a b l e  tha t  it is ma in ly  s o l v a t e d  R B r  +2. A n y h o w ,  
the w a v e - n u m b e r s  of  the  b r o a d  m o d e r a t e l y  in t ense  e l e c t r o n  t r a n s f e r  band  
inc rea se  in a c h a r a c t e r i s t i c  f a sh ion  

Eu( IH)  < Yb( I I I )  < Sm( I I I )  < Tm( I I I )  < . . .  (23.23) 

d e p e n d e n t  on the ox id i z ing  p r o p e r t i e s  of  the  l an than ide ,  e u r o p i u m  (III)  be ing  the 
mos t  r ead i ly  r e d u c e d .  As  can be  seen  in tab le  23.3, s imi lar  o b s e r v a t i o n s  were  
made  f rom re f l ec t ion  s p e c t r a  of  a n h y d r o u s  RBr3 and of  va r ious  m i x e d  ox ides  
(Barnes  and P inco t t ,  1966) and  f rom so lu t ion  s p e c t r a  of  o x y g e n - c o n t a i n i n g  
an ions ,  such as su l fa te  (Barnes  and D a y ,  1964). I t  is p a r t i c u l a r l y  i m p o r t a n t  also 
tha t  R203 s h o w s  edges  o r  band  m a x i m a  a c c o r d i n g  to Eq.  (23.23) (Ropp.  1965; 
J0 rgensen  et  al. ,  1965a) b e c a u s e  the l u m i n e s c e n t  ene rgy  t r a n s f e r  to exc i t ed  4f q 
levels  (Blasse  and Bril,  1966; Blasse ,  1976) f rom such e l e c t r o n  t r a n s f e r  bands  in 
mixed  ox ides  can be  qui te  ef fec t ive .  

Though  the  c o m p l e x e s  are  qui te  a typ i ca l  b y  low c o o r d i n a t i o n  n u m b e r  N, 
oc t ahed ra l  s y m m e t r y ,  and  the need  fo r  so lven t s  w i thou t  mobi le  p r o t o n s  (such as 
ace ton i t r i l e )  the  be s t  def ined  cases  inc luded  in tab le  23.3 are  the  h e x a - c h l o r o  and 
- b r o m o  c o m p l e x e s  RC163 and  RBr63 ( R y a n  and Jo rgensen ,  1966) and  the  even  m o r e  
r eac t i ve  h e x a - i o d o  spec i e s  RI63 (Ryan ,  1969) of  which  the  e x t r e m e  cases  a re  the  
da rk  green  EuI63 and the  wine- red  YbI63 though  it m a y  be  no ted  tha t  bo th  

a n h y d r o u s  EuBr3 and  E u B r 6  ~ are  o r a n g e - y e l l o w .  Qui te  genera l ly ,  it  is r a the r  difficult 
to find c l ea r - cu t  ca se s  for  e l e c t r o n  t r a n s f e r  b a n d s  in R(I I I )  b e c a u s e  the  p r o n o u n c e d  
A c h a r a c t e r  ( P e a r s o n  ha rdnes s )  of  l a n t h a n i d e s  a lmos t  r e m o v e s  the  affinity to 

TABLE 23.3. 
Wave-numbers (cm -1) of the electron transfer bands of 4f group complexes in solution and in 

reflection spectra of crystals. 

Sm Eu Tm Yb 

RC1 +2 in ethanol 45 700 
RCI63 in acetonitrile 43 100 
RBr +2 in ethanol 40 200 
RBr3, anhydrous 34 500 
RBr63 in acetonitrile 35 000 
RI63 in acetonitrile 24 900, 32 800 

36 200 
33 200, 42 600 
31 2O0 445OO 
26 000 
24 500, 32 400, 37 000 38 600 
14 800, 22 200, 26 700 28 000 

R(III) aqua ion - 53 200 
R2(CO3)3,3H20 52 100 42 400 
RPO4, anhydrous 52 000 43 500 
R2(504)3, anhydrous 50 800 42 200 
R2(804)3, 8H20 50 300 41 700 
RSO] in water 48 100 41 700 

41 000 
36 700 
35 500 
28 200 
29 200, 41 700 
17 850,22 400, 
27 000 

47 800 
48 400 
48 500 
47 200 
44500 
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reducing ligands, and fur thermore ,  most  polyatomic reducing ligands have strong 
internal transitions in the near ultra,violet  f requently masking the conceivable 
electron t ransfer  bands. Never theless ,  it is possible (J~rgensen, 1962c) to prepare 
the orange europium(II I )  di thiocarbamate Eu(S2CN(C4H9)2)3 and the cor- 
responding yellow yt te rb ium(II I )  compound.  The same two colors due to elec- 
tron t ransfer  spectra  are observed  (Bradley et al., 1973) in the R(N(Si(CH3)3)2)3 
with the low N - 3. The most  ext reme example  is the green color of Yb(CsHs)3 
due to an electron transfer  band in the red (Pappalardo and J~rgensen,  1967). 

In the 4d and 5d groups, a large amount  of experimental  data is available 
(Jc~rgensen, 1963a, 1970b) about  electron t ransfer  bands of hexahalide complexes  
MX~ z-6 and one of the most  striking regularities is that the wave-number  ve.t. of 
the first strong electron t ransfer  band within a few thousand cm -1 is 

/]e.t. = [ X o p t ( X )  - -  X . . . . . .  (M)]30000 cm 1, (23.24) 

where xopt is the optical electronegativity of the ligand. When the constant  is 
chosen as 30000 cm -~, it is possible to give the four halide ligands the values of 
Xopt = 3.9(F ),  3.0(C1 ), 2.8(Br ) and 2.5(1 ) also characterizing the Pauling elec- 
tronegativities. It  is not necessary  here to repeat  the arguments t ransforming the 
uncorrected optical electronegativi ty x . . . .  i-r (M) derived f rom eq. (23.24) to 
Xopt (M) though it may be mentioned that it increases with increasing oxidation 
state of a given element,  and also increases smoothly  with increasing Z for a set 
of M(III) or M(IV) crossing a given transition group in a way related to our 
parameter  (E-A). I n  the hexahalide complexes  in table 23.3 there are slightly 
larger differences between X - C1, Br and I than are suggested by eq. (23.24) and 
actually, x . . . . . .  of Sm(III)  seems to increase f rom 1.56 to 1.67, x . . . . . .  of Eu(III)  
f rom 1.89 to 2.01 and x ...... of Yb(III )  f rom 1.78 to 1.90, but conserving the trend 
of eq.(23.23) made quantitative in the refined theory of spin-pairing energy. It  is 
perhaps less surprising that R(III)  seems to have x . . . . . .  about  0.2 unit lower in 
RBr +2 dissolved in ethanol than in RBr63 in acetonitrile, because the former  
complexes have higher N and longer R-Br  distances. Much stronger examples  
of anisotropic,behavior is found in uranyl and neptunyl complexes  (Ryan and 
J~rgensen, 1963) such as UOzBr~ 2 or NpO2CI42 having much longer internuclear 
distances in the equatorial  plane than along the axis of the two oxo ligands. 

In the lanthanides, R(IV) are far more oxidizing than R(III).  Correspondingly,  
strong absorpt ion bands are observed in the visible of Pr(IV) and Tb(IV) 
incorporated in mixed oxides (JCrgensen and Rittershaus,  1967; Hoefdraad ,  
1975; Blasse, 1976). Contrary  to the hypothesis  of a constant  Xopt of oxide, the 
wave-numbers  are much lower in ThO2 and ThGeO4 corresponding to deep 
purple colors compared  with CeO2 and the characterist ic orange color in Y203. It 
is no accident that the best  known R(II) are Eu(II) and Yb(II)  with the highest I 
according to the refined spin-pairing energy theory,  whereas  the best  known 
R(IV) have the lowest  electron affinities (i.e. the lowest  I of the corresponding 
R(III) with q = 2 and 8) such as Pr(IV) and Tb(IV) of comparable  oxidizing 
character,  and Ce(IV) considerably less oxidizing. Among the best  character ized 
cer ium(IV) complexes  are orange CeCI62 having a very strong electron transfer  
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band at 26600 cm -1 and the purple CeBrg 2 at 19200 cm -1 (Ryan and J~rgensen, 
1966) corresponding to x ...... of cerium(IV) slightly above 2.1. The highest 
x ...... = 3.0 can be derived for  Nd(IV) and Dy(IV) from the reflection spectrum 
(Varga and Asprey, 1968) in the orange solids Cs3NdF7 and Cs3DyF7. 

Certain electron transfer bands are due to transfer from one metallic element 
to another,  rather than from a ligand to such an atom. Typical  cases are the 
electron transfer  from Ag4d or T16s to the partly filled 5d shell producing striking 
colors and new bands in the reflection spectra (J~rgensen, 1963b) of silver(I) and 
thallium (I) salts of rhenium (IV), osmium (IV) and iridium (IV) hexahalide anions 
(as is also known from red Ag2CrO4 and blue AgMnO4) and also of ferrocyanides 
(Braterman, 1966) of copper(II)  and uranyl having excited states containing 
Fe(III), Cu(I) and U(V). On the other hand, Herbison-Evans et al. (1965) found 
that T13Fe(CN)6 has excited states due to TI(II) and Fe(II). There is not a large 
difference between such cases and electron transfer between atoms of the same 
element in different oxidation states in mixed-valence compounds (Robin and 
Day, 1967). Thus, Prussian Blue contains the chromophores  Fe(II)C6 and 
Fe(III)N6 in the ground state (with S = 0 and 2, respectively) to be compared 
with Fe(III)C6 and Fe(II)N6 with S--½ and 2 in the excited state. The cor- 
responding purple ruthenium(II)  compound goes from Ru(II)C6 and Fe(III)N6 to 
Ru(III)C6 and Fe(II)N6. Another example (Day, 1963) is the dark blue colour of 
cubic crystals simultaneously containing SbC163 and SbC16. Somewhat  unex- 
pectedly; the ground state contains Sb(II1) and Sb(V) whereas the excited state 
has equilibrated to Sb(IV). These facts must be connected with unexpected 
features of the potential  hypersurfaces  in the ( 3 N -  5) dimensional space for N 
nuclei, as also discussed by Blasse (1976) in connection with the influence of 
electron transfer bands of R(III) and R(IV) on the luminescent behavior of 
lanthanide compounds.  Hofmann and H6schele (1915) ascribed the dark blue 
color of Cel-xUxO2 to "oscillating valences"  also supposed to occur in Prussian 
Blue, but when it was realized (Magneli and Kihlborg, 1951) that this (completely 
miscible) series of fluorite crystals follows Vegard's rule, it was assumed that the 
ground state contains Ce(IV) and U(IV) and the excited state of the electron 
transfer band Ce(llI)  and U(V), an electron jumping from uranium to cerium. 
However ,  recent  photo-electron spectra (Keller and J~rgensen, 1975) might be 
interpreted as indicating that some U(V) even occurs in the ground state. Allen 
et al. (1973)made a careful study of the reduction of pale yellow CeO2 to dark 
blue CeO2_x and finally olive-yellow Ce203. The air oxidation of precipitated 
Ce(OH)3 to blue-grey intermediates is somewhat  comparable to the classical case 
of Fe(OH)2+x being dark green, almost black. There are not many other clear-cut 
cases of electron transfer between two oxidation states of the same lanthanide, 
though Allen et al. (1973) argue this to be the case for EU304. It seems also that 
fox-red stoichiometric PrO2 and TbO2 are not as strongly colored as black 
Pr6Oll and brown Tb407. 

An important difference between optical transitions (including electron trans- 
fer bands) and chemical reactions is that the former  obey Franck and Condon's  
principle that the distribution of internuclear distances in the electronic ground 
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state (due to the lowest,  or populat ion of several  other, vibrational functions) is 
conserved in the excited state in spite of a conceivable large amount  of 
co-excited vibrations. The picture of  the potential  curve of a diatomic molecule 
has given the name vertical transitions in such a case, project ing the vibrational 
function originally prevailing up on the excited potential  curve. Chemical  reac- 
tions are intrinsically adiabatic allowing the internuclear distances to change. A 
typical case is the reaction be tween 2Cu +2 in aqueous solution with four  I 
forming a precipitate of 2CuI  and a diatomic 12 molecule. Under  the same 
circumstances,  the broader  an electron t ransfer  band the more likely it is to 
produce such a redox reaction. It  is quite characterist ic that one of the lowest  
wave-numbers  known for  the electron t ransfer  bands of a monomer ic  halide 
complex is the 5d 4 osmium(IV)  Osi6 z at 9400cm -~ in the near infra-red 
(J~rgensen, 1963b; J~rgensen et al., 1971; Piepho et al., 1975) where the 
band-width is exceptionally narrow. On the other hand, broad absorpt ion bands 
of cer ium(IV) complexes  are far more liable to conduct  to photo-chemical  
decomposit ion.  In the specific case where the s toichiometry of the excited state 
does not differ f rom the ground state (and the excitation energy is due to 
differing internuclear distances) there is no obvious lower limit to the wave  
number, but several  such compounds  containing one Fe(II)  and one Fe(III)  have 
been shown in recent  years to have a strong, rather broad band between 6000 
and 10000 cm ~ such as Fe2(CN)?05 (Emschwiller  and J~rgensen,  1970) probably 
containing two cyanide bridges, whereas  a crystal  structure (Ludi and GiJdel, 
1973; Glauser  et al., 1973) has been shown to have one cyanide bridge in the 
analogous Fe2(CN); 6. Besides the question of co-excited vibrations, there is the 
more fundamental  problem with electron t ransfer  between distant a toms that it 
is very difficult to provide sufficient oscillator strength for  the transition. Seen 
f rom this point of view, it would be quite interesting to look for  weak electron 
transfer  bands between lanthanides and rather  distant atoms.  One case is black 
EuTiO3 (Brous et al., 1953) containing Eu(II)  and Ti(IV) in the ground State. The 
excited states of this perovski te  may be intermediate (or superposed)  between 
4f65d of Eu(II)  such as in the NaCl- type monochalkogenides ,  and electron 
transfer  yielding Eu(III)  and Ti(III).  

2.4. The condi t ions /or  unusual oxidation states 

In aqueous 1 molar non-complexing acid (pH = 0) or 0.1 molar H~q(pH-- l) 
there is not the slightest doubt that only R(III)  aqua ions are thermodynamical ly  
stable. It  is true that the H2 evolution of europium(II )  aqua ions and the 02 
evolution of the not too well-defined cerium (IV) hydroxo-aqua  complexes  are so 
slow (in the absence  of suitable catalysts and ultra-violet radiation) that solutions 
can be kept  in practice for several  months.  Alkaline conditions forming the 
highly insoluble yellow Ce(OH)4 and many  complexing anions (nitrate, phos- 
phate, sulfate, chromate  and in roughly neutral solutions peroxide) stabilize 
Ce(IV). In spite of many  at tempts  to prepare p raseodymium(IV)  and 
terbium(IV)  f rom aqueous solution,~this does not seem to have succeeded as yet, 
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though mixed oxides, for  instance obtained by calcining the mixed hydroxides 
made with aqueous ammonia (J~rgensen and Rittershaus, 1967) at 600°C, or by 
calcining mixed nitrate solutions on cotton Auer mantles (J~rgensen, 1975d and 
1976a), readily contain these two oxidation states, and actually it can be quite 
difficult to reduce them to R(III) by heating in hydrogen. The three R(IV) 
mentioned form many colorless fluorides and double fluorides, whereas Nd(IV) 
and Dy(IV) are only known in the orange Cs3RF7 (Varga and Asprey,  1968). 

Though solid-state chemistry and the use of non-aqueous solvents have 
extended our previous possibilities of preparing R(II) and R(IV) there are other 
limitations to the production of unusual oxidation states which have become 
apparent from recent  ]ghysical measurements.  Since crystalline fluorides are 
more difficult to reduce than water is, it is not surprising that traces of 
syncrystallized R(II) can be detected. Contrary to the d groups (J~rgensen, 
1969a) where certain types of ligands, such as CO and PF3, are particularly able 
to stabilize central atoms in very low, zero or negative oxidation states, no 
conjugated ligands (e.g. of the dipyridyl or phenanthroline type) which 
significantly stabilize R(II) are found. Actually, most complex formation con- 
stants for a given ligand are larger for  R(IlI) than for R(II) with the result that 
the standard oxidation potential E ° of the R(II) complex is normally more 
negative than for the aqua ion. Nugent  et al. (1973) have used the refined 
spin-pairing energy theory to predict and rationalize the variation of E ° for both 
R(II) and R(III) aqua ions as a function of varying number q of 4f electrons. The 
general trends in the phenomenological  baricenter polynomial clearly show that 
no R(I) compounds are expected in the sense of containing the appropriate 
number of 4f electrons. This does not prevent clusters from forming, stabilized 
by the presence of electrons not in the 4f shell. A typical case is the metallic 
compound Gd2C13 (Lokken and Corbett,  1970) having magnetic properties (S = 7) 
corresponding to the conditional oxidation state Gd(III). In spite of the extre- 
mely positive E ° values evaluated for R(III) aqua ions (Nugent et al., 1973) 
making eleven of the hypothetical R(IV) aqua ions more oxidizing than F2 it is 
much more difficult to present a clear-cut argument against rather unexpected 
ligands stabilizing a given R(IV) at least kinetically for  a short time. We have 
already seen a rather curious example (Ryan and J~rgensen, 1966) in the 
admittedly highly reactive CeBr62. It i s  known in the 3d group that both 
dithiocarbamates (Hendrickson et al., 1975; Willemse et al., 1976) and a diphos- 
phine (Warren and Bennett ,  1974) are able to stabilize unusually high oxidation 
states such as iron(IV), nickel(IV) and copper(III) ,  and it may be mentioned that 
the only two known iridium(V) complexes are lrF6 and HsIr(P(C6Hs)3)2. Such 
paradoxes must be explained by a delicate balance between the ligand to be 
oxidized (and perhaps dimerized) leaving the central atom in a lower oxidation 
state, and the stronger covalent bonding, in particular of Pearson-soft ,  ligands 
when the oxidation state increases. It is quite conceivable that rather soft ligands 
stabilize R(IV). On the other hand, the I(R4f) determined by photo-electron 
spectra exclude (J~rgensen, 1973b,c) R(V) being produced in condensed matter. 

It is not easy to have a completely sharp classification of how many oxidation 
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states are known in non-metallic compounds  of the elements  scandium (Z = 21) 
to fermium (Z = 100) though 238 were definitely known in 1968 (J¢rgensen, 
1969a). It  is curious how few have  been determined since: gold(V) in AuF6 
(Leary and Bartlett,  1972), m a n g a n e s e ( - I I I )  and r h e n i u m ( - I I I )  in M(CO)43 
(Ellis and Faltynek,  1975), nickel(I) complexes  of certain macrocycl ic  ligands 
(Tait et al., 1976) and finally dark green monomer ic  nickel(I) in a zeolite 
(Garbowski,  1976) not to be confused w i t h  dimeric (NC)3NiNi(CN)34. Quite 
generally, we do not count catenated species with homo-a tomic  bonds of 
chromium, manganese,  gallium, selenium, molybdenum,  ruthenium, rhodium, 
palladium, tellurium, rhenium and mercury  as distinct oxidation states, though 
their oxidation number  (for use in redox equations) is defined. It is difficult to 
know whether  there is an absolute sense in which the d iscovery of new 
oxidation states has passed its climax, or whether  we are just waiting for a new 
combination of ligands ready to produce  a new manifold of oxidation states. The 
most oxidizing elements,  fluorine and oxygen,  already seem to have done their 
best for the lanthanides. The characterist ic electron spin resonance spect rum of 
4f 7 may perhaps  assist in detecting traces of terbium(IV)  on unusual sites. The 
electron t ransfer  spectra probably  provide intense colors of transient R(IV) 
intermediates.  

2.5. Photo-electron spectra (ESCA) 

A neutral or posit ive system with access to open space always has a set of 
discrete s tat ionary states fol lowed by a continuum of overall dense states 
starting with the lowest  ionization energy L This corresponds to the threshold of 
Einstein photo-emission f rom a metallic sample,  and a large number  of gaseous 
molecules (Watanabe,  1957) were studied with respect  to the photon energy 
threshold for  photo-conduct ivi ty.  It was felt  by many  quantum chemists  that the 
higher I values corresponding to ionization of penult imate MO in molecules were 
somewhat  an ~ art ifact  by being situated inside the continuum. However ,  an 
experimental  technique became available for  verifying these penult imate orbitals 
by photo-electron spectra where 

I = hv - E k i n .  (23.25) 

Solid samples are generally bombarded  with 1253.6 eV photons originating in a 
magnesium anti-cathode,  or hp = 1486.6 eV f rom aluminum. This technique was  
developed by Kai  Siegbahn and his group in U p p s a l a  based on exper ience with 
/3-spectrographs, and was originally considered all al ternative to the classical 
determination of I for inner Shells by X-ray spectra.  When Hags t r6m et al. 
(1964) found a strong chemical  shift d I  be tween the two non-equivalent  sulfur 
atoms in thiosulfate $2032 the interest  for  chemical effects on photo-electron 
spectra rapidly grew, and the ac ronym "Elec t ron  Spec t roscopy for Chemical 
Applicat ions" was coined. The " A "  was "Analys i s"  until it turned out that the 
technique is only interest ing as a semi-quanti tat ive analysis method for extre- 
mely specific problems of surface chemistry,  though it can be of unique help 
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(J0rgenSen, 1975a, 1977; Berthou and JCrgensen, 1975; Pitton et al., 1976). By the 
way, the shift of about  10 eV between the sulfur ls absorption edges in sulfates and 
in sulfides was previously found by Stelling (1928) in Lund and was also shown to 
occur in the X-ray absorption in thiosulfates.  Gaseous  samples can either be 
studied with the photon energies given above,  or with the 584 A resonance line 
(21.2 eV) of the helium atom or 304 A (hu = 40.8 eV) of He +. Since 1962, David 
Turner  developed this technique, first in Imperial  College of Science and 
Technology in London and later at the Universi ty  of Oxford (Turner et al., 1970) 
confirming the penult imate MO of a large number  of simple, and in particular di- 
and triatomic molecules.  In such cases,  the resolution can be as good as 0.01 eV 
allowing the vibrational Structure to be identified. Solid samples  have a variety 
of experimental  problems,  one being connected with the mean escape-width of 
the electron not undergoing inelastic scattering being about  20 A (some 4 to 6 
monomolecular  layers), only a percent  of the average penetrat ion of the 1253.6 
or 1486.6 eV soft X-rays. Correspondingly,  the mildly undulating background of 
inelastically scattered electrons with Ekin lower than given by eq.(23.25) has a 
very large area and is half as high as the strongest  peaks.  The resolution 
obtained is not much better  than 1 eV. An additional problem for  non-conducting 
samples is that  they develop a quasi-stat ionary positive potential  between 1 and 
5 V decreasing Ekin and increasing the apparent  value of L This charging effect 
can be evaluated (JOrgensen and Berthou,  1975) by compar ison with the Cls  
signals of the hydrocarbon f rom one-sided scotch tape. Recent  reviews on 
photo-electron spectra of metallic (Watson and Perlman,  1975) and non-metallic 
(J0rgensen, 1975e) solids can be consulted for further  information.  In Geneva,  a 
systematic study of 600 compounds  containing 77 elements  was made with a 
Varian IEE-15  photo-electron spec t rometer  (J0rgensen and Berthou,  1972). 

For the chemists,  the most  interesting aspect  of the photo-electron spectra of 
lanthanides is the valence region containing the signals due to R4f. The resolu- 
tion is by far  the best in the metallic e lements  but a major  exper imental  problem 
is that one n e e d s  to work at very high vacuo (10 10 torr and not 10-7tort as 
f requent  for most  compounds)  and with freshly evapora ted  samples (it is here 
useful that oxygen ls signals can be tised to detect  oxides, even if they are 
amorphous)  as first done by Hed6n et al. (1971) but later continued to a large 
extent by Baer  and Busch (1974). These  results were discussed in a three- 
laboratory note by Cox, Baer and J0rgensen (1973) as the effect  of forming 
various energy levels of 4f q ~ by ionization of 4fL In table 23.4 the I *  values relative 
to the Fermi level are given for the more  complicated cases. The corresponding I 
values relative to vacuo are roughly 3 eV higher. Metallic europium and gadolinium 
both have the half-filled shell 4f 7 and hence the conditional oxidation states Eu[II] 
and Gd[III]  with a single signal at two different positions, I*  = 2.1 and 8.0 eV, 
respectively.  The excited states formed of 4f 6 all belong to the lowest  term 7F less 
than ~ eV wide. Metallic yt terbium and lutetium are closed-shell sys tems,  and the 
sets of I*  yalues, 1.1 and 2 .4eV for  Yb[II] and 7.1 and 8 .6eV for  Lu[III]  
corresponding to the two J = 7 and ~ of the unique term 2F of 4f 13. As seen in table 
23.4 the metallic elements  between terbium and thulium have rather  complicated 
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TABLE 23.4. 
Photo-electron spectra 4f q ~ 4f q-~ of metallic lanthanides and NaCl-type antimonides. I* (in eV 

relative to the Fermi level) and assignments of ionized states in parentheses. 
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(q - 1) 

1 Pr - 3.3(2F5/2) PrSb 
2 Nd 4.8(3H4), 5.4(3F2) NdSb 
4 Sm 5.3(sI), 6.8(5F), 7.6(5G), 9.4(5D) SmSb 
6 Gd 8.0(7E) GdSb 
7 Tb 2.3(sS), 7.4(6I), 9.3(6G), 10.3(6H) TbSb 

8 Dy 

9 Ho 

10 Er 

11 Tm 

3.9(7F6), 6.7(5D4), 7.7(5L10), DySb 
8.6(SH7), 9.3(5Is), 10.5(SK9), 
12.5(triplet or 4f 7 shake-off) 
5.3( 6H 15/2), 6(6Fll/2), 8.7(4M21/2), HoSb 
9.5(4L19/2) 
4.8(518), 5.4(517), 6.8(5F5), ErSb 
7.7(5G6), 8.7(3L9), 9.4(3MI0) 
4.6(4Ii5/2), 5.8(4113/2), 7(2HII/2), TmSb 
8.3(4Gn/2 and 2K15/2), 10.1(2L17/2) 

J /_ 

p'3~r(2Fs/2) 
5.8(3H4), 6.4(3F2) 
6.1(5I), 8.5(5G) 
9.1 (TF) 
3.2(sS), 8.2(6I), 10.1(6G), 
11. l(6H) 
5.0(7F6), 8.3(5D4), 8.7(5L10), 
9.7(5H7), 10.3(5Is), 11.5(5K9), 
13.5(triplet or 4f 7 shake-off) 
6.0(6H ,5/2), 7-0( 6F 11/2), 
9.4(4M21/2), 10(4L19/2) 
5.6(518), 6.3(517), 8(5F5), 
8.7(5G6), 9.6(3L9), 10.2(3Mr0) 
5.5(4L5/2), 6.5(4L3:2), 8.2(2Hll/2), 
9.3(4G 11:2 and 2K 1512i, 
11.2(2L 17/2) 

spect ra ,  bu t  are not  as wide ly  d is t r ibuted  as one would  pred ic t  if all the 4f q 1 
t e rms  e n u m e r a t e d  in eq.(23.16) were  f o r m e d  with  a p robab i l i ty  p ropor t iona l  to 
their  n u m b e r  (2S + 1) (2L + 1) of  s tates .  As  f r equen t ly  happens  in a tomic  spec-  
t ro scopy ,  the ionizat ion p roce s s  is bo th  l imited by  s y m m e t r y - d e t e r m i n e d  selec- 
tion rules (in Russe l l -Saunder s  coupl ing,  S changes  _+½ and L can  at  mos t  
change  by  3 units) and by  numer ica l  condi t ions  re la ted by  Cox  (1975) to the 
squared coefficients of fractional parentage of the final 4f q-1 s ta tes  in the 4f q 
g r o u n d  s ta te  ( a s suming  spher ica l  s y m m e t r y  and definite S, L, J) .  T h e  resul t ing 
intensi ty  dis t r ibut ion is in r e m a r k a b l e  a g r e e m e n t  (Cox et al., 1973) with the 
o b s e r v e d  signals,  if the conf igura t ion  4f q-l is c o m p a r e d  with the k n o w n  dis- 
t r ibut ion of  J - l eve l s  (Carnal l  et al., 1968) fo r  the R(I I I )  aqua  ion of the p reced ing  
e l emen t  with Z one unit  lower.  H o w e v e r ,  we are here  in the p r e sence  of  two 
i soe lec t ronic  Species ,  R[IV] f o r m e d  by  ionizat ion of R[II I ] ,  and R(II I ) .  One  
would  have  expec t ed  p a r a m e t e r s  of  in te re lec t ronic  repuls ion  abou t  20% larger  in 
the f o r m e r  case ,  but  as a ma t t e r  o f  fact ,  this increase  is only  6% in T m [ I V ]  
c o m p a r e d  with 4 f " E r ( I I I )  but  abou t  12% w h e n  c o m p a r i n g  Dy[IV]  with  4fSTb(III)  
or Tb[ IV]  with 4fTGd(III) .  T h e s e  regular i t ies  can be used  fo r  d i scuss ing  the 
nephe lauxe t i c  effect  in the final ionized s ta tes  ( Jc rgensen ,  1975c). 

The  first c o m p o u n d s  which  were  c o m p a r e d  with the metal l ic  e l emen t s  were  
EuS having  I * ( E u 4 f ) =  1 .8eV,  and I* (S3p)  abou t  3 .8eV,  and the metal l ic  
N a C l - t y p e  s to ich iomet r ic  c o m p o u n d  G d S  hav ing  I *  (Gd4f)  = 8.9 eV ( E a s t m a n  and 
Kuzn ie tz ,  1971). C a m p a g n a  et  al. (1974b, 1976) c o m p a r e d  a l a rge  n u m b e r  of  semi-  
conduc t ing  N a C l - t y p e  an t imon ides  RSb  of  which  I * ( R 4 f ) s h o w s  a lmos t  the s ame  
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structure as the metallic elements, but 1 eV higher values, as seen in table 23.4. 
What is quite interesting is that I*(Sb5p) in all the antimonides is close to 2.0 eV, 
much lower than I*(R4f). The partly filled 4f shell going from R = Ce to Tm does 
not form such strongly covalent bonds that the structure of 4f ~ 1 in approxima- 
tely spherical symmetry  (the strong photo-electron signals usually correspond to 
the lowest J-level of terms with relatively high L) cannot be recognized and 
actually, the term distances (e.g. between 2L17/2 and 4It5/2 of fl~) are marginally 
larger in the later antimonides (5.7 eV in TmSb to be compared with 5.5 eV in 
metallic thulium) corresponding to a slightly less pronounced nephelauxetic 
effect, whereas the opposite may be true for terbium, dysprosium and holmium. 
The situation is slightly less clear-cut in insulating fluorides, iodates, sulfates and 
oxides (JCrgensen and Berthou,  1972; Cox et al., 1973) where it is not perfect ly 
clear whether the blurring out of the narrow signals compared with those found 
in antimonides is due to the inhomogeneous Madelung potential on the surface 
of the crystals, spatially distributed variations of the quasi-stationary positive 
potential due to the loss of photo-electrons,  or the chemically more interesting 
effect of splitting of individual J-levels into sub-levels (each containing a few of 
the (2J + 1) states) due to deviations from effective spherical symmetry cor- 
responding to extensive covalent bonding. However ,  independently of how the 
observed broadening is distr ibuted on these three effects, it is normally below 
1 eV and, for  instance smaller than the typical sub-shell energy difference 
A(called 10 Dq in ancient literature) in octahedral 3d, 4d and 5d group com- 
plexes. 

The photo-electron spectra of NaCl-type lanthanide compounds have provided 
even more surprising observations. An almost unique case is TmTe apparently 
containing comparable concentrat ions of 4f 12 thulium (III) and 4f 13 thulium (II) in 
the ground state (Campagna e t  al., 1974a) though some criticism has recently 
been directed (Suryanarayanan e t  al., 1975) against this description of stoi- 
chiometric thulium telluride. Since the crystal remains strictly cubic with no 
lasting non-equivalence, the fluctuations of oxidation state must be very rapid, 
though not as rapid as the time-scale (of the order of magnitude 10-17S) of the 
photo-electron spectra, establishing an almost instantaneous picture (JOrgensen, 
1971a). The analogous selenide TmSe has about 80% thulium(Il l)  and 20% 
thulium(II) on an instantaneous picture (Campagna et al., 1974a). Perhaps the 
most amazing result is that the nephelauxetic effect is perceptible in 4f"  formed 
by ionization of Tm(III) and comparable to TmSb (Campagna et al., 1974b) 
whereas 4f ~2 formed by ionization of Tm(II) at the same time hardly shows any 
nephelauxetic effect because levels such as 116 and 3H 6 are  separated at distances 
decreased by 2% or less compared with the well-known energy levels obtained 
by the study of visible and ultra-violet spectra of thulium(III) compounds,  as 
discussed in this series by Carnall in Chapter 25. Whereas NaCl-type 
samarium(II) sulfide is a straightforward Sm(lI) compound showing photo- 
electron signals due to 4 f 6 ~ 4 f  5 ionization, the metallic NaCI-type crystal~ such 
as Sm0.82Gd0.~sS and Sm0.85Th0.~sS obtained by substitution with gadolinium(Ill)  
or thorium(IV) seem to contain comparable amounts of Sm[I1] and Sm[III] on an 
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instantaneous picture (Campagna et al., 1974c, 1976). Such collective 
effects are not due exclusively to a change of lattice constants (comparable 
to well-known (Jayaraman et al., 1974) transformations of many R(II) com- 
pounds to R[III] by external high pressure) since certain substituents increase 
the unit cell dimension. The relation of such behavior to the energy band model 
was recently reviewed by Wilson (1977). 

2.6. Metallic and semiconducting solids 

In contrast  to the chemical metallic character of an element (evaluated 
according to the acidic or basic character  of the hydroxide,  and several other 
criteria) strongly dependent  on the oxidation state (e.g. chromium and man- 
ganese) the physical metal is best defined as a conducting material not having its 
electric resistance decreased with increasing temperature.  The typical metal 
actually has its resistivity roughly proportional to the absolute temperature T, 
whereas the typical semiconductor  follows the same exponential  decrease as the 
kinetic reaction-times according to the Arrhenius equation, the logarithm of the 
electric resistivity being a linear function of ( l /T) .  It is worthwhile noting that 
elements and non-stoichiometric alloys are not the only feasible physical metals, 
many strictly stoichiometric compounds can be physical metals. For  our pur- 
poses, it is interesting to note the cubic NaCl-type compounds TiC, LaS, GdS 
and ThS and other examples, such as LaI2 and ThI2. Certain metallic elements, 
such as the alkaline metals (Li, Na, K, Rb and Cs) and the coinage metals (Cu, 
Ag, Au) almost certainly consist of closed-shell ions M + surrounded by the 
Fermi sea of conduction electrons containing one electron from each M atom. 
However ,  most metallic elements are much less conducting, and though it cannot 
be argued that the resistivity is inversely proportional to the number of conduc- 
tion electrons (because their mobility depends on many additional parameters)  it 
seems likely that most heavier elements are a kind of homo-atomic compounds 
(with long internuclear distances corresponding to the high coordination number 
N)  containitig a relatively low number of mobile electrons. A typical case is 
mercury (which was used for many years to define an ohm, before the electrical 
units were incorporated in the m-kg-s system) or antimony and bismuth, and the 
chemist cannot help feeling that metallicity must be something slightly 
superficial. It is beyond doubt that even highly isolating compounds become 
metallic, even at room temperature or below, at sufficiently high pressure. For 
the experimentalist,  it is sad that one cannot  remove metallicity by applying a 
negative pressure, increasing the internuclear distances, because the strength of 
most materials toward cavitation is very moderate.  

In the lanthanide compounds,  the observation that the mono-chalkogenides 
RX(X = S, Se, Te) are physical metals for R - La, Ce, Pr, Nd, Gd, Tb, Dy, Ho, 
Er (for Tm, cf. the remarks above for photo-electron spectra) but typical 
semiconductors for R - S i n ,  Eu and Yb suggested the correlation (J~rgensen, 
1964) with the lowest level of the next  configuration 4f ~ ~5d. The argument then 
ran that in stoichiometric, undiluted compounds the lowest conduction band is 
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constituted by 5d orbitals being sufficiently delocalized. This is not true in highly 
dilute fluorites RxCal_xF2 where McClure and Kiss (1963) detected R - - L a ,  C e  
and possibly Gd with the ground state belonging to 5d, 4f5d and 4f75d respec- 
tively, in spite of certain complications (Drotning and Drickamer, 1973) for 
instance in the case of R = Tb. After the establishment of the system differences 
discussed in subsect. 2.2 and the refined spin-pairing energy theory,  it would 
seem more plausible to say that the metallicity is connected with the removal of 
one 4f electron of R(II) whereas it is less imperative that it becomes exactly a 5d 
electron.  Any loss of a 4f electron to an indefinite reservoir  of conduction 
electrons would show the same trend and become easier along the elements 
Eu < Yb < Sm < Tm < . . .  in the order given in eq. (23.23). It 
was also noted (J~rgensen, 1964) that bivalent iodides are more apt to 
remain non-metallic, since both TmI2 and NdI2 are dark colored semi-conductors 
like ThI3. Hulliger (1968) analyzed these conditions further  and concluded that 
there was a parallel shift of 4f ~ 15d to higher wave numbers in iodides rather 
than in chalkogenides. On the other hand, the metallic elements slide a further 
step down along eq.(23.23) in the sense of M[II] occurring in europium and 
ytterbium only (though remaining metallic with properties comparable to stron- 
tium and barium) and all the other elements being M[III] with one 4f electron 
less for  a given element. It is a characteristic feature of classical physical 
chemistry that such phase transformations frequently correspond to almost the 
same free energy G for a highly different set of internuclear distances, as most 
strikingly seen in the equilibrium of a saturated vapor and its condensed solid. 
Hence,  the transitions between M[II] and M[III] cannot at all be expected to be 
spectroscopic in the sense of following Franck and Condon's principle. Whereas 
large chunks of a given solid have almost identical thermodynamic properties,  
sufficiently small particles are more volatile, soluble . . . .  corresponding to slightly 
higher free energy, but at the same time, the strong surface tension imitates 
many of the effects of high external pressure,  and in particular, the internuclear 
distances are perceptibly shorter than in the large crystal. Vergand and Bonnelle 
(1972, cf. also Bonnelle and Vergand, 1975) found from the X-ray spectra of 
small globules of metallic ytterbium that they become Yb[III] when their radii 
are below 30 A. This observation was confirmed by electron diffraction, whereas 
small globules of metallic gadolinium gradually decrease their internuclear 
distances much less. It is possible to generalize these recent  facts to the 
condi t ion for R[III] being formed 

-k,~, 
gaseous R~< gaseous R ° <  RI2 < RTe < RSe < RS < solid R (23.26) 

increasing with decreasing R-R distances. The differentiation between tellurides, 
selenides and sulfides is derived from the observations of Campagna et al. 
(1974a, 1976). The condition for the transition from R(II) to R[III] is clearly that 
the ionization energy I forming the ground state of 4f ~-~ is lower than the 
electron affinity of the available orbitals with vacant positions, effectively the 
conduction band. However ,  this question is adiabatic and not directly spec- 
troscopic. 
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We have not yet  discussed the transition from M[III] to M[IV] though the two 
isotypic modifications of metallic cerium, cubic a-Ce and y-Ce at least for a 
large part contain Ce[IV] without a localized 4f and Ce[III] with one 4f electron, 
respectively (for a thorough review, see Jayaraman, 1965) compared with the 
hexagonal fl-Ce being Ce[III]. Weaver  and Schirber (1976) studied P and As 
nuclear magnetic resonance of NaCl-type of CeP and CeAs with unusual 
behavior, and Jayaraman et al. (1976) discussed the high-pressure transfor- 
mation of cubic NaCl-type CeP from Ce[III] to Ce[IV] with an additional 
conduction electron. Otherwise, all the RP, RAs and RSb of NaCl-type seem to be 
low-energy-gap semiconductors and RN seems to have intrinsically a rather 
large energy gap (say 2 eV) though it seems to be very difficult to prepare them 
without crystalline defects  or chemical impurities making them behave as 
physical metals. Obviously, alloys of cerium and thorium are also quite interes- 
ting (Gschneidner et al., 1962; Edelstein et al., 1976). It may be noted that 
Johansson (1974, 1975) argues that the transition from y-Ce to a -Ce  is a Mott 
transition (Mott, 1974, describes how a given lattice of e.g. sodium atoms 
suddenly becomes metallic below a critical limit of internuclear distances, 
whereas the large difference between I and the electron affinity, called the 
Hubbard parameter  U, prevents electron hopping at higher distances) with 
itinerant 4f electrons in the latter case as known from compounds in the 
beginning of the 5d group such as the metallic NaxWO3 and ReO3. Johansson and 
Rosengren (1975) have discussed the cohesive energies (heats of atomization) of 
4f and 5f elements. Though Johansson (1974) argues that a -Ce  cannot be Ce[IV] 
because its AHatom = 103 kcal/mol is within 2% of that for  La, y-Ce, Lu (and Y) 
whereas AHatom is from 146 to 143 kcal/mol for metallic Zr, Hf  and Th, this is 
only an indicator that the valence state energy of Ce[IV] if it is a predominant  
consti tuent of a -Ce  is 1.8 eV higher than of Ce[III]. Such differences are both 
adiabatic and collective (as seen from the absence of intermediate unit cell sizes) 
and cannot be adequately described by spectroscopic "ver t ical"  transitions. The 
difference be(ween the two isotypic cerium modifications is of the same type as 
the well-known Orgel gap (Orgel, 1957) between high-spin and low-spin forms of 
the same chromophore  MX6 where a given interval of M-X distances still 
implying Smax is thermodynamical ly unstable relative to a contraction permitting 
the lower S value. This does not prevent  the two energy minima (for different 
distances) from sometimes being identical. 

2.7. Evidence for weak covalent bonding and the nephelauxetic effect 

The transitions in the partly filled 4f shell of lanthanide compounds are 
sufficiently similar to spectral lines of monatomic entities that the overall,  small 
shift toward lower wave numbers is a rather direct indicator of partly covalent 
bonding. Hofmann and Kirmreuther  (1910) suggested that the electronic orbits 
had slightly larger radii in Er203 than in hydrated erbium (III) salts, and Ephraim 
et al. (1926, 1928, 1929) made an extensive systematic study of band shifts in 
Pr(III), Nd(III) and Sm(III). Such work was continued by Boulanger (1952) and 
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Jorgensen (1956a, 1962d), but it was only after  the identification of twelve 
J-levels of the lowest configuration [Xe]4f 2 of gaseous Pr  +3 by Sugar (1965) that 
it became clear that even fluorides, double nitrates and aqua ions have lower 
term differences than gaseous R +3 a s  had been suspected for a long time 

The situation was very different in the d groups, where the energy levels of 
gaseous M +2 and M +3 w e r e  generally well-known (Moore, 1952, 1958), but where 
the deviations from spherical symmetry  due to chemical bonding are so strong 
that the term distances cannot be recovered without a considerable amount  of 
mathematical manipulation (Tanabe and Sugano, 1954; Griffith, 1961), with the 
fortunate exception of o~ahedral and tetrahedral manganese(II)  complexes 
(Orgel, 1955; J0rgensen, 1~69a) where a direct comparison is possible between 
the 68-4G distance 26846 cm 1 in the lowest configuration [Ar]3d 5 of gaseous 
Mn +2 and a sharp absorption band moving from 25300 cm -1 in MnF2 and KMnF3 
both containing the chromophore Mn(II)F6 to 21600 cm -~ in the sulfides. Though 
it is beyond doubt that this shift is due to an expansion of the 3d radial function 
corresponding to the modified central field screened by the invading electronic 
density from the neighbor atoms, Orgel (1955) pointed out that i t i s  not easy to 
evaluate how much of the electronic density has been transferred to the central 
atom by the partly covalent bonding. Thus, the lowest configuration [Ar]3d54s 2 of 
the gaseous manganese atom has the distance 25279 cm -~ between the two terms 
6S and 4G showing that the t w o  4s electrons together only decrease the term 
distance 5.8%. Sch~iffer and J0rgensen (1958) analyzed the general problem of 
how to obtain the phenomenological parameters of repulsion between d elec- 
trons from the observed absorption band maxima of octahedral and tetrahedral 
complexes,  and the late Kaj Barr proposed the word nephelauxetic (cloud- 
expanding) for  this effect. The nephelauxetic ratio /3 is the ratio between the 
phenomenological  Racah parameter  B in the compound and B0 in the cor- 
responding gaseous ion M +z. Interestingly enough, the difference ( 1 - / 3 )  can in 
most cases be written as the product  of one parameter  characterizing the central 
atom (in a definite oxidation state) and another parameter  for the ligand. Since 
the problems in the lanthanides are rather different, we are not going to discuss 
these two nephelauxetic series at length here. 

Actually, the major difficulty in the 4f group compounds is that the seven 
4f-like electrons have slightly different one-electron energies, typically spread 
over 800cm -1 or 0.1 eV. The corresponding six independent energy differences 
cannot be significantly evaluated from the original model of the electrostatic 
crystal field, which is a first-order perturbation from the (very small) difference 
between the Madelung potential and its spherical average for a given r. On the 
other hand, the angular overlap model was developed as M.O. theory for 
anti-bonding effects proportional to the square of the overlap between the 
orbitals of the central atom and of the ligands having the same symmetry  type in 
the point-group considered (Jorgensen et al., 1963). It was later shown (Sch~iffer 
and JCrgensen, 1965; Schfiffer, 1968, 1973; JOrgensen, 1971a) that the angular 
overlap model is equi-consequential with a contact  term at the ligand nuclei 
acting on the square of the (real) 4f orbital. Anyhow, this model has been shown 
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to be compatible with much experimental evidence (Burns, 1967; Kuse and 
JCrgensen, 1967; Vishwamittar and Puri, 1973; Linares et al., 1977) but the 
relation between the one-electron energy differences in the 4f shell and the 
separation of sub-levels (each containing one or a few of the (2J + 1) states) of a 
given J-level is, unfortunately, rather complicated. Because the M.O. configura- 
tions are highly mixed, the total splitting of a given Y-level is usually 20 to 120% 
of the spread of one-electron energy differences, but varies strongly from one 
Y-level'to another. In crystals of comparatively high local symmetry, thorough 
studies of the line absorption spectra at low T allow all the sub-levels to be 
identified, so that they can be weighted by their number of states, and the 
baricentre of each J-level can be experimentally established. Typical cases of d/3 
(defined as the best straight line going through the J-level baricenters of 
[R(HzO)9](CzHsSO4)3 compared with the compound, and assuming invariant ~74f as 
discussed below) are 0.0075 for NdxLal_xCl3 (Carlson and Dieke, 1961), 0.012 for 
NdxLal-xBr3 (Richman and Wong, 1962) 0.031 for NdxY2 xO3 (Chang, 1966) 
relative to the ennea-aqua ion, and for erbium(III) compounds 0.004 for 
ErxLal-xC13, but the higher value 0.013 for ErxYl_xC13 (Rakestraw and Dieke, 
1965), 0.007 for ErxLal_xBr3 (Kiess and Dieke, 1966) and 0.015 for Er~Yz-xO3 
(Kisliuk et al., 1964) which is almost as high as 0.016 for undiluted Er203 (Gruber et 
al., 1966). Comparable values are obtained by the more accessible, but less accurate 
technique (J0rgensen et al., 1965a; J0rgensen and Rittershaus, 1967) of finding the 
best straight line 

l p - -  l"aqua = dv - ( d j ~ ) V a q u a  (23.27) 

with the slope d/3 by comparing the baricenter of band intensity of each J level 
of the compound considered (v) and in the aqua ion (V,qua). The parameter dv 
contains several contributions. Most mixed oxides have rather large d/3, slightly 
below the undiluted sesquioxides. The only two categories of compounds having 
even larger d/3 are sulfides (J0rgensen, Pappalardo and Flahaut, 1965b) and 
cyclopentadiefiides. Such cases are d/3 = 0.042 in BaNdzS4, 0.038 in Nd(CsHs)3, 
0.036 in CdGa2_xEr~S4 and 0.028 in Er(CsHs)3 though it must be noted that the 
corresponding dv are rather large, 300 to 400 cm -1. The interpolation of the term 
distance 6S-4G of manganese(II) compounds (according to their nephelauxetic 
effect) between the isoelectronic gaseous ions Cr + and Mn +2 can be repeated by 
comparison of neodymium(III) compounds with the gaseous Pr+Z(Sugar, 1963; 
Trees, 1964) rather systematically having all J-level energy differences 23% 
smaller than Nd(III) aqua ions. 

A characteristic feature of lanthanide(III) compounds is that only the term 
distances dependent on phenomenological parameters of interelectronic repul- 
sion are significantly diminished by the nephelauxetic effect, whereas the spin- 
orbit Land6 parameter £'4f hardly changes at all. In a delocalized L.C.A.O. 
description where the electronic density of the partly filled shell on the central 
atom is depleted by being multiplied by the factor (1 " aZ), ~'4f is expected to be 
multiplied by the same factor, whereas the nephelauxetic ratio /3 should be 
approximately ( l - a 2 )  2 -  1 - 2 a  2 with the result that d/3 is roughly 2a 2. An 
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expansion of the part ly filled 4f shell by  a modified central field U(r) (or for that 
mat ter  an increased Watson  effect in the compounds)  may  change /3 by more 
than twice the change of ~74f. It  is important  to note for the chemist  that all these 
effects pull in the same direction, and since their sum is moderate ,  the results put 
an upper  limit to each of the conceivable contributions. Caro and Derouet  (1972) 
compared  a large number  of  neodymium( l iD  compounds ,  and recently 
Caro et al. (1976) have pe r fo rmed  a careful  analysis of all the phenomenological  
parameters  one may  introduce in the description of [Xe]4f 3. 

Recently,  Kaufman  and Sugar (1976) found that 2F5l 2 of Yb +3 is situated 
10214 cm ~ above  the ground s t a t e  2F7/2. This new result agrees with an ex- 
trapolation f rom gaseous Yb +2 where Bryant  (1965) derived values of ~'4f between 
2 910 and 2 950 cm -1 f rom different configurations such as 4f136s, 4f~35d, 4f136p 
and 4f~37s, and Meggers (1947) found a distance 10 149 cm -~ between the two 
J- levels  of the excited configuration 4f136s~'of Yb +. This invariance of 7~'4f very 
close to 10 200 cm -~ of 4f 13 systems with highly differing ionic charge is compar-  
able to the situation described by  Dunn (1961) of  3dq(M+2), 3dq4s(M +) and 3dq4s 2 
(neutral a toms) having almost  the same ~3d when the additional 4s electrons do 
not modify  the conditional oxidation state M[II]. In the cases where  the distance 
between the baricenter  of the four  lower Kramers  doublets (2F7/2) and the three 
higher Kramers  doublets can be found with a high exper imental  accuracy  in 
yt terbium(III)  compounds ,  it is also be tween  10 100 and 10 200 cm -~. A compar-  
able invariance is exemplified by the levels 7F0, 7F~, 7F2, 7F3 . . . .  of a series of  
crystals containing samar ium(II )  compared  with [Xe]4f 6 of Sm +2 and [Xe]4f66s z 
of the neutral a tom (Dupont,  1967). Solids containing thulium(II)  are also 
comparable  to Tm +2 with the distance 8 774 cm -~ (Sugar, 1970) 14% smaller than 
in the isoelectronic Yb +3. 

In the 3d, 4d and 5d group compounds ,  the dispersion of nephelauxetic  effect 
f rom fluorides to sulfur-containing complexes  is about  three times as large for a 
given central ion as (1 - / 3 )  for the fluoride. It might be argued that the dispersion 
of nephelauxetic effect as indicated by d/3 f rom eq.(23.27) in lanthanides is 
smaller than (1 - fl) of the aqua ion or the fluoride. Until now, a reliable est imate 
for term distances in R +3 is only available for P r  +3 where we may  evaluate the 
energy difference 3p0 above 3F3 in cm-l:  

14975 Pr  +a 14 145 PrxLa~-xCl3 

14 375 PrxLal-xF3 14 084 PrxLal-xBr3 

14 330 Pr(H20)~ -3 ~ 13 800 BaPr2S4 (23.28) 

showing /3 values 0.96 for  the fluoride and 0.94 for the bromide wllich have 
indeed a smaller dispersion than/3 = 0.94 for  MnF2,/3 = 0.93 for  Mn(H20)g 2 and 
0.87 for  MnBr2 (Jorgensen, 1969a). However ,  it would be surprising if /3 is 
below 0.97 for  Nd(III )  and 0.985 for Er(I I I )  aqua ions, though direct information 
about  gaseous Nd +3 and Er +3 or Tm +3 would be very helpful. We discussed above 
the related arguments  about  the modera te  nephelauxetic effect in R[IV] obtained 
f rom photo-electron spectra  of R011) compounds  or R[III]  in metallic samples. It 
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may be interesting to compare with 3d 3 chromium (III) where/3  = 0.89 for CrF6 3, 
0.79 for Cr(H20)~ 3, 0.71 for Cr(NH3)~ 3, 0.62 for Cr(NCS)63, 0.52 for  undiluted 
Cr203 (to be compared with 0.71 in ruby) and 0.47 for the dithiocarbamate 
Cr(S2CN(C2Hs)2)3. Seen from this point of view, there is no doubt that the 4f 
shell is protected to a great extent  against the influence of reducing ligands. 
Another characteristic difference in the d groups is the compensation of increas- 
ing oxidation state by more pronounced covalent bonding; iron(III) has similar 
or smaller term distances than the isoelectronic manganese(II)  with the same 
ligands (JCrgensen, 1969a). 

2.8. Collective effects in transparent materials 

The small average radius of the partly filled 4f shell compared with the 
internuclear distances strongly attenuates the collective effects well-known from 
d group compounds,  and for instance, one has to cool to very low temperatures 
before antiferromagnetic behavior can be observed in lanthanide compounds,  
with a few remarkable exceptions such as EuTe and metallic ferromagnetic 
gadolinium. It is very difficult to observe simultaneous excitation of two atoms 
(each containing a partly filled shell) by the same photon, as is known from the 
classical case (Linz and Newnham, 1961) where narrow absorption bands in the 
near ultra-violet of ruby CrxAl2_xO3 are due to the spin-forbidden transition 
( S  3 1 = ~-~ ~) in the red occurring simultaneously in both chromium (III) in a CrOCr 
grouping. In materials such as the perovskite KMgF3 it is possible to observe 
simultaneous transitions in pairs of manganese (II) (Gadel, 1975) or in Mn(II) and 
Ni(II) at the same time (Ferguson et al., 1975). Such transitions in pairs of 
praseodymium(III)  were found by Varsanyi and Dieke (1961) in PrxLal-xC13 and 
Dieke and Dorman (1963) reported 90 weak lines of this origin between 22 220 
and 28 100 cm -1 of undiluted PrC13. The most  striking example are the absorption 
lines between 20 490 and 21 858 cm -1 of undiluted Yb203 (Schugar et al., 1975) 
having a n  int4nsity of about 10 -3 of the near infra-red bands. They were not 
detected (and are at least ten times weaker) in YbF3, Yb(OH)3 and in LaYbO3. 

The antiferromagnetic coupling that lower values of combined S of paramag- 
netic systems have slightly lower energy than higher S (in the simplest Heisen- 
berg case, a contribution proportional to S(S  + 1) occurs in the energy) has the 
same origin as the slightly lower energy of the singlet (compared with the triplet) 
of two hydrogen atoms at a large distance (J~rgensen, 1971a; Glerup, 1972; 
Ammeter,  1975) and the Heisenberg parameter  ~ is intimately connected with 
the square of the exchange integral (representing the non-diagonal element  of 
interelectronic repulsion) divided by electron transfer energies (representing the 
formation of H( - I) and H(I) in H2 or of Cr(II) and Cr(IV) in (NH3)5 CrOCr(NH3)~-4). 
Examples of antiferromagnetic effects between R(III) and Cr(III) on 4f group 
absorption bands are the (not perfect ly cubic) perovskites NdCrO3 (Hornreich et 
al., 1975) and ErCrO3 (Hasson et al., 1975). 

The practically most important cases of energy transfer yielding narrow-line 
luminescence of trivalent lanthanides are from organic ligands having strong 
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absorption bands (Halverson et al., 1964; Sinha, 1967) and several biologically 
important systems (Nieboer, 1975) have been studied along the lines of the 
rather surprising observation (Charles and Riedel, 1966) that terbium(Ill) shows 
strong emission lines from 5D 4 in aqueous solution if both a sulfosalicylate and 
an ethylenediaminetetra-acetate ligand are bound. Several polycarboxylate 
ligands (Luk and Richardson, 1975) were recently shown to promote energy 
transfer from Tb(III) to 5D0 of Eu(III) because the same ligand binds two 
lanthanides. This may be a rather frequent case as Berzelius has already noted 
that strong R(III) solutions can be obtained in ammonium tartrate containing a 
small excess of aqueous ammonia. If dessicated, such solutions provide rever- 
sibly a candy-like transparent glass, giving the impression of a disordered 
cross-linked polymer, and the nephelauxetic effect of the Nd(III) solution is 
considerable (J0rgensen, 1956a). Energy transfer between two lanthanides in 
inorganic glasses has been reviewed by Reisfeld (1973, 1975). The mechanism is 
"physical" in the sense of not involving the negligible overlap between the 4f 
shells of distant atoms, but though the dipole-dipole or dipole-quadrupole 
theory of Dexter gives the correct dependence on the mutual distance (assuming 
a statistical distribution, which can only be valid beyond a certain lower limit of 
distance) the numerical parameters predicted are several orders of magnitude 
too low. This phenomenological proliferation is quite frequent in many theoreti- 
cal descriptions of lanthanides. For instance, the first treatment of intensities of 
internal transitions in the partly filled 4f shell by Broer et al. (1945) developed 
into the Judd-Ofelt parametrization discussed by several authors in this Hand- 
book. Jorgensen and Judd (1964) pointed out that many "conjugated" types of 
ligands (/3-diketonates, carboxylates, nitrate and, curiously enough, gaseous RI3) 
develop strong pseudoquadrupolar hypersensitive transitions having selection 
rules like electric quadrupole transitions (in Russell-Saunders coupling, S of the 
ground state is conserved, whereas the typical cases decrease both L and J by 
two units) but with unaccessibly large numerical values of the oscillator strength. 
This intricate subject has recently been reviewed (Peacock, 1975) and the author 
persists in believing that the inhomogeneous local dielectric constant is the main 
origin. An opposite case is RxLa~_xF3 showing particularly strong pseudo-64- 
polar transitions, a quite fascinating situation in view of the vanishing (within 
experimental uncertainty) pseudoquadrupolar intensities also known (Carnall et 
al., 1968) for the aqua ions. 

Though the most conspicuous impact on daily life of lanthanide luminescence 
at this time is the red color television using the cathodolumineseenee (a 
phenomenon discovered by Crookes) of europium(Ill) studied by Urbain (1909) 
and used, first in the orthovanadate EuxY~_~VO4 (Brecher et al., 1967) and later 
in the oxysulfide EuxY2-~O2S (Sovers and Yoshioka, 1969) giving a more 
saturated red color because of slightly more pronounced nephelauxetic effect, ~ 
and much stronger pseudoquadrupolar 5D0~TF2 emission at lower wave- 
numbers, it seems likely that the line emission of lasers may have more 
important consequences for the future of humanity (Reisfeld and Jorgensen, 
1977). Since the major competitive process (diminishing or preventing lumines- 
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cence) is multi-phonon de-excitation (Reisfeld, 1973, 1975; Reisfeld et al., 1976a) 
it is obvious that materials with heavy atoms and low force constants (the two 
conditions for a lower value of the highest phonon normal frequencies)  have 
great propensity for fluorescing, as known from crystalline RxLa~_xBr3. 
However ,  glasses containing germanate, tellurite or tungstate anions are also 
quite effective, and a thorough study has been performed of the many decay 
rates of several excited states of thulium(Ill)  and erbium(Il l )  (Reisfeld and 
Eckstein, 1975) and of holmium(III) (Reisfeld et al., 1976b) in tellurite glasses. 
The general subject of luminescence of crystalline and vitreous sol ids  was 
recently reviewed by Thomson (1976). 

In actual practice, the most important energy transfer is from other (strongly 
absorbing or long-lived) species to the lanthanides, allowing steady-state 
pumping of energy to maintain a high yield of line luminescence (Reisfeld, 1975, 
1976; Reisfeld and J~rgensen, 1977). Among such excited states of other species 
are the [Xe]5d configuration of cerium(Il l) ,  [Xe]4f75d of terbium(III),  
[Xe]4f145dl°6s6p (though the description with quantum numbers of spherical 
symmetry may be less appropriate) of thallium(I), lead(II) and bismuth(Il l)  
isoelectronic with the mercury atom, and the electron transfer state (promoting 
one ~u electron from the oxygen 2p orbitals to the empty uranium 5f shell) of the 
uranyl ion (J~rgensen and Reisfeld, 1975). Blasse (1976) has recently discussed 
the importance of electron transfer states for  "non-ver t icar '  energy transfer.  

As first pointed out by Maria Goepper t  Mayer (1941) the distinctive feature of 
the 4f group is the low average radius (r) combined with a large amount  of 
angular kinetic energy ½1(l + l)(r  -2) atomic units corresponding to 540 eV for 
Gd ÷3 using Dr. Watson's  Har t r ee -Fock  radial function. Though the reluctance of 
the 4f group to change oxidation state is related to the difference between the 
ionization energy and the electron affinity (presumably proportional to (r -~) as 
are other parameters of interelectronic repulsion) the isolated character  with (r) 
about 40% of the Goldschmidt ionic radius is even more striking, corresponding 
to the weak nephelauxetic effect and much weaker variation of the spin-orbit  
coupling going from gaseous monatomic entities to compounds or to metallic 
elements. At sufficiently small internuclear distances, there may remain an 
itinerant tendency of the 4f electron in cerium(Il l)  but the photo-electron 
spectra and the surprisingly weak collective effects in non-metallic solids in- 
dicate clearly the invariant characteristic of a given configuration 4f q imitating 
atomic spectra to a remarkable degree. Another  important difference between 
the 4f and the 5f group is that the parameter  (E - A) of eq.(23.21) is much larger 
in the latter case (JCrgensen, 1968a, 1969b, 1973a) like in the 4d group compared 
with the 3d group, corresponding to higher and more varying oxidation states in 
the beginning of the 4d and the 5f groups, whereas they are exceptionally low at 
the end, such as silver (I), mendelevium (II) and nobelium (II). The 4f group is the 
only one known where the half-filled shell europium(II)  is more difficult to 
oxidize (because of the large spin-pairing energy parameter D) than the filled 
shell ytterbium (II), a final exception to conceived ideas in general chemistry. A 
fascinating group, indeed. 
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I.  Introduction 

1.1. Scope  

This ,chapter deals a lmost  exclusively with absorpt ion  and f luorescence spec- 
tra  in aqueous solution. In outlining the present  status of the exper imenta l  
results  and their  theoret ical  interpretat ion,  the a t tempt  is made to ident i fy those 
areas that are current ly  undergoing act ive development .  Prac t ica l ly  all of the 
exper imental  and interpret ive  techniques cited are direct ly appl icable  to in- 
vest igations in non-aqueous solvents,  but  no effort has been made to cover  that  
extensive li terature.  

Some of the main currents  of thought that  have contr ibuted significantly to our 
present  unders tanding of rare ear th spect ra  in solution are outl ined in the next 
section. At  an ear ly stage it was recognized that the spect ra  of certain members  
of the group serve as a sensit ive p robe  to moni tor  changes in the ionic 
environment .  Such spectra  can provide  one basis for  the deve lopment  of models  
of the structure of solutions.  

The theoret ical  in terpreta t ion of solution spectra  has undergone significant 
advances  in recent  years .  I t  is now possible  to compute  both the energies and 
intensit ies of bands in good agreement  with experiment .  While the intensi ty 
calculat ions normal ly  involve parameters  evaluated from exper imenta l  data,  
these parameters  can be calculated from first principles based  on a model  for at 
least  the immediate  envi ronment  of the ion. Some a t tempts  have been made to 
explore  the type of model  required by the intensi ty theory,  but  the problem is 
complex and progress  along these lines has been slow. At  present  it appears  that  
intensi ty correlat ions play a much more immediate  role in the in terpreta t ion of 
the mechanisms 'o f  re laxat ion of exci ted states of the ions in solution. The 
concepts  involved have been widely applied in invest igat ions of lanthanide 
lasers. 
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1.2. Historical development 

Although many published accounts of research involving the spectra of 
lanthanide ions in solution predate the 1930's, this was the era of extensive 
development that provided the basis for many concepts that are still under active 
investigation. In one of the classic papers in rare earth spectroscopy, the 
outgrowth of many years' effort to purify materials, Prandtl and Scheiner (1934) 
presented an essentially complete collection of trivalent lanthanide solution 
absorption spectra. This collection, covering the region 7000-2000/k, stimulated 
and influenced the thinking of many subsequent investigators at a time when the 
theoretical interpretation of such spectra was just developing. The authors 
emphasized an apparent symmetry in region of absorption with band structure 
shifting toward the ultraviolet in approaching the center of the series from both 
ends. 

Ce (colorless) 
Pr (yellow green) 

Nd (red violet) 
61 (unknown) 

Sm (yellow) 
Eu (essentially colorless) 

Gd (colorless) 
Tb (essentially colorless) 

Dy (light yellow green) 
Ho (brownish yellow) 

Er (pink) 
Tm (light green) 

Yb (colorless) 

This apparent symmetry, which had been pointed out earlier by Main-Smith 
(1927) based on color alone, led to the expectation that bands for members at the 
beginning and' end of the series might be found in the infrared region. Indeed 
several such observations were noted. 

Three years later, interpretation of lanthanide spectra was placed on a much 
firmer basis when Van Vleck (1937)summarized the evidence for attributing the 
sharp absorption bands observed in both solutions and solids to transitions 
within the 4f N configuration. While a number of investigators had espoused this 
interpretation (Freed, 1931; Tomaschek, 1932; Lang,  1936; Mukherji, 1936), it 
was by no means universally accepted. Van Vleck pointed out that the in- 
tensities reported for Pr 3÷ and Nd 3÷ absorption bands were a factor of 106 

weaker than would have been expected for normal electric dipole transitions, 
and concluded that there were probably several contributing mechanisms that 
could account for the magnitude of the observed transitions. 

Progress was also being made during this period in the theoretical inter- 
pretation of the spectra of rare earth compounds and solutions in terms of 
energy level structure as Bethe and Spedding (1937), Lange (1938), and Spedding 
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(1940) published analyses of the free-ion energy level schemes in Pr3+(4f 2) and 
Tm3+(4f12). Differences in interpretation were not fully resolved in favor of the 
intra f-configuration concept until later, when Broer et al. (1945) reexamined Van 
Vleck's arguments and revised some of the intensity estimates. It was not until 
1953 that the energy level analysis was extended to more complex spectra when 
Satten (1953) undertook the analysis of Nd3+(4f3). Jc~rgensen (1955) was one of 
the first to attempt to identify systematically lanthanide aquo ion energy levels. 

While to a first approximation, the spectra of the lanthanides in solution were 
known to be rather insensitive to the environment, the significance of the 
relatively small but distinctive changes that could be induced in certain ab- 
sorption bands was pointed out at an early stage. The smaller number of lines 
observed in bands in Eu(NO3)3 solution compared to those in EuCI3 solution led 
Freed and Weissman (1938) to ascribe a higher symmetry to the immediate 
environment in the nitrate case. Freed (1942) summarized much of the early 
work on environmental effects in both crystals and solutions. 

In a series of papers published from the Zeeman Laboratory in Amsterdam in 
the early 1940's, quantitative measurements of the solution absorption spectra of 
the lanthanides, corrected for known impurities in the samples, were made. This 
constituted the first systematic investigation of band intensities (oscillator 
strengths) for these ions (Woudenberg, 1942a,b; Franzen et al., 1943; Hoog- 
schagen et al., 1943, 1946a,b; Hoogschagen, 1946; Hoogschagen and Gorter, 
1948). Based on the relative magnitudes of the electrostatic and spin-orbit 
interactions, Bethe and Spedding (1937), and Spedding (1940), Broer et al. (1945) 
concluded that the energy levels must be treated in the intermediate coupling 
approximation, i.e., J is a good quantum number, but L and S are not. It was 
also noted that the J and g-values associated with the ground states deduced 
from magnetic data agreed with those calculated from Hund's rule. 

While much of the data published prior to 1945 is accurate and consistent with 
more recent results, there have been significant improvements in both purity of 
materials and in the resolution of recording spectrophotometers. Comprehensive 
investigations of lanthanide spectra have been published by Moeller and Brant- 
ley (1950), Holleck and Hartinger (1955), Banks and Klingman (1956) and 
Stewart (1959), and extended to the near infrared region by CarnaU et al. (1962, 
1964) and Carnall (1963). 

Along with the increased availability of quantitative measurements of band 
intensities and energies in solution, there has been a rapid development in the 
theoretical interpretation of the energy level structures of the lanthanide ions. 
Much of the latter is based primarily on experimental results obtained with 
single crystals (Dieke (1968)). 

Exciting new possibilities for interpretation of the fundamental processes of 
absorption and emission of radiation by lanthanide ions in solution were opened 
up by the publication by B.R. Judd (1962) and independently by G.S. Ofelt (1962) 
of a theory which made possible quantitative interpretation of intensities asso- 
ciated with observed absorption bands. This development has played a decisive 
role in much of the subsequent research involving the spectra of these ions. 
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2. Absorption spectra in solution 
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2.1. Nature of the transitions 

Systematic variation in the energy differences between the lowest levels of the 
4f N and higher-lying configurations in various ionization states of the lanthanides 
was pointed out almost simultaneously by Brewer (1971a,b), Nugent and Vander 
Sluis (1971), and Martin (1971). For the trivalent lanthanides, the emission 
spectroscopic results establish 4f N as the ground configuration. The lowest 
energy level belonging to the next higher (4fN-'5d) configuration follows the 
trend shown in fig. 24.1. In solution, the energy of these 4f-o5d transitions is 
lowered by -15000 cm -~ compared to that of the gaseous ion, and the cor- 
responding relatively intense (parity allowed) bands can be observed in the 
ultraviolet region for Ce3+(aquo), Pr3+(aquo), and Tb3+(aquo). As indicated in fig. 
24.1, the electronic absorption spectra for most of the 3+ lanthanides within the 
spectral range normally observed (to 200 nm), only involves transitions within 
the 4fN-configuration. 

In several rare earth ions, Sc 3+, y3+, La3+, Ce4+(iso_electronic with La3+), and 
Lu 3+, the core electronic structure comprises completely filled shells. In such 
cases, no electronic absorption spectra at >200nm is expected because the 
corresponding process of promoting an electron out of a filled shell requires 
much higher energies. Broad absorption that appears to increase exponentially is 
observed in the ultraviolet region of a number of rare earth ions and is 
particularly apparent in Eu3+(aquo), Yb3+(aquo) and Ce4e(aquo). For complexes 

10C 

/ \  

5C 

..... W').oo:° .,., 
Ce Pr Nd Pm Sm Eu Gd Tb Dy H0 Er Tm Yb 

Fig. 24.1. Energy of  the lowest level in the 4f~- '5d configuration relative to that of 4f N for the 
lanthanides. (A) Lanthanide 3+ gaseous ion spectra (Brewer, 1971). (B) Data of (A) corrected to 
spectra observed in dilute acid solution. The results for Ce3+(aquo), Pr3+(aquo) and Tb3+(aquo) are 
experimental (J~rgensen and Brinen, ]963). (C) Lanthanide 2+ gaseous ion spectra. For Gd 2+, the 
4f75d-configuration lies lowest and the 4f s is at ]500 cm -I (Brewer, 1971). 
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such as CeCI62 and CeBr~ 2, pronounced absorption bands are apparent,  and they 
extend well into the visible range (Ryan and J~rgensen, 1966). The absorption 
mechanism involved in these cases is the electron transfer process (J~rgensen 
and Brinen, 1963; J~rgensen, 1973), where in general the absorption of energy 
results in the transfer of an electron f rom molecular orbitals on the ligands to the 
nl-shell of the central atom. 

Those divalent lanthanides whose absorption spectra have been observed 
under normal conditions in solution, Sm2+(4f6), Eu~+(4f7), and YbZ+(4f 14) (Bute- 
ment, 1948), have much lower-lying 4fN-15d configurations than is the case with 
the trivalent ions which possess th~ corresponding fN configuration (Brewer, 
1971b), fig. 24.1. In all three cases, only the f -~d  transitions are actually 
observed in solution. The weak f ~ f  transitions in Sm z+ and Eu 2+ that are 
expected to occur in the visible-ultraviolet region are lost in the strong f ~ d  
bands. 

2.2. Absorption spectra of R 3÷ ions. Experimental results 

The region of the spectrum in which lanthanide absorption bands can be 
observed in aqueous solution is restricted as indicated in fig. 24.2. In the 
ultraviolet range, aqueous solvents are suitable to - 2 0 0  nm, which is also the 
usual spectrophotometer  limit. Absorption bands characteristic of Pr  3+, Nd 3+, 
Sm 3+, Dy 3+, Ho 3+, and Er  3+ in the 900-1100 nm range in aqueous solution were 
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Fig. 24.2. Comparative absorption spectra of different solvent systems in 1 cm path length cells. 
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reported at a very early date (Freymann and Takvorian,  1932). Stewart  (1959) 
extended observations to the - 1 4 0 0 n m  cut-off in H20 in his systematic in- 
vestigation. More extensive spectra using D20 as the solvent, published by 
Carnall et al. (1962, 1964), Carnall (1963), revealed a number of bands in the 
-1400-1800nm region. The same authors further extended observations to 
-2600 nm by using the molten LiNO3-KNO3 eutectic (-150°C) as a solvent, and 
the advantages of using characteristic bands in this region in the analysis of 
mixtures of lanthanides were pointed out (Carnall, 1962). 

Fused salts have been a popular solvent medium for lanthanide ion spec- 
troscopy. Typical  systematic investigations were carried out in molten fluorides 
(Young and White, 1960a,b) and in molten chlorides (Banks et al., 1961). 
Measurements in the LiC1-NaC1-KC1 eutectic (333°C) included the near infrared 
range (Mamiya, 1965), and a more comprehensive investigation was carried out 
in LiCI-KC1 eutectic at 450°C (Johnson and Sandoe, 1968). The oxidizing 
character of the nitrate melt makes it an ideal medium for stabilizing the 
trivalent state of the lanthanides at 150-200°C, whereas in the chloride melt, 
some evidence of reduction or charge transfer absorption is noted in the spectra 
of the most easily reduced species, Sm 3+, Eu 3+, and Yb 3+. Lanthanide absorption 
spectra covering a range similar to that observed in the LiNO3-KNO3 eutectic at 
150°C have also been recorded in non-aqueous solvents at 25°C (Heller, 1968). 

The absorption spectra shown in figs. 24.3-24.15 represent a consistent set of 
results in dilute HC104 or DC104 solution. In cases where the f ~ f transitions are 
superimposed on broad bands that are attributed to other processes such as 
charge transfer or f ~ d  transitions, the background absorption has been 
subtracted where possible. 

j 5000 nm 225 250 300 

~.~ 800 I 
Goo 

400 

I \ 
48 46 44 42 40 38 36 ' 34 32 4 

CM-ix I0 3 
4 2 0 

Fig. 24.3. Solution absorpt ion 
spec t rum of Ce3+(aquo). J~rgen- 
sen  and Brinen (1963) report  an  
additional band at 200 nm 
(50000 cm -~) not  shown.  
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Fig. 24.4. Solution absorpt ion 
spec t rum of  Pr3÷(aquo). 
Dashed  lines indicate cal- 
culated curves  (section 3.7). 
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Fig. 24.5. Solution absorpt ion spec- 
trum of Nd3+(aquo). Dashed lines in- 
dicate calculated curves  (section 3.7). 

5 420 500 600 750 I000 2000 5000 nm 

~ k  ,~ i l[ I Fig. 24.6. Solution absorpt ion 
e, ..... ,"i, J~..;,. ,;,,, 0 F Z ~ . - ~ - J ~  .J,  L~A ' ;, II spectrum of Pm3+(aquo). Dashed 

24 22 20 18 16 14 12 I0 8 6 4 2 0 lines indicate calculated curves 
CM -I x 103 (section 3.7). 
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Fig. 24.7. Solution absorpt ion spec- 
trum of Sm3+(aquo). Dashed lines in- 
dicate calculated curves (section 3.7). 
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Fig. 24.8. Solution absorption spec- 
trum of Eu3+(aquo). Dashed lines in- 
dicate calculated curves (section 3.7). 
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Fig. 24.9. Solution absorption 
spectrum of Gd3÷(aqno). 
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Fig. 24.10. Solution absorption spec- 
trum of Tb~+(aquo). Dashed lines in- 
dicate calculated curves (section 3.7). 
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Fig. 24.11. Solution absorpt ion spec- 
trum of Dy3+(aquo). Dashed lines in- 
dicate calculated curves  (section 3.7). 

Fig. 24.12. Solution absorpt ion spec- 
trum of H@+(aquo). Dashed lines in- 
dicate calculated curves (section 3.7). 

Fig. 24.13. Solution absorpt ion spec- 
trum of Er3*(aquo). 
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Fig. 24.14. Solution absorption spec- 
trum of Tm3+(aquo). 
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Fig. 24.15. Solution absorption spec- 
trum of Yb~+(aquo). 

As noted earlier, bands characteristic of  the lanthanides are observed in 
non-aqueous  solvents  at lower  energies than is possible in DC104. In a 
subsequent  section,  the quantitative treatment o f  band intensities is discussed.  
As a result of  this work,  the energies and intensities of  all the transitions 
characteristic of  the lanthanides in aqueous  solut ion in the energy range 0 -  
5500 cm ~ can be computed.  The corresponding bands are included in the spectra 
shown in figs. 24.4-24.12 and discussed in sect ion 3.7. 

A band register which includes the molar absorptivities (~) for all trivalent 
lanthanide absorption band maxima with ~ > 0.2 is given in table 24.1. The region 
of the spectrum covered is that which  can be observed in H20 and D20.  
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TABLE 24.1 
Band register for R3+(aquo) ions in H20-D20 with molar absorptivity (E) > 0.2. 

Band peak Band peak 

(cm =1) (nm) a Ion ~ (cm -l) (nm) a Ion 

5837 1713 Dy 0.84 15608 641 Ho 3.19 
5988 1670 Nd 0.25 16000 625 Pm 0.44 
6006 1665 Tm 1.04 16920 591 Pm 0.26 
6309 1585 Pr 4.18 16980 589 Pr 1.88 
6451 1550 Pr 4.51 17373 576 Nd 7.20 
6622 1510 Sm 0.79 17605 568 Pm 4.43 
6667 1500 Er 2.11 18215 549 Er 0.21 
6896 1450 Pr 3.60 18235 548 Pm 3.68 
7143 1400 Sm 1.54 18315 546 Pm 3.45 
7707 1297 Dy 1.22 18399 544 Ho 1.81 
8051 1242 Sm 2.02 18477 541 Er 0.72 
8278 1208 Tm 1.11 18632 537 Ho 4.74 
8417 1188 Ho 0.74 19128 523 Er 3.40 
8529 1172 Tm 0.50 19198 521 Nd 4.33 
8673 1153 Ho 0.87 19522 512 Nd 1.76 
9066 1103 Dy 1.72 20242 494 Pm 1.47 
9199 1087 Sm 1.77 20375 491 Er 0.93 
9876 1012 Pr 0.20 20542 487 Er 2.02 

10262 974 Yb 2.03 20614 485 H o  1.84 
10262 974 Er 1.14 20772 481 Pr 4.29 
10520 951 Sm 0.36 20833 480 Ho 0.48 
10995 910 Dy 2.44 20894 479 Sm 0.60 
11235 890 Ho 0.22 21017 476 Nd 0.72 
11556 865 Nd 4.01 21106 474 Ho 0.82 
12398 806 Dy 1.82 21308 469 Nd 0.78 
12462 802 Er 0.27 21349 468 Pr 4.59 
12472 802 Nd 6.42 21377 468 Ho 0.82 
12484 801 Pm 0.74 21533 464 Tm 0.48 
12586 794 Nd 12.5 21580 463 Sm 0.54 
12804 781 Pm 1.46 21668 462 Nd 0.52 
12820 780 Tm 1.02 21786 459 Pm 0.63 
13210 757 Dy 0.35 22056 453 Er 0.38 
13508 740 Nd 7.27 22065 453 Dy 0.26 
13624 734 Pm 3.04 22185 451 Ho 3.90 
13665 732 Nd 5.93 22222 450 Pm 0.46 
13980 715 Pm 0.48 22242 450 Er 0.88 
14239 702 Pm 2.54 22522 444 Pr 10.4 
14347 697 Tm 0.92 22624 442 Er 0.43 
14600 685 Nd 0.22 23386 428 Nd 1.14 
14625 684 Pm 2.11 23640 423 Pm 0.20 
14663 682 Tm 2.43 23708 422 Ho 0.89 
14721 679 Nd 0.50 24033 416 Ho 2.55 
15015 666 Er 0.54 24096 415 Sm 0.47 
15179 659 Tm 0.27 24570 407 Er 0.53 
15238 656 Ho 1.03 24582 407 Sm 0.61 
15314 653 Ho 1.01 24704 405 Er 0.67 
15328 652 Er 1.97 24876 402 Pm 0.46 
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TABLE 24.1. (Contd.) 

Band peak Band peak 

(cm -1) (nm) a Ion • (cm -1) (nm) ~ Ion • 

24925 401 Sm 3.31 31505 317 Eu 1.01 
25227 396 Dy 0.23 31546 317 Sm 0.31 
25419 393 Eu 2.77 33580 298 Dy 0.21 
25602 390 Sm 0.26 33580 298 Nd 0.33 
25680 389 Ho 0.29 33602 298 Eu 1.21 
25840 387 Dy 0.89 33944 295 Dy 0.67 
25974 385 Ho 0.49 34153 293 Ho 0.47 
25988 385 Eu 0.33 34320 291 Dy 0.22 
26330 380 Eu 0.31 34420 290 Nd 0.27 
26334 379 Dy 0.24 34674 288 Ho 1.26 
26385 379 Er 6.68 34891 287 Ho 3.16 
26510 377 Tb 0.21 35100 285 Eu 0.57 
26624 376 Eu 0.36 35211 284 Tm 0.27 
26702 374 Eu 0.36 35223 284 Tb 0.25 
26752 374 Sm 0.70 35920 278 Gd 0.29 
27137 368 Tb 0.34 35997 278 Ho 2.07 
27427 365 Dy 2.11 36258 276 Gd 0.92 
27457 364 Er 2.08 36337 275 Gd 2.00 
27624 362 Sm 0.75 36443 274 Er 0.31 
27678 361 Eu 0.64 36536 274 Gd 1.38 
27716 361 Ho 2.27 36550 274 Ho 0.20 
27809 360 Tm 0.80 36576 273 Gd 1.22 
27932 358 Er 0.31 36576 273 Tm 0.23 
28090 356 Tm 0.76 36603 272 Er 0.30 
28120 356 Er 0.85 36710 272 Gd 3.41 
28296 353 Nd 5.30 37439 267 Eu 0.54 
28545 350 Tb 0.31 38226 262 Tm 0.90 
28555 350 Nd 2.46 38490 260 Nd 0.22 
28556 350 Dy 2.54 38850 257 Dy 0.32 
28892 , 346 Nd 3.71 39093 256 Dy 0.68 
28985 ~ 345 Ho 0.59 39108 256 Eu 0.35 
29070 344 Sm 0.50 39200 255 Er 7.89 
29410 340 Nd 0.21 39872 251 Eu 0.80 
29595 338 Dy 0.34 40064 250 Ho 0.39 
30039 b 333 Pm 4.73 41152 243 Er 0.89 
30048 333 Ho 0.82 41560 241 Ho 3.16 
30469 328 Nd 0.68 41666 240 Er 0.31 
30478 b 328 Pm 4.96 42016 238 Ho 0.21 
30798 325 Dy 1.78 42553 235 Sm 0.22 
31250 b 320 Pm 2.53 43525 230 Er 0.58 
31270 320 Eu 0.24 

aMeasured center of observed band. The value in cm -I is the converted value; bGruber and 
Conway (1960). 
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2.3. Absorption spectra o / R  2+ ions. Experimental results 

Since the lanthanides that exhibit the divalent state in aqueous solution, Sm 2+, 
Eu 2+, and Yb 2÷, are all readily oxidized to the trivalent state, attempts to record 
their absorption spectra have usually proceeded from the rapid dissolution of a 
soluble anhydrous compound. The absorption spectra shown in fig. 24.16 for 
Sm~+, Eu 2+, and Yb 2÷ were adapted from results published by Butement and 
Terrey (1937), Butement (1948), and Christensen et al. (1973). Production of 
other divalent lanthanide ions by pulse radiolysis, and the observation of their 
spectra is discussed in section 5.2. 

3. Theoretical treatment of 3+ lanthanide solution absorption spectra 

We are concerned here exclusively with the trivalent lanthanides since there 
has been little progress made beyond a general interpretation of the band 
structure observed in solutions containing the divalent ions. Two aspects of the 
interpretation of the spectra will be considered. First, the energy level structure 
is calculated in agreement with experiment using a model that includes 
sufficiently high order interactions to insure accurate intermediate coupling 
eigenvectors for states over the whole energy range of observation. Second, the 
intensities of the observed bands are related to a semi-empirical theory, which in 
turn can be used to predict properties of the absorption and fluorescence 
spectra. The parameters of the intensity theory can be calculated on a first 
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Fig. 24.16. Solution ab- 
sorption spectra of 
Sm~+(aquo), Eu2+(aquo), and 
Yb:+(aquo) adapted from 
Butement  (1948). 
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principles basis, but in practice this approach suffers from the same lack of an 
accurate model of the environment that limits the first principles computation of 
lanthanide crystal-field parameters. 

3.1. Energy level calculations 

A number of sources present extensive development of the energy level 
structure theory in lanthanide spectra, but works by Wybourne (1965), Judd 
(1963), and Dieke (1968) are particularly useful. Only a brief summary that 
includes recent developments in the theoretical model will be included here. 

Since for present purposes interest is entirely centered on transitions within 
the 4f N configuration, it can be taken as a good simplifying approximation that 
electrons in closed shells in a lanthanide ion exert a constant influence on all of 
the f~-states. The problem then is to identify those effective interactions 
operating within the fN configuration that reproduce the observed structure. The 
principal terms of the current model can be written: 

6 

E = ~ Fk(n f ,  nf)fk + ~4fAso +Eci + ECF (k even) (24.1) 
k=O 

where fk and Aso represent the angular parts of the electrostatic and spin-orbit 
interactions, respectively. The F k are Slater integrals, F 2= 225F2, F 4= 1089F4, 
and F 6= 184 041[25F6, representing the purely electrostatic interaction between 
the f electrons, and ~4f is the spin-orbit coupling constant. The term Ec~ is used 
here to represent the two-body and three-body effective operators that have 
been added to the model in recent years to account for the effects of configura- 
tion mixing, and ECF is the crystal or ligand field interaction term. 

The relative magnitudes of the principal terms in eq. (24.1) are indicated in fig. 
24.17 which shows the experimentally well established energy level scheme for 
pr3+:LaCI3 (Dieke, 1968). The fact that several of the excited states in 
pr3÷:LaC13 are isolated in energy, makes it possible to identify the transitions 
responsible for the corresponding absorption bands in fig. 24.4. 

While the principal interactions that give rise to the structure of the fN 
configuration are the electrostatic and spin-orbit terms of eq. (24.1), and the 
corresponding degenerate states are the free-ion states, computation of the 
energies of spectroscopic states based solely on these interactions are only 
approximate. Even in the relatively simple case of pr3+(4f2), differences between 
observed and calculated free-ion levels of >500 cm -1 are encountered (Spedding, 
1940; Carnall, 1974). 

In recent analyses of lanthanide spectra, the term Eci in eq. (24.1) has included 
the effects of configuration interaction as' expressed in the Trees correction 
a L ( L +  1), and the parametrized Casimir operators fiG(G2) and TG(G7) (Trees, 
1964; Rajnak and Wybourne, 1963). The additional terms represent those effects 
of configuration interaction that can be accounted for by two-body effective 
operators that dono t  transform as the fk in eq. (24.1). For configurations of three 
or more equivalent f-electrons, the three-particle operators of Judd (1966a), T~t~ 
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Fig. 24.17. Schematic energy level structure for Pr3+(4f2). 

(i = 2,3,4,6,7,8) where  T i are the parameters and ti are the operators,  have  been 
included to account  for the perturbing influence of  those  configurations that 
differ from fN in the quantum numbers of  a single electron. In addition to the 
electrostatically correlated interactions,  Judd et al. (1968) have  provided the basis 
for including a number of  magnetical ly correlated interactions in the parametric 
analysis.  The effects  represented by Ec] are not small. They may shift the 
energies of  individual terms by several hundred wavenumbers .  

Approximate  values for the radial integrals associated with the electrostatic 
and spin-orbit  interactions can be obtained from both relativistic and non- 
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relativistic Hartree-Fock methods (Lewis et al., 1970; Crosswhite and Cowan, 
1976). Such computed values are in general too large because they do not include 
the effects of configuration interaction. They may be scaled down by systematic 
comparison with results obtained semi-empirically. The magnitudes of some of 
the important parameters of configuration interaction and the screening of the 
eIectrostatic integrals have also been computed (Morrison and Rajnak, 1971; 
Newman and Taylor, 1971, 1972). However, all of these integrals are in practice 
treated as parameters to be evaluated from experimental data. The angular parts 
of the interactions can be calculated exactly using Racah's tensor operator 
methods (Judd, 1963). The ab initio methods do, however, yield values for the 
parameters of configuration interaction that are in good agreement with those 
obtained by parameterization, and thus tend to confirm the validity of the latter 
procedure. 

Recent investigations of the spectra of Nd3+:LaC13 (Crosswhite et al., 1976), 
and Pm3+:LaC13 (Carnall et al., 1976), provide examples of the results obtained 
using the expanded parameterization model. The fits to observed "free-ion" 
states have an RMS deviation of <20 cm -1, and the parameter values exhibit 
regular trends over the whole lanthanide series (Crosswhite et al., 1975). 

The fact that 4f-electrons are well shielded from the environment by filled 5s 2 
and 5p 6 shells (Wybourne, 1965), results in there being a close similarity in the 
level structure derived from the analysis of lanthanide spectra in crystalline 
solids such as R3+:LaC13 and that observed for the R3+(aquo) ion. Indeed 
evidence was presented at an early stage to show that the spectroscopic 
properties of EH 3+ ions in solution at reduced temperature were very similar to 
those of the ions in crystals (Freed and Weissman, 1938). Subsequent experi- 
ments with mixed component solutions containing E u  3+ (Sayre et al., 1957), and 
Nd 3+ and Sm 3+ (Freed and Hochanadel, 1950), demonstrated the continuity 
between the numerous sharp lines which could be identified as crystal-field 
components in a microfield of clearly defined site symmetry in solution at low 
temperature, and the band envelope of these lines that developed as the 
temperature was raised. 

For solution spectra at room temperature, the term in eq. (24.1) which 
expresses the effects of the crystal field is not included. Instead what is 
calculated is the center of gravity of the absorption bands. While the term 
"free-ion" calculation is used, the level scheme is clearly not that that would be 
characteristic of the gaseous free-ion. Each different medium shifts the center of 
gravity of the envelopes of crystal-field components to slightly different ener- 
gies. This screening effect on.the f-electrons has been referred to by JCrgensen 
(1969) as the nephelauxetic effect. 

Values of the energy level parameters obtained from a fit to lanthanide 
solution absorption spectra are given in table 24.2 (Carnall et al., 1968a). While 
more accurate values can now be derived from a consistent treatment of data in 
crystals, the indicated results constitute a useful set for computing eigenvectors 
of states in intermediate coupling as required in the intensity calculations to be 
discussed next. 
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TABLE 24.2. 
Energy level parameter values calculated for the R3+(aquo) ions a (in cm -~) 

F 2 F 4 F 6 ~r4f a ~ 3' 

P r  3+ 68674 50395  3 2 6 4 8  740 .75  21.255 -799.93 1342.9 
Nd 3+ 72412 50394  3 4 6 9 8  8 8 4 . 5 8  0.5611 -117.15 1321.3 
Pm ~+b 7 6 5 8 5  54538  35135  1022.8 20.692 -616.29 1967.5 
Sm 3+ 82008 6 1 7 6 6  39922  1157.3  22 .250 -742.55 796.64 
Eu 3+ 83162 61245  41526  1326.0  25.336 -580.25 1155.7 
Gd 3+ 86625 62890  42513  1450.0  22 .552 -103.7 996.98 
Tb 3+ 90358 66213  44262  1709.5  20.131 -370.21 1255.9 
Dy ~+ 91730 65886  4 6 1 9 4  1932.0  37.062 -1139.1 2395.3 
H o  3+ 94448 70849  49835  2141.3  23.635 -807.20 1278.4 
Er3+ 99182 72778  53812  2380.7  18.347 -509.28 649.71 
Tm 3+ 103887 77024  57449  2628 .7  14.677 -631.79 - -  

aCarnall et al. (1968a), bFree-ion parameters from data for Pm 3+ : LaCI3 (Carnall etal., 
1976). 

3.2. Experimental determination of intensities of  absorption bands 

The quant i t a t ive  t r ea tmen t  of the in tens i t ies  of 3+ lan than ide  abso rp t ion  bands  
relates an exper imen ta l ly  de te rmined  quant i ty ,  a no rma l i zed  b a n d  enve lope ,  to a 
theoret ical  mode l  based on  the mechanis .ms by  which  rad ia t ion  can  be absorbed .  
The in tegra ted  abso rp t ion  bands  obse rved  in a solut ion of k n o w n  c onc e n t r a t i on  
can be used to calculate  the n u m b e r  of classical  osci l la tors  in one  ion,  which is 
more c o m m o n l y  refer red  to as the p robabi l i ty  for  abso rp t ion  of rad ian t  energy  P 
(oscil lator s t rength)  by the express ion  (Hoogschagen ,  1946): 

2303 mc 2 f f 
P = N-~-~-eJei(o.) do- = 4.32 × l0  -9 J~i(o.) do" (24.2) 

where  ei is the mola r  absorp t iv i ty  of a b a n d  at the energy  o-(cm-1), and  the o ther  
symbols  have  their  usual  mean ing .  P is here a d imens ion les s  quant i ty .  The molar  
absorp t iv i ty  at a g iven energy  is c o m p u t e d  f rom the B e e r - L a m b e r t  law: 

= I log Io/I (24.3) 

where  c is the concen t r a t i on  of the l an than ide  ion in moles / l i ter ,  l is the light 
path in the so lu t ion  (cm), and  log lo/I is the absorp t iv i ty  or opt ical  densi ty .  
M a x i m u m  molar  absorpt iv i t ies  of l an than ide  abso rp t ion  bands  in di lute non-  
complex ing  acid so lu t ion  are usual ly  < 10 and  average neare r  un i ty  as shown in 
table 24.1. Osci l la tor  s t rengths  are in genera l  of the order  of 1 × 10 -6. 

3.3. Model calculation of  absorption intensity. General considerations 

As Van  Vleck (1937) and Broer  et al. (1945) po in ted  out ,  there is some 
magnet ic  dipole charac te r  in a few t rans i t ions  (PraD), bu t  an induced  e lec t r i c -  
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dipole mechanism (PED) must be invoked to account for the intensities of most 
lanthanide absorption bands. The term induced or forced electric dipole is used 
to emphasize that true electric dipole transitions require the initial and final 
states to be of different parity, whereas no parity change is involved in 
transitions within a configuration. In contrast,  magnetic dipole transitions within 
a configuration are (parity) allowed. The weak intra fN transitions are thus 
accounted for by assuming that a small amount  of the character  of higher-lying 
opposite parity configurations is mixed into the fN states via the odd terms in the 
potential due to the ligand field (Wybourne,  1965). We can therefore write 
Pexpt = PED + PMD- 

In view of the interest in both absorption and fluorescence processes in 
solution, there is an advantage in pointing out the basic role of the Einstein 
coefficient in expressing the transition probability due to dipole radiation: 

64~4tr 3 
A(i, f) - 3-----h--- I<il°lf>12 (24.4) 

where i and f signify the initial and final states, A is the (spontaneous) transition 
probability per unit time, or (cm -1) is the energy difference between the states, 
and D is the dipole operator  (Condon and Shortley, 1957). 

In addressing the problem of the absorption of energy, Broer et al. (1945) 
expressed eq. (24.4) in terms of oscillator strength using the relationship P = 
Amc/8~2o'2e 2. The factor  2J + 1 was added since the matrix elements of D are 
summed over all components  of the initial state i. A refractive index correct ion X 
was also included giving: 

8 ~rEmctr [Xff,2 + n3~r 2] 
P = 3he2(2j + 1) (24.5) 

where p2 and /~2 represent  the matrix elements of the electric dipole and 
magnetic dipole operators,  respectively,  joining an initial state J to the final state 
J ' ,  X = ( n2+ 2)2/9n, and n is the refractive index o f  the medium. 

3.4. Induced electric dipole transitions 

Judd (1962) and Ofelt (1962) independently derived expressions for the oscil- 
lator strength of induced electric dipole transitions within the fN configuration. 
This was a signal accomplishment.  Much of the highly significant theoretical 
interpretation of the fluorescence process and the prediction of the properties of 
solid state lanthanide lasers, ch. 35, was made possible by this work. Since their 
results are similar, and were published simultaneously, the basic theory has 
become known as the Judd-Ofel t  theory.  However ,  Judd's expression, eq. (24.6), 
was cast in a form that could be directly related to oscillator strengths derived 
from lanthanide solution spectra, and he was the first to show that the model 
satisfactorily reproduced the experimental  results for Nd3÷(aquo) and 
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Er3+(aquo). 

PEp= ~ T~,,(q, JIIU(~)II~O'J')= (24.6) 
A=2,4,6 

where u(sec -1) is the f requency of the transition qtJ ~ q/J',  U (;') is a unit tensor 
operator  of rank A, the sum running over  the three values h = 2,4,6, and the T~ 
are three parameters which can be evaluated from experimental  data. These 
parameters involve the radial parts of the 4f u wave functions,  the wave 
f u n c t i o n s  of perturbing configurations such as 4f N 15d, and the interaction 
between the central ion and the immediate environment.  

In order to facilitate the intercomparison of parameters for different 
lanthanide ions, eq. (24.6) was modified by the substitution Tx = ~-x/2J + 1, and 
results for all of the lanthanides in dilute acid solution have been reported in 
terms of J-~ (Carnall et al., 1965, 1968b). However ,  those investigators who have 
studied lanthanide intensities in crystals have followed an alternate 
parameterization proposed by Axe (1963). The latter has clear advantages in 
describing both the absorption and fluorescence processes in terms of a single 
set of adjustable parameters.  

The expression for Tx given by Judd was: 

TA - 3h(2J + l) (2A + 1) ~t (2t + 1)Bt~2(t, A) (24.7) 

Substituting u = co" and eq. (24.7) into eq. (24.6) gives ~" 

8¢rZmco" ( nz+ 2) 2 . . . . . .  (~) . . . . . . .  2 
PED= : - - : ' " ~ ~  E g2~UPJIIU I IqJ)  (24.8) 3h(2J + 1)l 9n Jx:2.4,6 

where g2x = (2A + l)Et(2t + 1)Bt~2(t, A) (Axe, 1963), and in terms of F 2, eq. (24.5), 

if, z= e z ~,  a~(~Jllu(~)ll~,j,)2 (24.9) 
A =2,4,6 

The matrix elements of eq. (24.8) are calculated in the L S  basis using the 
relation (Judd, 1962), 

( fNa SLJII U(A )IIf % ' S' L' Z') 

= 6(S, S ' ) ( -  1)s+L'+J+~[(2/+ 1)(21'+ l)]U2[ L ' L S J  J J 'A ~ (fsSLHU(,)I[fNa,S,L,).  

(24.10) 

Selection rules imposed by the nature of the mechanism assumed are discussed 
by Ofelt (1962). The reduced matrix elements on the right side of eq. (24.10) have 
been tabulated by Nielson and Koster  (1963). The matrix elements as computed 
must be transformed from the L S  basis to intermediate coupling before being 
squared and substituted into eq. (24.8). 

The intermediate-coupling eigenvectors,  IfNqJJ), are expressed in terms of L S  
basis states, [fN~SLJ), by: 

[fN~j) = ~,  c(a, S, L)I fNaSLJ)  
a,S,L 
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where c(a ,  S, L)  are the numerical  coefficients resulting from the simultaneous 
diagonalization of the terms indicated in eq. (24.1). 

3.5. Magnetic dipole transitions 

Following the results of Condon and Shortley (1957), the magnetic dipole 
operator  is given as M = ( -e /2mc)Ej (L i  +2Si).  The matrix elements  of  the 
operator ~2 in eq. (24.5) can then be written, 

1VI 2 = ,( eE / 4m 2 c2)( ~bJ[[L + 2SH~b'J') 2. (24.11) 

The non-zero matrix elements  will be those diagonal in the quantum numbers  a,  
S, and L. The selection rule on J, AJ = 0,-+1, restricts consideration to three 
cases, 

(1) J' = J (aSLJIIL + 2SllaSLJ')  = gh[J(J + 1)(2J + 1)] '/2 (24.12) 

J(J  + 1) + S ( S  + 1) - L ( L  + 1) 
where  g = 1 q- 

2J(J + 1) 

(2) J '  = J - 1 (aSLJllZ + 2SllaSLJ - 1) 
h[(S  + L +  J + 1)(S + L +  1 -  J)(J + S -  L) (J  + L -  S)]  '/2 

[ 4J ] 

(3) J ' = J + l  

(24.13) 

(aSLJllZ + 2SlIaSLJ + 1) 
= h [ ( S + L + J + 2 ) ( S + J +  I - L ) ( L + J +  1 - S ) ( S + L - J ) ]  1'2. 

4(J + 1) (24.14) 

The matrix elements  calculated in eqs. (24.12-24.14) must  be t ransformed into 
the intermediate coupling scheme before  computat ion of the magnetic dipole 
contribution represented by eq. (24.11). 

Values of the quantity P '  > 0.015 x 10 -8 where PMD = P'n  have been calculated 
for all of the tr ivalent lanthanide ions based on eigenvectors  derived f rom energy 
level schemes for  R3+(aquo) (Carnall et al., 1968a). The principal magnetic dipole 
transitions in the absorpt ion spectra  of the 3+ lanthanides are identified in table 
24.3. 

J 

3.6. Comparison of  experimental and calculated oscillator strengths 

The mos t  complete  oscillator strength data for  lanthanide solution absorpt ion 
spectra have been given by Stewart  (1959) and by Carnall et al. (1968a). The 
results obtained when the parameters  of eq. (24.8) are determined by a least 
squares fitting procedure  to the data for a given R 3÷ ion, corrected for  PMD where 
appropriate ,  are summarized  in table 24.4. As was pointed out in section 3.4, the 
parameter izat ion in terms of /2~ lends itself readily to discussion of both 
absorpt ion and f luorescence spectra,  and has been used almost  exclusively in 
describing data obtained in crystals,  ch. 35. It  serves no purpose to continue to 
preserve  several  different parameter izat ions .  We adopt here the use of/2~. 
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TABLE 24.3. 
Oscillator strengths (P')  of the principal magnetic dipole transitions in the absorption spectra of the 

3+ lanthanides in solution. 

Excited a E~alc Excited a Ebcdic 
state (cm -l) p '  x 108 b,~ state (cm I) p ,  × 10 s b,c 

Pr 3+ 3H 5 2322 9.76 Tb j+ 7F5 2112 12.11 
7F 4 26425 5.03 

Nd 3+ 4Ii1/2 2007 14.11 5F 5 34927 1.87 
Pm 3+ 5I 5 1577 16.36 Dy 3+ 61-I13/2 3506 22.68 

4115/2 22293 5.95 
Sm 3+ 6H712 1080 17.51 

4G5/2 17924 1.76 Ho 3+ 517 5116 29.47 
3K s 21308 6.39 

EH 3+ 7F 1 350 17.73 
5D1 19026 1.62 Er 3. 411312 6610 30.82 
5F~ 33429 2.16 2K15/z 27801 3.69 

Gd 3+ 6p7l 2 32224 4.13 Tm ~+ ~H5 8390 27.25 
6p5/2 32766 2.33 

Yb 3+ 2F312 10400 17.76 

aPrincipal L - S  state, bCalculated using parameters given in table 24.4. ~Results are given for 
P '  > 1.5 × 10 -8 where PMo = P ' n  and n = 1.33 for dilute acid solutions. 

TABLE 24.4. 
Values of the Judd-Ofelt  intensity parameters, 

g2~, for the lanthanides in dilute acid solution a. 

R 3+ /22(cm 2) /~4(cm 2) f~6(cm 2) 

Pr b 32.6× 10 20 5.7× 10 20 32.0x l0 2o 

Nd 0.93 5.00 7.91 
Pm 2.80 2.52 4.20 
Sm 0.91 4.13 2.70 
Eu ~ 1.46 6.66 5.40 
Gd 2.56 4.70 4.73 
Tb .004 7.19 3.45 
Dy 1.50 3.44 3.46 
Ho 0.36 3.14 3.07 
Er 1.59 1.95 1.90 
Tm 0.80 2.08 1.86 
Yb - -  1.65 1.65 

aOriginal results from Carnall et al. (1968b). 
bFrom Carnall et al. (1%5). CFor purposes of 
comparison with other members of the series, the 
parameters for Eu 3+ were increased by a factor of 
1.546. See Carnall e t  al. (1%8b). 
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C o n v e r s i o n  f ac to r s  fo r  the  va r ious  p a r a m e t e r i z a t i o n s  of  the  e lec t r i c  d ipo le  
osc i l l a to r  s t r eng th  are:  

(a) 3-x(cm) (Carna l l  et  al. ,  1965) = (2J + 1)cT;~ (Judd,  1962) 

(b) g2~(cm2)(Axe,  1963)=  [8~-~-------£c]-lJ-~=(1.086x1011)-13-~ 

U s e  of  the  p a r a m e t e r s  in tab le  24.4 is i l lus t ra ted  by  the  c o m p a r i s o n  of  
ca l cu l a t ed  and o b s e r v e d  d a t a  for  Tb3+(aquo) s h o w n  in tab le  24.5. I t  is e v i d e n t  
tha t  l a rge  va r i a t ions  in in tens i t i e s  b e t w e e n  d i f fe ren t  g roups  are  r e p r o d u c e d  by  
the t heo ry .  T y p i c a l l y ,  s eve r a l  exc i t ed  s ta tes  a re  e n c o m p a s s e d  b y  a single 
c o m p l e x  a b s o r p t i o n  e n v e l o p e ,  and  the  ma t r i x  e l e m e n t s  of  U (~) are  s u m m e d  ove r  
these  s ta tes .  The  e n e r g y  in this  case  b e c o m e s  tha t  of  the  c e n t e r  of  g r av i t y  of  the  
enve lope .  Whi l e  m a n y  t r ans i t i ons  a re  w e a k ,  as j udged  f rom the  m a g n i t u d e  of  the  
c o r r e s p o n d i n g  ma t r ix  e l e m e n t s ,  the  few t r ans i t i ons  p r inc ipa l l y  r e s p o n s i b l e  for  
the  i n t ens i ty  of  a g iven  band  can  be  r ead i ly  ident i f ied.  A t  an ea r l i e r  s tage ,  this  
fac t  was  the  bas i s  for  the  e x t e n s i v e  use  of  i n t ens i ty  co r r e l a t i ons  as  a m e a n s  of  
mak ing  ene rgy  leve l  a s s i g n m e n t s  to so lu t ion  spec t ra .  I t  r e su l t ed  in the  first  
succe s s fu l  ef for t  to d e r i v e  a c o n s i s t e n t  se t  of  f r ee - ion  e n e r g y  leve l  p a r a m e t e r s  
inc luding  e f fec t ive  o p e r a t o r s  of  conf igura t ion  in t e r ac t ion  for  the  w h o l e  ser ies  of  
t r iva len t  l an than ide  ions ,  as s h o w n  in tab le  24.2 (Carna l l  et  al. ,  1968a). 

TABLE 24.5. 
Observed and calculated oscillator strengths for Tb3+(aquo). 

Spectral range b P × 106 
SLJ a (cm -1) × 10 -3 Expt. Calcf 

0.16 d 
7F5 2.112 - -  1.04 e 
7F4 3.370 - -  1.54 
7F 3 4.344 - -  1.35 

: 7F2 5.028 - -  0.98 
7F1 5.481 - -  0.70 
7F0 5.703 - -  0.28 
5D4 20-21.2 0.52 0.21 

[ 0.07 d 
5D3, 5G6, 5Li0 25.9-27.6 8.46 17.61e 

5G5, SD2, 5G4, 5L9 27.6-28.95 7.46 7.61 
5G3, 5Ls, 5L7, 5L6, 5G 2 28.95-30.2 3.04 4.03 
5D1 30.4-30.9 0:37 0.32 
5D0, 5H7 30.95-32.0 2.02 1.85 
5H6 32.5-33.5 1.20 1.41 
5Hs 33.6-34.1 0.18 0.47 
5H4, 5F5, 5H3, 51s, 5F4 34.4-35.8 5.05 5.32 

aThe principal L-S component(s) is shown, bThe calculated free-ion 
energy of the state is shown for the levels of the 7F-multiplet. For the 
observed bands, the range encompassed by the band group is noted. 
CCalculated using the parameters of table 24.4. dCalculated magnetic- 
dipole strength, eCalculated electric-dipole strength. 
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3.7. Use of intensity parameters to estimate oscillator strengths of infrared 
transitions 

In addition to the use of intensity correlations as an aid in making energy level 
assignments,  the parameters  given in table 24.4 can be used to predict  the 
oscillator strength associated with transitions that cannot  be observed in 
aqueous solution. The results given for  Tb3+(aquo), table 24.5, illustrate this by 
the inclusion of calculated intensities associated with bands in the infrared 
region. In many  cases such bands will be intense compared  to those observed in 
the visible region and can be observed if an appropriate  solvent  is used. See 
section 2.2. While the energy of the center  of gravity (free-ion level energy) is 
known for these infrared transitions, the band width, the complex structure, and 
the associated intensities are not known. 

In order to emphasize  the relative intensities of the infrared bands in R 3+ 
spectra,  a computer  program was developed to calculate the m o l a r  absorpt ivi ty 
of a Gaussian curve of specified base energy interval, width at half-height, and 
area. The half-width was arbitrarily set at 50 cm -1. The energy interval was taken 
as that observed for the corresponding R 3+ bands observed in LiNO3-KNO3 
eutectic at 150°C (Carnall et al., 1965), where possible. Otherwise an arbitrary 
scale based on the energy of the transition was used. The results are included as 
dashed line curves in figs. 24.4-24.12. The parameters  used to compute  the band 
areas for Pr 3+ were those for  Pr 3+ in LiNO.3-KNO3 eutectic (Carnall et al., 1965). For  
Pr 3+ the band at - 5 0 0 0  cm -1, fig. 24.4, encompasses  two levels. 

3.8. Hypersensitive transitions 

The fact  that the intensities of certain bands in the solution spectra of the 
trivalent lanthanides are remarkably  sensitive to changes in the envi ronment  has 
been known for many  years.  For  example,  in an investigation of the effects of 
nitrate ion concentrat ion on the spectra  of  a number  of lanthanides,  Selwood 
(1930) showed that  relative to the other bands,  one or tw,9 bands in the spectra  of  
Nd 3+, Eu 3+, Ho  3+ and Er 3+ exhibited greatly increased intensities at high nitrate 
concentrat ion compared  to dilute solution. Such bands have subsequently been 
labeled "hypersens i t ive" .  These transitions follow electric quadrupole selection 
rules, AJ ~<___2. Increases  in oscillator strength by more than a factor  of 3 are 
observed in some environments .  

With the deve lopment  of  the Judd-Ofe l t  Theory ,  Judd (1962) pointed out that 
of the three parameters ,  Tx, eq. (24.6), Tz most  closely monitors  changes in the 
environment ,  and that hypersensi t ivi ty  was strongly correlated with those tran- 
sitions having large matrix elements  of U ~2). J~Jrgensen and Judd (1964) 
examined some of the potential  mechanisms for hypersensi t ive transitions, 
discarding the possibility that they could exhibit electric quadrupole character.  It 
was suggested that the origin might lie in an inhomogeneous  dielectric. 
Subsequently Judd (1966b) pointed out that symmet ry  arguments  could be 
introduced to classify site symmetr ies  in which hypersensi t ivi ty  might be in- 
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duced. Peacock  (1975) has reviewed some of the arguments but no definitive 
interpretation has been offered. Hendrie  et al. (1976) have discussed hypersen-  
sitivity in terms of a correlation which they found between oscillator strength 
and ligand basicity. The term "hypersens i t ive  transi t ions" as used by the above 
authors and by J~rgensen and Judd (1964) refers  to a limited clearly defined set 
of experimental  observat ions.  Unfor tuna te ly  the term is occasionally used by 
other authors in a very broad,  ill-defined manner.  

4. Fluorescence spectra in solution 

The existence of characterist ic f luorescence spectra in aqueous solutions of 
the lanthanides was extensively reported in the early 1930's. Much of the data 
was qualitative, but a number  of transitions were identified, and recent  charac-  
terization of the energy level schemes involved makes  possible considerable 
additional interpretation. The analytical potential  of the f luorescence spectra  was 
recognized and exploited at an early stage. More recent interest in f luorescence 
in solution derives in part  f rom the ability to determine lifetimes of the 
fluorescing states and to use this as a basis for exploring excited state relaxation 
and energy transfer  mechanisms.  With laser excitation, micro to nanosecond 
lifetimes can be readily measured.  Thus in contrast  to absorption spectra  where 
only shifts in band energy or changes in band shape can be correlated with 
changes in the ionic environment ,  f luorescence spectra investigations can also 
yield characterist ic lifetimes of the relaxing states. It will be shown that such 
measurements  provide a highly sensitive monitor  of changing environment .  

The forced-e lec t r ic  and magnetic dipole mechanisms discussed relative to the 
absorption of radiation are also primarily responsible for  the radiative relaxation 
of excited states. Non-radiat ive relaxation, which usually competes  strongly 
with the radiative mode,  is under active investigation, and several  different 
mechanisms have been discussed. 

4.1. Historical development 

It was pointed out at an early stage that those lanthanides that fluoresced in 
solid compounds  at room temperature ,  also exhibited f luorescence in solution at 
approximate ly  the same energy and with the same relative intensities (Tomas-  
chek and Deutschbein,  1933); Deutschbein and Tomaschek ,  1937). Maximum 
fluorescence yield was observed at the center of the series, Eu 3÷, Gd 3÷, Tb 3÷, 
with intensity dropping rapidly at S m  3+ and Dy 3÷ (Tomaschek  and Mehnert ,  
1937; Gobrecht ,  1938), and transitions between a number  of well character ized 
excited states and components  of the ground term multiplet were identified 
(Zaidel, 1937). The particular sensitivity of both the intensity and energy of 
fluorescing transitions in E u  3+ to changes in the ionic environment  was discussed 
by Tomaschek  (1939, 1942). Deutschbein and Tomaschek  (1937) attributed the 
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existence of structure in the weak 5D0~SF0 transition in E u  3+ to the presence of 
multiple species of E u  3+. 

The analytical aspects of fluorescence spectra in lanthanide solutions were 
exploited by a number of groups to detect  Ce 3+, Sm 3+, Gd 3+, Tb 3+, and Dy 3+ as 
impurities in solutions of other lanthanides (Gobrecht  and Tomaschek,  1937; 
Zaidel et al., 1938; Zaidel and Lavionov,  1939, 1943). Fassel and Heidel (1954) 
used the intense fluorescence of Tb3+(aquo) as the basis for  developing quan- 
titative analytical procedures.  

4.2. Relaxation of excited states in solution. General considerations 

A great deal of progress has been made in analyzing the mechanisms of 
excited state relaxation of lanthanides in crystal hosts, ch. 35, and these 
concepts have also diffused into the literature on solutions. Two modes of 
relaxation can be recognized: radiative and non-radiative processes. Axe (1963) 
addressed the problem o f  expressing the radiative process in quantitative terms 
using the Judd-Ofel t  theory. Non-radiative relaxation was already being formu- 
lated in terms of multiphonon processes in the early 1960's (Barasch and Dieke, 
1965; Riseberg and Moos, 1968). Such processes become less probable as the 
energy gap between an excited state and the next lower energy state increases.  

4.3. Radiative relaxation 

In treating the fluorescence process,  the Einstein coefficient, eq. (24.4) is used 
directly to express the rate of relaxation of an excited state (~0J) to a particular 
final state (~O'J'). Following Axe (1963), the counterpart  of eq. (24.5) becomes 

64"n'4°'3 [x 'F2+  n3/~ 2] (24.15) 
A(~OJ, ~O'J')= 3h(2J + 1) 

where ~r(cm -~) represents the energy gap between states (~bJ) and (6 'J ' ) ,  X ' =  
n(n2+ 2)z/9, and n is the refractive index of the medium. As in the absorption 
process, there is an implicit assumption that all (crystal-field) components  of the 
initial state are equally populated. In principal, if f luorescence can be detected, 
the lifetime of the state is long compared to the rate at which it is populated in 
the excitation process,  so thermal equilibrium at the temperature of the system 
can be achieved prior to emission. 

The matrix elements of the electric and magnetic dipole operators,  p2 and ~2 ,  
are identical to those in eq. (24.9) and eq. (24.11), respectively. However ,  the 
form of the refractive index correction in eq. (24.15) is not the same as for the 
absorption process,  eq. (24.5). Equation (24.15) can be evaluated using 
parameters gJx established from measurement  of the absorption spectrum of the 
lanthanide ion in a solution identical to that studied in fluorescence. 

Since excited state relaxation generally involves transitions to several lower- 
lying states, we define a total radiative relaxation rate, AT(~OJ) 

AT(qJ) = ~] A(qtJ, qt'J') (24.16) 
~'I' 
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where  the sum runs over  all s tates lower  in energy  than the f luorescing state. 
It is useful  to define in addit ion the radiat ive branching  ratio,  /3•, f r o m  the 

relaxing state (~0J)to a par t icular  final state (q /J ' ) :  

a(~bJ, ~b'J') 
/3R(~bJ, ~O'J') - Av(~OJ) (24.17) 

and the radiat ive l i fe t ime of  a state 

7R(~bJ)  = [AT(,~bJ)]  -1 (24.18) 

The  principal  f luorescing states in aqueous  solutions conta in ing the lanthanide 
ions were  identified in exper imenta l  invest igat ions unde r t aken  in the 1930's. 
T o w a r d  the beginning and end of  the series, l ifetimes were  too shor t  for  
f luorescence  to be detec ted ,  but  lines character is t ic  of Sm 3+, Eu  3+, Gd  3+, Tb 3+, 
and D y  3+ were  discerned.  Since the paramete rs ,  g2x, have been  de te rmined  for  all 
the lanthanides in dilute acid solution,  table 24.4, the total radiat ive lifetime of  
any exci ted state can be readi ly computed .  The  results  shown in table 24.6 are in 
mos t  cases  for  the r e sonance  level which  is the exci ted state which  has the 
largest  ene rgy  gap to the next  lower  state. As  will be d i scussed  in sec t ion 4.5, 
non-radia t ive  re laxat ion is at a m i n i m u m  in Gd3+(aquo) so that  the measured  
lifetime of  Gd 3+ in H2SO4 (,r = - 2 m s e c )  ( K o n d r a t ' e v a  and Lazeeva ,  1960), 
compares  well with the calcula ted radiat ive lifetime of  the state. 

4.4. N o n - r a d i a t i v e  re laxa t ion .  G e n e r a l  c o n s i d e r a t i o n s  

Al though  much  is k n o w n  abou t  the non-radia t ive  mechan i sms  of re laxat ion  of  
f luorescing states in aqueous  solution,  there is present ly  no quant i ta t ive  theory .  
Consequen t ly ,  the symbol i sm used here fo l lows that  in t roduced  in the s tudy  of  
the solid state where  the theory  has unde rgone  more  ex tens ive  deve lopment .  

Since in the usual  case  both  radiat ive and non-radia t ive  p rocesses  opera te  to 
relax an exci ted state, we  can express  the total f luorescence  lifetime of  the state 
a s  

(rT) -~ = .4T(qd)  + W'r(OJ) (24.19) 

TABLE 24.6. 
Calculated radiative lifetimes of excited states of R3*(aquo) a. 

Excited Nd Pm Sm Eu Gd Tb Dy Ho Er 
state b 4F3/2 5F 1 4G5/2 5D 0 6P712 504 4E9/2 5S 2 4S312 

Energy of 
excited state 11460 12400 17900 17277 32200 20500 21100 18500 18350 
(cm -l)  

• R(~bJ) 0.42 0.65 6.26 9.67 10.9 9.02 1.85 0.37 0.66 (msec) 

"The total radiative (electric and magnetic dipole) lifetime, eq. (24.18), is given. The electric-dipole 
contribution was calculated from eq. (24.9) using values of g2x given in table 24.4. bMajor component 
of the eigenvector is indicated. 
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where A~ is the radiative rate and W'r(qJJ) is the sum of the rates of the various 
non-radiative processes. In crystalline hosts it has been shown that the depen- 
dence of the non-radiative rate on the energy gap (AE) between the excited level 
and the next  lower-lying level is of the form: 

W.r = Ce ~'aE (24.20) 

where C and ot are constants characteristic of a particular crystal (Riseberg and 
Moos, 1968). The relaxation mechanism is interpreted as a mult iphonon process 
which becomes less probable as the number of phonons that must be simul- 
taneously excited to conserve energy increases. 

4.5. Multiphonon-like processes in solution 

Investigations of the enhancement  of the fluorescence yield of lanthanide ions 
in D20 compared to H20 provided the basis for  extending the concepts o f  
multiphonon relaxation to aqueous solutions. The H20-D:O system was selected 
for fluorescence enhancement  experiments since the substitution of D20 for H:O 
has been shown to exert  no change in the absorption spectrum of a lanthanide 
ion (Kropp and Windsor, 1965; Gallagher, 1965; Borkowski et al., 1965). Such 
spectra are known to be sensitive to the effects of complexing by many different 
anionic species even in very dilute solutions (Kondrat 'eva,  1960; Kondra t ' eva  
and Lazeeva,  1960; Gallagher, 1964). Complexing measurably influences the 
radiative lifetime of the fluorescence. In contrast  to the behavior reported for 
lanthanide ions, the spectra of a number of transition metal ions were displaced 
toward higher energies when H20 was substituted for D20. The necessity for the 
isotopic substitution to take place in the inner coordination sphere to achieve an 
effect was noted (Halpern and Harkness,  1959; Bigeleisen, 1960). 

In their pioneering work, Kropp and Windsor (1963, 1965, 1966) pointed out 
that the ratio of the intensity of fluorescence of a given R 3÷ state in D20 to that 
of the same state in H20 bore an inverse relation to the energy gap. This is 
illustrated in table 24.7 where the original data has been supplemented with 
similar results obtained later by others. 

Kropp and Windsor 0965) concluded that quenching of fluorescence in 
aqueous solution occurred via - O H  coupled modes and that the rate was 
proportional to the number of such modes associated with the lanthanide ions. 
Gallagher (1965) found that the experimentally observed decay curves of the 
Eu3+(aquo) 5D0---~TF1 emission as a function of increasing H20 concentrat ion in 
D20 could be resolved into the sum of two exponentials.  The results were 
interpreted as indicating that the introduction of a single OH group into the inner 
coordination sphere of Eu 3+ was sufficient to reduce the fluorescence lifetime of 
the 5D0 state from 3.9 to 0.12 msec. Heller (1966) used the relative intensity of 
fluorescence in D20 to H20, (ID/IH) as a function of [H20] at low concentrat ions 
in D20 to show that the rate determining step in the quenching of lanthanide 
fluorescence in H20 was associated with transfer of energy to a single vibra- 
tional mode (OH) which is subsequently excited to high vibrational states. This 
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TABLE 24.7. 
Fluorescence intensities and lifetimes of lanthanide excited states in H20 

and D20. 

Lifetime c (msec) 
[D/IH ~ AEb(cm -I) ~-H20 ergo 

Gd 3+ 1.0 ± 0.2 32100 2a(2.3) e 
Tb 3+ 7.8 ± 0.8 14700 .39(.48) f 3.3(4.0) f 

Eu 3+ 18.0± 1.8 12300 .10(.12) f 1.9(4.0) f 
Dy 3+ 12 ± 3 7 8 0 0  ~<.003f(.0023) ~ .06f(.038) ~ 
S m  3+ 12 ± 6 7 5 0 0  ~<.003f(.0022) ~ .075f(.053) e 

"Solutions were 0.1 M R(NO3)3 in H20 or D20, and the intensity of 
fluorescence in D20 was normalized to unity in H20 in each case, bzlE is 
the difference in energy between the excited (resonance) level and the 
next lower energy level. CThe results are from Kropp and Windsor (1965) 
except as indicated, aKondrat'eva and Lazeeva (1960). eStein and Wiirz- 
berg (1975). fKazanskaya and Sveshnikova (1970). 

was con t ras ted  to poss ib le  a l t e rna t ive  p rocesses  which  would  have invo lved  
ei ther  several  different  modes  of a s imple molecule  or energy  t r ans fe r  to 
v ibra t ional  modes  of several  molecules .  Haas  and  Stein (1971a) in te rpre ted  
s t ructure  obse rved  in Gd3+(aquo) as v ib ron ic  satell i tes due to coupl ing  - O H  or 
- O D  to the 312 nm f luorescing state. 

As po in ted  out  by  Hel ler  0966) ,  the changes  in the v ibra t iona l  q u a n t u m  
n u m b e r s  nece s sa ry  to br idge the energy  gaps a l ready cited, us ing  vi ( O H ) =  
3405 cm -l ( O - H  f u n d a m e n t a l )  and  vl ( O D ) =  2520 cm -1 (Hornig  et al., 1958), are 
as fol lows:  

A E / r ' I  OH OD 
Gd 3÷ 10 13 
Tb 3+ 5 6 
Eu  3+ /4 5 
Dy 3+ 3 4 
Sm 3+ 3 4 

Since the l i fet imes associa ted  with Sm3+(aquo) and Dy3+(aquo) were short ,  Stein 
and Wfirzburg  (1975) give - 2 t z s e c  in each case, and other  ions with 
AE < 6 5 0 0 c m  -~ (Pr 3+,Nd 3+,Ho 3+,Er 3+) bare ly  f luoresce in HzO or D20 

(Ermolaev  and Sveshn ikova ,  1970), the resul ts  in solut ion appear  to be compar -  
able to those po in ted  out  by Barasch  and Dieke (1965) as character is t ic  of the 
LaCI3 host.  F l u o r e s c e n c e  at room t empera tu re  was not  obse rved  f rom an exci ted 
state if the energy  gap to the next  lower  level  were < 1 0 0 0 c m  -1. S ince  the 
p h o n o n  dens i ty  of s tates cuts  off at - 2 6 0  cm -1 in LaC13, this gap co r re sponds  to 
an - 3  p h o n o n  emiss ion  process .  

Similarly,  at the other  ex t reme,  Kropp  and Wi ndso r  (1965), po in ted  out  that  
the gap in Gd 3+ is so large that  mu l t iphonon- l ike  re laxa t ion  is a l ready a very  high 
order  (and thus low probabi l i ty)  process  w h e n  the coord ina t ing  g roup  is OH.  
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Substitution of D20 therefore has no further detectable effect. Their computed 
value of rR based on integrated absorption measurements  was 5.4msec 
compared to a measured value of - 2 msec (Kondrat 'eva  and Lazeeva,  1960), and 
they concluded that non-radiative processes other than those associated with 
OH-modes must contribute to this relaxation process. The results in table 24.6 
based on theory in section 3.4 suggest that the emission is consistent with a 
purely radiative relaxation mechanism. 

4.6. Other non-radiative relaxation mechanisms in solution 

Fluorescence yield studies have shown that mechanisms other than multi- 
phonon-like processes can play an important  part in the non-radiative relaxation 
of some states. For  example, Kropp and Windsor (1965) pointed out that for 
Eu(NO3)3 in CH3OH, only about one-half of the energy associated with the 
excited 5D1 state is t ransferred to the lower 5D0 state. The remainder is 
transferred to ground by other processes. This fast non-radiative decay of the 
5D1 state also accounts for  the temperature dependent  decrease,in the lifetime of 
the 5D0 state, since at higher temperature some thermal excitation to the 5D1 from 
the 5D0 state occurs, and the very rapid non-radiative decay associated with the 
5D1 state aids in the deactivation of the 5D0 state (Kropp and Dawson, 1966). 

It may be noted in passing that no quenching effect on fluorescence was 
attributable to dissolved O~ in aqueous solution nor to the presence of I- (Kropp 
and Windsor, 1965), but ion-ion interaction may be a mode of relaxation 
depending upon the energy level scheme. It can operate to deactivate the 5D3 
state in Tb 3+ directly to the 7F-multiplet (Goldschmidt et al., 1975). Stein and 
Wiirzberg (1975) have also pointed out cases where radiationless relaxation 
occurs by modes other than those associated with multiphonon-like processes and 
have made approximate calculations. 

4.7. Theoretical models f o r  radiationless relaxation of  excited states in solution 

In their discussion of the rates of non-radiative energy transfer  in molecules 
(Robinson and Frosch, 1963) pointed out that large isotope effects may arise in 
solution where significant amounts of electronic energy are converted into 
vibrational modes in the system. This motivated some of the earlier in- 
vestigations of lanthanides in H20-D20 systems. More recently Siebrand (1967) 
carried out an extensive investigation of the Franck-Condon factors that are part 
of the Robinson and Frosch theory and obtained the expression: 

WAB = (27rpE/h)J2F (24.21) 

where W is the radiationless transition probability per unit time, PE is the density 
of final states within which vibrational deactivation is rapid relative to any 
electronic relaxation, J is Siebrand's electronic transition matrix element be- 
tween the initial (A) and final (B) states, and F is the Franck-Condon factor. If it 
is assumed that changes in the radiationless rate constant are due primarily to F, 
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that is, that PE and J are effectively constant,  then it can be shown that F(E) ,  for 
small values of the energy gap E, varies essentially exponentially with the order 
of the vibrational process (Henry and Kasha, 1968). Bodunov and Sveshnikova 
(1974) reached the same conclusion with respect  to the exponential dependence 
of WA~ on the order of the process based on modeling the intramolecular 
vibrations of H20 by Morse oscillators. Thus for  R3+(aquo) ions, a multiphonon-like 
process similar in form to that given by Riseberg and Moos (1968) for crystals, eq. 
(24.20), is an important relaxation mode. 

Haas and Stein (1972) using the Siebrand model and spectroscopic results for 
Gd3+(aqu0), calculated non-radiative relaxation rates for different order proces- 
ses, and compared them with rates determined experimentally for  several 
lanthanide ions. There was good correlation in the magnitude of change with the 
order of the process,  but quantitative agreement was not achieved. Sveshnikova 
and Ermolaev (1971) used a dipole-dipole interaction approximation to compute 
rate constants for  non-radiative relaxation, but the correlation with experimental  
results was poor. 

Further development  of theoretical models that can be used to in t e rp re t  
non-radiative relaxation processes in solution in greater detail is certain to be 
fruitful. At present  a basic result obtained is that multiphonon-like processes  of 
order greater than 5 or 6 cannot  compete effectively with radiative modes of 
relaxation. 

4.8. Hydration and coordination numbers of R3+(aquo). Application of fluores- 
cence lifetime measurements 

When a cation such as R 3+ is thrust  into aqueous solution, the bulk structure is 
modified and two different regions about the ion can be arbitrarily defined. 
Region A: The HzO molecules in the direct vicinity of the ion constitute the 
primary (inner) coordination sphere, and there is a kinetic distinction between 
these molecules and those in the bulk solvent (Hindman and Sullivan, 1971). The 
number of molecules in this sphere is the coordination number. Region B: 
Extending beyond the first region is a second (outer) shell which contains H20 
molecules that are not in contact  with the central ion. They interact with the 
inner sphere, and consequently this region has a structure that is different from 
that of the bulk solvent. The extent  of the outer shell is defined by the 
measurable effect it has on processes occurring in solution (Rosseinsky, 1965; 
Entelis and Tiger, 1976). 

As Spedding et al. (1974) pointed out, the increase in charge density on the 
surface of a lanthanide ion as the ionic radius decreases,  results in an increase in 
the total extent  of hydration (Regions A and B) with atomic number. This is 
consistent with trends in conductivity and viscosity measurements.  Choppin and 
Graffeo (1965) estimated hydration numbers from conductance data obtaining 
12.8 - 0.1 for  La3+-Nd 3+, 13.1-13.4 for Sm3+-Gd 3+, and 13.9 -+ 0.1 for Dy 3+ - Yb 3+. 

Since the coordination number of a lanthanide ion can only be accurately 
defined with respect  to a crystal lattice, the concept  must remain approximate 
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when applied to solutions. Nevertheless,  a number of estimates have been made, 
and conflicting viewpoints exist as to whether or not there is a change in 
coordination number across the series. Undoubtedly part of the problem lies in 
the interpretation given to different experiments.  Karraker  (1970) found the 
spectra of Nd 3+ in dilute solutions and in crystalline Nd(BrOa)3 • 9H20 to be very 
similar and took this as evidence supported by other measurements  for the 
coordination number of 9 in Nd3+(aquo). Geier et al. (1969) and Reuben and Fiat 
(1969a,b) interpreted their spectroscopic and NMR results, respectively, as 
indicating that the coordination number (probably 9), is constant in dilute 
solution. Hinchley and Cobble (1970) found no evidence for a change in 
coordination number over  the series from their correlation between ionic 
entropy and radius. This was in contrast  to the conclusions of a similar study b y  
Bertha and Choppin (1969). 

More recently Spedding et al. (1974), Habenschuss and Spedding (1974), and 
Rard and Spedding (1974) have summarized evidence based on X,ray as well as 
a number of different thermodynamic studies supporting the position that there 
is a change in coordination number of R3+(aquo) across the series. The hydrated 
lanthanide ions in dilute solution exhibit a coordination number of 9 f rom La 3÷ to 
Nd 3+, and 8 from Tb 3+ to Yb 3+. The intermediate ions presumably exhibit a 
mixture of these coordination numbers. 

Insight into the nature of the coordination sphere in Ra+(aquo) was obtained 
by Kropp and Windsor (1967) from fluorescence lifetime studies. The addition of 
acetate ion (Ac-) to solutions of EuC13 or TbCI3 in HzO increases both the total 
fluorescence intensity and the lifetime of the fluorescing states. In contrast,  the 
lifetimes decrease in DzO with increasing [Ac-]. Comparison of the rates of 
relaxation in HzO and D20 made it possible to determine the radiative rate 
constant for fluorescence emission which could be related to the fraction of the 
hydration shell not replaced by Ac-,  re~ms, as a function of [Ac-]. The variation 
of mires with [Ac-] was compared to data on Ac- complexing of R 3+ obtained by 
Sonesson (1958), and this resulted in the relationship m~/n = 6 where rn~ is the 
hydration number  for  pure H20 and n is the number of H20 molecules replaced 
by each Ac-. If n is assumed to be 2, the resulting hydration number  of 12 is near 
the value estimated by Choppin and Graffeo (1965) f rom conductance 
measurements.  A similar experiment in which the fluorescence lifetime of the 
5D0 state of E u  3+ w a s  monitored in H20-CH3CN mixtures was interpreted by 
Haas and Stein (1971b) in terms of a step-wise quenching mechanism. By 
comparing the bimolecular rate constant for quenching due to one molecule of 
H20, ( l l 0 0 s e c  -1) as determined from quantum yield and total fluorescence 
lifetime data, with the total quenching rate constant in aqueous solution 
(9800 sec-l), it appears that formally, only 9 molecules of H20 participate in the 
quenching process in aqueous solution. This is close to the expected coor- 
dination number for  Eu3+(aquo), but should be taken as the effective number for 
the 5D0 excited state. 
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5. Oxidat ion states of the lanthanides  observed in dilute aqueous solution 

5.1. S tandard  oxidation potent ials  

S t a n d a r d  o x i d a t i o n  po t en t i a l s  r e f e r r e d  to the  n o r m a l  h y d r o g e n  e l e c t r o d e  (E  °) 
for  the  d iva l en t  and  t r i va l en t  l a n t h a n i d e  aquo  ions  are  g iven  in tab le  24.8 b a s e d  
p r i m a r i l y  on  the  s e l e c t e d  e x p e r i m e n t a l  r e su l t s  c o m p i l e d  b y  Cha r io t  e t  al. (1971) 
and the s y s t e m a t i c  c o r r e l a t i o n s  s u m m a r i z e d  by  N u g e n t  (1975). Only  Eu 2÷ and 
Yb  2÷ can  pe r s i s t  for  t imes  of  the  o r d e r  of  minu te s  to hours  in d i lu te  ac id  
so lu t ion ,  and  can  be  r ead i l y  p r o d u c e d  b y  r e d u c t i o n  of  the  t r i va l en t  ionic  spec i e s  
(La i t i nen  and  Taebe l ,  1941; La i t i nen ,  1942; C h r i s t e n s e n  et  al., 1973). The  va lue  
of  E ° -- - 0 . 4 3  V fo r  the  E u ( I I - I I I )  coup le  q u o t e d  in m a n y  p r e v i o u s  c o m p i l a t i o n s  
was  o b t a i n e d  us ing  bo th  p o t e n t i o m e t r i c  and  p o l a r o g r a p h i c  t echn iques .  H o w e v e r ,  
in a r e e v a l u a t i o n  of  the  so lu t ion  t h e r m o d y n a m i c  p r o p e r t i e s  of e u r o p i u m ,  M o r s s  
and  H a u g  (1973) r e c o m m e n d e d  the  va lue  E ° = - 0 . 3 5  V. 

The  I l l - I V  po ten t i a l s  o f  bo th  P r  and  Tb w e r e  p l a c e d  in the  +(3 .3-3 .4)  V r ange  
b y  N u g e n t  e t  al. (1973) b a s e d  on  c o r r e l a t i o n s  b e t w e e n  E ° and  o b s e r v e d  spec -  
t r o s c o p i c  p r o p e r t i e s ,  as wel l  as  b y  use  of  J ~ r g e n s e n ' s  re f ined  e l e c t r o n  spin-  
pa i r ing  t heo ry .  H o w e v e r ,  the  r e p o r t e d  ox ida t i on  of  P r  I I I  to P r  IV b y  the OH 
rad ica l  dur ing  pu l se  r ad io ly s i s  e x p e r i m e n t s ,  s ec t ion  5.2, sugges t s  tha t  the  est i -  

TABLE 24.8. 
Standard oxidation potentials (relative to the standard 

hydrogen electrode)? 

II-III Potential b Ill-IV Potential b 
E~98 K (volts) E~98 K (volts) 

Ce -3.2 1.70 c, 1.74 
Pr -2.7 ca. 2.9 a, 3.4 
Nd -2.6 4.6 
Pm -2.6 4.9 
Sm - 1.56 ~ 5.2 
Eu -0.35 e 6.4 
Gd -3.9 7.9 
Tb -3.7 3.3 
Dy -2.6 5.0 
Ho -2.9 6.2 
Er -3.1 6.1 
Tm -2.3 6.1 
Yb -1.15 ~ 7.1 

aThe 1969 IUPAC sign convention is used. The 
greater the positive potential, the more stable the 
reduced form. bExcept where specifically cited, the 
values shown were calculated or derived from spec- 
trophotometric data by Nugent et al. (1973). ~Charlot 
et al. (1971). dEyring et al. (1952). °Morss and Haug 
(1973). fLaitinen (1942). 
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mated (I l l -IV) potentials previously cited may be too high. At pH - 6 ,  the 
oxidizing potential of the OH radical would be estimated to be only - 2 . 4  V 
(Henglein, 1974). J¢rgensen (1976) has pointed out that the calculated I l l - IV 
potentials refer  to the formation of a hypothetical  highly acid R(IV) aquo ion. It 
can be argued that at pH ~>5, a much more stable species R(OH) 3+ or R(OH) 2+ 
may be formed. In this case the E ° value would be less positive than that 
predicted. Results  of pulse radiolysis experiments with Gd 3+ and Ho 3+ quoted in 
section 5.2 indicate that the II-III  oxidation potentials of these ions lie in the 
range ca. - (2.3-2.8 V). 

5.2. Production of unusual oxidation states in solution by pulse radiolysis 

One of the most powerful  techniques of radiation chemistry is pulse radioly- 
sis. Accelerators capable of producing electron pulses on the micro to nanose- 
cond time scale are now in wide-spread use and provide a unique means for 
studying oxidation-reduction reactions in aqueous solution. The interaction of 
high energy electrons with H20 results in the net ionization reaction 2 H 2 0 ~  
H3O + + OH + eaq which is complete in = 10 -11 sec. Since the hydrated electron, eaq, 
and the OH-radical represent,  respectively,  an extremely strong reduc- 
ing/oxidizing agent, unusual reactions can be induced. By the addition of a 
suitable scavenger to the system, it is possible to selectively study the reaction 
of either eaq or OH with solute species. For example, H2 rapidly converts the 
OH- radical to e~q by the reactions OH + H 2 ~  H 2 O  + H, H + OH-  ~ eaq. 

The potentials associated with the redox reactions of R3+(aquo) span a wide 
range, table 24.8, and characteristic absorption spectra are obtained for the 
various oxidation states. As a consequence,  this represents an interesting area 
for pulse  radiolysis studies. Hart  and Anbar (1960) give E ° =  2.77 V for the 
reaction e~q + H + ~ 1/2 H2. Based on the reaction Cu II + OH ~ Cu III (Baxendale 
et al., 1965) and the calculations of Henglein (1974), a standard oxidizing 
potential, E °, of the order of 2V may be associated with the OH radical. 
Reaction products  with e~q or OH frequently have only a transient existence, but 
recent developments permit recording time-resolved spectra on the nanosecond 
time scale (Schmidt et al., 1976). 

The spectra of Sm 2+, Eu ~+, and Yb 2+ in good agreement with fig. 24.16 have 
been obtained by several groups on the reduction of R3+(aquo) with e~q (Gordon, 
1965; Faraggi and Tendler,  1972; and Pikaev, 1974). Pikaev et al. (1973) have also 
reported the reduction of Tm to the divalent state (pH 3-6) with a characteristic 
band at 280 nm (emax -- 750 M -~ sec-~). Both Faraggi and Feder  (1972) and Pikaev 
et al. (1973) report  the successful oxidation of Pr III to Pr IV on reaction with 
OH radicals. A characteristic intense absorption band was observed at 290 nm. 
Based on the trends in the potentials estimated by Nugent  (1975), if the 
OH + P r 3 + ~ P r  4+ reaction can occur, then it should be possible to obtain Tb 4+ 
under similar conditions. 

Tendler and Faraggi (1972) used the pulse radiolysis technique to produce 
RZ+(aquo), and studied the rate of oxidation of R2+(aquo) by NOL The results 
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were interpreted in terms of an outer sphere electron t ransfer  mechanism and 
used to compute  E ° for the R2+/R 3+ couple, but the values obtained are much 
too low. They  also suggest an essentially constant  ( I I - I I I )  potential across the 
series except  for those couples that  have been measured.  This was not confirmed 
by the results cited below, nor is it consistent  with spectroscopic  correlations 
(Nugent et al., 1973). 

Recently Gordon et al. (1976) reexamined the reaction of e2q with R3+(aquo) in 
a study which included all of the lanthanides. Their rate constant  data could be 
used to divide the series into three groups in terms of reactivity: (1) readily 
reduced ions Sm, Eu, Yb with rate constants  in the range of 101° M i sec l, (2) an 
intermediate group, Gd, Ho,  Er, and Tm, with rate c o n s t a n t s  (107-108),  and (3) a 
relatively unreact ive group, Pr, Nd, Dy, Tb, and Lu with rate constants  ~106.  

Using streak camera  techniques they obtained the first spectroscopic  evidence 
for  Gd 2+ and Ho 2+, fig. 24.18. 
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Fig. 24.18. Absorption sPectra obtained by pulse radiolysis of lanthanide solutions. (A) Tm 2+, (B) 
Gd 2+, (C) Ho 2+, from Gordon et al. (1976). 
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1. Introduction 

The  e a r l y  h i s to ry  o f  the  ra re  e a r t h  e l e m e n t s  is p r i m a r i l y  d o m i n a t e d  b y  the 
a t t e m p t s  to s e p a r a t e  and  p u r i f y  the  ind iv idua l  e l e m e n t s  us ing  the  c lass ica l  
t e chn iques  of  f r a c t i ona l  c ry s t a l l i z a t i on  and  p r e c i p i t a t i o n  ( V i c k e r y ,  1953). T h e s e  
p r o c e d u r e s  gene ra l l y  i n v o l v e d  a q u e o u s  so lu t ions  wh ich  c o n t a i n e d  the  h y d r a t e d  
ion and in this sense  cou ld  be  c o n s i d e r e d  as the  ea r l i e s t  e x a m p l e s  o f  s tudies  of  
the  c o m p l e x i n g  p r o p e r t i e s  of  the  ra re  ear ths .  F r o m  a p r a c t i c a l  s t andpo in t ,  
h o w e v e r ,  the  e x i s t e n c e  of  the  c o m p l e x e d  ions  was  on ly  inc iden ta l  and  was  
p r o b a b l y  no t  e v e n  c o n s i d e r e d  b y  the ea r ly  w o r k e r s .  E a r l y  r e f e r e n c e  w o r k s  of  the  
1920's w h i c h  s u m m a r i z e  the  e x t a n t  i n f o r m a t i o n  d i scus s  on ly  some  doub le  sal ts  
and  a d d u c t s  of  the  ra re  e a r t h s  and  do  no t  c o n s i d e r  t h e m  in t e r m s  of  c o o r d i n a t i o n  
compoulads  (Moel le r ,  1967). The  first  che l a t e s  p r e p a r e d  we re  p r o b a b l y  the  
a c e t y l a c e t o n a t e s  used  b y  U r b a i n  (1896) in a s e p a r a t i o n  p r o c e d u r e .  

The  e x t e n s i v e  s tud ies  of  the  c o m p l e x e s  o f  these  e l e m e n t s  b e g a n  bo th  as  a 
c a u s e  and resu l t  of  the  i m p r o v e d  s e p a r a t i o n  p r o c e d u r e s  w o r k e d  ou t  dur ing  the 
ea r ly  1940's ( P e p p a r d ,  1961; Powe l l ,  1961). The  ion  e x c h a n g e  and  so lven t  
e x t r a c t i o n  t echn iques  d e v e l o p e d  to s e p a r a t e  smal l  a m o u n t s  o f  the  e l e m e n t s  and  
which  have  s ince  been  e x t e n d e d  fo r  the  s e p a r a t i o n  of  l a rger  quan t i t i e s ,  r e su l t ed  
in the  ava i l ab i l i t y  of  subs t an t i a l  quan t i t i e s  of  pu re  ma te r i a l s  wi th  wh ich  va r ious  
p r o p e r t i e s ,  inc lud ing  c o m p l e x i n g  b e h a v i o r ,  cou ld  be inves t iga t ed .  S ince  these  
s e p a r a t i o n s  m a d e  use of  the  d i f fer ing  deg re e s  of  c o m p l e x  f o r m a t i o n  o f  the  
va r ious  e l e m e n t s ,  the  s ea r ch  fo r  n e w  and  be t t e r  c o m p l e x i n g  agen t s  was  g iven  an 
a d d e d  impe tus .  P e r h a p s  it c an  be sa id  tha t  the  l ack  of  subs t an t i a l  quan t i t i e s  o f  
the  pu re  ind iv idua l  ra re  ea r ths  was  the  m a j o r  cause  fo r  the  l a c k  of  ef for t  d e v o t e d  
to the  s tudy  of  the i r  c o m p l e x i n g  t e n d e n c i e s  unti l  the  1940's. H o w e v e r ,  it is a l so  
fa i r  to  c o m m e n t  tha t  o f  equa l  i m p o r t a n c e  m a y  wel l  have  b e e n  the  fee l ing  of  the  
chemis t s  o f  tha t  p e r i o d  tha t  b e c a u s e  o f  the  s imi la r i t i es  o f  the  ra re  e a r t h  e l e m e n t s  
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to the alkali and alkaline earth elements  they would form very few coordination 
compounds  and that  these would mos t  likely be of  little interest  either f rom a 
chemical or practical viewpoint.  The influence of the availability of the elements 
in a pure form,  the preparat ion of new and stronger complexing agents, and the 
recognition that they fo rm a wide var iety of complexes  with interesting and 
useful propert ies  is exemplified by  the fact  that  in 1953 the significant research 
was summarized  in some 60 references  (Moeller, 1953) whereas  a review 
published in 1965 covering only the li terature to 1962 contained 651 references  
and made no a t tempt  to be complete  (Moeller et al., 1965). Although two 
comprehens ive  books  have  appeared  (Sinha, 1966; Melson, 1975), publication 
has been  at such an accelerated rate that mos t  recent  reviews have no longer 
a t tempted to deal with all aspects  of the complexes  of the rare earths but  instead 
have been narrowly focused on a very  limited range of topics (for example,  
Brown, 1975; Moeller, 1972; Moeller et al., 1968). 

The study of the complexes  of  the rare earth elements  has been marked  by 
several  periods of renewed interest.  As already mentioned,  the first intensive 
work  was carried out to find those ligands which would be effective in con- 
junction with ion exchange or in solvent  extract ion procedures  for  the separat ion 
of the elements  one f rom another.  In the initial phase these studies focused 
primarily on the determinat ion of equilibrium constants  and distribution 
coefficients (Moeller et al., 1965). The compounds  that were studied as ligands in 
both  cases were a lmost  exclusively limited to molecules that used oxygen as the 
donor a tom,  either alone, or as in the case of  the aminopolycarboxyl ic  acids, in 
combinat ion with nitrogen donors within the same molecule.  This 'phase started 
in the early 1940's and lasted into the 1960's. Toward the end of this period the 
equilibrium measurements  were supplemented with calorimetric studies of the 
enthalpy of format ion of the complexes  in solution in order to define more 
clearly the nature of the complexat ion process  (Moeller, 1973). However ,  during 
much of this time there was very  little effort  devoted to the study of the solid 
complexes  which could be isolated f rom solutions. 

The search ~for efficient luminescent  compounds  and lasers generated an 
intense activity in the late 1950's and through the early 1960's (Crosby,  1966). As 
a part  of these studies a great number  of compounds  were prepared  and their 
physical  and chemical  propert ies  were intensively studied. The main emphasis  
was on the complexes  with the /3-diketones but  it was soon realized that 
molecules that  did not utilize oxygen atoms as the donors would also complex 
with the rare earth ions. During this period several  solid compounds  were 
character ized by definitive structural studies using X-ray diffraction and the 
results showed that  the common  coordination number  for  yt tr ium and the 
lanthanides was greater  than the six that  had been generally assumed (Moseley,  
1975). This led to a radical change in thinking and, as a result, the var ie ty  of 
compounds  that can be prepared has been markedly  increased. 

As interest  in the luminescence propert ies  of  the /3-diketones  began to wane,  
the late 1960's and early 1970's saw the use of  complexes  of the rare earths as 
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the so-called shift reagents which are used to simplify nuclear magnetic 
resonance spectra, particularly of organic compounds.  From the first demon- 
stration of  this effect by  Hinckley (1969) until the publication of the proceedings 
of a symposium four years later (Sievers, 1973), more than 400 publications 
appeared. Although most  of these covered work in which the rare earth complex 
served as a probe and the adduct was generally not isolated, this is unquestion- 
ab ly  the facet  of the chemistry of the rare earth complexes that has most readily 
captured the attention of chemists in general. 

During the latter 1960's and continuing on into the present,  an increasing 
amount  of research has been devoted to preparing and studying complexes of 
the rare earths that are unstable in aqueous solution (Forsberg, 1973). By 
utilizing non-aqueous solvents it has been possible to prepare complexes with 
ligands such as the aliphatic polyamines. In aqueous solution these systems yield 
the rare earth hydroxide and for many years it was felt that the metal ion- 
aliphatic nitrogen bond was too weak to exist. In addition to these kinds of 
complexes there has been a renewed and increasing interest in the preparation 
and study of organometallic compounds.  

Finally, because of the similarity in size and bonding properties between the 
alkaline earth ions and the rare earth ions, principally the lanthanide ions, the 
latter are increasingly being used in studies involving biological systems as 
probes for the binding sites for  the alkaline earth ions (Nieboer, 1975). Several of 
the properties of the lanthanides (absorption spectra, luminescence spectra, 
paramagnetism, etc.) can be used to elucidate the role of the lanthanide ion and 
thus, by inference,  that of the alkaline earth ion. Such studies are currently 
increasing and there is optimism that they will become even more important in 
the future. 

The major drawbacks to the preparation,  characterization, and study of 
complexes of the rare earth ions seem now to have been overcome.  The 
elements are available in quanti ty as well as in high purity, there is a general 
recognition that they can form complexes under appropriate conditions with 
most types of ligands, and modern physical methods are readily available to aid 
in the characterization and study of the properties of the complexes.  The unique 
electronic properties of  some of these ions and their tendency to form 
complexes with high coordination numbers have been, and will continue to be, 
exploited both from the standpoint of  developing a clearer understanding of the 
chemistry of the elements themselves as well as being developed into practical 
applications. 

It is the purpose of this chapter to discuss and evaluate the factors leading to 
the formation of rare earth complexes and to consider illustrative examples of 
the various types of complexes that have been prepared. The examples are taken 
whenever  possible from the most recent  literature available. In an article of this 
length it is impossible to cover  the topic exhaustively. In so far as possible, the 
major topics are considered in reasonable detail and extensive reference  is made 
to the more comprehensive review articles that exist for  some of the topics. 

Since the ligands which are to be considered are so varied and are often 
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complicated organic molecules, it has become customary to employ appropriate 
abbreviations in order to avoid problems with the nomenclature. The ab- 
breviations used in this chapter have been kept to as few as convenient  and are 
listed at the beginning of the chapter. 

2. Complex formation 

2.1. Properties of  the rare earth ions 

The ability and tendency of a metal ion to form complexes depends very 
strongly on a number of factors. For the rare earth ions these are such that the 
nature and type of complexes which are formed are different from those formed 
by the d-transition elements. The trivalent rare earth ions have a completely 
filled set of electronic subshells with the exception that for the lanthanides, the 
4f orbitals may be partially filled (Moeller, 1973). In either case the important 
point is that the R 3+ ions are essentially spherical and should present an 
environment very much like that of the alkali and alkaline earth ions toward 
complex formation. The 4f orbitals are, in general, not available for chemical 
bonding and are sufficiently shielded that the stabilization due to crystal field 
effects is only of the order of 100 cm 1, whereas with the d-transition elements 
this stabilization may be as large as 30 000 cm -1. Consequently it is expected that 
the predominant description of the bonding will be in ionic terms and the 
geometrical a r rangements  of the ligands will not be due so much to specific 
bonding requirements as to steric requirements. 

The ionic radii of the trivalent rare earth ions are given in table 25.1. It can be 
seen that with the exception of the value for scandium these ionic radii are quite 
large and, in fact, are among the largest values for any trivalent ions. These large 

Ionic radii of 
TABLE 25.1. 

the trivalent rare earths in six-coor- 
dination*. 

Symbol Radius (,~) Symbol Radius (A) 

Sc 0.68 Gd 0,938 
Y 0.88 . Tb 0.923 
La 1.061 Dy 0.908 
Ce 1.034 Ho 0.894 
Pr 1.013 Er 0.881 
Nd 0.995 Tm 0.869 
Pm (0.979) Yb 0.858 
Sm 0.964 Lu 0.848 
Eu 0.950 

*Lanthanide values from Templeton and Dauben 
(1954), scandium and yttrium values from Zachari- 
asen (1954). 
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radii mean that the charge to radius ratio (ionic potential) is relatively low which 
results in a very  low polarizing ability. (Scandium is somewhat  different in this 
respect and is considered more fully in section 2.4.) This, of course, is reflected 
in the predominantly ionic character  in the metal-ligand bonds. The other major 
effect of the large ionic radii is to influence in a marked fashion the coordination 
number of the rare earth complexes.  These two factors serve to produce 
complexes which in general have coordination numbers in excess of six, which is 
the most common coordination number for  the d-transition elements. 

A third characteristic of the rare earths that influences the type of complex 
that they form is their strong tendency to bind water molecules. Hydrolysis  of 
the rare earth ions is not  so extensive as for  other  trivalent ions but the affinity 
of the rare earth ions for  the hydroxide ion is still rather substantial. [Represen- 
tative values of the  equilibrium constant for the reaction R3++ H20 ~ ROH2+ + 
H + are: Sc 3+, logK1 = -5.1 (IM NaCIO4) (Aveston, 1966); La  3+, logK~ = - 9 . 1  
(0.3M NaflO4);  Lu 3+, log Kl = - 7 . 9  (0.3M NaC104); y3+, log K1 = - 8 . 3  (0.3M 
NaCIO4) (Frolova et al., 1966).] (The scandium(Ill) ion has a very strong affinity 
for the hydroxide ion and indeed aqueous solutions of scandium(Ill)  are both 
extensively hydrolyzed and polymerized.)  Aliphatic amines are sufficiently basic, 
for example,  that in aqueous solutions with the rare earth ions they precipitate 
the hydroxides rather than resulting in R3+-N complex bond formation. As a 
result, for many years it was thought that this bond was so weak that complexes 
of this type could not be formed. More recently such compounds have been 
prepared by  working under scrupulously anhydrous conditions. 

The rare earth ions belong to class (a) in the Ahrland, Chatt and Davies (1958) 
classification or to the hard acid class in the Pearson (1963) designation. Ions in 
this class bond to hard bases, primarily those which contain oxygen and nitrogen 
as the donor atoms, and bond only weakly to the soft bases which contain, for 
example, sulfur or phosphorous as the donor atoms. This means that by far the 
majority of rare earth complexes contain ligands which utilize at least one 
oxygen atom. As a result, the variety of types of complexes which can be 
formed easily with the rare earth ions is more restricted than that which is 
formed with the d-transition elements. 

The final factor  to be considered is a kinetic one. The experimental  in- 
formation that is available from those kinetic studies that have been conducted 
clearly indicates that reactions between the rare ear th  ions and various ligands in 
solutions is generally fast  (Reidler and Silber, 1973). The possibility of observing 
isomerism is thus drastically reduced and probably only in the case of cis- and 
trans-]Sc(o-phen)2(NCS)2](NCS) and [Sc(dipy)2(NCSh](NCS) is there substantial 
evidence that isomers can be isolated (Melson, 1975). This lability of the rare 
earth complexes naturally places restrictions on the numbers and types of 
complexes that can be isolated from solutions. Moreover ,  it is much more 
difficult to be assured that the species which is isolated is in fact  identical to the 
one that exists in solution. Physical methods, particularly those which are 
spectroscopic in nature, have been utilized in attempting to resolve questions of 
this type. 
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The factors considered above demonstrate that in many respects the rare earth 
ions resemble the alkaline earth ions in their complex-forming tendencies more 
closely than they do the d-transition elements. Indeed one of the more recent  
uses of the rare earth ions is as a substitute for  calcium in biological systems. 

Element  39, yttrium, although it has no f orbitals at a reasonable energy, has a 
coordination chemistry essentially identical to that of the lanthanides. This is 
due to the fact  that the trivalent yttrium ion has an inert gas configuration and, as 
can be seen in table 25.1, the ionic radius of the y3+ ion, 0.88 ]k, is intermediate 
between that of Ho 3+, 0.891 .~, and that of Er 3+, 0.881 A. Primarily because the 
lanthanide ions have similar ionic radii, varying from 1.06 A for La  3+ to 0.848 ,~ 
for Lu 3+, the overall general properties with respect  to complexation are similar. 
However ,  in many cases the effect of this gradual change in the ionic radius 
plays a significant role in the differences that develo p in complex formation from 
element to element. Consequently it is not surprising that this similarity between 
yttrium and the lanthanides exists. The only significant differences are in those 
properties which are related to the presence of the partially-filled 4f orbitals 
which do not exist in yttrium. 

2.2. Types of donor atoms 

Although nearly all the early work, as mentioned previously, involved ligands 
having at least one oxygen atom as donor,  recent studies have been directed 
toward preparing complexes which have other donor atoms in order to broaden 
the types of complexes and their resulting properties (Moeller et al., 1973). In the 
preparation of these non-oxygen donor complexes it is generally necessary to 
employ a solvent having low inherent donating ability (Forsberg, 1973). Thus, 
although i t i s  possible to isolate complexes of glycine from aqueous solution, 
complexes of o-phenanthroline must be prepared in alcoholic media, and 
complexes of ethlenediamine can only be isolated from solvents such as 
acetonitrile which is completely free from hydroxylic impurities. 

Since the 'rare earth ions form bonds of the ionic or electrostatic type with 
most ligands, the most abundant and stable complexes (in the sense of resistance 
to hydrolysis) are those formed with ligands having a negatively charged oxygen 
atom. Complexes of ligands containing the carboxylate group are particularly 
abundant and important  in the coordination chemistry of the rare earths as are 
complexes of the /3-diketonates. Complexes formed from ligands containing 
uncharged oxygen atoms such as alcohols, ethers, and ketones do exist but are 
very much less stable than those containing anionic oxygen donors (Moeller et 
al., 1965). Moreover ,  these ligands cannot  compete successfully for the rare 
earth ion in the presence of water molecules and the reactions must also be 
carried out in weakly-coordinating solvents. Of ten  the ligand itself is a liquid and 
serves as the solvent. These very  weak donor  molecules can form adducts with 
coordinately unsaturated complexes like R(fod)3 in non-coordinating solvents 
such as carbon tetrachloride or hexane (Cockerill et al., 1973). Although 
complexes containing aliphatic nitrogen donors must be synthesized in inert 
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media and must be kept  in total absence of moistur e, the carboxylate  ion is such 
a good donor  that the nitrogen atoms in the aminopolycarboxylates  can be 
bonded to the rare earth ion and such bonds can persist even in the presence of 
water. 

A variety of ligands which have heterocyclic  nitrogen as the donor atom are 
known to form complexes with the rare earth ions (Forsberg, 1973). These 
ligands are 0nly weakly basic and so the complexes can of ten be prepared in 
alcoholic solutions in which there is little competit ion for the coordination sites. 
The electronic factors which usually stabilize complexes of these ligands are 
absent with the rare earth ions and the detailed nature of the interactions is not 
well understood at the present  time. A particularly common type of complex is 
that in which only part of the coordination positions are occupied by the 
heterocyclic  nitrogen ligand and the remainder are occupied by one or more of 
the anions in the compound.  

Complexes formed from organic ligands which have these donor atoms 
occurring ei ther  singly or in combination, are by far the most  common. Simple 
complexes of the halide ions, oxygen-containing anions, and nitrogen-containing 
anions also exist (Moeller et al., 1965). As expected f rom their hard-acid 
character,  the rare earths are more readily and more strongly complexed by the 
fluoride ion than the other halide ions. In addition there are a few compounds 
known that contain ligands in which the sulfur atom serves as the donor. In 
keeping with the predominant  ionic character  of the rare earth-ligand bond, the 
most  stable of these involve compounds" in which the sulfur atom carries a 
negative charge and is contained in a chelating species such as the dithiocar- 
bamate ion. 

The final class of ligands to be mentioned are the organic anions of 
compounds such as cyclopentadiene and cyclooctatetraene (Kanellakopulos and 
Bagnell, 1972). Compounds containing these ligands must be prepared in systems 
that are both anhydrous and oxygen- f ree  since the compounds are hydro lyzed  
instantaneously and many of them inflame on contact  with air. These complexes 
might perhaps be the best examples in which covalepcy in the metal-ligand 
bonds would be expected.  However ,  as will be discussed in later sections, the 
available evidence once again supports a predominantly ionic interaction. 

2.3. Nature of rare earth-ligand bonding 

The t remendous advances made in the coordination chemistry of the d- 
transition elements in the past thirty years have come about largely as a direct 
consequence of the theoretical approaches which have been adopted to treat the 
nature of the metal-ligand bond (Cotton and Wilkinson, 1972). The earlier 
valence bond approach due  to Pauling was gradually replaced by the simple 
crystal field approach which itself has been more recently supplanted by the 
ligand field and molecular orbital theories. In all of these it has been recognized 
that there is a varying amount  o f  covalent  character  in the metal-ligand bond 
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depending primarily on the type of donor atom presented by the ligand and the 
detailed nature of the bonds within the ligand molecule. The essential demise of 
the crystal field theory for the d-transition elements was due in part to a series of 
experimental measurements which showed that even in complexes with the 
fluoride ion there is some delocalization of electrons between the ligands and the 
metal ion. Recognition of this has led to the preparation of a large number and 
variety of types of complexes with a myriad of kinds of ligands. Of particular 
interest as examples would be the carbonyl complexes and the metallocene- 
types of complexes.  

The rare earths on the other  hand form large ions in which the ns, np, and 
(n - 1)d orbitals are empty and in the case of the lanthanides the 4f orbitals are 
partially filled. It is particularly attractive to attempt to involve these 4f orbitals 
in chemical bonding to the ligands and several such attempts have been made 
(Henrie et al., 1976). In all cases, however,  the amount  of involvement of the 4f 
orbitals has been found to be quite small although covalency may contribute 
significantly to the crystal field splitting (Burns and Axe, 1967; Newman,  1971; 
Sengupta and Artman, 1971). In view of the relatively efficient shielding of the 4f 
orbitals by  the electrons in the 5s and 5p orbitals, this is not really surprising. 
The impetus for  these considerations has been to provide a more satisfactory 
interpretation for  the results obtained from various physical measurements  such 
as optical, NMR, ENDOR,  and ESR spectra. These results do show that addition 
of overlap and covalency effects results in improvements between the experi- 
mental and calculated parameters (JCrgensen, 1975). Although magnetic neutron 
scattering clearly demonstrates that compounds of the 3d-transition elements 
have considerable covalent bonding, similar studies with rare earth compounds 
yield, at most, only very slight effects that can be attributed to covalency 
involving the 4f orbitals (Tofield, 1975). 

The question of the involvement of the outer 6s, 6p, and 5d orbitals in the case 
of the lanthanides has also been considered. Although there has been evidence 
presented that the gaseous halides, RX3, can be treated by a covalent model 
better  than an ionic model (Myers, 1975), it is not clear yet to what extent  this 
might prevail. In their properties rare earth complexes behave as would be 
expected of predominantly ionic complexes.  The overwhelming bulk of evidence 
suggests that the main contribution to the bonding in the rare earth complexes 
can be classified as ionic although in certain selected types of complexes there 
may well be some degree of covalency (Moeller, 1972). 

The most favorable complexes in which substantial covalency would be 
expected to be found would be in or- or ~r-bonded organometallic complexes.  
However ,  even in these cases the overwhelming weight of the evidence points to 
a predominantly ionic type of interaction (see section 7). Since this is a relatively 
new area in the complex chemistry of the rare earths, a definitive answer to the 
question of the role of covalent effects in rare earth complexes will only be 
forthcoming after  considerable additional work. 

The question of covalency in the bonds formed by the rare earth elements is 
considered in detail in ch. 23 and so will not be discussed any further here. 
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2.4. Relationship of scandium to the other rare earths 

Although scandium is formally a member of the rare earth family of elements, 
it differs from yttrium and the lanthanide elements in rather significant ways. Of 
primary importance is the fact that the ionic radius of scandium(Ill) which is 
0.68 A is much smaller than that of yttrium(III) (0.88 A) or the lanthanide(III) 
ions (1.06 A to 0.85 A). On this basis the chemistry of yttrium should be very 
similar to that of the lanthanides, as it is. On the other hand, since the chemistry 
of these elements results from chemical bonding which is essentially ionic in 
nature, this smaller size for scandium has a marked influence on the nature and 
coordination number of the complexes which it forms. 

Scandium(III) also differs from yttrium and the lanthanide ions in that it is 
very extensively hydrolyzed in aqueous solution. This means for example that in 
the measurement of the stability constants for complexes formed with scan- 
dium(III) in aqueous media the existence of these hydrolyzed and polymerized 
scandium(Ill) species must be taken into consideration. For yttrium and the 
lanthanides, hydrolysis is so slight that it is not necessary, except when dealing 
with very weak complexes in nearly neutral or basic solutions, to consider 
hydrolysis of the metal ion. This hydrolysis of scandium can be circumvented in 
the presence of sufficiently strong ligands. However, although it is often possible 
to prepare complexes of relatively weak ligands with yttrium and the lanthanides 
by using the hydrated salts and ethanolic solutions, the corresponding scandium 
complexes can only be prepared from the anhydrous salts and in solutions in 
which precautions have been taken to ensure the absence of water. 

The other major effect of this marked difference in size appears in the 
coordination numbers of complexes. As mentioned previously, yttrium and the 
lanthanides are very large ions and as a result form discrete complexes in which 
the coordination number is generally greater than six. The ionic size of scandium 
is much smaller and most of its discrete complexes have coordination number 
six. Although eight-coordinated scandium(Ill) has been described in polymeric 
networks in compounds such as ScPO4, ScAsO4, ScVO4 (Schwarz, 1963) and 
Sc2(C204)3-6H20 (Hansson, 1972), only one discrete complex having this coor- 
dination number has been reported, hydrogen tetrakistropolonatoscandium(III) 
(Davis and Einstein, 1974; Anderson et al., 1974b), 

Complexes of scandium(Ill) often appear to be more covalent than those of 
yttrium(Ill) and the lanthanides (Melson, 1975). This trend is the one that would 
be expected because of the smaller size of the scandium(Ill) ion. The covalency 
in the scandium-ligand bonds is illustrated with the /3-diketone ligands which 
give complexes that have relatively low melting points, fairly high volatility, and 
are soluble in a number of types of non-polar solvents. For a given/3-diketone 
ligand the scandium complex generally has the lowest melting point of the rare 
earth complexes. For example, the melting points of the tris-dipivaloylmethanato 
complexes of scandium(Ill), lanthanum(III), and lutetium(Ill) are -153°C, 
243°C, and 173°C respectively (Eisentraut and Sievers, 1965). 

The coordination chemistry of scandium has been extensively reviewed 
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recently by Melson and Stotz (1971) and by Melson (1975). These references 
should be consulted for additional details on the similarities and differences 
between the complexes of scandium and the other rare earths. 

3. Coordination numbers 

3.1. Factorsoaffecting coordination numbers and coordination polyhedra 

One of the most  interesting and useful developments in the chemistry of the 
complexes of the rare earths during the past fifteen years has been the recog- 
nition that this chemistry for yttrium and the lanthanides is dominated by large 
coordination numbers. Although the structure of Nd(BrO3)3.9H20 had been 
determined in 1939 by Helmholz (1939) and showed that the neodymium ion was 
surrounded by nine water molecules in a face-centered trigonal prismatic ar- 
rangement,  the commonly held opinion even into the early 1960's was that the 
rare earth ions formed six-coordinate, octahedral complexes (Moeller et al., 
1965). In part this was based on the almost universal octahedral,  six-coordination 
known at that time for  most trivalent metal ions of both the d-transition and 
representative metals. Moreover ,  many of the rare earth complex species had 
formulations which could be rationalized in these terms. 

Schwarzenbach and his co-workers in their studies of the stability constants of 
the 2: l complexes of nitrilotriacetic acid with yttrium and the lanthanides 
(Andergg, 1960) and of the l : l  complex of the potentially octadentate ligand, 
diethylenetriaminepentaacetic acid with the cerium(III) ion (Anderegg et al., 
1959), alluded to this tendency for the adoption of large coordination numbers. 
This possibility was, however,  still largely ignored. A number of investigations 
were carried out in the period between 1959 and 1965 in which the only 
reasonable explanation for the results involved postulating that the metal ions 
were adopting coordination numbers greater than six (Moeller et al., 1965). 
Among these were the relative values determined for the stability constants of 
complexes with ligands presenting a large number of potential donor  atoms, 
solvent extraction results, the stability constants for mixed complexes,  and the 
synthesis of complexes such as the tetrakis-fl-diketonates in which there were 
eight possible donor atoms. The final death blow to the six-coordinate thinking 
was provided in 1965 by Hoard and his co-workers in their classic papers on the 
crystal and molecular structures of the lanthanum ethylenediaminetraacetic acid 
complexes (Lind et al., 1965; Hoard et al., 1965). These complexes which had the 
formulas NH4La(EDTA)-8H20 and HLa(EDTA).7H20 were found to contain 
nine and ten-coordinate lanthanum(III) respectively. Many structures have since 
been determined and the compounds invariably have large coordination numbers 
(Moseley, 1975). In fact,  as will be discussed later, compounds having coor- 
dination numbers less than seven are exceedingly rare for  yttrium and the 
lanthanides. 

The chemical composition of a rare earth complex is of only limited value in 
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determining the coordination number of the central ion. There are now 
numerous examples in which the water molecules contained in the formula are 
not all waters of hydration but may also be coordinated and thereby increase the 
coordination number. In addition it is quite often found that at least some of the 
anions, either simple halide or pseudohalide ions or oxyanions, are coordinated. 
Both of these factors severely complicate the determination of rare earth 
coordination numbers. 

The NTA complexes of praseodymium and dysprosium serve as examples of 
the former problem. These two compounds which have the formulae 
PrNTA.3H20 and DyNTA.4H20 contain nine-coordinate praseodymium with 
one water of hydration (Martin and Jacobson, 1972a) and eight-coordinate 
dysprosium with two water molecules of hydration (Martin and Jacobson, 
1972b). It is clear that neither of these is predicted by the stoichiometry of the 
complexes. The second problem is illustrated by the complexes 
R(NO3)3-nDMSO (n = 3 or 4), The complex Nd(NO3)3.4DMSO (Aslanov et al., 
1972b) has all the nitrate ions coordinated in a bidentate fashion which results in 
overall ten-coordination. The complex Lu(NO3)3.3DMSO (Aslanov et al., 1973) 
also has all three nitrate ions coordinated and the lutetium is nine-coordinate. 

The coordination number can sometimes be reasonably, established by a 
combination of physical measurements such as conductance, molecular weight 
determination, infrared, ultraviolet-visible-near-infrared, and emission spectros- 
copy (Moeller, 1972). The method of choice for the determination of the 
coordination numbers for solid complexes is, however, X-ray diffraction and the 
tremendous progress in rare earth coordination chemistry is in large part due to 
the improvements in X-ray diffraction techniques and the availability of large 
computers to aid in the data reduction and solution of the structures. As a case 
in point, the dimethylsulfoxide complexes mentioned above were assigned 
coordination numbers eight and seven respectively on the basis of the infrared 
spectra of the nitrate groups and their conductance behavior (Ramalingam and 
Soundararajan, 1967). 

Coordination numbers of complexes in solution are even more difficult to 
determine and are usually rationalized from spectroscopic and conductance 
measurements by inference. 

The existence of complexes of the rare earths with larger coordination 
numbers is a natural consequence of their large size and the predominantly ionic 
bonding which they exhibit. Since there is no strong, directional bonding, the 
arrangement of the ligands is influenced both by the size of the rare earth ion 
and the properties of the ligands and steric factors seem to play a dominant role 
in determining the coordination numbers. In the absence of adverse steric 
factors the rare earth ion seems to achieve a coordination number of eight or 
larger. (The differences between scandium and the other rare earths-in this 
regard were considered in section 2.4.) For example, only the tris-chelates exist 
for the dipivaloylmethane complexes (Eisentraut and Sievers, 1965). The t-butyl 
groups clearly are so bulky that a fourth /3-diketone ligand cannot coordinate. 
On the other hand, the tetrakis-chelate of dibenzoylmethane is easily prepared 
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(Melby et al., 1964). Even though the tetrakis-dipivaloylmethane complex does 
not exist, the tris-chelate is still capable of adding one or two additional ligands, 
such as pyridine, picoline, or o-phenanthroline, to form seven- and eight- 
coordinate species (Selbin et al., 197 I). 

Although seven- and eight-coordination are known for each of the rare earth 
ions, higher coordination numbers depend critically on the size of the metal ion 
as well as the nature of the ligands. For example, although the dysprosium ions 
in DyNTA-4H20 are eight-coordinate (Martin and Jacobson, 1972b), the 
praseodymium ions in the corresponding compound, PrNTA.3H20 (Martin and 
Jacobson, 1972a), are nine-coordinate. This change in coordination number is 
consistent with the dependence of steric interactions upon the size of the central 
metal ion. Complexes having coordination numbers greater than nine appear to 
be limited to terbium and the lighter lanthanides (lanthanum to gadolinium) 
(Moseley, 1975). 

It is useful at this point to comment briefly on coordination number six in the 
rare earths. Although this is the most common coordination number for scan- 
dium (Melson, 1975), authentic six-coordinate complexes with yttrium and the 
lanthanides are severely limited (see section 3.5). From the few compounds that 
are known it is apparent that steric factors are of overriding importance. Several 
examples of six-coordination involve uninegative anions as the ligands which 
results in a complex ion with three negative charges. Since there does not seem 
to be any steric reason to limit to six the number of these simple ions that could 
coordinate to the metal ion, it can be concluded that the high total negative 
charge and the packing considerations for the compensating cation are also of 
significance. 

In the following sections some examples of complexes having coordination 
numbers from three to twelve will be presented. The listing is illustrative only 
with the majority of the examples from the most recent literature available. The 
review by Moseley (1975) covers the structures known up until 1973 and should 
be consulted for a more extensive listing. Also it should be pointed out that the 
coordination polyhedron for a complex with a large coordination number is 
rarely uniquely determined and that it is usually possible to describe the 
polyhedron as related to more than one of the idealized structures. The descrip- 
tion of the coordination polyhedron is often influenced by the compounds with 
which comparisons are to be made (see e.g. Hansson, 1973e). 

3.2. Coordination number 3 

The compounds R{N(SiMe3)2}3 have been prepared for Sc, Y, La, Ce, Pr, Nd, 
Sm, Eu, Gd, Ho, Yb, and Lu (Bradley et al., 1973). The scandium, europium, and 
ytterbium compounds are isomorphous and thus it would appear that all the 
complexes have the same structure. This structure has been determined for the 
scandium and europium complexes by Ghotra et al. (1973) and is somewhat 
different from that for the analogous compounds with aluminum, iron, and other 
first-row transition elements. The iron compound has a three-coordinate planar 
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Fig. 25.1. The molecular structure of 
R{N(SiMe3):}3 (R = Sc, Eu). (Reprin- 
ted with permission from Ghotra, 
J.S., Hursthouse, M.B. and Welch, 
A.J., 1973, J. Chem. Soc,, Chem. 
Comm., 669-670.) 

arrangement which allows for delocalization of the ~r-electrons. The scandium 
and europium compounds adopt true three-coordination but the ligands are 
arranged in a pyramidal fashion with N-M-N bond angles of approximately 116 °. 
This pyramidal coordination appears to be explicable in terms of bonding which 
is predominantly ionic. The existence of this structure with ions as large as the 
lanthanides implies that there is a substantial ligand steric effect. Because the 
compounds have zero dipole moment in solution, which implies that they are 
planar, it is possible that packing considerations are important in the crystalline 
phase. 

3.3. Coordination number  4 

The only example of this coordination number which is known at the present 
time occurs in the compound [Li(C4H80)4][Lu(CsH9)4] (Cotton et aL, 1972). (The 
anion is the tetrakis(2,6-dimethylphenyl)lutetate(III) anion.) The structure of this 
compound is given in fig. 25.2 and shows that the lutetium-carbon bonds 

(3-. Fig. 25.2. The structure of the anion Lu(CsHo)i. 
(Reprinted with permission from Cotton, S.A., 
F.A. Hart, M.B. Hursthouse and AJ .  Welch, 1972, 

J. Chem. Soc., Chem. Comm., 1225-1226.) 
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(2.42-2.50 A) approximate a tetrahedral arrangement. The bulkiness of the 
ligands in this case must also impose a severe steric requirement on the complex. 
Although the analogous ytterbium complex could be prepared and is isomor- 
phous with the lutetium compound, complexes with the lighter lanthanides could 
not be synthesized. 

3.4. Coordination number 5 

Treatment of La{N(SiMe3)z}3 with an excess of triphenylphosphine oxide 
results in the formation of La202{N(SiMe3)2}4(OPPh3)2. The crystal structure of 
this compound has been determined and contains a doubly bidentate bridging 
peroxo group (Bradley et al., 1974). If the peroxo group is considered to occupy 
two coordination positions, then as shown in fig. 25.3, the lanthanum is five- 
coordinate. Similar compounds have been prepared for praseodymium, 
samarium, and europium. 

O La 

C) si 
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Fig. 25.3. The molecular 
structure of La202{N(SiMe3)2} 
(OPPh3)2. (Reprinted with 
permission from Bradley, 
D.C., J.S. Ghotra, F.A. Hart, 
M.B. Hursthouse and P.R. 
Ruithby, 1974, J. Chem. Soc., 
Chem. Comm., 40-41.) 
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3.5. Coordination number 6 

The first structural study of an authentic six-coordinate lanthanide complex 
was carried out in 1968 by Martin et al. (1968) although the spectroscopic work 
of Ryan and Jorgensen (1966) on the LnX~- species which are probably octa- 
hedral had been published two years earlier. The number of six-coordinate 
complexes studied by X-ray diffraction is quite small and this coordination 
number is still often inferred from the chemical formula. 

The geometrical arrangement predicted for six unidentate ligands is octahedral 
with distortions of a tetragonal or rhombic nature if the ligands are not identical. 
The other commonly expected six-coordinate species, R(bidentate)~ ÷, is expec- 
ted to be octahedral with distortions toward trigonal prismatic stereochemistry 
as the "bite" of the bidentate ligand is progressively decreased (Moseley, 1975). 

These stereochemical predictions have been found to be upheld in the few 
examples that have been completely characterized. The complex anion, 
Er(NCS)63-, in {(C4H9)4N}3Er(NCS)6 is six-coordinate and almost perfectly octa- 
hedral (Martin et al., 1968). All the lanthanides from praseodymium to lutetium 
and yttrium form this hexaisothiocyanato complex and all are isostructural. The 
lanthanum complex was formulated as {(CnH9)4N}4La(NCS)7 but the molecular 
structure has not as yet been solved. Since lanthanum is the largest of the rare 
earths, it may adopt the six-coordinate structure even less readily. 

Fig. 25.4. The molecular 
structure of the hexakisan- 
tipyrineyttrium(IlI) cation. 
(Reprinted with permission 
from Baker, R.W. and J.W. 
Jeffery, 1974, J. Chem. Soc., 
Dalton Trans., 229-232.) 
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The structure of the gadolinium complex Gd(DMP)3C13 has been found to be 
six-coordinate and basically octahedral  (Tazzoli et al., 1972). The coordination 
polyhedron must be irregular since the Gd-O distances are 2.30, 2.31, and 2.35 ,~ 
whereas the Gd-C1 distances are 2.64, 2.65, and 2.66 ,~. 

One further  example of six-coordination involving unidentate ligands is found 
in hexakisantipyreneyttr ium(III)  iodide (Baker and Jeffery, 1974). The antipyrene 
ligand is quite large and the six oxygen atoms coordinated to the yttrium form an 
essentially regular octahedron.  This regularity is reflected in the molecular 
symmetry which is $6. 

The only six-coordinate tris-bidentate complexes that have been structurally 
identified are those of dipivaloylmethane with the lanthanides f rom holmium to 
lutetium. The coordination polyhedron of the erbium complex, Er(DPM)3, 
(deVilliers and Boeyens,  1971b), is built up from three, planar bidentate ligands 
and deviates only very  slightly f rom the ideal trigonal prism. The larger 
lanthanide ions do not adopt  this coordination number with DPM but rather the 
structure is a seven-coordinate one achieved by dimerization (Erasmus and 
Boeyens,  1970). Again this is probably a consequence of the larger ionic radius 
in the lighter lanthanides. 

This coordination number is the one that is most common for  scandium(Ill)  
complexes but there have not been a large number of complexes for which the 
detailed molecular structure has been determined. The structure of Sc(acac)3 
consists of discrete molecular units with slight deviations from D3 symmetry 

/ j 

Fig. 25.5. Trigonal prismatic coordination in Er(DPM)3. (Reprinted with permission from deVilliers, 
J.P.R. and J.C.A, Boeyens, 1971, Acta Crystallogr. B27, 2335-2340.) 
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Fig. 25.6. The molecular structure of Sc(acac)3. (Reprinted with permission from Anderson, T.J., M.A. 
Neuman and G.A. Melson, 1973, Inorg. Chem. 12, 927-930.) 

(Anderson et al., 1973). The  coordination polyhedron can best  be described as a 
distorted octahedron.  The tr is( t ropolonato)scandium(III)  complex also consists 
of  discrete molecular  units which have crystallographically imposed D3 sym- 
metry  (Anderson et al., 1974a). In this case the coordination polyhedron is 
intermediate be tween the octahedron and the trigonal prism. The twist angle of  
33 ° compares  to that of 47 ° found for  Sc(acac)3 and 60 ° expected  for the 
octahedron. The scandium-oxygen  bond lengths are approximate ly  the same for 

• the two compounds .  The adoption of this structure for the t ropolonato complex 
is due to the fact  that the ligand is rigid and has a fixed bite. In the absence of 
any electronic ~l~reference, such as exists for  the corresponding octahedral  
cobalt(I l l )  complex,  these steric factors  are the mos t  important  and the structure 
is distorted toward the trigonal prism. 

3.6. Coordination number 7 

There is now a substantial  number  of complexes  known to have this coor- 
dination number  (Moseley,  1975). Near ly  all of  them have the basic formulat ion 
R(bidentate)3(unidentate) "÷ in which the bidentate ligand is a /3-diketonate .  The 
preferred coordination polyhedra  for complexes  of this type have been deter- 
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Complex Basic polyhedron Reference 

Ho(C6HsCOCHCOC6Hs)3.HzO 
Y(C6HsCOCHCOCH3)3-HzO 

Dy(DPM)3"H20 
Lu(DPM)yC6H7N 
Yb(acac)3.H20 

Eu(DPM)3-DMSO 

mono-capped octahedron 
mono-capped octahedron 

mono-capped trigonal prism 
mono-capped trigonal prism 
mono-capped trigonal prism 

pentagonal bipyramid 

Zalkin et al. (1969) 
Cotton and Legzdins (1968) 

Erasmus and Boeyens (1971) 
Wasson et al. (1973) 
Cunningham et al. (1969) 

Dyer et al. (1973) 

mined by Kepert (1974) from consideration of the ligand-ligand repulsion 
energies using a "normalized bite" of 1.22. (The term "normalized bite" refers to 
the distance between the two donor atoms divided by the metal atom-donor 
atom distance.) This results in three favored coordination polyhedra: (a) the 
mono-capped octahedron; (b) a figure with no elements of symmetry that can be 
loosely described as the capped trigonal prism; and (c) a figure intermediate 
between the pentagonal bipyramid and the capped trigonal prism. No examples 
of coordination polyhedron (c) had been identified at that time for complexes of 
this type with the rare earth ions. Kepert predicted that this polyhedron would 
be adopted only by those complexes in which the unidentate ligand formed an 
unusually strong bond with the rare earth ion. 

Some examples of seven coordination in the rare earths are given in table 25.2. 
As predicted, it is apparent that the differences necessary to stabilize one 

C36 C35 

C33 

C37~ ~ '  ;)C3/, fz'~C32 

~ C 2 8  ~0 C3 

~C21 ~C20 
Fig. 25.7. The molecular structure of 
the quinuclidine adduct of Eu(DPM)3. 
(Reprinted with permission from Bye, 
E., Acta Chem. Scand. A28, 731-739.) 
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structure over  another  are very  subtle. In addition to these all four  structures 
that have been determined recently involve the basic R(DPM)3 unit and, 
depending on the metal ion and the nature of the seventh ligand, all three 
geometries predicted by Keper t  have been found. 

The molecular structure of the quinuclidine adduct of Eu(DPM)3 has been 
determined by Bye (1974). The coordination polyhedron is best  described as a 
distorted octahedron formed by the six oxygen atoms with the nitrogen atom 
from the quinuclidine located above the center of one of the faces, yielding 
overal l  threefold symmetry  (type a). 

The coordination polyhedron for the 3, 3-dimethylthietane-l-oxide adduct of 
Eu(DPM)3 (Wing et al., 1973) and for  the 3-methylpyridine adduct of Lu(DPM)3 
(Wasson et al., 1973) can both be described as capped trigonal prisms. Of partic- 
ular interest is the adoption of  essentially the same polyhedron by complexes in 
which the metal ion radii are substantially different. Moreover ,  Erasmus and 
Boeyens (1970) had previously concluded f rom their study of Pr2(DPM)6 that 
seven-coordination would be impossible if the metal-oxygen distances were less 
than 2.27 ,~. In the europium complex the europ ium-DPM oxygen distances 

Fig. 25.8. The molecular structure of 3-methylpyridine-Lu(DPM)3. (Reprinted with permission from 
Wasson, S.J.S., D.E. Sands and W.F. Wagner, 1973, Inorg. Chem. 12, 187-190.) 
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average to 2.33 ,~ but in the lutetium complex the lu te t ium-DPM oxygen 
distances only average to 2.24 A. For  the other  exceptions to this suggestion of 
Erasmus and Boeyens it is possible to consider the existence of seven-coor- 
dination as a consequence of hydrogen bonding. Since this is not possible for  the 
lutetium complex,  this suggestion seems to have lost some of its predictive 
power.  

The complex Eu(DPM)3.DMSO exists in a seven coordinate structure with 
two slightly different coordination polyhedra (Dyer et al., 1973). The two 
polyhedra can be considered to be distortegl pentagonal bipyramids (type c). As 
such, they would be the first example of this geometrical arrangement found in 
rare earth complexes.  Since it is known that dimethyl sulfoxide forms reason- 
ably strong bonds to the rare earth ions, the existence of this geometrical 
arrangement would be consistent with the hypothesis  put  forth by Kepert .  The 
fact that the two isomers are slightly different supplies clear evidence of the ease 
with which complexes having coordination number seven can be deformed.  

3.7. Coordination number 8 

Perhaps the most  common of the coordination numbers exhibited by yttrium 
and the lanthanides is eight. Numerous  attempts have been made to determine 
the coordination polyhedra to be expected by  considering the interligand repul- 
sions (Hoard and Silverton, 1963; King, 1970a, and Porai-Koshits and Aslanov, 
1972). The results obtained point to the dodeca~hedron with triangular faces and 
the square ant ipr ism as the two most likely polyhedra.  Although the cubic 
arrangement is found in many simple ionic lattices, its existence in descrete 
complexes probably would require participation of the f-orbitals in the bonding 
in order to overcome the strong inter-ligand repulsions (Kettle and Smith, 1967). 
The earlier work on complexes that have eight coordination has been reviewed 
by Lippard (1967) and by Muetterties and Wright (1967). 

T i J 
A a A 

\ \ \ \  
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B [] 
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I 

Fig. 25.9. Idealized eight-coordination polyhedra: left; triangular-faced dodecahedron; right, square 
antiprism. (Reprinted with permission from Hoard, J.L. and J.V. Silverton, 1963, Inorg. Chem. 2, 
235-243.) 
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The variety of chemical formulations for which eight-coordination is found 
is large, but the two most common are R(bidentate)~ + and R(bidentate)3 
(unidentate)~ +. Blight and Keper t  (1972) have carried out a detailed analysis of 
the inter-ligand repulsions in R(bidentate)~ + in which they found that the 
potential energy surface is critically dependent  on the "b i te"  of the bidentate 
ligand. For  ligands having small bites, there is a single minimum corresponding 
to the D20 dodecahedron.  As the bite of the bidentate ligand is increased, a 
continuous change is predicted toward that polyhedron approximating the D2 
square ant ipr ism. Further increase in the bite leads progressively to stereo- 
chemistries which appear to be nearly equally probable, the D2 square antiprism, 
the D4 square antiprism, and the D2 dodecahedron.  (In all these computations it 
was assumed that the four bidentate ligands span equivalent polyhedral  edges.) 
The known crystal structures are in agreement both with these general predic- 
tions and with the predicted detailed geometry.  

It should be mentioned that the two basic polyhedra are very  closely related 
and only a very small spatial rearrangement is necessary to interconvert  them. 
This means that it is of ten a difficult matter to decide which idealized geometry 
affords the more appropriate description. There have been attempts to define 
parameters in such a way that it will be possible to decide which is the 
appropriate polyhedron (Lippard and Russ, 1968). However ,  these are in reality 
only rejection tests and it is necessary to carry out a comprehensive analysis to 
arrive at a satisfactory assignment in cases of distorted polyhedra (Penneman et 
al., 1973). Only rarely has this analysis actually been carried out. 

3.7.1. Dodecahedron 

A number of lanthanide and yttrium complexes having the basic dodecahedral  
coordination polyhedron have been described and some representat ive examples 
are given in table 25.3. Of particular interest are the te t rak ishexaf luoroace ty l -  
acetonates of europium and yttrium. These are isomorphous (Burns and Dan- 
ford, 1969) and adopt the D2 dodecahedral  arrangement with the chelate rings 
spanning the g edges of the polyhedron (Bennett  et al., 1968). In this structure 
and in that of (NH4)[Pr(TTAh]-H20 (Lalancette,  1967) the rings interconnect  the 
two trapezoids of the dodecahedron.  The yttrium complex is quite volatile and 
the structure is in accord with a strong ion pair with the cesium ion surrounded 
by eight fluorine atoms from two neighboring Y(HFA)~ moieties. 

The m edges are spanned in the compound NH4[Ho(tropolanato)4] (Day, 1970) 
as would be expected for  a complex having a very small bite. The compound 
isoquinolinium tetrakis[4,4,4-trifluoro-1-(2-thienyl)-1,3-butanediono]cerium(III) 
also has the chelating ligands spanning the m edges and the dodecahedron is 
distorted by the formation of a hydrogen bond from the isoquinolinium ion to 
one of the chelated oxygen atoms (McPhail and Tschang, 1974). 

There are a number of complexes of the type R(bidentate)3(unidentate)~ + and 
al though the majority of these have the basic square antiprismatic stereoche- 
mistry there are some examples that have the basic dodecahedron.  The complex 
tris[4,4,4- trifluoro - l - (2 - thienyl) - 1,3 - butanediono]bis(triphen ylphosphineoxide) - 
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Complex Basic polyhedron Reference 

R(C204)3"6H20 (R = Ho-Lu, Y, Sc) 
R(HOCH2COO)3.2H20 (R = Tb-Lu) 
[R(HOCH2COO)(OCH2COO) (H20)]'H20 
Ho(acac)3.4H20 
DyNTA-4H20 
CsR(HFA)4 (R = Y, Eu) 

La(CsHsNO)s(CIO4)3 
Eu(DPM)3(py)2 
Ho(DPM)3(4-pic)2 
Eu(acac)3.o-phen 
Nd(TTA)3.Dip.H20 
Y(acac)3'3H20 
HPip[Eu(C6H5COCHCOCH3)4] 

• R(nicotinate)3.2H20 (R = La-Lu) 

Pr2(fod)6-2H20 

Eu(acac)a.3H20 

Nd(acac)3.2H20 

Dodecahedron 
Dodecahedron 
Dodecahedron 
Dodecahedron 
Dodecahedron 
Dodecahedron 

Square antiprism 
Square antiprism 
Square antiprism 
Square antiprism 
Square antiprism 
Square antiprism 
Square antiprism 
Square antiprism 

(1) dodecahedron and 
(2) bicapped trigonal 

prism 
bicapped trigonal 
prism 
indeterminate 

Hansson (1972, 1973a) 
Grenthe (1971b) 
Grenthe (1969) 
Aslanov et al. (1971a) 
Martin and Jacobson (1972b) 
Bennett et al. (1968) 
Burns and Danford (1969) 
A1-Karaghouli and Wood (1972a) 
Cramer and Serf (1972) 
Horrocks, Jr. et al. (1971) 
Watson et al. (1972) 
Leipoldt et al. (1976) 
Cunningham et al. (1967) 
II'inskii et al. (1972) 
Moore et al. (1972) 
Aslanov et al. (1972a) 
deVilliers and Boeyens (1971a) 

II'inskii et al. (1969) 

Aslanov et al. (1971b) 

B 

Fig. 25.10. Coordination dodecahedron in the 
tetrakis(hexafluoroacetylacetonato)yttrate(III)ion 
viewed down the two-fold axis through the 
yttrium ion. (Reprinted with permission from 
Bennett, M.J., F. A. Cotton, P. Legzdins and S.J. 
Lippard, 1968, Inorg. Chem. 7, 1770-1776.) 

n e o d y m m m ( I I I )  fo rms  a basic  d o d e c a h e d r o n  with two chela t ing l igands 
spann ing  the g edges and  one  spann ing  an  m edge (Leipoldt  et  al., 1975). The 
two u n i d e n t a t e  l igands o c c u p y  dif ferent  sites in the po lyhedron ,  one  in the A 

pos i t ion  and  one  in the B posi t ion.  
The  c o m p o u n d  Pr2(fod)6.2H20 is ve ry  in te res t ing  in tha t  it con ta ins  d imer ic ,  

e ight -coord ina te  groups  (deVill iers and  Boeyens ,  1971). The  two p r a s e o d y m i u m  
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0(30 I 0(21) 

Fig. 25.11. The coordination polyhedron in 
Nd(TTA)3(Opph3h. (Reprinted with permission 
from Leip01dt, J.G., L.D.C. Bok, A.E. Laub- 
scher and S.S. Bosson, 1975, J. Inorg. Nucl. 
Chem. 37, 2477-2480.) 

atoms in the dimer are not identical, one being easily recognizable as dodeea- 
hedral and the other being most  conveniently described as a bicapped trigonal 
prism. The chelate rings are very  similar to those in the seven-coordinate 
Pr2(DPM)6. 

3.7.2. Square antiprism 

Examples of complexes adopting the square antiprismatic geometry are also 
given in table 25.3. Both the compounds Ce(CH3COCHCOCH3h (Titze, 1969) 
and HPip[Eu(C6HsCOCHCOCH3)4 (II'inskii et al., 1972) adopt  this geometry with 
the chelate rings spanning the s edges as expected. This arrangement is very 
common for  the bis-adducts of the tris-/3-diketone complexes and a number of 
examples have been described. The subtle interplay of interligand steric effects, 
crystal packing effects and bonding considerations is once again seen in the f a c t  
that the coordination polyhedron in [Y(CH3COCHCOCH3)(H20)2].H20 is best 
described as a slightly distorted square antiprism (Cunningham et al., 1967) 
whereas the corresponding complex [Ho(CHaCOCHCOCH3h(H20)2] is best 
described in terms of a dedecahedron (Aslanov et al., 1971a). 

In the compound tris-[4,4,4-trifluoro-1-(2-thienyl)-1,3-butanediono]euro- 
pium(III) dihydrate the two water molecules are diagonally opposite one another. 
on one square face which means that one ring spans s-edges while the other 
two rings span /-edges (White, 1976). Because of the t remendous interest in 
the lanthanide shift reagents, structures of their adducts have become very 
important. Although most of these adducts seem to be of the 1:1 variety, and 
thus are presumably seven-coordinate,  at least two 2:1 adducts have been 
reported, Eu(DPM)ffpy)2 (Cramer and Serf, 1972)and  Ho(DPM)3(4-picoline)2 
(Horrocks,  Jr. et al., 1971). Both of these are basically square antiprismatic. In 
both complexes the two nitrogen atoms are on opposite square faces located as 
far from one another as possible. The positions occupied by the pyridine 
molecules in Eu(DPM)3(py)2 are very crowded and larger ligands would not be 
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:4o,,,/N x,V Fig. 25.12. The molecular struc- 
ture of Eu(DPM)3(py)2. (Reprin- 
ted with permission from 
Cramer, R.E. and K. Serf, 1972, 
Acta Crystallogr. B28, 3281- 
3293.) 

e x p e c t e d  to  a d o p t  this  conf igura t ion .  One  m o l e  o f  p y r i d i n e  is r e a d i l y  los t  to  give 
the  m o n o p y r i d i n e  a d d u c t  bu t  a t  p r e s e n t  i ts m o l e c u l a r  s t ruc tu re  is u n k n o w n  
(Se lb in  et  al . ,  1971). 

In  c o n t r a s t  to t h e s e  two  c o m p o u n d s  Eu(DPM)3(DMF)2  is squa re  a n t i p r i s m a t i c  
wi th  the  t w o  D M F  m o l e c u l e s  o c c u p y i n g  cis  pos i t i ons  on  the s ame  squa re  f ace  

Fig. 25.13. The molecular structure of the 
octakis(pyridine-N-oxide) lanthanum(III) ion. 
(Reprinted with permission from A.R. AI- 
Karaghouli and J.S. Wood, 1972, J. Chem. 
Soc., Chem. Comm., 516--517.) 
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Fig. 24.14. The molecular structure of the eight-coordinate acid dimer of tetrakis(tropolonato)scan- 
dium(III). (Reprinted with permission from Davis, A.R. and F.W.B. Einstein, 1974, Inorg. Chem. 13, 
1880-1884.) 

(Dyer et al., 1973). All three chelate rings span s-edges. It would seem clear from 
these results that any extrapolation of structural results from the solid state to 
solution must be done with great care. 

The complex ion in octakis(pyridine-N-oxide)lanthanum(III) perchlorate (AI- 
Karaghouli and Wood,  1972a) is one of the very  few examples of an eight- 
coordinate complex formed with monodentate  ligands for which structural 
information is available. The complex ion is, square antiprismatic and has almost 
perfect  D4 symmetry.  Consideration of the detailed coordination polyhedron 
suggests strongly that the ion is distorted toward the cube. 

The acid dimer of tetrakis(tropolanato)scandium(III) exists in a centrosym- 
metric structure in which each scandium is eight-coordinate and the two units are 
held together by two nearly linear hydrogen bonds (Davis and Einstein, 1974; 
Anderson et al., 1974b). The coordination polyhedron is best described as an 
irregular bicapped trigonal prism distorted toward a dodecahedron.  The 
achievement of this larger coordination number of scandium(III) is a 
consequence of the compact  shape, skeletal rigidity, and small bite of the 
tropolonate anionic ligand. 

3.8. Coordination number 9 

There is a substantial number of complexes having nine-coordination and a 
representat ive list is presented in table 25.4. Additional examples can be found in 
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Complex Basic polyhedron Reference 

Tricapped trigonal prism Grenthe (1972) 

Tricapped trigonal prism 

Tricapped trigonal prism 

Tricapped trigonal prxsm 

Tricapped trigonal prism 

Tricapped trigonal prism 

Tricapped trigonal prism Albertsson (1972b) 

Tricapped trigonal prism 
Tricapped trigonal prism 
Tricapped trigonal prism 
Tricapped trigonal prism 
Tricapped trigonal prism 

Pr(terpy)C13.8H20 Monocapped square anti- 
prism 

Ndz(malonato)3-8H20 Monocapped square anti- 
prism 

RNTA.3HzO (R = Pr-Tb) Indeterminate Martin and Jacobson 
(1972a) 

R(HOCH2COO)3 (orthorhombic) 
(R = La-Tb) 

R(HOCHzCOO)3 (monoclinic) 
(R = Pr-Tb) 

R2(C~O4)3-10H20 (R = La-Nd) 

Na3R(PDC)3.15H20 (triclinic) 
(R = Ce-Dy) 

Na3R(PDC)3.14H20 (orthorhombic) 
(R = Dy-Lu) 

Na3R(PDC)3-13H20 (monoclinic) 
(R = Ho-Tm) 

Na3R(PDC)3.NaCIO4.10H20 (hexagonal) 
(R = Ho-Lu) 

Er(NO3)3.3DMSO 
Yb(NO3)3.3DMSO 
Lu(NO3)3-3DMSO 
Nd(NO3)3.3 antipyrene 
Nd(OCOCH2SCH2COO)C1.4H20 

Grenthe (1971a) 

Ollendorf and Weigel 
(1969) 
Albertsson (1972c) 

Albertsson (1970) 

Albertsson (1972a) 

Aslanov et al. (1972c) 
Bhandory et al. (1975) 
Aslanov et al. (1973) 
Bhandory et al. (1976) 
Malmberg and Oskarsson 
(1973) 
Radonovich and Glick 
(1971) 
Hansson (1973b) 

the reviews by  Meuttert ies and Wright (1967) and Moseley (1975). The expected  
polyhedra  based on the equal-dis tance-equal-charge model (King, 1970a) are the 
symmetr ical ly- t r icapped trigonal pr ism and the capped square antiprism. The 
tr icapped trigonal pr ism occurs  for  a wide variety of kinds of  ligands and is 
found in many  simple hydrated compounds  such as Nd(H20)9(BrO3)3 (Helrnholz, 
1939) and [R(H20)9](CzHsSO4)3 (R ~ Pr, Er, Ho,  Y) (Fitzwater and Rundle, 1959; 
Hubbard  et al., 1974). 

This is the expected geometrical  a r rangement  for  tridentate ligands and indeed 
the trisdipicolinate and t r isoxydiacetate  lanthanide complexes  utilize this struc- 
ture (Albertsson, 1972d). The trisglycolate and trisoxalate complexes  are poly- 
meric but also fo rm the t r icapped trigonal pr ism as the coordination polyhedron 
(Hansson,  1973e). The situation with these complexes  is complicated by poly- 
morphism. For example,  two forms of the t r i shydroxyaceta tes  (Grenthe, 
1971a, 1972) and three fo rms  of the trisdipicolinates (Albertsson, 
1970, 1972a, c) have been identified. The differences are mainly due to the 
different numbers  of molecules of water  of crystallization since the coordination 
polyhedra  are nearly identical (Albertsson, 1972c). 
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cm 

Fig. 25.15. The nine-coordinate structure of Yb(DPC)]-. (Reprinted with permission from Albertsson, 
J,, 1970, Acta Chem, Scand. 24, 1213-12290 

The europium malonate, Eu2(mal)3-8H20, is interesting since there are two 
different coordination geometries around the europium atoms and only five of 
the water molecules are coordinated (Hansson, 1973d). One of the europium 
atoms is eight-coordinate in the form of a distorted square antiprism whereas the 
other is a nine-coordinate, distorted tricapped trigonal prism. The influence of 

t h e  ionic radius is apparent in the analogous neodymium compound in which six 
of the water molecules are coordinated (Hansson, 1973b). The larger neodymium 
atoms in this complex are all nine-coordinate and the coordination geometry is 
the monocapped square antiprism. 

A second form of neodymium malonate, Nd2(mal)3.6H20, also exists 
(Hansson, 1973c). In this compound each neodymium is also nine-coordinate, 
surrounded by six carboxylate and three wat/er oxygen atoms, and the coor- 
dination polyhedron is intermediate between the distorted capped square 
antiprism and the distorted tricapped trigonal prism. 

The structure of the dimethylformamide adduct o f a  chiral shift reagent based 
on 3-trifluoroacetyl-d-camphor has been determined (Cunningham and Sievers, 
1975). This compound is a dimeric species, (facam)3Pr(DMF)3Pr(facam)3 in 
which the three DMF molecules serve as bridging groups. The two praseody- 
mium atoms are nine-coordinate with the oxygen atoms occupying the vertices 
of a distorted monocapped square antiprism. This structure is particularly 
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interesting since it had previously been suggested that  a coordination number  in 
excess of eight could not exist with these types of complexes  (Horrocks ,  Jr., 
1973). The stability of this dimer and its ability to accomodate  the three D M F  
ligands demonst ra tes  that  although intramolecular  steric factors  are important ,  
the influence of other factors  such as the nucleophilic strength of the substrate  
ligand, intermolecular  packing considerations,  and hydrogen bonding may  be the 
deciding factors  in determining the coordination number.  

3.9. Coordination number 10 

As expected,  the situation with respect  to the coordination polyhedra  for 
10-coordination is complex.  Three polyhedra  are generally considered (Al- 
Karaghouli  and Wood,  1972b): the bicapped square antiprism, the bicapped 
dodecahedron,  and a polyhedron of CEv symmet ry  derived f rom the triangular- 
faced dodecahedron in which two of the trans equatorial B positions are each 
"divided" be tween two pairs of ligands. Calculation of the ligand-ligand repul- 
sion energies shows that  the bicapped square antiprism is the favored  arrange- 
ment  (King, 1970b). As shown in table 25.5, however ,  examples  of all three 
polyhedra  are known. 

The classical ten-coordinate lanthanide structure is that of 
H[La(EDTA)(H20)4] .3H20 (Lind et al., 1965). Although there are severe 
restraints placed on the coordination polyhedron by the E D T A  ligand, this 
coordination polyhedron can be considered to approximate  the bicapped square 
antiprism. 

The existence of a coordination number  as large as ten generally requires that 
small chelating ligands be used in order to minimize the interligand repulsions 
and most  other examples  of ten-coordinat ion contain the chelated nitrate ion. 
The coordination polyhedron in La(NO3)3.2bipyridyl approximates  the bicapped 
dodecahedron (A1-Karaghouli and Wood,  1972b), whereas  the polyhedron of C2v 
symmet ry  is ,approximated by  the coordination around lanthanum in 

TABLE 25.5. 
Ten-coordinate rare earth complexes. 

Complex Basic polyhedron Reference 

HLa(EDTA).7H20 
La(NO3)3-4DMSO 
La(NO3)3.dipy 

Gd(NO3)3-dpae 

Ce(NO3)4.2{(C6Hs)3PO} 
[(C~Hs)3CEHsP]zCe(NO3)5 

Bicapped square antiprism 
C2~ based on dodecahedron 
Bicapped dodecahedron 

Distorted pentagonal 
bipyramid 
Octahedral* 
Trigonal bipyramid* 

Lind et al. (1965) 
Bhandary and Manohar (1973) 
A1-Karaghouli and Wood 
(1972b) 
Smith et al. (1973) 

Mazhar-Haque et al. (1971) 
AI-Karaghouli and Wood 
(1973) 

*Nitrate groups are assumed to occupy only one coordination position. 
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Fig. 25.16. The structure of the ten-coordinate 
cation in H[La(EDTA)(H20)41.3H20. (Reprinted 
with permission from Lind, M.D., B. Lee and J.L. 
Hoard, 1965, J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 87, 1611-1612.) 

La(NO3)3.4DMSO (Bhandary and Manohar,  1973). (The importance of ionic 
radius is again demonstrated since the ytterbium complex is formulated 
Yb(NO3)3-3DMSO and its coordination polyhedron is the nine-coordinate,  tri- 
capped trigonal prism (Bhandary et al., 1975). 

The nitrate complex ions Ce(NO3)~- (AI-Karaghouli and Wood, 1973) and 
Ho(NO3) 2- (Toogood and Chieh, 1975) cannot be rationalized easily in terms of 
the idealized polyhedra.  However ,  if each nitrate group is considered to occupy 
only one coordination position, the nitrogen atoms then closely approximate a 
trigonal bipyramid. If a ten-coordinate description is desired, the D2 bicapped 
dodecahedron is the most  appropriate polyhedron.  

The final example of  ten-coordinati0n to be mentioned is that found in 
trinitrato-l,2-bis(pyridine-2-aldimino)ethanegadolinium(III) (Smith et al., 1973). 
The coordination polyhedron approximates a pentagonal bipyramid (considering 
the nitrate ions to occupy a single coordination position) with four  of the five 
equitorial positions occupied by the nitrogen atoms of  the tetradentate amine 
ligand and the remaining three positions occupied by the three nitrate ions. 

Fig. 25.171 The structure of the 
Ho(NO3)52- anion in (NO)~IHo(NO3)5]. 
(Toogood and Chieh, 1975). (Reproduced 
by permission of the National Research 
Council of Canada, 1975, Can. J. Chem. 53, 
831-835.) 
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3.10. Coordination number 12 

Very few examples of twelve coordination are known and they are limited to 
the nitrate ion functioning as a bidentate ligand. In all cases the coordination 
polyhedron is the icosahedron. In both Ce2Mg3(NO3h2.24H20 (Zalkin et al., 1963) 
and (NH4)2[Ce(NO3)6] (Beineke and Delgaudio, 1968) the cerium(III) and (IV) 
ions are surrounded by nitrate ions such that the six ni t rogen atoms define an 
octahedron and the oxygen atoms define the icosahedron. 

4. Complexes in solution 

4.1. Types of complexes 

The rare earth ions form a variety of types of complexes in both aqueous and 
non-aqueous solution and these have been studied extensively. T h e  initial 
impetus for  studies of the solution chemistry was centered on the development  
of more efficient ligands for use in the ion exchange separation of yttrium and 
the lanthanides. Likewise, a large portion of the work devoted to the study of 
complexes in non-aqueous solutions was ultimately directed toward improve- 
ments in the solvent extraction separation. 

The most common complex in solution is the aquated ion R(H20)~ +. (The 
possibility of anion coordination may change the nature of this simple ion. See 
below.) The value of x is not known with certainty although it is apparently not 
constant even in the lanthanide series. Because of the importance of the aquated 
ions there has been considerable effort expended in studies designed to deter- 
mine the value of x and the various results obtained by different techniques have 
been subjected to different interpretations. The latest work (Habenschuss and 
Spedding, 1974), however,  seems now to have established that f rom lanthanum 
to neodymium the inner sphere water coordination is nine and for  the elements 
terbium to lutetium it is eight. For  the ions from neodymium to terbium the 
steric hindrance for  nine-coordination becomes critical and the hydrated ions 
exist in an equilibrium between the two coordinated forms with the equilibrium 
shifting gradually toward eight-coordination. The inner hydration sphere for  
yttrium is similar to that for  erbium whereas the scandium(III) ion has six- 
coordination (Melson, 1975). 

The actual situation that exists in solutions of rare earth salts in either aqueous 
or non-aqueous solution is complicated by concentrat ion effects that can lead to 
both inner and outer sphere anion coordination as well as to the possibility of 
hydroxo-containing species particularly in the case of scandium. Inner sphere 
complexes containing halide ions, nitrate ions, sulfate ions (Choppin, 1971) and 
even the perchlorate ion (Fratiello et al., 1973; Silber, 1974) have been 
identified. Consequently,  the interpretation of results obtained from measure- 
ments of conductance,  density, partial molal volume, reaction kinetics, forma- 
tion constants,  and solution spectra can be extraordinarily complicated. 

In aqueous solution the complexes that exist must compete with a large excess 
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TABLE 25.6. 
Representative types of rare earth complexes in Solution.* 

Inorganic ligands 

RX 2+ (X = F, C1, Br, I) 
RX~-(X = C1, Br) 
RCIO~+ ' 
RNO 2. 
R(P2OT)~n 3-4n)+ (n = 1, 2) 

Organic ligands 

R(C2H302)~n3 ,o+ (n = 1-3) 
R(HOCH2COO)~ .1+ (n = 1-4) 
R(EDTA) 
R(NTA)I3 3,,~+ (n = 1, 2) 
R(HEDTA)(IMDA) 2- 
R(HEDTA)(OH)- 
R(/3-diketone)t,~ "~* (n = 1-3) 
R(PDC)I;~ 2.1+ (n = 1-3) 
R(NO3)3.3TBP (kerosine as solvent) 

*Moeller et al. (1965). 

of water and must involve ligands that are not so basic that hydroxides or 
hydroxo species are precipitated. The requirements for solubility in non-aqueous 
solvents place stringent restrictions on the ligands that can form complexes in 
these solvents. A representative sample of the types of complexes that exist in 
solutions is given in table 25.6. Additional details can be found in chs. 22, 24 
(Separation Chemistry and Solution Chemistry). 

Stability constants have been measured in solution for a large number of 
ligands (Moeller et al., 1965, and Sill6n and Martell, 1971). However,  because the 
rare earth ions are hard acids or class (a) metals, most of these involve at least 
one oxygen as a donor atom. The carboxylic acids, hydroxycarboxyl ic  acids, and 
various substituted aminopolycarboxylic acids have been most widely studied. 
Inorganic ligands, in general, form only very weak complexes or, as in the case 
of a number of oxyanions, form precipitates. By a judicious choice of experi- 
mental conditions the stability constants for a number of these have been 
measured, however. 

The relative tendencies of  various donor groups such as HO- ,  CH30- ,  CH3S-, 

, and  ~ ( ~ ,  to coordinate to the lanthanides has been estimated from 
/ -.N/ -. 

CH~ 
the stability constants for the appropriate N-substituted iminodiacetic acid 
(Thompson et al., 1967). The extra stability imparted by these donor groups is 
approximately the same for each element and in units of a log K the values are 
2.9, 1.6, 0.0, 3.3, and 1.0 respectively. These values are consistent with the class 
(a) character of the lanthanides except that the affinity for the pyridyl group 
seems remarkably large. 

4.2. Stability constants and thermodynamic data 

The period between 1945 and 1970 saw a particularly intense effort devoted to 
measuring the stability constants for complexes of the rare earth ions. Most of 
these were carried out in aqueous solution and only a relatively few were ever 
measured in non-aqueous solutions. The reaction that was studied was 
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R(H20)  3+ + n Y  ~ R(H20)x-yY 3+ + yH20 

and  the co r r e spond ing  s tepwise  s tabi l i ty  cons t an t s ,  K, or overal l  s tabi l i ty  
cons tan t s , /3 ,  were  ob ta ined .  Most  of the va lues  which  have b e e n  m e a s u r e d  were  
ob ta ined  in med ia  of c o n s t a n t  ionic s t rength,  usua l ly  0.1 M or 2 M. Very  few da ta  
have  b e e n  d e t e r m i n e d  at infinite di lut ion.  The  f o r ma t i on  c ons t a n t s  have  b e e n  
d e t e r m i n e d  by  a va r ie ty  of phys ica l  m e a s u r e m e n t s  that  depend  on  the na tu re  of 
the complexes :  po ten t iomet r i c ,  conduc tme t r i c ,  or  spec t ropho tomet r i c ,  to 
m e n t i o n  those  that  are mos t  c o m m o n .  Seve ra l  ex t ens ive  compi la t ions  of s tabi l i ty  
cons t an t s  have  been  pub l i shed  (MoeUer et al., 1965, ; Sill6n and  Martel l ,  1971) 
and  only  r ep resen ta t ive  va lues  will be  d i scussed  here.  

The  data  in table 25.7 show that  a l though the s tabi l i ty  cons t an t s  for the rare  
ear th  complexes  are large, they are no t  in genera l  as large as those  for  the 
d - t r ans i t i on  e lements .  Moreover ,  u p o n  detai led e x a m i n a t i o n  it is clear tha t  the  
s tabi l i ty  cons t an t s  across  the l an than ide  series do not  fol low the same t r end  for  
eve ry  l igand listed. If  the on ly  impor t an t  fac tor  in de t e rmin ing  the stabil i t ies of 
the complexes  were  the s imple  ionic  in t e rac t ion  b e t w e e n  the meta l  ion and  the  
l igand,  t hen  they  would  inc rease  m o n o t o n i c a l l y  as the ionic radius  decreased .  
Clear ly  this is no t  the case and  m a n y  other  fac tors  such as the na tu re  of the 
aqua ted  ion (since the c o m p l e x a t i o n  reac t ion  ac tua l ly  invo lves  the d i s p l a c e m e n t  
of one  l igand,  water ,  by  another ) ,  degree  of aqua t i on  of the complex ,  changes  in 

TABLE 25.7. 
Formation constants for some selected 1 : 1 complexes. 

log K1 
R 3+ Acetate ~ Glycolate b Diglycolate ~ EDTA a IMDA ~ 

Sc 3÷ 8.31 25.05 
y3+  1.57 2.47 5.24 18.09 3.24 
La 3÷ 1.58 2.19 4.93 15.50 2.80 
Ce 3÷ 1.71 2.35 5.16 15.98 3.11 
Pr 3+ 1.84 5.33 16.40 3.48 
Nd 3+ 1.93 2.50 5.45 16.61 3.68 
Sm 3÷ 2.04 2.55 5.55 17.14 4.11 
EU 3+ 5.53 17.35 4.23 
Gd 3÷ 1.87 2.48 5.40 17.37 4.30 
Tb 3÷ 5.32 17.93 3.98 
Dy 3+ 1.71 2.54 5.31 18.30 3.84 
Ho 3+ 1.66 5.28 18.74 3.54 
Er 3÷ 1.65 2.61 5.34 18.85 3.25 
Tm 3+ 5.49 19.32 2.86 
Yb 3+ 1.69 2.72 5.55 19.51 2.55 
L u  3+ 5.64 19.83 2.51 

aSonesson (1958a, b); bSonesson (1959); dGrenthe and Tobiasson (1963); scandium, Grenthe and 
Hansson (1969); dSchwarzenbach et al. (1954); scandium, Bottari and Anderegg (1967); eR(EDTA) + 
IMDA2-~--~-R(EDTA)(IMDA)3-; Geier and Karlen (1971). 
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coordination number,  and steric effects within the ligands must have varying 
degrees of importance (Moeller et al., 1965). 

The stability constants for  the lighter lanthanides, La3+-Eu 3+ or Gd 3+, always 
increase in the expected monotonic fashion regardless of the ligand which 
indicates that for complexes of these ions other factors are relatively unim- 
portant. In the heavier lanthanides, however ,  at least three distinct types of 
behavior have been noted: (1) a more or less regular increase with increasing 
atomic number and corresponding decrease in ionic radius, (2) essential 
constancy for  the ions Gd3+-Lu 3+, and (3) an increase to a maximum in the 
vicinity of Dy 3+ followed by a decrease. There is no obvious correlation among 
the ligands which give one or the other of these trends. Since the first trend is 
the simple one that is expected in the absence of any complicating effects, it has 
been rationalized in the Coulombic terms mentioned previously. This is consis- 
tent with the observation that the formation constant for  the yttrium complex 
nearly always falls in the holmium-erbium region just as consideration 0f the 
ionic radius predicts. Rationalization of the other two trends almost certainly 
requires consideration of changes in coordination number, steric effects, and 
differences in the coordinating abilities of the various donor  atoms of the ligand. 

The values of log K (or AG) are composed of both enthalpy (AH) and entropy 
(TzaS) terms and these have been determined in an attempt to provide more 
insight into the trends which are observed both for  polydentate ligands and for 
the individual steps with simpler ligands (Grenthe, 1964b; Choppin, 1971). 
Although the values obtained aid in interpreting the trends, the various results 
can still be interpreted in more than one way and the problems are still not 
resolved. It is useful to recall that the complexation reaction in solution is a 
complex process involving hydration of all species and changes in the solvent 
structure, all of which contribute to the magnitude of the problem. 

The enthalpy changes observed for complexation reactions reflect the proces- 
ses mentioned above and are related to the difference in energy between the 
cation-ligand bond and the cation-coordinated-solvent molecule bond. Both of 
these will also include any effects due to a change in solvation and any that 
occur in the bulk solvent (Moeller, 1972). As shown in table 25.8 for  some typical 
ligands, the experimental  values obtained for the enthalpy change accompanying 
complex formation generally do not change monotonically f rom lanthanum to 
lutetium. The values of zaH usually become more positive with perhaps a slight 
decrease again at the end of the series. 

For  most complexes the entropy term is dominant. The entropy change upon 
complexation is related to the change in the number of particles and to changes 
in the various modes of vibration of these particles. For  reactions in aqueous 
solution the release of bound water molecules contributes substantially to the 
entropy change and is particularly favorable in the case of chelation. These 
trends in ~IH and AS have been rationalized both in terms of changes in the 
hydration number of the lanthanide ions (Choppin, 197 I) or of the complex species 
(Geier and Karlen, 1971; Grenthe and Ots, 1972; Ots, 1973). The latter arguments 
now seem particularly convincing for the EDTA and diglycolate complexes.  
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For many reactions it has been found that there is a relationship between AH 
and AS: the more negative the value of  zIH, the less positive the value of AS 
(Choppin and Strazik, 1965). For  1 : 1 complexes of unidentate ligands it has been 
further  suggested that for  outer sphere complex formation AH should favor  
complexation and AS should oppose it. Tnis circumstance would result f rom the 
essential retention of the primary hydration sphere of the rare earth ion. This is 
the behavior found for dilute solutions containing the nitrate or thiocyanate ion 
and should correspond to the formation of outer sphere complexes for thcse 
ligands. If t he  converse relationship exists for  AH and AS, such as with the 
fluoride ion or carboxylate ions, then it is assumed that the primary hydration 
sphere has been ruptured and the resulting complex is of the inner-sphere type 
(Choppin, 1971). 

in the discussion above the relatively strongly complexed water  molecules in 
the hydration sphere of the lanthanide ion or the corresponding complex 
contribute to the uncertainty in the interpretation of the results. Moeller and his 
co-workers have removed some of this difficulty by measuring the ther- 
modynamics of the formation of complexes with ethylenediamine and diethy- 
lenetriamine under anhydrous conditions in acetonitrile as the solvent (Forsberg, 
1973). This solvent is only weakly coordinating toward the lanthanides and 
complexes with these aliphatic-nitrogen donors can thus be formed.  With the 
anhydrous lanthanide(III) perchlorates ethylenediamine forms R(en) 3+ (x = 
1, 2, 3, and 4) and diethylenetriamine forms R(dien) 3+ (x = 1, 2, 3). These 
complexes are strongly enthalpy stabilized and the entropy changes oppose 
complex formation. The enthalpy results suggest a strong R - N  interaction. 
Moreover,  the importance of steric effects is apparent in the 3:1 diethylenetri- 
amine complex which becomes increasingly less stable as the ionic radius 
decreases with a substantial change occurring between gadolinium and 
dysprosium. 

5. Spectra and magnetic properties- solutions and solids 

5.1. Absorption 

Those rare earth ions in which the 4f electronic orbitals are incompletely filled 
absorb electromagnetic radiation in the spectral region which is experimentally 
easily accessible, i.e., the near-ultraviolet, the visible, and the near-infrared 
(Dieke, 1968). The transitions that occur  in these regions are caused by or result 
f rom the incomplete 4f subshell and are either due to intra-4f" transitions, the 
4 f " ~  4f"-~5d ~ transition, or charge transfer transitions. 

The 4f" ~4f"-15d ~ transition occurs in the near-ultraviolet for  cerium(III) 
praseodymium(lII)  and terbium(III). These transitions tend to be broad and the 
upper 5d level is split by the ligand field surrounding the ion. Ryan and 
Jorgensen (1966) have prepared the RCI63 , and RBr63- ions with the triphenyl- 
phosphonium cation and measured their spectra in an acetonitrile-succinonitrile 
mixed solvent. For the cerium(Ill)  compounds the 4 f "~4f~- t5d  ~ transition 
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Fig. 25.18. The 4f-5d transitions for (I) CeBr 3-, (2) CeCI~- in acetonitrile. (Reprinted with permission 
from Ryan, J.L. and C.K. JCrgensen, 1966, J. Phys. Chem. 70, 2845-2857.) 
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occurs at 330 nm and 342 nm for  the chloride and bromide respect ively.  For the 
terbium(III)  complexes  there are two bands at 272 nm and 234 nm for  the chloro 
complex and one band at 278 nm for  the bromo complex.  It  has also been 
possible to correlate the posit ion of these 4f-o  5d transitions with the standard 
( I I I - I I )  and ( IV- I I I )  reduction potentials for the lanthanides (Nugent  et al., 1971, 
1973). 

A detailed study of the absorption and magnetic circular dichroism spectra  of 
cerium(III)  doped in Cs2NaYC16 has been reported by  Schwartz  and Schatz 
(1973). In this interesting compound,  which can be prepared for  all the trivalent 
rare earth ions, the yttrium and cer ium ions occupy  an essentially perfec t  
octahedral  site surrounded by  six chloride ions. The 4 f ~ 5 d  transition for  
cerium(Il l)  has two components  at 28 196 cm l and 29 435 cm J as a result of the 
splitting of the upper  T2g state by the strong spin-orbit coupling. Because no 
other transitions are observed out to 50 000 cm 1, 10Dq must  be ~>20 000 cm -~ in 
the excited state. Besides these electronic transitions there is considerable 
vibronic structure due to the vl(a~g) vibration of the CeC163- moie ty  and the 
low-energy lattice vibrations. The magnet ic  circular dichroism spect rum is in 
complete  accord with the absorption spectra  results. 

Charge t ransfer  bands result whenever  an easily oxidized ligand is bound to a 
trivalent lanthanide ion which can be reduced to the divalent state or when the 
ligand is bound to one of the tetravalent  ions (J0rgensen, 1970). Such transitions 
are commonly  observed  in the spectra  of  complexes  of samarium(III ) ,  euro- 
pium(III) ,  thulium(Ill) ,  y t terbium(l iD,  and cerium(IV). The posit ion of these 
bands in the spect rum is markedly dependent  on the ligand and the metal  ion. 
For  example ,  in the ions RCI 3- the charge t ransfer  bands for  europium(Il l ) ,  

e -  

5 

2 o 0  

Fig. 25.20. Electron-transfer 
spectra of (1) EuCI63- in 
acetonitrile, (2) EuBr~ in 
acetonitrile, and (3) solid 
[(C6Hs)3PH]3EuI6. (Reprinted 
with permission from Ryan, 

400 600 800 1000 J.L., 1969, lnorg. Chem. 8, 
Wavelength, mJJ. 2053-2058.) 
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yt terbium(III) ,  and samarium(I l l )  occur  at 301 nm, 273 nm, and 232 nm respec-  
t ively (Ryan and J~rgensen,  1966)i The corresponding bands in the RI 3- complex 
ions occur  at 675 nm, 560 nm, and 402 nm (Ryan, 1969). The energy of the charge 
t ransfer  band decreases  as the ease of oxidation of the hal ide  ion increases and 
as the ease of  reduction of the lanthanide ion increases.  The standard lanthanide 
( I I I - I I )  and ( IV- I I I )  reduction potentials have  also been correlated with the 
energy of the first charge-transfer  band (Nugent  et al., 1971, 1973). 

By far the most  useful and interesting transitions in the spectra  of the 
lanthanide complexes  are the intra-4f transitions (Moeller, 1973). These  are 
formally Lapor te - forb idden  and as a result  tend to be very  weak.  In addition to 
being Lapor te- forb idden those transitions that  do not occur  within the ground 
multiplet may  also be spin-forbidden. Because of the shielding of the 4f 
electrons, the transitions that are observed are very  sharp and line-like even in 
solution. These spectra  are quite different f rom those of the d-transition ele- 
ments  and this can be explained by examining the magnitude of the pertur-  
bations acting on the two types of  electrons (Figgis, 1966): 

d-transition metal  complexes  

interelectronic repulsions ~- crystal  field >> spin-orbit coupling > thermal energy 

f-transit ion metal complexes  

interelectronic repulsions ~> spin-orbit coupling > crystal field = thermal  energy 

This order means that the crystal  field in the lanthanides is acting to r emove  
some of the degeneracy contained in the individual values of the J quantum 
number.  This additional splitting is generally only on the order of two hundred 
wave numbers  or so whereas  in the d-transition elements  it is on the order of 
10 000-30 000 wave numbers.  

When the spect rum of a complexed lanthanide(III)  ion is compared  to that  of 
the aquated ion (the spectra  of the " f r ee "  ions are in general not known), three 
effects are observed:  (1) there are small changes usually toward longer wave 
lengths, (2) the' bands undergo additional (or at least different splitting, and (3) 
there is a significant change in the molar  absorpt ivi ty of the individual bands.  
Each of these can be readily related to the changes in the strength and symmet ry  
of the crystal  field produced by  the ligands. 

For certain transitions which have Iz~JI ~< 2, I/ILl ~< 2, and AS = 0, the intensities 
are far  more  sensitive to complexat ion than for  the other transitions. These have 
been termed "hypersens i t ive  t ransi t ions" by JOrgensen and Judd (1964). The 
intensities of these transitions may  be up to 200 times greater  than the cor- 
responding transition in the aquo ion whereas  the intensities of the other 
transitions are generally approximate ly  the same as in the aquo ion. The 
sensitivity of these transitions to the envi ronment  has led to their use in 
determining the coordination number  for  lanthanide complexes  in solution. Since 
the subject  of hypersensi t ivi ty has been reviewed recently by  Henrie  et al. (1976) 
and is covered  in ch. 24 (Solution Chemistry),  the phenomenon  is only 
mentioned briefly here. 
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The shifts in the baricenters of the peaks in the spectra of rare earth 
complexes relative to the aquo ion are caused by what has been termed the 
nephelauxetic effect by Jorgensen (1971) and are related to the decrease in the 
interelectronic repulsion parameters in the complex. Numerous attempts have 
been made to relate this effect to weak covalency effects and these are 
considered in ch. 23 (Theoretical Chemistry of Rare Earths). 

Transitions in the absorption spectra of the lanthanides are generally of the 
forced electric dipole type and, although formally Laporte-forbidden, gather 
intensity by mixing in states having opposite parity. In a few cases, particularly 
in europium(Ill), transitions that are magnetic dipole allowed (ziJ---0, -+1, but 
not 0,--~ 0) have been observed and from the polarization properties the magnetic 
dipole character has been confirmed. The spin selection rule is relaxed by 
spin-orbit coupling and so the transitions are observed even though they are 
weak. Transitions that are magnetic dipole in origin are generally at least an 
order of magnitude weaker than those that are electric dipole in origin. A 
comprehensive review of the intensities of lanthanide f - f  transitions has recently 
been published (Peacock, 1975) and details of the various mechanisms respon- 
sible for electronic transitions in lanthanide compounds can be found there. 

The symmetry of the environment determines the removal of the degeneracy 
of the values of J and which of the possible electric and/or magnetic dipole 
transitions will be allowed. In principle then the analysis of the number of 
observed bands for each transition permits the symmetry of the coordinated 
groups around the lanthanide ion to be determined. In practice this is often not 
possible, particularly in solutions where the solvent effects may broaden the 
bands so that the details of the splitting are obscured or in cases where more 
than one symmetry gives rise to the same splitting pattern. If the spectrum of a 
single crystal can be examined, then additional information can sometimes be 
obtained from the polarized absorption spectrum. It is self-evident that the 
success of these spectral techniques depends on having well-defined, pure 
compounds. 

Because the spectral properties of the lanthanides are treated in detail in other 
chapters in this volume, only two examples of the use of the 4f n absorption 
spectrum will be considered here. The absorption spectra of solutions containing 
the RCI~- ions in acetonitrile-succinonitrile solutions obtained by Ryan and 
Jorgensen (1966) consisted of very weak transitions in most of the 4fn-*4f ~ 
region and led them to the conclusion that the compounds were essentially 
octahedral. For the reasons mentioned above, however, it is generally more 
useful to have the solid-state spectrum in order to determine the symmetry more 
conclusively. The spectrum of a single crystal of [C6Hs)3PH]3NdCI6 has, 
therefore, been carefully measured at 77 K (Gruber et al., 1969). The spectrum is 
consistent with an octahedral symmetry surrounding the neodymium(III) ions 
with a slight distortion along one axis. In addition it appears that there are two 
slightly inequivalent neodymium(Ill) sites. The effects of the deviation from 
octahedrai symmetry and the two inequivalent sites are sutIiciently small that 
they do not affect a first-order crystal field analysis. 
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Fig. 25.21. Absorption spectra of Eu(EDTA)(H20)x,y as a function of temperature. (Reprinted with 
permission from Geier, G. and C.K. JOrgensen, 1971, Chem. Phys. Lett. 9, 263-265.) 

As discussed in section 4.2 the thermodynamic data for the formation of 
lanthanide complexes with EDTA have been interpreted in terms of a change in 
the degree of hydration of the complex between the light and heavier members 
of the series (Geier and Karlen (1971). It has been further postulated that the 
complexes of samarium, europium, and gadolinium exist in an equilibrium 
mixture of the two forms which most plausibly differ by one molecule of water. 
The position of the equilibrium should be shifted to the less highly hydrated 
form by increasing the temperature. The 7F0~SD0 transition of europium(III) in 
aqueous solutions of EuEDTA- has two components separated by 14cm -1 at 
about 580 nm (Geier and JOrgensen (1971). These are shifted only very slightly 
(4 cm -1) as the temperature changes from 25°C to 80°C. The relative intensities, 
however, change markedly and this is taken to be spectral evidence for the 
above equilibrium since J = 0 cannot be split by the crystal field. 

Several studies of the circular dichroism (CD) spectra of aqueous solutions of 
the lanthanides in the presence of optically active ligands have been made 
(Katzin, 1970; Misumi et al., 1974; Prados et al., 1974). The CD spectra are 
highly structured in the region of the intra-4f transitions and are very sensitive to 
change in the pH of the solution particularly at values for which polynuclear 
hydroxo complexes could be formed. 
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5.Z Emission 

The lanthanide ions, particularly those near the middle of the series, 
samarium, europium, terbium, and dysprosium, form complexes that often emit 
visible radiation when excited in the near-ultraviolet. This emission spectrum 
can be analyzed by essentially the same procedure as for the absorption 
spectrum except  that the nature of the emission process will generally yield 
additional information concerning the ground multiplet of the ion. The technique 
can be applied to solutions and solids but in solution various processes operate 
to reduce the intensity of the emitted light and to broaden the bands which can 
result in a reduction of the amount  of information that can be obtained. 

There are still some unsettled points but the mechanism proposed by Crosby 
(1966) seems to be operative in the majority of complexes.  In this mechanism 
there is excitation of the ligand portion of the molecule to the first excited singlet 
state, non-radiative decay to the ligand triplet state, further non-radiative decay 
to the excited terms of the lanthanide(III) ion and fluorescent emission upon 
decay to the ground state. If the complex does not contain organic ligands that 
absorb in the ultraviolet, then the initial excitation may be in a charge-transfer 
band or perhaps in the 4 f " ~  4fn-15d 1 band with subsequent non-radiative decay 
to the excited terms of the 4f" configuration (Blasse and Bril, 1970). 

The complexes of the rare earths can be divided into three groups depending 
on their emission characteristics: 
(1) Sc 3+, y3+, La3+, and Gd 3÷- For the first four ions no 4 f ~ 4 f  transitions are 
possible. For  Gd3+(4f 7) the lowest lying excited term (6p) lies at a level too high 
for efficient energy-transfer  to occur. 
(2) Sm 3+, Eu 3÷, Tb 3÷, and Dy 3+- Complexes of these four ions yield very strong 
fluorescence characteristic of the lanthanide ion. This is a consequence of the 
fact that the resonance energy level of the metal ion is closely matched with the 
appropriate energy level (usually the lowest-lying triplet state) of the ligand and 
the efficiency of energy transfer  is relatively high. 
(3) Ce 3+, Pr 3+, Nd 3+, Ho 3+, Er  3+, Tm 3+, and Yb 3+- For each of these ions only 
small energy differences exist between terms, and the probability of non- 
radiative energy transfer is increased leading only to weak fluorescence. 

The energy levels in europium are particularly favorable  for analysis of the 
emission spectrum since the transitions occur  between levels which have small 
(generally <3) values of J and by far the majority of the complexes that have 
been studied have contained europium(III) as the central ion. The energy levels 
of europium(Ill)  and terbium(Ill)  are given in table 25.9 from which it can be 
seen that the lowest transitions for europium, 5D0--~7Fj. (J = 0, 1,2) would be 
much easier to analyze than the lowest transitions for terbium, 5D4---~TF J (J = 
6 ,5 ,4 ,3 ,2 ) .  

The greatest volume of emission work has been done with the various 
fl-diketone complexes particularly in the search for compounds that could be 
utilized as lasers (see ch. 35). Much of this work, unfortunately,  involved 
complexes of uncertain composition and purity. The early work on the lumines- 
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TABLE 25.9. 
Low-lying energy levels for europium(Ill) (Carnall et al., 
1968b) and terbium(Ill) (Carnall et al., 1968a) in aqueous 

solution. 

Eu(IIl) 4f 7 Tb(III) 4f 9 

Level Energy (cm t) Level Energy (cm -~) 

7Fo 0 7F 6 85 
7F I 360 7F5 2100 
7F2 1020 7F4 3356 
7F 3 1887 7F3 4400 
7F 4 2865 7F 2 5038 
7F5 3909 7F I 5440 
7F6 4980 7Fo 5700 

5D 0 17 277 5D4 20 500 
5D I 19 028 5D3 26 356 (calc.) 
5D 2 21 519 5D2 28 150 (calc.) 
5D 3 24408 5DI 30 650 
5D 4 27 670 5D0 31 228 (calc.) 

Emission in complexes generally occurs from the 
resonance levels 5D0 and 5D~ for europium(IlI) and 5D4 for 
terbium(Ill). 

cence  of  organic  complexes  of  the rare earths has been  rev iewed by C r o s b y  
(1966). 

More  recent ly  the emiss ion spec t ra  of  the f l -diketone complexes  are being 
re -examined  both  to obtain addit ional s t ructural  informat ion  (Baczynsk i  et al., 
1973; Razv ina  et al., 1973) and to gain fur ther  insight into the nature of  the 
energy  t ransfer  p rocess  be tween  the ligand and lanthanide ion and within the 
exci ted manifold  of  the lanthanide ion (Dean and Shepherd ,  1975; F u k u z a w a  et 
al., 1975; Nei l son  and Shepherd ,  1976; Wa t son  et al., 1975). Al though the details 
of  these studies ate outs ide the scope  of  this chapter ,  the results  f rom two 
interest ing studies will be ment ioned.  

In n-butanol  as solvent  at 293 K T b ( a c a c h ' 3 H 2 0  undergoes  in termolecular  ene rgy  
t ransfer  to the c o m p l e x e s  R(acac)3-3H20 ( R =  Pr,  Nd,  Sm, Eu,  Dy,  Ho,  or  Er) 
(Napier  et al., 1975). Meas u rem en t  of  the decay  time of  the 5D4 level of  the 
te rb ium(II I )  ion indicates  that  t ransfer  takes  place f rom that level to the exci ted 
levels of  the other  rare ear ths  with b imolecular  rate cons tants  of  0.5-4.9 × 
105dmamol s -~. The  f luorescence  lifetime for  the 5D4 state of  terbium in gaseous  
Tb(DPM)3 has also been  determined.  These  measu remen t s  have  been  made  by 
Jacobs  et al. 0975)  as a funct ion  of  t empera tu re  and pressure  and the results  
demons t r a t e  that  in termolecular  collisional deact iva t ion  is not important .  Rather ,  
the non-radia t ive  deact ivat ion is an in t ramolecular  process  and occurs  by means  
of  a t ransfer  to low-lying exci ted states of  the chelate.  The f luorescence  decay  
time is ~<l/~s at 200°C which is very  much  shor ter  than those observed  in 95% 
ethanol  ( -600 /~s )  and in the solid state ( - 5 0 0  ~s) at room tempera ture .  
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Fig. 25.22. Emission spectrum of octakis(4-picoline-N-oxide)europium(III) hexafluorophosphate at 
-77 K. The numbers in parentheses are relative intensities. (Reprinted with permission from Rose, N.J. 
and E. Abramson, 1965, J. Chem. Phys. 42, 1849-1850.) 

The use of the f luorescence spect rum as an aid in structure indication for 
favorable  cases can be illustrated by the work  of Rose and Abramson  (1965). 
The complex octakis(4-picoline-N-oxide)europium(IlI)  hexaf luorophosphate ,  
since it involves unidentate ligands, would be expected  to be either dodecahedral  
or square antiprismatic.  The emission spect rum of this compound  at 77 K is 
quite simple and consists of two peaks  in the 5D0---~7FI region and a very much 
weaker  peak in the 5D0-->7F2 region. The former  is a magnetic dipole t r a n s i t i o n  
and the latter is an electric dipole transition. If  the complex is derived f rom the 
square antiprism, the symmet ry  around the europium(III )  ion is D4d (considering 
the oxygen a toms only) and if it is dodecahedral ,  the symmet ry  would be D2d. 
Application of the appropriate  selection rules for these two transitions (table 
25.10) predicts two magnetic  dipole transitions and no electric dipole transitions 
for  the D4~ geomet ry  but two magnetic and two' electric dipole transitions for the 
D2d geometry.  (The irreducible representat ions and selection rules in the original 
paper  are incorrect  but the errors  are compensat ing and the conclusions are 
correct.) This is strong indication that the complex has the square antiprismatic 

TABLE 25,10. 
Irreducible representations and allowed transitions in D2d 
(dodecahedron) and D~ (square antiprism) symmetries. 

J Dzd D~ 

0 Ai At 
1 A2 + E A2 + E3 
2 At+Bt+Bz+E At+E2+E3 
5D0-"~ 7Ft At -~ A2 Ai ~ A2 

At~E A~E3 
5D0~ 7F2 At ~ B2 None 

At~E 

Magnetic dipole operator (D2d: Az, E; D~: A2, E3) for 
5Do~7Ft and Electric dipole operator (D2d: B2, E; D~: 
B2, Et) for 5D0"-'~TF 2. 
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geometry. Although the X-ray structure of the complex has never been deter- 
mined, the analogous octakis(pyridine-N-oxide)lanthanum(III) ion is essentially 
square antiprismatic (A1-Karaghouli and Wood, 1972a). 

The emission spectra of the europium(III) ion in Cs2NaEuC16 and in 
CszNa(EuxYl_x)C16 (x = 0.01 and 0.1) have recently been reported by Serra and 
Thompson (1976). In this compound the rare earth ion is in a site of perfect 
octahedral symmetry and as a result of the inversion symmetry only magnetic 
dipole transitions are allowed. The usually more intense electric dipole tran- 
sitions are replaced by weak vibronic transitions. In the doped compound all 
possible magnetic dipole.transitions between the 5Dj levels (J = 0, 1, 2, 3) and 
the 7Fj levels (J = 0, 1,2, 3, 4) have been observed. Weak additional lines on the 
magnetic dipole transitions and the weak vibronic lines have been correlated 
with the various vibrational modes of the compound. The emission spectra 
complement the absorption spectra determined earlier by Schwartz (1975) and 
illustrate how the two types of spectra can be used to obtain a more complete 
picture of the energy levels. 

The possibility of obtaining additional information about the excited states of 
fluorescent complexes of the rare earth ions europium and terbium using 
circularly polarized luminescence (CPL) has recently been advanced (Luk and 
Richardson, 1974, 1975). In principle CPL measurements will provide the same 
structural information about emitting states as CD measurements provide about 
the molecular ground state. CPL involves measuring the differential intensities 
of left- and right-circularly polarized radiation in the spontaneous emission 
spectrum of a chira! luminescent system. Luk and Richardson (1975) have begun 
studies of the CPL spectra of aqueous solutions of the complexes of europium 
and terbium with a number of optically active ligands such as malic and aspartic 
acids and alanine and serine. The CPL spectra are remarkably sensitive and may 
yield several peaks in regions where the total luminescence gives only a single 
unresolved or asymmetric peak~ Changes in ligand type and donor atom 
availability by altering the pH of these solutions lead to marked changes in the 
sign and intensity patterns in the CPL spectra. This promises to be a valuable 
additional tool in the study of rare earth complexes and will probably make its 
most significant contribution in the study of the complexes formed by the rare 
earth ions with ligands of biological interest and importance. 

5.3. M6ssbauer spectroscopy 

The M6ssbauer effect should in principle provide useful information with 
respect to the bonding in rare earth complexes (Ofer et al., 1968) since the 
isomer shift is dependent on the electron density at the nucleus. A large number 
of rare earth nuclei are suitable for M6ssbauer spectroscopy, but only for 151Eu 
have complexes been extensively studied. Although a number of early papers 
appeared, the results were based on the report that the isomer shift in Eu203 
relative to EuF3 was less than 0.05 mm s ~ whereas recent investigations have 
shown tha(for  commercial EuzO3 the 151Eu isomer shift relative to EuF3-2H20 is 
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1.06mm s 1 (Large et al., 1969). Several europium(III) complexes including 
aminocarboxylates,  /3-diketones, and 1,10-phenanthroline complexes have now 
been re-investigated by Glentworth et al. (1973). The range of isomer shifts 
found for thirty-three complexes is 'quite small (0.8 mm s -~) signifying that the 
measured isomer shift is insensitive to the nature of the coordinating ligand. The 
data again indicate that the bonding in these complexes is predominantly ionic. 
Additional europium complexes have been studied by Lyle and Witts (1975), 
Taragin and Eisenstein (1973), and Zaheer et al. (1974). The results obtained 
from these measurements  confirm the suggestions made above. The existence of 
a slight degree of covalency is suspected and it is postulated that this involves a 
shift of a small amount  of electron density from the ligands into the 6s orbital of 
europium. Any involvement of the 4f orbitats in covalent bonding must be quite 
small for  these . . . . . . . .  COIIIpULIIILI~. 

The area under the curve of resonant absorption has been termed the resonant 
effect. Complexes that give large resonant effects~ such as some of the araino- 
polycarboxylate  chelates and oxa!ate complexes,  are thought to be polymeric 
with carboxyl groups serving as the bridging tigands. For  example~ 
NH4[Eu(EDTA)].8H20 gives a smaii resonant effect whereas i-i[ Eu(EDTA)]  gives a 
large effect (Mackey and Greenwood,  1972). The M~Sssbauer effect is treated in 
detail in ch. 18 of voi. v 

5.4. Magne!ic susceptibility 

Because the 4f electrons m the lanthanides are at most only slightly involved 
in the bonding in Complexes, the magnetic moments found for complexes are 
very close to those observed for simple compounds (Moeller, 1973). This means 
that measurements of the magnetic susceptibility are of limited use in the study 
of rare earth complexes.  Very careful measurements  over a range of tempera- 
tures can be used, however,  to determine the nature of the lowest components  of 
the ground multiplet and to arrive at a set of crystal field parameters.  Early 
measurements were made on some powdered lanthanide tr isacetylacetonates 
and EDTA complexes by Fritz et al. (1961). 

The magnetic susceptibilities of single crystals of the hexakisantipyrenelan- 
thanide(III) iodides (R = Ce, Pr, Nd, Eu, Tb, Dy, Er, Tm, and Yb) have been 
studied in the temperature range 80-300K (Gerloch and Mackey,  
1970a, b, 1971a, b, c, 1972a, b, c, d). These are six-coordinate complexes which have 
rigorous D3d symmetry  and the results have been analyzed to obtain a set of 
crystal field parameters.  

The compound CszNaRCI6 mentioned previously contains an octahedral RC13- 
anionic grouping and the magnetic susceptibility of nine lanthanide ions 
(Ce, Pr. Nd, Tb, Dy, Ho,  Er, Tm, and Yb) have been determined in this 
compound in the temperature range 2.5 to - 8 0  K (Karraker,  1971; Hoehn and 
Karraker,  1974). The values determined for the parameters A4 and A6 are  
essentially constant over the compounds considered. Attempts to explain these 
crystal-field parameters in this series of simple isomorphous compounds in terms 
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of a point-charge model were completely unsuccessful (Dunlap and Shenoy, 
1975). 

5.5. NMR and ESR 

Studies of the proton magnetic resonance of complexes of the rare earths, 
with the exception of the adducts of the shift reagents (see ch. 38) and the 
studies with biological ligands (see ch. 39), have been much fewer than for the 
d-transition complexes. One group of measurements has been directed toward 
the determination of the cation hydration number for the rare earth ions in both 
aqueous solutions and in mixed solvent systems (Fratiello et al., 1971, 1973). By 
appropriate experimental techniques paramagnetic ions as well as diamagnetic 
ions have been studied. Although a coordination number of six is implied from 
the pmr results, it is not possible to rule out the possibility that there are other 
water molecules that are exchanging more rapidly. However, even at -130°C the 
lutetium(Ill) hydration number remains six in perchlorate solutions. There is 
strong evidence for coordination by the nitrate ion and displacement of some of 
the wa~er molecules in the rare earths and a clear indication of hydrolysis for 
scandium(ill) even in acidified solutions (Fratiello et al., 1970). An NMR 
investigation of the hydration of lanthanum(lit) in various solutions using t>La 
has also demonstrated the existence of inner-sphere complexes with nitrate and 
sulfate ions and suggests that there is an equilibrium between La(H:O)~' and 
La(H20)~ ÷ (Nakamura and Kawamura, 1971). Studies of the pmr and oxygen-17 
spectra by Reuben and Fiat (1969a, bj suggested, however, that only a single 
hydrated species is present which persists over a wide range of concentrations. 
Their results indicate that perchlorate ions do not form inner-sphere complexes 
whereas acetate, nitrate, and probably chloride ions do. Lower limits for the rate 
contents of water exchange with solvent water have also been estimated for 
Tb 3+, Dy 3+, Ho 3+, Er 3+, and Tm 3+. Some of the difficulties inherent in measure- 
ments of hydration numbers with this technique have been discussed by Haas 
and Navon (1972)'. 

The use of pmr in elucidating the process of ligand exchange is illustrated by 
studies on tetrakis-/3-diketone yttrium(Ill) complexes. The ligand exchange 
equilibria in this system for hexafluoracetylacetone and trifluoroacetylacetone 
(Cotton et al., 1966; Serpone and Isheyek, 1971) have been studied in some detail 
using the methylene proton resonances. In the temperature range -58 to -16°C 
in deuteriochloroform, the equilibrium quotients for the formation of mixed 
complexes are three-five times larger than those expected statistically with the 
assumption of random distribution of iigands. These deviations have been 
ascribed to enthalpy changes since the entropy changes are essentially zero. 
Moreover, analysis of the coalescence behavior indicates that the 
hexafluoracetylacetonate iigands exchange faster than the trifluoroacetyl- 
acetonate ligands. 

Kinetic information has been obtained from the pmr spectra for other systems 
such as EDTA (Sc, Y, La, Lu) (Merbach and Gnaegi, 1969), NTA (Sc, Y, La, Lu) 
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(Merbach and Gnaegi, 1971), and 4,4'-di-n-butyl-2,2'-bipyridine and 5,5'-di-n- 
butyl-2,2'-bipyridine (Y, La, Ce, Pr, Nd, Sm, Eu, Lu) (Hart et al., 1970b). 

The isotropic shifts in the proton resonances observed in the presence of a 
paramagnetic lanthanide ion could arise both from a Fermi contact term and the 
geometric dipolar term (as an example see Quereshi and Walker (1974)). In rare 
earth complexes, particularly in aqueous solution where there are uncertainties 
regarding the geometry and composition of the coordination sphere and where 
there may be substantial interactions between the cation and solvent molecules, 
the division of the observed shift into its components is not an easy problem. 
Treatment of data in terms of the psuedo-contact shift only must be made with 
some caution even in what would appear to be the most favorable cases 
(Moeller, 1972). (A complete discussion of problems of these sorts will be found 
in chs. 18, 38, 39 and in Fischer (1973)). 

The fact that the scandium(Ill) ion has the 3d ° electronic configuration 
severely limits the kinds of physical methods that can be brought to bear on 
determining the nature of the chemical environment in its complexes. The 45Sc 
nuclide has 100% natural abundance and a high sensitivity compared to protons 
and NMR studies using 45Sc may well prove to be a powerful tool (Melson et al., 
1974). NMR spectra of aqueous solutions of scandium(Ill) chloride, perchlorate, 
nitrate, and sulfate have been obtained and it has been demonstrated that the 
chemical shifts for 45Sc at very low concentrations for the chloride, bromide, and 

perchlora te  are independent of the anion and may be characteristic of the 
[Sc(OH)] z+ ion. At higher concentrations the chemical shifts are both anion- and 
concentration-dependent and reflect the formation of bromo and chloro 
complexes and in the case of the perchlorate, polymeric hydroxo species. The 
chemical shifts for the nitrate and sulfate are different from the others and 
indicate that even at low concentrations there must be significant quantities of 
the respective complexes. 

When the change in chemical environment is more pronounced, there is a 
considerable chemical shift. For example the chemical shift for Sc(acac)3 in 
benzene is +85 ppm relative to 0.1 M aqueous Sc(CIO4)3o Thus it seems that this 
experimental technique holds considerable promise for the study of scandium 
complexes. 

Electron spin resonance measurements yield detailed information with respect 
to the splitting of the ground state and can be used to determine the crystal field 
parameters (see ch. 18 for a complete discussion). The complexes that have been 
studied include Ln(C2HsSO4)3.9H20 (which contains the nine-coordinate 
hydrated ion), the double nitrate Ln2Mg3(NO3h2"24H20 (which contains the 
icosahedral R(NO3)63- ion), and the hexakis(antipyrene) iodides as well as a 
number of simple compounds that contain extended lattices (Abragam and 
Bleaney, 1970). The ion to be studied is generally doped into the appropriate - 
lanthanum, lutetium, or yttrium compound. 

Recently the esr spectra of Ce 3+, Dy 3÷, and Yb 3+ have been determined in 
CszNaYCI6 (Schwartz and Hill, 1974). The spectra are isotropic and reconfirm 
the octahedral nature of the RC13- moiety in this compound. The g-values imply 
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that there is a small amount of covalency in the bonds. ENDOR measurements 
on the ytterbium salt give a g-value that differs slightly from the esr results and 
the crystal field splitting of 225 cm -1 is greater than that determined from the 
magnetic susceptibility (Devaney and Stapleton, 1975). Schwartz et al. (1976) 
have also reported from esr measurements on gadolinium-doped compounds that 
there is a phase change between room temperature and 77 K for the complexes 
with the lighter lanthanides. This could be due to an order-disorder trans- 
formation involving the cesium ions. 

6. Specific types of complexes 

In this section a representative number of types of ligands which have been 
found to form solid rare earth complexes will be discussed and contrasted. 
Because the number of publications describing solid complexes is now very 
large and increasing at a substantial rate, the coverage will of necessity not 
encompass all of the known complexes. However, insofar as possible, examples 
of all the major types of complexes will be given and the emphasis will be on the 
more recent work, although for completeness, reference will be made to earlier 
work for particularly important ligands. There have been several previous 
reviews of solid rare earth complexes (Forsberg, 1973; Melson, 1975; Moeller, 
1972; Moeller et al., 1965, 1968, 1973; Moseley, 1975; Sinha, 1966; Stevenson and 
Nervik, 1961). 

6.1. Inorganic 

6.1.1. Halides and pseudohalides 

Large numbers of compounds have been prepared that contain the rare earth 
ion coordinated, to the halide and pseudohalide ions and representative examples 
are given in table 25.11. 

The complexes with the halide ions, although they often appear to have six 
ligands bound to the rare earth ion, are generally extended lattice compounds 
and are not octahedral. This is particularly true with the fluoro complexes. For 
example, although the formula of (NH4)2CeF6 implies the existence of six- 
coordination about the Ce(IV) ion, the crystal structure determined by Ryan et 
al. (1969) clearly shows that the coordination is approximately square antipris- 
matic and the cerium has eightfold coordination. The compounds A2BRF6 
(A, B =  alkali metals) (Bucher et al., 1974) and Cs2NaRC16 (Morss et al., 1970), 
however, have octahedral coordination and are particularly suited for studies 
designed to provide spectral and magnetic information as has been discussed in 
previous sections. The vibrational Raman spectra have been determined for the 
lanthanum (Papatheodorou, 1975), praseodymium (Amberger et al., 1975), 
neodymium and erbium (Barbanel et al., 1975) complexes. The far infrared 
spectra have also been determined for the latter two lanthanides. The results 
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TABLE 25.1]. 
Representative complexes with inorganic ligands.* 

MRF4 
M3RF~ 
M2CeF6 
Cs3RF7 
Cs2KRF6 
M3RCI6 
M3R2CI9 
M2CeCI6 
Cs2NaRCI6 
M3RBr6 
M3RI6. 

Halide ions 
(R = La-Lu, Y, Sc) 
(R = La-Lu, Y, Sc) 

(R = Ce, Pr, Nd, Tb, Dy) 

(R = La-Lu, Y, Sc) 

Pseudohalide ions 
M3R(NCS)6 (R = Pr-Lu, Y, Sc) 

M3R(NCSe)6 (R = Pr-Er, Y) 
M3R(NCO)6 (R = Eu-Yb, Y, Sc) 
M3R(NCO)3(NO3)3 (R = La-Yb) 
M3R(NCO)3X3 (X = CI, NCS; R = Dy, 

Er, Yb, Y) 

Oxyanions 
M3R(N03)6 (R = La-Sm) 
M2R(NO~)5 (R = Nd-Lu) 

(NH4)2Ce(NO3)6 
M3Sc(PO4)3 (M = Sr, Ba, Pb) 

Brown (1968) 
Brown (1968) 
Brown (1968) 
Brown (1968) 
Siddigi and Hoppe (1970) 
Ryan and J0rgensen (1966) 
Brown (1968) 
Brown (1968) 
Morss et al. (1970) 
Ryan and J0rgensen (1966) 
Ryan (1969) 

Martin et al. (1968) 
Burmeister et al. (1969) 
Eremin et al. (1970) 
Burmeister and Deardorff (1970) 
Dieck and Moeller (1973a) 
Dieck and Moeller (1974) 
Dieck and Moeller (1973b) 

Walker and Weeden (1973) 
Walker and Weeden (1973) 
Quereshi and Walker (1974) 
Beineke and Delgaudio (1968) 
Engel (1972) 

*In this and subsequent tables M signifies an alkali metal or organic ammonium, 
phosphonium, etc., cation. If the scandium complex has been prepared, this will be 
specifically noted. 

conf i rm the o c t a h e d r a l  c o o r d i n a t i o n  a r o u n d  the  l an than ide  ion and  the to ta l ly  
s y m m e t r i c  Alg b a n d  a p p e a r s  at 274 cm -I for  l an thanum,  281 cm -I fo r  p r a s e o d y -  
mium,  278 c m '  1 for  n e o d y m i u m ,  and  289 cm -1 for  e rb ium.  In add i t i on  the  R a m a n  
s p e c t r u m  of  the  p r a s e o d y m i u m  c o m p l e x  at  10 K con ta in s  e l e c t ron i c  l ines  due  to  
e l ec t ron i c  t r ans i t i ons  wi th in  the  l owes t  ly ing  levels .  The  n u m b e r  and  spac ing  of  
these  bands  sugges t  tha t  the  p r a s e o d y m i u m  c o m p l e x  is w e a k l y  d i s to r t ed ,  in 
a g r e e m e n t  with the  esr  r e su l t s  ( S c h w a r t z  et  al. ,  1976). 

The  first sol id  ch lo ro  c o m p l e x e s  of  the  t r iva l en t  ions  to be  i so l a t ed  were  
[(C6Hs)3PH]3RX6 and  [CsHsNH]3RX6 for  wh ich  o c t a h e d r a l  c o o r d i n a t i o n  was  
e s t a b l i s h e d  f rom the  v is ib le  s p e c t r a  (Ryan  and  J~ rgensen ,  1966). T h e  far  i n f r a red  
and  R a m a n  s p e c t r a  have  a lso  s h o w n  tha t  the  ions  have  e s s e n t i a l l y  p e r f e c t  
o c t a h e d r a l  c o o r d i n a t i o n  ( C h o c a  et  al., 1974, 1975). The  to t a l l y  s y m m e t r i c  
s t r e t ch ing  f r e q u e n c y  is s imi lar  to  that  f o u n d  for  Cs2NaRC16, v a r y i n g  f rom 
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252 cm-I for neodymium to 263 cm -1 for ytterbium. It appears that these anionic, 
low-coordination complexes can only be stabilized by a large counter ion and 
similar compounds have been prepared using the tetrabutylammonium ion 
(Walker et al., 1971). 

Prior tO 1968 a number of complexes of the thiocyanate ion had been prepared 
but each of them contained additional adduct molecules (such as dioxane or 
alcohol) that.were most likely coordinated as well (Golub and Borsch, 1967). In 
1968 the preparation of the complexes [(C4H9)4N]3R(NCS)6 was reported along 
with the crystal structure of the erbium Complex (Martin et al., 1968). This was 
the first six-coordinate, discrete, anionic complex for which an X-ray diffraction 
study had been made. These compounds are quite stable, non-hygroscopic, 
soluble in many organic solvents, and melt without decomposition (Burmeister et 
al., 1969). The corresponding selenocyanates have also been prepared and, as 
expected, they are considerably less stable decomposing quite rapidly in moist 
air or in solution (Burmeister and Deardorff, 1970). 

Although initial attempts to prepare similar complexes with the cyanate ion 
were unsuccessful, Dieck and Moeller (1973a) were able to isolate 
[(C2Hs)4N]3R(NCO)6 (R = Sc, Y, Eu, Gd, Dy, Ho, Er, and Yb) complexes from 
the reaction of the anhydrous chlorides with excess tetraethylammonium 
cyanate in absolute ethanol. All indications are that these are six-coordinate, 
octahedral complexes (Amberger et al., 1976), and the infrared spectrum shows 
that the cyanate is N-bonded as is also the case for the thiocyanate and 
selenocyanate complexes. In addition the complexes [(CzHs)4N]3[R(NCO)3X3] 
(R= Dy, Er, and Yb, X = CI and NCS) could be isolated when the ratio of 
reactants was 3 : 1 and all experimental results point to six coordination (Dieck 
and Moeller, 1973b). Reaction of the anhydrous nitrates with tetraethylam- 
monium cyanate in a 1 :3  molar ratio resulted in the mixed complexes 
[(C2Hs)4N]3[R(NCO)3(NO3)3] (R = La, Pr, Nd, Sm, Eu, Gd, Er, and Yb) (Dieck 
and Moeller, 1974). Infrared studies again indicate that the cyanate is ligated 
through the nitrogen atom and that all three nitrate groups are coordinated. It is 
likely that the nitrate groups are bidentate which would give a coordination 
number of nine. 

The difficulties inherent in trying to assign coordination numbers, and even in 
deciding which groups are coordinated, is illustrated by the compounds 
K4Nd(NCS)7.4HzO and K4Eu(NCS)7.6HzO reported by Lazarev et al. (1973). 
These compounds contain eight-coordinate neodymium and europium in the 
[Ln(NCS)4(HzO)4]- unit. The coordination polyhedron is a dodecahedron in 
which each trapezoid contains two water molecules on the A vertices and two 
nitrogen atoms from the thiocyanates on the B vertices. The other three 
thiocyanate ions are not coordinated to the lanthanide ion. 

In addition to these simple halide and pseudohalide complexes there are many 
complexes with organic ligands in which all or part of the halide or pseudohalide 
ions are coordinated as well. Because of the relatively weak interactions 
between these donor atoms and the rare earth ions, the metal-ligand stretching 
occurs in the far-infrared and it is generally difficult to differentiate these from 
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the low-energy vibrations of the organic ligands. Many examples of these kinds 
of complexes are considered in later sections. 

6.1.2. Oxyanions 

A number of oxyanions form complexes (inner- and outer-sphere) in aqueous 
solution with the rare earth ions. However, the number of authenticated solid 
complexes is much smaller. By far the greatest number of complexes is formed 
with the nitrate ion and the structure of some of these were discussed previously 
(sections 3.9, 3.10). In addition to these it is possible to prepare 
[(C~X-I9)4N]3[R(NO3)6] for R = La, Ce, Pr, Nd, and Sm and [(C4H9)4N]2[R(NO3)5] 
for R = Ho, Er, Tm, Yb, and Lu and [(C3HT)4N]2[R(NO3)5] for R = Nd, Ho, Tm, 
and Yb (Walker and Weeden, 1973). The role of the size of both the cation and 
lanthanide ion in determining the coordination number is again demonstrated. At 
least in the case of neodymium the visible spectra of both salts in nitrobenzene 
and dichloromethane are identical which indicates that Nd(NO3)~- is unstable in 
these solvents. 

Lanthanide nitrates are soluble in LiNO3-KNO3 eutectic and the complex 
nitrates K3R2(NO3)9 (R = Pr, Nd, and Sm) can be isolated (Carnall et al., 1973). 
The praseodymium compound is surrounded by twelve oxygen atoms belonging 
to six nitrate ions and is in the form of a distorted icosahedron. 

There is a large variety of complexes that contain organic ligands as well as 
nitrate ions. For many of these complexes it can be suspected from the 
formulation that at least some of the nitrate ions are coordinated and these can 
be differentiated by an examination of the infrared and Raman spectra (Brown, 
1975). The ionic nitrate group has D3h symmetry and four fundamental vibra- 
tions, three of which are infrared active and one which is Raman active only. 
Upon coordination either as a bidentate or monodentate ligand, the symmetry is 
reduced to C2v which gives six infrared active vibrations and six Raman active 
vibrations. The doubly degenerate v4 band of the ionic nitrate (700 cm -l) is split 
into the v3 and v5 bands of the coordinated nitrate. In addition Raman polariza- 
tion studies can distinguish monodentate coordinated nitrate from bidentate and 
bridging nitrate. As an example the presence of only coordinated nitrate is 
indicated for the compound La(HMPA)3(NO3)3 whereas in Yb(HMPA)4(NO3)3 
both coordinated and ionic nitrate are present (Sylvanovich, Jr. and Madan, 
1972). 

The nitrite ion forms a series of complexes having the formula Cs2NaLn(NO2)6 
(Ln=  La-Er) and Rb2NaLn(NO2)6 (Ln = La-Nd). The infrared and Raman 
spectra have been interpreted in terms of Th symmetry and a weak lanthanide- 
nitrogen bond (Barnes and Peacock, 1971). 

Although the perchlorate ion is generally a non-coordinating anion, there are 
examples in which it is coordinated to the lanthanide ions. With hexamethyl- 
phosphoramide the lanthanides form the complexes R(HMPA)4(CIO4)3 (Durney 
and Marianelli, 1970). The infrared and Raman spectra of these complexes have 
bands that correspond both to ionic perchlorate and coordinated perchlorate 
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(Scholer and Merbach, 1975). The Raman band at 436cm -~ is indicative of a 
perchlorate having C2v symmetry;  that is, the perchlorate is a bidentate ligand. 
The spectra from lanthanum to yt terbium undergo a slow change that is 
interpreted as indicating a decrease in the amount  of ionic perchlorate and a 
gradual replacement  of bidentate perchlorate coordination with monodenta te  
coordination. 

6.2. Organic oxygen donors 

Because of their class (a) behavior the rare earth ions form the largest number 
of complexes with ligands that utilize oxygen as the donor atom. The types of 

l igands are varied but can be broken down into six groups: (a) carboxylic and 
hydroxycarboxyl ic  acids, (b) carbonyl compounds,  (c)/3-diketones,  (d) alcohols 
and alkoxides, (e) macrocyclic polyethers,  and (e) Q n X ~ 0  compounds (X = N, 
P, S, etc., and Q = an organic group). Included among these are both unidentate 
ligands as well as polydentate ligands. Most of the rare earth complexes that are 
formed with unidentate ligands involve ligands from this group, particularly the 
carbonyl ligands and Q,X ~ 0 ligands. Among these are a variety of formulations 
and it is now quite clear as shown earlier that conclusions with regard to 
coordination number based on the chemical formulation, particularly with the 
unidentate ligands in this class, can only be made with considerable caution. The 
possibility of anion coordination when the anion is nitrate, thiocyanate,  or one of 
the halides, is relatively high, The maximum number of coordinated unidentate 
organic ligands is generally only found in those compounds in which the counter  
anion is of low coordinating tendency toward the rare earth ion such as the 
perchlorate,  iodide, or more recently,  the hexafluorophosphate ion or the tetra- 
phenylborate(III)  ion. It is important to note that in a series of complexes of the 
same ligand the chemical formulation may well change as the size of the 
lanthanide, ion decreases reflecting a change in the coordination number. This 
may also be reflected not by a change in the number of bound organic  ligands 
but rather in the change from coordinated anion to uncoordinated anion due to 
the increased steric crowding and, consequently,  by a decrease in the coor- 
dination number. 

6.2.1. Carboxylic and hydroxycarboxylic acids 

Complexes of the rare earth ions with carboxylic and hydroxycarboxyl ic  acids 
were of importance in the development  of ion exchange methods for the 
separation of the rare earths. A large number of complexes have been prepared 
and characterized and these have been reviewed recently by Bagnall (1975). In 
the solid state most of these compounds are hydrated and have structural forms 
of some complexity in which the carboxylate anions also may serve as bridging 
groups between metal ions. As might be expected,  polydentate ligands have a 
greater tendency to bond only to a single metal ion. Some representat ive 
compounds are presented in table 25.12. 
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TABLE 25.12. 
Representative complexes with carboxylic and 

hydroxycarboxylic acids.* 

R(C2H302)3'4H20 
R2(C204)3' 10H20 
R2(C204)3"6H20 
R2(malonate)3.8H20 
R2(malonate)3.6H20 
Sc(OH)(malonate).2H20 
R(C2H302)3.o-phen 
M[R(C2HaOE)4]-xH20 
M2[R(C2H302)sl'xH20 
M3[R(C2H302)6]'xH20 
M[R(C204)E].XH20 
R(tartrate)Cl. xH20 
R(citrate).xI-I20 
K3R(citrate)2.3H20 

(R = Sm-Lu) 

(R = Ho-Lu, Sc) 
(R = Ce-Gd) 
(R = Ce-Eu) 

*Bagnall (1975), Hansson (1973e), Melson 
(1975). 

The complexes formed by oxalic and malonic acids have been carefully 
studied and the detailed structural features have been obtained from X-ray 
diffraction measurements (Hansson, 1973e). The oxalate ions in these complexes 
serve as bridging ligands and the larger metal ions have coordination number 
nine whereas the smaller ions have coordination number eight. The malonate 
ions in the rare earth malonates are of two different types, those that are 
involved in six-membered chelate ring formation and those which are not. 

The most extensively studied of the hydroxycarboxylic acids is glycolic acid. 
This ligand forms neutral tris complexes with the lanthanide ions, 
R(HOCH2COO)3 (Grenthe, 1971a,b, 1972), in which the coordination numbers 
are greater than six by the sharing of carboxylate groups between polyhedra as 
well as having chelated glycolate anions. Hydrothermal treatment of the tris- 
glycolate complexes of the heavier lanthanides converts them into 
[R(HOCH2COO)(OCH2COO)(H20)].H20 the structure of which was mentioned 
previously (Grenthe, 1969). 

The nicotinic and isonicotinic acid complexes with the lanthanide ions also 
show the presence of both chelated and bridging carboxylate groups (Kay et al., 
1972). The details of the structures vary according to the lanthanide ion and 
counter ions present. 

The ligand diglycolic acid (oxydiacetic acid) is a terdentate ligand which forms 
the complexes Na3[R(OCOCH2OCH2OCO)3].2NaCIO4.6H20 (Albertsson, 1972d). 
As suggested previously, this ligand forms nine-coordinate complexes in which 
the coordination positions are occupied by the two carboxylate groups which 
function in a unidentate fashion and by the ether oxygens. As expected the metal 
ion-ether oxygen distance is longer than the metal ion-carboxylate oxygen 
distance. 
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6.2.2. Carbonyl compounds 

The number of complexes formed by ligands containing the carbonyl group is 
very large. Some typical examples of these complexes are given in table 25.13. 
The largest numbers of compounds are derived from urea and its derivatives and 
the various amides. 

The ligand N,N,N',N'-tetramethylurea forms different types of complexes with 
the rare earths depending on the counter anion. With the perchlorate ion the 
compounds have the formula R(TMU)6(C104)3 for all the lanthanides (Giesbrecht 
and Kawashita, 1970). With the chlorides the compounds La(TMU)35C13 (prob- 
ably dimeric) and R(TMU)3C13 are formed (Perrier et al., 1970; Seminara et al., 
1969). For the nitrates the complexes R(TMU)3(NO3)3 were found to contain 
coordinated nitrate ions (Vicentini and Najjar, 1970) and with the thiocyanate 
ion the compounds R(TMU)5(NCS)3 (R = La-Nd), R(TMU)4(NCS)3 (R = Sm-Er, 
Y), and R(TMU)3(NCS)3 (R= Tm-Lu) were prepared (Perrier and Vicentini, 
1973). In all of these except the perchlorate compounds there must be a 
substantial amount of anion coordination. The effects of differing coordination 
tendencies of the anions and of the lanthanide contraction are clearly evident. 
The molecular structure of Eu(TMU)3(NO3)3 has now been determined (Chieh et 
al., 1976) and the three nitrate ions are coordinated in a bidentate manner to give 
a coordination number of nine to the complex. The polyhedron of the europium 
coordination sphere does not conform to either the tricapped trigonal prism or 
the monocapped square antiprism. Presumably this is due to the small bite of the 
nitrate ions and the structure is best described in terms of a pseudo octahedral 
arrangement with each nitrate ion occupying one of the octahedral coordination 
positions. 

The complexes of dimethylacetamide have been extensively studied with a 
large number of lanthanide salts (Moeller and Vicentini, 1965; Vicentini and de 
Carvalho Filho, 1966; Vicentini et al., 1969). The results are basically the same as 
observed with tetramethylurea except that the steric requirements here must be 
somewhat less since it was possible to prepare R(DMA)8(CIO4)3 (R = La-Nd), 
R(DMA)7(CIO4)3 (R= Sm-Er, Y), and R(DMA)6(C104)3 (R= Tm-Lu). Similar 
differences between the complexes of the two ligands were noted for the other 
series of anions. 

The Brazilian workers have also studied complexes formed with the diamides, 
diacetamide (Airoldi and Gushikem, 1972), di-n-butyramide (Gushikem et al., 
1973), N,N-dimethylacetoacetamide (Perrier and Vicentini, 1974), N,N,N',N'- 
tetramethylmalonamide (Vicentini, 1972; Vicentini et al,, 1974a), and N,N,N',N'- 
tetramethyladipamide (Vicentini and Isuyama, 1975). The perchlorates of each of 
these have the formula R(diamide)4(C104)3 with the exception of N,N,N',N'- 
tetramethyladipamide for which the complexes of samarium to lutetium have 
only three molecules of the diamide. In all these complexes the Td symmetry of 
the perchlorate ion is preserved which implies that it is not coordinated. The 
complexes with other anions show a reduction in the number of coordinated 
organic ligands. 
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The cyclic ligand, cyc lopropyleneurea  ( tetrahydro-2-pyrimidone),  fo rms  the 
complexes  R(CPU)sX3 (X = C10~ or NO3) (Burgess and Toogood,  1971). The 
perchlorates  for  all the lanthanides were  prepared but for the nitrates only the 
compounds  f rom lanthanum to gadolinium could be formed.  In both cases the 
infrared evidence indicates that the anions are not coordinated.  The emission 
spectra  of the europium compounds  with perchlorate,  nitrate, iodide, and 
hexaf luorophosphate  as the anions indicate that the symmet ry  around the rare 
earth ion is the same in all of them (Vanderveer ,  1972). The reason for the 
different behavior  for  this cyclic ligand f rom that of the straight chain amides is 
not well unders tood at present  but probably  is related to the cyclic nature of the 
ligands and a reduction in the steric effect. 

6.2.3. [3-diketones 

The /3-diketones are excellent chelating ligands for the rare earth ions and 
typical examples  of the types of complexes  that are formed are presented in 
table 25.14. (The functioning of these complexes  as lasers is discussed in ch. 35.) 
The complexes  that might have been expected,  R(/3-diketone)3, rarely form, 
except  for scandium, because  of the tendencies of these compounds  to add one 
or more additional ligands, particularly water  molecules.  At tempts  to dehydrate  
most  of these hydrated species leads either to destruction of the complex  or the 
format ion  of polymeric  hydroxo  species (Pope et al., 1961). If, however ,  the 
substituents on the /3-d ike tone  are large, t-butyl groups as an example ,  then the 
anhydrous  tris '  chelate can be prepared (eisentraut and SieVers, 1965). The 
anhydrous t r isacetylacetonato complexes  have  been prepared,  however ,  in the 
absence of any possible adduct  format ion by the reaction of acetylacetone 
directly with a rare earth hydride (Przystal  et al., 1971). The anhydrous  acetyl- 

TABLE 25.14. 
Representative complexes with/3-diketone ligands. 

Compound Reference 

R(acac)3.xH20 (x = 1 or 3) Pope et al. (1961) 
Sc(acach Melson (1975) 
(R(DPMh) (R = La-Lu, Y, Sc) Eisentraut and 

R(fod)3.xH20 (x = 0 or 1) 
(x = 0 for Sc) 

R(acachOH 
M[R(hexattuoroacetylacetonato)4] 

R(/3-diketone)3-xL 

(R = La-Lu, Y, Sc) 

(x may be 1 or 2 depending on 
L and/3-diketone; 
L = triphenylphosphine oxide, 
o-phen, dipy, terpy, DMSO, etc.) 
(R = La-Lu, Y; Sc rarely) 

Sievers (1965) 
Springer, Jr. et al. 
(1967) 
Pope et al. (1961) 
Melby et al. (1964) 
Melson (1975) 
Melby et al. (1964) 
Bauer etal. (1964) 
Selbin et al. (1971) 
Melson (1975) 
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acetonates  of erbium and dysprosium have now also been synthesized by the 
co-condensat ion of metal atoms prepared by the laserlthermal metal evaporat ion 
procedure with acetylacetone at -196°C  (Blackborow et al., 1976). Recrystal-  
lization from toluene/ether mixtures gave the pure materials. This technique 
which obviates complex purification procedures may well prove to be ext remely  
useful for  the preparation o f  other complexes as well. 

In general it is possible to add a fourth /3-diketone ligand to the tris complex 
providing the substituents are small enough. Consequently,  complexes of the 
general formula M[R(/3-diketone)4] can be prepared in which M + can be either a 
univalent metal cation or an organic cation (Bauer et al., 1964; Melby et al., 
1964). Nearly any kind of additional ligand can be added to the tris complex and 
adducts with tr iphenylphosphine oxide, dipyridyl, terpyridyl, ortho-phenan- 
throline, and picoline-N-oxide, among others, have been prepared. This ability to 
coordinate an additional ligand is one of the factors that has made the /3- 
diketone complexes R(DPM)3 and R(fod)3 valuable as the so-called shift reagents 
(see ch. 38). These fl-diketone complexes are useful in various studies because 
the metal ion is relatively shielded from the environment around the complex 
and because of the nature of the organic ligands the complexes are often soluble 
in a variety of nonaqueous solvents. 

The mass spectra of the lanthanide complexes of thenoyltrif luoroacetone,  
[R(CF3COCHCOC4H3S)3], have been obtained for samarium, europium, gadol- 
inium, and terbium (Das and Livingstone, 1975). The spectra are similar and 
fluorine migration to the metal ion with concomitant  loss of :CF2 occurs. The 
species RF~ was observed for samarium, gadolinium, and terbium and RF + was 
observed for the easily reduced ions samarium and europium. No oxidation of 
terbium to terbium(IV) occurred. A mechanism for the fragmentation has been 
presented. 

6.2.4. Alcohols  and alkoxides 

Because of the affinity of the rare earth ions for water molecules, it is not 
surprising that corresponding alcoholates have also been isolated (Melson, 1975; 
Moeller et al., 1965). These complexes are generally not particularly stable and 
they do not seem to have been extensively investigated. The alkoxides can be 
prepared in the usual ways and tri isopropoxides in particular have been studied 
(Bradley, 1972). Other alkoxides can be prepared by alcoholysis of the isopro- 
poxides. The methoxides and ethoxides are insoluble solids but the higher 
alkoxides are soluble in typical organic solvents. The triisopropoxides sublime at 
200-300°C at 0.1 mm Hg and it is now clear that they are polymeric.  The extent  
of this polymerization is not certain but mass spectral results have given 
evidence for dimers and tetramers. 

The compounds R[Al(OC3HT)413 have been synthesized in a variety of ways 
(Mehrotra et al., 1973a). These complexes are volatile and can be distilled under 
reduced pressure. As expected,  the scandium compound is the most volatile 
boiling at 145°C at 0.5 mm Hg, whereas the lanthanum compound is least volatile 
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and boils at 208°C at 0.5 mm Hg. Interestingly the cerium(III) complex could be 
made, whereas the synthesis of the simple isopropoxide results in oxidation to 
cerium(IV). The compounds are monomeric in benzene and the suggested 
structure involves a six-coordinate rare earth ion in which one half of the 
isopropoxide ions are in bridging positions between the rare earth ion and the 
three aluminum ions. The corresponding complexes R[Ga(OC3H7)4]3 have been 
synthesized and are even more volatile (Mehrotra, 1973b). 

The ligand, 2-acetamidohexafluoro-2-propanol (CH3CONHC(CF3)zOH) acts as 
a bidentate, uninegative ligand to give CeL4 and NH4(RL4) (MacDonald and 
Willis, 1973). The ammonium salts are volatile and can be sublimed without 
decomposition. In organic solvents, however, the complexes decompose in the 
absence of excess ligand. 

6.2.5. Macrocyclic polyethers 

The macrocyclic polyethers form complexes with the rare earths and although 
these have not been extensively studied up to now, because of their relationship 
to biologically important substances, they may ultimately assume an important 
position. The ligand benzo-15-crown-5 reacts with the hydrated Lanthanide(III) 
nitrate in acetone to yield the 1 : 1 complexes R(NO3)3"C14H2005 (R = La-Sm) and 
R(NO3)3.CI4H20Os-3H20-(CH3)2CO (R = Sm-Lu) (King and Heckley, 1974). The 
ligand dibenzo-18-crown-6 forms the complexes R(NO3)3"C20H2406 (R = La-Nd) 
from acetonitrile solution (King and Heckley, 1974). The formation of these 
complexes is predicated on the size relationships between the radius of the rare 
earth ion and the cavity of the ligand. The crystal structure of the lanthanum 
complex of the saturated analog cyclohexyl-18-crown-6, La(NO3)3.Cz0H3606, has 
been determined (Hart, 1976). The six ether oxygens are coordinated to the 
lanthanum(Ill) ion as are all three nitrate ions, yielding an effective coordination 
number of twelve. 

6.2.6. Q,X ~ O compounds 

Complexes of ligands in this class are widespread. Some examples in which 
they form adducts with chelated rare earth ions have been mentioned previously 
(6.2.3). The most common compounds are those in which X is phosphorus, 
arsenic, sulfur, or heterocyclic nitrogen and some typical examples are given in 
table 25.15. The complexes are similar in many respects to those formed with 
the carbonyl ligands particularly insofar as potential coordination of the anions is 
concerned and different coordination numbers for complexes with a given 
organic ligand will be found depending on the anion present. In all of these 
complexes coordination through the oxygen atom has been well-established from 
the infrared spectra and in a few examples by a complete structure deter- 
mination by X-ray diffraction. Although the synthesis of these compounds is 
generally relatively straightforward, there are many inconsistencies reported in 
the literature. Some of these have now been resolved but many of them remain. 
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As an example, two groups reported the preparation of the complexes 
R(HMPA)6(C104)3 in which the perchlorate ions were found to be ionic on the 
basis of the infrared spectra (Donoghue et al., 1969), Giesbrecht and Zinner, 
1969). However, neither of these syntheses could be repeated and the 
compounds R(HMPA)4(C104)3 were found instead and on the basis of the 
infrared spectra both ionic and coordinated perchlorate groups were assigned 
(Durney and Marianelli, 1970). By changing the reaction conditions and solvents 
it has now been conclusively demonstrated that both groups of complexes can 
be synthesized (Scholer and Merbach, 1975). Moreover, very careful handling of 
the reaction conditions can result in the isolation of the two kinds of complexes 
from the same solution (Serra et al., 1971). 

Complexes derived from the pyridine-N-oxide ligands seem to be well- 
behaved. The largest number of coordinated pyridine-N-oxide ligands occurs as 
expected with perchlorate (Krishnamurthy and Soundararajan, 1967a), iodide 
(Ramakrishnan and Soundararajan, 1975), or hexaflu0rophosphate (Melby et al., 
"1964) as the anion. The steric requirements are such that eight ligands are 
coordinated throughout the lanthanide series. Complexes of one bidentate 
ligand, 2,2'-dipyridyl-l,l'-dioxide, have been prepared (Mehs and Madan, 1968). 
As in the case of the unidentate ligands of this type, all the lanthanides form 
complexes having the same number of ligands coordinated, R(dipyO2)4(C104)3. 
The europium and terbium complexes are very strongly fluorescent. 

Introduction of methyl groups into the 2- and 6-positions of pyridine-N-oxide 
does not seem to introduce any adverse steric effect since the maximum number 
of ligands coordinated remains eight for the perchlorate salts (Vicentini and de 
Oliveira, 1975). However, only three ligands are coordinated with chloride as the 
anion and only four with nitrate. 

The sulfoxide group has proven to be a good donor toward the rare earth ions. 
Th'e simplest sulfoxide, dimethyl sulfoxide, forms complexes with varying 
numbers of organic ligands coordinated depending both on the anion present and 
on the size of the'rare earth ion (Ramalingam and Soundararajan, 1967). With the 
perchlorate ion the three series of complexes R(DMSO)8(CIO4)3 (R = La-Nd), 
R(DMSO)7(CIO4)3 (R = Sm-Ho, Y), and R(DMSO)6(CIO4)3 (R= Er-Lu) result 
(Kutek, 1968). More recent workers have obtained slightly different results for 
the complexes of the heavier lanthanides in that the complexes all analyze for 
"approximately" seven ligands (Iwase and Toda, 1973). With iodide as the anion, 
the complexes have the formula R(DMSO)813 (R = La-Er,  Y) (Koppiker and 
Soundararajan, 1975). The corresponding hexafluorophosphates contain only 
seven nvr~,o~ni,- . . . . . . . . .  !igands with tha heavier !anthanides and the lighter lanthanides 
resulted in formulations that could not be rationalized as mixtures (Kuya et al., 
1975). It is clear in all these cases that the choice of solvent and conditions of 
ple~.ll~itatIun are very "~ ~-* * 

A further illustration of the difficulties inherent in the synthesis of these types 
of complexes is illustrated by diphenyl sulfoxide. The perchlorates were repor- 
ted to combine with only six ligands to give R(DPSO)6(CIO4)3 which existed for 
all the lanthanides with only ionic perchlorate ions (Ramalingam and Soun- 
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dararajan, 1968). The iodides, however, yield complexes formulated as 
R(DPSO)813 (R = La-Y) (Koppiker and Soundararajan, 1975). This result is at 
variance with most other experience. In an attempt to repeat the perchlorate 
work, Serra and Thompson (1973) could only obtain R(DPSO)7(CIO4)3 (R = Sm, 
Eu, Yb) using varying ratios of DPSO to metal from 4:1 to 9: 1. Moreover, the 
complex Eu(DPSO)7(PF6)3 was easily obtained. 

The current status of knowledge concerning these dimethyl sulfoxide and 
diphenyl sulfoxide complexes is thus rather uncertain and is typical of many 
complexes of this class. Most of the complexes have not been subjected to 
extensive study by physical chemical means. In general, the compounds have 
been characterized only through measurements of the molar conductivity and 
infrared spectra. Additional work, particularly measurements of the absorption 
and emission spectra and ultimately structure determinations by x-ray 
diffraction, will be necessary to resolve these uncertainties. 

Other sulfoxides that have been studied recently include thioxane oxide 
(Vincentini and Vieira, 1973; Vincentini and Perrier, 1974; Serra et al., 1976), 
tetramethylenesulfoxide (Bertan and Madan, 1972; Vicentini and Zinner, 1975), 
and trans-l,4-dithiane-l,4-dioxide (Vicentini et al., 1975). The results that have 
been obtained follow the same general patterns previously discussed. 

The most common ligand of the oxides of the Group V elements is triphenyl- 
phosphine oxide which yields a variety of types of complexes having the 
composition R(NO3)3L2-ETOH, R(NOa)3L3,  R(NO3)3L3(Me2CO)2, 
R(NO3)3L4.Me2CO, R(NO3)3L4.EtOH, [R(NO3)2L4](NO3), RClaL3, RC13L4, 
R(NCS)3L3 and R(NCS)3L4. With triphenylarsine oxide the complexes 
R(NCS)3L3, R(NO3)3L2.EtOH, R(NO3)3L3, and R(NO3)3L4 have been prepared 
(Cousins and Hart, 1967a, b, 1968). In line with the greater dipole moment of 
triphenylarsine it appears to complex more strongly than does triphenyl- 
phosphine oxide. Complexes of neodymium with a number of phosphine oxides 
having varying organic groups have also been prepared (Serra et al., 1972). The 
perchlorate ion in these complexes is both coordinated and ionic and from the 
infrared spectra and the molar conductivity they have been formulated as 
[NdL4(CIO4)2]CIO4. 

In addition complexes of various phosphinamides (Zinner and Vicentini, 1975) 
and substituted phosphinamides (Vicentini et al., 1974b) have been reported. The 
formulation of the compounds is again in agreement with the principle consid- 
ered before. N-substitution apparently results in a steric effect and the number 
of coordinated ligands is reduced. 

6.3. Organic nitrogen donors 

Until the middle 1960's there were no really well-characterized rare earth 
complexes with ligands that contained only nitrogen donor atoms. Although 
there had been prior reports of complexes with ammonia and various simple 
amines, the information concerning their composition and properties was, at 
best, only very sketchy (Moeller et al., 1965). The rapid development in the 
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prepara t ion  and  charac te r iza t ion  of complexes  ut i l izing n i t rogen donors  paral lels  
the in tense  s tudy  of t h e / 3 - d i k e t o n e  complexes  and the search  for more  efficient 
l u m i n e s c e n t  mater ia ls .  The  first complexes  to be p repared  (Hart  and  Laming ,  
1963; L o b a n o v  and Smi rnova ,  1963a, b) invo lved  l igands con ta in ing  he terocycl ic  
n i t rogen  a toms which had low enough  basici t ies  that  the complexes  could  be 
p repared  in alcohol ic  or e v e n  aqueous  media.  Only  later were  the complexes  
with l igands con ta in ing  al iphatic  n i t rogen donors  syn thes ized  (Forsbe rg  and  
Moel ler ,  1968). These  requi re  far  more  invo lved  p rocedures  and  sc rupu lous ly  
a n h y d r o u s  cond i t ions  to avoid  the fo rma t i on  of hyd roxo  species  and  pre- 
c ipi ta t ion of these  undes i r ed  complexes .  Typica l  complexes  of bo th  types  of 
l igands are p r e sen t ed  in table 25,16. There  are three recen t  rev iew articles 

TABLE 25.16. 
Representative complexes with ligands having nitrogen donor atoms.* 

Heterocyclic 

R(o-phen)2X3.(H20 or C2H5OH), 
Sc(o-phen)zX3 
R(o-phen)3X~ 
Sc(o-phen)3X3 
R(o-phen)4(C104)3 
R(dipy)~X3.(H20 or C2H5OH), 
Sc(dipy)2X3 
R(dipy)3X3 
Sc(dipy)3X3 
R(terpy)X3. n H20 
R(terpy)2X3 
R(terpy)3(CIO4)3 

(X = CI, NO3, SCN, SeCN; n = 0--5) 
(X = CI, SCN, NO3) 
(X = SCN, SeCN) 
(X = SCN, SeCN, CI) 

(X = CI, NO3, SCN, SeCN; n = 0-5) 
(X = CI, SCN, NO3) 
(X = SCN, SeCN) 
(X = SCN, SeCN) 
(X = CI, Br, NO3; n = 0-3) 
(X = CI, Br, C104) 

Aliphatic 

[R(en)4(NO3)I(NO3)3 (R = La-Sm) 
[R(en)4](NO~)3 (R = Eu-Yb) 
[R(en)3(NO3)2][NO3] (R = Gd-Ho) 
[R(en)4CI]C12 (R = La, Nd) 
[R(en)4lCl3 (R = Sm-Lu) 
[R(en)3CI2]C1 (R = Gd, Er) 
[Sc(en)3]C13 
lSc(en)2CI2]Cl 
lR(en)4BrlBr2 (R = La) 
[R(en)4]Br3 (R = Nd, Gd) 
[R(en)3Br2]Br (R = Gd) 
[Sc(en)3]Br3 
[Sc(en)2Br2]Br 
lR(en)4](CIO4)3 (R = La-Nd) 
[R(dien)3](NO3)3 (R = La-Gd) 
[R(dien)2(NO3)2](NO3) (R = La-Yb) 
[R(trien)2](NO3)3 (R = Pr-Eu) 
[R(trien)2](ClO4)3 (R = La-Ho) 
Sc(amine)2CI3 (amine = C2HsNH2, C6HsNH2, 

(CH3)2NH, etc.) 

*Lanthanides: Forsberg (1973); Moeller et al. (1973). Scandium: Melson (1975). 
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covering rare earth complexes from nitrogen donor ligands so the examples 
considered below will only be illustrative (Forsberg, 1973; Moeller eta!. ,  1973; 
Melson, 1975). 

The two ligands that have been most extensively studied are ortho-phenanth- 
roline and 2,2'-bipyridyl. Both of these ligands are bidentate and are only weakly 
basic. With ortho-phenanthroline the maximum number of bound ligands is four 
when the anion is the perchlorate ion (Krishnamurthy and Soundararajan, 1966). 
The tris-complex with one coordinated perchlorate ion (as indicated by the 
infrared spectrum) has also been obtained (Grandey and Moeller, 1970). There 
do not appear to have been any dipyridyl complexes with the ianthanide 
perchlorates prepared at the present time, although there does not seem to be 
any reason they would not form. 

For both of these ligands the complexes formed when the acetates, chlorides, 
nitrates, and thiocyanates are used as the starting materials have a smaller 
number of organic ligands, coordination of some or all of the anions (the 
structure of the ten-coordinate complex [La(o-phen)2(NO3)3] has been discussed 
earlier, section 3.9), and perhaps may be solvated as well (Forsberg, 1973). Most of 
the preparations can be carried out in aqueous or anhydrous ethanol. The existence 
of the lanthanide-nitrogen bond is clearly implied in these compounds and the 
infrared spectra (Sinha, 1964) and ultimately, complete structure determination, 
have verified that this interaction does take place. It should also be noted that 
both of these molecules form adducts with the tris-/3-diketone complexes and 
the structures of two of these with ortho-phenanthroline have been determined 
(Watson et al., 1972; Cunningham, 1973). 

The terdentate ligand, terpyridyl, follows the same pattern as bipyridyl and 
ortho-phenanthroline (Durham et al., 1969). The maximum number of 
coordinated ligands (three) occurs with the perchlorate. Since only ionic 
perchlorate was observed in the infrared spectrum, the molecule was presumed 
to be nine-coordinate. The emission spectrum of the europium complex was 
consistent with the expected D3 symmetry with a very slight distortion and this 
has been confirmed by a complete structure determination (Frost et al., 1969). 

The ligand bis(2'-quinolyl)-2,6-pyridine is similar to terpyridyl except that 
there is an additional ring fused to each of the peripheral pyridyl groups 
converting them into quinolyl groups. Complexes of this ligand are different 
from those of terpyridyl in that only one of the ligands can be coordinated even 
with perchlorate as the anion and these are solvated with three molecules of 
water (Gurrieri et al., 1976). The molar conductivities suggest that the 
thiocyanate and nitrate complexes are non-electrolytes and that the perchlorate 
complexes are 1 : 3 electrolytes, in agreement with the infrared spectra. 

The ligand, 1,8-naphthyridine, forms complexes with. what appear to be very 
high coordination numbers. With perchlorate as the anion the complexes 
R(napy)6(CIO4)3 (R = La-Pr) and R(napy)5(CIO4)3 (R = Nd-Eu) are isolated from 
ethyl acetate solutions (Foster et al., 1972). The infrared evidence indicates that 
in all cases the naphthyridine is functioning as a bidentate ligand and that the 
perchlorate is present in the ionic form. This would require that the larger 
lanthanide ions be twelve-coordinate and that the heavier lanthanides be 
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ten-coordinate. With the nitrate ion both 1,8-naphthyridine (Foster and 
Hendricker, 1972) and 2,7-dimethyl-l,8-naphthyridine (Hendricker and Foster, 
1972) form the complexes RL2(NO3)3 with all the lanthanides. In these the nitrate 
groups all appear to be coordinated to the metal ion. Since the smaller 
d-transition metal ions are known to form eight-coordinate complexes with 
1,8-naphthyridine (Clearfield e t  al., 1970), the suggestion of ten- and 
twelve-coordination with the lanthanides seems reasonable. Because the only 
authenticated twelve-coordinate complexes involve the nitrate ion as the sole 
ligand, a complete structural determination of these complexes would be of 
interest. 

The first definitive work on the lanthanide complexes with polydentate 
aliphatic amines was reported by Forsberg and Moeller, 1968). By working in 
completely anhydrous systems using acetonitrile as the solvent, they were able 
to prepare complexes of the lanthanide ions with ethylenediamine. Later, 
complexes with diethylenetriamine, 1,2-propanediamine, [3,[3',[3"-triamino- 
triethylamine, and triethylenetetramine, were also reported (Forsberg, 1973). In 
contrast to the complexes of the weakly-basic amine ligands, high coordinate 
complexes containing only nitrogen atoms in the coordination sphere can be 
prepared with these strongly basic ligands even in the presence of strongly 
coordinating anions, which is indicative of the fact that strong lanthanide- 
aliphatic nitrogen bonds must be formed. Although they are readily hydrolyzed 
upon exposure to the atmosphere, these complexes possess considerable thermal 
stability. 

When the ligand is ethylenediamine (Forsberg and Moeller, 1969) or 
1,2-propanediamine (Carpentier and Moeller, 1970), addition of the reagents in 
stoichiometric quantities results in R(diamine)3X3 and addition of excess amine 
yields R(diamine)4X3 (X = CI-, Br-, NO~, or CIO~). Infrared data established that 
for the tetrakisethylenediamine complexes of the lighter lanthanides (La-Sm) 
there is both coordinated and ionic nitrate whereas for the heavier lanthanides 
(Eu-Yb) there are only ionic nitrate ions, an observation consistent with the 
decreasing ionic radius. Coordination of the diamine nitrogen atoms was 
established from the decrease in the N-H stretching mode in the infrared 
spectrum which was independent of the anion. In the trisethylenediamine 
complexes a coordination number of eight was assigned to all the complexes 
whereas in the tetrakis complexes of the lighter lanthanides, a coordination 
number of nine was assigned. These need to be established firmly by a definitive 
structural study, however. 

With diethylenetriamine two types of complexes are formed with nitrate as the 
anion (Forsberg and Walthen, 197I): R(dien)3(NO3)3 (R = La-Gd) and 
R(dien)2(NO3)3 (R = La-Yb, Y). The tris complexes contain only ionic nitrate 
whereas the bis complexes contain both ionic and coordinated nitrate groups. 
Coordination number nine was thus assigned to the tris complexes but the 
coordination number in the bis complexes remains undetermined due to the 
impossibility of determining the relative numbers of ionic and coordinated 
nitrate groups solely by means of the infrared spectra. 
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Both mono and bis complexes can be isolated from acetonitrile solutions of 
lanthanide nitrates and tren (Forsberg et al., 1971). The two series of complexes 
[R(tren)(NO3)3] and R(tren)2(NO3)3 exist for all the lanthanides. In the bis 
complexes there are both ionic and coordinated nitrate groups for the larger ions 
(LaNd)  but only ionic groups for the smaller lanthanides (Sm-Yb). The 
perchlorate salts, R(tren)(C104)3 (R = Pr, Gd, Er) and R(tren)2(CIO4)3 (R = La, Pr, 
Nd, Gd, Er, Y), have also been obtained (Johnson and Forsberg, 1976). The 
mono complexes contain complexed perchlorate ions but the bis complexes 
contain only ionic groups. The exchange kinetics of the reaction between tren 
and Nd(tren) 3+ in acetonitrile has been measured using the NMR line-broadening 
technique (Johnson and Forsberg, i972). The reaction is first order in both ligand 
and complex and the proposed mechanism involves simultaneous partial 
attachment of the free ligand and partial unwrapping of coordinated ligand. 

The ligand 1,2-bis(pyridine-a-aidimino)ethane, which is a Schiff base (see section 
6.4) and has four nitrogen donor atoms, forms solid 1:1 complexes with the 
lanthanide chlorides, nitrates, thiocyanates, or salicylates (Durham and Hart, 
1969). Infrared spectra for the nitrates show that the anions are all coordinated 
and the ring-breathing vibration for the pyridyl group is shifted to higher energy 
suggesting coordination. It has not been possible to isolate complexes that 
contain two ligands from ethanolic solution, even with perchlorate as the anion, 
although spectral evidence indicates that they exist in solution. 

Several reports in the chemical literature deal with the formation of rare earth 
complexes formed with phthalocyanines. Although both the mono- and bis- 
phthalocyanine complexes have been reported, the nature of the complexes is 
still not well-characterized (Forsberg, 1973; Moeller et al., 1973). The synthesis" 
of porphyrin complexes has recently been realized for scandium (Buchler et al., 
1971), and yttrium (Wong and Horrocks, Jr., 1975) and the lanthanides (Wong et 
al., 1974). Reaction of hydrated tris(2,4-pentanedionato)rare earth(III) with 
meso-tetraphenylporphine or a substituted meso-tetraphenylporphine in 1,2,4- 
trichlorobenzene at 214°C results in the formation of R(porphyrin)(CsH702). 
Other /3-diketonates can be used with similar results. These complexes are 
soluble in organic solvents, stable in air, and to water when the latter is added to 
an organic solvent with which it is miscible. Addition of hydrogen chloride gas to 
a solution of the complex results in immediate destruction with the formation of 
the green porphyrin dication. The NMR spectra suggest that the lanthanide ion is 
considerably displaced from the porphyrin plane. These complexe~s have an 
obvious potential in the study of biological materials. 

6.4. Organic nitrogen-oxygen donors 

This group, since it incorporates at least two donor atoms in each molecule, 
contains only chelating ligands. By far the most common types of ligands in this 
category are the aminopolycarboxylic acids (Bagnall, 1975). However, a 
substantially greater effort has been devoted to the solution chemistry of these 
ligands than to the preparation and characterization of the solid compounds and 
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many of the results have been conflicting. Most complexes of the amino- 
polycarboxylates are hydrated and it is difficult to differentiate coordinated 
water from lattice water short of carrying out a complete structural deter- 
ruination. 

Another class of ligands in this category contains a heterocyclic nitrogen atom. 
For these compounds the infrared spectra can be used to determine the nitrogen 
coordination since the ring breathing vibration at about 990 cm -1 is shifted to 
higher energy upon coordination (Thompson and Mannila, 1968). Typical ligands 
are dipicolinic acid and 8-hydroxyquinoline. 

The third class of ligands includes the Schiff bases derived, in general, from 
salicylaldehyde or its derivatives. In many o f  these complexes the phenolic 
group is not ionized which leads to complexes that are less stable and more 
difficult to characterize than for the d-transition elements. 

A few typical examples of the complexes formed by each of these types of 
ligands are given in table 25.17. 

Some of the lanthanide complexes of EDTA and NTA have been considered 
previously in the section dealing with the structural characteristics of the ions 
(section 3). In addition to the heptahydrates for which Hoard and his co-workers 
determined the detailed structure, the protonated 1:1 chelates also exist in the 

TABLE 25.17. 
Representative complexes with ligands having nitrogen and oxygen donor atoms. 

Aminopolycarboxylic acids (Bagnall, 1975) 

R(IMDA)CI.xH20 (R = La-Lu, Y, Sc) 
R2(IMDA)3.H20 (R = La-Lu, y;  Sc) 
KIR(IMDA)2]'xH20 (R = La-Lu, Y, Sc) 
M3IR(IMDA)3].xH20 (R = La-Lu, Y, Sc) 
R(NTA).xH20 (R = La-Lu, Y, Sc) 
K3R(NTA)2.xH20 (R = La-Lu, Y, Sc) 
HR(EDTA).xH20 (R = La-Lu, Y, Sc) 
MR(EDTA).xH20 (R = La-Lu, Y, Sc) 

Heterocyclic nitrogen - oxygen 

Na3[R(PDC)3]'xH20 Albertsson (1972) 
ScL3.HL (HL = 8-hydroxyquinoline) Melson (1975) 
R(8-hydroxyquinolinate)3 Jackson(1950) 

Schiff Bases 

R2(salen)3"(C2HsOH or H20)n 
[R(LH)2(H20)]X 

LH2 = 

R(N-alkylsalicylidineiminato)3-x H20 

HOOC 

H=N 
X = C1, C104 

Dutt and Nag (1968) 
de S~i et al. (1975) 

Yamada et al. (1971) 
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monohydrate  form if they are crystallized above 45°C (Mackey et al., 1971). 
Detailed thermograms have been recorded for some of the complexes of the 
light lanthanides and f rom these it has been possible to show that the multi- 
hydrates and monohydrates  undergo different types of decomposit ion probably 
related to structural differences in the way EDTA is bound to the metal ions. 
The multihydrates do not show a weight loss that corresponds to the formation 
of either the monohydrate  or anhydrous forms. Although there are no structural 
determinations, it has been suggested from this study and from the M6ssbauer 
results (Mackey and Greenwood,  1972) that these are most likely polymeric with 
carboxylate bridging. 

The complexities that are inherent in the preparation of these types of 
compounds are illustrated by the iminodiacetic acid complexes. In an at tempt to 
prepare Nd(IMDA)CI.nH20,  equimolar aqueous solutions of Nd2(IMDA)3 and 
NdC13 were mixed (Albertsson and Oskarsson, 1968). Addition of ethanol after 
concentrat ion to a syrup resulted in a microcrystalline precipitate which after 
hydrothermal  treatment at 80°C for three weeks was found to be 
Nd2(IMDA)3.2HCI.7H20. The structural determination showed that two protons 

bound to two of the nitrogen atoms of the IMDA ligands to give the ) N H ~  were 
/ 

group. If the pH of the initial solution is above 4.5, the compound 
Nd(IMDA)C1-3H20 is isolated (Oskarsson, 1971, 1972). The coordination around 
the neodymium ion can be described as a distorted tricapped trigonal prism with 
each iminodiacetate chelated to three neodymium atoms. 

The ligand pyridine-2,6-dicarboxylic acid was mentioned previously in 
connection with the coordination numbers of lanthanide complexes (section 3). 
The cerium complex of this ligand, Na3[Ce(CTH3NOn)3].15H20, can be obtained 
as large triclinic, single crystals by  crystallization at 14 to 18°C (Albertsson et al., 
1972). Crystals as large as 20 x 20 x 4 mm 3 could be obtained in less than 14 days. 
The interest in this complex is related to its potential use as an alternative to 
cerium magnesium nitrate for  very low temperature thermometry  using its 
magnetic susceptibility (Doran et al., 1972). 

This same ligand forms two additional types of complexes (Hoof  et al., 1973). 
Reaction of the hydrated acetates with pyridine-2,6-dicarboxylic acid in aqueous 
solution results in R(DPC)(DPCH).6H20 ( R = L a ~ T b )  and R(DPCH)3.H20 
(R = Sm-Yb).  Within each series the compounds appear to be isostructural as 
judged by the similarity of their infrared spectra and their X-ray powder  
diffraction patterns. The complexes R(DPCH)3.H20 are easily dehydrated 
without any accompanying change in the C=O stretching region of the 
infrared spectrum. This supports the above formulation rather than 
H30+[R(DPC)(DPCH)2]. The structure has been considered to contain nine- 
coordinated metal ions with three monoanionic terdentate (DPCH) groups. No 
detailed conclusions could be drawn concerning the structure of 
R(DPC)(DPCH).6H20 although bridging carboxylate groups are suspected. 

The situation with the Schiff base complexes is not entirely clear and some 
points are still confusing. It has been reported, for  example, that the 
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lanthanide(III) ions form complexes with t-butyl-salicylideneimine of the type 
R(L)2.3H20 (Yamada et al., 1971) in which the phenolic proton is lost and the 
ligand coordinates as the anion O- 

' ~ C = N \ Q  (Q = t-C4H9). 

The reaction reportedly takes place without the addition of base. The cor- 
responding yttrium complexes in which Q = CH3, C2H5, n-f3H7, and i-c3n7 were 
prepared by the same workers at a later date but it was found that the ligand 
binds in the neutral form (Kuma and Yamada, 1975). From the analyses and 
conductivity measurements it was concluded that the compounds should be 
formulated as [Y(LH)3C12]C1. The only apparent synthetic differences were that 
the reaction with the lanthanides was carried out at temperatures less than 50°C 
in the absence of a solvent whereas the reaction with yttrium took place in 
refluxing ethanol. 

The complexes of the Schiff base derivatives of acetylacetone, 2,4-pentane- 
dioneanil, and 2,4-pentanedionebenzylamine, with the lanthanide nitrates have 
also been prepared by reaction in acetone (Agarwal and Tandon, 1975). The 
resulting compounds contain the neutral ligand molecule and were formulated as 
[R(L-LH)3(NO3)](NO3)2 for the lighter ions and [R(L-LH)2(NO3)](NO3)2 for 
ytterbium. On the other hand, reaction of ethanolic solutions of the hydrated 
lanthanide chlorides with bissalicylaldehydeethylenediimine followed by the 
addition of ammonia results in complexes in which the phenolic proton is 
removed (Dutt and Nag, 1968). The corresponding derivative of 1,3-diamino- 
propane precipitates complexes containing the neutral ligand from ethanolic 
solutions of the lanthanide nitrates (Condorelli et al., 1975). 

The Schiff base complexes formed in the reaction between the lanthanide 
isopropoxides and 2-hydroxy-l-naphthylidene-n-butylamine and 2-hydroxy-1- 
naphthylideneaniline in anhydrous benzene have been described (Agarwal and 
Tandon, 1974). The products that are isolated depend on the molar ratio of the 
reactants according to 

R(O-i-CaH7)3 + n 2-HOC1oH6CH:NQ--* 

R(O-i-C3H7)3.n(2-OCIoH6CH:NQ)n + n i-C3HyOH 

(R = La, Pr, Nd, n = 1 or 2, and Q = C4H9 o r  C 6 H 5 ) .  

The complexes are light yellow or brown crystalline solids and are non- 
volatile. The di-isopropoxy-mono-Schiff base derivatives are dimeric in boiling 
benzene. Both types of complex undergo exchange reactions with an excess of 
t-butyl alcohol in the presence of benzene to yield the corresponding t-butoxy 
complexes which are monomeric in boiling benzene probably because of the 
increased steric effect of the t-butoxy groups. In all these complexes the Schiff 
base is coordinated in the anionic form. 

The difficulties that have been encountered in the studies of the Schiff base 
complexes illustrate once again the necessity of working under anhydrous 
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conditions in order to prepare complexes with relatively weak donors. The 
interactions are generally not strong enough to cause ionization of the phenolic 
group except in the presence of a base. This base has the additional effect of 
causing the formation of hydroxo species and the resulting materials are in- 
tractable. The recent work in which the isopropoxides are used as the starting 
materials obviates these difficulties (Agarwal and Tandon, 1975) by supplying a 
strongly basic anion and permitting the use of anhydrous conditions since the 
isopropoxides are soluble in benzene. 

6.5. Other  donor  a t o m s  

The number of complexes formed by the rare earths with ligands having donor 
atoms other than oxygen or nitrogen (excluding organometallic complexes which 
are considered separately in section 7) is very small and it appears that all of 
these involve coordination with a sulfur atom which, as has been shown 
previously in this discussion, is only weakly coordinating toward the rare earth 
ions in aqueous solutions. Thiourea and some substituted thioreas have been 
reported to form complexes in which infrared evidence indicates coordination 
through the sulfur atom. Complexes with various 1-substituted tetrazoline-5- 
thiones are purported to involve coordination through the sulfur atom and one 
nitrogen atom to yield polymeric substances. A recent review by Moeller et al. 
(1973) has considered these kinds of complexes with neutral sulfur donor 
molecules. 

More definitive results have been obtained with the N-substituted dithiocar- 
bamates. Brown and Holah (1968) synthesized the first solid, well-characterized 
tris species by carrying out the reaction between stoichiometric quantities of 
diethyldithiocarbamate and the anhydrous lanthanide bromides in anhydrous 
ethanol. Reaction with an excess of the ligand yielded the tetrakis complex 
which was precipitated as the tetraethylammonium salt. All the available evi- 
dence supports coordination of the sulfur atoms in the usual way to the 
lanthanide, similar compounds with the N,N-di-iso-butyldithiocarbamate ligand 
have also been prepared (Siddall, III and Stewart, 1970). The electronic spectra 
and proton magnetic resonance spectra have been interpreted to indicate that the 
symmetry of the tetrakis complex is C2~ or lower. Additionally, the room 
temperature magnetic moments for the neodymium, praseodymium, samarium, 
and europium complexes are all in the normal range and rule out any unusual 
bonding effects. As expected these complexes are soluble in a number of organic 
solvents including chloroform. The tetrakis complexes are iso-structural with the 
neptunium(III) complex which is a grossly distorted dodecahedron (Brown et al., 
1970). 

Complexes of the bisethoxydithiophosphinate ion [(CEHsO)EPS2] for all the 
lanthanides are readily obtained by adding the tetraphenylarsonium ion to an 
ethanolic solution of the ligand and the hydrated lanthanide chlorides (Pinkerton, 
1974). Recrystallization from ethanol/iso-propanol mixtures yields the tetrakis 
complexes [(C6Hs)4As]RL4. The sodium salts can also be prepared although they 
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tend to be more hygroscopic. The properties of the complexes are very similar to 
those reported for the dithiocarbamate complexes. A band at approximately 
255 cm 1 which appears in both the infrared and Raman spectra has tentatively 
been assigned to the metal-sulfur vibration. 

The first reports of the formation of solid complexes between the lanthanide 
ions and the monothio derivatives of the/3-diketones appeared in 1976 (Nag and 
Chaudhury, 1976). Complexes of the types RL3.H20, RL3.dipy, RL3-o-phen, and 
RL3.2pyNO have been prepared with 1,1,1-trifluoro-4-(2-thienyl)-4-mercaptobut- 
3-en-2-one(I) and 3-mercapto-l-phenylbut-2-en-l-one(II). 

~'C=CH--~I--C F ~ a n d  C Hz,--~=CH-- I~-C6 H5 
SH 0 SH 0 

(I) (II) 

The synthesis of these complexes is essentially the same as for the correspond- 
ing/3-diketone complexes and the complexes are also soluble in organic solvents 
such as methanol, ethanol, acetone, chloroform, and benzene. The neodymium- 
sulfur band in the infrared is tentatively located at about 370 cm -1. Since the 
neodymium-oxygen band in Nd(DPM)3 is located at 402 cm -1 (Lee et al., 1972), 
this value seems somewhat high. There is a significant tail from the ligand 
absorption band into the visible and this will complicate any detailed examina- 
tion of the 4f--4f transitions in these complexes. 

The recent preparation of these complexes containing sulfur donor ligands and 
of the complexes of aliphatic amines, suggests very strongly that if the ap- 
propriate experimental conditions are obtained, particularly the utilization of 
completely anhydrous, weakly coordinating solvents, and weakly coordinating 
anions such as perchlorate, hexafluorophosphate, or tetraphenylborate, the 
scope of rare earth coordination chemistry could be significantly expanded. 

7. Organometallic complexes 

Although the first lanthanide organometallic compounds were reported only 
three years after the discovery of ferrocene (Birmingham and Wilkinson, 1956), 
the years until 1968 saw only limited interest in this area. However, after the 
suggestion in that year that there is f orbital involvement in uranocene (Streit- 
wieser, Jr. and Mtiller-Westerhoff, 1968), there has been a notable resurgence of 
interest in these complexes. The field has been surveyed in two comprehensive 
reviews (Hayes and Thomas, 1971; Kanellakopulos and Bagnall, 1972) and each 
year there is a summary of the reported research in the Journal of Organometal- 
lic Chemistry. 

The types of compounds that have been prepared are nearly all derived from 
cyclopentadiene, indene, or cyclooactatraene and only very recently have 
compounds containing direct metal-carbon or-bonds been formed. Examples of 
the kinds of complexes that are known are listed in table 25.18. 
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General types of organometallic complexes of the rare earths. 
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Type Reference 

Cyclopentadienyl compounds of the divalent rareea~hs 
(CsHs)2R (R = Eu, Yb) 
(CsHs)2Sm'OC4H80 

Cyclopentadienyl compounds of the t~valent rare earths 
Tricyclopentadienyl compounds 

(CsHs)3R 
(CsHs)aR'X 

Dicyclopentadienyl compounds 
(CsHs)2RX 
(CH3CsHa)2RX 

(CsHs)2RQ 

Indenyl compounds 
(CgH7)3R-OC4HsO 

Cyclooctatetraenyl compounds 
R(CsHs) 
K[R(CsHs)2] 
[R(C8Hs)CI'2C4H80]2 
(CsHs)R(CsHs)'THF 
[Nd(CsHs)(OC4H8)] [Nd(CsH8)2] 

Alkyl and aryl compounds 
R(C6Hs)3 
[(CH3)3CCH2]3Sc'2THF 
[(CH3)3SiCHz]'3Sc-2THF 
[o-C HaOC6H4Si(C H3)zCH2]3Sc 
[{(CH3hSi}2CH]3Y 
[{(CH3)3Si}2CH]3R.2THF 

(R = La-Lu, Y, Sc) 
(X = cyclohexyliso- 
nitrile, THF, 
ammonia, triphenyl- 
phosphine) 

(R = Sm-Lu) 
(R = Gd-Yb) 
(X = chloride, formate, 
acetate, benzoate, 
methoxy, phenoxy, 
iodide) 
(Q = methyl, phenyl, 
phenylacetylide, 
allyl) 

(R = La-Yb) 

(R = Eu, Yb) 
(R = La-Tb, Y) 
(R = Ce-Sm) 
(R = Nd, Sm, Ho, Er, Y) 

(R = Sc, Y) 

(R = Y, Sc) 

Kanellakopulos and Bagnall (1972) 

Kanellakopulos and Bagnall (1972) 
Melson (1975) 

Kanellakopulos and Bagnall (1972) 

Ely and Tsutsui (1975) 
Tsutsui and Ely (1975a, b) 
Melson (1975) 

Kanellakopulos and Bagnall (1972) 

Hayes and Thomas (1969) 
Hodgson et al. (1973) 
Hodgson et al. (1973) 
Jamerson et al. (1974) 
Ely et al. (1976) 

Hart et al. (1970a) 
Lappert and Pearce (1973) 
Lappert and Pearce (1973) 
Lappert and Pearce 0973) 
Barker and Lappert (1974) 
Barker and Lappert (1974) 

7.1. Tris-cyclopentadienides 

The cyc lopen tad ien ides  were the first complexes  verified and c o n s e q u e n t l y  the 
ones  abou t  which  the mos t  is known .  The tris complexes  were  ini t ial ly p repared  
by  the reac t ion  

THF 
RCI3 + 3Na(CsHs) ~ R(CsHs)3 + 3NaCI 

(R = Sc, Y, La,  Ce, Pr ,  Nd,  Sm, Gd,  Dy, Er,  and  Yb) 
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and after sublimation they were found to be free of solvent although they form 
as the T H F  adducts. The synthesis can be modified by utilizing K(CsHs) and 
benzene or diethyl ether as solvent but the resulting compounds are the same. 
All the triscyclopentadienides,  including that of promethium, have now been 
prepared by these two methods (Kanellakopulos and Bagnall, 1972). The euro- 
pium complex does not sublime and removal of the T H F  must be carried out at a 
lower temperature.  A third general method of synthesis (Reid and Wailes, 1966) 
involves the reaction: 

2 2 0 ° C  

2RF3 + 3Mg(CsHs)2(t~ ~ 2R(CsHs)3 + 3MgF2 

This procedure has the advantage that the products are obtained free of solvents 
and the great difference in sublimation temperatures of the magnesium and 
lanthanide cyclopentadienides makes purification a relatively simple process.  

The results of the measurements  of the physical properties of these air- and 
moisture-sensitive complexes are consistent with their formulation as ionic 
compounds.  The electronic spectra indicate that any involvement of the 4f 
electrons must be minimal. Moreover,  the magnetic movements  are essentially 
those expected for the free  ions. The detailed molecular structure of Sm(CsHs)3 
has been determined and it is found to have a complex polymeric  arrangement 
with considerable disorder involving as many as four  different types of 
samarium-carbon bonds (Wong et al., 1969). The situation has been somewhat  
clarified with the report  of the structure of neodymium tris(methylcyclo- 
pentadienide) (Burns et al., 1974). In this compound each neodymium atom is 
bonded in a pentahepto manner to three cyclopentadienide rings and in a 
monohapto manner to another ring of an adjacent (C6H7)3Nd unit. This sharing of a 
carbon atom between two neodymium atoms is repeated in a manner which 
produces the tetrameric units [(C6H7)aNd]4. The types of bonds found for this 
structure are in accord with the bonding between the neodymium and the ring being 
primarily ionic. 

The crystal structure of tr icyclopentadienylscandium has been determined 
(Atwood and Smith, 1973a) and in agreement with expectat ion supports the idea 
that the bonding between scandium and the carbon atoms should be more 
covalent than for the lanthanides. The structure consists of Sc(C5H5)2 units 
bridged by the third cyclopentadienyl group. The scandium atom is thus bonded 
to two rings in a pentahapto manner and to the two bridging rings in a 
monohapto manner.  The preferred orientations of the two monohapto  C5H5 
groups are taken to imply that there is an appreciable amount  of covalency in the 
compound. 

7.2. Di-cyclopentadienides 
b 

In addition to the cyclopentadienides of the trivalent lanthanides, complexes 
of the divalent ions of samarium, europium, and ytterbium have been prepared 
(Fischer and Fischer,  1965). The europium and ytterbium dicyclopentadienides 
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are formed by the reaction 

R + 3C5H6 liqNI'I3) R(CsHs)E'xNH3 + C5H8 

and the anhydrous compounds are obtained by removal of the ammonia by 
prolonged hearing under vacuum. The samarium compound (Watt and Gillow, 
1969) has been prepared by the reaction 

Sm(CsHs)3 + KCIoH8 + C4H80 ~ Sm(CsHs)E'C4HsO + C10H8 + KCsH5 

Apparently removal of the solvated THF results in decomposition. 

7.3. Adduc t s  

The lanthanide tris-cyclopentadienides are strong Lewis acids and form 1:1 
adducts with a number of donor molecules (Fischer and Fischer, 1966). Among 
these are ammonia, tetrahydrofuran, cyclohexylisocyanide, and triphenyl- 
phosphine. Although not all the lanthanides have been studied with each of 
these, there is no reason to expect that they all could not be formed. The 
isonitrile adducts are particularly stable and sublime without decomposition. The 
C ~ N  stretching frequency is shifted approximately 70 cm -1 to higher frequen- 
cies which is in accord with the isonitrile acting as a cr-donor with little or no 
• r-involvement. Lewis acidity toward the oxygen atoms in NO and CO in various 
transition metal organometallic compounds has been observed for R(CsHs)3 or 
R(CH3CsH4)3 (R = Nd, Sm, Gd, Dy, Ho, Er, and Yb) from a lowering of the NO 
or CO stretching frequencies (Crease and Legzdins, 1973) and by the isolation of 
solid compounds. The tris-cyclopentadienides are sufficiently soft Lewis acids 
that they can interact with soft bases such as transition metals in appropriate 
complexes, some carbon-carbon triple bonds (Crease and Legzdins, 1973) and 
phosphines and sulfides as indicated by substantial isotropic shifts in the proton 
magnetic resonance spectra (Marks et al., 1973) and by the isolation of 
compounds such as ~p2RW(zr-CsHs)(CO)3 (cp = C~H5 or C6H7, R = Dy, Ho, Er, or 
Yb). 

7.4. R(CsHs)2X and R(CsHs)CI2 

For the lanthanides samarium through lutetium the compounds R(CsHs)C12 can 
be prepared (Manastyrskyj et al., 1963) by the reaction of a stoichiometric 
quantity of RC13 and Na(CsHs) according to 

THF 
RCI3 + Na(CsHs) + 3C4H80 ) R(CsHs)Clz.C4HsO + 3NaC1 

The compounds do not sublime and when heated under reduced pressure they 
decompose. 

Similarly, the compounds R(CsHs)2CI and R(C6H7)2C1 (C6H7 = methylcyclo- 
pentadienide) can be prepared (Maginn et al., 1963) according to: 

a'HF 
RC13 + 2Na(CsHs) ~ R(CsHs)2C1 + 2NaC1 
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o r  

THF 

RCI3 + 2R(CsHs)3 ~ 3R(CsHs)2C1 

These complexes  sublime be tween  150 and 250°C (10 -5 ram) and are soluble in 
some organic solvents.  The methylcyclopentadienides  are dimeric in benzene 
presumably  with chloride in the bridging posit ions and monomer ic  in THF.  They 
are stable indefinitely in vacuum or under  nitrogen but they decompose  in a 
mat ter  of minutes in air. They are also readily decomposed  by  protolytic 
solvents. The chloride ion can be easily replaced by  alkoxide, aryloxide,  amide, 
or carboxylate  ions by  reac t ion  with the corresponding sodium salts. 

The structure of the yt terbium complex,  [Yb(CsH4CH3)2C1]2, has now been 
reported (Baker et al., 1975) and is shown in fig. 25.23. The dimeric structure is 
connected by chloride bridges and the average  bond positions around yt terbium 
can be approximate ly  described as tetrahedral.  The rings are symmetr ical ly  
bound to the metal  a toms and the bridge is essentially symmetr ic .  The structure 
of the closely related scandium compound,  [(CsHs)zScCI]2 has also been  deter- 
mined (Atwood and Smith, 1973b). The essential features of  this structure are 
very  similar to the yt terbium compound  with the rings bound in a pentahapto  
fashion and with a symmetr ical  chloride bridge. 

More recently the react ion of (CsHs)2RCI with QLi  has been shown to yield 
(CsHs)2RQ (R = Gd, Er, and Yb) (Tsutsui and Ely, 1974, 1975; Ely and Tsutsui, 
1975). These compounds  in which Q is methyl,  phenyl,  or phenylacetyl ide are 
among the very few lanthanide compounds  in which there are well-characterized 
metal -carbon tr-bonds. A di-phenylacetylide of holmium was also prepared  f rom 
Ho(CsHs)CI2.THF. The compounds  are sensitive to oxygen and moisture  and 
decompose  in air in a mat ter  of seconds,  but they have high thermal  stabilities. 

All the complexes  have bands in the infrared spectra  at -3100 ,  1400, 1010, and 
780 cm l which are indicative of r /Lcyclopentadienyl  ligands. In addition each 
compound  has characterist ic bands which support  the o--nature of  the Q 
groups. For  example,  the methyl  derivatives all have one band at - l l 9 0 c m  -1 

Fig. 25.23. The dimeric struc- 
ture of [Yb(CsH4CH3hClh. 
(Reprinted with permission 
from Baker, E.C., L.D. Brown 
and K.N. Raymond, 1975, In- 
org. Chem. 14, 1376-1379.) 
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TABLE 25.19. 
Some tr-bonded oranometallic rare earth complexes. 
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Compound Color p~n Reference 

(C~HQ,YbC-CC~H~ Orange a a 1 
(CsHs)2ErC---CC6H5 Pink 9.64 
(CsHs)zHoC---CC6H5 Sand 10.08 
(CsHs)Ho(C-CC6Hs)2 Sand 10.48 
(CsHs)2GdC_=CC6H5 Yellow 7.98 
(CsHs)2YbC6H5 Orange 3.86 
(CsHs)2GdC6H5 Lavender 7.69 
(CsHs)2ErCH3 Pink 9.41 
(CsHs)2YbCH3 Orange 4.14 
(CsHs)2ScC~CC6H5 Yellow - 
(C6H5)3Sc Yellow-brown - 
(C6H5C-C)3Sc Brown - 
(C6Hs)3Y Brown - 
Li[Pr(C6Hs)4] Dark brown - 
[(CH3)3CCH2]3R.2THF (R = Sc, Y) Colorless - 
[(CH3)3SiCH2]3R.2THF (R = Sc, Y) Colorless - 
[o-CH3OC6H4Si(CH3)2CH2]3Sc Colorless - 
[{(CHa)3Si}2CH]3R-2THF (R = Sc, Y) White 
[{(CH3)aSi}~CH]3Y White - 

Fly and Tsu~sui (1975) 
Ely and Tsutsui (1975) 
Ely and Tsutsui (1975) 
Ely and Tsutsui (1975) 
Ely and Tsutsui (1975) 
Ely and Tsutsui (1975) 
Ely and Tsutsui (1975) 
Ely and Tsutsui (1975) 
Ely and Tsutsui (1975) 
Coutts and Wailes (1970) 
Hart et al. (1970a) 
Hart et al. (1970a) 
Hart et al. (1970a) 
Hart et al. (1970a) 
Lappert and Pearce (1973) 
Lappert and Pearce (1973) 
Lappert and Pearce (1973) 
Barker and Lappert (1974) 
Barker and Lappert (1974) 

w h i c h  a r i ses  f rom the  s y m m e t r i c  d e f o r m a t i o n  of  the  m e t h y l  g roup  and w h i c h  is 
c h a r a c t e r i s t i c  of  a m e t h y l  ! igand b o u n d  to a meta l .  The  a b s o r p t i o n  s p e c t r a  
con t a in  in add i t i on  to  the  41g-4f t r ans i t i ons  a c h a r g e - t r a n s f e r  b a n d  tha t  ta i l s  in to  
the  v i s ib le  and  is m o s t  l ike ly  o f  the  l igand to me ta l  type .  H y p e r s e n s i t i v e  
t r ans i t i ons  a r e  o b s e r v e d  in bo th  the  e r b i u m  and  h o l m i u m  c o m p o u n d s .  
C o n c l u s i o n s  c o n c e r n i n g  p o s s i b l e  c o v a l e n c y  b a s e d  on  this  h y p e r s e n s i t i v i t y  w o u l d  
s e e m  to be  p r e m a t u r e .  T h e  m a g n e t i c  su scep t i b i l i t y  fo r  the  c o m p o u n d s  a re  in 
c lo se  a g r e e m e n t  ,with the  t h e o r e t i c a l l y  p r e d i c t e d  va lues .  H o w e v e r ,  the/Xe~ va lues  
d e c r e a s e  wi th  d e c r e a s i n g  t e m p e r a t u r e  w h i c h  is in c o n t r a s t  to  the  va lue s  fo r  o t h e r  
t y p e s  of  l an than ide  c y c l o p e n t a d i n i d e  c o m p l e x e s ,  W h e t h e r  o r  no t  this  i nd i ca t e s  
" c o v a l e n t "  i n v o l v e m e n t  o f  the  f o rb i t a l s  r e m a i n s  to be  seen .  

A s imi lar  r e a c t i o n  of  (CsHs)2RC1 (R = Sm,  Er ,  or  Ho)  wi th  a l l y l - m a g n e s i u m  
b r o m i d e  in a T H F - e t h e r  so lu t ion  at  - 7 8 ° C  has  r e su l t ed  in the  p r e p a r a t i o n  o f  
(CsH5hRC3H8 (Tsu tsu i  and  E ly ,  1975b). T h e s e  al lyl  c o m p o u n d s  a re  a lso  s e n s i t i v e  
to  air  and  m o i s t u r e  bu t  a re  t h e r m a l l y  qui te  s tab le .  The  i n f r a r ed  s p e c t r a  i nd ica t e  
the  @ - c y c l o p e n t a d i e n y l  l igand  and  the  s t rong  b a n d  at  1533 c m  -1 is c h a r a c t e r i s t i c  
o f  7r- o r  @-a l ly l  moie t i e s .  This  is the  first  e x a m p l e  of  such  an  i n t e r ac t i on  in the  
r a re  ear ths .  I t  is no t  c l ea r  w h y  the al lyl  g roup  b o u n d s  in the  7r- fashion in v i ew of  
the  t r - b o n d e d  c o m p l e x e s  d i s c u s s e d  above .  F o r m a l l y  the  o r -bonded  c o m p l e x e s  
have  a c o o r d i n a t i o n  n u m b e r  of  s e v e n  and the  al lyl  c o m p l e x e s  have  a c o o r -  
d ina t i on  n u m b e r  of  eight .  The  so l ids  a re  all b r igh t ly  c o l o r e d  and  u n d e r g o  a c o l o r  
c h a n g e  w h e n  d i s s o l v e d  in T H F .  F o r  e x a m p l e  the  s a m a r i u m  c o m p l e x  is ye l l ow  
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but  gives a burgandy solution. Since this color change does not occur  in benzene 
solutions, this is indicative of adduct  format ion  in solution. 

7.5. Indenyl complexes 

Complexes  of  the indenyl group have been prepared by  Tsutsui  and Gysling 
(1968, 1969) f rom the react ion of the anhydrous  trichlorides with sodium 
indenide in T H F  solution. The compounds  are of the general formula  
R(C9H7)3~OC4H8 (R = La, Sm, Gd, Tb, Dy,  and Yb). The magnetic  moments  of 
the complexes  are normal  and the T H F  can be removed  by  heating under  
vacuum or replaced by  other donor  molecules such as p-dioxane or triphenyl- 
phosphine.  The N M R  spect rum of the lanthanum compound  is similar to that of 
the ionic sodium compound  but the spec t rum of the samar ium compound  was 
interpreted as indicating a decrease in the amount  of  ionic character .  The 
detailed molecular  s tructure of t r i indenylsamarium has now been  determined 
(Atwood et al., 1973) and it is found that the samar ium atom is symmetr ical ly  
coordinated to the f ive-membered  rings of the indenyl sys tems with an average 
S m - C  distance of 2.75 A. The p lacement  of the indenyl moieties is such that the 
angles be tween  the samar ium a tom and the normals  to the planes of  the rings are 
approximate ly  120 °. The rings are bonded in a pentahapto  manner  to the 
samarium and there is no preference  for  bonding to the electron-rich C-1 position 
which indicates that  the bonds are primarily ionic in character .  

7.6. Cyclooctatetraenyl compounds 

Shortly af ter  the preparat ion of uranocene,  Streitwieser and his co-workers  
also prepared K[R(COT)2] (R = Y, La, Ce, Pr, Nd, Sm, Gd, and Tb) by adding a 

TABLE 25.20. 
Cyclooctatetraenyl complexes.* 

Magnetic moment 
Compound Color (B.M.) 

K[Y(CsHs)2] Yellow - 
K[La(C8H8)2] Green - 
K[Ce(CsH8)2] Pale green 1.88 
K[Pr(CsHsh] Yellow-gold 2.84 
K[Nd(CsHs)2] Pale green 2.98 
K[Sm(CsHsh] Brown 1.42 
K[Gd(C8Hsh] Yellow - 
K[Tb(CsHs)2] Yellow-brown 9.86 
[Ce(CsHs)CI.2C4HsO]~. Yellow-green 1.79 
[Pr(CsHs)CI'2C4HsO]2 Pale green 3.39 
[Nd(CsHs)C1-2C4HsO]2 Bright green 3.37 
[Sm(CsHs)CI.2C4HsO]2 Purple 1.36 

*Hodgson et al. (1973). 
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suspension of the anhydrous  trichloride in T H F  to a mixture of  1.5 equivalents 
of KzCOT and 0.5 equivalent of COT dissolved in T H F  (Mares et al., 1970, 1971 ; 
Hodgson  et al., 1973). In addition to the K[R(COT)2] complexes  the compounds  
[R(CsHs)C1.2C4HsO] (R = Ce, Pr, Nd,  and Sm) have also been  prepared.  Al- 
though the europium and yt terbium compounds  could not  be prepared  in this 
way,  the prepara t ion of the corresponding complexes  of these elements  in the 
divalent state by  react ion of the metals with cycloocta te t raene  in liquid ammonia  
had already been repor ted (Hayes  and Thomas ,  1969). The compounds  have  the 
formulae E u C O T  and Y b C O T  and are orange and pink respectively.  They  are 
stable to 500°C, do not sublime even at 10 -3 mm, but  are explosively oxidized by 
air. Their solubility in basic solvents suggests that  complexes  are being formed.  

The biscycloocta te t raene complexes  have  similar propert ies ,  are colored, 
decompose  when heated above  160°C under vacuum,  and do not sublime even at 
1 x 10 -4 mm. However ,  they are thermally stable when heated to 360°C in sealed 
tubes under  one a tmosphere  of  argon. They  are insoluble in CHC13, CC14, and 
hexane,  and are modera te ly  soluble in T H F  and dioxane. The molecular  struc- 
ture of  the cer ium complex has been determined (Hodgson and Raymond,  1972b) 
and is shown in fig. 25.24. The important  feature is the symmetr ic  coordination 
of the two CsH~- rings in a ~r-fashion. The molecular  symmet ry  is very  close to 
Dad. 

The monocyc looc ta te t raene  complexes  are chloride-bridged dimers and have 
physical  propert ies  that are very  similar to the bis-complexes.  The T H F  is slowly 

Fig. 25.24. The structure of the contact ion pair, 
[K(diglyme)][Ce(CsHs)2l. (Reprinted with 
permission from Hodgson, K.O. and K.N. 
Raymond, 1972, lnorg. Chem. 11, 3030-3035.) 
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lost when they are heated under vacuum and this is accompanied by some 
decomposition. The complexes cannot be sublimed at 10 -3 mm and begin to 
decompose as the temperature  is raised to 100°C. The structure o f  
[Ce(C8Hs)Cl'2C4H80]2 consists of two cerium atoms bridged asymmetrically by 
the chlorines (Hodgson and Raymond, 1972a). The C8H8 ring is a planar octagon 
with aromatic C-C bond distances and the coordination is completed by the 
oxygen atoms from the T H F  molecules. 

The chemical and spectral (infrared, NMR, visible-near-infrared, and Raman) 
data confirm that these are highly ionic compounds relative to the analogous 
actinide compounds.  Some slight degree of involvement of the 4f electrons is 
indicated by the presence bands in the visible assigned as ligand to metal charge 
transfer transitions. 

An interesting extension of the chemistry in this field is the preparation of 
mixed cyclopentadiene-cycloocta te t raene complexes (Jamerson et al., 1974) ac- 
cording to the reactions 

K2C8H8 
(CsHs)RC12"3THF THF )' 

(Ln = Y, Sm, Ho, Er) 
NaC5H 5 

[(C8Hs)RCI'2THF]2 THF 

(R = Y, Nd) 

- - - - - - -*  (CsH8)R(CsHs)-THF 

The complexes are exceedingly air sensitive, inflaming on contact  with air. The 
T H F  can be removed by vacuum drying at 1 0  -3  m m  at 50°C. The infrared spectra 
again indicate that the bonding is primarily ionic. The complexes form adducts 
with molecules other than T H F  such as ammonia, pyridine, and cyclo- 
hexylisocyanide. 

More recently the codeposit ion of lanthanide metal atoms, prepared by 
high-temperature vacuum evaporation, with cyclooctatetraene at 77 K has resul- 
ted in the formation of Rz(CsHs)3 (Ely et al., 1976). The neodymium compound 
was purified by  Soxhlet  extraction into T H F  from which bright green crystals of 
[Nd(CsH8)(THFh][Nd(C8Hs)2] grew. The structure of this compound has been 
determined and is given in figure 25.25. The  CsH~- rings clearly demonstrate 
ten-~r-electron aromatic character.  The coordination about the neodymium in 
[Nd(CsHs)(THF)z] + is completed by coordination to at least one of the carbon 
atoms in the neodymium anion and perhaps to as many as three. The two rings in 
[Nd(CsHs)2] are inclined to each other by 8.25 ° and the N d -C  distances in the 
two rings are different, thus giviag rise to the first lanthanide or actinide complex 
in which the M(C8H8)2 unit is asymmetric.  

7.7. Miscellaneous compounds 

The codeposit ion of lanthanide atoms and carbon monoxide in an oxygen 
matrix at liquid helium temperatures leads to a series of carbonyl  complexes 
which from an analysis of the infrared spectra have been assigned the formulae 
R(CO)1-6 (Sheline and Slater, 1975). The ytterbium compounds have distinctly 
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Fig. 25.25. The structure of [Nd(COT)(THF)2I[Nd(COT)2]. (Reprinted with permission from Ely, S.R., 
T.E. Hopkins and C.W. DeKock, 1976, J. Amer. Chem. Soc, 98, 1624-1625.) 

different infrared spectra which was attributed to the lack of one electron for a 
filled set of 4f orbitals. All considerations of bonding and structures at this point 
would be very speculative. 

There have been a few reports of simple lanthanide alkyl and aryl compounds 
(see table 25.i9). The structure of the Lu(CsH9)4 an ion  (CsH9 = 2,6-dimethyl- 
phenyl ion) was discussed earlier (section 3.3). Hart and his co-workers (Hart et 
al., 1970a) have described some trimethyl and triphenyl complexes as well as 
some more complicated compounds of formula LiR(C6Hs)4. There is reasonable 
chemical evidence for the formation of these compounds but more physical and 
spectroscopic data are needed. 

The compound [(~5-CsHs)2YMe2A1Me2] has been prepared by the reaction of 
lithium tetramethylaluminate(III) with [(Y(~5-C~Hs)2C1)2] in toluene at 0°C 
(Ballard and Pearce, 1975). This compound sublimes at 120°C and 0.05 mmHg 
without decomposition. The proposed structure 

"0 5-(C5H5) \ f l-~""x" 1 Y CH3 / CH3 

n ~-(C5H5) / ~ CH3 / / ~ CH3 

is supported by the proton NMR spectrum at -45°C. 
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S y m b o l s  

6, ~, x = deviat ions f rom stoichiometry 
Ea = activation energy 

AG ° =  s tandard free energy 
AGf = free energy of format ion 

F = spectroscopic  electronic energy state 
AH ° = s tandard enthalpy 
AHf = enthalpy of format ion 
Hn  = partial molal enthalpy 

H /M = hydrogen-to-metal  a tom ratio 
K = equilibrium cons tan t  
/z = Bohr  magneton  

PH2 = hydrogen pressure  
AS ° = s tandard entropy 

SH = partial molal ent ropy 

1. Introduction 

A l l  o f  t h e  r a r e  e a r t h  m e t a l s  r e a c t  d i r e c t l y  w i t h  h y d r o g e n  t o  f o r m  d i h y d r i d e s  

a c c o r d i n g  t o  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  r e a c t i o n  

R + H 2 - ~  R H 2 .  ( 26 .1 )  

9.99 
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In addition, most  of the rare eaYths will also form trihydrides. Both the 
dihydrides and trihydrides are normally nonstoichiometric,  usually exhibiting 
very wide existence ranges. The rate at which reaction (26.1) proceeds depends 
upon temperature,  hydrogen pressure, and the condition of the metal surface. In 
some cases, the reaction will occur  at room temperature and low pressures 
(<  1 torr) if the surface is clean (Beavis et  al., 1974; Curzon and Singh, 1975). In 
all cases, however,  the reaction will proceed readily at moderate temperatures 
(100-500°C) and pressures (-< 1 atm of H2). A more detailed discussion of the 
reaction mechanisms is given in section 6. 

Libowitz (1972a) has classified the rare earth hydrides into three groups on the 
basis of their crystal structures. The first group contains the hydrides of the rare 
earths, La, Ce, Pr, Nd, which have a cubic (fluorite-type) dihydride structure. 
They form continuous solid solutions with the trihydrides. (Sc may also be 
included in the first group, although it does not form a trihydride.) Members of 
the second group also have a fluorite-type dihydride structure, but their tri- 
hydrides are hexagonal. This group includes Y, Sm, Gd, Tb, Dy, Ho,  Er, Tm, and 
Lu" The third group consists of only europium and ytterbium dihydrides, which 
have an orthorhombic structure and resemble the alkaline earth hydrides. The 
structures and phase relations of the rare earth hydrides are discussed in detail 
in section 2. 

The nature of the chemical bonding in the transition metal hydrides, in 
general, has been the subject of a great deal of controversy in the past 
(Libowitz, 1965). Hydrogen may be considered a metal, in which case, it would 
form an alloy with the transition metal with electrons from the hydrogen atoms 
occupying the d-band of the transition metal. Therefore ,  the hydrogen would 
exist as screened protons in the metal sublattice of the hydride. Conversely,  
hydrogen may be viewed as the first member of the halogen series needing one 
electron to complete its outer shell. In this case, the hydride would be pre- 
dominantly ionic, consisting of hydrogen anions and metal cations. There are 
experimental data supporting each concept,  although in the case of the rare earth 
hydrides most of the evidence appears to favor the anionic hydrogen model 
(Libowitz, 1972b). The disparity between the two models has been resolved in 
band energy calculations of metal hydrides by Switendick (1971, 1974). The 
behavior of metal hydrides may be correlated with the position of the hydrogen 
energy levels with respect  to the Fermi level of the metal. For the case of the 
rare earth hydrides, the hydrogen energy levels always fall below the Fermi 
energy and, therefore,  the electrons from the hydrogen atoms will occupy such 
energy levels in preference to existing unfilled metallic energy states. 
Consequently,  the rare earth hydrides behave like ionic compounds.  In this 
chapter (particularly section 5) it is more convenient  to discuss the properties of 
the rare earth hydrides in terms of ionic bonding rather than band structure. It 
should be mentioned that the bonding in Eu and Yb hydrides is decidedly more 
ionic; they resemble the alkaline earth hydrides in most of their properties.  This 
is attributed to the stability of the underlying 4f states, since they are fully 
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occupied in the case of Yb and exactly one half occupied (one electron in each 
orbital according to Hund's rule) in the case of Eu. 

The properties and characteristics of the rare earth hydrides have been 
extensively reviewed in the past by Bos and Gayer (1966) and Mueller (1968), 
and the information updated by Libowitz (1972b). Consequently, emphasis will 
be placed on work published subsequent to those dates. 

2. Phase relations and crystal structures 

2.1. Phase relations 

The reaction between hydrogen and the rare earth metals is most conveniently 
illustrated by pressure-composition isotherms such as those shown in fig. 26.1. 
The first ascending branch, AB, of an isotherm in fig. 26.1 (a and b) reflects the 
pressure dependence of the solubility of hydrogen in the metal (a-phase). The 
constant-pressure plateau region, BC corresponds to a two-phase system 
consisting of a saturated solution of hydrogen in the metal and a nonstoi- 
chiometric dihydride phase, MH2-8. The overall composition in the plateau 
region is determined by the relative amounts of the two phases present, but the 
pressure is invariant. When the hydrogen saturated a-phase has been completely 
converted to the dihydride, point C, members of the first group, except scan- 
dium, continue to absorb hydrogen with increasing pressure until a composition 
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near MH3 is reached. This continuous solid solution behavior is indicated by the 
second ascending branch, CD, in fig. 26.1a. The behavior of scandium and 
europium, which do not  form trihydrides, is illustrated by the very rapidly rising 
portion of the isotherm in fig. 26.1a, CD', which indicates a limiting composition 
of ScH2 and EuH2. The second group of rare earth hydrides displays a much 
narrower range of solid solutions as shown by the ascending portion, CD, in fig. 
26.1b; the solid solution region is followed by a second plateau region, DE, 
where the nonstoichiometric di- and tri-hydrides coexist. The final asceiiding 
part of the isotherm in fig. 26.1b, EF, shows the dependence of hydrogen 
pressure on composition of the nonstoichiometric trihydride. The regions of 
rapidly rising pressures in the middle and right-hand side of fig. 26.1 represent  
single-phase hydride regions. 

A schematic generalized phase diagram for rare earth-hydrogen systems is 
shown in fig. 26.2. The two-phase cubic + hexagonal region does not occur in 
systems where the rare earth dihydrides form continuous solid solutions with 
their trihydrides; in those cases the cubic hydride phase field extends to 
H/M = 3. The actual positions of the phase boundaries depend on the particular 
metal-hydrogen system involved, as well as the temperature.  Room temperature 
existence ranges of the rare earth hydrides are summarized in table 26.1. 

The rare earth metals undergo phase changes at elevated temperatures and the 
simple phase diagram of fig. 26.2 consequently becomes much more complex at 
higher temperatures.  The complexity is illustrated in figs. 26:3, 26.4 and 26.5. In 
the lanthanum-hydrogen system, the face centered cubic to body centered cubic 
transition in the metal at 860°C leads to an additional two-phase region as shown in 
fig. 26.3. (Peterson and Straatmann, 1966). In the neodymium-hydrogen system, 
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the phase  t ransi t ion in the metal  at 862°C is f rom hexagona l  to b o d y  cen te red  
cubic,  which  again results  in an addit ional  two-phase  region as seen in fig. 26.4 
(Pe te r son  et al., 1971). The metal-r ich in termedia te  phase,  % obse rved  be tween  
680-880°C could  no t  be posi t ively  identified by  X- ray  diffraction, but  appears  to 
b e  well es tabl ished by other  measuremen t s .  The  c e r i u m - h y d r o g e n  phase  
d iagram,  fig. 26.5 (L ibowi tz  and Pack ,  1967), shows  a peri tectic point  at about  
1010°C result ing f rom the fac t  tha t  cer ium melts at 795°C. 

Recent ly ,  Mintz  et  al. (1974) repor ted  that  n e o d y m i u m  tr ihydride,  NdH3 ~, 
samples prepared  at or be low 350°C have  a hexagonal  s t ructure  (a0 = 3 .84A,  
Co = 6.80 A) similar to the hexagona l  t r ihydrides  of  the heavier  rare earths.  If  this 
phase  is hea ted  above  - 3 0 0 ° C  it t r ans forms  to the f.c.c, n e o d y m i u m  hydr ide ,  
and it retains the cubic  s t ructure  when  cooled  d o w n  again. 

2.2. Crystal structures 

The fluorite type s t ructure ,  c o m m o n  to the first and second  group of  rare  ear th  
hydr ides ,  consis ts  o f  a f ace -cen te red  cubic metal  sub-latt ice with h y d r o g e n  
a toms  si tuated in the te t rahedral  sites. Thus  the ideal s t ructure  co r r e sponds  to 
MH2, but  due to h y d r o g e n  vacanc ies  (on te t rahedral  sites) or interstitial 
h y d r o g e n  a toms in oc tahedra l  sites both  negat ive and posi t ive devia t ions  f r o m  
s to ich iomet ry  are obse rved ,  i.e. MH2_+8. An  ear ly  neu t ron  diffract ion s tudy by  
Hol ley  et al. (1955) on Cell2 and CED2.48 establ ished that  in Cell2 the h y d r o g e n  
a toms  were  in te t rahedral  sites, and in CED2.48, the deuter ium a toms  in excess  of  
those  required to fill the te t rahedral  sites were  statist ically distr ibuted in the 
oc tahedra l  sites of  the fluorite s t ructure .  The  fluorite s t ructure  was  also 
conf i rmed for  TbD2 and HoD2 by neu t ron  diffract ion measu remen t s  by Cox  et al. 

TABLE 26.1 
Estimated existence ranges of rare earth hydrides 

Group I Group II Grouo III 
Fluorite FluOrite Hexagonal Orthorhombic 

L a H  1.95_3 a YH 1.90_2.23 b* YH2.77_3 b* EuH Ls6_2 c 
C e r t E s _ 3  d S m H  1.92_2.55 b SMH2.59_3 b YbH~.sc~2 e 
PrH ~.9_3 b GdH 1.8_2.3 f GdH 2.85_3 f 
NdHt.9_3 b TbHi.90_2.15 b TbH2.sI_3 b 

DyH 1.9_s_z.os b DyH2.86_3 b 
HOHl.95 2.24 b HoH2.95_3 g 
ErHt.86_2.13 h ErH2.97_3 i 
TmH~.99_2.4~ b TmH2.76_3 b 
Lull 1.85_2.23 b LuH2.Ts_3 b 

*X-ray studies by Lundin and Blackledge (1962) indicate somewhat 
narrower existence range, aMulford and Holley (1955); bpebler and 
Wallace (1962); cZanowick and Wallace (1962); dStreck and Dialer 
(1960); eMesser et al. (1967); fSturdy and Mulford (1956); gPerkins and 
Lundin (1968); hSingh et al. (1976); ~Lundin (1968a). 
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(1963). Kar imov  et al. (1967) in a neutron diffraction study of CeD3 repor ted  that 
the deuterium a toms were located in the tetrahedral  and octahedral  sites of the 
face centered cubic metal  lattice. All available sites are filled at this composit ion.  

More recent  neutron diffraction work by Cheetham and Fender  (1972) on 
CeD2.0, CeD2A5 and CED2.75 and by Ti tcomb et al. (1974) on CED2.29, CeD2.sb 
LAD2.30, and PrDz.37 have  revealed some additional structural features.  For  CeD2.0 
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the data indicated no significant deviations from the perfect  fluorite structure as 
had been suggested from NMR measurements  by Schreiber and Cotts (1963) on 
LaH2.0o. In LaHz00, Schreiber and Cotts found that 2~% of the tetrahedral sites 
are vacant and that those hydrogen atoms are to be found in the octahedral 
positions. Cheetham and Fender  (1972) suggested that there might be a real 
difference between these two hydride systems or that small levels of oxygen 
impurities were present  in the LaH2.00 sample causing blocking of a relatively 
large number of hydrogen sites (Kofstad et al., 1959). However ,  it would be 
thermodynamically impossible for CeD2.0 to have a perfect  fluorite structure; at 
any temperature above absolute zero, there must be a finite concentrat ion of 
lattice defects (in,this case, predominantly hydrogen vacancies and interstitials). 
Libowitz and Lightstone (1967) calculated intrinsic defect  concentrations in 
some rare earth dihydrides from thermodynamic data. For  cerium dihydride, 
they found about 2 to 5% defects in the temperature range 300-800°C. Ex- 
trapolation to room temperature yields an intrinsic defect  concentrat ion of about 
0.2%, which is far too low to be detected in any neutron diffraction experiment.  
Oxygen and other impurities certainly could enhance the apparent  defect  
concentrat ion as suggested by Kofs tad et al. (1959). Additional evidence that 
octahedral sites are being occupied by hydrogen atoms before all the tetrahedral 
sites are filled, is the sharp increase in entropy from Cell1.9 to Cell2.0 (section 
3.2), the rapid rise in resistivity in the same composition range (section 5.1), and 
peaks observed in inelastic neutron scattering (section 7.1) which are due to 
hydrogen vibrations in octahedral sites. 

In CED2.29, LaD2.3o and PrD2.37, Titcomb et al. (1974) found evidence for small 
displacements of deuterium atoms from both the tetrahedral and octahedral  
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positions and an increase in the number of octahedral interstitial deuterium 
atoms formed at the expense of vacant tetrahedral sites. The tetrahedral oc- 
cupancy number varies between 1.96 and 1.87 leading to an intrinsic disorder; in 
a perfect fluorite structure the occupancy number would, of course, be 2.00. The 
rare earth atoms are displaced very slightly from those of the fluorite structure, 
but the displacement is not large enough to produce observable superlattice 
reflections in X-ray patterns. It is interesting to note, however, that Libowitz et 
al. (1972) observed a tetragonal distortion in CED2.75 by X-ray measurements 
below -252  K (section 5.3). Titcomb et al. (1974) proposed a partially ordered 
tetragonal superstructure for CeDz.29. Because of the higher degree of intrinsic 
disorder at increasing hydrogen contents, the octahedral hydrogen atoms became 
completely disordered at CeD25, in agreement with the work of Holley et al. 
(1955). The data of Titcomb et al. (1974) suggested that intrinsic disorder was 
greatest in LAD2+8 and least in PrD2+8. 

Somenkov et al. (1975) have used neutron diffraction methods to study 
another kind of ordering in cerium trihydride, i.e., the distribution of hydrogen 
isotopes in octahedral and tetrahedral positions in CeDzH in the temperature 
range 4.2-300 K. It was shown that atoms of the light isotope occupy 0ctahedral 
sites in the face centered cubic lattice with a higher probability than that 
predicted by random distribution, and that the probability increased with 
decreasing temperature. This kind of ordering is due to a decrease in local 
vibrational energy as the light atom jumps into an octahedral site. 

The structure of the hexagonal trihydride phase has been determined in a 
neutron diffraction study of HoD3 by Mansmann and Wallace (1964). Earlier 
X-ray diffraction studies by Pebler and Wallace (1962) had been indexed on the 
basis of a simple hexagonal close-packed metal lattice. In the actual structure the 
a0 parameter is 3 times th~t of the hexagonal close-packed cell as determined by 
X-rays. The deuterium atoms are situated in tetrahedral and octahedral sites, but 
slightly displaced from the ideal positions in order to provide the required space. 
The other hexagonal rare earth trihydrides are presumably isostructural with 
HoH3 although small deviations of atomic parameters are possible (Mansmann 
and Wallace, 1964). 

X-ray studies (Korst and Warf, 1956) of europium and ytterbium dihydrides 
have shown that these hydrides have an orthorhombic structure similar to that 
found in the alkaline earth dihydrides. Recent values of the lattice parameters 
are listed in table 26.2. There have been no neutron studies of europium or 
ytterbium dihydrides, but the hydrogen positions may be deduced from ortho- 
rhombic calcium deuteride, which presumably is isostructural with these hydrides 
and has recently been studied by neutron diffraction (Andresen et al., 1977). 
Ytterbium under high hydrogen pressure also forms a face centered cubic 
hydride of limiting composition YbHz55 with a0 = 5.192 i~ (Waft and Hardcastle, 
1966). A second "metastable" face centered cubic phase with a0 = 5.253 A was 
observed when YbH2.55 was partially decomposed followed by rapid quenching. 
Messer and Gianoukas (1968) reported formation of both of these cubic phases 
on heating the orthorhombic dibydride above 125°C; all three phases were found 
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TABLE 26.2 

Lat t ice  parameters  of rare ear th  hydrides. 

Parameters  Parameters  

Hydride  Structure (,~) Ref. Hydride  Structure (,~) Ref. 

ScH2 f.c.c, a : 4.783 a 
LaH2 f.c.c, a = 5.663 b LaH3 f.c.c, a = 5.604 b 

Cell2 f.c.c, a = 5.580 c Cell3 f.c.c, a = 5.539 
PrH2 f.c.c, a = 5.515 ~ PrH3 f.c.c, a = 5.4861 c 

NdH2 f.c.c, a = 5.469 c NdH3 f.c.c, a = 5.421 c 
YH2 f.c.c, a = 5.205 d YH3 hex a = 3.6722 d 

c = 6.659 
SmH2 f.c.c, a = 5.363 e SmH3 hex a = 3.7822 d 

C = 6.779 
GdH2 f.c.c, a = 5.303 f GdH3 hex a = 3.73 f 

c = 6.71 
TbH2 f.c.c, a = 5.246 d TbH3 hex a = 3.7002 d 

C = 6.658 
DyH2 f.c.c, a = 5.201 d DyH3 hex a = 3.6712 d 

c = 6.615 
HoH2 f.c.c, a = 5.165 ~ HoH3 hex a = 3.642 d 

C = 6.560 
ErH2 f.c.c, a = 5.123 d ErH3 hex a = 3.621 d 

c = 6.526 
TmH2 f.c.c, a = 5.090 d TmH3 hex a = 3.5992 d 

C = 6.489 
LUll2 f.c.c, a = 5.033 d Lull3 hex a = 3.5582 d 

c - 6.443 

EuH2 ortho, a = 6.254 
b = 3.806 
c = 7.212 

YbH2 ortho, a = 5.904 g YbH255 f.c.c, a = 5.192 g 
b = 3.580 
c = 6.794 

~The latt ice parameter  is a l inear funct ion of H/M. Values listed are extrapolated to H/M = 3. 
2H/M>2.90 .  aHardcastle and Warf  (1966); bGoon (1959); CKorst and Warf (1966); dPebler and 
Wallace (1962); eHaschke and Clark (1975); fSturdy and Mulford (1956); gWarf and Hardcast le  (1966). 

i n  t h e  r a n g e  2 5 0 ° C  t o  6 0 0 ° C .  A c o r r e s p o n d i n g  h i g h e r  h y d r i d e  o f  e u r o p i u m  c o u l d  

n o t  b e  p r e p a r e d  w h e n  e u r o p i u m  w a s  e x p o s e d  t o  3 3 - 6 l a t i n  o f  h y d r o g e n  a n d  

t e m p e r a t u r e s  r a n g i n g  f r o m  3 0 0 - 5 0 0 ° C  ( H a r d c a s t l e  a n d  W a f t ,  1966) .  

L a t t i c e  p a r a m e t e r s  f o r  a l l  t h e  r a r e  e a r t h  d i -  a n d  t r i h y d r i d e s  a r e  p r e s e n t e d  i n  

t a b l e  26 .2 .  L a t t i c e  p a r a m e t e r s  o f  t h e  c o r r e s p o n d i n g  d e u t e r i d e s  a r e  u s u a l l y  a f e w  

t e n t h s  o f  a p e r c e n t  s m a l l e r .  

3. Thermodynamic properties 

T h e r m o d y n a m i c  p r o p e r t i e s  o f  t h e  r a r e  e a r t h  h y d r i d e s  a r e  u s u a l l y  o b t a i n e d  

f r o m  m e a s u r e m e n t s  o f  h y d r o g e n  p r e s s u r e s  i n  e q u i l i b r i u m  w i t h  h y d r i d e s  o f  
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varying composition as a function of temperature ( p - c - T  measurements).  The 
relationship between standard free energy, A G  °, and equilibrium constant,  K, for 
a chemical reaction may be written 

A G  ° = A H  ° -  T A S  ° = - R T  In K. (26.2) 

For  reaction (26.1), K = 1~PHi, and eq. (26.2) becomes 

AGf  = A H f -  T A S f  = R T  In PH2 (26.3) 

where PH2 is the hydrogen pressure in equilibrium with the hydride phase and 
AGf, AHf, and ASf are the free energy, enthalpy, and entropy of formation of the 
dihydride. Since the rare earth hydrides are normally nonstoichiometric,  it is 
more convenient  to define these thermodynamic quantities per mole of 
hydrogen,  rather than per mole of hydride. Equation (26.3) may be re-written: 

In PH2 = ( A H f / R T )  - ( A S f / R ) .  (26.4) 

If In PH2 is plotted against reciprocal temperature for pressures in the first 
plateau regions of fig. 26.1, a straight line is obtained whose slope will yield the 
enthalpy of formation, AHf ,  of the nonstoichiometric (hydrogen-deficient) di- 
hydride from hydrogen saturated rare earth metal. The corresponding entropy of 
formation, ASf, is obtained from the intercept. These plateau pressures are 
referred to as the dissociation pressures of the dihydrides at each temperature.  
Similar plots at any given composition in the solid solution regions to the left and 
right of the pressure plateaus of fig. ,26.1a yield values for the partial molal 
enthalpies and entropies of hydrogen in the metal phase and in the hydride 
phase, respectively. For the case of the hydrides which form a hexagonal 
trihydride phase, the use of eq. (26.4) in the second plateau region yields 
enthalpies and entropies of formation of the hydrogen-deficient trihydride from 
the non-stoichiometric (hydrogen excess) dihydride. 

3.1. Dihydrides 

The enthalpies and entropies of formation of the (hydrogen-deficient) di- 
hydrides as obtained from the application of eq. (26.4) to the experimental  data 
are tabulated in table 26.3. The values shown are in many cases averages of two 
or more investigations. In some cases, previously cited values (Mueller, 1968) 
were rejected because they were out of line with two or more subsequent 
studies, or because the authors felt that some recent  investigations were more 
reliable. For almost all metal hydrides, eq. (26.4) yields a straight line over  wide 
temperature ranges (Libowitz, 1965). A typical log PI~2 vs l I T  curve is illustrated 
for the case of lutetium dihydride in fig. 26.6 where it can be seen that a straight 
line is obtained over a 400 ° temperature range. The lower-limit composit ion of 
the dihydride phase also changes with temperature in all these hydride systems 
as illustrated in fig. 26.1a. Therefore ,  A H f  and ASf  are generally independent  of 
temperature and composit ion over the ranges studied. In the case of yttrium 
dihydride, the large differences in the values of A H f  and ASf  between the two 
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TABLE 26.3 
Thermodynamic properties of rare earth dihydrides as calculated from dissociation 

pressure data. 
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-AHf -ASf -AGf(298 K) 
Dihydride (kcal/mole H2) (cal/mole Hz/deg) (kcal/mole H2) Ref. 

Sc 48.0 34.8 37.6 a 
Y(< 900°C) 54.3 34.9 43.9 b 
Y(> 900°C) 44.4 27.1 __ c 
La 49.6 35.7 39.0 d.e 
Ce 49.3 35.6 38.7 e'f'g 
Pr 49.8 35.0 39.4 ..h 
Nd 50.5 34.8 40.1 
Sm 48.2 32.6 38.5 ~.i 
Gd 46.9 31.7 37.5 i.k.L.m 
Tb 50.9 33.8 40.8 h.m 
Dy 52.7 35.8 42.0 h.m 
Ho 54.0 36.7 43.0 h.n 
Er 53.5 36.3 42.7 h.i.o.p 
Tm 53.8 36.3 43.0 h 
Yb 43.3 33.4 33.3 q 
LU 49.5 36.3 38.7 h.m 

aLiebermann and Wahlbeck (1965); byannopoulos et al. (1965); CLundin and 
Blackledge (1962); ~Mulford and Holley (1955); eKorst and Waft (1966); fFadayev 
and Izhvanov (1973); gLundin (1966); bJones et al. (1964),,]; iMulford (1958); J Jones et 
al. (1966); kSturdy and Mulford (1956); ~Libowitz and:Pack ~ (1969a); mMcQuillan 
(1976); nPerkins and Lundin (1968); °Lundin (1968a); PMaurin (1965); qMesser et al. 
(1967). 

d i f ferent  inves t iga t ions  as shown  in table 26.3, have  been  a t t r ibu ted  (Blackledge,  
1968) to expe r imen ta l  error  ra ther  than  to the different  t empera tu re  ranges  over  
which  the s tudies  were  pe r fo rmed .  H o w e v e r ,  F a d a y e v  (1972) has shown  that  
there were  indeed  inf lect ions  in the log PH2 vs I/T l ines in the range 770-920°C. 
Fur the r ,  his da ta  agreed wi th  those of Y a n n o p o u l o s  et al. (1965) be low 900°C and 
with those of L u n d i n  and Blackledge (1962) above  900°C. 

The  free energy  of fo rmat ion ,  A'Gf (298 K), is an ind ica t ion  of the s tabi l i ty  of a 
hydride.  The  rare ear th  hydr ides  are among  the mos t  s table of the t rans i t ion  
metal  hydr ides  (Libowitz ,  1972b). F r o m  the data  show n  in table 26.3, there does  
no t  appear  to be any  p r o n o u n c e d  t rend  in hydr ide  stabil i ty wi th in  the l an than ide  
series,  a l though the hydr ides  of the metals  in the range Dy through T m  appear  
more  stable than  the o ther  l an than ide  hydr ides .  YbH2 has a cons ide rab ly  lower  
(absolute)  free ene rgy  of fo rma t ion  because  its bond ing  (ionic) is bas ica l ly  
different  f rom the other  rare  ear th  d ihydr ides .  There  is no t h e r m o d y n a m i c  data  
avai lable  for  EuHz, bu t  for  the same reason  it should have  a lower  (absolute)  
va lue  of AGf. 

The  stabil i t ies of hydr ides  are usua l ly  greater  than  the co r r e spond ing  deu-  
ter ides or trit ides. This  is i l lustrated by  the more  negat ive  va lues  of the free 
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Fig. 26.6. Logar i thm of dissociat ion pressure  vs 
reciprocal temperature  for lutet ium dihydride 
(taken f rom McQuillan, 1976). 

energies of formation of the hydrides (table 26.3) as compared with those of the 
deuterides given in table 26.4. The greater stability of the hydride (more negative 
value for AGe) is usually attributed to two factors (Libowitz, 1965). The greater 
strength of the hydrogen-metal bond (as compared to the deuterium-metal bond) 
leads to a more negative value for AHf. Also, the higher absolute entropy of 
deuterium over hydrogen gas will yield a more negative value for ASf of the 
deuteride. However, for the rare earth hydrides, ASf (hydride) is more negative 
than ASf (deuteride) as seen by comparison of tables 26.3 and 26.4. This may be 
explained by the higher vibrational frequency of hydrogen in the hydride (as 

TABLE 26.4 
The rmodynamic  propert ies of  rare ear th deuterides.  

-AHf --ASf -zlGf(298 K) Ref.  
Dihydride (kcal/mole H2) (cal/mole Hz/deg) (kcal/mole H2) (see table 26.3) 

YD2(< 900°C) 51.7 33.2 41.8.  h 
LaD2 46.5 33.1 36.6 ° 
CeD2 46.3 33.5 36.3 e 
PrD2 48.0 33.7 38.0 h 
TbD2 49.6 33.6 39.6 h 
DyDz 52.2 35.0 41.8 h 
HoD2 52.8 36.3 42.0 h., 
ErDz 52.6 35.9 41.9 h, Lundin  (1968b) 
TmD2 51.5 36.2 40.7 h 
LuD:  47.3 31.5 37.9 h 
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compared to deuterium in the deuteride), and hence a lower value of the 
absolute entropy of the hydride (see Libowitz,  1965, p. 58). Consequently,  the 
greater stabilities of the rare earth hydrides are mainly due to the larger negative 
values of AH~ (hydride). 

In order to obtain thermodynamic properties of hydride composit ions other 
than the hydrogen-deficient dihydride phase (which is normally in equilibrium 
with the metal phase), it is necessary to use partial molal quantities of hydrogen 
in the hydride, as illustrated for the calculation of enthalpy in the following 
expression: 

ZlHf(MH2+x) = ½(2 - 8)ZIHf(MH2_~) + /-IH dr, (26.5) 
J 2 - 8  

where zIHf(MH2+x) is the enthalpy of formation of the hydride (per mole of 
hydride) at any hydrogen to metal ratio, 2 + x, zIHf(MH2_8) is the enthalpy of 
formation of the hydrogen-deficient dihydride (the values shown in table 26.3), 
/-IH is the partial molal enthalpy of solution per mole of H2, and dr  is the change 
in hydrogen-to-metal  ratio. 

The use of eq. (26.5) may be illustrated for the case of cerium hydride. From 
calorimetric measurements ,  Sieverts and Gotta  (1928) obtained a value of 
-56 .8  kcal/mole hydride for the enthalpy of formation CeH2.69. To calculate a 
value from dissociation pressure measurements ,  the partial molal enthalpies of 
hydrogen in cerium hydride as a function of the H/Ce ratio shown in fig. 26.7 can 
be used in eq. (26.5). The area under the curve from H/Ce = 1.89 to H/Ce -- 2.69 
represents the term under the integral sign. One half this value 
( -8 .4kca l /mole  H2) is added to (1.89/2)zlHf(CeH1.89) [= (1.89/2)(-49.3)1, and a 
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Fig. 26.7.,Partial molal enthalpies of hydrogen in 
d~hydride. Q, Streck and Dialer (1960); C), cerium 

Hardcastle and Warf (1966); ×, Lundin (1966). 
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value of -55 .0  kcal/mole hydride is obtained for A n f ( f e H 2 . 6 9 ) ,  which is in fairly 
good agreement with the calorimetric value. 

Sieverts and Gotta  (1928) also obtained a calorimetric value of 
-56.1 kcal/mole for the enthalpy of formation of PrH2.s4. Using the partial molal 
enthalpies determined by Messer and Park (1972) in eq. (26.5), a value of 
-57 .2  kcal/mole is calculated from dissociation pressure data, which is in very 
good agreement  with the calorimetric value. (The values for partial molal 
quantities given by Messer and Park are actually per gram-atom of hydrogen 
although they are labeled per mole.) 

3.2. Trihydrides 

The enthalpies of formation of the stoichiometric trihydrides of the first group 
of r a re  earths (La through Nd) also may be calculated from eq. (26.5) by 
integrating the last term up to H/M = 3. Using fig. 26.7 for cerium hydride, the 
partial molal quantity data of Hardcastle and Waft  (1966) and Messer and Hung 
(1968) for lanthanum hydride, and Messer and Park (1972) for  praseodymium 
and neodymium hydrides along with the data in table 26.3, the values for  AHf 
shown in table 26.5 were calculated. Within the uncertainty of the data and the 
calculations therefrom, the value for AHf is approximately the same, 
- 5 8  kcal/mole, for  all four trihydrides. 

Partial molal entr.opies of cerium hydride as a function of r as calculated from 
the data of Lundin (1966), Streck and Dialer (1960), and Hardcast le  and Warf 
(1966) are shown in fig. 26.8. The minimum in the curve at about  H/Ce = 2 is 
probably due to a maximum in the configurational entropy at this composition 
since hydrogen atoms enter the octahedral interstices in the rare earth dihydrides 
before all the tetrahedral sites are occupied (see section 2.2). Therefore ,  there is 
disorder in both the tetrahedral and octahedral sublattices near the stoi- 
chiometric dihydride composition. 

An equation equivalent to eq. (26.5) c a n  be written for the entropy of a cubic 
trihydride 

ASf(MH3) = ½(2 - 8)ASf(MH2_8)+ -~ f23_~ Sn dr. (26.6) 

For  cerium hydride, the last term in eq. (26.6) is obtained from the area under 

TABLE 26.5 
Thermodynamic properties of cubic rare earth trihy- 

drides. 

zaHf(kcal/mole) ASf(cal/deg.mole) 

LaH3 - 58.9 - 49.1 
Cell3 -57.5 -48.5 
PrH3 -58.3 -48.1 
NdH3 -58.3 -46.5 
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Fig. 26.8. Partial molal entropies of 
hydrogen in cerium dihydride. @, Streck 
and Dialer (1960); O, Lundin (1966); [], 
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the curve in fig. 26.8. The resulting value for the entropy of formation of Cell3 is 
-48.5 cal/deg mole. In a similar manner, the entropies of formation of LaH3, 
PrH3, and NdH3 can be calculated from the partial molal entropy data of 
Hardcastle and Warf (1966), Messer and Hung (1968), and Messer and Park 
(1972) and the values of zISf(MH2_8) listed in table 26.3. Although t h e d a t a  for 
the other three hydrides are not as extensive as for cerium hydride, the values of 
zlSf for the trihydrides calculated from estimated values of Sr~ are shown in table 
26.5. 

It should be mentioned that since the hydrogen solubility of hydrogen in the 
metal phase is relatively low, the contribution from the enthalpies (and entro- 
pies) of solution 9f hydrogen in the metal phase is neglected. For completeness, 
however, eqs. (26.5) and (26.6) should include a term containing the partial molal 
enthalpy (and entropy) of hydrogen in the metal phase. 

The thermodynamic properties of the hexagonal trihydrides (Sm, Gd, Tb, Dy, 
Ho, Er, Tm, Lu) could be calculated from a modification of eqs. (26.5) and (26.6) 
as follows: 

- -  1 f 2 + x  
AHf(MH3) ½(2 8)AHt(MH2_~) + /-I~ dr  +½(i ~)AHf(MH3_,) 2 j 2 - 8  - -  X - -  

] / , -  3 __ 

+ ~ J3-, H2 dr, (26.7) 

where /~l is the partial molal enthalpy in  the composition region ranging from 
the hydrogen-rich side of the first plateau ( 2 - 8 )  to the hydrogen-poor side of 
the second plateau ( 2 + x )  in fig. 26.1b. H2 is the partial molal enthalpy in the 
region from the hydrogen-rich side of the second plateau (i.e. the hydrogen- 
deficient trihydride) to H/M = 3. AH~(MH3_,) is the enthalpy of formation of the 
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hydrogen-deficient trihydride from the hydrogen-rich dihydride (MH2+x). An 
equation similar to eq. (26.7) can be written for the entropy of formation of the 
trihydride. The values of AHf(MH3_,) and ASf(MH3_~)as determined by van't  
Hoff  plots of the logarithm of the second plateau pressure vs reciprocal 
temperature are listed in table 26.6 for a few hexagonal hydrides where data are 
available. The values for samarium and gadolinium trihydrides were estimated 
from rather sparse data. Also listed in the table are enthalpy values for the 
transition MH2_n ~--MH3 , [including the reported (section 2.1) low temperature 
hexagonal neodymium hydride phase] as obtained by Mintz et al. (1976) from 
DTA curves. The agreements between the two sets of AH values are excellent 
for Ho and Er, and also are satisfactory for Sm and Gd in view of the 
uncertainty in the values obtained from van ' t  Hoff  plots of dissociation pressure 
data. 

Values for/-I~ for these hydrides can be obtained from data in the references 
shown and from Lundin and Blackledge (1962) for YH2 and Libowitz and Pack 
(1969a) for  GdH2. However ,  because of the high pressures involved, there are no 
data available to calculate/-I2 in eq. (26.7). 

3.3. Specific heat data 

Thermodynamic  quantities may be computed from specific heat data using the 
following relations: 

Sgr = (Cf lT)  d T  (26.8) 

and 

f0 T H ~ -  H~ = C, dT  (26.9) 

where S~ and H~ are the absolute entropy and enthalpy, respectively at 
temperature,  T, and Cp is the specific heat. The values of these quantities at 
298 K have been computed from measurements  of specific heat as a function of 
temperature for  the hydrides and deuterides of yttrium, and the dihydrides of 
La, Ce, Pr, Nd, and Dy using eqs. (26.8) and (26.9); they are listed in table 26.7. 
Also listed in the table are the entropies of formation, ASf, at 298 K as computed 
from the absolute entropy of the hydride, S ° . 

ASf(298) = S ° -  SM -- SH2. 

The values for the absolute entropy of the metal, SM, at 298 K were obtained 
from Kelly and King (1961) and a value of 31.2 cal/deg mole was used for the 
entropy of hydrogen gas, SH2. Where data were available, the entropies of 
formation also were computed for the stoichiometric dihydride using eq. (26.6) 
and the values obtained from dissociation pressure data (table 26.5). Except  for 
YH2, the agreement between the two methods of calculating zlSt is fairly good. 
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TABLE 26.6 
Enthalpies and entropies of formation of hydrogen-deficient hexagonal rare 

earth trihydrides from hydrogen-rich dihydrides. 

315 

- A H  - A S  Ref. 
Trihydride (kcal/mole H2) (cal/deg/mole H2) (see table 26.3) 

Y 21.5 33.3 b 
Sm 25 (est.) 42 (est.) r 

Sm 18 
Gd 12 (est.) 18 (est.) k 
Gd 22 
Tb 23 s 
Dy 22 s 
Ho 18.7 28.6 " 
Ho 18 s 
Er 19.8 30.1 o 
Er 20 s 
Tm 26 
Lu 25 

rMesser and Park (1972); SMintz et al. (1976). 

TABLE 26.7 
Thermodynamic properties of rare earth hydrides from specific heat measurements at 

298 K. 

H ° -  H~ S ° -ASf (cal/deg mole) 

Hydride (cal/mole) (cal/deg mole) (from S ° value) (from eq. (26.6)) Ref. 

YH2 1403 9.18 
YD2 1659 10.29 
YH3 1613 10.02 
YD3 2025 12.03 
LaH2 1810 12.35 
Cell2 1776 13.33 
PrH2 1832 13.57 
NdH2 1882 14.08 
DyHz 1853 15.45 

33.0 38.4 a 
b 35.3 

47.8 - -  a 
50.9 
32.5 35.4 c 
34.5 34.7 c 
35.2 35.3 
34.6 34.4 c 
33.7 

aFlotow et al. (1962); bFlotow et al. (1963); CBieganski (1972); dBieganski and Opyrchal 
(1972). 

4. Magnetic properties 

M a g n e t i c  p r o p e r t i e s  o f  t h e  r a r e  e a r t h  h y d r i d e s  a r e  s u m m a r i z e d  a n d  c o m p a r e d  

w i t h  t h e  p r o p e r t i e s  o f  t h e  r a r e  e a r t h  m e t a l s  in  t a b l e  26.8.  T h e  d e c r e a s e  in  

m a g n e t i c  s u s c e p t i b i l i t y  o f  t h e  m e t a l  o n  h y d r i d e  f o r m a t i o n ,  w h i c h  is c h a r a c t e r i s t i c  

o f  m o s t  t r a n s i t i o n  m e t a l  h y d r i d e s  ( L i b o w i t z ,  1965, 1972b) ,  o c c u r s  o n l y  in t h e  
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heavier rare earth metals (Gd to Tm) including yttrium. The lighter rare earths, 
Ce, Pr, Nd, and Sm show essentially no change in magnetic susceptibility on 
hydride formation. The lanthanum-hydrogen system, which has no f electrons, 
exhibits the susceptibilitY behavior to be expected if the trihydride is ionic. The 
paramagnetic susceptibility decreases on formation of the dihydride, and the 
trihydride is diamagnetic. 

The fact that the effective magnetic moments do not change on hydride 
formation establishes that the f electrons in the rare earth metals do not take 
part in chemical bonding with hydrogen. However, the decrease in magnetic 
ordering with hydride formation in every case indicates that it is the conduction 
band electrons which are removed during reaction of the metal with hydrogen. 
Since magnetic interactions between the paramagnetic ions in the rare earth 
metals are transmitted via conduction electrons, the substantial decrease in 
magnetic ordering temperatures on hydride formation may be explained by a 
suppression of these interactions due to removal of the conduction band 
electrons to more localized energy states (Wallace, 1972). The decrease in Weiss 
constant is also indicative of decreased magnetic ordering. 

Most of the rare earth hydrides are antiferromagnetic (except EuH2, see 
below). However, neodymium dihydride appears to exhibit ferrimagnetic order- 
ing. Kubota and Wallace (1963a) reported a Curie temperature of 9.5 K on the 
basis of magnetic susceptibility measurements. More recent specific heat 
measurement (Bieganski et al., 1975a) and NMR studies (Kopp and Schreiber, 
1967b) both indicate a magnetic ordering transition at 6.2 K. The Weiss constants 
obtained from the magnetic susceptibility measurements ( -30 K) and the NMR 
studies (4 K) differ by a greater amount. 

In the case of terbium dihydride, Bieganski et al. (1975b) observed no specific 
heat anomaly corresponding to the ordering at 40 K obtained by Wallace et al. 
(1963) in susceptibility measurements. However, a sharp specific heat anomaly 
was observed at 10 K, which Bieganski et al. (1975b) interpreted as the N6el 
temperature since it agreed with their susceptibility data indicating antifer- 
romagnetic ordering at about 18K. Bieganski et al. (1975c) also observed 
somewhat lower magnetic ordering temperatures in DyH2 than the value of 8 K 
obtained by Kubota and Wallace (1963b). Actually, Bieganski et al. (1975c) 
observed two specific heat anomalies at 3.3 and 4.5 K. They attributed the lower 
one to antiferromagnetic ordering, but the higher temperature anomaly appears 
to be in better agreement with the value of 5 K obtained by Hubbard et al. 
(1964). In DyH3, Hubbard et al. (1964) observed slightly positive Weiss constants 
and large variations of N6el temperature with magnetic field. They suggested 
that the magnetic ordering in DyH3 involved a complicated spin structure rather 
than simple antiferromagnetism. This appears to be corroborated by neutron 
diffraction studies (Pickart, 1968) indicating a spiral magnetic structure in DyH3. 

As discussed earlier, europium and ytterbium differ from the other rare earth 
hydrides because of their more stable +2 oxidation state. Therefore, the 
magnetic moment of europium dihydride (7/x) is closer to the theoretical value 
for the Eu 2+ state (7.94/z) than the Eu 3+ state (zero). Because of the seven 
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unpaired f electron spins in Eu 2+, it is strongly magnetic. As seen in table 26.8, 
EuH2 becomes ferromagnetic at 25 K. 

On the other hand, because of its closed electronic configuration, YbH2 should 
be diamagnetic. Measurements by Wallace et al. (1963) and Warf and Hardcastle 
(1966) indicated that YbH2 was weakly paramagnetic. YbH2.55, however ,  appears 
to be more strongly paramagnetic,  presumably because of unpairing of the f 
electrons. 

The magnetic susceptibility measurements  of Wallace and Mader (1968) on 
PrH2 also have led to further insight into the bonding in the rare earth hydrides. 
They observed that below 100 K, the susceptibility data deviated from Curie-  
Weiss behavior in that susceptibility values became too high. These results could 
be explained in t e r m s  of crystal field splitting. The eight hydrogen ions sur- 
rounding the Pr 3÷ ion in the fluorite structure generate an electrostatic field 
which causes splitting of the degenerate 3H4 ground state of the Pr  3+ ion into four 
states. If the hydrogen were negatively charged (anionic) the lowest lying state 
of the Pr 3+ ion would be the / '5  triplet state. Conversely,  if the hydrogen existed 
as protons (positive charge) in the lattice, the energy spectrum of the Pr  3+ would 
be reversed and the F1 singlet state would be the lowest lying state. If the 
magnetic susceptibilities are calculated on the basis of each of these configura- 
tions, it is found that for anionic hydrogen, the magnetic susceptibility would 
increase as observed,  while for  protonic hydrogen the magnetic susceptibility 
would tend towards constancy. Consequently,  these results may be taken as 
evidence that in the rare earth hydrides, the bonding more closely resembles the 
anionic case. Similar results were obtained in specific heat measurements  and 
these are discussed in section 7.3. 

Nuclear magnetic and electron paramagnetic resonance studies have been of 
great value in obtaining fundamental  properties of metal hydrides. Structural 
details in hydrides can be deduced from the mean square width of the resonance 
lines (second moments),  the shifts of the resonance peaks (Knight shift) in 
metallic hydrides leads to an understanding of the electronic structure, and the 
change in linewidth with temperature,  as well as measurements  of nuclear spin 
system longitudinal spin-lattice relaxation times or transverse spin-spin relaxation 
times yield the diffusion parameters  for  hydrogen through metal hydrides. The 
principles behind NMR and EPR studies and their application to metal hydrides are 
discussed by R.G. Barnes in ch. 18 of Volume I and hence will not be covered here. 
However ,  some of the results on hydrogen diffusion will be included in section 6.2. 

5. Electronic properties 

5.1. Dihydrides 

As is true for the transition metal hydrides in general, the rare earth dihydrides 
(except for YbH2 and EuH2) are metallic conductors.  The hydrogen deficient 
dihydrides (MHI.8 to MHl.9) are actually better electronic conductors  than the 
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Table 26.9 
Resistivity ratios of hydrogen- 
deficient rare earth dihydrides to 
the corresponding rare earth 

metal. 

MH2 JPM Refs. 

La 0.28, 0.31 a,b 
Ce 0.44 a,b 
Pr 0.37 a 

Nd 0.37, 0.39 ~,b 
Gd 0.35, 0.34 a,b 
Dy 0.28 a 
Ho 0.23 b 
Er 0.23, 0.19 a,b 
Lu 0.16,0.17 a.c 
Y 0.27 d 

~Viallard and Daou (1973); 
bHeckman (1969); CDaou and 
Bonnet (1965); dBlackledge 
(1968). 

corresponding rare earth metals as shown in table 26.9 which summarizes recent 
resistivity data for these hydrides. In every case, the resistivity of the hydride is 
less than one-half that of the metal. ViaUard and Daou (1973) explain the 
increased conductivity of the hydride phase in terms of the density of states at 
the Fermi level of the metal. Because the density of states in the d-band of a 
transition metal is high, there is also a large probability of electronic transitions 
from the s- to d-bands. Consequently, the increased d-band scattering of the 
conduction electrons results in higher resistivities for the transition metals 
(including rare earths) as compared to other metals (Mott and Jones, 1958). On 
formation of the hydride phase, de-population of the d-band by the production 
of hydride anions leads to a decrease in the density of states (the protonic model 
in which the d-band is filled by electrons from the hydrogen atom will lead to the 
same effect), and the corresponding decrease in d-band scattering results in a 
higher conductivity for the hydride. It is assumed that because the hydrogen ions 
are in ordered positions on the tetrahedral sites of the metal sublattice, they do 
not perturb the crystalline field of the metal and therefore the effect of hydrogen 
scattering on the resistivity is negligible. 

As more hydrogen is added to the hydrogen-deficient dihydride, the hydrogen 
atoms commence to randomly occupy the octahedral positions in the metal 
sublattice (see section 2.2) and the resistivity increases as illustrated for several 
hydrides in fig. 26.9. It is of interest to note that the resistivities of several 
different hydrides all fall on approximately the same curve and that the variation 
in temperature appears to have negligible effect. The latter observation indicates 
that although the resistivity rises with hydrogen content, the samples remain 
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Fig. 26.9. Resistivity as a function Of hydrogen 
contents for several rare earth hydrides. (3, Cell2+8 
at 23°C (Heckman, 1964); ~, CeH2+~ at 23°C 
(Libowitz and Pack, 1969b); O, Cell2+8 at 200°C 
(Heckman, 1967); [~, LaH2+8 at 25°C (Heckman, 
1969); U, NdH2+8 at 200°C (Heckman, 1968); A, 
GdH2+8 at 23°C (Heckman, 1964); &, ErH2+~ at 
340°C (Heckman, 1969). 

metallic conductors.  This conclusion was confirmed by Libowitz and Pack 
(1969b) and Libowitz  (1972a) who measured  resistivities as a funct ion of 
tempera ture  (in the range 140 K to  310 K) of several  cerium hydride samples 
ranging in hydrogen content  f rom Cell1.98 to CEH255. In all cases there was a 
positive coefficient of resistivity with temperature .  

Because europium and yt terbium dihydrides resemble the ionic alkaline earth 
dihydrides, it is expected  that these hydrides would be poor  electronic conduc- 
tors (insulators or semiconductors) .  There  have been no repor ted electronic 
measurements  on EuH2, but H e c k m a n  (1969) obtained a resistivity value of 
about  107 ohm.cm for  YbH1.90 at room temperature .  Heating the hydride resulted 
in a mono ton ic ' dec rease  in resistivity to a value of 2.5 x 104ohm.cm at 150°C. 
The logarithm of the resistivity varied linearly with reciprocal  tempera ture  which 
is indicative of semiconductor  behavior.  

5.2. Trihydrides 

Early studies on polycrystal l ine samples of lanthanum and cerium hydrides by 
Stalinski (1957b, 1959) indicated that these materials become semiconductors  as 
the trihydride composi t ion is approached.  More recent  studies on single crystals 
of cerium hydride by Libowitz  and Pack  (1969b) showed a sharp increase in 
resistivity as the hydride composi t ion approached  Cell2.8; illustrated in fig. 26.10. 
As ment ioned in section 5.1, samples  in which H / C e < 2 . 7  showed metallic 
behavior.  However ,  samples with H / C e >  2.8 exhibited typical semiconductor  
behavior  with a linear increase in resistivity with reciprocal  temperature .  
Clearly, there is a meta l - to-semiconductor  transition in cerium hydride at an 
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Fig. 26.10. Resistivity of cerium hydride as a 
function of hydrogen content (Libowitz and Pack, 
1969b). 

H/Ce value of about 2.8. X-ray and neutron diffraction data (Libowitz et al., 
1972) revealed no structural change at this composition. 

There have been no reported resistivity data for the hexagonal trihydrides 
although Wallace et al. (1963) reported that the resistivities of dysprosium and 
holmium hydrides increase by five orders of magnitude when these hydrides are 
fully hydrogenated. Singh et al. (1976) found semiconductor-type behavior for 
erbium trihydride. It is generally believed that the hexagonal rare earth hydrides 
are semiconductors. 

5.3 Electronic structure of cerium hydride 

The observed compositional dependent metal-to-semiconductor transition in 
cerium hydride (section 5.2) can be explained in terms of the band structures 
shown in fig. 26.11. If cerium hydride is viewed as an ionic compound, the 
composition Cell3 would be an insulator (or semiconductor). As hydrogen atoms 
are removed from Cell3 to form vacancies in the octahedral hydrogen sublattice, 
donor levels are introduced into the band gap as shown in fig. 26.11 for 
H/Ce > 2.8 and the resistivity of the hydride decreases. A value of 0.30 eV was 
calculated by Libowitz and Pack (!969b) for the energy difference between the 
donor levels and the bottom of the conduction band for CeHz85. As more 
hydrogen is removed from the hydride, the concentration of donors increases, 
and at H / C e =  2.8 there is overlap between the wave functions of the donor 
electrons and the Eg orbitals of the 5d cerium states to form a half-filled defect 
band with corresponding metallic behavior (fig. 26.il). This model requires that 
the semiconducting compositions be n-type, which appears to be confirmed by 
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Donor (Vacancy) Levels Defect Band " 

NiCe > 2.8 H/Ce < 2.8 

Fig. 26.11. Proposed electronic band structure for cerium hydride (Eibowitz ct al., 1972). 

observations of negative Seebeck coefficients in thermoelectric power 
measurements (Libowitz et al., 1972). The thermoelectric power measurements, 
however, indicate p-type conductivity for the metallic compositions (H/Ce < 2.8) 
in agreement with Hall effect studies by Heckman (1967). 

When metallic cerium hydride at compositions close to the transition (H/Ce = 
2.7 to 2.8) are cooled from room temperature, there is a sharp increase in 
resistivity at about 250K, indicative of a temperature-dependent metal-to- 
semiconductor transition (Libowitz et al., 1972). A specific heat anomaly also 
was observed at about the same temperature by Bieganski et al. (1965). Neutron 
diffraction investigations of CEH2.75 revealed no hydrogen ordering at 250 K, but 
X-ray diffraction studies showed that the hydride lattice becomes tetragonal at 
this temperature with an increasing c[a ratio as temperature is further 
decreased. At 100 K, the c/a ratio is 1.007. Libowitz et al. (1972) have suggested 
that the temperature-dependent transition may be due to a splitting of the narrow 
defect band in fig. 26.11. 

6. Kinetics of hydride formation and hydrogen diffusion 

6.1. Reaction mechanisms 

There has been only a limited number of kinetic studies of hydrogenation rates 
of rare earth metals. In general, isothermal curves of hydrogen absorption vs 
time exhibit a sigmoidal shape which may be explained in terms of a four stage 
reaction (Gayer and Bos, 1964; Gayer and Milotik, 1968; Gayer and Grunwald, 
1969). There is an initial induction period which Gayer and coworkers explain by 
a nucleation process that requires hydrogen to reach the surface of the metal by 
penetrating an oxide or other contaminating layer. Viallard (1960) proposed that 
this induction period may be due to a chemisorption process (of hydrogen) in 
which the hydrogen molecules are dissociated into atoms. The second stage is 
autoacceleration which is a result of the growth of the nuclei, thereby exposing 
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more of the metal  surface to hydrogen gas. The reduction and autoacceierat ion 
stages generally do not occur  at higher temperatures .  The third stage is a linear 
decrease in pressure  with time representing a constant  rate of reaction. During 
this stage of the reaction, the brittle hydride phase tends to disintegrate the 
sample thereby continually exposing more metal  surface for  reaction. The final 
stage is decelerat ion as the hydride phase  approaches  saturation. This latter 
stage is probably  diffusion controlled since hydrogen must  diffuse through the 
dihydride phase as the trihydride composi t ion it ~pproached. Viallard (1960) 
found that  Under certain conditions an initially hydrogen-r ich hydride is formed,  
which then becomes  less rich in hydrogen as further  hydride is formed from 
metal. In studying the format ion  of cerium hydride, Gayer  and Melotik (1968) 
observed that at lower temperatures ,  the react ion curve no longer had a 
sigmoidal shape but was parabolic,  indicative of a diffusion controlled reaction. 

Because rare ear th-hydrogen reaction rates are dependent  upon sample and 
surface condition and the presence  of impurities, it has been difficult to get 
sufficient data on activation energies for cases where the react ions appear  to be 
diffusion controlled. Consequent ly  there are no data available to compare  with 
the results of N M R  diffusion studies. 

6.2. Diffusion of hydrogen in hydrides 

All available data on diffusion of hydrogen in rare earth hydrides are obtained 
f rom nuclear magnet ic  resonance  studies. Values for  activation energies are 
summarized in table 26.10. 

Schreiber and Cotts (1963) observed a decrease in act ivat ion energy with 
increasing hydrogen content  in lanthanum hydride. N M R  data for  the dihydride 
composi t ion indicated that h y d r o g e n  diffuses via a vacancy  mechanism f rom 
tetrahedral  site to tetrahedral  site through an octahedral  site ( t -o- t ) .  As the 
hydrogen content  increases,  more octahedral  sites become  occupied and the 
corresponding repulsion be tween hydrogen atoms on the two types  of sites 
decreases  the energy necessary to move a hydrogen f rom a te trahedral  to an 
octahedral  site, thus explaining the lower activation energy of diffusion. 

In scandium hydride, Weaver  (1972a) observed two activation energies at 
composi t ions close to s toichiometry (see table 26.10). At the lower composi t ions 
and temperatures ,  he proposed a simple vacancy mechanism,  t-t .  However ,  at 
the higher tempera tures  and hydrogen contents,  more octahedral  sites are 
occupied and the mechanism becomes  t -o - t .  It  is of interest  to note that on the 
basis of energetic considerations,  Khodosov  (1971) proposed  that in fluorite-type 
hydrides at suffÉciently high temperatures ,  there may be more hydrogen a toms in 
octahedral  sites than in tetrahedral  sites so that the diffusion mechanism would 
be o - t -o .  

NMR diffusion studies on hexagonal yttrium trihydride by Weave r  (1972b) 
were difficult to interpret.  However ,  in the YHz83 sample,  the N M R  results are in 
agreement  with a vacancy  diffusion model  involving octahedral  sites. In the 
hexagonal  trihydride there are two types of octahedral  hydrogen sites; four  of  
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TABLE 26.10 
Activation energies, Ea, for hydrogen diffusion in rare earth 

hydrides 

Hydride E~ (kcal/mole) Reference 

LaHi.92 23 Schreiber and Cotts (1963) 
LaHi.96 10 Schreiber and Cotts (1963) 
LaH2.0o 8 Schreiber and Cotts (1963) 
LaH2.47 8 Schreiber and Cotts (i963) 
LaH2.61 5 Schreiber and C otts (1963) 
LaH2.s5 3 Schreiber and Cotts (1963) 
ScHi.7 13 Weaver (1972a) 
ScHl.s 17 Weaver (1972a) 
ScH1.9 10 (<620°C) Weaver (1972a) 

26 (>620°C) Weaver (i972a) 
SCHI.98 9 (<520°C) Weaver (1972a) 

18 (>520°C) Weaver (1972a) 
YH1.91 8.0 Stalinski et al. (1969) 
YHL96 9.8 Khodosov and Andrievskii (1967) 
YH2.oo 10.0 Stalinski et al. (1969) 
YH2.83 20 Weaver (1972b) 
YH2.93 6 Weaver (1972b) 

one type, 0(4), and two of the second type 0(2) in each unit cell. It is the 0(2) 
site which is involved in the diffusion mechanism. 

7. Other measurements  related to bonding and structure 

7.1. Inelastic neutron scattering 

In the incoherent inelastic neutron scattering from a solid, lattice vibrational 
quanta (phonons) are exchanged with the incident neutrons. Energy analysis of 
the scattered neutrons, obtained by the time-of-flight technique, results in a 
spectrum which directly reflects the vibration spectrum of the solid. Such 
information can generally not be obtained on metallic hydrides by conventional 
infrared techniques because of the interaction of light with conduction electrons. 
Hydrogen also has a very large incoherent scattering cross section compared to 
other elements and any motion involving hydrogen, therefore, will be manifested 
as an enhanced peak in the neutron spectrum. 

Rush et al. (1966) studied the Y-HE system. In YH2 they observed a single 
peak which they assigned to the vibration of hydrogen in tetrahedral sites in the 
face centered cubic lattice. The spectrum for YH3 was considerably more 
complex, exhibiting several maxima, due to hydrogen atoms in different sites in 
the hexagonal lattice, but the spectrum could be correlated reasonably well with 
the known crystal structure. Karimov et al. (1967) found one optical peak in 
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Cel l2 ,  due  to v i b r a t i o n s  of  h y d r o g e n  a t o m s  in t e t r a h e d r a l  s i tes ;  in Ce l l3  this  p e a k  
had  sh i f ted  to  h igher  ene rg ies  and  an add i t i ona l  p e a k  at  l o w e r  ene rg ie s  was  
o b s e r v e d .  The  add i t i ona l  p e a k  w a s  a s s igned  to h y d r o g e n  v ib ra t ing  in the  oc ta -  
hed ra l  s i tes .  M a e l a n d  and H o l m e s  (1971) o b t a i n e d  s imi la r  r esu l t s  fo r  LaH1.94 and  
LaH2.s2, bu t  in add i t i on  t h e y  f o u n d  e v i d e n c e  fo r  a smal l  n u m b e r  of  o c t a h e d r a l  
h y d r o g e n  a t o m s  in LaHL94. V o r d e r w i s c h  and  H a u t e c l e r  (1974b) a lso  c o n c l u d e d  
f rom the i r  ine las t i c  s ca t t e r ing  w o r k  on CEH1.98 tha t  h y d r o g e n  o c c u p i e d  a smal l  
n u m b e r  of  o c t a h e d r a l  s i tes  in the  s t ruc tu re .  The  ine las t ic  ne u t ron  s p e c t r u m  of  
YbH2 was  f o u n d  to be s imi lar  to those  of  the  o r t h o r h o m b i c  a lka l ine  ea r th  
h y d r i d e s  conf i rming  the  s t ruc tu ra l  s imi la r i t i es  of  these  h y d r i d e s  ( M a e l a n d ,  1970). 
Opt ica l  p e a k  ene rg i e s  o b s e r v e d  in rare  e a r t h  h y d r i d e s  are  l i s ted  in tab le  26.11. 

Ine l a s t i c  n e u t r o n  sca t t e r ing  da t a  have  been  a n a l y z e d  on the bas i s  of  a cen t ra l  
f o r c e  la t t i ce  d y n a m i c a l  m o d e l  for  Ce l l2  and  Cel l3  ( V o r d e r w i s c h  et  al. ,  1974). 
G l inka  et  al. (1977) have  r e c e n t l y  c o m p l e t e d  a s tudy  of  the  p h o n o n  d i s p e r s i o n  
re l a t ion  in a single c ry s t a l  o f  CeD2~2. T h e  re su l t s  b e a r  l i t t le  r e s e m b l a n c e  to the  
p r e d i c t i o n s  of  the  s impl i f ied  m o d e l  d e r i v e d  b y  V o r d e r w i s c h  et  al. (1974) to fit 
i n c o h e r e n t  neu t ron  s ca t t e r i ng  resul t s .  E v e n  w h e n  the  m o d e l  is e x t e n d e d  con-  
s ide rab ly ,  it  c a n n o t  r e p r o d u c e  the  opt ic  m o d e  data .  A t t e m p t s  a re  u n d e r w a y  to 
de r ive  a more  s a t i s f a c t o r y  d e s c r i p t i o n  o f  the  d y n a m i c s  of  this  s y s t e m  (Rush,  
1976). 

TABLE 26.11 
Optical peak energies in rare earth hydrides 

Hydride Structure Peak energies (meV)* Ref. 

Cell2 f.¢.c. 105 (t) a 
Cell3 f.c.c. 115 (t); 65 (o) a 
CeHi.98 f.c,c. 106 (t); 74 (o) b,c 
CEH2.72 f.c.c. 110 (t); 65 (o) b 
LaHI.94 f.C.C. 102 (t) (corr) a 
LaH282 f.c.c. 116 (t)~ 64 (o) (corr) d 
PrHI.94 f.c.c. 108 (t) 
PrD2.3 f.c.c. 75 (o); 52 (o) 
HoHLg8 f.c.c. 126 (t) e 
YH2 f.c.c. 127 (t) (corr) f 
YD2 f.c.c. 90 (t) (corr) f 
YH3 hexagonal 136; 94; 62 (corr) f 
YD3 hexagonal 96; 68; 41 (corr) f 
Y b H 2  orthorhombic 130; 91; 81; 71 (corr) 

*Vibrations due to hydrogen in octahedral and tetrahedral 
sites are designated (o) and (t), respectively. Peaks in the 
approximate frequency distributions, calculated from the time- 
of-flight spectra, are marked (corr); aKarimov et al. (1967); 
bVorderwisch and Hautecler (1974a); cVorderwisch and Hau- 
tecler (1974b); dMaeland and Holmes (1971); ~Hunt and Ross 
(1976); fRush et al. (1966); gMaeland (1970). 
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7.2. Positron annihilation 

Annihilation of a positron by combination with an electron in a solid results in 
the emission of a pair of photons (for singlet states) in opposite directions (i.e. 
180 degrees apart) in the zero momentum case. The electrons in a solid have a 
momentum distribution, however, and the photons will, therefore, be separated 
by an angle 180 degrees -+O, where O depends on the momentum of the 
electrons. By measuring the angular distribution of the emitted photons the 
momentum distribution of electrons in the solid may be obtained and this, in 
turn, may lead to information on the electronic structure. 

The life-times of positrons in a solid depend upon the particular mechanism of 
annihilation (e.g. through formation of positronium or positron-ion com- 
binations). Consequently, measurements of positron annihilation rates give 
results which again may be interpreted in terms of electronic structure. 

Chouinard et al. (1969) measured angular correlations of positron annihilation 
in cerium hydride. In the composition range CeHLs_2.2 they found that the 
correlations were nearly parabolic, increased in width with increasing hydrogen 
concentration, and were broader (larger O values) than for cerium metal. For 
H/Ce >> 2.2 the angular correlations not only increased in width, but also began 
to deviate significantly from parabolic. The authors claimed that these obser- 
vations were consistent with the protonic model for hydrogen which, according 

t o  their calculations, predicted expanded angular correlation functions (with 
respect to cerium metal). The anionic model was rejected because computed 
values, based on this model, predicted narrower correlations. Green et al. (1971) 
disagreed with these conclusions stating that the calculation of Chouinard et al. 
(1969) for the case of the hydridic model was overly simplified. They pointed out 
that the measured angular correlation for LiH, a compound in which hydrogen is 
definitely anionic, was also broader than that predicted by the same type of 
calculation. Green et al. (1971) measured annihilation rates in lanthanum hydride 
as a function of hydrogen concentration and found that they were constant from 
LaH2 to LaH2.7. This, they claimed, was consistent with a reaction mechanism in 
which the annihilation occurred primarily within a positron-hydride-ion pair. The 
increase in annihilation rates at H/La > 2.7 was attributed to a different type of 
positron interaction with the localized electrons of the semiconductor phase. 

In a later paper Chouinard and Gustafson (1971) reported angular correlations 
of positron annihilation in erbium, gadolinium, holmium and ytterbium hydrides. 
The correlations were again claimed to be consistent with the predictions of the 
protonic model. Recent studies on yttrium dihydride (Sabin et al., 1972; Rozen- 
feld and DeboWska, 1975) were interpreted on the basis of the proton model, but 
it was pointed out that the model fails for higher hydrogen concentrations, i.e. 
YH2-YH3 (Rozenfeld and Debowska, 1975). 

7.3. Specific heat measurements  

A number of properties of the rare earth hydrides have been studied by 
determining the temperature variation of their specific heat. Bieganski et al. 
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(1965) observed a A-type, specific heat anomaly at 255 K in CEH2.86, which 
Libowitz et al. (1972) associated with the metal-to-semiconductor transition 
discussed in section 3.3. In another study Bieganski (1971a) observed broad and 
diffuse anomalies in LaH2.0o and LaHz.02 over the temperature range 170-270 K. 
They assumed that this anomalous behavior was due to hydrogen diffusion. Low 
temperature A-type specific heat anamolies due to ferro- or antiferromagnetic 
transitions have been observed in many rare earth dihydrides (section 4). 
Specific heat measurements have also been used to obtain information about the 
state of hydrogen in the rare earth dihydrides, i.e. whether protonic or ionic 
(Bieganski and Stalinski, 1970; Bieganski, 1971a; Bieganski, 1971b; Bieganski 
and Opyrchal, 1972; Bieganski, 1972; Bieganski et al., 1973; Bieganski, 1973; 
Bieganski et ai., 1975c; Opyrchai and Bieganski, i976), l h e  electronic con- 
tributions to the specific heat in  these measurements are associated with the 
splitting of the degenerate ground states of the tripositive isolated Ln +-~ ion by 
the crystal field in the fluorite lattice. This splitting, however, will be different for 
H + and H- (section 4). If the specific heat contributions from the electronic 
transition between the two lowest levels (Schottky functions) at low temperature 
are computed and compared with the experimentally observed values, the nature 
of hydrogen in the rare earth hydrides may be deduced. The res~!ts o f ,  
measurements on Cell2 (Bieganski, i970, i97ia, 1972), PrH2 (Bieganski ~1~970{ '~ 
Bieganski, 1972; Bieganski, 1973), NdHz (Bieganski.~l~0; Bleganskl, 1971b; 
Bieganski, 1972), DyHz (Bieganski and Opyrchai, i972; Bieganski et ai., i975c), 
HoH2 (Bieganski et al., 1973) and ErH2 (Opyrchal and Bieganski, 1976) are in 
much better agreement with the anionic than with the protonic model. 

7_4 1 V l ~ h n u a r  ~naetrn.~ennv 

M6ssbauer spectroscopy is a relatively new technique for studying the elec- 
tronic structure of solids. The method is based on the fact that the spacing of 
nuclear energy levels is affected by the chemical environment around the 
nucleus. Therefore, the energy associated with a transition between a nuclear 
ground state and an excited state of a particular nucleus in a series of com- 
pounds will, in general, vary from compound to compound. The changes in the 
spacing of nuclear energy levels are measured in M6ssbauer spectroscopy and 
these changes are referred to as isomer shifts. Abeles et al. (1969) used this 
technique to study the isomer shifts of ~ D y  in DyH2a and DyH2.9 at room 
temperature. The isomer shifts, when compared with isomer shifts in other 
dysprosium compounds and with the predictions of the protonic and hydridic 
models for these two hydrides, appeared to favor the hydridic model. Mustachi 
(1974) measured isomer shifts in YbHL94 and EuHt.92 and their data was shown to 
be consistent with the hydridic model. In EuHL92 Mustachi (1974) observed 
splitting of the single line spectrum at low temperatures which he attributed to 
the ferromagnetic transition in EuH2 (see section 4): the Curie point was 
estimated to be t6.2 K. Zaheer et ai. (1976) studied the ferromagnetic ordering in 
EuHL~ by M6ssbauer spectroscopy and concluded that the predominant 
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exchange interaction was via the hydride anions (superexchange). The gadol- 
inium-hydrogen system was studied by Lyle et al. (1975) and their isomer shift 
data were in agreement with the anionic model. Splitting of the single line 
spectrum of GdH2 was observed at low temperature in agreement with the 
known antiferromagnetic ordering transition in this compound (see table 26.8). 
There was also evidence for magnetic ordering in the trihydride at 1.3 K which 
has since been confirmed by magnetic susceptibility studies (see table 26.8). 
Erbium dihydride was studied by Shenoy et al. (1976). These authors observed 
typical hyperfine splitting of the spectrum at low temperatures (due to magnetic 
ordering) and obtained an ordering temperature of 2.4 K. From a detailed 
analysis of their data, Shenoy et al. (1976) found that the crystal field groLmd 
state was F6 (see section 4) which implies an anionic environment surrounding 
the Er +3 ion. 

8. Rare earth ai~oy hydrides 

A hydride formed by the reaction of a binary solid solution alloy with 
hydrogen can be considered as a solid solution of two binary hydrides. The 
properties of this type of hydride are related to the properties of the constituent 
binary hydrides and may, with some degree of confidence, be predicted from a 
knowledge of the properties of the constituent binary hydrides. However, a 
hydride formed by the reaction of an intermetailic compound with hydrogen, in 
general, has properties which bear little or no resemblance to those of the 
constituent metal hydrides (vanMal, 1976; Libowitz, 1976). Intermetattic com- 
pound hydrides may conveniently be viewed as pseudo-binary metal hydrides. 
This section will deal only with intermetaltic compound hydrides. 

While investigating the magnetic properties of SmCos, Zijlstra and Wes t  
endorp (1969) observed that the coercivity of this material depended on certain 
etching techniques. Believing this to be due to hydrogen dissolved in the crystal 
during etching, these authors made coercivity measurements with the sample 
under various pressures of hydrogen and discovered that SmCo5 absorbed a 
surprisingly large amount of hydrogen ~n~,m.,~os'U~° ,, > 2 at 20 atm. H2 pressure). 
This discovery set off a flurry of investigations of hydrogen absorption by RM~ 
and related compounds (M is a transition metal, usually cobalt, nickel or ironL 
The extensive literature that followed has recently been reviewed (Newkirk, 
1976) and will not be repeated here. The following discussion deals with some of 
the more important aspects of these systems 

8.1. Reaction of RM5 and related compounds with hydrogen 

The RM5 compounds have the hexagonal CaCu5 type structure and they form 
orthorhombic hydride phases (Bowman et al., 1973; Kuijpers and Loc~pstra~ 
1974). Pressure-composition isotherms for the representative LaNi~-H~ system 
are shown in fig. 26.12 (van Vucht et ai., i970). The hydride formed has a 
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composition near LaNisH6 at 21°C and the dissociation pressure is -2 .5  atm. At 
higher pressures, further absorption takes place; the highest reported com- 
position is LaNisH7.8 at 23°C and 130 atm. pressure (Anderson et al., 1973). The 
enthalpy of formation, calculated from the plateau pressures, is -7.2 kcal/mole. 
VanVucht et al. (1970) reported similar behavior for SmCos, but the limiting 
composition of the hydride was only SmCosH3. Kuijpers (1972) studied the 
LaCos-H2 and the CeCos-H2 systems and found the CeCos-H2 system to be 
similar to the SmCos-H2 system. The LaCos-H2 system, however, was more 
complicated as seen from fig. 26.13. Two plateau regions were found, indicating 
two different hydride phases; one LaCosH3.3L+0.1 and the other LaCosH4.3_+0.1. 

Steward et al. (1976) have extended these measurements to higher pressures and 
found a third plateau region near 103atm. pressure. The composition of the 
sample was LaCosH>s at 1300 atm. of H2 pressure. Steward et al. (197"/) claimed 
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this result was consistant with the number of available sites in the CaCu5 
structure. 

The RM5 structure is but one of many intermetallic compounds formed 
between the rare earths and transition metals. Figure 26.14, which shows the 
La -Ni  system, will serve as an illustration. It is seen that no less than six 

TABLE 26.12 
Intermetallic compounds  in the  L a - N i  sys t em and some corresponding 

hydrides.  

Structure Observed  
Compound  Structure type Ref.  hydrides  Ref. 

LaNi  or thorhombic  CrB ~ LaNiH2.6 c 
LaNiH3.0 d 
LaNiH3.6 

La2Ni3 or thorhombic  New b La2Ni3H(?) d 

(La2Ni3) 
LaNi2 cubic MgCu2 a LaNi2D4.10 

LaNi2H4.5 e 
LaNi3 rhombohedra l  PuNi3 a LaNi3Hs.3 c 

LaNi3H5 
La2Ni7 hexagonal  Ce2Ni7 a La2Ni7Hll.3 d 

La2Ni7Hlo e 
LaNi5 hexagonal  CaCus a LaNisH6.s d 

LaNisH7.s f 

aBuschow and van Mal (1972); bvan Vucht  and Buschow (1976); CMaeland et 
al. (1976); %an  Mal (1976); eOesterreicher et al. (1976); fAnderson et al. (1973). 
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intermetallic phases, which contain at least 50 atomic percent of La, are formed. 
(Two phases with less than 50 atomic percent La are also known.) All of these 
compounds have been found to react with hydrogen to form hydrides. In table 
26.12 we have listed crystallographic data for the intermetallic phases and 
reported compositions of the various hydrides formed in the La-Ni system. 

8.2. Other rare earth intermetallic hydrides 

LiEuH3 has been prepared by heating LiH and EuH2 together under an 
atmosphere of hydrogen; YbH2 and LiH did not form a ternary hydride under 
similar conditions (Messer and Hardcastle, 1964). LiEuH3 is isostructural with 
LiBaH3 which has the inverse cubic perovskite structure (Maeland and 
Andresen, 1968). Mikheeva and Kost (1969) reported that LiEuH3 melts in- 
congruently at 760°C and found evidence for an additional hydride, LiEu2Hs. 
Greedan (1970) has grown single crystals of LiEuH3 and measured the electrical 
resistivity and optical absorption properties (~J~C~ua~l, ~':,~ ~u) as ...... wc~ as the 
magnetic properties (Greedan, 197ia). Greedan's results strongly suggested that 
EuH3 is a semiconducting ferromagnet with Tc = 38 K and Oc = 40 K. 

Thompson et al. (1975) prepared Eu2RuH6 by reacting EuH2 and Ru metal at 
800°C in 1 atm. H2. The structure of the metal lattice was reported to be of  the 
fluorite type with ruthenium occupying the 8-fotd sites and europium the 4-fold 
sites. Neutron diffraction results indicated that the hydrogen atoms occupied the 
octahedrai positions. Electrical resistivity measurements pointed toward semi~ 
conductor behavior and magnetic susceptibility measurements showed that 
Eu2RuH6 obeys a Curie-Weiss law with O = 43 K. The corresponding Yb/RuH6 
compound has recently been reported and shown to have the same structure as 
EuzRuH6 and quite similar properties (Lindsay et al., 1976). 

Toma (1975) has found that La2Mg17 forms a hydride of composition 
La2MglTH12. The  related compounds Ce2Mg17, Pr2Mg17 and Nd2M17 also absorb 
large amounts of hydrogen. At 50°C and 10atm hydrogen pressure the com- 
positions are Pr2Mgl7H9, Ce2Mgl7H7 and Nd2Mg17H9 (Yajima, 1974). 

8.3. Development of new alloy hydrides 

The current interest in metal hydrides for energy storage systems (Libowitz, 
1976) has led to an intensive search for new alloy hydrides. Since there are a 
very large number of known and possible intermetallic compounds, and since 
intermetallic compound hydrides bear little or no resemblance to the properties 
of the constituent metal hydrides, it would be useful to have a procedure for 
predicting which intermetallic compounds will form hydrides and the approxi- 
mate properties of such hydrides. Investigators at the Philips Research Labora- 
tories, Eindhoven, The Netherlands, have developed such a procedure (vanMal 
et al., 1974; Buschow et al., 1974; Buschow et al., 1975; Miedema et al., 1976; 
vanMal, 1976). Their approach consists in evaluating the enthalpy of formation 
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of a hypothetical intermetallic hydride, MM'Hb+c, in terms of the enthalpies of 
formation of the constituent metal hydrides, AH(MHb) and AH(M'Hc), and the 
enthalpy of formation of the intermetallic compound, AH(MM'). When a-> 1 
and M is a strong hydride forming metal, the following equation is applicable: 

AH(MM'aHb+c) = A H(MHb) + A H(M'Hc) - A H(MM') (26.10) 

This approach has resulted in the Rule of Reversed Stability (vanMal et al., 1974) 
which states that, within a given series of intermetallic compounds, the greater 
the stability of the intermetallic compound, the less stable its hydride. It is 
immediately obvious that eq. (26.10) has limited applicability since the heats of 
formation of many or most intermetallic compounds are unknown and must be 
estimated by semiempirical methods. Furthermore, the equation is limited to a 
particular structural or compositional series, there is no reliable procedure for 
estimating AH(M~H~), and there frequently is some arbitrariness in choosing the 
composition of the constituent hydrides (Libowitz, 1976). It should be pointed 
out, however, that the rule is particularly successful in predicting the effects of 
alloying elements on the properties of known intermetallic compound hydrides. 
However, it is clearly necessary to develop new correlations which can assist in 
developing alloy hydrides with the required properties for hydrogen storage. 
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f 

s y m b o l s  

A = hexagonal A-type sesquioxide 
B = monoclinic B-type sesquioxide 
C = cubic C-type sesquioxide 
D = selfdiffusion coefficient 
H = high temperature hexagonal 

sesquioxide 
X = high temperature cubic sesquioxide 
Z = atomic number 
k = rate constant 
n = inter denoting a member of a homolo- 

gous series 
u = structural parameter 
x = a variable ratio of oxygen atoms to 

metal atoms 
a = ROx, 1.72 ~< x ~< 2.0 

= Rl~O22 
6 = Ri~O20; deviation from stoichiometry 
E = Rio018 

= R 9 0 1 6  

L = R 7 0 1 2  

/x = 10 6 m; electron mobility 
o- = ROx, 1.5 ~< x ~< 1.71 ; electrical conduc- 

tivity 
go = R 2 0 3  

X = magnetic susceptibility 
CN = coordination number 

Cp = molar heat capacity 
Do = diffusion constant 
Ea = energy of activation 

ti  = t r a n s f e r e n c e  n u m b e r  

AG~298 = standard free energy of formation at 
298 K 

AH = high temperature enthalpy of reaction 
AH°298 = standard enthalpy of formation at 

298 K 
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A/~o2 = partial molar enthalpy of solution of 
oxygen 

AH°o = standard enthalpy of reaction at T K 
ASTo = standard entropy of reaction at T K 
Ol~ = oxygen coordination tetrabedra 
S°gs = molar entropy at 298 K 

DR = vacant cation position 
Do = vacant oxygen position 

006 = octahedrally coordinated anion 
vacancy 

U]R6 = octahedral voids in the fluorite struc- 
ture 

I. Introduction 

The dominating theme of this chapter is a delineation of the full range of 
binary rare earth oxide phases known to exist together with their concomitant 
structural, thermodynamic and dynamic characteristics. In addition, some phy- 
sical properties not covered in other chapters of this Handbook will be stressed 
to give, if not a balanced picture, at least a broad view of the solid state 
chemistry of these interesting model materials. 

Frequently a prototype of nature is imagined and studies of real systems are 
undertaken whose results are then used to fill in the idealized image. In such 
cases the structures derived are those of perfectly ordered materials, the stable 
compositions are neatly stoichiometric line phases and the mechanisms of 
reaction consist of simple steps involving obvious species. The result is a 
carefully edited image of things as they might have been. Such activities have 
been very useful in laying the foundations but now they are apt to obscure the 
facts and impede progress in arriving at a more complete and realistic picture of 
solid state reactions. It is vital that coherent systems which will serve as models 
be relentlessly pursued until they reveal the full dimension of their deviations 
from such pat sterotypes and reveal their true natures. It is ugly business but it 
must be done. The rare earth oxides have the variety to serve such a purpose 
and in describing them it will be possible t o  illustrate the state of knowledge 
available on a series of related real materials. 

The rare earths as used here include the fifteen lanthanide elements and 
scandium and yttrium. This large group of elements with measured differences 
provides one of the best sources available for studying developing chemical and 
physical characteristics. They do not possess the full range of  solid state properties 
but they will be appreciated as one of the best of model systems since they provide 
subtle variations in properties which may be utilized to test hypotheses or theories. 

In addition to their intrinsic theoretical interest and as models for other 
systems, the oxides of the rare earths have many practical  uses. They are 
receiving attention in industry because of their potential use as control rods for 
nuclear reactors where samarium, gadolinium and europium oxides are in- 
corporated into cermets or are used in fuel elements as burnable poisons. 
Radioactive europium and thulium oxides are used as heat sources and 
promethium oxide as a fl source. Lanthanide oxide catalysts may be 
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combined as phosphors for  improved cathodoluminophors in color TV and 
electrooptic components.  In addition they find use in glass making and grinding, 
alloys and composites,  lasers and phosphors.  

Certain aspects of the rare earth oxides have been reviewed in the past several 
years by Eyring and Holmberg (1963); Brauer  (1964, 1966, 1968); Eyring (1967); 
Westrum (1967); Eyring (1970a, b, 1974) and Samsonov and Gil 'man (1974). 
Nevertheless none of these are adequate to the purposes set forth above. 

At moderate temperatures any compound of oxygen with a rare earth atom is 
a solid. The solid state chemistry of an atom in combination with oxygen 
depends primarily upon its electronic configuration and size. In the lanthanide 
series of elements the outer valence electrons (the 5d ~ and 6s 2 electrons) are 
effectively shielded from the increasing nuclear charge as electrons are added to 
the 4f orbitals. This results in a trivalent state for all the lanthanides whose 
energy changes slowly across the series. The size of the atom in combination 
with oxygen contracts smoothly across the series to produce oxides related to 
each other in more or less predictable ways. Figure 27.1 illustrates this principle 
for  the main sequence oxides. The data are obtained from Eyring and Holmberg 
(1963); Templeton and Dauben (1954); Barbezat  and Loriers (1952) and Stecura 
and Campbell (1961). The combination of electronic configuration and size of the 
lanthanide atoms results in their oxides being among the most thermally stable of 
all known substances. The nature of the chemical bond varies over each series. 
It has been proposed that there is a substantial degree of covalence (J~rgensen et 
al., 1964, 1965; Caro, 1968; Sanderson, 1971) mixed with the predominant ionic 
character.  

Although electrons in the f orbitals are not strongly involved in the formation 
of compounds they do have a definite second order effect upon the chemical 
properties. They facilitate, for instance, the valence states other than three 
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which occur (i.e., divalent samarium, europium and ytterbium; tetravalent 
cerium, praseodymium and terbium) since, as Hund observed,  the energy of the 
f electronic states changes significantly near the zero, half and completely filled 
condition. 

The filling of the f orbitais according to Hund's  rule results in the presence of 
widely varying numbers of unpaired electron spins. Consequently the oxides 
have progressive and varied magnetic properties. Indeed, the lanthanide ele- 
ments and their compounds were the proving ground for the elaboration of the 
theory of magnetism (Van Vleck, 1965, 1966). 

2. Stable phases in the rare earth oxides and their structures 

The compos!tjQn~.~f any rare earth oxide depends upon the temperature,  
oxygen- a&]~/ity and whether or not it is in equilibrium or metastable equilibrium. 
The metal will l~ake up oxygen at low temperatures but little is known about 
ordered-distinct phases very rich in metal (see section 6). At higher oxygen 
pressures separate oxide phases appear depending upon the particular rare earth 
under consideration. It will be our purpose in these paragraphs to discuss these 
phases and their interrelationships. Table 27.1 lists the established phases of the 
rare earth oxides together with some structural parameters.  This list does not 
include a number of phases which have been reported but not confirmed. Others, 
especially polymorphs of the intermediate phases will become established. 

2.1. The lower oxides 

A NaCl-type monoxide has been reported for virtually all the rare earth 
elements. Gradually, however,  these have been shown to be ternary phases 
stabilized by nitrogen or carbon or both (Felmlee and Eyring, 1968; Work and 
Eick, 1972). At present only EuO and YbO (Eick et al., 1956; Fishel et al., 1970) 
remain undisputed. EuO is well established, its preparation and range of phase 
stability is described by Sharer et al. (1972) and more will be said about its 
properties below and especially in Vol. 2, Chapter 19. YbO has been prepared by 
a low temperature technique. 

Eu304 is orthorhombic (B~irnighausen and Brauer, 1962; Rau, 1966) of space 
group Pnam. A discussion of methods and results of lower oxide preparation has 
been offered by Brauer (1966) and more recently by McCarthy and White (1970). 
Bedford and Catalano (1971) have shown that EuO and Eu304 have very narrow 
ranges of composition. 

2.2. The sesquioxides 

2.2.1. Polymorphism 

All the rare earth elements, under suitable conditions, form a sesquioxide. 
Polymorphism is common and no fewer than five distinct crystalline types have 
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been described. Below about  2000°C three types designated as Types  A, B and C 
are commonly  observed (Goldschmidt  et al., 1925) while above that tempera ture  
types designated as H or X are formed (Fo~x and Traverse ,  1966a; Traverse ,  
1971; Chikalla et al., 1972). Figure 27.2 illustrates the observed tempera ture  
regions of stability of the various polymorphic  forms.  Observe that in the central 
region all five polymorphic  forms may be exhibited by one oxide. For example,  
C-type Eu203 would t ransform to B-type at - l l 0 0 ° C ,  to A-type at -2040°C to 
H-form at -2140°C to X-form at -2280°C before melting at --2340°C. (C ~ B 
conversion has been observed by X-ray in Eu203 by abrasion of a pellet on 
coarse abrasive paper  (Ross and Gibby,  1974).) 

On the other hand all the rare earths have been reported formed in the C-form 
oxide although f rom Nd203 to La203 they are probably metastable (Felsche, 
1969) or stabilized in that form by impurities. Brauer and Mohr-Rosenbaum 
(1972) discuss the existence of C-type for the light rare earth oxides. Brauer 
(1966) had reviewed the status of this work  earlier. Structural and kinetic 
t ransformat ion studies have  been carried out on the C-type to either the B or 
A-type. Activation energies were also obtained (Stecura, 1965). 

Studies of po lymorphism have yielded markedly  varying results over  the years 
due to a variety of starting materials somet imes with water  present ,  varying 
purities of the rare earths and occasionally mis taken identity of the product.  
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T A B L E  

L a t t i c e  p a r a m e t e r s  o f  e s t a b l i s h e d  

Oxide 

n in 

RnO2n 2 
(phase name) Color  

Latt ice 

type 
Latt ice 

parameter  (/~) Symmetry  

LaOL50o 

CeOi 50o 

CeOi.7J4 

CeOi.778 

(sesquioxide) 

(sesquioxide) 

7 

(iota) 

9 

(zeta) 

white  

white  

blue black 

dark blue 

Hex(A) 

Hex(A) 

Rhomb 

a 2 = 3.938(3) 

c = 6.128(5) 
ao 3 = 3.8905(3) 

c o = 6.0589(3) 
a ~ = 6.784 

a r = 99.302 ° 

Hexagonal  representat ion 

a h = 10.3410(7) 

c h = 9.6662(6) 

P63/mmm 

P3ml 

R3 

CeOL80o 10 

(epsilon) 

dark blue 

CeOi.si8 

CeO 2 

PrOi.5 

PrOI.65 

PrOi.714 

PrO 1.778 

PrOl.s0o 

PrOl.sls 

PrOt.s26 

11 

(delta) 

oo 

(dioxide) 

4 

(phi) 

(sigma) 

7 

(iota) 

9 

(zeta) 

10 

(epsilon) 

11 

(delta) 

(alpha) 

dark blue 

pale yellow 

yellow 

light green 

black 

black 

black 

black 

black 

black 

fee(F) 

bee(C) 

Hex(A) 

bee 

rhomb 

triclinic 

monoclinic 

monoclinic 

fcc 

a o = 5.4109(3) 

a 4 = 11.152(2) 

a 2 = 3.857(3) 

c = 6.016(5) 
a 5 = 11.070 

a 4 = 6.741(3) 

a = 99.28 ° 
a 6 = 6.5 

b = 8.4 

c =6 .5  

a = 97.3 ° 
= 99.6 

y =75 .0  

a = 6.728(4) 

b = 19.319(12) 

c = 15.480(10) 

= 125.46(4) ° 
a 7 = 6.7 

b = 42.4 

c = 15.5 

/3 = 125.2 ° 

a~ = 5.469(1) 

Fm3m 

Ia3 

P3ml 

R ~  

(P21/C) 
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C r y s t a l  r a d i u s  t R e l a t i o n  to  R e l a t i v e  

P s e u d o  ce l l  C N  = 6 b a s i c  s t r u c t u r e  v o l u m e  

N o .  o f  v a c a n c i e s / u n i t  ce l l  

( f r a c t i o n  o f  o x y g e n s  m i s s i n g )  

R h o m b o h e d r a l  

a F = 5 .5443(4)  

a F = 89 .642(0)  ° 

T r i c l i n i c  

a 3 = 5 .5106(12)  

b F = 5 .5155(12)  

c F = 5 .5213(12)  

a F = 90 .339(0)  ° 

/3 F = 90 .595(0)  ° 

7F  = 90-204(0)  ° 

T r i c l i n i c  

a F = 5 .5076(9)  

b F = 5 .5100(9)  

c F = 5 .5112(8)  

a F  = 90 .360(0)  ° 

flF = 90 .176(0)  ° 

3,F = 90 .160(0)  ° 

R h o m b o h e d r a l  

a F = 5 .5023(7)  

a F = 89 .762(0)  ° 

1 .172 

1.15 

i _ i 7 / 4  a = aF + 2bF 2CF 2 

(1/7) 

(1/9)  

(1/10)  

(1 /11)  

1 .11(VI I I )  a = a F 1 0 

(0) 
1.13 a = 2 a  F 8 16 

(1/4) 

a = 5 .5096(5)  

a = 89 .63  ° 

a 4 = 5 .478(1)  

b = 5 .482(1)  

c = 5 .496(1)  

a = 90 .15  ° 

fl = 9o.5o* 
3' = 90-91° 

t r i c l in i c  - 

a = b = c = 5 .4820(5)  

a = fl = 90 .28  ° 

3" = 90.09* 

t r i c l i n i c  

a 4 = 5 .473 

b = 5 .474  

c = 5 .475 

a = fl = 3' = 9 0 . 0 9  ° 

a = a F + ~ b F - - ~ C F  

- -  1 1 
a - a F + 2 b F - - 2 C F  
b - 3  1 -- 2bF-4- 2¢F 

--I 1 + 
c -- 2aF- -  2bF CF 

_ i £ 
a -- a F +  2bF--  2c F 

b = ~2(--bF - CF) 

C = 2 ( - b  F + c F) 

7 / 4  

914 

10 

(22) 

2 

(1/7)  

2 

(1/9) 

8 "  

(1/ lO) 

(16) 

(1 /11)  
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T A B L E  

O x i d e  

n i n  

Rn02~ 2 
( p h a s e  n a m e )  C o l o r  

L a t t i c e  

t y p e  

L a t t i c e  

p a r a m e t e r  ( /k) S y m m e t r y  

PrOi.833 

P r O 2  

NdOt .5oo  

P m O i  5oo 

S m O L s o o  

E u O  

EuOi .33  

EuOt.50o 

GdOl .5oo  

Tb Oi . s0o  

TbOi .714  

T b O  i.s09 

TbOl .818  

12 

( b e t a )  

oo 

( d i o x i d e )  

4 

4 

4 ( p h i )  

4 

4 

4 

7 

( i o t a )  

11 

b l a c k  

b l a c k  

l i g h t  b l u e  

d a r k  r e d  

b l a c k  

w h i t e  

w h i t e  

w h i t e  

w h i t e  

w h i t e  

w h i t e  

b r o w n  

d a r k  b r o w n  

m o n o c l i n i c  

f c c ( F )  

H e x ( A )  

b c c ( C )  

b c c ( C )  

m o n o c l i n i c ( B )  

H e x ( A )  

b c c ( C )  

m o n o c l i n i c ( B )  

r o c k  s a l t  

o r t h o r h o m b i c  

b c c ( C )  

m o n o c l i n i c  

b c c ( C )  

m o n o c l i n i c ( B )  

b c c ( C )  

m o n o c l i n i c ( B )  

r h o m b  

t r i c l i n i c  

t r i c l i n i c  

a s = 6 . 6 8 7 4  

b = 11 .602  

c = 15 .470  

/3 = 125 .257  ° 

a04 = 5 . 3 9 3 2 ( 5 )  

a 2 = 3 .829 (3 )  

c = 6 . 0 0 2 ( 5 )  

a io = 11 .080  

a 9 = 10 .99  

a = 14 .22  

b = 3 .65  

= 100 .10  ° 

a = 3 .802  

c = 5 . 9 5 4  

a I ° =  10 .934  

a It = 14 .177 

b = 3 .633  

c = 8 .847  

= 9 9 . 9 6  ° 

a 12 = 5 . 1 4 3 9 ( 5 )  

a 13 = 10 .094(3)  

b = 12 .068(3)  

c = 3 . 5 0 0 ( I )  

a 14 = 10 .869  

a t`*= 14 .082  

b = 3 . 6 0 4  

c = 8 . 7 7 8  

/3 = 100°00 ' 

a 1° = 10 .8122  

a 15 = 14 .061(13 )  

b = 3 .566 (6 )  

c = 8 .760 (7 )  

/3 = 100 .10(8)  ° 

a 16 = 10 .7281(5)  

a 2 = 14 .04(1)  

b = 3 .541(3 )  

c = 8 .725 (8 )  

/3 = 100 .06(5)  ° 

a t6 = 6 . 5 0 9 ( 2 )  

a = 9 9 ° 2 1 ' ( 5 )  " 

a 6 = 13.8 

b = 16 .2  

c = 12.1 

a = 107 .4  ° 

/3 = 100.1 o 

3'6 = 9 2 . 2  
a 6 = 6 . 5  

b = 9 .9  

c = 6 . 5  

ot = 90 .0  ° 

/3 = 99 .6  ° 

3' = 96-3°  

( P 2 1 / n )  

F m 3 m  

P 6 3 / m m m  

l a 3  

I a 3  

C 2 / m  

P 3 m l  

l a 3  

C 2 / m  

F m 3 m  

P n a m  

l a 3  

C 2 / m  

I a3  

C 2 / m  

l a 3  

C 2 / m  

R~ 
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27.1  (Contd.) 

P s e u d o  ce l l  

C r y s t a l  r a d i u s  ~ 

C N  = 6  

R e l a t i o n  to R e l a t i v e  

b a s i c  s t r u c t u r e  v o l u m e  

No .  o f  v a c a n c i e s / u n i t  ce l l  

( f r a c t i o n  o f  o x y g e n s  m i s s i n g )  

t r i c l i n i c  

a 4 = b = 5 .466  

c = 5 .465 

a = / 3  = 3' = 9 0 . 0 8  ° 

1 . 1 0 ( V I I I )  

1.123 

_ 1 1 a--aF+2bF--2CF 6 
b = ~(-bF- CF) 
c = 2 ( - - b F +  cv) 

a = a F  l 

a = 2 a  F 8 

1.11 u = 2 a  F 8 16 

4 

(1/12)  

0 

(0) 

16 

1.098 a = 2 a  F 8 16 

(1/4)  

1.31 

1.087 a = 2 a  F 8 16 

(1 /4)  

1 .078 a = 2 a  F 8 16 

(1/4)  

1 . 0 6 3  a = 2 a  v 8 16 

(1/4) 

a F = 5 .319(1)  
a = 89041 , 

1 1 a =aF+2bF--2C F 

I + f t .  
a = - - 2 a F  2OF 

b = - 2 a  F - 2 b  F -  c F 

c = 2 a  F - b F 

7 / 4  

31 /2  

2 
(1 /7)  

12 

(i/1~) 

1 1 
a = aF+2bF-- 2CF 
b = - - 2 a F +  2bF + CF 
c=laF ~bF+cF 

11/4 2 

(1 /11)  
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T A B L E  

n in 
RaO2n-2 Latt ice Lat t ice 

Oxide (phase  name)  Color type pa ramete r  (/~) Symmet ry  

TBO1.833 12 monoclinic a 6 = 6.7 
b = 23.2 
c = 15.5 
`8 = 125.2 ° 

TbOi.95 o0 dark  brown fcc(F) a 16 = 5.220 
DyOl.50 o 4(phi) whi te  bcc(C) a I° = 10.6647 

white monoclinic(B) a 2 = 13.97(1) 
b = 3.519(3) 
c = 8.661(8) 
/3 = 1oo.oo(5) o 

HoOi.50 o 4(phi) whi te  bcc(C) a I° = 10.6065 
monoclinic(B) a 2 = 13.90(1) 

b = 3.492(3) 
c = 8.592(8) 
`8 = 99.98(5) ° 

YOt.50 o 4(phi) whi te  bcc(C) a 1° = 10.6021 
monoclinic(B) a 2 = 13.91(1) 

b = 3.483(3) 
c = 8.593(8) 
`8 = 100.15(5) ° 

ErOi.50o 4(phi) pink bcc(C) a io = 10.5473 
monoclinic(B) a 2 = 13.87(1) 

b = 3.470(3) 
c = 8.555(8) 
,8 = 100.17(5) ° 

TmOk50o 4(phi) whi te  bcc(C) a to = 10.4866 
monoclinic(B) a 2 = 13.81(1) 

b = 3.447(3) 
c = 8.505(8) 
~8 = 100.20(5) ° 

YbOk50o 4(phi) white bcc(C) a 10 = 10.4334 
monoclinic(B) a 2 = 13.73(1) 

b = 3.425(3) 
c = 8.452(8) 
`8 = 100.17(5) ° 

LuOLsoo 4(phi) whi te  bcc(C) a I° = 10.3907 
monoclinie(B) a 2 = 13.70 

b = 3.410 
c = 8.425 
/3 = 100.22 ° 

ScOt.so o 4(phi) whi te  bcc(C) a 17 = 9.849(1) 

(Pn) 

F m 3 m  
la3 
C2/m 

Ia3 
C2/m 

Ia3 
C2/m 

Ia3 
C2/m 

Ia3 
C2/m 

Ia3 
C2/m 

la3 
C2/m 

la3 

~ S h a n n o n ,  R . D . ,  A c t a  C r y s t .  (1976) .  

2 H o e k s t r a ,  H . R . ,  I n o r g .  C h e m .  5,  754  (1966) .  

3 H e i g h t ,  T . M .  a n d  D . J . M .  B e v a n ,  p r i v a t e  c o m m u n i c a t i o n  (1976) .  

4 S a w y e r ,  J .O . ,  B . G .  H y d e  a n d  L .  E y r i n g ,  Bul l .  S o c .  C h i m .  F r a n c e  1190 0 9 6 5 ) .  

5 E y r i n g ,  L .  a n d  N . C .  B a e n z i g e r ,  J .  A p p l .  P h y s .  33 ,  428 (1962) .  

6 K u n z m a n n ,  P .  a n d  L .  E y r i n g ,  J .  So l i d  S t a t e  C h e m .  14, 229  (1975) .  

7 T u e n g e ,  R ~ a ~ a d  L° E~rln~ ;Y. 5ol /d  St'Me Chem. ~,q, 165" [ Iq'Tq)o 
S L o w e n s t e i n ,  M . Z . ,  L .  K i h l b o r g ,  K . H .  L a u ,  J . M .  H a s c h k e  a n d  L .  E y r i n g ,  N B S  S p e c .  P u b .  364,  1972, 

343.  

9Ch ika l l a ,  T . D . ,  C . E .  M c N e i l l y  a n d  F . P .  R o b e r t s ,  J .  A m .  C e r a m .  S o c .  55 ,  428 (1972) .  
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27.1. (Contd.) 

Crystal radius I Relation to Relative 
Pseudo cell CN = 6 basic structure volume 

No. of vacancies/unit cell 
(fraction of oxygens missing) 

a = aF+~bF--ICF 12 8 
b = 3( -b  F -  c F) (1/12) 
c = 2( -b  z + c F) 

1.02(Vlll) a = a~ 1 0 
1.052 a = 2a F 8 16 

(1/4) 

1 .041  a = 2 a  v 8 16 
(1/4) 

1.040 a = 2a F 8 16 
(1/4) 

1.030 a = 2a F 8 16 
(1/4) 

1.020 a = 2a F 8 16 
(1/4) 

1.008 a = 2a v 8 16 
(1/4) 

1.001 a = 2a F 8 16 
(1/4) 

0.885 a = 2a v 8 16 
(1/4) 

Z°Roth, R.S. and  S J .  S c h n e i d e r ,  J. Res .  Nat l .  Bur .  Std.  64A, 309 (1%0).  
UDouglass ,  R.M. and E. S t a r i t zky ,  Anal .  C h e m .  28, 552 (1956). 

~2Eick, H.A. ,  N.C.  B a e n z i g e r  and  L.  Ey r ing ,  J. Am.  C h e m .  Soc.  78, 5147 (1967). 
~3BS.rnighausen, H. and  G. Braue r ,  A c t a  Crys t .  15, 1059 (1%2).  

~4Rau, R.C.,  in " R a r e  E a r t h  R e s e a r c h  I I "  (K. Vor re s ,  ed.)  (Gordon  and Breach ,  N e w  York ,  i % 4 )  pp. 
117. 

~ G u e n t e r t ,  O J .  and  R.L.  Mozz i ,  A c t a  Crys t . ,  ! 1 , 7 4 6  (1958). 

~6Baenziger, N.C. ,  H.A.  E ick ,  H.S.  Schu ld t  and  L. Eyr ing ,  J. Am.  C h e m .  Soc.  83,.  2219, 
(1%1).  

~TNorrestam, R., Arkiv .  f. K e m i  29, 343 (1%8).  
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Some observat ions on the juxtaposi t ion of regions of  phase stability in fig. 
27.2 are in order. Notice that the order of transition C ~ B ~ A-type occurs for 
some Z as the tempera ture  is increased or at constant  tempera ture  as Z is 
decreased. The  C ~ B ~ A-type transition occurs with an increase in coordina- 
tion number  (6 ~ (6 + 7 ) ~  7), with a decrease  in symmet ry  and with an increase 
in density all at o d d s  with expectat ion for phase changes occurring with 
tempera ture  increase.  

It is clear that the radius ratios for the various structures are at critical values, 
hence the phase t ransformat ions  as the rare earth atom is substi tuted in series in 
the sesquioxide. Fur thermore  there is some indication that these t ransformat ions  
may not be reversible at temperatures  below 1200-1400°C where  metal atom 
mobility is small. Repor ts  to the contrary  usually involve water  or special 
starting material,  hence provide an alternative t ransformat ion path (Shafer and 
Roy, 1959; Roth and Schneider,  1960; Warshaw and Roy, 1961; Brauer  and 
Miiiler, 1963; Sastry et al., 1966a; Mehrotra  et al., 1966; Glushkova  and Boganov,  
1965; Boganov and Rudenko,  1965; Chapin et al., 1965; Queyroux  et al., 
1966). 

Whatever  the cause of the anomalous  behavior  in the C ~ B ~ A  trans- 
format ion as tempera ture  is increased, the A (B or C ) ~  H ~ X appears  to obey 
all the rules. In this case there is an overall  symmet ry  increase and the density 
decreases.  The structural details of the H and X phases  are not fully elucidated. 
It has been observed (Traverse,  1971) that the c/a ratio decreases  sharply as 
does the density as the A-form t ransforms to H. There is a sharp increase in 
both a and c but a increases more rapidly, reducing the ratio. Since the space 
group of H is unknown,  one cannot say what  changes in symmet ry  occur  when it 
is formed f rom A but there is clearly an increase when the hexagonal H 
decomposes  to cubic X. As with other high tempera ture  react ions entropy 
changes are likely to be of utmost  importance.  One final observat ion on fig. 
2 7 . 2 - t h e  region of stability of each po lymorph  narrows at some point as the 
radius of the rare earth atom decreases  until finally lutecium (and scandium) 
t ransforms directly f rom C-type to the melt. 

The variat ion of the molar  volumes of the polymorphs  suggests a profound 
pressure dependence  on the stability regions. The A and B-forms for example  
would be stabilized with respect  to the C-form. Such has clearly been observed 
(Hoeks t ra  and Gingerich, 1964; Sawyer  et al., 1965a; Hoeks t ra ,  1966). For 
example,  at 35 kilobars or higher and 1000°C all the C-type lanthanides from Sm 
to Lu are in the B-form. Similar shifts occur  in the B ~ A transition but the effect 
is very much less. The high pressure reactions appear  to be universally rever-  
sible when the pressure is released and the specimens are annealed at 900°C for 
a few hours. 

Few studies of the kinetics of phase transitions without composi t ion change 
have been made. Stecura (1965) and Ainscough et al. (1975) studied the rate of 
the C ~ B t ransformat ion in Nd203, Sm203, Eu203 and Gd203. The rate of the 
C ~ B transition of Eu203 was calculated by Ainscough et al. (1975) to be 0 at 
1074---5°C. Above  this tempera ture  the rate was observed to be first order. The 
activation energy is much greater  in hydrogen than in air. 
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The melting points of the sesquioxides are indicated in fig. 27.2. The tempera- 
ture of solidification has been found by Coutures et al. (1975) to be anomalous 
for La203, Gd203 and Lu203 defining clearly the ceric and yttric groups. 

2.2.2. Nonstoichiometry in the sesquioxides 

The composition of the sesquioxide phase depends upon the polymorphic 
form and its chemical environment. The C-type is the most subject to composi- 
tion variability of the lower temperature forms. Miller and Daane (1965) 
produced partially reduced C-type rare earth oxides by codistilling and comeiting 
the sesquioxides with their respective metals and determining the composition of 
the separated oxide phase by reoxidation to the sesquioxide. The compositions 
observed were GdOi.495, YOi.4991, ErOi.489 and LUO1.485. Density and X-ray 
diffraction studies led them to the conclusion that these were nonstoichiometric 
by loss of oxygen from normal oxygen sites. The oxides are deeply colored 
presumably from trapping-sites at the oxygen vacancies. Bedford and Catalano 
(1971) confirm oxygen loss from Yb203 at high.temperatures in the presence of 
metal to yield YbOI.495 which disproportionates below 1800°C to Yb + YbOLs00. 
They also observed a variable composition EuO~.5-8 phase down to EuOt.45±0.0~ at 
1500°C. Mueller-Buschbaum (1968) observed a dark LaO~.5_~ with 8 undeter- 
mined and Ackermann and Rauh (1971) found the congruent vaporizing species 
of lanthanium oxide from a tungsten effusion cell to be La2Oz980 at 2400 K and in 
rhenium La2Oz998 at 2427 K. They also (1973) found the composition of yttria to 
be Y202.89 at 2000 K. The noncongruent vaporization of La203 and Y203 resulting 
in a variation in the metal to oxygen ratio is discussed by Trevisan and,Depaus 
(1973). 

The composition of the sesquioxide on the hyperstoichiometric side depends 
very much on the particular oxide. The oxygen excess is small for any but those 
of cerium, praseodymium and terbium, where for the C-type it can be consider- 
able. There are C-type phases of these latter oxides with composition near RO1.70 
(called ~r phase). For most of the rare earths only the sesquioxide is known. 

Of the sesquioxides perhaps least is known about Ce203. Unless it is 
completely stoichiometric (and A-form) it can be pyrophoric hence preparation 
and protection from oxygen during study requires serious attention. Sata and 
Yoshimura (1968a, b) have prepared this material and have studied its chemical 
and physical properties including its melting point, thermal expansion, and 
electrical and magnetic properties. 

2.2.3. Structure and syntaxy of the sesquioxides 

The hexagonal A-type sesquioxide is of space group P3mL with one formula 
per unit cell (Pauling, 1928 and Koeller and Wollan, 1953a). The metal atoms are 
seven coordinated with four oxygens closer than the other three. The four 
oxygens are bonded to five metals and the three are bonded to four metal atoms. 

The A-type structure of La203 and Nd203 has been found by Mueller- 
Buschbaum and Schnering (1965) and Mueller-Buschbaum (1966) to be more 
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complicated than previously considered. There were a variety of discrepancies 
in observations such as symmetries of X-ray patterns and systematic absences 
of certain reflections in the X-ray diffraction patterns. These have all been 
accounted for by assuming a statistical distribution of two lanthanium atoms 
over four sites and three oxygens over  six sites in microtwinned domains. 
Neighboring domains, which occur in equal numbers, share faces leading to a 
higher symmetry  of coordifiation of the lanthanum atoms than in the Pauling 
model. The high temperature crystal they studied was in the space group 
P63/mmm. 

Monoclinic B-type sesquioxide with six formulae per unit cell has space group 
C2/m (Douglass and Staritzky, 1956; Cromer,  1957). The metal atoms are seven- 
and six-coordinate. 

Body-centered cubic C-type 
contains 32 metal atoms and 
coordinate. Table 27.1 contains 
line rare earth oxides. 

There has been a recurrent  

sesquioxide is of space g roup  Ia3. The unit cell 
48 oxygen atoms. The metal atoms are six- 

the lattice parameters of the established crystal- 

debate concerning the actual structure of the 
C-type rare earth oxides which have been reexamined by X-rays and by neutron 
diffraction by several persons since the original determination by Pauling and 
Shappel (1930). This work has been reviewed by Brauer (1966). One of the main 
themes of the discussion was whether the structure included oxygen vacancies 
of about full atomic size with six-coordinated metal atoms of two t y p e s - o n e  
with oxygens missing across the body-diagonal of the coordination cube to give 
a distorted octahedron and three times as many with oxygens missing across the 
face diagonal (a strange unsymmetrical  coordination), It appears that in spite of 
results to the contrary showing much more nearly regular octahedral coor- 
dination, the preponderance of evidence is for the Pauling structure. 

It is useful to consider the relationships between the RO2 dioxide on the one 
hand and the A, B and C-form sesquioxides on the other (Eyring and Holmberg,  
1963). In the dioxide the metal atoms are eight-coordinate with cubic coor- 
dination polyhedra sharing all edges to form a three-dimensional chess-board 
network. If one-fourth of the oxygen atoms of this network are removed along 
nonintersecting strings in the f o u r  (111) directions such that every  atom is 
six-coordinate, one has the C-type. In this case one-fourth of the atoms have 
oxygens missing across the body-diagonal of the coordination cube and three- 
fourths have oxygens missing across the face-diagonal where the strings come 
closest to intersection (see fig. 27.3a, b). 

On the other hand if the oxygen substructure of the fluorite RO / i s  preserved 
intact but the metal atoms are moved into interstitial positions such that slabs of 
RO2 two atom-layers wide are preserved but shear occurs at these regular 
intervals, the seven-coordinate A-type is formed. The B-type is very similar to 
the A-type with six- and seven-coordination (see fig. 27.3c, d). 

These basic structures may also be considered as arrays of OR4 coordination 
tetrahedra in three dimensions. In the case of fluorite RO2 there are sheets of 
edge sharing OR4 tetrahedra pointing up and down along (111) which have 
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Fluorite-type MO2 

I " \  

C - type M203 

Fig. 27.3a, b. Representations of (a) fluorite-type RO2 and (b) C-type R203. The solid dot represents 
the metal atom (after Eyring and Holmberg, 1963). 

A-type M203 

O 

B-type Sm203 

Fig. 27.3c, d. Reprdsentations of (c) A-type R203 and (d) B-type R203. The solid dot represents the 
metal atom (after Eyring and Holmberg, 1963). 

embedded in them empty edge-sharing octahedra, DR6. These, of course, are the 
tetrahedral and octahedral holes in a cubic close-packed array of metal atoms. 
The C-type structure is formed from this by the ordered removal of one-fourth 
of the oxygen atoms (tetrahedra) which results in the tetrahedra sharing four of 
their six edges in three dimensions (Caro, 1968). The A-type sesquioxide can be 
described as layers of (RO)~ ÷ formed from edge-sharing OR4 tetrahedra disposed 
in a two-dimensional hexagonal array perpendicular to the c-axis. These slabs 
stacked one above the other are separated by a layer of oxygen which does not 
destroy the hexagonal symmetry. In the monoclinic B-form sesquioxide the 
(RO)~ ÷ layers of OR4 tetrahedra are slipped slightly with respect to each other 
perpendicular to the c-axis destroying the hexagonal symmetry. These layer- 
structure characteristics particularly of the A- and B-form oxides are seen as 
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resulting from considerable covalent bonding of the atoms in the (RO), ~+ sheets 
(Caro, 1968; J~rgensen et al., 1965). 

Caro (1968) has observed the importance of these layers of (LnO)~ + as 
building blocks in a wide variety of compounds other than the A- and B-type 
sesquioxides where the slabs are separated by anions such as C1 , Br-, CO~, S =, 
etc. This has been a fruitful idea but although application to the higher oxides 
has been attempted it does not appear to have usefulness in predicting the 
members of the homologous series or to suggest structures which are consistent 
with observation. 

Phase transformation growth relationships and twinning in thin oxide films 
formed by the oxidation of metal films have been studied by electron micros- 
copy (Caro et al., 1970; Boulesteix et al., 1971a). These studies have 
confirmed the structural relationships between the A-, B- and C-forms of 
sesquioxides. These investigations have been expanded to include topotactic 
observations in the C ~ ( B )  A-type transition (Boulesteix et ai., 1971b, c) in 
Nd203. The B-type structure of Nd203 and Pr203 p r o m o t e d  in the transition 
disappears within minutes after formation by a Martensitic process.  Boulesteix 
et al. (1972) and Boulesteix and Loier (1973) investigated the twinning laws in 
B-type sesquioxides especially numerous in Sm203. Recently,  Schiffmacher et al. 
(1976) have modeled the dislocation boundary between A- and B-type sesquiox- 
ides from high resolution structure images. 

Hoskins and Martin (1975) have shown the polymorphic relationships of the 
sesquioxides in terms of their coordinated defect  model. Their discussion adds 
new insight into possible ways of viewing these structures. 

The structures of the hexagonal H- and cubic X-forms have not been deter- 
mined, consequently their relationships to the low temperature phases are not 
known. Diffraction patterns have been observed for powder  (Fo6x and Traverse,  
1966b) and for crystals which have been beam heated in the electron microscope 
(Boulesteix et al., 1971a). 

2.3. The higher oxides 

For those rare earth elements which have an energetically accessible oxidation 
state higher than three in the presence of oxygen, higher oxides in the composi- 
tion range ROx (1.5 ~<x ~<2.0) are formed. The composition of these oxides 
depends entirely upon the temperature,  oxygen fugacity, physical state and 
history of the preparation. Such oxide systems are firmly established only for 
Ce, Pr and Tb. 

The dioxides exhibit the fluorite structure space group Fm3m containing four 
RO2 per unit cell. The fluorite structure may be visualized as a cubic close- 
packed array of metal atoms with nonmetal atoms filling all the tetrahedral 
positions (fig. 27.4). Alternatively one may view it as ROa coordination cubes 
sharing all edges in a three-dimensional chess-board array or as OR4 coor- 
dination tetrahedra sharing all edges in three dimensions. When oxygen is 
removed from this structure the crystalline products are fluorite-related either as 
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Fig. 27.4. The fluorite structure. The 
circles represent a close-packed array 
of metal atoms. The triangles 
represent the tetrahedral positions 
occupied by oxygen atoms and the 
squares mark the empty octahedral 
positions. 

members  of an homologous  series of intermediate oxides having the generic 
formula  RnO2n-2 or as phases  of functionally wide stoichiometric range RO2-8 (or 
phase) or R203+8 (or phase). The C-type sesquioxide of bixbyite structure 
described previously,  is fluorite-related and the composit ional  end-member  of 
the higher oxides. It  is obvious that there is a great similarity between the oxide 
sys tems of Ce, Pr and Tb yet at the present  state of knowledge the considerable 
differences in behavioral  details preclude discussing them further  as a group. 
Table 27.1 lists the members  of the homologous  series which have been 
observed up until the present  in the three systems.  

M a p s  of the new world evolved as explorat ion continued over  the decades  of 
the early Sixteenth Century f rom those correlating almost not at all with reality 
to some bearing a very great resemblance  to modern  maps.  A feature such as the 
nor thwest  passage in Nor th  America,  evoked  largely out of legend and hope,  
appeared on these evolving maps  for scores of years and indeed was not cleared 
up for more than a century.  Clarification of phase diagrams have a great 
similarity to geographical  explorat ion and even with present  techniques can take 
quite as long to accomplish as ancient quests. 

2.3.1. The cerium-oxygen system 

a. Phase d iagram-When  Brauer  and coworkers  (Brauer and Holtschmidt ,  
1951) began publication of their long series on the cerium oxide sys tem a quarter  
century ago they cited work  done more than a half-century earlier providing 
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pertinent information on this system. Now (in 1976) extensive work is still being 
done on the phase diagram of this system. 

A phase diagram which correlates most of the direct phase analysis work 
which has been accomplished until the present has been suggested by Height and 
Bevan (1976) and is shown, in addition to work to be described later, in fig. 27.5. A 
striking feature of this system is that CeO2 loses oxygen at lower temperatures 
depending upon the oxygen pressure to form certain members of the homolo- 
gous series RnO2n-2 (n =4,  6(?), 7, 9, 10, 11 and oo). Each of the intermediate 
phases appears to decompose peritectoidally to yield a non-stoichiometric phase 
and an adjacent ordered phase except the ~-phase (n = 7) which decomposes to 
two distinct nonstoichiometric phases. 

The peritectoidal decomposition temperatures were observed to be ~, 1025_+ 
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5°C; if, 625 -+ IO°C; e, 585 -+ IO°C; 8, 445 _+ IO°C and the 6 + a eutectoid occurs at 
435 _ 10°C. 

At higher temperatures two nonstoichiometric phases, o-(CezOs+8) and 
a(CeO2_D, dominate the phase diagram. These appear in high temperature X-ray 
analysis to be bixbyite-related or fluorite-related respectively with widely vary- 
ing lattice parameters.  

The critical temperature in the a ' +  a region was established by high tempera- 
ture X-ray diffraction studies by Brauer and Gingerich (1960). 

There have been many studies of the equilibrium dissociation of CeOz-8 
according to the equation 

CeO2-~ ~ CeO2-n, + ½(3 - ~t)O 2 

(Brauer and Holtschmidt,  1955; Brauer et al., 1960; Bevan and Kordis,  1964; 
Sara and Yoshimura, 1968a, b; Iwasaki and Katsura,  1971; Panlener et al., 
1975) where the oxygen fugacity is usually fixed either by CO[CO2 or H2[H20 
mixtures. These studies have evolved to show a greater and greater complexity 
to the system, first suggesting the ordered intermediate phases and more recently 
to suggest extensive ordering even at high temperatures (SCrensen, 1976). The 
inset in fig. 27.5 summarizes the recent  careful equilibration studies of CeOx-O2 
(CO/CO2) carried out thermogravimetrically by SCrenson and his review of the 
work referred to above. The a-phase  region, until now considered continuously 
nonstoichiometric,  shows grossly nonideal behavior and is interpreted by 
S~rensen as divided into several distinct nonstoichiometric subregions which 
themselves may consist of closely spaced phases belonging to the R, O2,-2 
homologous series. Results of this sort depend on a trusting interpretation of the 
most subtle nuances of the data. The experiences of the past quarter century in 
complex oxides have taught the folly of unyielding disbelief. 

b. Structural propert ies-As  indicated in the introduction all the well 
established higher oxides of cerium possess fluorite-related structures. A 
considerable number of powder  diffraction studies of the intermediate phases 
have been carried out both by quenching the specimens and by high temperature 
techniques. The earliest serious effort to delineate the complexities of the system 
was made by Bevan (1955). Table 27.1 presents what appear to be the best lattice 
parameters available. The sources of the values are indicated in the table. 

Ray and Cox (1975) have recently determined the structure of Ce7OIz by 
neutron diffraction measurements from powders and single crystals. They 
confirm the compound to be isostructural with Pr7012 (see section 2.3.2b). The 
space group is R3 with hexagonal unit cell dimensions a = 10.37 ,~ and c = 
9.67 .A (rhombohedral  cell a = 6.79 ,~ and ot = 99.4°). The hexagonal cell contains 
three formula units of CeTO,z. An important feature of this study was that the 
crystals were extensively twinned and these domains had to be sorted out. There 
was a differing amount  of disorder in powder  and single crystals, being greater in 
the powder.  Considerable disorder has been seen in electron micrographs of 
Pr7012 (Tuenge and Eyring, 1978) hence it may be characteristic of these 
materials. 
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Neutron and X-ray powder diffraction patterns of specimens of composition 
CeO1.7lo, CeOl.781, CeOl.802, CeOi.822 and CeO2 have been studied by Ray et al. 
(1975). They confirm different structures for these phases establishing Ce~00~s 
(n = 10) for the first time. The structures of phase n = 9 and 10 appear to be 
different from the unit cells suggested by Kunzmann and Eyring (1975) for the 
PrOx system. Height and Bevan (1976) cannot confirm that the homologous 
series members with n = 9 and 10 in the ceria system are isomorphous with the 
Pr ,  O2n-2 compounds.  However ,  this is not to say that agreement  has been 
established between those studying the ceria phases. Ray et al. (1975) cannot 
rule out the possibility 9f isomorphism between the CeOx and TbOx for n = 11, 
however  current  studies (Tuenge and Eyring, 1978) indicate that Pr11020 is not 
isomorphous with Tb,O20. 

The R7012 phase is isomorphous in Ce, Pr  and Tb oxides and appears to be the 
lower structural end-member  of the R, O2,-2 series but while other members exist 
which belong compositionally they display polymorphism at the least. It is clear 
that there are a great number of possible ways of accommodating a deficiency of 
1/9, 1/10 or f i l l  of the oxygen atoms. 

A careful study of neutron diffraction from a CeO2 crystal has provided the 
nuclear coherent  scattering cross-section of cerium and the Debye-Waller  factor 
of cerium and oxygen atoms. The anharmonic contribution to the Debye-Waller 
factor  has been calculated (Valentine and Willis, 1965). 

SOrensen (1976) has reported finding a phase (Ce6OH) isostructural with Pr6Oll 
with a monoclinic unit cell with a = 6.781 --- 0.006 ,~, b = 11.893 --+ 0.009 A, c = 
15.823 ___0.015 ,~ and /3 = 125.04--+0.04 °. This result has not been added to table 
27.1 since there has been no verification of the composition and the relative 
intensity of the subcell and supercell reflections do not appear to be reasonable. 

2.3.2. The p r a s e o d y m i u m - o x y g e n  sys t em 

a. The  p h a s e  diagram - The black oxides of praseodymium have been known 
as long as the pure oxides have been available. If some praseodymium salt which 
decomposes to the oxide is cooled slowly in air the final composit ion will be 
Pr6OH. Depending upon how high the temperature has been the oxide shall have 
been many other things before it finally becomes this black material with 
somewhat odd stoichiometry. Actually the composition of the unit cell is Pr24044. 
This barely hints at the complexity of this oxide system. 

The story of praseodymium oxide could not have been written as fully as it is 
today without the pioneering work of many who will not be named here,  such as 
Prandtl,  Marsh, and Pagel and Brinton. Honig (1958) reviewed the early work to 
some degree in his report  to the USAFOSR nearly twenty years ago. 

The unfolding of the praseodymia saga in its latest stages began when the 
Pr -O system was investigated as a stand-in for the newly synthesized and then 
more exciting americia (Eyring, 1949; Asprey,  1949). These studies revealed a 
microcosm of solid state chemistry within this system which would require 
another quarter century to sort out. For  example,  it has since emerged that not 
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Fig. 27.6. A projection of the PrOx phase diagram. Metastable or assumed boundaries are dashed. 

only are there wide range nonstoichiometric phases but there is also an homolo- 
gous series of oxides with the generic formula Pr ,  O2,-2 as listed in table 27.1 
(Ferguson et al., 1954; Guth et al., 1954; Simon and Eyring, 1954; Sieglaff and 
Eyring, 1957; Eyring and Baenziger, 1962; Honig et al., 1963a; Hyde  et al., 1966; 
Kordis and Eyring, 1968; Burnham and Eyring, 1968; Jenkins et al., 1970; 
Turcotte  et al.,, 1971; Parks and Bevan, 1973). 

The phase diagram is shown as fig. 27.6 (Hyde et al., 1966; Turcotte  et al., 
1971). Any member of the series may be prepared by adjustment of the oxygen 
pressure and temperature taking care to make adjustments depending upon 
whether one approaches composit ion in oxidation or reduction. This last proviso 
is important in-as-much-as hysteresis accompanies all phase reactions (see 
section 3). The phase diagram was largely arrived at from tensimetric measure- 
ments such as are shown in fig. 27.7 (Hyde et al., 1966), however,  structural 
observations by X-ray, neutron and electron interaction and DTA have supplied 
their own evidence on which the picture is composed as discussed below. 

Lott  et al. (1969) report  a study of the PrOx system in the region Pr203-Pr7012 
utilizing electrochemical cells with solid electrolytes at high temperatures.  It is 
disquieting that their results did not conform to what has been a rather general 
experience in this composition region. For example they could not confirm the 
C-A phase transition for the sesquioxide nor the existence of the t~, ~ro and t~b 
phases indicated in the phase diagram. A serious effort to account for this 
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discrepancy and to correlate the thermodynamic  data with other experience is to 
be found in Turcot te  et al. (1971). 

Evidence for  members  of the homologous series with 4~<n ~<7 have 
specifically been searched for (Parks and Bevan,  1973; Kordis  and Eyring, 
1968) by a low pressure tensimetric technique. In these studies no phases  of 
intermediate stability (n---5 or 6) appeared.  Parks and Bevan (1973) also 
investigated the A-type s e squ iox ide~ io t a -phase  break originally studied by 
Honig et al. (1963b). In this latter study evidence was found to suggest a high 
and low temperature  form of iota phase with a t ransformation around 700°C. 

The composi t ion of any member  of the series varies within narrow but 
observable  limits depending upon the temperature  and oxygen pressure and 
upon the direction of preparat ion (hysteresis). The most common  feature  of the 
phase diagram in the CeO~ and PrO~ systems shows a peritectoidal decom- 
position of members  of  the homologous series to at least one disordered phase 
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of very wide composition. The high pressure and high temperature fields of the 
phase diagrams are divided between cubic nonstoichiometric phases, fcc for 
PrOx 1.72 ~ x ~< 2.0 and bcc for 1.50 ~< x ~< 1.70 with a narrow miscibility gap 
separating these two phases of widely variable composition at high tempera- 
tures. This is a common feature of all the systems of either the lanthanide or 
actinide series and indeed the endless ternary systems of related crystal struc- 
ture. Jenkins et ai. (1970) obtained evidence that the a phase of widely variable 
composition was complex and consisted of at least four distinct regions. This is 
analogous to the behavior of CeO2-~ studied by SOrensen (1976) (see Chapter 
28). 

The phase boundary between PRO2.0 and PrO~.8~3 has been studied by Simon 
and Eyring (1954), Sieglaff and Eyring (1957) and MacChesney et al. (1964) up to 
pressures of oxygen reaching 2000 atm. For some time it had been observed that 
higher oxides (i.e., Pr6Ou) of praseodymium with long exposure to laboratory air 
disproportionated to PrO2 and Pr(OH)3. Subsequently disproportionation has 
been demonstrated to be a general phenomenon in both the praseodymium and 
terbium higher oxides (Brauer and Pfeiffer,  1963; Clifford, 1964; Sastry et al., 
1966b). In particular the intermediate oxides have been leached (for example 
with acetic acid) to yield dioxide crystals with the dissolution of the trivalent 
metal ions into solution. Analogous reactions have been observed in the forma- 
tion of PbO2 from Pb304 or MnO2 from Mn203 (Partington, 1953). In the present 
case, however,  certain of the III and IV valent cation sites are crystallographic- 
ally equivalent. The oxygen is mobile and metal atom mobility is not required in 
the formation of new phases if one has electron mobility which these oxides do. 
It will be interesting to pursue the mechanism of this disproportionation. 

The breakthrough enabling the structural advance as well as other obser- 
vations of intrinsic properties came with the hydrothermal growth of single 
crystals of the higher oxides of praseodymium and terbium by Haschke and 
Eyring (1971) and the improvement  of the technique together with the analysis 
of data collected on one of the ordered intermediate phases Prz4044 (Lowenstein 
et al., 1972). 

b. On the structure of praseodymium-oxides-All  phases of composition 
greater than the sesquioxide are fluorite-related. That is to say that their 
structures may be viewed as formed by the omission of oxygen from normal 
sites in the fluorite structure accompanied by a relaxation of the remaining atoms 
appropriate to the existence of the oxygen vacancy. This is to some extent  a 
statement of faith since only one intermediate phase in the binary higher oxides 
has been determined and that is Pr7012. However  there is a great body of 
evidence to support this assertion. 

The structure of Pr70~2 has recently been determined by Von Dreele et al. 
(1975) using a total profile analysis of neutron powder diffraction data. It was 
found, as expected,  to be isomorphous with UY6Ot2 determined by Bartram 
(1966) which has strings of oxygen vacancies in the ( l i d  direction in an 
hexagonal array of third nearest metal neighbors. This gives a unit cell of 
composition Pr7012 with the two oxygens missing across the body diagonal (111). 
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It features a six-coordinated metal atom with tridents of seven-coordinate metal 
atoms above and below rotated 60 ° with respect to each other. This cluster 
including the twelve associated oxygen atoms has frequently been advanced as 
the defect cluster characteristic of the oxygen deficient fluorite structures (Hyde 
and Eyring, 1965; Thornber et al., 1%8; Anderson, 1970). 

Powder diffraction studies of many of the phases were carried out by Sawyer 
et al. (1965b). Unit cells of many members of the homologous series have been 
determined by electron diffraction by Kunzmann and Eyring (1975). They are 
listed in table 27.1 and shown projected on the (211) in fig. 27.8. 

It is apparent that members of the series fall into two categories: the odd 
members with the same a and c axes but differing in a regular way by a change 
in the b vector and the even members with identical a and c axes (equal to twice 
the projection of the c axis for odd members on the (110) direction) and with a b 
vector which distinguishes the members of the series. 

In other words the a - c  plane in each subseries is the same but the distance 
between the planes differs for each member. The planes are different for the odd 
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Fig. 27.9. Observed and calculated (100)7 lattice images of PrTOe. The calculated image in the lower 
right corner is based on the known structure for a crystal of about 200,A thick and about 800 
underfocus. 

and even series but current guesses of the structures from high resolution 
electron imaging suggest that the even members are twinned at the unit cell level 
(c even = projection of 2c odd on the (110)) hence their vacancy patterns are 
related by folding in the even series (Summerville et al. 1978). Efforts are 
being made to determine the structures of additional members of the series but 
these so far have not been successful. 

The deviation of real solid state systems from the classical behavior has, of 
course, its root in the structure and texture of the samples themselves. The 
techniques of X-ray and neutron diffraction give little direct information 
concerning defects in crystals. Many real crystals are full of defects, hence 
techniques must be utilized which can study their defect  structures. Such a 
technique is high resolution electron microscopy which has been applied to a 
study of real structures in the rare earth oxides. 

As mentioned before, electron diffraction was used by Kunzmann and Eyring 
(1975) to determine many unit cells of the PrOx and TbOx homologous series and 
imaging was used to suggest the structures of the odd members of the series. 
Since then the technique has been extended by Skarnulis et al. (1978) to 
correlate calculated and observed images (see fig. 27.9) and by Summerville et 
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Fig. 27.10. Image of a thin edge of a crystal of Pr~2022. The calculated image based upon the 
proposed structure is shown as an insert at the bottom right. The white dots correlate with the 
projected vacancy rows which exist in the proposed structure. 

al. (1978) to image the individual phases and to suggest a structure for the even 
series member,  Pr~2022 (fig. 27.10). Of at least equal importance, it is possible to 
observe the nature of defects in these materials and to observe directly the reaction 
process (Tuenge m~ ~v,,o~,i~,l) (see fig. 27.11). This can hardly be overvalued. It is of 
fundamental importance to catalog the types of defects which take part in reactions 
and when these can be seen directly it removes the need for difficult and uncertain 
indirect methods which have been an almost unlimited source of confusion in the 
past. At the very least it limits the number of alternatives which must be considered. 

There has been marked recent interest in a variety of armchair attempts at 
predicting the fluorite-related anion deficient homologous series. Martin (1974) 
and Hoskins and Martin (1975) have constructed an intriguing model based on 
the octahedrally coordinated anion vacancy U]O6, known to exist in pairs in 
Pr7Ol2, using available information prior to the recent derivation of the unit cells 
of the PrOx and TbOx systems by Kunzmann and Eyring (1975). This topologic- 
ally inspired structural theory (for constructing--the RnO2n 2 series) will be 
interesting to compare with observations as they unfold but until the present it 
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Fig. 27.11. An image of multiple-phased TbOx down [211IF. Specimen prepared by reduction of 
TbltO20 in the microscope to one containing a large amount of TbvOlz. Integers indicate n in Tb, O2n-2 
for cell projections. Mode of reaction at the boundaries is indicated in the darker regions. 

does not appear to be a reliable guide to the structures actually found. This 
points up again the wondrous multiplicity of ways nature can find to order her 
existence. For example, the Pr~2022 unit cell had not been accounted for in the 
1974 paper but after the unit cell was published it was possible (Hoskins and 
Martin, 1975) to evolve a branching structure of coordinated defects consistent 
with the unit cell. 

Mann (1974) has performed a service in making more explicit the relationships 
between the fluorite-type and C-type oxides to the MX3(YF3) type structures. 
Similar relationships had earlier been pointed out by Hyde (1971). 

2.3.3. The terbium-oxygen system 

The same techniques as used to study the praseodymium-oxygen system have 
been used to produce the phase diagram shown as fig. 27.12 (Gtrth et al., 
1954; Simon and Eyring, 1954; Baenziger et al., 1961; Hyde and Eyring, 1965; 
Sawyer et al., 1965b; Kordis and Eyring, 1968; Burnham et al., 1968; 
Kunzmann and Eyring, 1975). 

Wilbert and Marion (1970) have studied the TbOx 1.5 < x < 1.714 region by 
observation of the electrical resistance as a function of temperature and pressure 
and by high temperature X-ray diffraction. The same general features as were 
exhibited by the CeOx and PrOx at low temperatures and pressures are seen here. 
There are members of a homologous series, n = 4, 7, 11, ~ (see table 27.1) but no 
evidence even at the highest temperature for a nonstoichiometric a or or phase has 
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been found. It has been supposed that if the pressures were high enough such 
phases might be observed.  

The thermodynamic  propert ies of  the terbium oxide system in the composi ion 
range TbO!.50---)TbOt.714 has been studied by high temperature  emf  measure-  
ments. Thermodynamic  propert ies  are derived and a phase diagram for this 
region was constructed (Vasil 'eva et al., 1975). 

3. Hysteresis and pseudophase formation 

Very extensive temperature-pressure-composi t ion  observat ions  have been 
made on the rare earth higher oxides as is clear f rom the discussion of the 
previous sections. Certain observat ions should be made explicit. There are no 
instances of classical behavior,  i.e., none of the single phases are " l ine" phases 
but have at least some range of composi t ion and none of the two-phase isobaric 
t ransformations occur  at a fixed tempera ture  but rather over  a range of 
temperatures .  There  is also clearly intrinsic hysteresis  in all two-phase regions. 
Fur thermore the hysteresis  loops are not  symmetr ic ,  but rather are skewed such 
as to give a retarded and almost  linear approach when a phase  of lower 
symmet ry  is being formed.  This may occur  either in oxidation or reduction; is 
reproducible and in t r ins i c - i t  has been termed pseudophase  format ion (Hyde et 

I 

al., 1966). 
Hysteres is  and pseudophase  format ion are properly not displayed in equili- 

brium phase diagrams because  they are metastable  states but they are neverthe-  
less features of real sys tems and anyone who wishes to describe real sys tems 
must  take them into account.  Earlier studies by Faeth  and Clifford (1963) were 
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carried out in the PrOx system without isolating a simple two-phase react ion to 
be studied. Turcot te  et al. (1973) have examined pseudophase  behavior  in the 
PrO~ system in several  regions. Recent ly hysteresis  in the two major  loops of 
the TbOx-O2 system (Tb203 ~-Tb7Oi2 and Tb70]2~,~--TbNO20) has been studied by 
Lowe and Eyring (1975) (see fig. 27.13). In this case the high tempera ture  
transition (~ ~ - ~ )  was seen to be intrinsic with a wide tempera ture  differential 
and marked pseudophase  formation.  Scanning loops showed the durable nature 
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intrinsic hysteresis envelope, and (b) the reaction ~TbHO20~ -~- TbTOi2 + ~tO2 (after Lowe and Eyring, 
1975). 
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of the pseudophases  and distinguished various parts of the loop by'  their form. 
The low tempera ture  loop ~ ~ 8 was found to require ext remely  slow rates of 
traversal  (-0.05°/min) before  they were intrinsic. In this case the loop is not 
simple but involves the path 8-~ ~ ~ 8 ' ~  ~ where 8'  is a distinct fluorite-related 
phase but not one of the homologous series since its n value would be 10½ with a 
composi t ion TbO1809. The effect of increasing the crystallite size on hysteresis  
was studied by Lowe et al. (1975) and found to decrease hysteresis  contrary to 
what  might be expected.  

Theories based on regular solutions or on heterogeneous domains predict 
hysteresis  behavior.  Knittel et al. (1977) are developing these theories and 
comparing the results with carefully determined intrinsic loops. Hysteres is  in 
solid state reactions is clearly an important  proper ty  related to the structure and 
texture and containing a great deal of information and memory .  

4. Thermodynamics 

A casual perusal of  the phase relationships just described together  with a 
glance at such propert ies  as the melting and boiling points of the oxides (table 27.2) 
will make one acutely aware of the great thermal stability of  the reduced oxides 
of the rare earths.  Only ThO2 stands out among oxides as being more thermally 
stable while the rare earths are in the same range of thermal stability as CaO and 
MgO. 

It shall b~e our purpose here to illustrate these facts  in tables and graphs. For  
this purpose we shall rely heavily on a review paper  by West rum (1967) and 
Holley et al. (1968) particularly for  references  and data up to the middle sixties 
including the est imation of ent ropy values and a review of the high temperature  
data. Gschneidner  et al.  (1973) reviewed the literature for information making 
possible the tabulation of enthalpy and free energy values as a function of 
temperature.  There  will be no effort to document  values taken f rom these three 
sources and only more recent  values or those not reviewed by these authors 
shall be noted separately.  

The special ways  in which the electronic propert ies  of the oxides impinge on 
thermodynamics  will be discussed later under magnetic and electric properties.  
In the present  t reatment  these propert ies  are buried in the unrepor ted  heat 
capac i ty  data. These shall be evoked  as desired to indicate that interesting 
atomic or solid-state propert ies  are reflected in the thermodynamic  data as would 
be expected.  

Tabulations of values for the entropies,  enthalpies and Gibbs free energies for 
the stable phases  where they are known appear  in tables 27.2, 27.3 and 27.4 and 
the Gibbs free energy is plotted against tempera ture  in fig. 27.14. 

The thermodynamic  values tabulated are derived f rom the full arsenal of 
methods available such as enthalpy or internal energy measurements  by direct 
calorimetry,  cryogenic heat capaci ty measurements  f rom sufficiently low 
temperature  to permit  entropy evaluation at room temperature ,  as well as some 
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1973). 

derived from equilibrium methods often at high temperatures and estimation 
schemes. At high temperatures, for example, studies of the vaporization process 

R203(c) ~ 2RO(g) + O(g) 

followed by 

RO(g) ~ R(g) + O(g) 

give information concerning the most common types of gaseous species, the heat 
of vaporization of the sesquioxides and the dissociation energy of the gaseous 
monoxide. 
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TABLE 27.3. 
Thermodynamic properties of other rare earth oxides. 

s ~ '  -al l°9,  ~ -aG°9, 
Oxide (cal K i mole-l) (kcal mole 1) (kcal mole -1) 

CeOl.67 17.2 
CeOt.72 16.5 
CeOi.78 16.2 
CeOi81 16.2 
CeOz0 14.7 260.2 
PROI.703 [ 19.1 ] 223.5 
PrOt.717 224.0 
PrOL74 [19.2] 
PrOi.8o4 226.5 
PrOL833 19.1 225.53 
PrOs 19.1 
SmO [15.7] 
EuO [16.3] 142.9 
Eu304 538.9 
TbO~ 70 223.3 
TbOi.7z 19.3 
TbOl 8o~ 226.4 
TbOi.81 19.4 
TbOi.si7 230.0 
TbO1975 232.0 
TbO20 19.8 232.2 

CeOz(g) AG O = - 13150+ 6.98T/K 

245.1 

213.5 

136.0 
509.0 

~Westrum, E.F.Jr., Developments in Chemical Thermodynamics of the 
Lanthanides, in: Advances in Chemistry Series, Number 71, Amer. 
Chem. Soc., 1967, pp. 25-50. 

2Gschneidner, K.A.Jr., N. Kippenhan and O.D. McMasters, IS-RIC-6Aug. 
1973, Iowa State Univ., Ames, Iowa. "Thermochemistry of the Rare 
Earths." 

3Fitzgibbon, G.C., E.J. Huber, Jr. and C.E. Holley, Jr., Rev. Chim. 
Min. tl0, 29 (1973). 

The  e n t h a l p y ,  e n t r o p y  and  f r ee  e n e r g y  of  f o r m a t i o n  of  Ce203 and CeO2 are  
g iven  in tab le  27.3. The  va lues  of  these  and  r e l a t ed  t h e r m o d y n a m i c  quan t i t i e s  as  a 
func t ion  of  T are  g iven  by  K u z n e t s o v  et  al. (1961) and  K ing  and  C h r i s t e n s e n  
(1961). The  t h e r m o d y n a m i c  p r o p e r t i e s  of  the  i n t e r m e d i a t e  p h a s e s  have  been  
o b t a i n e d  by  P,  T, X s tud ies  as d i s c u s s e d  in sec t ion  2.3.1 and  b y  ut i l iz ing  a sol id  
s ta te  cell  ( K u z n e t s o v  et  al . ,  1961) and f inal ly C a m p s e r v e u x  and  G e r d a n i a n  (1974) 
have  made  d i r ec t  high t e m p e r a t u r e  m i c r o c a i o r i m e t r i c  m e a s u r e m e n t s  of  the  
par t ia l  mola r  e n t h a l p y  of  02 in the  i n t e r m e d i a t e  ox ides  m o s t l y  in the  d i s o r d e r e d  
region.  F igure  27.15 s h o w s  a p lo t  of  - A H o ~  vs x (in CeOx) f rom the  la t te r  w o ( k  
which  agrees  r a the r  wel l  wi th  the  resu l t s  o f  B e v a n  and K o r d i s  (1964) and of  
S 0 r e n s e n  (1976). 
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Fig. 27.15. A compar i son  of the partial 
molar enthalpy of O~ in CeOx. The solid 
curve  follows the resul ts  of  Compser-  
veux  and Gerdanian  (1974). The dashed 
curve represents  the  resul ts  of  Bevan and 
Kordes  (1964). 

High tempera ture  vaporizat ion studies have yielded the thermodynamic  data 
shown in table 27.5 on the cerium oxide system. 

The high tempera ture  enthalpy and specific heat of Y203 in the range 1300- 
2100 K has been measured by Landa  et al. (1974). 

A H  = H r  - H298 = 0.1207 T + 0,9 x 10 -5 T 2 - 160____33 + 42.142 kcal/kg 
T 

1603 
Cp = 0.1207 + 1.8 x 10-ST + 7  kcal/kg degree. 

TABLE 27.5. 
Some high temperature  the rmodynamic  properties of  the CeOx sys tem.  

AG o (2000 K) 
Phase  ] G ~ ( T )  (cal moV t) (cal tool ~) Ref.  

Ce(g) 4f I 5d' 6s 2 96500 -25 .2  T[K 46100 1 
CeO(g) - 3 7 3 6 0 -  10.8 T[K -58960 2 
CeO2(g) - 131350 + 7.0 T[K - 117390 2 
Ce203(s) - 424100 + 65.8 T/K -292500 2, 3 
CeO2(s) -259650 + 50.7 T[K - 158250 2, 3 

Phase  reaction Enthalpy  Ref.  

CeO2(s) --, CeO2(g) 
Ce(g) + CeO2(g) ~ 2CeO(g) 
Ce202(g) ~ 2CeO(g) 
CeO2 ~ Ce + 2 0  
Ce202 i=~ 2Ce + 20  

AH°9s = 135 ± 6 kcal mol -~ 
AH °9s = - 19 ± 4 kcal mol-  1 
AH°9s = 9 0 -  + 6 kcal mol ' 
D°9s = 350± 15 kcal mol ' 
D°gs = 474 ± 15 kcal mol- '  

'Ackermann ,  R.J., M. Kor ima,  E.G. Rauh,  R.R. Waiters,  J. Chem.  Thermo.  1, 
527 (1969). 

2Ackermann,  R.J. and E.G. Rauh,  J. Chem.  Thermo.  3, 609 (1971). 
3Baker, F.B. and C.E. Holley~¢°J. Chem.  Eng. Data 13, 405 (1968). 
4piacente, V., G. Bardi, L. Malaspina and A. Desideri,  J. Chem.  Phys .  59, 31 
(1973). 
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These relations serve as interpolation formulae in the temperature range 298- 
1300 K with an average error not exceeding 3.8%. 

High-temperature heat-contents, heat capacities and entropies for many of the 
p h a s e s ,  t a z O 3  (King et al., 1961); Eu203, Gd203, Nd203, Sm203, Y203 (Pankratz et 
al., 1962); Er203, HozO3, Tm203 and Yb203 (Pankratz and King, 1963) and Lu203, 
Dy203 and Ce203 (Pankratz and Kelley, 1963) have been determined. 

McMasters et al. (1974) have determined the high temperature enthalpies for 
EuO and have calculated a variety of thermodynamic functions. McCarthy 
(1974) has summarized the thermodynamic data on the Eu-O2 system to sketch 
the regions of stability of the various oxides. 

The oxygen dissociation pressure at temperatures below those where metal 
containing species are significant have yielded thermodynamic data on the 
intermediate oxides of praseodymium and terbium as discussed in section 2.3. 
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Fig. 27.16. Fields of stability in the PrOx system. The a phase is shown to be complex. 
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Fig. 27.17. Fields of stability in the TbO~ system. 

Figures 27.16 and 27.17 illustrate the stable phase fields for the intermediate 
compounds  in the PrOx-O2 and TbOx-O2 systems.  Derived ent ropy values in the 
a- region of the PrOx-O2 sys tem which show erratic changes in the regions 
where ordering is occurring has been commented  on by Jenkins et al. (1970). 

Haschke  and Eick (1969) have studied the vaporizat ion thermodynamics  of 
EuO using a Knudsen  effusion technique. The reaction 

4EuO(s) ~ EU304(S) d- Eu(g) 

occurred over  the tempera ture  range 1344--1758K. At 1546K AH ° = 
75.9 + 0.9 kcal/gfw and AS ° = 28.6 + 0.6 eu. For EuO zlH°298 = 145.2 _ 4 kcal/gfw, 
zIG°298 = - 139--- 4 kcal /gfw and S°9~ = 15 -4- 3 eu. 

5. Phase reactions in rare earth oxides 

Careful observat ion of the composi t ion dependence  on oxygen pressure at 
constant  tempera ture  or related observat ions  of composi t ion as tempera ture  is 
changed at constant  pressure have been used (tensimetric methods)  as described 
above to determine the regions and range of stability of the multiple phases of 
the rare earth oxides. Obviously any phase of narrow stability range will show 
little composi t ional  change as the conditions of tempera ture  or pressure are 
altered. On the contrary,  a rapid composi t ional  change with pressure or 
temperature  change accompanies  phase reactions. In this way the phase 
diagrams have been constructed.  
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If  one observes  the details of the pressure composi t ion relationship carefully 
he will see the implications at the molecular  level of the changes occurring as 
phases pass through the range of their composi t ional  stability and as phase 
reactions occur  when new types replace the old. It is the details of these changes 
to which we now turn our attention. 

The functional relationship of composi t ion and pressure has i n  it all the 
information about  a solid-gas r e ac t i on -dec iphe r ing  it, however ,  may be a 
problem. The solid consists of a three-dimensional  array of atoms.  At equili- 
brium at any composi t ion there will be a certain deployment  of  species charac- 
teristic of the solid and the locus of these equilibrium states determines the 
composi t ion-pressure  curve. A phase  of variable composi t ion will have defects  
present  at varying concentrat ion and the nature of the defects  themselves  will be 
a function of their concentrat ion.  All this will be revealed in the functional 
relationship of temperature ,  pressure and composit ion.  

Indirect  methods having no outside information must consider all ther- 
modynamical ly  plausible species. This includes all plausible omissions of atoms 
from proper  sites, all plausible interpolations of either type of a tom as inter- 
stitials and all plausible additions or abstract ions of electrons f rom these entities. 
The problem does not end there since one must  consider all plausible inter- 
actions of these entities into complex groups or extended defects  and, of course,  
the final analysis must take into account  the effect of the occupat ion of a certain 
crystal  space by a specific entity on the possibility of a second entity being 
nearby,  not to mention,  of course,  impurities. It is obvious that this is a 
formidable,  even an impossible,  task and although there is considerable data 
delimiting the possibilities in each case one can understand why students of the 
problem have  come up with every plausible answer.  

Our discussion of mass t ransport  in the rare earth oxides shall be virtually 
limited to the C-type and fluorite phases  and their fluorite-related intermediates.  
As we have seen, as oxygen is removed f rom the fluorite dioxide a series of 
intermediate fluorite-related phases  are formed which have metal a toms on all 
proper  sites and ordered oxygen vacancies.  The composit ional  end-member  of 
the series, C-type oxide, contains vacancies  in one-fourth of the normal fluorite 
oxygen sites. The intermediate R7Oi2 structure common to all higher oxides has 
one-seventh of its fluorite oxygen sites vacant  and ordered. The similarities of 
these two to the other phases  cannot  be ignored. Therefore  although a priori 
there would be no reason not to consider metal atom interstitials of every 
complexi ty  and charge, all such species must  be present  in relatively small 
concentrat ions considering the extant  crystal lographic information.  

Such  density data as exist also confirm the presence in the higher oxides of 
oxygen vacancies  rather than metal interstitials. This is frequently a weak 
indication, however ,  since the description of a n  actual structure can somet imes 
be made in either terms within the limit of error  of  this measurement .  

With the advent  of high resolution electron microscopes  capable of  resolution 
of about 3 A or less which can directly image structures in two dimensions,  the 
types and relative abundance of defect  species and the degree of their complex-  
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ity in any crystalline material should not be left in much doubt. This makes the 
indirect methods much more powerful  and less arbitrary and subject to error. 
They can be used to illuminate the blind spots of the direct methods such as 
serious sampling statistics. Used together they should in time be capable of 
yielding the truth. The direct observation of defects in these systems is 
described in section 2.3 and illustrated in figs. 27.9, 27.10 and 27.11. 

5.1. Material transport in rare earth oxides 

Fluorite materials are notorious for the mobility of their nonmetal constituent. 
Among materials of this class are the best fluorine (PbF2) and oxygen (calcia- 
stabilized zirconia) conductors.  O 'Keeffe  (1973) has discussed the high mobility 
of nonmetal atoms in these structures and has shown that the substructure melts 
hundreds of degrees below the phenomological melting point. In the fast-ion 
conducting state the nonmetal atoms spend a substantial fraction of their time 
moving between lattice sites. 

In spite of this high mobility of the oxygen substructure  these materials are 
among the most  thermally stable k n o w n - m e l t i n g  in the range of 2500°C- the  
metal substructure is rigid up to the melting point and temperatures of the order 
of 1200-1400°C are required before appreciable metal atom movement  occurs. In 
contrast  the oxygen is mobile at 300°C in the rare earth oxides. 

Most reactions to be discussed in this section involve a compositional change 
in the reacting oxide. In these cases some phase ROx reacts with gaseous oxygen 
to produce,~nother  phase ROx_+8 according to the equation 

ROx(c) -+ 1802(g) = ROx_+8(c). 

It must be admitted that next to nothing is known about the detailed mechanisms 
of such reactions at the atomic level since they involve extended defects  which 
have not even been cataloged. 

Nevertheless the beginnings of a foundation are being laid for such an 
understanding in several systems. The rare earth oxides axe a suitable choice for 
such comprehensive studies. The higher oxides of cerium, praseodymium and 
terbium, especially praseodymium, exhibit complicated phase relationships 
which have been described in detail above. Furthermore the praseodymium 
oxide System and certain regions of the terbium oxide system can be studied at 
temperatures and oxygen pressures where unusual furnace and crucible materi- 
als and gas buffer systems with their contamination possibilities are not required. 
Add to this the feasibility of subtle modifications of the system by the admixture 
of the chemically and structurally related other rare earths and actinide elements 
and one  sees the practically unlimited possibilities of obtaining experimental  
information necessary for a comprehensive understanding of solid oxides. 

Eyring (1970c) reviewed the studies of oxygen transport  in rare earth oxides 
which had been done up to that time. Some of the parameters describing the 
transport  behavior are presented in tables 27.6 and 27.7. 

The results of kinetic measurements of heterogeneous reactions have been 
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TABLE 27.7. 
Oxygen self diffusion in rare earth oxides. 

Activation Temperature 
energy range Do D 

Oxygen self-diffusion (kcal/mole) (°C) (cm2/sec) (1000 K) 

Zr0.n58Ca0.14zOi.858 31.20 781-1097 1.8 × 10 2 8.1 × 10 _8 
Nd20~(99.999%) 31 700-1000 1.3 X 10  -4 7.7 × 10 -I° 
Sm203(99.9%) 23.5 700-950 9.2 × 10 6 8.96 × 10 -~° 
Sm203(99.998%) 21.3 700-1000 6.0 × 10  -6 1.39 × 10  -9 

Er203(99.999%) - 10 ~4 
Pr7Oi2 (10w temp) 8.21 725-930 9 × 10 8 3.58 × 10  -9 

Pr7Ot2 (high temp) 19.05 725-930 2.9 × 10 -8 1.65 × 10  -9 

analyzed by comparing them with the mathematical consequences of a proposed 
model. 

5.1.1. Phase boundary controlled reactions 

If the sample consists of spheres whose reaction rate is controlled by a phase 
boundary retreating into the sphere at a uniform rate, a plot of the cube root of 
the unreacted remainder against time will be a straight line. In such a reaction, 
nucleation of the new phase must be rapid over the entire surface yielding a 
spherical phase boundary. Excellent agreement between this model and the 
reduction of PRO2.00 and oxidation of PrOi.833 (Hyde et al., 1965), the reduction of 
PrOt.78 (Kuntz and Eyring, 1959) and the oxidation of PRO1.50 (Ramdas et al., 
1970) has been observed. 

5.1.2. Diffusion controlled reactions 

A diffusion mechanism including phase boundary movement  has been pro- 
posed by Berard et al. (1968) for the oxidation of substoichiometric rare earth 
sesquioxides although rather than the phase boundary formation itself being rate  
controlling it is chemical diffusion through the reaction product. If on the other 
hand the rate controlling step is simply diffusion into the sphere along a radial 
concentration gradient a plot of the logarithm of the amount  of unreacted sample 
against time gives a curve which falls off rapidly at first while a uniform gradient 
is being established, then becomes linear. Such a mechanism apparently obtains 
in the reduction of PrOl.71 (Kuntz and Eyring, 1959). In the case of the reduction 
of TbO1.82 and TbO1.Tt only the linear behavior at longer times is observed (Kuntz 
and Eyring, 1959). The chemical diffusion coetticient may be calculated from 
these experiments if one knows the radius of the particles being studied. 

5.1.3. Selfdiffusion studies 

Studies of selfdiffusion of oxygen in Nd203, 8m203 and Er203 have been 
undertaken employing heterogeneous isotope exchange (Stone et al., 1968). They 
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observed a very small oxygen pressure dependence.  The results are treated to 
yield surface and diffusion parameters .  

A sectioning technique was used to obtain diffusion and surface parameters  
for calcia stabilized zirconia by Simpson and Carter  (1966). These results are 
included in table 27.7 for  compar ison with the data f rom the rare earth oxides. 

5.1.4. Recent  experiments 

Some more recent  dynamic studies of material t ransport  may be noted. 
Selfdiffusion studies of  CeO2-x at high tempera tures  (850-1150°C) utilizing the 
isotope exchange technique (Steele and Floyd, 1971) have confirmed oxygen 
diffusion by  a vacancy  mechanism.  At a composi t ion of CEO1.92 the diffusion 
coefficient may be written 

D = 1.5X 10_5 exp (.--11 900 -'1"- 3.9 cal) 
R T  " 

The activation energy decreases  f rom 2 4 . 8 -  3.5 kcal /mole at CeO2 to 3.6-+ 4.2 at 
CeO~.8. The preexponential  factor  changes f rom 2 x 10 .4 to 6 × 10 .6 cm2/sec in the 
same composi t ion interval. 

Similar selfdiffusion studies on the sesquioxides (Stone et al., 1968) utilizing 
isotope exchange methods gave such a low activation energy for oxygen 
diffusion and lack of pressure dependence  that t ransport  was considered ex- 
trinsic. Under  analogous conditions, the oxygen diffusion rate decreased with 
atomic number  of  the rare earth a tom being slower by a factor  of  100 as between 
lanthanum and erbium. 

The isotope exchange method of studying selfdiffusion was extended to the 
structural pro to type  of the homologous  series Pr7012 which is i somorphous  with 
the oxides of similar composi t ion in the ceria and terbia systems.  These 
measurements  were made on powdered  samples by Weber  and Eyring (1971) and 
on polycrystal l ine specimens and on single crystals by Lau et al. (1976). The 
dependence  o~ the diffusion coefficient on pressure  is shown in fig. 27.18. The 
results of studies on these three physical forms  were remarkably  consistent.  The 
tempera ture  dependence  of the selfdiffusion coefficient at 106 Torr  oxygen,  for 
example,  may be expressed  as 

D = 6.275 x 10 -7 e x p ( - 1 4  974 cal /RT)  cmE/sec 

in the tempera ture  range 740°C < T < 900°C. The tempera ture  dependence  of 
the diffusion coefficient of oxygen in Pr7012 w as  almost  independent  of  the state 
of subdivision of the specimen and the activation energies for diffusion were the 
same within experimental  error  in these independent  studies. The log D vs 1/T 
curves at high pressure and low tempera ture  (high composit ion) shows a break in 
all three types of  material  suggesting a different regime when the defect  
concentrat ion reaches high levels. 

The pressure dependence  of the diffusion coefficient showed a distinct tran- 
sition, even a minimum, in all studies implying a change in the t ransport  
mechanism as the composit i ion of the exchanging Pr7012_+8 changes.  These 
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Fig. 27.18. The dependence of the diffusion coefficient on pressure as a function of temperature. 

results are interpretable in terms of an interstitialcy mechanism or a vacancy 
mechanism depending upon whether  the material is hyper  or hypostoichiometr ic .  

In the stoichiometric range a vacancy  mechanism appears  to predominate.  The 
selfdiffusion equation is 

D = 1.28 × 10 -3 exp ( - 1 9  050 cal/RT)fi 

where D is the diffusion coefficient and  [i the mole fract ion of oxygen in excess 
of the stoichiometric amount.  A quite different behavior  is observed  at the 
lowest  tempera tures  and highest pressures  suggesting sharp changes in 
mechanism as the edge of the stability range of the phase is reached.  

Ban and Nowick  (1972) studied oxygen t ransport  and reaction in large single 
crystals  of CeOx. These maintained their integrity if 1.67 < x < 2.0. Reaction 
occurs in these crystals at just above room tempera ture  and attention was given 
to maintain constant  tempera ture  during reaction. The rapid low tempera ture  
oxidation results in a metastable  structure called a '  of composi t ion close to 
x = 1.995. This material is black and must  be heated to at least 350°C before it 
becomes  yellow characterist ic of CeOz. The diffracted X-ray spots are smeared 
out and the phase  is interpreted to be a domain structure of  about  100-1000 atom 
distances. The electrical conductivi ty drops by a factor  of about  105 when ~,' is 
oxidized to ot(CeO2). 
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It is pointed out that oxygen diffusing in the material possessing extended 
defects  has a diffusion coefficient many  orders of magnitude greater  than that  for 
stoichiometric CeOz. Ban and Nowick  (1972) conclude that the low tempera ture  
reaction is not diffusion controlled nor is it controlled by surface react ion and 
suggest that an interstitialcy mechanism (no interstititals in the 8 phase)  with a 
low activation energy accounts  for the reaction rate. Fur thermore  the rate 
limiting process  is the t ransfer  of  an interstitial oxygen ion in the 6 phase over  to 
the ct phase at the ~ - a  phase boundary.  

This occurrence  of oxidation at below 50°C is unexpected f rom extrapolat ion 
f rom high tempera ture  measurements .  This suggests a different mechanism 
based on the ideas of microheterogenei ty  in the growth of CeO2 domains in the 
CeO1.8~8 matrix. Indeed a '  may be an example  of a pseudophase  known in other 
regions of the fluorite-related oxide systems.  

6. The tarnishing of rare earth metals by oxygen 

A few scat tered exper iments  have been per formed on the reaction of rare 
earth metals with oxygen.  Some of these have sought to determine the rate law 
which in the early stages of reaction is parabolic and in nearly all cases is stated 
to be due to the diffusion of oxygen through the oxide film of increasing 
thickness. 

For example,  Vorres and Eyring (1961) reported parabolic oxidation of La, Pr, 
Nd, Sm, Gd and Yb and a parabolic rate followed by a linear one for  Ce. 
Edmondson  et al. (1964) observed a parabolic law for Y, Lu, Er, Ho,  Dy and Nd 
with activation energies in the range of 18 to 25 kcai/mole.  In a separate  study 
Jones and Edmondson  (1966) fol lowed the oxidation of Pr  and found it at first to 
follow a parabolic law with an activation energy of 27 kcal/mole and then appear  
to maintain a constant  barrier and follow a logarithmic law. This swi tchover  in 
mechanism was accounted for  by outer  oxidation of the PrOx film to give a 
porous higher; oxide (Pr60, ) .  The logarithmic rate constant ,  k, at 500°C is 
8.62× 10-4min - '  cm 2 whereas  the rate constant ,  kd, where d is the barrier 
thickness, at the same tempera ture  is 4.40 x 10 -3 min -~ mg cm -4 where the limi- 
ting barrier thickness is 5.1 mg cm -2. 

Borchardt  (1964) studied the oxidation of Y metal between 900-1400°C with 
the following results. The immediate  rapid reaction is an appreciable solubility of 
oxygen in the metal  to the extent  of  5.1 and 28% for 900 and 1400°C. Diffusion 
coefficients of oxygen in yttrium metal are appi 'oximately 1.3 x 10 -6 (900°C) and 
2 × 10 -5 (1400°C) cm 2 sec -~. This phase is fol lowed by a parabolic oxidation with 
rate constants  k = 1.43 x 10 -3 e x p ( - 4 4  500/RT)g 2 cm -4 sec -1. The Y metal  was 
observed to have unusual stability due to a protect ive oxide scale up to a 
thickness of  100/~m. This high tempera ture  oxidation resistance exceeds  that of  
any other elemental  base metal. Brett  and Seigle (1966) studied the oxidation of 
liquid rare earth metals. They observed diffusivities of about  10-8cmZ/sec at 
1600°C. It must be appreciated that exper iments  on rare earth metal oxidation 
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are subject to great differences due to metal impurities and experiment  design. 
nevertheless qualitative agreement abounds. 

Basler (1972) studied the rate of oxidation of Gd and Dy metal at 727 to 
1327°C under oxygen pressures in the range of 10 -o.3 and 10 -145 atm. Weight gain 
as a function of time was followed on a thermobalance. An analysis of the data 
suggests Gd203 is p-type at Po2> 10-9"4atm from 727 to 1177°C and Dy203 is 
p-type at Po2> 10 ll3atm between 727 and 1327°C. Utilizing the Wagner 
paraboli c oxidation theory in the semiconducting range self-diffusion coefficients 
of oxygen were found to be D = 1.149 × 10 -7 e x p ( - 4 0  269/RT) cm2/sec for Gd203 
(727-1177°C) and D = 2.831× 10-8 exp (-21 393/RT) cm2/sec for Dy203 (727- 
1327°C). 

When thin rare earth metal films were begun to be studied in electron 
microscopes with poor  vacuums it quickly became evident that one was studying 

t h e  characteristics of thin oxide or hydride films. Such studies began with Murr 
(1967) and were continued by Kumar  et al. (1970) and have become a torrent 
from Caro and coworkers  (see section 2.2.3). Kumar et al. (1970) found the films 
to oxidize by a linear rate law in contrast  to Murr (1967) who observed a 
logarithmic rate. 

Bist and Srivastava (1971) and Bist et al. (1972a, b) describe the production of 
SmO and GdO and Murr (1967) found ErO from the oxidation of thin films in the 
microscope. They ascribe these compositions to zincblende structures. In v iew 
of the established instability of these phases one wonders whether  the "zinc- 
blende" phases could in fact  have been hydrides (Gasgnier et al. (1974). 

7. Growth of single crystals and the preparation of special specimen forms 

Growth of single crystals of oxides of the lanthanide series of elements 
presents special problems. They  are insoluble in liquid solvents at normal 
temperatures and pressures. They are high melting (-2500°C) and their 
congruently melting composition depends upon the temperature and oxygen 
activity. They  are so thermodynamically stable that suitable vapor transport 
reactions are difficult to find. Frequently they suffer polymorphic transformation 
and shatter on cooling. Nevertheless,  for  many studies of problems in solid state 
chemistry single crystals are necessary. The growth of crystals of higher oxides 
present additional problems. 

It shall be our purpose here to indicate some of those techniques which have 
proved useful in the growth of single crystals of the oxides being discussed. 

7.1. The Verneuil method 

For those substances which melt congruently and do not suffer reconstructive 
phase transformations between the melting point and the temperature of interest 
the flame fusion technique has been successfully applied. The H2+ 02 flame 
originally used is sometimes replaced by an argon plasma made oxidizing or 
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reducing by the addition of small concentrat ions of hydrogen or oxygen. The 
method consists of adding feed material to a molten region within the flame at 
the top of a boule which is slowly being withdrawn. The feed material is usually 
oxide but may be compounds such as an acetate which decompose to yield the 
oxide. The gaseous environment  of the growing boule may be altered within 
limits to improve results. 

7.2. Flux growth 

Fused salt solutions may be found in which the solubility of these oxides is 
appreciable at high temperatures and from which crystals grow as the solution is 
cooled. Some of the fluxes which have been used for growth of t h e  oxides of 
concern here are (a) potassium nitrate-sodium nitrate, (b) lead fluoride-bismuth 
oxide, (c) lead oxide-bismuth oxide, and (d) lithium hydroxide-boric acid- 
molybdenum oxide. Temperatures  frequently are in the range of 1300°C. 

7.3. Hydrothermal growth 

At high pressure and temperature the solubility of many oxides becomes quite 
appreciable in water or water containing small concentrations of a mineralizer. 
The generation of temperature gradients or slow-cooling programs with or 
without pressure cycling promotes the growth of oxide crystals. This method is 
of greatest value in the growth of crystals of the thermally unstable intermediate 
and higher oxides where high oxygen pressures are necessary. Thick walled 
autoclaves of special alloys are used to contain the high pressure. The reaction 
mixture may be contained in a gold or platinum capsule and the pressurizing 
fluid may be water, argon or some other fluid. 

Table 27.8 lists some lanthanide oxides whose single crystals have been 
successfully grown. The method of growth and a suitable reference  are in- 
dicated. 

7,4. Miscellaneous observations 

For many of the intermediate phases of interest which belong to the fluorite 
family the composition may be adjusted by annealing at suitable oxygen pres- 
sures and temperatures.  It has been established (Lowenstein et al., 1972) that 
crystal integrity is preserved when PrO2 crystals are reduced to PrOi.s33 and 
when CeO2.0o crystals are reduced to CeO1.67 (Ban and Nowick, 1972). 

Degen and Bondar (1974) report  rapid crystal growth of Y203 at 800-1000°C 
and again at temperatures in excess of 1200°C where a change in morphology 
occurs. Round granules show edges at 1000°C and assume hexagonal shape at 
1200 to 1600°C. 

The physical and chemical properties of a crystal depend on its phase purity 
and if single phase its stoichiometry. Dramatic property variations are observed 
on crystals prepared under different chemical and physical conditions. Shafer et 
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TABLE 27.8. 
Growth of lanthanide oxide single crystals. 

Crystal Method Reference 

EuO Melt 

Y203 Gas laser 
CeO2 Flux 
CeO2 Flux 

CeO2 Flux 

PrO2 (TbOLsts) Hydrothermal 

Sm203 (B-type) Verneuil 

Eu203 Flux 

R203 Verneuil 

Sharer, M.W., J.B. Torrance and T. Penney, J. Phys. 
Chem. Solids 33, 2251 (1972). 
Gasson, D.B., B. Cockayne, J. Mat. Sci. 5, 100 (1970). 
Linares, R.C., J. Phys. Chem. Solids 28, 1285 (1967). 
Finch, C.B. and G.W. Clark, J. Appl. Phys. 37, 3910 
(1966). 
Vinokurov, I.V., Z.N. Zonn and V.A. Ioffe, Soviet 
Physics Solid State 7, 814 (1965). 
Lowenstein, M.Z., L. Kihlborg, K.H. Lau, J.M. Has- 
chke and L. Eyring, Proc. 5th Mat. Res. Sym. on 
Solid State Chem., NBS Spec. Pub. 364, 343 (1972). 
Lejus, A.M., J.C. Bernier and R. Collongues, Rev. 
Int. Hautes Temp. Refract. 11, 183 (1974). 
Drofenik, M., L. Golic and D. Kolar, J. Cryst. Growth 
21, 170 (1974). 
Lefever, R.A., Rev. Sci. Instr. 33, 1470 (1962). 
Lejus, A.M. and J.P. Connan, Rev. Int. Hautes Temp. 
Refract. 11,215 (1974). 
Popova, A.A. and V.B. Zotkina, Soviet Physics 
Doklady, 11,553 (1967). 
Pastor, R.C. and A.C. Pastor, Mat. Res. Bull. 1,275 
(1966). 

al. (1972) m a k e  this po in t  in the i r  d e m o n s t r a t i o n  invo lv ing  ir a b s o r p t i o n  and  
c o n d u c t i v i t y  m e a s u r e m e n t s  of  E u O  c rys t a l s  g r o w n  f rom mel t s  con t a in ing  e x c e s s  
Eu  meta l .  A s imi la r  e x p e r i e n c e  is r e p o r t e d  b y  M a s s e n e t  e t  al. (1974) for  E u O  thin 
films unde r  c o n d i t i o n s  e x p e c t e d  to  p r o v i d e  a range  of  co~nposi t ion.  

7.5. Preparation of sintered transparent polycrystalline materials 

Effor t s  to  f a b r i c a t e  t r a n s p a r e n t  p o l y c r y s t a l l i n e  ra re  e a r t h  o x i d e s  b y  ho t  
p r e s s i n g  and p r e s s  fo rg ing  at  h igh t e m p e r a t u r e s  have  b e e n  succes s fu l .  P r e s s  
fo rg ing  has  p r o d u c e d  t r a n s p a r e n t  Y203 ( L e f e v e r  and  M a t s k o ,  1967 and  D u t t a  and  
G a z z a ,  1975) and  h o t  p r e s s i n g  ( G a z z a  e t  al. ,  1971) has  p r o d u c e d  Sc203. 

The  s in te r ing  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  o f  Sm203, Eu203, Gd203 and  Dy203 were  in- 
ve s t i ga t ed  u n d e r  ox id i z ing  and  r e d u c i n g  cond i t i ons  and  b y  ho t  p r e s s i n g  (P loe t z  
et  al. ,  1958). T h e  pu re  ra re  ea r th  o x i d e s  s in t e red  into  d e n s e  c e r a m i c  bod i e s  a t  
1500--1800°C p r o m o t e d  m o s t l y  b y  a r e d u c i n g  a t m o s p h e r e  wi th  p o s s i b l y  some  
r educ t ion .  Of  the  s in t e red  c o m p a c t s  Dy203 was  the  m o s t  r e s i s t a n t  to  boi l ing  
wa te r .  Sch i e l t z  and  W i l d e r  (1967) f o u n d  the  s in te r ing  b e h a v i o r  o f  Y203 
a n o m a l o u s  in tha t  l ow  va lues  w e r e  o b t a i n e d  fo r  the  ra te  o f  sh r inkage .  
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8. The physical properties of the rare earth oxides 

This, last  section will be rather  more  in the nature of an annotated biblio- 
graphy,  f requent ly  in the words of the authors cited. The selected references  are 
intended to be enough to launch the interested reader  into a more  comprehens ive  
search than is provided.  This procedure  is justified in part  by coverage,  at least 
tangentially in other chapters  of  this Handbook .  References  to the pert inent  
sections will be found in the text.  

8.1. The electrical properties of  the rare earth oxides 

8.1.1. The lower oxides 

Because of its potential  commercia l  value as well as its intrinsic scientific 
interest EuO has been among the mos t  extensively studied of the rare earth 
compounds .  The electrical and magnetic  propert ies  of EuO are discussed in 
detail in Chapter  19 of Volume ~ a n d  will not  be repeated here. 

8.1.2. The sesquioxides 

The electrical propert ies  of the rare earth sesquioxides were studied and the 
earlier literature commented  on by Subba Rao et al. (1970). The results of these 
and other studies (as noted) are given in table 27.9. The conductivit ies of these 
sesquioxides decrease with increasing Z except  that Y203 falls be tween Ho203 
and Yb203. 

There is a break near 550-600°C in the log or vs I /T  plots for most  of the rare 
earth oxides. This phenomenon  seems independent  of Po2 and is free of 
significant hysteresis.  The observed  increase in the activation energy with Z is 
accompanied  by a decrease in conductivity.  

Appreciableqonic  conductivi ty is established in the rare earth oxides at higher 
temperatures .  I t  may  contr ibute to the break in the conductivi ty curve alluded to 
above.  Of course,  the low tempera ture  conductivi ty could have an extrinsic 
component .  Wilbert  et al. (1975a, b) following Tare  and Schmalzried (1964) have 
utilized solid electrolyte cells to determine the t ransference  number  for  ionic 
conduct ion as a funct ion of tempera ture  and oxygen pressure.  They  find, for 
example,  that  for  Gd203 ti = 0 . 5  at Po2 = 10-3 atm and 1100°C. For  Dy203 ti is 0.5 
at l l00°C at Po2 = 6.3 x 10 -5 and the value goes to - 0 . 9  at 1200°C and 10-7atm 
oxygen.  

Electronic and ionic components  of  electrical conductivi ty are resolved for 
Nd203 at 500-1000°C by  Volchenkova  and Chebotin (1974). The effect  of  oxygen 
pressure  is studied and the conclusion reached that  the ionic conduct ion is due 
to oxygen vacancies.  

The dependence  of the conduct ivi ty on oxygen pressure has been studied 
D 1/5.3 (Subba Rao et al., 1970) and found to vary  as ,-o2 in the pressure range 
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TABLE 27.9. 
Transport characteristics of rare earth oxides. 

E d T  > TB) (eV) 

Oxide Noddack t Subba Rao 2 
Wilbert 3 
(ionic conduction) 

0"250oc 
X 109(~Q cm) -I 

S¢203 1.70 
Y203 1.46 1.10 
La203 1.05 1.05 
Ce203 
CeO2 1.10 
Pr203 0.95 
Pr6Otl 0.55 
PrO2 
Nd203 0.97 1.15 
Sm2Os 1.17 1.28 
Eu203 1.24 1.35 
EuO 
Gd203 1.36 1.57 
Tb~O3 0.95 
"Tb4OT" 0.40 
TbO2 
Dy203 1.39 
HobOs 1.61 
Er203 1.40 
Tm203 
Yb2Os 1.53 1.61 
Lu203 

55 
1700 

3450 

0.87 1450 
1.28 880 
1.09-1.41 150 

1.42 130 
200 

2.28 
1.89 160 
1.29 
1.65 
1.49 50 
1.96 

Ea(T > Ta)(eV)--= Activation energy in the temperature above the break in the curve 
tr650oc ~- DC electrical conductivity at 650°C measured at Po2 = 150 torr 

~Noddack, W. and H. Walch, Z. Phys. Chem. 211, 194 (1959). 
2Subba Rao, G.V., S. Ramdas, P.N. Mehrotra and C.N.R. Rao, J. Solid State Chem. 2,377 (1970). 
3Wilbert, Y., N. Dherbome~.and H. Breuil, C.R. Acad. Sci., Paris, Series C 280, 465 (1975). 

2 - 1 0 0  t o r r  f o r  s o m e  c a s e s  a s  w o u l d  b e  e x p e c t e d  i f  i t  w e r e  p - t y p e  a r i s i n g  f r o m  

3 _..~3 2- 
~O2(g)~=-2Oo -F [-qR-F- 3h  + 

w h e r e  020 - is a n  o x y g e n  i o n  o n  a n  o x y g e n  s i t e ,  [~R is a v a c a n t  m e t a l  a t o m  s i t e  a n d  

h ÷ is a n  e l e c t r o n  h o l e .  A t  s u f f i c i e n t l y  l o w  p r e s s u r e s  t h e  s e s q u i o x i d e s  a r e  n - t y p e  

s e m i c o n d u c t o r s  w i t h  or p r o p o r t i o n a l  t o  P-1/6  02 as  e x p e c t e d  f r o m  

020- ~ ½02(g) + [ ] o  + 2e - .  

O n  t h e  o t h e r  h a n d  W i l b e r t  e t  al .  ( 1975a ,  b )  h a v e  f o u n d  a p r e s s u r e  d e p e n d e n c e  o f  

t h e  r e s i s t i v i t y  t o  b e  p r o p o r t i o n a l  to  t h e  p r e s s u r e  o f  o x y g e n  to  t h e  - l i r a  p o w e r  
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where m varies be tween  4 and 6 except  for  EU203 which is higher. S e e b e c k  
coefficients confirm p- type  semiconduct ion at 140 torr oxygen which increases 
sharply at 600°C. 

The dielectric behavior  of vacuum deposi ted PrOx and Dy203 films has been 
studied by Goswami  and Goswami  (1974) and by Goswami  and Varma  (1975) as 
a function of f requency  and temperature .  

The ac conductivi ty of 5c203 has been  measured by  Pike (1972) in the 
audio-frequency range at tempera tures  be tween  4 and 295 K. The results are 
explained in terms of a new hopping model.  

8.1.3. The higher oxides of the rare earths 

The phase  relationships in the higher oxides of Ce, Pr  and Tb have been 
elaborated earlier (see  section 2.3). It  is clear that these sys tems are complex  and 
sensitive to environmental  conditions and unless ex t reme care is taken proper ty  
measurements  will be on inadequately character ized materials.  The electrical 
propert ies made on higher oxides come in this category and only the broades t  
s tatements  can be made.  Subba Rao et a l .  (1970) have made some observat ions  
on the PrOx and TbOx sys tems and have  reviewed the previous work  on 
P rOx-p r inc ipa l l y  by Honig et al. (1963b). There  seems to be agreement  on the 
following points. The mixed valence higher oxides are hopping-type electron 
conductors .  In the range ROI.5-RO2.0 the oxides are p - type  between ROI.5-ROI.75 
and n- typ e above this composit ion.  It  should be r emembered  however  that 
RO1.75 is in a two-phased region in both oxides, R8014 being unstable. As a mat ter  
of fact  the minimum in resistivity is shallow and may  occur  at ROI.714 which is a 
well-known phase of narrow composi t ion limit where some have argued the 
minimum should occur  (Hyde and Eyring, 1965). It  is obvious that  a clarification 
of this work  will be possible only when large single crystals of the intermediate 
phases  are available and when sufficient care is taken to character ize  their 
composit ion,  structural and textural  details. 

Experiment~ were pe r fo rmed  (Subba Rao et al., 1970) on the pressure depen- 
dence of the conductivi ty on the PrOx system. Pr6Oll was established as n- type  
but the conductivi ty was very dependent  on oxygen pressure (hence composi-  
tion). The Pr7012 conductivi ty on the other hand was less pressure-dependent  as 
might be expected  since it has a much wider tempera ture  range of composi t ional  
stability. 

Grosvald  (1964) has reviewed his and others work on the dielectric propert ies  
of nonstoichiometr ic  p raseodymium oxides in the composi t ion range PrEOa- 
PrO2. The coexis tence of two relaxation phenomena  in the diphasic regions were 
observed and ordered vacancies  in the Pr6011 phase  were obtained. 

In addition to phase  stability analysis already discussed (see section 2.3.1) the 
data of Bevan and Kordis  (1964) on the CeO2-~-O2 sys tem and new isothermal 
data obtained by Panlener  et al. (1975) has been analyzed for  the composi t ion 
range CeO2.0 to CeOi.70 over a pressure  range of 10 -2 to 10 .26 atm of oxygen  for  a 
series of isotherms f rom 750-1500°C. Blumenthal (1975) found that  in the 
composi t ion range 0.001 < ~ < 0.01 the partial molar  ent ropy change was consis- 
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tent with the presence of randomly distributed doubly ionized oxygen vacancies. 
Fur thermore they observed a P o12/5 dependence of composit ion and conductivity 
which was also accounted for  satisfactorily by doubly ionized oxygen vacancies. 
In this range A/4o 2 is a mild function of 6 but outside the range it is strongly 
composi t ion-dependent  going through a minimum at about CeO1.82, the composi- 
tion of the 6-phase. Apparently the simple application of the mass action law in 
terms of point defects is inappropriate even at quite low defect  concentrat ion 
and markedly so as the defect  concentrat ion increases. 

Conductivity studies on sintered specimens of CeO2-~ as a function of 
composition at constant temperature have been derived by combining ther- 
mogravimetric data with conductivity both taken as a function of pressure and 
temperature in the range 750-1500°C at oxygen pressures ranging f rom 1 to 
10 -22 atm (Blumenthal and Sharma, 1975). The results are fit with 

( 0 .158+6) (ohmcm)_ l  or = 41016] exp k T  

over  the composit ion range CeO1.999 and CeO1.900 at 750-1500°C. From this 
relation the electron carrier concentration,  presumed concentrated on cerium 
atoms between hops, is 

' = 86/a  3 cm-3 n Cece 

where a0 is the lattice parameter  of the fluorite unit cell. The electron mobility is 

0.158+ 6~ z , ,  
/x = 5.2 × 10 -2 exp - k--2( -] c m / v  sec. 

The activation energy derived for electron conduction is a constant  0.22 eV 
between 6 = 1 0  -3 and 1 .6x10  -2 but increases to 0.37 at 6 = 2 × 1 0  1. At low 
temperatures Ea is 0.61 + 0.03 eV and independent  of 6. 

Earlier work had frequently suggested the presence of such defects  as oxygen 
vacancies,  divacancies, cerium interstitials and polarons in CeOz-x  based on an 
analysis of extant  information. Land (1973) has discussed these possibilities with 
the conclusion that the data can be explained by polarons in equilibrium with 
isolated oxygen vacancies but not with divacancies or interstitial cerium ions. 

8.2. M a g n e t i s m  in rare ear th  ox ides  

Rare earth atoms have played a leading role, center stage, in the development  
of our understanding of magnetism (Van Vleck, 1965). The deeply embedded 4f 
electrons of the rare earth atoms in the oxides interact weakly with each other 
such that any cooperat ive effects occur  at quite low temperatures.  The N6el 
points of antiferromagnetic Dy203, Er203 and Yb203, for example, are respec- 
tively 1.2 K, 3.4 K and 2.3 K. 

8.2.1." The l o w e r  ox ides  

Chapter 19 of Volume 2 should be consulted for the magnetic properties of 
EuO. 
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8.2.2. The sesquioxides 

a. Magnetic characteristics-Magnetic susceptibilities have been measured 
for some sesquioxides over  a wide temperature range. In general they obey the 
Curie-Weiss relationship. Smol 'kov and Dobroval ' skaya (1965) measured the 
magnetic susceptibility of the sesquioxides of La, Nd and Gd between 20 and 
800°C. They  obta ined  results in agreement with Van Vleck's theoretical values 
with a screening constant,  ~ -- 33. 

The structure and magnetic properties of samarium as the sesquioxide and the 
metal have been studied by Perakis and Kern (1972). Between 80-154 K the 
magnetic susceptibility of a purified Sm specimen essentially coincided with that 
for  Sm 3+ in monoclinic Sm203. The minimum of X (the magnetic susceptibility) 
was at about 350 K. 

Kern and Perakis (1969) observed a slight discontinuity in the XA 1 VS T curve 
at about i280 K for Eu203 corresponding to the cubic to monoclinic phase 
transformation. Earlier Borovik-Romanov and Kreines (1955) had observed the 
magnetic susceptibility at lower tempera tures  (12-300K) where Eu203 agreed 
With Van Vleck's theory if a splitting of the first excited level is taken into 
account. The difference in two crystalline modifications of Sm203 was com- 
mented on and deviations from Van Vleck's theory for the free ions are shown 
to be adequately accounted for by the splitting of the ground state of Sm a÷ in the 
field of the lattice. 

The susceptibility of Eu203 of varying concentrat ion in Y203 has been 
measured (Kern and Kostelecky,  1971) to liquid helium temperatures.  The 
susceptibility and crystal-field splitting remained relatively constant  and the 
"excess"  in susceptibility over  that calculated from the spectroscopic data is not 
completely explained even when the presence of the monoclinic phase was 
considered. 

Arajs and Colvin (1962, 1964) made measurements  on Eu203, Gd203 and Dy203 
in the approximate temperature  range 300-1300 K which were in satisfactory 
agreement with Van Vleck's theory and Judds'  energy levels for  free Eu 3+. 
Bonrath et al. (1966) observed the magnetic susceptibility of single crystals of 
Dy203, Er203 and Yb203 in the temperature  region of 1.1 to 4.2 K in next ~< 
3.5 kOe. These oxides become antiferromagnetic with N6el temperatures of 1.2, 
3.4 and 2.3 K respectively. 

The low temperature magnetic susceptibility of monoclinic, cubic, stoi- 
chiometric and substoichiometric gadolinium oxides have been measured in the 
range 1 - 6 K  by Miller et al. (1971). Transformation temperatures and cor- 
relations with specific heat peaks  in Gd metal containing appreciable amounts of 
oxygen are made. 

In a series of papers the paramagnetic susceptibility of single crystals of the 
sesquioxides of various rare earths has been reported as a function of crystal 
orientation with respect  to the magnetic field. Measurements have been made at 
constant temperatures of 5, 77 and 300 K as well as at increasing temperatures  
f rom 5-1000 K. The anisotropy observed is interpreted in terms of the layer 
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structures in the case of the A- and B-type crystals as well as the electronic 
energy levels in some cases. The sesquioxides studied include La,  Pr, Nd, Sm, 
Gd and Er  (Tueta et al., 1972; Tueta  and Lejus,  1974; Lejus and Connan, 1974; 
Lejus et al., 1974, 1976 and Bernier et al., 1973, 1975). 

b. Magnetic structures - The magnetic scattering of neutrons has been utilized 
to investigate the magnetic structure of certain of the rare earth oxides. Koehler  
and Wollan (1953b) studied the angular dependence of paramagnetic scatter for  
Pr203, Nd203 and Er203 which have large angular momentum contributions to 
their magnetic moments.  The results were compared to theory.  Further  work on 
holmium oxide indicated magnetic ordering at low temperatures.  

The C-type rare earth sesquioxide (space group Ia3) has two sets of metal 
atom positions. One set of 24 metal atoms has a single parameter  u(u = 0.030 for 
the isomorphous mineral bixbyite). Each is coordinated by six oxygens instead 
of the eight at the corners of a regular cube as in fluorite. Two are removed 
across the face-diagonal resulting in a C2 site. In the other set of eight without 
parameters,  the two oxygen vacancies lie at opposite ends of the body-diagonal 
of the coordination cube yielding a Cai site. Moon et al. (1968) have determined 
the magnetic structure of Er203 and Yb203. Noncoll inear antiferromagnetic 
structures were found with the moment  direction related to the local symmetry  
axis. For  Er203 the moment  on the C2 site is 5.36 - 0.08/zB and at the Cai site the 
moment  is 6.06 -+ 0.23/~B. The N6el points are 3.4 K and 2.3 K respectively. For  
Yb203 the corresponding moments  are 1.86-- 0.06 /~B and 1.05 -- 0.06 /Za. The 
magnetic structure of Er203 had earlier been obtained by Bertaut and Chevalier 
(1966). 

Recen t ly 'Moon  and Koehler  (1975) have used polarized neutron experiments 
to measure the temperature  dependence of the susceptibility of the Gd + ion at 
the two crystallographic sites in cubic Gd203 in the paramagnetic state. The 
advantage of this technique is that it can distinguish more than one type of 
magnetic atom rather than obtaining simply an average response.  Below 10 K 
these susceptibilities are quite different because of the different net exchange 
interactions with the remainder of the crystal. 

The results of this study show the persistance of spin correlations up to 100 
times the ordering temperature in Gd203, a material previously regarded as an 
ideal paramagnet.  Spin correlations then must be taken into account  in obtaining 
proper  form factor  data. The paramagnetic form factor  for  Gd203 leads to the 
conclusion that the 4f spin density in this material is the same as in the metal. 

Quezel et al. (1970) presented new data on Tb203 and discussed the magnetic 
modes allowed for the C2 and C3i sites for  this and for Er203 and Yb203. In the 
Tb203 structure at 1.5 K the total moment  of Tb is 4.2/xa, much less than for the 
free ion. 

8.2.3. Higher oxides of  the rare earths 

As discussed in detail above (see section 2.3) Ce, Pr  and Tb oxides are capable 
of forming many ordered and disordered phases in the composit ion interval ROx 
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1 . 5 < x  <2.0 .  For  this reason one must be conscious of the exact  mode 
of preparation of specimens for magnetic study. MacChesney et al. (1964) 
studied the magnetic susceptibility of polycrystalline specimens of the 
praseodymium oxides. PrO2 prepared at 200 atm of 02 appears to be antifer- 
romagnetic with a N6el temperature  of 14 K in contrast  to low pressure pre- 
parations reported by Kern (1964) to lack cooperat ive effects. 

MacChesney et al. (1964) compare  their results on PRO1.5, PrOl.83 and PRO2.00 
with those of Kern  (1964) on PRO1.5, Prl.72, PRO1.83 and PRO201 in the range of 
about 4-300 K. There was agreement that the Curie-Weiss law was found to 
hold over  the upper portion of the temperature  range and the magnetic moments 
were found to be close to the theoretical value predicted for  the free ion. Kern and 
Perakis (1970) have measured the magnetic susceptibility as a function of 
temperature up to about 1400 K. They  consider their results against a view that the 
mixed oxides are simply a mixture of Pr  3+ and Pr  4+ ions. The materials do not appear 
to have been maintained at composit ion as the temperature was increased. 

MacChesney et al. (1966) have measured the magnetization as a funct ion of 
temperature for Tb203 (cubic and monoclinic polymorphs),  WbO1.715, WbO1.809, 
TbO~.825 and TbO2 between 1.4 and 300 K. With the exception of TbOl.809 each 
phase ordered antiferromagnetically with N6el temperatures of 2, 7, 7, 6 and 3 K 
respectively. TbOLs09 was not found ordered above 1.4 K. In the case of some of 
the lower compositions they may be metamagnetic.  TbO~.823 exhibits a tendency 
toward ferrimagnetic alignment as indicated by remanent  magnetization at 1.4 K. 
At higher temperatures,  in the paramagnetic region, all the oxide phases give 
effective Bohr magneton numbers close to the expected values for  the free ions. 

The magnetic structure of TbO2 has been investigated by Quezel-Ambrunaz 
and Bertaut  (1972). TbO2 is antiferromagnetic with a N6el temperature of 3 K. 
The moments  are distributed in the (111) plane along undetermined directions. 
Terbium possesses a magnetic moment  of 6.25---0.10/~B at 1.5 K. 

Analysis of the EPR lineshape and width of Tb 4+ in polycrystalline TbOz has 
been made by Azzoni et al. (1970) who found limited agreement  with ap- 
proximated theoretical calculations. 

Schreiner and Czopnik (1973) measured the magnetic susceptibility of Nd203, 
Tb407, Pr6Oll between 1.5 and 300 K for Nd and Pr  oxides and 4.2 and 300 K for 
Tb oxide. No magnetic ordering was observed in these materials contrary to the 
observations of MacChesney et al. (1966). One cannot  help wondering how well 
the materials are characterized since Tb407, for  example, does not correspond to 
a known stable oxide of terbium. 

8.3. Optical properties of the rare earth oxides 

The stoichiometric oxides of the rare earths are a light pastel color except  for  
what is PrO2 and TbO2 from gravimetric measurements  which are black and red 
respectively. The mixed valence intermediate oxides including the higher oxides 
of Ce, Pr  and Tb and the substoichiometric sesquioxides are all deep colors. 
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The influence of temperature and magnetic field on the optical transmission of 
an EuO single crystal has been studied by Skornyakov et al. (1971). In the 
temperature range 30-293 K and magnetic fields up to 2.7 kOe transmission in 
the wavelength range 0.9-2.7/zm was observed to change markedly as each 
condition was varied showing shifts in the position and sharpness of the 
transmission edge. 

Batlogg et al. (1975) have deduced something of the electronic structure of the 
mixed valence Eu304. They investigated the optical reflectivity of single crystal 
Eu304 in the photon energy range 0.03 and 12 eV. Interpretations were made in 
terms of lattice vibrations and interband transitions from initial Eu 2+, EH 3+ and 
2p ° states into crystal-field-split 5d bands. In addition, intra 4f 6 transitions were 
observed. The coulomb correlation energy between Eu 2÷ and EU 3+ was deter- 
mined. Optical transmission measurements revealed a blue shift of the ab- 
sorption edge above the N6el point and in n e x t  = 0 and a red shift for magnetic 
fields larger than H c ext = 2.4kOe confirming the metamagnetic phase above 
5.2 --+0.2 K. 

M spectra of Eu, EuO and EU203 have been compared by Mariot and 
Karnatak (1974). and energy level diagrams are proposed. The spectra show an 
evolution of metallic character in the sequence. 

Similar studies of the M4,5 emission spectra of Gd203 and Yb203 have been 
made by LaVilla (1974). Differences in profiles due to resonance radiation as 
compared to spectra excited by electron impact are reported and the photoelec- 
tron spectra are discussed. 

Infrared absorption spectra have been recorded for most of the sesquioxides 
by McDevitt and Baun (1964), McDevitt and Davidson (1966), Petru and Muck 
(1966, 1967a, b) and Faithful et al. (1973) who record not only the bands 
observed for C, B and A-type sesquioxides but also show their results t o  be 
consistent with the statistical structures mentioned earlier for the A-type 
(M/iller-Buschbaum and Schnering, 1965). Optical constants have been observed 
by Nigara (1968) for Y203. 

The far-infrared and visible spectra of erbium oxide have been observed by 
Bloor et al. (1970) about the antiferromagnetic state at 3.4K. The complex 
spectra can be interpreted in terms of ions on two nonequivalent sites. The 
changes in the visible absorption spectrum, together witfi changes in phonon 
frequencies, are attributed to the presence of the exchange fields and a 
magnetostrictive expansion of the crystal lattice in the ordered state. 

Reflectance spectra have been observed by Vratny et al. (1961), White (1967), 
Sinha (1967), McMahon (1967) and Nigara et al. (1971). High-temperature 
spectral emittance of some oxides have been recorded by McMahon and Wilder 
(1968) and Guazzoni (1972). A variety of other optical properties have been 
reported, such as the absorption edge of Sc203 (Tippins, 1%6), the refractivities 
of rare earth oxides (Levin, 1964), and optical properties by Batsanov et al. 
(1%5) and Ruchkin et al. (1%7). Caro and Derouet (1970) have placed Nd203 in 
the range of neodymium compounds exhibiting a nephalauxetic effect. 

Dulepov et al. (1972) have investigated the dielectric properties and charges on 
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the atoms of many  rare earths in C-type oxides. They tabulate the ref rac tometr ic  
constants of  many  of the rare earth C-type oxides. 

w a r m k e s s e l  et al. (1969) have recorded the absorpt ion spectra  of some 
sesquioxides in the uv and visible and of the higher oxides of PrOx, 1.5 < x < 2.0. 
They found the spectra  of  the intermediate phases  to be suitable fingerprints for 
each phase  and although the ir and visible bands for  the sesquioxides could be 
assigned it was not  possible for  the intermediate phases.  

The refract ive index, the absorpt ion index and the absorpt ion coefficient of 
vacuum deposited films of PrOx prepared under  varying conditions have been 
evaluated by  Goswami  and Goswami  (1975) f rom the t ransmit tance data as a 
function of wavelength in the visible region. The optical energy gap is est imated 
at 3.40 eV. 

Haensel  et al. (1970) have observed  optical absorpt ion of cerium, cerium 
oxide, p raseodymium,  p raseodymium oxide and samar ium in the ex t reme 
ultraviolet using synchrontron radiation f rom the 7.5 GeV electron synchrot ron 
D E S Y  as the light source. Optical absorpt ion was measured in the energy region 
100 eV to 180 eV where numerous  sharp max ima  are observed.  The absorpt ion 
spectra of Ce and CeOx show a marked  difference whereas  those of  the 
meta l -meta l  oxide pairs in Pr  and Nd are very  similar. 

8.4. Mechanical and thermal properties 

Gibson and Ha rvey  (1966) and Vier (1975) have collected a wide var iety of 
information on the rare earth oxides and other substances including many  
mechanical  and thermal  propert ies.  These  publications also list reference 
sources for  the data they include. A few other types of studies should be 
mentioned.  The elastic propert ies  of Gd203, Y203, Dy203, Er203 and Ho203 have 
been measured as a funct ion of tempera ture  by  Haglund and Hunter  (1973); 
Manning et al. (1966); Manning and Hunter  (1969) and Manning et al. (1969). 

The thermal, conduct ivi ty of EuO between 1 and 200 K has been  measured  by 
Martin and Dfxon (1972) with at tention given to effects of magnetic order. Near  
the Curie point weak critical scattering was observed.  At 1 K the dominant  heat 
carriers were  magnons.  

Thermal  t ransport  in Y203 has been  studied by Klein and Croft  (1967), of 
Eu203 by Gibby (1973), of  Er203 by Hunte r  and Calderwood (1973/74) and by 
Chekhovskoi  et al. (1973). Thermal  expansion of rare earth oxides utilizing X-ray 
methods have been studied by Stecura and Campbel l  (1961) and Hat ibarua  and 
Mahanta  (1972 and 1975) and for  Sc203 by Hajek  et al. (1973). 

Thermal  conduct ivi ty coefficients of  CeO2 in the tempera ture  range 400- 
1500 K are reported by Chekhovskoi  et al. (1971). 

Ploetz et al. (1958) determined the coefficient of expansion of Sm:O3 (10.8 x 
10-6cm cm -~ °C-I) f rom 30-740°C. The lowest  value measured was for  Dy203 
(8.3 x l0 -6 cm cm -I °C-l) f rom 30-840°C; Eu203 (10.5 x 10 -6 cm cm -1 °C-1) f rom 
30-840°C and for  Gd203 they observed  10.0 x l0 -6 cm cm -~ °C-1 f rom 30-850°C. 

Sims and Blumenthal  (1976a, b, c) have studied the thermal expansion of CeO2 
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and CeO2-~ in the tempera ture  range 800-1000°C utilizing high tempera ture  
X-ray techniques on powders  and by macroscopic  length measurements  under 
similar conditions. The X-ray  studies yielded the following relationship for  CeO2 

thermal expansion ( % )  - a r -  az~ × 100 = A + B T  + C T  z + D T  3 
a25 

A = -2 .14  × 10 -2, B = 8.72 × 10 -4, C = 5.83 × 10 -7, 

D = 2.56 × 10 -1°, T = tempera ture  (°C). 

In separate  exper iments  the percent  expansion as a function of the degree of 
substoichiometry was observed to increase with 6 at an increasing rate. The 
curve shows two regions, CeO2-CeO~.88 and CeOt.88-CeOl.77.  The results of  
macroscopic  length measurements  were in substantial agreement .  

These studies were  examined critically and it was concluded that  they were 
inconsistent with interstitial cerium a toms but consistent  with oxygen vacancies  
if in addition there were other anion and cation vacancies.  They  also indicated 
that  their results could be interpreted in terms of de fec t -de fec t  interaction 
forming extended defects  which must  be considered a real possibility. The X-ray 
line profiles did not show evidence of deviation f rom the cubic structure. 
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1. Introduct ion and scope 

There  is nothing rare about  mixed oxides involving the rare earth elements.  On 
the contrary,  even a cursory survey of the published literature reveals  a plethora 
of reports  and a wide diversi ty of types,  enough to blanch the countenance of 
the most  hardened reviewer.  Inevitably,  then, some selection needs to be made,  
and, just as inevitably, that selection will reflect a personal  bias. In this case 
there will be  a strong but  unashamed emphasis  on structural considerations,  
although, hopefully,  not to the exclusion of other aspects  where these seem to be 
significant. However ,  there are some types of mixed-oxides involving rare earth 
oxides, such as the garnets,  ch. 29, the perovski tes ,  ch. 29, and the molybdates ,  
ch. 30, which, because of their uniquely important  properties,  have been studied 
intensively in recent  years:  these warrant  separate t reatment ,  and are accorded 
such in this volume. The binary rare earth oxide systems are also discussed 
separately,  ch. 27. On the other hand, there is nothing particularly unique about  
the chemis t ry  of the rare earth silicates and the related germanates  when viewed 
in the context  of silicates in general and their germanate  analogues,  so these are 
not treated. A review of rare earth silicates and aluminates has been given by 
Warshaw and Roy (1964). 

In trying to set a pat tern for an exercise of  this kind there is a strong 
temptat ion to adopt  one systematic  approach favoured  by many  authors in 
which pseudo-binary sys tems are treated in the sequence M20-RzO3, M203-RzOa 
etc. However ,  a rigid classification of this kind can be cumbersome,  and there is 
always the problem of where to include certain pseudo- ternary  compounds  
which deserve attention. Accordingly,  two quite different types of classification 
have been used, the first, as above,  when the phase relationships appear  as 
perhaps the most  important  aspect  in the total situation, and the second, based 
on structure-type,  when the phase-field of even polynary  sys tems contains 
simply one or more intermediate stoichiometric compounds .  Thus the inter- 
lanthanide oxide systems,  in which the phase relationships are often quite 
complex and where several  different structure types are encountered,  are best  
included in the first category. On the other hand there are many  mixed-oxide 
compounds,  often of complex and quite different chemical  constitution, which 
nonetheless have in common a close structural relat ionship to each other and to 
some basic structure type: these are discussed in the context  of the structural 
relationships, that is, they are classified on the basis of  t he  second criterion. 
There will, of  course,  often be overlap between the two approaches.  

Ignoring for  the momen t  the voluminous literature on specific compounds  and 
systems,  it is worth noting at the outset  the existence of some major  review 
articles which relate to one or more aspects  of the whole topic. Keller (1972) has 
written on "Lanthanide  and Actinide Mixed-oxide Systems with Alkali and 
Alkaline-earth Metals" ,  and an even more  recent  summary  of the data extant  in 
a part  of this area has appeared in Gmelin (1974a) under the title "A1- 
kal ioxometal lates".  Gmelin (1974b) also contains much compara t ive ly  recent  
information on the interlanthanide oxide systems,  while in late 1975 a further 
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article by Keller (1975a) on "Lanthanide  and Actinide Mixed-oxide Systems of 
Face-centred-cubic Symmet ry"  wag published. Yet another review by Keller 
(1975b) on the mixed oxides of uranium and the rare earth elements exists. Of 
older vintage but nonetheless valuable is an article by Roth (1964) on mixed 
oxides involving the rare earth elements. These are all valuable sources. 

2. Phase relationships in mixed sesquioxides of the rare earths 

2.1. The systems R203-R~O3 (R, R' = Ln,  Y, Sc) 

The individual lanthanide sesquioxides crystallize in one or more of three 
main polymorphic forms designated A, B, and C. Two further high-temperature 
forms,  H and X, have also been reported by Foex and Traverse (1966). The C- 
and X-forms are both cubic, the A- and H-forms are hexagonal, while the 
B-form is monoclinic. Details of these structures, their interrelationships, and 
their stability ranges are discussed in ch. 27, but the dominant factor  in 
determining which structure is assumed by a given sesquioxide under specified 
conditions is t he  cation radius. The trend is A ~ B  ~ C  with decreasing radius 
(i.e. La3+-4 Sc3+). 

In the pseudo-binary mixed-oxides the structure assumed will obviously 
depend on the structures of the pure oxide components ,  the mole ratio of these, 
and (most importantly) on the difference between the radii of the two cations. 
The first thorough study of these systems was carried out by Schneider and Roth 
(1960). Their specimens were prepared by solid state reaction to equilibrium of 
individual oxides at 1650°C or sometimes 1900°C. The phase-fields were then 
determined from room-temperature  X-ray diffraction data, and the results cor- 
related with the "average cation radius". Full details of the observed and 
predicted phase relationships are best obtained from the original publication, but 
a general summary can be given here. 

If the two component  oxides both crystallize in the same structure type (A, B, 
or C) the mixed-oxide systems form a solid solution of the same structure over  
the whole range of composition, and V6gard's law (a linear relationship between 
lattice parameter  and composition) should apply. This has been confirmed, for  
example, by Caro et al. (1973) for  the system La203-Nd203, where the structure 
is A-type, and by Wolf and Schwab (1964) for  the system Er203-TbzO3, with the 
C-type structure. In these cases the differences between the cation radii are very  
small. Larger  differences signify a difference in structure type of the pure 
sesquioxides, and the corresponding mixed-oxide systems show a diphasic 
region between two terminal solid solutions of these different structure types. As 
this difference between the cation radii becomes still larger the binary mixed- 
oxide system may have solid solution regions of all three structural types,  as for 
example in the cases of La203-Dy203 and NdzO3-Dy203. For still larger 
differences a nominal l : l  compound RR'O3 appears, which usually has an 
orthorhombically-distorted perovskite- type structure. 
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In most studies of solid phase equilibria the determination of phases present 
after high-temperature reaction is necessarily carried out at room temperature; 
specimens are often quenched as rapidly as possible from the annealing 
temperature in the hope that the high-temperature situation will be "frozen", but 
uncertainty on this point presents a well-known and serious problem in this kind 
of work. It has been overcome in recent studies by Foex (1966a, 1966b) and his 
colleagues, who, using a solar furnace to heat samples in air, have developed 
techniques for the in situ study of high-temperature phase equilibria. Very 
recently Coutures et al. (1976a) have published the results of such studies for 
most of the LazO3-R203 systems. Figures 28.1-28.4 show four representative 
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phase diagrams taken from their work, and illustrate very clearly the general 
trends in behaviour already determined by Schneider and Roth (1960). Much 
more detailed trends, however, have been established. Thus addition of La203 to 
those R203 oxides which have the C-type structure at room temperature (Tb203 
through Lu203, and both Y203 and Sc203) has the effect of sharply increasing the 
mean cation radius and thereby limiting the extent of the C-type solid solution: 
the greater the difference r (La 3+)-r  (R 3+) the more limited the extent, and for 
the systems La203-8c203 and La203-Lu203 respectively Badie (1970) and Berndt 
et al. (1976~have shown that no C-type solid solutions exist. Within the 
homogeneity range of the C-type phase the lattice parameter increases linearly 
with increasing La203 content. The B-type phase occurs only for R = Sm through 
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Ho,  and Y, giving place either to an A-type or perovski te  type phase for  R = Nd 
or R = Er through Lu respectively.  In this respect  the sys tem La2Oa-Y203 is 
anomalous:  here the perovski te- type  phase undergoes a monotectoid  decom- 
position to the B-type phase (see fig. 28.4), and the sys tem La203-Ho2Oa 
probably shows similar behaviour,  but at temperatures  below the minimum 
shown in fig. 28.2, since Berndt  et al. (1976,,)class these two sys tems together and 
point out that the perovski te  phase LaHoO3 decomposes  at 1300-+ 30°C. In all 
cases,  however ,  the stable existence of the B-type solid solution requires that the 
mean cation radius lie between 1.01 and 1.09,~. For the A-type phase the range 
of existence decreases  in general with decreasing r (R3+): f rom R = Nd through 
Gd this can extend over  the whole range of composi t ion at sufficiently high 
temperatures .  

The high-temperature phases  X and H cannot  be retained to room temperature  
on quenching, and their existence could only be shown by the use of high- 
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temperature X-ray diffraction: the phase boundaries down to 1400°C have also 
been determined in the same way. The liquidus curves and other sub-solidus 
transformation temperatures have been obtained by thermal analysis; high- 
temperature X-ray diffraction was again used to identify the phase reactions. 

It is of great interest to compare directly, where possible, the results of this 
kind of work with those obtained by classical quenching techniques. Rouanet et 
al. (1972), using Foex's techniques, have studied the system La203-Yb203, and 
studies by quenching techniques have been reported for the same system by 
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Miiller-Buschbaum and Teske (1969) for 1650°C, and by Berndt et al. (1975) for 
• 1400°C (see table 28.1). 

Significant discrepancies between t h e  comparable data sets are apparent, 
particularly with respect to the width of the A-type solid solution and both the 
widths and positioning of the perovskite field. Superficially these may be 
explained by differences of technique etc., but this state of affairs warrants 
further probing. Coutures et al. (1974) have also published phase diagrams for 
the systems Nd203-Y203 and Nd203-Yb203 (see fig. 28.5), and have shown quite 
clearly in this work, and even more dramatically by splat-cooling experiments in 
the systems La203-R203 (Coutures et al., 1976b), that the phase relationships 
determined in situ at high temperatures are often different from those indicated 
by room-temperature examination of quenched samples. They have also 
explored what might be termed the effect of a specimen's past history on phase 
relationships observed at room temperature, or the approach to "equilibrium" 
from both directions. For  this purpose samples were prepared by two methods: 
(a) the mixed oxides were melted in the solar furnace and then annealed at 
1400°C for 72 hours 
(b) coprecipitated hydroxides were reacted at 1400°C for 72 hours. 
At room temperature the final states achieved in these samples were not 
identical: cell-parameter data from melted samples indicated an extension of the 
monophasic B-type solid solution into the diphasic B + C region which data of 
the same kind from coprecipitated samples had shown was present. The authors 
conclude from this that it is much more difficult to achieve equilibrium in melted 
samples than in coprecipitated ones, but it is not clear whether the same final 

TABLE 28.1 
Comparison of phase-equilibrium data for La203-YbzO3. 

Phase(s) found and composition range (mole % 
Yb203) 

Temp. °C MBT a BMK b RCF ~ 

1650 A: 0-4 A: 0-23 
A+P: 4-39 A+P: 23-47 

P: 39-55 P: 47-63 
P + C: 55-96 P + C: 63-98 

C: 96-100 C: 98-100 

1400 A: 0-4 A: 0-20 
A+P: 4-48 A+P: 20-48 

P: 48-52 P: 48-62 
P+C: 52-96 P+C: 62-98 

C: 96-100 C: 98-100 

aMtiller-Buschbaum and Teske (1969); bBerndt et al. (1975); 
CRouanet et al. (1972); Note: A, P, and C refer respectively to the 
A-, perovskite-, and C-type phases of this system. 
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state (equilibrium?) that is achieved for coprecipitated samples is also eventual ly  
reached by the melted samples on longer annealing. 

On the other hand, Miil ler-Buschbaum and Teske (1969) state that essentially 
identical cell-parameter data at room temperature were obtained both from 
samples reacted at 1650°C and from those which had been melted and then 
"slowly cooled". On this evidence it might be concluded that equilibrium had 
been reached at 1650°C, but the problem of what; if anything, happens on 
cooling from 1650°C to room temperature still remains. 

The results of Caro et al. (1973) on the mixed oxides formed at 1000°C from 
coprecipitated oxalates  of  n e o d y m i u m  and yttrium also appear to be inconsis tent  
with the high-temperature data given by Coutures et al. (1974), and the theme of 
Caro's argument i s  very relevant to this discussion. In Caro's work it is 
recognised that the phases involved are all solid solutions, and that the nature of 
these per se and of their structural transformations assumes considerable 
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importance in any at tempt to understand their interrelationships. These essen- 
tially structural considerations have been explained in some detail. 

The particular structural description used is one of edge-sharing OLn4 tetra- 
hedra (Caro, 1972; see also ch. 27), in terms of which the A- and B-type 
structures are seen to be built up from the trigonal or pseudo-trigonal (LnO),  "+ 
layers (in which OLn4 tetrahedra share all edges) linked by intercalated layers of 
oxygen atoms: the formula is best written then as (LnO)20. The C-type structure 
is a three-dimensional network of OLn4 tetrahedra, each sharing four out of six 
edges, and as such is quite distinct f rom the closely-related A- and B-forms. 
However ,  electron microscope studies of thin oxide layers (Boulesteix et al., 
1971) have shown the possibility of epitaxial relationships between these 
different structural types. Indeed, quite remarkable phenomena have been 
observed in this work, in which the electron beam is used for local heating and 
can induce, for  example, the formation of epitaxed microdomains of B-type 
structure within an A-type host crystal. The observed crystallographic relation- 
ships in this case are (002)A]I(201)B (the planes of (LnO)~ + layers), and 
(110)AI[(313)B. The contact  planes can be any one of the {100}A, {110}A, and {210}A 
families. 

A similar phenomenon has been reported by  Mfiller-Buschbaum (1967) in an 
interesting paper concerned with the mechanism of the A ~ B transformation in 
single crystals of SmzO3 containing varying amounts of La203. These crystals 
were formed from a rapidly-cooled melt, and were studied by standard X-ray 
diffraction techniques. Crystals containing 20-23 mole % La203 gave only 
diffraction patterns of the B-type phase, but a structure determination showed 
that the atom positions were shifted somewhat  from those of the pure B-form 
towards those of the A-form. In direct contrast,  for  crystals containing in excess 
of 28 mole % La203 the diffraction patterns were A-type, and the atom positions 
were shifted towards those of the B-type structure. At compositions between 23 
and 28 mole % LazO3 the X-ray data showed the existence of oriented inter- 
growth on a sub-microscopic scale of both A- and B-type crystals. Mfiller- 
Buschbaum (1967) concludes that the transition between these two structure 
types in interlanthanide sesquioxide systems is not sudden but continuous, and 
in the diphasic region (see fig. 28.1) both exist together in a state which he 
describes as submicroscopic twinning. 

Such behaviour is perhaps not so unexpected since the A- and B- type  
structures are closely related; the A ~  B transition corresponds simply to a slip 
of the (LnO),  ~+ layers with respect  to each other in one of the directions (llO)A. 
However ,  similar intergrowths of the B-type phase in a C-type matrix have also 
been observed: here the crystallographic relationships found by Boulesteix et al. 
(1971) are (201)BH(lll)c and (lll)Bll(ll0)c, and in the light of all these obser- 
vations the clearly complex situation of the solid solutions was further studied 
by Caro and his colleagues, using both spectroscopic techniques (Caro et al., 
1973) and electroninicroscopy (Loier et al., 1974). Two very different pictures 
have emerged. 
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In the sys tem La203-Nd203 the stable structure of both end-members  is 
A-type,  and these form a continuous solid solution of identical structure type 
over  the whole range of composit ion.  Moreover ,  it is ideal in the sense that 
V6gard's  law holds. The optical absorpt ion spectra measured at liquid helium 
tempera ture  show only a single sharp peak, as in pure Nd203, corresponding to 
single s i te-occupancy for  Nd 3+, and the inescapable conclusion is that  the Nd 3+ 
ions simply replace La  3+ ions at random on normal  A-type cation sites. As the 
Nd 3+ concentrat ion in the solid solution increases,  so the absorpt ion peak shifts 
regularly towards  longer wave  length (the nephelauxetic  effect) and at the same 
time broadens to a max imum half-peak-height  width for a neodymia  mole 
fract ion of 0.5. This latter observat ion is interpreted as being due to strain in the 
rigid (LnO)~, + f r amework  resulting f rom the substitution of La  3+ by the slightly 
smaller Nd 3+ in the OLn4 tetrahedra.  This system, then, shows the normal  type 
of solid solution behaviour  expected  for strictly isomorphous components .  
Similarly, in the sys tem Nd203-Y203, whose  end-members  have the A- and 
C-type structures respect ively,  it seems that Y203 can incorporate  a considerable 
amount  of Nd203 in " ideal"  solid solution*. The lattice parameter  of  the cubic 
C-type phase increases linearly with increasing neodymia  content  up to the 
phase boundary,  and the optical absorpt ion data suggest that in this region Nd 3+ 
ions replace y3+ ions in the C2v site of the structure. The 6-fold coordination of 
this site by nearest-neighbour anions is very  irregular and therefore  able to 
adjust to the presence of the larger Nd 3+ ion. Thus this solid solution region can 
also be said to show normal behaviour ,  in spite of the fact  that the components  
are not isomorphous.  

In marked contrast ,  however ,  at the other end of the system incorporat ion of 
as little as 0.5 mole % Y203 in Nd203 leads to the appearance  of a B-type phase,  
which suggests that y3+ ions cannot  occupy the C3o site of Nd 3+ in the A-type 
structure. There are sound structural reasons for this, as even in A-type La203 
the oxygen a toms of the OLa4 te t rahedra  are virtually close-packed,  and cannot  
come much closer together around a smaller cation. Indeed, the distortion of the 
OLn4 tetrahed/ 'a in the B-type structure exhibited by the intermediate rare earth 
oxides is the result of the lanthanide contract ion,  and the further  transition to the 
C-type structure, with more loosely-linked OLn4 tetrahedra,  is a direct result of 
the need to preserve  reasonable  O - O  distances as the Ln 3+ radius decreases.  
This same argument  should also exclude the possibility of a normal B-type solid 
solution in which y3+ replaces Nd 3+ at random in the (LnO)~ + f ramework ,  yet 
solid solution of a kind does occur  over  a wide range of composit ion:  but what 
kind? 

In an electron microscope study of this B-type solid solution Loier  et al. (1974) 
prepared thin, single-crystal films of the mixed neodymium and yttrium oxides 
by careful beam heating of an evapora ted  metal  film containing the appropriate  

*The phase diagram for this system, as given by Coutures et al. (1974), is similar in general appearance 
to that shown in fig. 28.5. 
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ratio of Nd to Y: residual oxygen within the evacuated instrument was sufficient 
to effect the oxidation. Most of their reported work is for the composition 10 
mole % Y203, and the diffraction patterns showed at the outset that the prepared 
films were B-type and monophasic (in accord with the phase diagram) but 
strongly twinned. Much of the contrast observed fo r  such specimens was, 
however, quite different from what had been seen previously in pure Nd203 
samples. The details of these striking observations are best obtained from the 
original paper, but their implication is quite clear: within the thickness of the 
single-crystal film ( -1500A)  the composition varied by as much as 20%. 
Whether this fine-scale inhomogeneity is introduced at the stage of metal 
evaporation or oxidation in the electron beam cannot be determined. The strain 
arising from this is taken up in the observed system of dislocations. Further 
beam heating led to the almost complete disappearance of the B-phase and the 
appearance of epitaxed regions of both A- and C-phases, which had quite 
specific orientations with respect to each other. Intergrowth of A-type and 
B-type regions was also observed, as in pure Nd203, but the coexistence of B- 
and C-type phases, which might have been expected according to the phase 
diagram, was never seen. 

What has happened, in effect, is that local bearri heating, following the first 
oxidation of the metal film and subsequent rapid quenching, has produced a 
more or less random heterogeneity of composition, and the phases observed 
reflect this. Of course, there is no question of this specimen being at equilibrium, 
but the important feature of the observations is that different structures with 
different compositions can intergrow coherently in these s y s t e m s - a  property 
known as 'syntaxy.  This behaviour is well-documented in the literature on 
d-block transition metal oxides, and the term "microdomain texture" has been 
coined to describe it. 

The argument can now be carried a stage further. There is no a priori reason 
why such texture in a solid solution should not exist at equilibrium. For large 
numbers of small microdomains in some matrix the interracial energy at the 
microdomain boundaries will be important in determining what structural and 
compositional differences between microdomains can be sustained. Thus Caro et 
al. (1973) have explained how it could be that very small amounts of Y203 
introduced into A-type Nd203 promote the formation of a B-type phase. Micro- 
domains of C-type (Y, Nd)203 relatively richer in yttrium form coherently within 
the A-type matrix, but the local strains set up induce the displacive trans- 
formation A ~ B in the matrix in the same kind of waY that local constraints due 
to beam heating in the electron microscope induce formation of microdomains of 
B in pure A-type Nd2Oa films. 

Alternatively, it can be argued that possibly the most important factor in 
determining what macroscopic phase relationships will be observed for ex- 
tended-defect systems is the way in which the components are distributed 
initially, since local fluctuations of composition will profoundly affect micro- 
domain texture. Further discussion of this point is taken up in the section on 
fluorite-related phases .  
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2.2. T h e  p e r o v s k i t e - t y p e  p h a s e  RR'O3 

Schneider and Roth (1960), using ionic radii given by Ahrens (1952), have 
suggested from their observations that a minimum radius difference of 0.25 A is 
necessary for a stable perovskite phase to form. Furthermore,  using the 
tolerance factor* derived by Goldschmidt et al. (1926) for this structure type, 
they proposed again a minimum value of 0.77-0.79 for perovskite formation in 
these interlanthanide systems. As the tolerance factor tends to unity, so the 
tendency for  stable perovskite formation increases. 

However ,  perovskite phases when formed often exhibit quite wide phase- 
fields, a complication not discussed by Schneider and Roth (1960). Tolerance 
factor calculations for such cases have been developed by  Miil ler-Buschbaum 
and Teske (1969), who took into account the known crystal structures of these 
perovskite phases. The large and small cations in the 1:1 compound occupy 
quite distinct lattice sites, and the structure is essentially a rigid, three-dimen- 
sional network of corner:sharing R'O6 octahedra,  having the formula ~v,,~ ~3n . ~ x x  " J 3 } n  , 

and R 3+ ions are incorporated in the large interstices present in this framework.  
(For a full discussion of the perovskite- type structure, see ch. 29.) These authors 
assume, then, that any stoichiometric excess of one or other component  is 
accommodated by a statistical distribution of, say, additional R 3÷ ions and the 
correspondingly fewer  R '3+ ions on R' sites of the intact structure to form the 
phase D 3 + t l ) t 3 + D 3 + ~ / ' ~  " 1, ~-,~l-xl-x ~,-,3- the R sites in this case remain fully occupied by R 3+ ions. 
For a known Composition it is now possible to calculate the mean ionic radius 
for the ions occupying the R' (or the R) sites, and hence the tolerance factor. The 
experimental  data from samples of mixed lanthanum and ytterbium oxides 
heated to 1650°C and in excess of 2200°C (no significant differences a t  r o o m  

t e m p e r a t u r e  were observed for samples given these different heat treatments) 
indicated a perovskite phase extending f rom 38.62 mole % to 55.45 mole % 
Yb203. Tolerance factors calculated for these boundary compositions (again 
based on Ahre~n's ionic radii) were 0.77(2) and 0.77(9) respectively: for the 
stoichiometric composi t ion the value is 0.79(5). From all these considerations 
Miiller-Buschbaum and Teske (1969) predicted that it should be possible to 
prepare the then unknown perovskite phases LaDyO3, LaHoO3, CeLuO3 and 
NdLuO3. Of these, the last three have recently been prepared in Keller 's 
laboratory,  and table 28.2 gives what is probably a complete listing of the RR'O3 
perovskites which can be prepared by standard solid-state reaction techniques. 

It should be noted that the new compounds prepared by Berndt et al. (1975) 
only appear to be stable at lower temperatures:  at higher temperatures they 
decompose into one or more solid-solution phases, and it is therefore interesting 
to speculate on the possibility of the stable existence of other such compounds 
at even lower temperatures.  The lower limit of 0.77-0.79 for the Goldschmidt 
tolerance factor  is, of course, derived empirically from experimental  observation 

*t = (rR + ro)l~/2(rR , + r0), where t is the tolerance factor, rR is the ionic radius of the smaller cation, 
and r0 is the ionic radius of oxygen. 
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TABLE 28.2 
Perovskite-type compounds RR'O3 (Ahren's ionic radii (,~) are given in parentheses: for 

lattice constants see Berndt et al. (1975)). 

R' Y He Er Tm Yb Lu 
R (0.92) (0.91) (0.89) (0.87) (0.86) (0.85) 

La (1.14) LaYO3 LaHoO3 L a E r O 3  LaTmO3 LaYbO3 LaLuO3 
Ce (1.07) CeTmO3 CeYbO3 CeLuO3 
Pr (1.06) PrYbO3 PrLuO3 
Nd (1.04) NdLuO3 

Note: Sc203 (r(Sc 3+) = 0.81 A) forms perovskite phases RScO3 for R = La through Ho, 
and Y. 

of perovski te  formation,  and all of these preparat ions have involved solid state 
reaction. In this situation the problem arises that in order to achieve reaction a 
high tempera ture  is required, and this tempera ture  may  exceed the decom- 
position tempera ture  of the compound  sought. Special low-temperature  pre- 
parat ion techniques might be worth  exploring in this context,  al though Berndt  et 
al. (1975) have tried hydrothermal  reaction of coprecipi tated mixed hydroxides 
at 210°C without success (no perovski te- type  compounds  at all were obtained by 
this method).  Vapour-phase  t ransport  reactions,  and homogeneous  decom- 
position of mixed rare earth oxysal ts  dissolved in a KCI/NaC1 melt, are two 
other possibilities. 

2.3. The sys tems R203-R~O3-R~O3 (R, R',  R " =  Ln, Y, Sc) 

The very large number  of such possible combinat ions makes  any detailed 
discussion of these quaternary or pseudo-ternary systems impracticable,  but it is 
possible to make intelligent predictions as to how any such sys tem will behave 
f rom a consideration of the phase relationships in the pseudo-binary  systems.  
Indeed,  Schneider and Roth (1960) have predicted the phase diagram for the 
sys tem La203-SmzO3-Lu203 in just this way. More recently,  Keller and  his 
colleagues have studied some of these systems experimental ly,  and fig. 28.6 
shows their results for the system La203-Er2Oa-Y203 (Berndt et al., 1976a)°The 
main feature of this is the existence of a perovski te- type  phase  extending over  
the whole composi t ion range f rom LaErO3 to LaYO3. This has its maximum 
phase width (corresponding to the limits Lao.47(Yo.265Ero.z65)O3 and 
Lao.54(Yo.E30Ero.230)O3 for the ratio Er: Y = 1 : I .  The B-type phase achieves its 
maximum ErOl.5 content  of 1 1 mole % at the expense of the YO1.5 content  since 
the phase boundary  on the lanthana-rich side is Virtually independent  of the 
ErOL5 content,  and the phase  width narrows as this maximum ErOL5 content  is 
approached.  The A- and C-type phase-fields correspond quite well to what  would 
be expected  f rom the behaviour  of the respect ive pseudo-binary systems.  
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3. Phase relationships in the systems MO2-(rare earth oxides) 

3.1. Mixed oxides of tetravalent elements 

Of the lanthanide e lements  themse lves  only  C~,, Pr, and Tb can form dioxides,  
RO2, although PrO2 and TbO2 do not form easily,  particularly the latter. These  
have the face-centred-cubic  f luorite-type structure. Other dioxides with this 
structure, but not of  the rare earth series,  are ThO2, UO2, NpO2, PuO2, AmO2, 
CmO2, and CfO2. It might be expected,  therefore,  that mixed oxides  of  this type 
should exhibit normal,  "ideal" solid solution behaviour over the whole  range of 
compos i t ion ,  and this has been found in numerous  cases .  The studies of  
McCullough (1950) on the sys tem CeO2-PrO2, and of Whitfield et al. (1966) on 
the system ThO2-CeO2 may be cited as examples .  

Several reports of  work  on the rather intriguing system CeO2-UO2 are also 
extant (Magn41i and Kihlborg, 1951; Hund et al., 1952; Brauer and Tiessler,  1953; 
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Rfidorff and Valet, 1953), the most Comprehensive being that ~f  R.udorff and 
Valet (1953). As early as 1915 Hofmann and Hoeschele (1915) gave the name 
"Ceruranblau"  (cerium-uranium blue) to a dark blue phase obtained at an app- 
roximate composit ion 2CeO2.UO2. They  postulated compound formation on 
account  of the colour, and only subsequently was it rea l ized tha t  this was due to 
the coexistence of different valence states for both cerium and uranium. The 
situation was represented formally by the equilibrium: 

2CeO2.UO2 ~ Ce203.UO3. 

Rfidorff and Valet (1953) showed that in fact  there exists a continuous fluorite- 
type solid solution over the whole range of compositions between CeO2 and 
UO2, with the cell edge varying linearly in accordance with V6gard's law. They 
also measured the electrical conductivi ty of their specimens, and found a 
maximum at 30-40 mole % CeO2, where the conductivity was about  one order of 
magnitude higher than that of UO2 itself• With increasing CeO: content  above 
30-40 mole % CeO2 the conductivity decreased, and beyond about 50 mole % 
CeO2 became less than that of UO2. They suggest that this observation is more in 
accord with the overall electron exchange equilibrium: 

U 4+ + Ce 4+ ~ U 5+ + Ce 3+. 

The dioxides of both Zr and Hf have monoclinic structures related to the 
fluorite-type and should behave in this context  not too differently from other 
fluorite-type dioxides, in spite of their smaller cation_radii. The system CeOr- . , 

• • = - - -  ~ " • ~ - " ~ - - ~ ' M ~ H ,  ~ O  

ZrO2 has been studied by Longo and Roltt, (1971); '~7~, using opt]cal m,cros- L ~  
copy, X-ray diffraction, and electrical conductivity measurements ,  but their 
conclusions as to the phase relationships existing at various temperatures are 
quite at variance with what might be expected,  and also with the results of other 
workers for analogous systems which behave "normally".  Thus Longo and 
Roitti report  a qui te  limited solubility (20 mole %) of ZrO2 in CeO2, in marked 
contrast  to the much higher ( - 8 2  mole %) "ideal"  solubility of ZrO2 in AmO2 
(Radzewitz, 1966). For this latter, closely analogous system there is on the 
zirconia-rich side a diphasic region separating the broad fluorite-type solid 
solution from a narrow tetragonal solid solution close to the ZrO2 composition, 
but in the CeOz-ZrO2 system this diphasic region is unexpectedly wide. 
Moreover,  at temperatures below ~ 870°C Longo and Minichelli (1973) report  the 
appearance of a tetragonal phase of composition CezZr30~0 with the following 
lattice parameters:  

a = b = 5.267 -+ 0.003 ,~, c = 6.034 --+ 0.003 A. 

If confirmed, these results for  the CeOz-ZrO2 system would imply the operation 
of factors as yet unknown and unexplained. 

Little is known of the binary systems involving RO2 and the dioxides of still 
smaller elements, e.g. TiO2 and SnO2, which no longer have a fluorite-related 
structure but are rutile-type. Lang et al. (1956) have reported no reaction 
between UO2 and SnO2, and a similar result might be anticipated for CeO2 and 
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SnO2, but Perez y Jorba et al. (1961) have reported formation of the compound 
ThTi206, and St6cker (private communication to Radzewitz, 1966) has prepared 
CeTi206 with the same monoclinic structure. 

3.2. Mixed oxides of the type MO2 (fluorite) -R203 

This area has been widely investigated since the discovery by Zintl and 
Croatto (1939) of the existence of so-called "anomalous" or "heterotype" mixed 
crystals in the system CeO2-La203. These grossly non-stoichiometric phases, 
which often have wide compositional ranges, are virtually unique in oxide 
systems, and some have the important property of good anionic conduction 
(M6bius, 1964). However, in spite of much research effort there is still 
considerable disagreement on the precise nature of the phase equilibria in such 
systems. 

3.2.1. The systems ThO2-RzO3 

Figures 28.7, 28.8, and 28.9 show the results of three recent but quite 
independent studies of the system ThO2-La203. These have been redrawn from 
the published data in such a way as to facilitate comparison, and the desig- 
nations used throughout for the lanthana-rich intermediate phases of closely 
similar composition are those of Sibieude and Foex (1975). However, this is not 
to say that phases with the same designation are necessarily identical. Thus in 
the paper by Keller et al. (1972) it is stated that X-ray diffraction data for the 
phases found at 91.7 mole % LaO1.5 are in approximate agreement with those 
reported by Sibieude and Chaudron (1970) for the ~l-phase, but that a similar 
correspondence between data for the phase found in this work at 75.0 mole % 
LaO~.5 and the metastable ~3-phase found by the French workers was 
anomalous in that the ~3 composition was given as 85-87 mole % LaOl.5. No 
such correspondence with the data of Diness and Roy (1969) could be found. 

Inspection bf these phase diagrams reveals many significant differences in 
detail, some of which can be explained readily enough. Keller et al. (1972) and 
Diness and Roy (1969) based their conclusions essentially on data from quen- 
ched samples, whereas Foex (1966a,b) and his colleagues, as mentioned earlier, 
have developed experimental techniques for studies in situ at high temperature. 
From this work has come the discovery of the high-temperature H- and 
X-phases, which cannot be quenched and  so could not have been found in the 
first two studies. However, important differences at lower temperatures remain 
unexplained, such as the width of the A-type solid solution (negligible at 1600°C 
in figs. 28.7 and 28.8 but quite significant in fig. 28.9), the boundary of the 
fluorite-type solid solution, and the whole realm of ~-phases. It should also, be 
noted that discrepancies exist between the results obtained by Hund and 
Metzger (1952) and by Gingericb and Brauer (1963) for the boundary of the 
fluorite-type solid solution in particular ThOz--RzO3 systems. It is clearly very 
difficult to achieve and identify the true equilibrium situation in such systems. 
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100 

Nevertheless, in spite of such problems (to be discussed in more detail later), 
phase studies have revealed well-defined trends which, for the ThO2--R203 
systems, have been reviewed by Sibieude and Foex (1975) and by Keller et al. 
(1972). These papers contain virtually a complete set of phase diagrams which 
illustrate the evolution of the phase relationships as r(Th4+)-r(R 3+) increases. 
Thus the systems ThOE-La203 and ThOE-Nd203 are similar in character, as are 
those of ThO2-Sm203, ThOE-EU203, and ThOE-Gd203, but in the latter group, 
phases of both C- and B-type make their appearance, while ~-phases (vestigially 
present in ThO2-SmEOa according to Sibieude and Foex (1975), but not in the 
other two systems) are fading out. As the discrepancy in ionic radii increases the 
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Fig. 28.8. Phase diagram for the system ThO2--La203: after Keller et al. (1972). 

range of existence of the B-type phase decreases, and it has disappeared 
completely in the system ThO2-Er203. Keller et al. (1972) found no solubility of 
ThO2 in B-type R203, in contrast to the French work. At the same time the 
C-type solid solution becomes firmly established, and it seems to be stabilized by 
the presence of Th 4÷ in the lattice. Once again however, there are significant 
differences between phase diagrams for the same system reported by different 
authors. 

Keller's studies go to somewhat lower temperatures than those of the French 
workers and reveal a marked decrease towards the end of the lanthanide series 
in the saturation solubility of R203 in ThO2 (the fluorite-type solid solution) at 
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Fig. 28.9. Phase diagram for the system ThOE-La203: after Sibieude and Foex (1975). 

any given temperature. This is also true for the solubility limit of ThO2 in C-type 
R203, as might be expected. The temperature dependence of this'latter solubility 
limit, however, is somewhat anomalous compared with that of R203 in ThO2, 
which increases significantly with increasing temperature: for the C-type phase 
there appears to be a minimum solubility of ThO2 at about 1700°C (except in the 
case of ThO2-Lu203). For further details the original papers should be consulted. 
There will also be published shortly a very full and comprehensive survey by 
Keller (1976) of the ternary and polynary oxides of thorium. 

When due account is taken of radius differences, the ThO2-R203 systems 
discussed above serve as models for other actinide dioxide-  R203 systems, since 
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all dioxides of the actinide elements from thorium to californium inclusive have 
the fluorite-type structure. The  sub-solidus regions of some of these systems 
(UO2-R203, NpO2-R203, PuOz--R203) have been studied recently by Leitner 
(1967) in Keller's laboratory, and the U O 2 - Y 2 0 3  system was thoroughly in- 
vestigated many years ago by Ferguson and Fogg (1957). In all cases only 
fluorite- and C-type solid solutions, separated by a diphasic region, were obser- 
ved. However, because of the multivalent character of these actinide elements 
(in contrast to thorium) it is often difficult to retain the +4 oxidation state under 
experimental conditions, and it has been shown very clearly, particularly for the 
urania and neptunia systems, that the presence of higher oxidation states 
profoundly affects the phase equilibria, even to the extent of introducing entirely 
new phases, the nature of which will be discussed later. 

3.2.2. The systems R'O2-R203 (R' = Ce, Pr, Tb) 

Of these, the CeO2-R203 systems constitute the majority of those investigated, 
since for Pr and Tb it is difficult to retain completely the tetravalent state. 
However, for these last elements some studies have been made. Thus McCul- 
lough has reported lattice parameter data for the fluorite-type solid solutions 
found in the system PrO2-Nd203 (1950) and for both fluorite- and C-type solid 
solutions in the system PrOr-Y203 (1952). In this work specimens were reacted 
at high temperature (1200-1400°C) in conditions where Pr is predominantly 
trivalent, but a subsequent low-temperature heating (300-650°C) under high 
oxygen pressure was used to convert Pr 3+ to Pr 4+. For the PrO2--Y203 system the 
authors report a continuous transition from the fluorite- to C-type structure. 
Wolf and Schwab (1964) have also determined lattice parameters of solid 
solutions in the systems TbOx-Y203 and TbOx-Er203 (1.5 < x  < 2.0), but for 
neither of these systems was the oxygen to metal ratio (or R4+/R 3+) determined, 
so that interpretation of lattice parameter variations is only qualitative. In later 
work of a similar kind on the systems PrOx-R203 Brauer and Pfeiffer (1965) did 
analyse their Specimens for Pr (IV) content. The results obtained are interesting 
and unexpected but will not be discussed here: because of the preparation 
method, which was similar to McCullough's, the phases formed are almost 
certainly metastable. Finally, in this area, Kordis and Eyring (1968a, 1968b) have 
described results of tensimetric studies on the systems CeOx-TbOx and PrOx- 
TbOx. In both of these systems (but particularly in the former) there is some 
evidence that no stabilization of Tb 4+ occurs, and that therefore the component 
cationic species independently adjust their respective ratios of tetravalent to 
trivalent ions in response to changes in oxygen pressure or temperature. 
Certainly, the isobars for mixed cation ratios (Tb: Ce(Pr)) between ap- 
proximately 2 and 1.5 are virtually featureless compared with those of the 
separate binary systems PrOx-O2 and TbOx-O2, in which single phases and 
diphasic regions are clearly delineated (see ch. 27). On the other hand, for 
samples much richer in TbOx (e.g. Tb0.sCe0.2Ox) the isobars obtained, while 
bearing little resemblance to those for pure terbia, do indicate the existence of a 
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phase RO1.714 (R7012), but X-ray diffraction studies show quite clearly that 
samples of this composition are not rhombohedral (the structure o f  R7012): in 
fact, according to the X-ray findings, the Tb0.sCe0.20~ system was monophasic 
(fluorite-type with, possibly, some C-type superstructure lines) for all composi- 
tions between Tb08Ce0.2Ol.5 and Tb0.sCe0.zOt.854. Thus the same situation obtains 
here as in the Brauer and Pfeiffer study, and in McCullough's work: a partial 
equilibrium between the gas and solid phases may well be established, but the 
solid phase itself is, at this stage, metastable. In the true binary systems the 
kinetic barrier to achievement of equilibrium in the solid phase is relatively 
small, even at quite low temperatures (-400°C), since, as is well-known, the 
anion mobility in fluorite-type structures is high, and adjustment of the cation 
sub-lattice can occur simply by electron switching: no cation transport need take 
place. By contrast, in ternary phases (and it is clear that CeO~-TbOx and 
PrOx-TbOx are true ternaries, not pseudo-binaries) any rearrangement of the 
cation sub-lattice must involve cation diffusion, which, for the fluorite-type 
structure, is extremely slow. 

With this in mind, a detailed investigation of the sub-solidus re_~ions of the ^ , 
CeO2-R203 systems was undertaken by Bevan et al. (1965} 1 9 7 ~ ,  with particular I~rr~t' 
attention being paid to the  attainment of high-temperature equilibrium. In this 
work both physically-mixed oxides and coprecipitated hydroxides were 
repeatedly heated at some high reaction temperature for long periods (days), 
quenched, and studied at room temperature by powder X-ray diffraction 
methods. Full details are given in the original papers, but a summary of the 
phase relationships observed at 1600°C is contained in fig. 28.10. There is a 
dependence of the phase-boundary compositions on temperature: the fluorite- 
type solid solution increases in width with increasing temperature, while the 
C-type phase width decreases. 

Certain features apparent in this work are worth emphasizing: 
(i) The diphasic region separating the fluorite-type solid solution f rom the 

C-type phase. Only in the case of CeOz--La203 does no C-type phase appear, and 
the tendency of Ce 4+, like Th 4+, to stabilize this structure is well illustrated. 
Where the stable structure of RzO3 is itself C-type the width of the C-type solid 
solution decreases, as might be expected, with increasing difference between the 
ionic radii of Ce 4+ and R 3+. Earlier studies of some of these systems by 
McCullough (1950, 1952) and by Brauer and Gradinger (1954) had suggested that 
for R = Sm, Gd, Dy, Y the transition from the fluorite-type structure to the 
C-type was continuous as a consequence of the close relationship between the 
two structure types. The C-type structure is a superstructure of fluorite with 
double the cell edge of the latter: its diffraction pattern shows very clearly the 
strong reflections of the fluorite-type sub-cell, and the main evidence for the 
proposed continuous transition, apart from an apparently monotonic variation Of 
cell edge with composition, was the appearance of diffuse C-type superstructure 
reflections in diffraction patterns of solid solutions containing as little as 20 mole 
% RO~.5. The intensities of these reflections increased with increasing RO~.5 
content until the complete C-type diffraction pattern was developed, and it 
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required very close study to establish the existence in all  cases of t he  diphasic 
region separating the two solid solutions. This appearance  and deve lopment  of 
C-type superst ructure  is a widespread phenomenon  in such systems:  it was 
observed  in the work  of Bevan et al. (1965), and Sibieude and Foex (1975) have 
found it also in their studies of ThO2-R203 systems.  It is a lmost  certainly related 
to a second feature  in Bevan ' s  CeOz--R203 data, now to be described. 

(ii) The pronounced  curvature  in the plots of  fluorite cell edge against 
composi t ion for  the fluorite-type solid solution. This is also widespread,  and it is 
in direct contrast  to the linear plots for the C-type solid solution. Indeed,  for the 
sys tem CeO2-Yb203 (see fig. 28.10) two curves are identified in this region. This 
same latter behaviour  is exhibited in the sys tem CeO2-Y203, where  it has been 
more thoroughly investigated. Figure 28.11 shows an expanded plot of the 
fluorite cell pa ramete r  against mole % YOI5 up to 25 mole %, and clearly reveals 
the existence of two curves.  Figure 28.12 shows a plot of the same cell 
parameters  against the square of  the yttria mole fraction, and this is linear, 
although the extrapolated value of a at zero mole % YO~5 does not coincide with 
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Fig. 28.11. Expanded plot of the fluorite-type cell edge as a function of mole % YOL5 for the system 
CeOz--Y203: after Bevan et al. (1965). 
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the CeO2 cell edge. If, however,  a similar plot is made of the data in the region 
0-10 mole % Y O u  (fig. 28.13) another straight line is obtained. The two curves 
shown in fig. 28.11 are thus described individually by two quadratic equations, 
the parameters of which have been calculated: these are given below: 

0-10 mole %. a = 5.4110 - (3.248 x 10-5)Nv- (2.240 × 10-5)N~ 

tr = 9.91 x 10 -5 

10-55 mole %. a = 5.4088 + (4.896 x 10-5)Nv - (1.196 × 10-S)Nv 2 

tr = 2.91 × l0 -4. 

Ny in each equation refers to mole % of YOu.  Bevan et al. (1965) have 
suggested that there are therefore two factors which determine the cell 
parameter of a fluorite-type solid solution; first, a purely geometrical one related 
to the difference in ionic radii between Ce 4÷ and R 3+ (the first-order term), and 
secondly, an attractive defect  interaction (the second-order term) which strongly 
contracts the unit cel l  Competition between these two factors is well illustrated 
in the system CeOE-Gd203 where the cell edge shows a maximum. It has further 
been suggested that the appearance of the diffuse C-type superstructure 
reflections might indicate the existence of small microdomains of C-type struc- 
ture coherently intergrown in a fluorite-type matrix. It must be remembered,  
however,  that the X-ray data were obtained at room temperature on quenched 
specimens, so the high-temperature situation is unresolved. It may be that on 
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cooling there is coherent precipitation of a C-type phase, although this seems 
unlikely, but in either case it should be possible to observe C-type regions in 
dark-field electron microscopy. 

3.2.3. The systems MO2--R203 (M = Zr, Hf) 

Although the dioxides of zirconium and hafnium crystallize at room tempera- 
ture in the monoclinic baddeleyite-type structure, this is closely related to 
fluorite, and they do form fluorite-type solid solutions with rare earth oxides 
which have important ceramic properties. Compared with Th 4+, U 4+, Ce 4+ etc., 
Zr 4+ and Hf 4+ have considerably smaller ionic radii which are close to that of the 
smallest R 3+ ion (Sc3+), and this fact has an important influence on the phase 
relationships in these systems, leading to the appearance of intermediate phases 
not encountered in other MO2-R203 systems. They have been studied exten- 
sively, particularly in the first instance by Collongues et al. 0965 and references 
therein). Work published prior to 1964 has been reviewed by M6bius (1964). 
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co l l eagues .  

Apart from the ceramic applications which inspired much of this work, new 
understanding of fundamental solid state chemistry has also emerged in recent 
years, in spite of and even because of still greater discrepancies and contradic- 
tions between the results of different workers than those already emphasized in 
discussions of other systems. 

Figure 28.14 shows in consolidated form the phase relationships determined in 
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Collongues' laboratory for a number of ZrO2-R203 systems: these are both 
complex and peculiar. Certain features stand out: 

(i) The appearance of a pyrochlore-type phase in all systems from La through 
Gd. The ideal formula for this is R2MzOv, but the phase occurs over quite a wide 
range of composition extending on either side of the ideal. The empirical 
evidence shows that a pyrochlore-type phase can only be formed if the ratio r 
(M4+): r (R 3+) is greater than 1.22. A brief discussion of the pyrochlore structure 
in this context will be given later. 

(ii) Continuous transformations between different structure types. Thus above 
some critical temperature the tetragonal solid solution rich in zirconia is shown 
as transforming continuously to the fluorite-type solid solution. This in turn 
transforms continuously to the pyrochlore-type solid solution in those systems 
where the latter can form, and with increasing R203 content this transforms back 
again to the fluorite-type. (Similar behaviour has been reported for some of the 
ZrOz-R203 and HfO2-R203 systems investigated by Radzewitz (1966) in Keller's 
laboratory.) With further increase in R203 content the fluorite-type solid solution 
in all systems shown, with the exception of ZrOz-Nd203, then transforms 
continuously into a C-type phase. 

(iii) The appearance of hexagonal phases, designated H~, H2, and H3. The 
Hi-phase, appearing only in the system ZrO2-Yb203, is the g-phase of the 
ZrO2-Sc203 system (see below), whose ideal composition is Zr3Sc40~2. The 
genuine existence of the H2 and H3 phases is open to doubt; in later work 
Rouanet (1971) did not report them, and Thornber et al. (1970) state that they 
were not observed when the starting rare earth oxides were purified prior to 
sample preparation.* Moreover, Thornber (1969) noted the close similarity of the 
diffraction patterns of these hexagonal phases to that of the C-type phase, and 
suggested that H2 and H3 might, in fact, be mixtures of the C-type phase and 
impurities. However, Spiridonov et al. (1968) have reported the occurrence of Hz 
and H3 in the system HfOz-Gd203, while Spiridonov and Komissarova (1970) 
have found H3 in the system HfO2-Er203: further clarification is clearly needed. 

More recently, Rouanet (1971) has published high-temperature phase diagrams 
for many of the ZrO2-R203 systems: his results for the systems ZrOz-La203 and 
ZrOz-Nd203 are shown in figs. 28.15 and 28.16. A comparison of the latter with 
the appropriate sections of fig. 28.14 shows the existence of significant 
differences. Thus in Rouanet's diagram the relationships involving the tetragonal 
and fluorite-type solid solutions are quite conventional: there is no continuous 
transformation between the two phases, which are separated by a diphasic 
region. Similarly, at temperatures below about 2100°C there are diphasic regions 
separating the fluorite-type solid solution and the pyrochlore-type phase on the 
one hand, and the pyrochlore- and C-type phases on the other. At higher 
temperatures, however, continuous transitions of the type F-~P and P ~ C  (or 

*In this context  it is worth noting that the stated purity of most  commercial ly-available rare earth 
oxides (99.9%, 99.99% etc.) is only with respect  to other rare earths;  other impurities may be present  in 
larger amounts .  
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Fig. 28.15. Phase diagram for the system ZrOz-La203: After Rouanet (1971). 

100 

P ~ F) are implied, and at still higher temperatures, where the pyrochlore-type 
phase is no longer stable, the F ~  C transition is also shown as continuous.  

This same general pattern is evident in all the other diagrams given by 
Rouanet except that for ZrOz--La203 (fig. 28.15): however,  the R203-rich ends are 
well behaved and similar to those of the ThOz--R203 systems. This theme of 
continuous transitions, particularly between the fluorite- and C-type phases, is 
dominant in much of this work, and is very reminiscent of the early results on 
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Fig. 28.16. Phase diagram for the system ZrO2-Nd203: after Rouanet (1971). 

some of  the CeOz-R203 sys tems  already discussed,  results which were  later 
shown to be incorrect.  In these sys tems ,  at least to temperatures of - 1600°C, the 
fluorite- and C-type phases  are separated by a diphasic region, albeit a very 
narrow one in some  cases ,  and the question arises as to whether or not the same 
situation obtains in the ZrOz--R203 sys tems .  
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Tnornber et al. (1970) have studied the systems ZrO2-Dy203, ZrO2-Er203, and 
ZrOE--Yb203 at 1600°C in some detail, and their results are summarized in fig. 
28.17. These show quite clearly that at this temperature a diphasic region 
between the fluorite- and C-type phases of the first two systems does exist. For 
the third, where the 8-phase (ZraYb4012) is present as an intermediate phase, 
diphasic regions between the fluorite phase and ZraYb4012 on  the one hand, and 
between Zr3Yb4012 and the C-type phase on the other, also occur. Spiridonov 
and Komissarova 0970) have also reported a diphasic region between the 
fluorite- and C-type phases of the system HfO2-Er203, extending at least to 
2000°C, and a similar result was found by Spiridonov et al. (1969) for the system 
HfOE-Y203. There is, then, much evidence suggesting that diphasic regions 
should intervene between the solid solutions of different structure types which 
occur in these systems. Intermediate phases (compounds) might also be expec- 
ted to melt congruently, as found for the pyrochlore-type phases of the systems 
ZrOE-La203 (Rouanet, 1971), HfO2-La203 (Komissarova et al., 1964), and HfO2- 
Gd203 (Spiridonov et al., 1968), or incongruently, as in the case of ZrOE-Pr203 
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Fig. 28.17. Plot of fluorite-type cell edge as a function of mole % RO1.5 showing the phase 
relationships in the systems ZrOz-R203 (R = Dy,,Er, Yb) as determined by room-temperature X-ray 
powder diffraction from specimens quenched from 1600°C. The blocked rectangle represents the 
8-phase (Zr3YboO12): after Thornber et al. (1970). 
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(Rouanet,  1971), or to undergo a peritectoid decomposit ion rather than an 
order-disorder transformation. Thus fig. 28.18 is a redrawn version of fig. 28.16 
incorporating these proposed features. 

Much less research has been devoted to the analogous HfO2-R203 systems, 
and some of it has already been cited. In general, as would be expected,  the 
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behaviour is very similar to that of the ZrO2-R203 systems, but intermediate 
phases seem to be stable to higher temperatures. A pyrochlore-type phase 
occurs in the system HfO2-Tb203 (Klee and Weitz, 1969) although not in the 
system ZrOz--Tb203. 

The ionic radii of Sc 3+, Zr 4+, and Hf 4÷ are almost identical, as a result of which 
the systems ZrO2-Sc203 and HfO2-Sc203 possess certain unique and very 
significant characteristics. The former was first studied in Collongues' labora- 
tory, with samples quenched from high temperature, and fig. 28.19 shows the 
phase diagram reported by Lef~vre (1963). The most significant feature of this is 
the appearance of the three intermediate phases,/3, 3', and 8. On the zirconia-rich 
side of the diagram two tetragonal phases are shown to coexist, but with 
increasing Sc203 content a fluorite-type solid solution becomes established. 
Diphasic regions are shown between 3' and 8, and between 8 and the scandia- 
rich C-type phase. The ideal compositions of 6 and 3" are Zr3Sc4012 and 
ZrsSc2013 respectively, but there is some uncertainty about that of/3:  following 
Strickler and Carlson (1964), Spiridonov et al. (1970) and other authors have 
assumed the ideal formula Zr2Sc2OlT. Thornber et al. (1970), however, have 
proposed the formula Zr485c14Ol17, which is in accord with the unit-cell data 
obtained from both powder and single-crystal X-ray diffraction patterns. All 
three have structures which are superstructures of the fluorite-type, and these 
will be discussed subsequently. The same intermediate phases were observed by 
Kalinovskaya et al. (1969) in the system HfO2-Sc203, while Duclot et al. (1970) 
have reported the presence of a /3-phase (but not 3' and 8) in the system 
HfOE-Y203. In the ZrO2-R203 systems other than ZrO2-Sc203 the 8-phase has 
been found for R = Er, Yb, Tm, and Lu, but not/3 and 3" (Rossell, 1976). 

Fig. 28.19 is a somewhat crude phase diagram, but its appearance sparked 
several other independent studies of the ZrO2-Sc203 system. Figs. 28.20(a), (b), 
and (c) illustrate the wide divergence of results from three such studies, and 
serve to emphasize the problem, already touched on, in determining equilibrium 
phase relationships in systems of this kind. The diagram proposed by Thornber 
et al. (1970) isCa composite, constructed from data obtained by Lef6vre (1963), 
Strickler and Carlson (1964), Domagala (1966), Ruh (1967), and from their own 
experiments. It is an attempt to rationalize the evidence available, to extrapolate 
observed trends in data from incompletely equilibrated specimens, and to take 
cognisance of the fact that many of the data are from quenched samples. It is a 
tentative equilibrium diagram, but begs the question of whether or not such 
equilibria can ever be achieved. By contrast, the other two diagrams represent 
what might be termed "observational equilibria", i.e. simply the phase relation- 
ships observed under the conditions of the performed experiment. Two ques- 
tions immediately arise. Is there evidence that very different "observational 
equilibria" can be attributed to experimental factors, and if so, what are the 
factors responsible? On these points two independent studies of the ZrO2-Sc203 
system are highly relevant. Spiridonov et al. (1970) noted that for the fluorite- 
type solid solutions formed in excess of -600°C in the composition range of the 
/3-phase, the rate and extent of the reverse transformation F ~ / 3  on cooling is 
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very dependent on the preceding heat treatment. Thus, provided this did not 
exceed 1200°C, the transformation was fully realized, but for treatments at 
higher temperatures it is slowed down considerably, or even does not occur. 
Similar behaviour is said to have been observed in the region of the /3-phase 
composition in the system HfOz--Sc203 quenched from -2550°C. The following 
two paragraphs are quoted from Spiridonov's paper: 

The reason for this is probably tied to the fact that the higher temperatures of 
tempering gradually eliminate the microdisorders of the lattice that aid forma- 
tion of crystalline seeds of the low-temperature compounds. 
The persistence of 'super-cooled' metastable solid solutions in the specimens 
may be the source of the discrepancies in equilibrium studies in the system 
Z r O 2 - 5 c 2 0 3 .  

No comment is made on what these microdisorders might be. 
Further work by Summerville and Bevan (to be published) on this system has 

confirmed such behaviour. The techniques applied were both ambient- and 
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high-temperature X-ray diffraction and metallography, and electron diffraction. 
Samples were prepared both by standard coprecipitation methods, and b y  
arc-melting of physical mixtures of the component  oxides under argon. Copre- 
cipitated samples were also arc-melted in  some cases. Many different heat 
treatments were given, often for very long times (months to years). This is not 
the place to record details which will be published elsewhere: it is sufficient to 
state that many of the data obtained were clearly non-equilibrium, often mutu- 
ally contradictory,  and unreproducible. In this work the microdisorders invoked 
by Spiridonov are identified with compositional heterogeneities, and although 
these occur on such a fine scale that their presence can often only be evidenced by 
electron microscopy*, their effects, allied to the unique transport properties of 
fluorite-type phasesand  the close structural relationships (see below) between the 
phases F, /3, -/, and B, may be very profound. Thus it now appears that a broad 

* It is worth noting in parenthesis that there are many published pictures of electron microscope lattice 
images of d-transition metal oxides in which compositional heterogeneities are apparent: see, for 
example, Allpress and Sanders (1973), Iijima (1973). 
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spectrum of results can be obtained from a phase analysis experiment at any 
composition in this system, depending on the degree of heterogeneity of the sample. 
Because cation mobility in the system is so low, this degree of heterogeneity will not 
be changed significantly except  by annealing at very high temperatures! complete 
equilibrium is only attainable under these conditions. 

In such fluorite-related systems, where the "characteristic temperatures"  (to 
use a spectroscopic term) of the two sub-lattices are about 1000°C apart, low- 
temperature equilibrium is unattainable by conventional  techniques. If a sample 
were heated at a temperature where equilibrium in the cation sub-lattice could be 
achieved without undue kinetic hindrance, the resulting cation distribution would 
be that appropriate to a disordered, virtually liquid anion array. Subsequent  
annealing of the sample at a lower temperature would then do no more than 
permit the anions to achieve the lowest energy configuration consistent with the 
" f rozen"  high-temperature cation distribution. Moreover ,  since the anions are so 
mobile, even quenching of samples f rom high temperature will not prevent  some 
adjustment of the anion sub-lattice, although again the high-temperature cation 
configuration will be frozen. The 10w-temperature situation is thus seen to be the 
direct consequence of the high-temperature cation distribution. 

In view of this, some reference state for the cation distribution needs to be 
defined to serve as a bench mark to which observed low-temperature states can 
be referred. Summerville (1973) has coined the phrase "operational  equilibrium" 
to describe the state achieved after a low-temperature anneal when the anion 
sub-lattice adjusts to a random cation distribution: this should be reproducible. 
Operational equilibrium will be achieved in principle with samples that have 
been melted initially, or in practice perhaps with those which have been heated 
above, say, 2000°C. Any tendency for changes in the random cation distribution 
thus achieved, which might stem from the stable existence below, say, 1600°C of 
some intermediate compound of defined composition, would only be revealed if 
the sample were annealed at close to this temperature for  sufficient time for the 
diffusion-controlled reaction to take place. So it is that for the ZrOz--Sc203 
system, arc-melted samples of compositions between those of the 3'- and 
8-phases appear optically, to X-rays, but not to electrons as monophasic.  
However ,  after a week's  annealing at 1600°C and subsequent quenching, phase 
separation does occur  on a sub-microscopic scale, and is clearly shown in X-ray 
diffraction. 

Summerville 's evidence suggests that both 3' and 8 are "line phases"  at 
equilibrium, having no compositional width and occurring at the ideal composi- 
tions. However ,  in the context  of operational equilibrium, a sample with a 
statistical distribution of cations may contain regions whose composit ion cor- 
responds to that of an intermediate phase, and transformation of these "nucle i"  on 
cooling to the ordered-phase structure, coherently intergrown in the matrix, must 
set up stresses which could then propagate the same transformation through the 
nonstoichiometric material (c.f. the electron microscope studies of Loier et al. 
(1974) on induced transformations,  discussed in 2.1). In an observational sense, 
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then, each intermediate phase will exhibit a range of composition, but the extent of 
this might be small. On the other hand, if the overall sample composition is well 
removed from any ordered-phase composition, no transformation would be likely 
to occur. However, if such a sample did not have its cations randomly distributed, 
but contained inhomogeneities significantly above the statistical level, th~ chances 
of transformation to an intermediate-phase structure would be enhanced. In such a 
case the phase width would appear greater. It now seems likely that true operational 
equilibrium occurs rather rarely in these systems, and that while the various 
workers believed that they had achieved initially a random cation distribution by 
one preparative means or another, none did so consistently: each experimenter had 
imparted a unique inhomogeneity profile to the samples used, and this may well 
have been a major factor in determining the phase relationships observed in each 
experiment. 

Lef~vre's phase diagram for the ZrOz--Sc203 system is the one which probably 
reflects most accurately the operational equilibrium situation, and hence from a 
technological point of view may be the most valuable. Ruh's diagram exemplifies 
observational equilibrium far removed from the operational equilibrium condi- 
tion, where major inhomogeneities have resulted in the appearance of broad 
monophasic regions separated by narrow diphasic regions. The diagrams of 
Thornber et al. (1970) and Spiridonov et al. (1970) are hybrids of both obser- 
vational and thermodynamic equilibrium, the former in particular resulting from 
attempts to extrapolate observed trends to the true equilibrium state. As such 
they represent approximations to the equilibrium phase diagram, but it is 
unlikely that significant improvements can ever be made for low temperature. 
The phase diagram for the closely analogous system HfO2-Sc203, reported by 
Kalinovskaya et al. (1969), is probably another example of a rather extreme case 
of observational equilibrium. 

These two systems, ZrO2-8c203 and Hf, O2-5c203, are only a fraction of the 
many in which fluorite-related phases occur, but their importance lies in the fact 
that the intermediate phases /3, y, and 8 possess disordered cation sub-lattices. 
(This is certainly true for 3' and 8 in the ZrO2-8c203 system (Thornber et al., 
1968), and is likely to be a general property of these systems.) Had this not been 
so, the probability of the existence of transformable nuclei would have been 
much less because of the additional requirement that the cation configuration be 
right, and the internal inconsistencies in both Summerville's and Spiridonov's 
results, from which these ideas developed, might not have been so obvious. 

These same concepts may well apply to the much-studied CeOE-Y203 system 
and its analogues, even though no intermediate phases seem to exist. An account 
of this work has already been given. Indeed, assuming that coherently inter- 
grown microdomains of C-type structure within the fluorite-type phase do occur 
(a proposal which has already been advanced to account for the appearance of 
diffuse C-type superstructure reflections in the diffraction patterns), their very 
existence implies compositional heterogeneities. However, it is clear that further 
work needs to be carried out in order to resolve the issues raised. 
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Finally, it is worth commenting on the absence of intermediate phases in most 
ternary systems of this type. A clear consequence of the large gap between the 
characteristic temperatures of the cation and anion sub-lattices in fluorite-type 
phases is the unattainability of low-temperature equilibrium. Thus all extant 
phase diagrams in this area are merely statements concerning observational 
equilibrium: only at the highest temperatures, achieved mainly in the French 
work, can these diagrams be considered to show the true equilibrium phase 
relationships, What, then, is the status of intermediate phases in those systems 
where they have not as yet been found? Are they incapable of existence, or have 
they just not been prepared because kinetic barriers to their formation exist in 
the methods tried so far? Answers to these questions are not unimportant since 
it is common practice (vide the interlanthanide perovskite phases discussed in 
2.2) to develop crystallochemical generalizations relating, say, differences in 
cationic radii to the occurrence of particular structure types. Perhaps the best 
indicator comes from the phase studies on the binary systems CeOx, PrOx, and 
TbOx, where there is little kinetic hindrance to the attainment of true ther- 
modynamic equilibrium. This work is discussed in detail in ch. 27. Allied to the 
results of Kordis and Eyring (1968a, 1968b), on CeOx-TbO~ and PrOx-TbO~, 
which have already been outlined in this chapter, the picture is fairly clear. The 
most stable phase of the binary systems is R4÷R3÷O12, yet this still decomposes in 
the vicinity of 1000°C to give fluorite- and C-type solid solutions. This tempera- 
ture is well below that for significant mobility of the fluorite-type cation 
sub-lattice. Ce~÷Ce3÷O12 exists as an ordered phase, and by analogy the forma- 
tion of such isostructural compounds as Ce~+La3+O12 and 4+ 3+ Ce3 Nd4 O12 would 
certainly be expected since r(La3÷), r(Ce3+), and r(Nd 3+) are all very similar. 
However, these have never been formed by solid state reaction for the simple 
reason that at temperatures where they would be stable there is too high a 
kinetic barrier to the ordering of the cation sub-lattice required for this structure 

e ~ L .  
(Von Dreele,~1975; RosseU, 1976). The same explanation for the non-appearance 
of ternary phases in the systems CeO2-La203 and CeOE-Nd203 analogous to the 
members n = 9, 10, 11, and 12 of the binary series R, Oz,-2 applies afortiori 
since these phases in the binary systems are even less stable than R7012. 

Conversely, if such ternary phases analogous to the R, O2,-2 binary compounds 
could be made by some low-temperature method, once prepared they could be 
retained, albeit metastably, to quite high temperatures. 

The ternary system CeO2-Y203, on the other hand, is analogous to the systems 
ZrOz-Sc203 and HfOz--Sc203 in the sense that the cation radii of Ce 4+ and y3+ are 

almost identical, yet no intermediate phases have been observed. Those which 
do occur in the last-named systems have their cation sub-lattices disordered 
(Thornber et al., 1968; Rossell, 1976), and form so readily just because of this. It 
follows, then, that the non-appearance of these phases in the CeO2-YzO3 system 
probably derives from the fact that they can not exist rather than that they 
cannot form. This must be due to the considerably larger ionic radii of Ce 4+ and 
y3+ compared with those of Zr4+(Hf 4+) and Sc 3+. 
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3.2.4. The systems MO2-R203 (M = Ti, Sn). 

As the formal cation radii of the tetravalent elements become smaller the 
structure of the dioxides is no longer fluorite-type or fluorite-related. Thus TiO2 
and SnO2 have the rutile structure in which octahedral coordination of oxygen 
about the metal has become firmly established. As might be expected then, the 
phase relationships involving R203 oxides and dioxides with the rutile structure 
are somewhat different from those already discussed: in the main intermediate 
line phases are found, and these are considered in more detail later in terms of 
structure. The first detailed phase study was carried out by MacChesney and 
Sauer (1962) on the system TiO2-La203. Three intermediate compounds were 
found, namely La2TiOs, the pyrochlore-type La2Ti207, and La4Ti9024. 
Subsequently, Queyroux (1963) reported a tentative phase diagram for the 
system TiOz-Gd/O3 in which not only the GdzTiO5 phase and the pyrochlore-type 
phase were prominent but also a high-temperature fluorite-type solid solution. 
The same system was studied in more detail by Waring and Schneider (1965), 
whose phase diagram is shown in fig. 28.21. There is general agreement between 
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the results of Queyroux (1963) and those of Waring and Schneider (1965), but the 
latter authors have shown that the pyrochlore-type phase melts congruently at 
1820°C and possesses some homogeneity range, while the other intermediate 
phase, GdETiOs, melts incongruently at 1775°C and exists in both high- and 
low-temperature forms. The fluorite-type solid solution is limited to the quite 
narrow composition range between approximately 74 and 81 mole % GdO15, and 
to the temperature range 1600-1840°C (see fig. 28.21). 

Ault and Welch (1966) reported somewhat different results for the system 
TiOE-Y203 based on room-temperature X-ray diffraction data from samples 
quenched from 1500°C. In this work the phase YETiO5 is not reported, but both 
the pyrochlore- and fluorite-type phases were found, the former extending from 
45 to 59 mole % YOI.~ and the latter from 63 to 76 mole % YOi.5. These authors 
comment on the rather unexpected appearance of the fluorite-type phase: within 
the range of its existence the ratio of the average cation radius to the anion 
radius is always less than the value 0.73, taken empirically as the lower limit for 
the stability of this structure. Subsequently, Mumme and Wadsley (1968) pre- 
pared the compound Y2TiO5 and solved its structure, proving thereby that it is 
not fluorite-related, as originally supposed, but more akin to the B-type rare 
earth oxides. The structure is discussed in more detail later. 

Other R2TiO5 (R= Sm, Eu) phases have been prepared by Waring and 
Schneider (1965), and Queyroux (1964) has found Dy2TiOs. However, this 
compound does not seem to occur for the smaller rare earth ions. 

3.2.5. Electrical properties of the system MO2-R203 

Although the emphasis in this review is on phase relationships and structure, it 
would not be complete without some account of the important electrical proper- 
ties of certain MO2-R203 mixed oxides. About the turn of the century Nernst 
(1899) discovered that a fluorite-type solid solution of 9 mole % Y203 in ZrO2 
possessed good ionic conductivity, and in more recent years this and similar 
types of aniorrically-conducting solids have been widely used as electrolytes in 
high-temperature electrochemical cells for such purposes as the determination of 
the chemical potential of oxygen in non-stoichiometric oxides, the measurement 
of the oxygen content of molten metals and hot gases, and the generation of 
electrical power in high-temperature fuel-cells. There is now much published 
work in this general area, and the electrical properties of the MO2-R203 solid 
electrolytes have been thoroughly reviewed in a number of places (Etsell and 
Flengas, 1970; Steele, 1972; Keller, 1976). Thus, apart from considerations of 
space, the existence of these excellent reviews makes anything more than a brief 
survey here quite redundant. Moreover, there are other review articles cited 
below which further discuss the properties of these solid electrolytes in the 
context of more specific electrochemical applications, such as high-temperature 
fuel cells (Goto and Pluschkell, 1972; Worrell and Hladik, 1972; Hladik, 1972; 
Takahashi, 1972; Steele, 1976). 

The four most commonly used solid electrolyte systems coming within" the 
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scope of this chapter are ZrO2-Y203, HfOz--Y2O3, CeO2--Y203, and ThO2-Y203; 
ZrOz-CaO (calcia-stabilized-zirconia) electrolytes are also widely used. Fig. 
28.22 shows the general features, now firmly established, of the ionic conduc- 
tivity of these fluorite-type solids: it also includes data for the system ZrOr- 
Sc203, which has the highest conductivity of all, but general use of this 
electrolyte is precluded because of the high cost of Sc203 and the readiness with 
which the ordered intermediate phases occur at lower temperatures. Indeed, 
"ageing" phenomena related to ordering processes occur to a greater or lesser 
degree in all systems, and lead to a lowering of the conductivity, but these 
processes are slow enough in the commonly used electrolytes not to affect their 
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performance significantly over long terms. All these systems exhibit a maximum 
in the conductivity v s  composit ion isotherms, which, for the zirconia and hafnia 
systems, occurs near to the zirconia- or hafnia-rich boundary of the fluorite-type 
phase. In the ceria and.thoria systems the conductivity of the pure dioxide is 
significantly enhanced by the addition of Y203, and this increase in conductivity 
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is closely related to the increase in the number of defects thus created in the 
anion sub-lattice, but with further  increase in the number of anion defects 
resulting from further addition of Y203, defect  interactions assume a significant 
role, leading to a decrease in the conductivity. 

It is tacitly assumed that "conduct iv i ty"  in the foregoing discussion refers to 
anionic conductivity,  and insofar as the total conductivi ty measured is ionic 
conductivity,  this assumption is justified on the basis of the well-known and 
much-invoked transport  properties of fluorite-type solids: anion diffusion 
coefficients in these oxides are at least five to six orders of magnitude greater 
than cation diffusion coefficients at 1000°C. However ,  any significant electronic 
contribution to the total conductivity would seriously limit the usefulness of 
these materials as electrolytes,  and it is therefore important to know under what 
conditions this may arise. The theory of p- and n-type semiconduction in oxide 
materials is well documented  and need not be reiterated here: as it applies to this 
problem it is discussed briefly in several of the reviews already cited. What 
emerges is that any significant electronic component  of the total conductivity 
should reveal itself in an observable dependence of the measured conductivity 
on oxygen pressure,  whereas pure ionic conductivi ty is independent  of this. Fig. 
28.23 shows data for  various electrolyte materials, and it is clear that ThOz--Y203 
electrolytes become p- type semiconductors at higher oxygen pressures while 
CeO2-Y203 electrolytes rapidly become n-type semiconductors with decreasing 
oxygen pressure. ZrO2-Y203 electrolytes would seem to be pure ionic conduc- 
tors over  a wide oxygen-pressure range, but there is evidence (Friedman et al., 
1973) that significant n-type conductivi ty is developed in certain commercial  
stabilized-zirconia products  at 1000°C if the oxygen pressure is below 10 -17 atm. 
Steele and Dud ley  (1975) have commented on the important  role which complex 
microstructural  features,  such as those discussed in 3.2.3. above,  might play in 
determining the transport  properties of such electrolytes,  and it is not surprising 
that general agreement has not been reached on what constitutes the so-called 
"electrolyte domain"  of these materials. Nevertheless,  there is no doubt  that 
CeO2-Y203 electrolytes are only useful at relatively high oxygen pressures, 
whereas at very  low oxygen pressures ThOz--Y203 solid solutions are preferable.  

4. Mixed oxides  of uranium and the rare earths 

4.1. The systems UO2+x-R203 (R = Ln, Y, Sc) 

In expanding the discussion to true ternary systems of the general type 
U + R +  02 a much more complex situation is encountered,  but  one which is 
nonetheless of great significance not only from the point of view of basic solid 
state chemistry but also in the applied area of nuclear technology, where the 
interactions of fission-product rare earth oxides with the urania fuel itself can 
have important  consequences.  

Early studies by Hund et al. (1952a, 1952b, 1952c, 1952d, 1955) on the mixed 
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oxides U3Os--R203 had shown that at temperatures up to 1200°C a grossly 
non-stoichiometric fluorite-type phase occurred,  separated on either side from 
the end-members by diphasic regions. In this work no determination of the mean 
uranium valency, and hence of the overall O : ( R +  U) ratio, was made, so the 
data are incomplete. The first thorough study of such a system was carried out 
by Bartram et al. (1964) for the case UO3-UO2-Y203. From the results of this 
work a complete ternary phase diagram (except for the UO3 corner) was 
constructed for two temperature regions, 1000-1700°C and <1000°C. Specimens 
of varying U :Y ratio were separately heated in air, in a ten to one CO2 + CO 
mixture, and in h y d r o g e n t o  appropriate temperatures,  then quenched and 
subsequently analysed to determine the U4+:U6+ ratio. In summary, the results 
show the existence of four phases between 1900°C and 1700°C: /3-U308, a 
grossly non-stoichiometric fluorite-type phase, a fluorite-related rhombohedral  
phase (designated RI), and a C-type phase. 

There seems to be no solubility of Y203 in/3-U308, but the fluorite-type phase 
has a wide range of existence;  this is probably temperature dependent  and 
extends on either side of the ideal value (2.00) for  the oxygen:meta l  ratio in the 
fluorite-type structure. Samples of this phase prepared under strongly reducing 
conditions are readily oxidized in air at room temperature.  The C-type phase- 
field at high temperatures  appears to be quite narrow: in the pseudo-binary 
system UO2-Y203 the maximum solubility of UO2 in YO1.5 is 7-8 mole %, but 
there appears to be no solubility of UO3 in Y203. The rhombohedral  RI phase 
was found under all conditions to have a constant  0 : (Y + U) ratio of 12:7, and is 
identified with the 8-phase of the MO2-R20~ systems (the r-phase of the binary 
rare earth oxides, Ch. 27). In this case, however ,  it does extend over  a range of 
composit ion with respect  to the Y : U  ratio, and its composit ion can be formu- 
lated as U,nY7-mO12 (1 < m < 3.4): these composit ions lie on the line joining the 
fully-oxidized phase UY6012 (obtained in air) to the hypothetical  phase U3Y4012 
of the UO2-Y203 system. During low-temperature oxidation of reduced RI 
compositions a closely related rhombohedral  phase (designated RII) was 
found to occu'r as an intermediate. Although assumed to be metastabte, it too 
was shown to have variable composit ion with respect  to the Y : U  ratio but a 
constant O : (Y + U) ratio of 15 : 8. The observed composition range was given as 
17UO2.67 • 18Y203 to 2UO3- 3Y203. 

Subsequent  studies on the system UO2+x-R203 (R = Ho, Er, Tm, Yb, Lu) at an 
oxygen pressure of one atmosphere have been reported by Keller et al. (1969). 
These confirm in some measure and extend the findings of Bartram et al. (1964), 
particularly in respect  of the RI and RII phases. In this work, at RO~.5 contents in 
excess of about 70 mole %, the uranium was shown to exist in the fully-oxidized 
+6 state, but  only the RI phase was found. This phase, however ,  was reported as 
occurring over  a range of composit ion (72-85.7 mole % RO1.5, or U2RsO13.5 to 
UR6On) which includes the two fixed compositions (U2Y6015 and UY6On 
respectively) found by Bartram et al. (1964). The status of RII on this evidence is 
clearly suspect, but  there does seem to be a real discrepancy between the two 
sets of findings which only further  work would resolve. 
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The most comprehensive study in this area is that of Diehl and Keller (1971) 
on the system UO3-UOz--LaO1.5, and the results probably typify, apart from 
relatively minor details, the general behaviour of all the rare earth oxide/urania 
systems. In order to achieve both desired O: (La+ U) and U : L a  ratios many 
specimens were prepared by weighing the required amounts of LaO1.5, UO2, and 
U3Os. After careful mixing these were then sealed under a low argon pressure 
inside fused-quartz ampoules, reacted at 1250°C for 15 to 20 days, and finally 
quenched. They were handled subsequently under argon in a glove-box to 
prevent oxidation. Other coprecipitated specimens were reacted in oxygen 
(p(O2) = 1 atm) at temperatures between 1000°C and 1550°C. All specimens were 
analysed to determine the mean valence state of the uranium. 

The phase relationships thus determined at 1250°C are shown in fig. 28.24, 
which reveals again the existence of the/3-U308 containing no dissolved LaO1.5, 
the fluorite-type phase occupying the greater part of the diagram and extending 
between the limits (U, La)O1.60 and (U, La)O0.25 on either side of the ideal fluorite 
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Fig. 28.24. Phase diagram for the system U-La-O at 1250°C: after Diehl and Keller (1971). 
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stoichiometry, the fluorite-related RI and RII phases, A-type LaOl.5 containing 
no dissolved UO2+x, and the associated diphasic regions. The RII phase is thus 
established as a stable entity in the phase diagram. Figure 28.25 shows the phase 
relationships for p(O2) = 1 atm. 

The rhombohedral RI phase is shown in fig. 28.24 as having an extraordinarily 
wide composition range overall, although in terms of the ratio La : (La+  U) it 
occurs only between the limits 83.3 mole LaOL5 and 87.5 mole % LaOLs. Diehl 
and Keller (1971) have represented the phase field as follows: 

US+La7OI3(MOI.625) ~ 87.5 mole % L a O 1 . 5 ~ . . ~  

U4+La6OII(MO1.571) 6+ U La6Oi2(MOi.714) 
(85.7 mole % L a O i . 5 ) ~  / / ~ 8 5 . 7  mole % LaOI.5) 

U 5+ La50,0(MOI.667) ~ 
(83.3 mole % LaOi.5) 
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Fig. 28.25. Phase diagram for the system U - L a - O  at p(O2)= 1 atm: after Diehl and Keller (1971). 
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It is doubtful whether the indicated stoichiometries have any real significance 
since it must be remembered that only a single phase exists within these 
extremities, but the variation in O : ( L a  + U) ratio between 1.714 and 1.571 is very 
large. Neither should too much emphasis be given to the authors '  formal 
description of solid solution processes: they point out that the mean composition 
of the two limits with U : L a =  l :6, namely US+La6OH.5, might be thought of as 
dissolving UO2. 5 to give US+LasO10 5 s+ (~U La6Oll.5 +lUOz.5-*US+LasOj0), or as 
dissolving LaOl.5 to give US+La7OI3. These issues will be raised later in the 
context  of the structure of the RI phase. At p(O2) = 1 atm. RI is fully oxidized 
(see fig. 28.26) so appears on fig. 28.25 as a line phase in agreement with the 
representation in fig. 28.24. It is clearly stable to very high temperatures.  

The closely related rhombohedral  phase RII, however,  does have a range of 
composition at 1250°C, even when fully oxidized, as is shown in fig. 28.24 on the 
UO3-LaO1.5 join: it is 73-76.5 mole % LaOLs, corresponding to 1.86< 
O : ( L a +  U ) <  1.90. With decreasing uranium valency the width of this phase 
decreases rapidly, and it ceases to exist at 1250°C at the composit ion 75 mole % 
LaOL5 + 25 mole % U02.76 (O:(L~-~ U)= 1.82), being conver ted to the fluorite- 
type phase. At p(O2)= 1 atm. the RII phase, like RI, is fully oxidized (see fig. 
28.26), but it is less stable and transforms at 1310-  + 10°C and at the ratio 
O : ( L a  + U ) =  1.86 into the fluorite-type phase. The reverse transformation does 
take place, but is very slow at 1100°C. 

A new development  in this work is the appearance of yet a third fluorite- 
related rhombohedral  phase designated RIII. This had been reported previously 
by Russian workers  (Koshcheev and Kovba,  1966) who had assigned it the 
formula U~Oa.2LazO3(MTO~4), but Diehl and Keller (1971) discount this: however,  
the only basis for their rejection of this formula is their indexing of the powder  
diffraction pattern in terms of an MaOI6 rhombohedron.  

The phase is shown in fig. 28.25 between the limits 55 mole % LaOL5 and 66.7 
mole % LaOLs, but its O : ( L a +  U) ratio is constant at 2.00, which implies a 
fully-occupied fluorite-type lattice. What makes this possible is the quite rapid 
decrease in the mean uranium valency at p(O2) = 1 z~tm., T = 1000°C, with 
decreasing lanthana content  below 66.7 mole %, i.e. in the phase-field of RIII, 
and this is shown in fig. 28.26. The RIII phase transforms into the fluorite-type 
phase at 1220-+ 10°C at the monotectoid composition of 57.2 mole % LaOLs: the 
reverse transformation is significantly faster  at 1100°C than in the case of the RII 
phase. 

In subsequent work Stadlbauer et al. (1974) have used a high-temperature, 
solid-state electrochemical cell to study the thermodynamic properties of this 
system. These will not be discussed here, but it should be recorded that 
thermodynamic measurements on systems of this kind, in which the equilibrium 
oxygen pressure is determined as a function of both temperature and O : M  ratio 
(M = U +R),  have shown that O : M  ratios very close to the ideal fluorite 
stoichiometry (2.00) are retained over a wide range of oxygen pressure (many 
orders of magnitude), whereas for compositions MO2+x with x greater than about 
0.01 quite small changes in oxygen pressure produce significant changes in x. It 
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is this behav~iour which underlies the data shown in fig. 28.26 and thus allows the 
Ri l l  phase at p(O2) = 1 atm. to exist over such a wide range of L a : U  ratios while 
retaining a constant O : (La + U) ratio of 2.0. 

The three fluorite-related rhombohedral phases,  RI, RII and Ri l l ,  occurring in 
the system UO3-UO2-LaO, 5, present something  of an enigma. Ri l l  has been 
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reported only for this system, and RII for this and the system UO3-UO2-SmOl.5 
(Koshcheev et al., 1967). Although Bartram et al. (1964) described the occur- 
rence of RIi, with a fixed O : (Y + U) ratio of 15 : 8 but variable Y : (Y + U) ratios, 
as a metastable intermediate in the oxidation of RI in the system UO3-UOr- 
YOI.5, Keller et al. (1969) did not find it in analogous heavy rare earth oxide 
systems: instead they reported a range of composition for RI, both with respect 
to the R : (R+  U) ratio and the O : (R+  U) ratio, which included that of RII. 
Bartram et al. (1964), however, found no composition range with respect to the 
O :(Y + U) ratio for their RI phase. For the system involving LaO1.5 Diehl and 
Keller (1971) described the RI phase as having compositional width with respect 
to both possible variables (see 28.24), yet Keller and Boroujerdi (1972), in their 
study of the system UO3-UOz-NdOLs, found an RI phase with a fixed Nd: i 
(Nd + U) ratio of 6 : 1 but a variable O : (Nd + U) ratio (~--< O : (Nd + U) -< ~). The 
RII phase reported for the SmO1.5 system below ll00°C by Koshcheev et al. 
(1967) ranged in composition from a UO3:SmOL5 ratio of 1:1.15 to 1:3.5, which 
corresponds to the range 60-77.8 mole % SmOL5 (Sm:(Sm+ U)) and 1.833-< 
O: (Sm+ U)--2.10. This overlaps the RIII range, so there is evidence here f o r  
the existence of both RII and RIII, although only a single phase was reported onl 
the basis of X-ray evidence. For the system involving EuOL5 Berndt et al. (1974b) 
have described an RI phase which extends over the whole region of the reported 
RI, RII, and RIII phases in so far as the E u : ( E u + U )  ratios are concerned 
(60-85.7 mole % EuOLs), although the range of the O : ( E u +  U) ratio is only 
1.64-1.71. Later work involving HoOL5 (Wichmann, 197~) gives the full extent of  
the RI phase for this system as triangular in the ternary phase diagram for 
1250°C, with one edge on the UO3-HoO~.5 join (fully-oxidized uranium) and 
between the compositions 78 mole % HOO1.5 and 87.5 mole % HoOL5 (earlier 
data for p(O2) = 1 atm. gave this range as 72-85.7 mole % HoOLs), while the third 
apex of the triangle occurs on the UO2-HoO1.5 join (fully-reduced uranium) at 75 
mole % HoO1.5. 

Here is yet another and quite dramatic example of inconsistencies between 
various data sets, each of which must therefore be thc, ught of as representing 
only observational equilibrium. Again the explanation of these differences is 
probably to be sought in the cation distribution achieved during reaction. What 
follows is a highly speculative attempt to rationalize in structural terms the 
reported observations. 

The structure of the rhombohedral phase RI (UR6012) is well known and is 
described later. The important feature here is the complete ordering of the 
highly-charged U 6+ ions into a special site (0, 0, 0) of the R3 space group, and 
indeed this same ordering of the smaller, more highly-charged cation occurs for 
all isotypic phases with the exception of Zr3Sc4012 (see 5.6.1 below). Moreover, 
the great stability of the UR60~2 phases, already noted, implies a strong tendency 
for this ordering to be achieved, which will enhance the rate of cation diffusion 
processes during reaction since these must be thought of as chemical - ra ther  
than self-diffusion. Once cation ordering is achieved, the an ion  sub-lattice, 
particularly at lower temperatures, is strongly constrained, and the RI phase 
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results. However, even at compositions well away from UY6OI2, as in RII, RIII, 
and some RI phases, there will be the same tendency, though less strong 
perhaps, for this preferred cation ordering to be established, especially if UR60~2 
forms initially as an intermediate in the reaction. The final product may then be 
constrained to adopt what might be termed a "stuffed" or "depleted" RI 
structure. To some extent this hypothesis has been borne out by structure 
determinations (Bartram, 1966) on UEYsOI2 and U2Y5013.3 , where the observed 
intensity data are in good accord with this model. The argument should not be 
pursued further here since so much speculation is involved, but it is worth noting 
that the observed monotectoid decompositions of both RII and RIII in the 
UOa-UO2-LaOI.5 system at temperatures of 1310°C and 1220°C respectively 
would be interpreted in this context as the breakdown of a particular kind of 
partial cation order, which is less stable the further the sample composition is 
from ULa60~2. The reestablishment of this order on cooling below the transition 
temperature depends now essentially on cation self-diffusion, and the slow rates 
observed are understandable. 

Finally, this speculation raises the possibility that the H2- and H3- phases 
reported for some of the ZrO2-R203 and HfO2-R203 systems (see 3.2.3) are 
examples' of a "depleted" M7012 structure, but further clarification of this issue 
is required.. 

4.2. The system UO2+x-CeO2-x 

In this system the situation is still further complicated by the fact that both 
cations have variable valency. This is not the place to give a detailed description 
of the data obtained by Markin et al. (1970) on the phase relationships, and by 
Markin and Crouch (1970) on the thermodynamic properties, but the results of 
this work further emphasize a major point of the earlier discussion on equilibria 
involving fluorite-type phases, namely that in ternary systems equilibrium is virtu- 
ally unattainable at low temperature by conventional means. For this reason a 
brief discussiola is included. 

In the phase studies of Markin et al. (1970) samples of various U:Ce  ratios 
were prepared at high temperature (1600°C) in vacuum, quenched, and then 
brought to the stoichiometric composition O:(U + Ce)= 2.00 at 850°C in a l : l  
mixture of CO2 and CO, which, according to the data of Hoch and Furman 
(1965), is an appropriate ratio for this temperature. (The large variation in the 
equilibrium oxygen pressures between the compositions MO1.99 and MOz0t, 
mentioned in 4.1 above, is here used to good effect.) Subsequent treatment of 
these samples, either reduction or oxidation, was then carried out mainly at low 
temperature (850°C), and was such as to produce only the mixed valence states 
U 6+, U 5+, l~l 4+, Ce 4+, Ce3+: in no case were the reducing conditions severe enough 
to producJU 3+. As in the case of the systems CeOx-TbOx and PrOx-TbOx, there 
was no evidence for any stabilization in the mixed oxides of abnormal valence 
states, and thus formation of the ordered intermediate phases known to occur in 
the simple binary systems (e.g. U409, Ce, O2,_2:n = 7, 9, 10, 11.) was not, in fact, 
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observed. Although these authors claim that their results "show conclusively 
that intermediate phases occur at room temperature when (U, Ce) oxides are 
reduced . . . " ,  these reported phases are cubic and do not conform in composi- 
tion to any of the known CenO2n-2 compounds. Moreover, although they report 
the existence of an "M4Og-type" phase in oxidized samples, no superstructure 
lines were observed. Once again the reported phase relationships refer to 
observational states in which the mobile anion sub-lattice has adjusted itself to 
whatever high-temperature cation distribution was achieved in the initial sample 
preparation. Indeed, Markin and Crouch (1970), in their thermodynamic study of 
this system, tacitly recognize this in explaining the big differences between the 
thermodynamic behaviour of the systems (U, Pu)O2+x and (U, Ce)O2÷x on the 
one hand and the simple binary systems on the other. In the latter class there is a 
large change in the function AH(O2) and AS(O2) as, for example, the Pu valency 
changes from 3.1 to 3.99, which is explained as due to kinetically unhindered 
local ordering involving both cations and anions. Themuch  smaller change in 
these properties for the mixed-oxide systems in the same composition range is 
attributed to the absence of such local ordering, which could only come about in 
these systems if the mixed cations were sufficiently mobile, and they are not. 

5. Structures and structural relationships 

5.1. NaCl-related st_ructures 

The so-called or-form of the compounds Na:RO3 (R = C e  4÷, Pr 4+, Tb 4÷) and 
K2RO3 all crystallize in the NaCl-type structure with the two cationic species 
statistically distributed over the sites of the cation sub-lattice (Hoppe and 
Lidecke, 1962; Zintl and Morawietz, 1940). 

Other compounds of the rare earth and alkali-metal oxides have the stoi- 
chiometry ARO2 and usually form superstructures of the NaCl-type with an 
ordered arrangement of cations. The basic structure-types reported are: 

(i) a-NaFeO2. The unit cell of this structure is rhombohedral. The space group 
is R3m with a (hex)= 3.66A, and c (hex)= 18.66 ~, for KCeO2 (Close t  al., 
1970). Atom positions within the triply-primitive hexagonal unit cell are: M ÷ in 3a 
(0, 0, 0): R 3÷ in 3b (0, 0, ½): 02- in 6c (0, 0, 0.23). The coordinates for the 02- ions 
in the equivalent hexagonal setting of the ideal NaCl-type structure would be 
0, 0, -~. As in NaC1 the structure consists of a cubic-close-packed anion array with 
cations occupying all the octahedral holes, but in this case the one set of cubic 
{111} planes which has become the unique (001)hex set is composed of alternate 
planes of K ÷ and R 3÷ ions. Structure refinements have been carried out for 
KLaO2, KErO2 (Clos et al., 1967), RbHoO2 (Seeger and Hoppe, 1969), and 
KPrO2 (C lose t  al., 1970). Compounds crystallizing with this structure are 
summarized below: 

KRO2: R = La through Yb (Closet al., 1967) 
NaRO2: R = Tm through Lu, Sc, Y (Murav'eva et al., 1965; Blasse, 1966) 
RbRO2: R = Dy through Lu (Seeger and Hoppe, 1969). 
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The so-called /3-forms of K2CeO3 and K2TbO3 also have the a -NaFeO2 
structure (Hoppe,  1965; Palet ta  and Hoppe ,  1966; Hoppe  and Seeger, 1968) so 
that their general formula  is best  writ ten as K(Kl/3R4~)O2. Here  two R 4+ ions and 
one K + ion have replaced three R 3+ ions, but since these are randomly dis- 
tributed, the a -NaFeO2 structure can be retained. A complete  range of solid 
solution exists be tween KPrO2 and K2PrO3 ( C l o s e t  al., 1970; Devalet te  et al., 
1971) as this substitution occurs.  Similar behaviour  would be expected  of the 
cerium and terbium analogues, and Devalet te  et al. (1971) have further shown 
that solid solutions are formed between KPrO2 and K(Ca, Pr)O2 as one Ca z+ and 
one Pr 4÷ ion replace two Pr  3+ ions. It would be interesting to examine such solid 
solutions:by electron microscopy to see just how random the distribution of Ca 2+ 
and Pr  4÷ ions really is since the size discrepancy between them (Shannon and 
Prewitt ,  1969) give the ionic radii for six-fold coordination at 1.00,~ and 0.78 ~, 

r e s p e c t i v e l y )  might result in some interesting ordering effects. 
A number  of mixed oxides involving alkali metals and rare earth elements  

were earlier reported as having the Na2SnO3 structure. However ,  Wyckoff  
(1964)  expresses  serious doubt  about  this structure, and Hoppe  and Lidecke 
(1962) have referred to it as being isomorphous  with a -NaFeOz.  The use of this 
s t ructure-type has therefore been avoided. 

(ii) a-LiFeO2. This unit cell is tetragonal,  space group I4Jamd. The 
parameters  for  the compound LiYO2 are a = 4.44 ,~ and c = 10.35 A (Bertaut and 
Gondrand,  1962). Compounds  exhibiting this structure are 

NaRO2 : R = La  through Gd (Blasse, 1966) 
LiRO2 :R = Er through Lu, Y (Bertaut and Gondrand,  1962) and Sc (Rooy- 
mans,  1961). 

Atom positions given for LiScO2 are: Sc 3+ in 4a (0, 0, 0): Li + in 4b (0, 0, ½): 02- in 
8c (0, 0, 0.23). A project ion of the structure showing the cation ordering within a 
close-packed anion layer is shown in fig. 28.27. 

Two different unit cells have been repor ted for other LiRO2 compounds ;  both 
have P2~/c symmetry .  One of these was repor ted by  B~irnighausen (1965) for 
lanthanides f rom La  through Eu: unit cell parameters  given for what  
B~irnighausen has designated ot-LiEuO2 are a = 5.68 ,~, b = 5.99 A, c = 5.62 A, 
/3 = 103010 '. Bertaut  and Gondrand (1962) reported a different monoclinic cell for 

Fig. 28.27. A close packed anion layer of the a-LiFeOz-type structure showing the ordered 
arrangement of the two different cations on the octahedral sites (after Clark, 1972). 
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the rare earths Y, Dy and Ho. Lattice parameters given for LiDyO2 are 
a = 6.21 .~, b = 6.17,~, c = 6.30 A, /3 = 119013 '. These two sets of data seem to 
indicate a genuine difference in structure; they can not be rationalised in terms 
of a different choice of equivalent unit cells since the unit cell volume of LiDyOz 
is significantly greater than that of LiEuO2 while r(Eu 3+) is greater than r(Dy3+). 
It might have been expected that all of these LiRO2 compounds would have been 
isostructural and that the structure would be a distorted form of a-LiFeO2 which 
forms when the radius of the rare earth ion becomes too large. Since both of 
these unit cells were obtained by indexing X-ray powder patterns it seems 
possible that one of the unit cells is incorrect and that only one distorted form of 
a-LiFeOz exists. 

(iii) ¢l-LiFeO2. Another  monoclinic form, this structure is found for 
compounds of the formula NaROz: R = Dy, Ho, Y and Er (Gondrand et al., 
1972). Lattice parameters given for NaDyOz are a = 10.03 A, b = 13.24 A, c = 
6.07 A, /3 = 146.83°: the space group is C2lc. Gondrand et al. (1972) and Brunel 
et al. (1972) have shown that this is a transition structure, intermediate between 
the a-LiFeOz and a-NaFeOz structure types. Their description of the three 
structures is given in terms of the OM6 cation p01yhedra which are of two types 
depending on the arrangement of R 3+ and M + cations about the anion. The type-1 
octahedron has three cations of each type in an equatorial plane of  the octahedron 
while in the type-2 octahedron the three cations of each type occupy  opposite 

a) 

b) 

Fig. 28.28. The structural units used to describe the ordered NaCl-type compounds. The OM6 
octahedron in a) is designated as type 1, that in b) as type 2. Small circles represent R 3÷ ions, large 
circles M ÷ ions. 
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octahedral faces, as shown in fig. 28.28. a-LiFeO2 contains only type-1 octahedra,  
a-NaFeO2 contains only type-2 octahedra,  while fl-LiFeO2 contains both types in 
the ratio 1:1. Figure 28.29 shows these three situations for a single layer of 
edge-shared octahedra (two cation layers) projected along [001] of the NaCl-type 
cell, and illustrates the different types of cation ordering within such layers. In each 
structure the translation CN~cl leads to a switch of cation types in the positions thus 
generated for adjacent layers i.e. along [001]N~O the cation strings contain 
alternating R 3+ and M + ions. 
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(iv) NaHFz.  The significance of this s t ructure- type in rare earth oxide systems 
is difficult to assess as some of the published data are insufficiently detailed. The 
structure has been described by Haas  and Kordes  (1969), who point out that this 
structure and that of a -NaFeO2 both belong to the same space group and that 
the same point positions are occupied in both structures. The only difference is 
in the x parameter  of the anion array,  which results in different modes  of anion 
packing: in the a -NaFeO2 structure this x paramete r  lies be tween -~ and ½ and the 
anion packing sequence is - A - B - C - A -  (c.c.p.) while in NaHF2 it lies be tween 0 
and 1 and the corresponding sequence is - A - A - B - B - C - C - A - A - .  It is therefore  
impossible to decide between these structure types unless a full structure 
determination is made. Atom positions found for the hexagonal cell of CuLaO2 
are: Cu + in 3a (0,0,0):  La  3+ in 3b (0,0,½): 02- in 6c (0,0,0.108). The only 
substantiated case of a mixed rare earth oxide with the NaHF2 structure is that 
of CuLaO2 (Haas and Kordes ,  1969). In this structure La  3+ is coordinated in a 
distorted octahedron while Cu + occurs  in a linear O - C u - O  group parallel to the 
c-axis. Other mixed rare earth oxides for which the NaHF2 structure has been 
reported are CuROz: R =  La, Pr, Nd, Sm, Eu (Haas and Kordes ,  1969). In 
addition the NaHF2 structure appears  to be identical with the delafossite 
structure (Dannhauser  and Vaughan,  1955) of certain A+B3+O2 compounds  (A = Pt, 
Pd, Cu, Ag) so that  PtScO2 (Shannon et al., 1971) also has the NaHF2 structure. 
P resumably  other oxides of noble metals and rare-earth elements will be  found to 
have this structure. 

The existence regions of a number  of the M+ROz phases are shown in table 
28.3. A similar table,  also including MROz phases  with hexagonal-close-packed 
anions, is given by Spitsyn et al. (1969). 

5.2. Structures with hexagonal-close-packed anions 

A number  of LiRO2 phases  (R = Sin, Eu, Gd) were reported by Gondrand and 
Bertaut  (1963)~to have diaspore-related structures.  The unit cells are orthor- 
hombic,  and for fl-LiEuO2 (B/irnighausen, 1963) the space group is Pnam with 
lattice parameters  a = 1 1 . 4 0 5 , ~ ,  b = 5 . 3 3 5 A ,  c = 3 . 4 7 1 , ~ .  The diaspore (a-  
AIOOH) structure consists of h.c.p. O z- and O H -  ions with AP + ions in half the 
octahedral  sites. From both a structural (Clark, 1972) and diffraction point of 
view diaspore is similar to y-MnOz which consists of h.c.p. 02- ions with Mn 2+ 
ions in half the octahedral  sites, as shown in fig. 28.30. According to the 
structural model proposed by Gondrand and Bertaut  (1963) for LiRO2 the RO2 
arrangement  is identical to that of y-MnO2, the vacant  octahedral  sites being 
occupied by Li. Alternatively,  the y-MnO2 structure is one of a number  of 
f r amework  structures composed  of ribbons of edge-shared double octahedra,  
which will be discussed in more detail in the next section. In this context  the 
structure of  these mixed rare earth oxides can then be described as consisting of 
an RO~ f ramework  (shown in fig. 28.31) of edge-shared double octahedra  with 
Li + ions occupying the remaining octahedral  sites. A further,  formal  description 
of this structure is that of the NiAs structure with ordered cations. 
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Fig. 28.30. A close-packed anion layer and the 
associated cations of y-MnO2 (after Clark, 1972). 
Large circles represent anions, filled circles Mn 4+ 
ions above the anion plane and small open circles 
Mn 4+ ions below the anion plane. 

A c c o r d i n g  to K e l l e r  (1972) the  t e t r a v a l e n t  l an than ides  fo rm c o m p o u n d s  of  the  
t ype  LisRO6 w h i c h  are  i s o m o r p h o u s  wi th  LisSnO6 (Tr6mel  a n d  H a u c k ,  1969). 
Whi le  no p a r a m e t e r s  a re  ava i l ab l e  for  the  Ce 4÷, P r  4÷ or  Tb 4÷ c o m p o u n d s ,  the  Sn 4+ 

c o m p o u n d  is r h o m b o h e d r a l  ( space  g roup  R3) ,  wi th  a (hex)  = 5.464.A, c (hex)  = 
15.267 A;  the  a t o m  p o s i t i o n s  are  as  fo l l ows :  

Sn 4÷ in 3a 0 , 0 , 0  

Li+(1) 181: ½,~, 0.11 
Li+(2) 6c 0, 0, 
02-  18f 0.31, 0.0, 0.083 

The  f o r m u l a  can  be  wr i t t en  s t r uc tu r a l l y  as  (Li)6(Li2Sn)O6. T h e  an ions  are  
h e x a g o n a l - c l o s e - p a c k e d  wi th  two  Li  + and  the Sn 4+ ions  o c c u p y i n g  half  the  
o c t a h e d r a l  s i tes  in an  o r d e r e d  m a n n e r  and  the  r ema in ing  six L i  ÷ ions  o c c u p y i n g  
half  the  t e t r a h e d r a l  s i tes .  

5.3. Perovskite-related structures 

Althoug l l  p e r o v s k i t e  p h a s e s  as  such  invo lv ing  ra re  e a r t h  ox ides  are  dea l t  wi th  
s e p a r a t e l y  in this  v o l u m e  (ch. 29) the re  a re  two  i m p o r t a n t  se r ies  of  c o m p o u n d s  
b a s e d  on  the p e r o v s k i t e  s t r uc tu r e  wh ich  o c c u r  in m i x e d  ra re  e a r t h  o x i d e  s y s t e m s  
and are  t r e a t ed  here .  

5.3.1. Ruddlesden-Popper phases 

The  first  se r ies  cons i s t s  of  p h a s e s  wi th  the  g e n e r a l  f o r m u l a  
(M3*,R3+)2,M2+O3,+l. The  s t ruc tu re s  h a v e  been  d e s c r i b e d  as  cons i s t i ng  of  n 

Fig. 28.31. The arrangement of double octa- 
hedral ribbons in 3,-MnO2 projected down the 
two-fold axis of the octahedron. The same 
arrangement occurs in the diaspore-related 
LiROE structure with the additional cations 
occupying the octahedral sites between the 
ribbons. 
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layers of perovskite- type structure separated by a layer of stoichiometry MO 
with NaCl-type structure. In this context  a perovskite- type layer is defined as a 
single layer of corner-shared BO6 octahedra with one additional A cation per 
octahedron intercalated as in the ABO3 perovskite structure. These perovskite- 
type layers are perpendicular to [001] of the perovskite sub-cell. The structure of 
the member n = 1 is that of K2NiF4, first described by Balz and Plieth (1955) as 
being tetragonal, space group I4[mmm. In rare earth oxide systems it occurs 
either in the above form (Rabenau and Eckerlin, 1958) or, more often,  as an 
orthorhombically-distorted variant. The orthorhombic cell (space group probably 
Fmmm) is related to the tetragonal cell by 

a = at + bt so that a -~ ~/2 at 
b = at + bt b -~- V~ at 
C = C t C ~ Ct  

Typical parameters  for both types of unit cell are: 
La2NiO4 a = 3.855 A, c = 12.652/k (Rabenau and Eckerlin, 1958) 
La2CuO4 a = 5.363 ,~, b = 5.409 A, c = 13.17/~ (Longo and Raccah, 1973). 
Atom positions are: 

La  in 8c 0, 0, 0.3621 
Cu 4a 0, 0, 0 
O(1) 8i 0,0,0.182 

1 1 0(2) 8i ~, ~, 0 

The ideal structure (fig. 28.32) consists of single layers of perovskite perpen- 
dicular to the c-axis but with successive layers shifted by ½a + ½b + ½c (referred 
to the sub-cell) which effectively interposes a layer of stoichiometry MO 
between them. This description of the s t ructure  as an intergrowth of  perovskite 
and sodium chloride is most  appropriate for  K2NiF4 itself and would be equally 
apt for compounds of the type MZ+O/M2+M4+O3 or M2+O/M23+O3 (where the first 
part is the NaC1 part and the second the perovskite  portion). However ,  in most 
such compountls involving the lanthanides the ion in the NaCI layer has a charge 
of +3, and the octahedral  site in the perovskite layer is occupied either by a 
small divalent cation or by statistically distributed R 3+ and M 2+ cations. Thus the 
rare earth analogues of K2NiF4 consist of MO+/MRO3 and the charge compen- 
sation between the NaCI and perovskite  layers is poor. The intergrowth nature 
of KzNiF4 itself is evidenced by its good cleavage parallel to the perovskite 
layers and by the fact  that it melts incongruently forming KF and the perovskite 
KNiF3, whereas some of the oxide compounds are reported to melt congruently.  
In addition, no member of the series exists with two or more adjacent NaCl-type 
MO layers. These facts suggest that the relationship between these structures 
and those of NaCI and perovskite is purely formal,  rather than the expression of 
a structural principle like intergrowth. The structures of the Ruddlesden-Popper  
phases actually consist simply of layers of perovskite- type structure; the NaCI- 
type regions result simply from the juxtaposit ion of adjacent perovskite- type 
layers. 
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Fig. 28.32. The ideal K2NiF4-type 
structure of La2CuO4. Filled circles 
represent La 3+ ions; open circles Cu 2+ 
ions. Anions occur at the apices of the 
octahedra. 

In both the tetragonal and or thorhombic  modifications the oc tahedra  around 
the small B cations are distorted; MO bonds parallel to the c-axis of the 
tetragonal unit cell may  be longer or shorter  than those in the ab plane. In the 
or thorhombical ly-dis tor ted unit cells the only effect  of the distort ion is to alter 
the O - B - O  angle in the ab plane f rom ninety degrees,  as shown in fig. 28.33. To 
emphasise  this point a monoclinic cell has somet imes  been used to describe the 
or thorhombic  form;  this cell uses the axes of the tetragonal unit cell but has 
"r ~ 90 °. The large A cations of the perovski te  layer (which are also the cations of 
the NaC1 layer) have an unusual ninefold coordination. This polyhedron is like a 
capped,  distorted, square antiprism with the cation lying close to the capped 
face,  as shown in fig. 28.34. In perovski te  this cation would be twelve-coor-  
dinated by the anions in the same sub-lattice. 

As shown in table 28.4, the only binary oxides repor ted  to have the K2NiF4 
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Fig. 28.33. Projection down the c-axis of the 
orthorhombic form of the K2NiF4-type structure 
showing the relationship between the orthorhombic 
and the alternative monoclinic cells of the structure. 

structure are those of Co, Ni and Cu with the larger rare earths.  In these, the 
small divalent ions occupy the octahedral  sites. Until recently only two of these 
compounds ,  La2NiO4 and La2CuO4 (Rabenau and Eckerlin, 1958; Longo and 
Raccah,  1973) had been the subject  of X-ray structure analysis,  and both of 
these analyses were per formed on powder  data. Although Longo and Raccah 
(1973) were able to refine the structure of LazCuO4 to the very acceptable  
R-value of 2.4% they point out that the isotropic tempera ture  factor  of one of 
the anions has the high value of 4 ~2 and suggest that the symmet ry  may be 
lower than that of F m m m .  The situation, however ,  becomes  less clear with the 
publication by Mti l le r -Buschbaum and Wollschl~iger (1975) of a single crystal  
structure determination of Nd2CuO4. This phase  has similar unit cell parameters  
to La2CuO4 and belongs to the same space group; however ,  the structure (fig. 
28.35) is different f rom that  of K2NiF4. The anions form a near-cubic array,  with 
Nd 3+ ions in the eightfold "cubic"  sites and the Cu z+ ions occupying fourfold 
sites in the faces of cubes. The structure c a n b e  formally derived f rom K2NiF4 
by shifting the anion at 0,0,~ to 0,½,~. At the least, it would seem that the 
publication of this structure analysis throws doubt  on the identification of 
structures of other compounds  as being of the K2NiF4-type (since such 
identification is often based only on lattice paramete r  measurement  and general 
observat ion of ~relative intensities of powde r  diffraction lines). It seems quite 
possible that  the R2CuO4 compounds  with R =  Sm through Gd are of the 
Nd2CuO4 structure-type.  In addition, since it is the above anion (at 0, 0, 0.182) of 

© 
I 
I 

Fig. 28.34. Coordination polyhedron about on La 3÷ ion in the 
La2CuO4 structure. The La 3+ ion is shown as a filled circle, anions as 
open circles. 
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Fig. 28.35. The ideal structure of Nd2CuOa. Cu z+ ions are shown 
as filled circles, Nd 3÷ ions as open circles. Anions occur at all cube 
corners. 

L a z C u O 4  which had a high temperature factor in the analysis by Longo and 
Raccah (1973), it may be that this site is not occupied and that the structure of 
La2CuO4 is not that of K2NiF4. Such problems can probably be expected in 
heavy-metal oxides. The significance of Miiller-Buschbaum's discovery for the 
interpretation of the electric and magnetic properties of these compounds is 
difficult to evaluate without further structural information. If La2CuO4 is of the 
K2NiF4-type, and the remaining R2MO4 (M = Pr through Gd) compounds are of 
the Nd2CuO4-type, then the differences in their properties, discussed by Ganguly 
and Rao (1973)', George et al. (1974) and Goodenough (1973) probably arise from 
structural differences. 

The ternary K2NiF4 structures are derived from the binary compounds by 
replacing a small divalent transition-metal cation by a large alkaline-earth ion 
and by replacing a large rare earth ion with a small (often transition-metal) 
trivalent cation. With the small trivalent cation on the octahedral site charge 
compensation between the sodium chloride and perovskite layers is better than 
in the binary compounds. Attempts have been made with X-ray and neutron 
powder data to determine the extent of cationic order on the ninefold sites 
(Daoudi and Le Flem, 1972; Oudalov et al., 1970; Joubert et al., 1970; Daoudi 
and Le Flem, 1973), and in all cases except that of the NaRTiO4 compounds 
(Blasse, 1968) the cations were found to be disordered. In the ordered arrange- 
ment found by Blasse (1968) the nine-coordinated sites in one half of the unit 
cell (along [001]) are occupied by Na ÷ ions while the R 3+ ions occupy the 
corresponding sites in the other half of the unit cell. This leads to very poor 
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charge compensation between the layers which presumably is balanced by lattice 
relaxation in the anion sub-lattice. Marchand (1976) recently reported that 
compounds RzA103N also have this structure. 

With the problems of La2CuO4 in mind the reliability of the identification of 
the ternary compounds might be queried; the only single crystal study of such 
compounds which has been made is that of Pausch and Miil ler-Buschbaum 
(1972) on SrCeA104 and SrNdAIO4. Many structure analyses have been per- 
formed on X-ray powder  data; apart from those which investigated cationic 
order (above) there are those of LaSrVO4 by Longo and Raccah (1973), of 
SrLaA104 by Ruddlesden and Popper  (1957) and of LaSrCuO4 by Goodenough et 
al. (1973). A number of authors (Blasse, 1965; Demazeau et al., 1972; Daoudi et 
al., 1974) have assigned this structure type to compounds on the basis of the 
similarity of their diffraction patterns with those of compounds known to have 
the K2NiF4 structure, a process that may well be appropriate but that is not devoid of 
risk. A number of structure analyses based on powder  data are difficult to 
evaluate because they either do not report  temperature factors or apply an 
overall temperature factor. Therefore  although some of these compounds have 
been shown unequivocally to have this structure, the possibility remains that 
some of the other compounds may have other structures. Since it is a truism that 
a refined structure is no better than the assumptions on which it is based, if 
isomorphism with the KzNiF4 structure is assumed then all that can be obtained 
from the refinement is the set of atomic parameters for  this structure which 
corresponds to the minimum R value. If the  assumption of isomorphism is 
incorrect  so also will be the atomic coordinates.  The imposition of an arbitrary 
Overall temperature factor  may, obscure indications that the atomic coordinates 
are in error. Thus while the structures of some of the compounds have been 
proved and most  others are probably correct ,  the possibility remains that some 
of these phases do not have the K2NiF4 structure. 

A number of systems show solid solution regions where the transition metal 
adopts different valence states (Daoudi and Le Flem, 1972, 1973; Chaumont et 
al., 1975). In Caz_xPrxMnO4 (0 < x < 0.5) and Ca2-xYxMnO4 (0 < x < 0.25) the 
symmetry is tetragonal for  all values for x, whereas in Ca2_xGdxMnO4 and 
Ca~+~Rl_xCrO4 (R = Nd, Gd, 0 <  x < 0.5) the symmetry  changes from orthor- 
hombic to tetragonal. Only in the case of Ca2-xYxMnO4 do the lattice parameters 
vary in the simple manner  expected from V6gard's law. In all cases except  that 
of Ca2-xPrxMnO4 the orthorhombic phase has a much lower c/a ratio than the 
tetragonal phase (a in c/a for an orthorhombic phase being taken either as (ab) 1/2 
or ½(a + b)). 

Daoudi et al. (1974) found that rare earth calcium gallates (R = La through Yb) 
form with the olivine-type structure, and that some of these are then trans- 
formed irreversibly to the K2NiF4-type by the action of pressure ( R =  Eu 
through Dy) or temperature (R = La through Sm). The pressure effect is ac- 
companied by a volume decrease of some 16%. 

The second member  of the Ruddlesden-Popper  series of phases is typified by 
Sr3Ti207 (Ruddlesden and Popper ,  1958). This structure consists of double layers 
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Fig. 28.36. The Sr3Ti207-type structure as found 
in SrLa2A12OT. Filled circles represent sites 
occupied by randomly distributed Sr 2+ and La 3÷ 
ions; open circles represent AP + ions. Anions 
occur at the apices of the octahedra. The unit- 
cell is indicated. 
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of perovskite separated by layers of stoichiometry MO, with the adjacent double 
perovskite layers translated as before by ½a +½b +½c (fig. 28.36), which again 
effectively interposes a layer of stoichiometry MO between them. While the 
parent structure belongs to the space group I4[rnmrn, the only occasions on 
which such (pseudo) symmetry is observed in ternary rare earth oxide systems is 
in the case of BaR2Fe207 (R = La  and Nd) where the scattering factor of Ba 2+ is 
very close to that of the R 3+ ion. The most likely space group for the ternary 
oxides is P4Jrnnm (Drofenik et al., 1973; Joubert  et al., 1971) although Fava and 
Le Flem (1975) used the space group I4/mmm for the refinement of the 
structures of SrLa2A1207 and SrGd2A12OT. In this refinement they found the Sr z+ 
and La  3+ ions to be statistically distributed over the nine- and twelve-coor- 
dinated sites and the AP + ions octahedrally coordinated. Typical parameters for 
this phase are those of SrLa2AI207 for which a = 3.775 _A, c = 20.21 .~. 

Atom coordinates for this compound are given below: 

1 Sr, La(1) in 2b 0 0 2 
Sr, La(2) 4e 0 0 0.318 
A1 4e 0 0 0.090 
O(1) 2a 0 0 0 
0(2) 8g 0 ½ 0.097 
0(3) 4e 0 0 0.203 

Other compounds of this 
SrR~Fe207 (R = Nd through 
(Fava et al., 1972). 

structure-type are BaR2Fe207 ( R =  Sm, Eu, Gd), 
Tb) reported by Joubert  et al. (1971), and Eu3AI207 

Eu4Ti30~0 appears to be the only documented rare earth oxide phase likely to 
have n = 3 in the Ruddlesden-Popper  series (McCarthy et al., 1969). In accord 
with the above structures it consists simply of triple perovskite layers translated 
with respect to each other as before.  

5.3.2. Structures of the BaZnF4-type 

The second series of perovskite-related phases is an analogue of a series of 
(sodium, calcium) niobium oxides (Carpy et al., 1973) based on the BaZnF4- 
structure (Schnering and Bleckmann, 1968) which has the generic formula 
AnBnO3n+2. These structures consist of slabs of perovskite- type structure n 
octahedra thick (n -> 2), but these layers now contain the c-axis of the sub-cell 
and are parallel to its (110) plane. This distinguishes them from the perovskite- 
type layers occurring in the Ruddlesden-Popper  phases. Separating these slabs 
are additional anion-only planes. Lanthanum dititanate (La2Ti2OT), the member 
n = 4, was described by Queyroux et al. (1970) as monoclinic, space group 
P21[m. Gasperin (1975) found the space group to be P21 and gave the lattice 
parameters as a = 7 . 8 0 0 ~ ,  b=13 .011 ,~ ,  c = 5 . 5 4 6 / k ,  y = 9 8 . 6  ° , while 
Scheunemann and M011er-Buschbaum (1975) described the unit cell as orthor- 
hombic, space group Pna2~, with a =25 .745A,  b =7 .810A,  c = 5 . 5 4 7 , ~ .  
However ,  as Gasperin (1975) observes,  these last two unit cells are simply 
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re la t ed .  A t o m  pos i t i ons  for  the  m o n o c l i n i c  cell  are  as  g iven  be low.  

La(l) 0 .2789  0 .1138  0.2500 
, La(2) 0 .7741 0 .0993  0.2543 
La(3) 0.3502 . 0.3909 0.8026 
La(4) 0 .8525  0 .4161 0.8413 
Ti(1) 0 . 0 3 2 0  0 .1191 0.7630 
Ti(2) 0 .5271  0 .1200  0.7598 
Ti(3) 0 . 0 7 8 0  0 .3228  0.2946 
Ti(4) 0 .5833  0 .3263  0.2975 

0(1) 0.776 0 . 1 0 9  0.799 
0(2) 0.275 0 . 0 9 0  0.698 
0(3) 0.030 0 . 0 1 6  0.024 
0(4) 0.479 0 . 0 2 0  0.026 
0(5) 0.098 0 . 2 2 6  0.969 
0(6) 0.517 0 . 2 2 9  0.963 
0(7) 0.033 o. 187 0.460 
0(8) 0.559 0 . 1 8 9  0.455 
0(9) 0.089 0 . 4 0 9  0.554 
0(10) 0 . 6 1 3  0 . 3 9 8  0.569 
0(11) 0.121 0.432 0.078 
0(12) 0 . 5 9 9  0 . 4 4 0  0.089 
0(13) 0 . 3 2 7  0 . 3 1 2  0.323 
0(14) 0 . 8 2 5  0 . 3 0 0  0.221 

The  s t ruc tu re  cons i s t s  of  infinite l aye r s  of  p e r o v s k i t e ,  f ou r  o c t a h e d r a  wide ,  
s e p a r a t e d  b y  reg ions  in w h i c h  an an ion -on ly  p l ane  has  been  in se r t ed ;  e a c h  s lab is 
t r an s l a t ed  b y  ½1001] of  the  sub-ce l l  r e l a t ive  to  its ne ighbours .  In  tab le  28.5 the  
uni t -ce l l  p a r a m e t e r s  and  space  g roups  of  the  o the r  m e m b e r s  of  the  se r ies  
(Ca,  La),TinO3n÷2 wi th  n = 4.5, 5 and  6 are  g iven .  T h e s e  s t ruc tu re s  are  s h o w n  in 
fig. 28.37. 

N e o d y m i u m  f o r m s  a p p a r e n t l y  ana logous  c o m p o u n d s  wi th  n = 4 and  4.5 bu t  
t hose  wi th  n = 5 and  6 show a doub l ing  of  the  o r t h o r h o m b i c  b - ax i s  ( N a n o t  e t  al. ,  
1975); h o w e v e r ,  this  e f fec t  is due  to  twinn ing  of  s t ruc tu re s  w h o s e  rea l  s y m m e t r y  
is monoc l in i c .  I n t e r g r o w t h  o f  va r i ous  h o m o l o g u e s  has  been  o b s e r v e d  b y  e l e c t r o n  
m i c r o s c o p y .  In  pa r t i cu l a r ,  the  m e m b e r  wi th  n = 4.5 is an o r d e r e d  i n t e r g r o w t h  at  
the  uni t  ce l l  l eve l  of  m e m b e r s  wi th  n = 4  and  5, and  in a s a m p l e  wi th  a 
c o m p o s i t i o n  a p p r o p r i a t e  for  n = 6, i so l a t ed  p l ana r  d e f e c t s  c o r r e s p o n d i n g  to 
l aye r s  wi th  n = 8 and  n = 9 have  b e e n  o b s e r v e d .  In  add i t i on  to t hese  c o m p o u n d s ,  
a r a re  ea r th  ion  m a y  be  i n t r o d u c e d  in Ca2Nb207 by  r e p l a c e m e n t  o f  two C a  2÷ ions  
b y  an  N a  ÷ and  an R 3÷ ion,  f o r m i n g  sol id  so lu t ions  RxNaxCa2-2xNb207 w h e r e ,  fo r  
Sm,  x -<0.25 and  fo r  Eu and  Gd,  x -< 0.20 ( N a n o t  e t  al., 1974). B o c q u i l l o n  et  al. 
(1971) have  s h o w n  tha t  s a m a r i u m  d i t i t ana t e  has  the  p y r o c h l o r e  s t ruc tu re  un le s s  
f o r m e d  u n d e r  high p r e s s u r e ,  in w h i c h  case  a s e c o n d  p o l y m o r p h  i s o s t r u c t u r a l  
wi th  La2Ti207 m a y  be  f o r m e d .  This  t r a n s f o r m a t i o n  is a c c o m p a n i e d  b y  a 1% 
d e c r e a s e  in v o l u m e ,  a qui te  smal l  m o t i v a t i o n  for  a c o m p l e t e  s t ruc tu ra l  r eo r -  

TABLE 28.5 

n Composition a b c Space group 

4.5 Ca0.sLa4Ti4.5Ols.5 3.904 57.10 5.536 P2c, Pmcb 
5 CaLa4TisO~7 3.892 31.32 5.520 Pmnn, P2nn 
6 Ca2La4Ti6020 3.892 36.80 5.516 Cinch, Cmc2, C2cm 

Unit cell parameter data for higher members of the series (Ca, La)nTinO3n+2 
(After Nanot et al., 1974). 
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Fig. 28.37. Projection down [100] of the idealised structures of members of the series of 
(Ca, La),Ti.Os,+2 with n = 4.5, 5 and 6. 

ganisation. However  the La and Nd dititanates have molar volumes per cation 
only 2% and 1% respectively smaller than would be expected for their non- 
existent pyrochlores. 

5.4. Structures deriving from the CaFe204-type 

The structures of  many compounds containing a rare earth sesquioxide 
(especially those involving alkaline-earth oxides) are composed  of two main 
structural units, the double octahedron and the capped trigonal prism. The 
double octahedron simply consists of  two edge-sharing MO6 octahedra, and 
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edge-sharing of these results in an infinitely long double octahedral  ribbon. A 
discussion of the significance of the double r ibbons is given by Reid et al. (1968). 
Across the range of oxide structures described in this section a gradual transition 
is observed f rom structures which are most  appropriately described in terms of 
double octahedral  r ibbons to those most  aptly described in terms of capped 
trigonal pr isms (hereafter  referred to as m.t .p 's ,  b.t .p 's ,  or t . t .p 's depending on 
whether  they are mono-,  bi- or tri-capped). At one end of the spect rum the 
structures consist  solely of a double octahedral  f r amework  containing sites 
within capped trigonal prisms whose pseudo-tr igonal  axes are parallel to the long 
axis of the ribbons (or to the short c-axis of the unit cell). Towards  the other end 
of the spectrum the proport ion of octahedra  decreases,  the proport ion of b. t .p 's  
with their pseudotrigonal axes parallel to the c-axis decreases,  and the propor- 
tion of m.t .p 's  with these axes perpendicular  to the c-axis increases. At the end 
of the spectrum there are only m.t .p 's  of the latter type. In order to illustrate 
these structures more clearly the structural units are depicted in fig. 28.38. These 
representat ions show (in projection) the space-filling propert ies  of the various 
polyhedra.  

The double r ibbon of MO6 octahedra  occurs  in a number  of oxide systems 
(Clark, 1972). They are often linked by unshared vertices, forming an open 
f r amework  structure as in a -  and 7-MnO2. Figure 28.39 is a project ion of the 

b. a. 

/1 "-~2 o,t o 

\/\/ 
~2 o,) "-~2 o o 

double octahedral ribbon mtl2 parallel to c 

C. o d. o "~ "2 

0 0 0 0 ~2 

_b t_12 p a r a l t e l  t o  c_ two e d g e - s h a r e d  mtD'S 
parallel to c 

e. ~2 

o 

rnlo perpendicular to c. 

Fig. 28.38. Representation of projections of various structural units 
as used in subsequent figures. The terms "parallel" and "perpendi- 
cular" to c refer to the trigonal axes of the prisms. 
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a t o m  pos i t i ons  of  SrCa2Sc6012 d o w n  the c -ax is .  M i i l l e r - B u s c h b a u m  and 
M u s c h i c k  (1975) f o u n d  this  p h a s e  to be  hexa gona l ,  space  g roup  P63/m with 
a = 9.695/~,  c = 3.136 A. The  a t o m  p o s i t i o n s  wi th in  the  uni t  cel l  are:  

Sc  3÷ 6h 0.3460 0.9970 0.250 
Ca  2+ 2c 0.3333 0.6667 0.250 
½Sr 2+ 2b 0.0000 0.000 0.000 
02-  6h 0.195 0.309 0.250 
02-  6h 0.530 0.398 0.250 

As  can  be  seen  in fig. 28.39, the  s t ruc tu re  cons i s t s  of  doub le  o c t a h e d r a l  
r i bbons  shar ing  ve r t i ce s  wi th  fou r  o the r  r i bbons ,  such  tha t  each  r i b b o n  cons t i t u t e s  
a s ide of  two  t r igonal  channe l s ,  the  ove ra l l  s t ruc tu re  a s s u m i n g  h e x a g o n a l  
s y m m e t r y .  T h e  Ca 2÷ ions  o c c u p y  t . t .p,  s i tes  pa ra l l e l  to the  c - ax i s ,  the  Sr  2÷ ions  
are  in spec ia l  o c t a h e d r a l  s i tes  a t  the  or igin ,  the  Sc 3÷ ions  o c c u p y  all of  the  
o c t a h e d r a l  s i t e s  wi th in  the  doub le  r i bbons .  De sp i t e  the  d i s to r t i on  of  the  oc ta -  
hed ra  in the  r i b b o n s  the re  is no t e n d e n c y  for  t he se  to be c a p p e d  or  to fo rm 
c a p p e d  t r igona l  p r i sms .  

L i k e  m a n y  o f  the  a l k a l i n e - e a r t h / r a r e  e a r t h  ox ides  of  f o r m u l a  M2+R3+O4, Eu304 
(Rau,  1966) is i so typ i c  wi th  CaFe204 ( D e c k e r  and  K a s p e r ,  1957). This  s t ruc tu re  

O 

Fig. 28.39. Projection of the structure of SrCa2Sc6012 along the hexagonal c-axis. Heavy and light 
open circles represent anions at different levels along c. Filled circles represent cations as follows: - 
Large circles-Sr 2÷, medium circles-Ca 2÷, small circles-Sc 3÷. Relative cation levels can be 

deduced from those of the anions. 
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belongs to space group Pnam with a = 10.085A, b = 12.054A, c = 3.502A. 
Atoms occupy the 4c positions 

Eu 3÷ 0.4280 0.6140 0.25 O(1) 0.2150 0.6824 0.25 
Eu 3+ 0.4136 0.1106 0.25 0(2) 0.1334 0.9841 0.25 
Eu 2+ 0.2481 0.3525 0.25 0(3) 0.0055 0.2151 0.25 

0(4) 0.4297 0.9207 0.25 

The calcium ferrite structure contains two types of R 3÷ ions on octahedral 
sites; in one case the RO6 octahedra are almost undistorted, in the other the 
distortion is substantial. The most accurate description of the structure involves 
an R20 2- framework of ribbons of double octahedra with Ca 2÷ ions occupying 
the b.t.p, sites within this framework, as depicted in fig. 28.40. However  an 
alternative description is that of isolated double octahedral ribbons built into a 
framework by edge-sharing with b.t.p's, the trigonal axes of which are parallel to 

o ~ o / ~  o 

o L /  o I ~  o 

0 ~ J  0 / ' ~  0 

a I 
Fig. 28.40. [001] projection of the CaFe204-Type structure of Eu304. Large circles represent anions, 
medium circles Eu 2÷ ions and small circles Eu 3÷ ions. 
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the c-axis, and with distorted m.t .p 's  whose trigonal axes are perpendicular  to 
the c-axis, as shown in fig. 28.41. In this latter case the two types of trigonal 
prism also shares edges with each other. 

The CaFe204 structure; as exemplified by mixed-oxide phases  of the alkaline- 
and rare earth elements,  has been extensively studied by Mfi l ler-Buschbaum and 
his colleagues. Complete  structure analyses have been per formed on MgSc204 
(Mfil ler-Buschbaum, 1966); CaSc204 (Mii l ler-Buschbaum and Schnering, 1965); 
CaYb204, CaLu204, SrY204, and SrTb204 (Mfi l ler-Buschbaum and von Schenck,  
1970; M~iller-Buschbaum, 1968; Palet ta  and Mfi l ler-Buschbaum, 1968). In all of 
these except  M g S c 2 0 4  the cations are fully ordered,  with the M E+ ion on the b.t.p. 
site and the R 3+ ions on the other sites. However ,  in MgSc204 the cations are 
disordered, with a random distribution of Mg 2+ and Sc 3÷ ions on all cation sites. 
This disorder is p resumably  a result of  the similarity in the ionic radii of Mg 2+ 
and Sc 3+ ions: Shannon and Prewit t  (1969) give the following figures: 

for six-fold coordination r ( S c  3+) = 0.73 .A, r(Mg 2+) = 0.72 A; 
for  eight-fold coordination r(Sc 3+) = 0.87 .~, r(Mg 2+) = 0.89 .~. 

a T ~b 
Fig. 28.41. The same projection of the structure of EU304 as in fig. 5.14, but with a different 
description of the cation polyhedra. The distorted octahedra of fig. 5.14 have been replaced by 
monocapped trigonal prisms. 
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That  MgSczO4 forms  at all is surprising; as M~iller-Buschbaum (1966) points out, 
the molar volume of MgSczO4 is some 16% larger than the appropriate  sum of 
the molar volumes of its consti tuent  oxides. Despite the fact  that this volume 
Problem would be less with other rare earths,  there appears  to be  no repor t  of a 
CaFe204-type phase in other MgO-R203 systems.  The other MSc204-phases 
(M = Ca, Sr) appear  to have remarkably  low unit-cell volumes,  as do the 
isostructural  NaScMO4 compounds  with M = Ti, Sn, H f  and Zr (Reid et al., 
1968). In these latter compounds  it has been found that the M 4+ and Sc 3+ ions are 
randomly distributed on the octahedral  sites, and that the anions do not have 
anomalous  tempera ture  factors  despite the fact  that they are coordinating 
dissimilar cations i.e. where it might have  been expected  that the Sc3÷-O 
distances would be greater  than the Ti4+-O distances in these octahedra,  result- 
ing in spreading out of the anions in the a-c  plane, this was not the case. Reid 
et al. (1968) therefore  suggested that  the structure imposed a size on the cations. 
An alternative explanation would be that  the structural parameters  are deter- 
mined by the size of the trigonal prisms,  which in turn is a function of the radius 
of the cations on the trigonal prismatic sites. Other phases  with the CaFezO4 type 
structure are listed in table 28.6. 

The next  stage in the sequence of structures is represented by LiEu304. As 
determined by B~irnighausen (1970), the unit cell is again or thorhombic ,  space 
group Pbnm, with lattice parameters  a = 11.565 A, b = 11.535 A, c = 3.48 ,~. All 
a toms are in the 4c pos i t i ons : -  

Eu(l) 0.20426 0.35862 0.25 O(1) 0 .0450 0.2441 0.25 
Eu(2) 0.61529 0.40230 0.25 O(2) 0 .3894 0.4369 0.25 
Eu(3) 0.52443 0.13562 0.25 O(3) 0.6297 0.0263 0.25 
Li 0.9108 0.1555 0.25 0(4) 0 .7808 0.2575 0.25 

This structure can be described as consisting of a f r amework  of edge-sharing 
m.t .p 's  with trigonal axes both parallel and perpendicular  to the c-axis,  within 
which there are isolated columns of octahedra.  This representat ion is shown in 
fig. 28.42, where it can be seen that  the m.t .p 's  with trigonal axes parallel to the 
c-axis occur  in edge-sharing pairs. Li  + occupy  the tetrahedral  sites, Eu 2+ ions 
occupy the m.t .p 's  with trigonal axes both perpendicular  to and parallel to the 
c-axis,  while the E u  3+ ions occupy the octahedra .  The alternative representat ion 
of this s tructure (fig. 28.43) shows a f r amework  built up of doubled double 
r ibbons of oc tahedra  (the caps on some have  been ignored) be tween  which the 
Eu 2+ ions occupy the trigonal prismatic sites and the Li  + ions the tetrahedral  
sites. LiSr2EuO4 (B~irnighausen, 1967) and probably  LiBa2EuO4 (B~irnighausen 
and Schmid, 1967) are isostructural  with LiEu304. 

A structure which shows a remarkable  similarity to LiEu304 is that  of Y2BeO4 
as repor ted by Harr is  and Yakel  (1967). This phase,  like the warwicki te  
(Mg, Fe)3TiO2(BOa)2 structure,  is also or thorhombic ,  space group Pmcn, with 
a = 3.5315 _~, b = 9.899 ,~, c = 10.400 A. A project ion of the a tom posit ions down 
the a-axis  is shown in fig. 28.44. The chief difference be tween the two structures 
lies in the fact  that  in Y2BeO4 the trigonal prismatic sites are vacant  and the Be 2+ 
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al' >b 
Fig. 28.42. [001] projection of the structure of LiEu304. As shown here the structure consists of a 
framework of edge-shared pairs of monocapped trigonal prisms in two orientations within which are 
isolated octahedral and tetrahedral sites. Different z coordinates are indicated by light and heavy 
circles; large circles represent  anions, medium circles Eu 2÷, small open circles Eu 3÷ ions and small 
filled circles Li ÷ ions. 

ions lie in the triangular faces of the prism. Hyde et al, (1974) have described this 
structure as being derived from CaTi204 by slip of lamellae ½a thick by -~[012] 
on (100). The framework of Y2BeO4 produces a significantly smaller triangular 
edge for the trigonal prism than is the case in the CaFe204 framework. 

Another very close parallel with the LiEu304 structure is shown by Y2TiO5 
(Mumme and Wadsley, 1968) and La2TiO5 (Guillen and Bertaut, 1966). The 
orthorhombic unit cell of Y2TiO5 has a = 10.35 A, b = 3.70 ,~, c = 11.25 .~ and 
belongs to space group Pnma.  All atoms occur in the 4c position with the 
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Fig. 28.43. The same projection of LiEu304 as shown in fig. 28.42 but with different coordination 
polyhedra indicated. 

coordinates given below: 

l I Y(1) 0.1156 z 0.2231 O(1) 0.495 z 0.102 
1 1 Y(2) 0.1366 ~ 0.5578 0(2) 0.223 ~ 0.045 
1 I Ti 0.1745 ~ 0.8806 0(3) 0.259 ~ 0.734 

1 0(4) 0.508 ~ 0.660 
I 0(5) 0.269 ~ 0.383 

As represented in fig. 28.45 the structure consists of edge-sharing m.t.p's with 
trigonal axes perpendicular to the b-axis, forming an R20~- framework within 
which the Ti 4÷ ions occupy the square-pyramidal sites. The alternative represen- 
tation in fig. 28.46 shows an R20 2- f ramework composed of doubled double 
octahedral ribbons. The Ti 4÷ and additional O 2- ion completes the TiO5 square 
pyramid within this framework. 

LiSrLaO3 has been reported by B/irnighausen (personal communication) to be 
isostructural with K2CuCI3 (Brink and MacGillavry, 1949). A discussion of this 
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Fig. 28.44. Projection down the a-axis of Y2BeO4 showing the close similarity between this structure 
and that of LiEu304 (fig. 28.43). Relative heights of atoms are shown by light and heavy circles; large 
circles represent anions, medium circles R 3÷ ions and small circles Be 2÷ ions. These latter occupy the 
triangular sites at the ends of trigonal prisms. 

latter and rela ted s t ruc tures ,  inc luding  the A- type  sesquisu lphides  and  ~/-sesqui- 
cha lcogenides  of the l an than ides  and  ac t in ides ,  is g iven by  S hoe ma ke r  (1973). 
LiSrLaO3 is o r thorhombic ,  space group Pbnm with uni t  cell axes a = 9,775 ,&, 
b = 9.535 A, c = 3.586 A. Atomic  posi t ions  were not  given so those of K2CuC13 
have been  used in the p ro jec t ion  in fig. 28.47. 

It can be seen that  the s t ruc ture  is composed  ent i re ly  of edge-shar ing  m.t.p's 
of both or ien ta t ions .  Li ÷ ions occupy  te t rahedra l  sites, Sr 2÷ ions occupy  the 
m.t.p's with tr igonal  axes parallel  to the c-axis ,  and La  3÷ ions occupy  the m.t.p's 
with these pe rpend icu la r  to the c-axis.  Again  in this s t ruc ture  the m.t.p's with 
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al ,c 
Fig. 28.45. [010] projection of the structure of Y2TiO5 showing the framework of monocapped 
trigonal prisnis. Within this framework Ti 4+ ions occupy square pyramidal sites. Relative atomic 
levels are indicated by light and heavy circles; anions are represented by large circles, R 3+ ions by 
medium circles and Ti 4+ ions by small circles. 

t r igona l  axes  pa ra l l e l  to the  c - ax i s  o c c u r  in e d g e - s h a r i n g  pa i rs .  O the r  s t ruc tu re s  
r e p o r t e d  by  B~irnighausen (pe r sona l  c o m m u n i c a t i o n )  to be  i s o s t r u c t u r a l  wi th  
L iS rLaO3  are  LiMRO3,  w h e r e  if R = L a ,  M = Sr, E u  2+, Ba ;  and  if R = P r  or  Nd ,  
M = Sr. 

P r o j e c t i o n s  d o w n  the c - a x e s  of  bo th  o~- and /3-LizEu508 are  s h o w n  in figs. 
28.48 and  28.49 (B~irnighausen e t  al., 1973). The  f o r m e r  is monoc l in i c ,  s p a c e  
g roup  B2/m with  a = 13.378A, b = 9.666A, c -- 3 . 5 3 9 ' ,  3' = 119-52 °- The  la t te r  is 
o r t h o r h o m b i c ,  s p a c e  g roup  A21am, with  a = 13.156 ]k, b = 17.137 ~ ,  c = 3.545 ~ .  
In  a-Li2Eu508 a l l  a t o m s  o c c u p y  4i pos i t i ons  e x c e p t  the  Eu  2+ ions  w h i c h  are  on  
2b s i tes ,  whi le  all a t o m s  o c c u p y  4a  s i tes  in /3-Li2Eu508. A t o m  p a r a m e t e r s  fo r  
bo th  p o l y m o r p h s  a re  g iven  on  f ac ing  page .  

A l though  dev ia t ing  s l ight ly  f rom B/ i rn ighausen ' s  d i sc r ip t ion ,  bo th  s t ruc tu re s  can  
be  r e g a r d e d  as  bu i l t  o f  uni ts  cons i s t ing  of  f ou r  edge - sha r ing  m.t.p's with  t r igonal  
axes  p e r p e n d i c u l a r  to the  c - ax i s ,  each  con ta in ing  an  Eu  3+ ion. T h e s e  uni t s  can  be  
p a c k e d  t o g e t h e r  in two w a y s  l eav ing  channe l s  into wh ich  two L i  ÷ ions  and one  
E u  2+ ion mus t  be  inse r ted .  In  ot-Li2EusO8 b o t h  L i  + ions  h a v e  t e t r a h e d r a l  coor -  
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% 

a-Li2Eu508 

Eu 2+ 0.5 0 0 
Eu3+(1) 0.6103 0.437 0 
Eu3+(2) 0.6636 0.813 0.5 
Li 0.691 0.262 0.5 
O(1) 0.542 0.242 0.5 
0(2)  0.736 0.620 0.5 
0(3)  0.815 0.936 0 
0(4)  0.582 0.656 0 

/3-Li2EusO8 

Eu  2+ 0.5 0.9892 0 
Eu3+(l) 0.4272 0.1884 0 
Eu3÷(2) 0.2870 0.3499 0.5 
Eu3+(3) 0.1382 0.1985 0 
Eu3+(4) 0.2521 0.0342 0.5 
Li(1) 0.606 0.122 0.5 
Li(2) 0.467 0.350 0 
O(1) 0.464 0.100 0.5 
0(2)  0.457 0.290 0.5 
0(3)  0.366 0.430 0 
0(4)  0.286 0.271 0 
0(5)  0.112 0.291 0.5 
0(6)  0.097 0.105 0.5 
0(7)  0.177 0.956 0 
0(8)  0.281 0.112 0 

dination,  leaving a dis tor ted cubic  site for  the Eu 2÷ ion. In /3-Li2EusO8 one Li ÷ 
ion is te t rahedral ly  coord ina ted ,  the Eu  2÷ ion occupies  an m.t.p, with its tr igonal 
axis parallel t6  the c-axis,  and the remaining site for  the other  Li ÷ ion is square 
pyramidal .  Other  phases  repor ted  by Biirnighausen et al. (1973) to be isostruc-  
tural with these two phases  are given below. 

a-Li2EusOs-Li2M2+R4Os 

M 2+ = Eu2+:_R = Eu  3+ 
M 2+ = Sr2+:_R = Sm 3+, Eu ~+, Gd 3+ 
M 2+ = Ba2+:_R = L a  3+ ' p r  3+ ' Nd  3+ ' S m  3+, Eu  3+ ' Gd  3+, Tb 3+ ' Dy  3+, H o  3+. 

/3-Li2EusOs-Li2M2÷R4Os 

M 2+ = E u 2 + : _ R  3+ = Eu 3+ 
M 2+ = Sr2+:_R 3+ = p r  3+, N d  3+, Sm 3+, Eu  3+ 

Fig. 28.50 is a pro jec t ion  of  B- type  Sm203 d o w n  the b-axis.  Whe the r  this is 
regarded as consis t ing ent irely of  edge-shar ing m.t.p's with trigonal axes 
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~ c  

Fig. 28.46. An alternative description of the structure of Y2TiO5 in the same projection as fig. 28.45. 
The similarity between this structure and those of LiEu304 and Y2BeO4 can now be seen. The Ti 4+ 
ions in this structure occupy the same sites as the Be 2÷ ions in Y2BeO4 but the coordination is altered 
by the additional anion. 

p e r p e n d i c u l a r  to the  b - a x i s  or  as  hav ing  o c t a h e d r a l  c o o r d i n a t i o n  of  one - th i rd  of  
the  ca t ions ,  the  r e l a t i o n s h i p  to the  a b o v e  s t r uc tu r e s  is o b v i o u s .  A s u m m a r y  of  
the  c o o r d i n a t i o n  t r e n d s  in t hese  s t ruc tu re s  is g iven  in t ab le  28.7. 

A n u m b e r  of  s t ruc tu re s  ex i s t  w h i c h  are  no t  d i r ec t l y  r e l a t ed  to ca l c ium fe r r i t e  
bu t  w h i c h  cons i s t s  of  s imi la r  c o o r d i n a t i o n  p o l y h e d r a .  The  first  of  t he se  is the  
RMn2Os s t ruc tu re  t y p e  s h o w n  in fig. 28.51. This  s t ruc tu re  has  b e e n  f o u n d  fo r  
R = L a  t h rough  Lu by  Q u e z e l - A m b r u n a z  et al. (1964). The  o r t h o r h o m b i c  uni t  cel l  
of  this  p h a s e  be longs  to s p a c e  g roup  Pbam and  for  HoMnzO5 has  p a r a m e t e r s  
a = 7.36A, b = 8.49A, c = 5.69/k. A t o m  p o s i t i o n s  fo r  this  c o m p o u n d  are:  

H o  in 4g 0.143 0.172 0 
! 

Mn(1) 4h 0.090 0.848 
1 I 

Mn(2)  4 f  0 2 
1 

O(1) 8i 0.10 0.72 
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0(2) in 4g 0.14 0.44 0 
1 

0(3) 4h 0.14 0.44 
1 

0(4) 4e 0 0 

As shown in fig. 28.51, the structure contains R 3+ ions in distorted t . t .p's with 
trigonal axes parallel to the C-axis, half the Mn ions (presumably Mn 3÷) on 
octahedral sites, and the remaining cations (Mn 4+) on square-pyramidal sites. 
The structure is somewhat  unusual in that it contains large, unoccupied t.t.p 
sites, the structure then contains columns of trigonal prisms (sharing triangular 
faces) which are alternately occup ied  by R 3÷ ions and vacant. Alternatively 
occupied trigonal prisms at one level edge share to form an infinite plane. Such 
planes are separated by [001]. Between these there are planes consisting of discreet 
pairs of square pyramids having one edge in common. These two kinds of plane 
are welded together by edge-sharing between the trigonal prisms and the square 
pyramids to form a r igidthree-dimensional  network containing octahedral sites 
which are occupied by the Mn 3÷ ions. 

bl ,a 
Fig. 28.47. [001] projection of the KzCuCI3 structure. LiSrLaO3 and a number of similar compounds 
are isostructural with KzCuC13. In LiSrLaO3, Li + ions would occupy sites indicated by small filled 
circles, La 3+ ions by medium open circles, Sr z+ ions by triangles and 02= ions by large circles. 
Relative heights are indicated by light and heavy triangles or circles for all atoms other than Li +. 
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Fig. 28.50. Project ion of the s t ructure  of B-type 
Sm203 along [010] after Eyring and Holmberg  
(1963). Large heavy circles represent  O 2 ions at 
y = 0, large light circles 02- ions at y = I, small filled 
circles are Sm 3+ ions at y = 0, small  open circles are 
Sm 3+ ions at y = ½. 

TABLE 28.7 

C o m p o u n d  M + M 2+ M 3+ 

SrCa2Sc60~2 4 octahedra  4 octahedra  
2. t . t .p 's t  

Eu304 b.t .p.t  m.t.p. 
oc tahedron  

LiEu304 te t rahedron m.t .p . t  oc tahedron  
LiSrLaO3 te t rahedron m.t.p.* m.t.p.* 

m.t .p . t  
a-Li2EusO8 2 te t rahedra  distorted cube 4 m.t .p. ' s* 
/3-Li2Eu508 te t rahedron m.t .p . t  4 m.t .p. 's* 

square  pyramid 

t tr igonal  axis parallel to c-axis.  *trigonal axis perpendicular  to 
c-axis.  
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> b  

Fig. 28.51. The structure of HoMn205 projected along the c-axis. Filled circles represent Ho 3+ ions, 
large circles are anions, small circles manganese ions. Relative levels of anions and Mn ions are 
indicated by light and heavy circles. 

The  s e c o n d  Of t h e s e  s t ruc tu re  t y p e s  is t ha t  of  a e s c h y n i t e .  CaTa206, w h i c h  has  
this  s t ructure~ has  an o r t h o r h o m b i c  unit  cel l ,  space  g roup  Pnma, with  a = 
11.068A, b = 7.505A, c = 5.378A ( Jahnberg ,  1963). A t o m s  o c c u p y  the fo l lowing  

pos i t ions :  

Ta  in 8d 0.1412 0.9944 0.0376 
Ca  4c 0.042 0.25 0.540 
O(1) 8d 0.976 0.035 0.225 
0 (2 )  8d 0.213 0.049 0.383 
0 (3 )  4c 0.146 0.25 0.967 

3 0(4 )  4c 0.122 4 0.162 

I t  cons i s t s  of  a Ta20  2- f r a m e w o r k  f o r m e d  b y  co rne r - sha r ing  of  e d g e - s h a r e d  
doub le  o c t a h e d r a ,  as s h o w n  in fig. 28.52. Ca  2÷ ions  o c c u p y  b.t.p, si tes  wi th in  this 
f r a m e w o r k .  Rare  ea r ths  o c c u r  in this  s t ruc tu re  in c o m p o u n d s  of  the  t y p e s  
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Fig. 28.52. The atom positions of the aeschynite- 
type structure of CaTa206 projected along [001] 
after Jahnberg (1963). The cation ordering shown is 
that found in YbVWO6. Large circles then indicate 
R 3+ ions at two levels, small filled circles represent 
vandium ions and small open circles tungsten ions. 
(After Jahnberg, 1963). 

ARWO6 (Salmon et al., 1974; Salmon and Le Flem, 1972) 

RVWO6 R = Pr through L u  
RCrWO6 R = Y, Sm through Er 
RFeWO6 R = Y, Sm through Tm. 

and R(B, Ti)206 (Aleksandrov, 1963; Sych and Klenus, 1973) 

R(Nb, Ti)206 R = La through Eu 
R(Ta, Ti)206 R = La through Dy. 

In all of these compounds the rare earth ions occupy the 4c sites, while the 
remaining cations are either randomly distributed on the 8d sites, as in 
LaTiNbO6 (Fauquier and Gasperin, 1970), or ordered on these sites as in 
YbVWO6 (Salmon et al., 1974). In this latter case, this cation ordering results in a 
reduction o.f symmetry to Pn21a. A related structure, that of euxenite, is found if 
yttrium earths replace the cerium rare earths in the above compounds.  The 
euxenite structure is also orthorhombic with a = 5.604,~, b = 14.68A, c = 5.237A 
for GdNbTiO6 (Aleksandrov, 1963). 

5.5. Structures related to A-type R203: the ~-phases. 

The occurrence of the so-called gt-phases in some of the systems ThO2-R203 
has already been described briefly in 3.2.1., and many similar phases have been 
reported by Sibieude et al. (1974) in the system CeO2-LazOa. Sibieude (1973) has 
proposed a structural model to account  for the observed X-ray diffraction 
patterns, all of which were indexed assuming a hexagonal (or rhombohedral) 
one-dimensional superstructure of the A-type sesquioxide: these hexagonal unit 
cells have dimensions a = aA: C - - - -  n • lcA, where aA and CA refer to the A-type 
sub-cell parameters and n is an integer. The proposed structures of the gt2-, qta-, 
and gt4-phases of the ThO2-La203 system are shown in fig. 28.53, along with 
equivalent representations of the fluorite- and A-type unit cells of ThO/ and 
La2Oa, and represent in effect the ordered intergrowth of elements of fluorite- 
type structure in an A-type matrix. Such intergrowth of two different structure 
types is only feasible if the atomic arrangements in each are such as to be 
compatible across some interface. Thus in the hexagonal A-type structure both 
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Fig. 28.53. The structures proposed for some @~phases in the system ThO2-La203: reproduced from 
Sibieude (1973) by courtesy of J. Solid State Chem. 

the cations and anions are disposed as in close-packing in layers perpendicular  to 
[001]g, while in the fluorite-type structure a similar disposition of cations and 
anions occurs  in planes perpendicular  to (111). The sequence of layers along 
these directions respect ively,  shown schematically,  is as follows: 

(111)F C A b a B c b C a 
[001]g C A b a B c A b 

Upper-case  lettering refers  to cations, lower-case lettering to anions, and the 
notation used is that for c lose-packed sequences.  The compatabi l i ty  of  the two 
structures in these directions is obvious.  

The unit cell of ~3, a s  derived f rom the indexing of the powder  pattern,  is a 
9-fold repeat  of the basic half-unit-cell of the A-type structure,  and has been 
described in terms of the cation layer sequence . . . .  A B A B C B C A C  . . . .  : the 
complete  layer sequence can be read f rom fig. 28.53. An alternative description 
is that of an ordered sequence of cation stacking faults along [001]A (the anion 
layer sequence remains unaltered), and it is tempting to propose  a sequence of 
fully-ordered cation layers (as Sibieude (1973) did) in which the ratio Th4+:La 3÷ 
is 1:2. Howeve r  this leads to an incorrect  composi t ion (66.7 mole % LaOL5 
instead of the observed  75 mole % LaOLs), so the implication is that the 
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intergrown fluorite-type phase is a solid solution of composition of 75 mole % 
ThO2 if it is assumed that all the Th 4+ cations are in the fluorite-type layers. 

A very  recent  electron microscope study of the related phases occurring in the 
system CeO2-La203 has been carried out by Sibieude et al. (197~J 

and the results strongly support  the essentials of the postulated 
model. Fig. 28.54 shows a high-resolution lattice image, obtained with a small 
number of 001 reflections, in which fringes corresponding to the 6.1,~ spacing of 
the (001)A planes of the sub-cell are present  along with more widely-spaced but 
parallel fringes which are interpreted as arising from the presence of stacking 
faults. However ,  the spacing of these latter is not quite regular, which shows 
that the stacking faults are not fully ordered. Thus no clearly-defined unit cell of 
the superstructure can be derived, although the average spacing of the stacking 
fault fringes (40.3A) is close to one sixth of the c-parameter  (247.6A) derived 
from the X-ray diffraction data. Similar results were obtained for other 
compositions. It is perhaps significant that the composition of the sample from 
which the comparatively well-ordered stacking fault fringe pattern was obtained 
(fig. 28.54) was 91.9 mole % LaO~ 5, corresponding closely to that of the ~'l-phase 
reported for the ThO2-La203 system. 

Fig. 28.54. High-resolution lattice image of a ~b-phase in the CeO2-La203 system showing closely- 
spaced fringes corresponding to the (001)^ interplanar spacing and more or less ordered stacking 
faults: reproduced by courtesy of Dr. F. Sibieude. 
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5.6. Fluorite-related structures 

The fluorite structure itself is well-known. The unit cell is face-centred cubic, 
space group F m 3 m ,  and the cell edge is commonly  about  5.5A. There  is a 
face-centred cubic array of cations on the 4a sites at 0, 0,0; and a primitive 

1 1 1 cubic array of anions on the 8c sites at 7, ~,7. The structure can be described 
either as edge-shared MO8 cubes or edge-shared OM4 tetrahedra. 

This basic structure type figures very prominent ly  in much of the solid-state 
chemistry of the rare earth oxides. Already, in discussing phase relationships, 
much has been made of the great difference in temperature  at which the anion 
and cation sub-lattices achieve significant mobility. This proper ty  and the 
apparent  stability of this structure type,  even in grossly non-stoichiometric 
phases,  for  anion to cation ratios both greater  than and less than two, marks  it as 
rather unique. However ,  this section of the discussion is not concerned so much 
with the grossly non-stoichiometric phases per  se as with the ordered inter- 
mediate phases  which occur  in a var iety of sys tems at particular ideal composi-  
tions, all of which have in com m on  a close structural relationship to the 
fluorite-type parent.  These fluorite-related superstructures  occur with anion to 
metal  ratios both less than and greater  than 2.0. 

5.6.1. Structures related to UY6OI2 

(i) Phases  of s toichiometry M7012. The most  common of the Ry-xMxO12 
structures is that of UY6OI2. While a description of this structure has been given 
in ch. 27, the following points should be included here. This structure can be 
described in terms of a triply primitive hexagonal  unit-cell with parameters  
typified by those of UY6012, which, according to Aitken et al. (1964), are 
a = 9.934A, c = 9.364A. The c-axis of this unit cell coincides with both the [111] 
axis of the primitive rhombohedra l  unit cell and one of the (111) axes of the MO8 
fluorite cube. In terms of the hexagonal  unit cell, a toms occupy the posit ions in 
space group R ~ g i v e n  below: 

U 6+ in 3a 0 0 0 
y3+ 18/ 0.1224 0.4170 0.0235 
O 18f 0.191 0.032 0.117 
O 18f 0.140 0.447 0.268 

1 V 6c 0 0 

(V refers  to a vacant  anion site relative to fluorite). 

Numerous  structure refinements have been per formed on isomorphous  phases  
by X-ray powder  diffraction (Bartram, 1965; Thornber  et al., 1968; Thornber  and 
Bevan,  1970; Rossell,  1976), by neutron powder  diffraction (von Dreele et al., 
1975), and by single crystal  X-ray diffraction (Latavalya,  1976). The UY6012 
structure is a fluorite superstructure  resulting f rom the ordering of cations and 
formal  anion vacancies.  These vacancies  occur  in pairs across the body diagonal 
of MO8 cubes so that the special metals in the hexagonal unit cell become  
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Fig. 28.55. The relationship between the 
~-(Zr3Sc4Ot2) and ~/-(Zr105c4026) phase 
structures. The former has strings of anion 
vacancies along the c-axis, the latter has 
pairs of vacancies along this axis. 
(Reproduced from Thornber et al., 1968, with 
permission of J. Solid State Chem.). 

six-coordinated. The remaining six anions have relaxed towards  the vacancy so 
that the special cations have distorted octahedral  coordination. The structure is 
shown in fig. 28.55. Relative to fluorite, the surrounding six cations have relaxed 
away f rom the anion vacancy,  and their resulting coordination will be between 
two extremes.  One ext reme type of coordination is that found in Zr3ScnO12 
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(Thornber et al., 1968) where there are seven anions surrounding the M(2) cation 
with no substantial disparities in the M(2)-O bond lengths, e.g. in Zr38c4012 five 
anions lie between 2.06-2.16A; the remaining anions lie at distances of 2.34A and 
2.40A. In the second extreme type of coordination six anions lie much loser to 
the M(2) cation than the seventh, e.g. in Ti3Sc4Ol2 six M(2)-O bond lengths lie 
between 2.03-2.13,& and the seventh anion lies at 2.65,~ (Rossell, 1976). The 
resulting structure consists of strings of formal anion vacancies parallel to the 
hexagonal c-axis so that the cations on these strings are six-coordinated and all 
other cations are seven-coordinated. Thornber et al. (1968) identified an I-unit, 
composed of one six-coordinated and six seven-coordinated cations with their 
surrounding anions; these are stacked parallel to the c-axis to produce this 
structure as shown in fig. 28.56(a). Von Dreele et al. (1975) used a unit half this 
size, containing the six- and three of the seven-coordinated cations to arrive at a 
similar structural description. 

In all of the phases for which structure refinements have been performed, with 
but two exceptions, the cations are at least partially ordered. Where the cation 
molar ratios are 1:6, as in UY6012 or NbSc6OI1F (Rossell, 1976) complete 
cationic order exists, with the smaller cation on the special octahedral site. 
Where the cation ratio is not 1:6, as in ~Ar4+o3+r~ -tvx3 .-4 ~J12, one of the small M 4+ ions 
occupies the special site and the remaining M 4+ and R 3+ ions are randomly 
distributed on the general site. The only phases for which complete cationic 
disorder has been observed are Zr3Sc40~2 (Thornber et al., 1968) and a high- 
temperature form of Zr3Yb40~2 (Thornber and Bevan, 1970). A partially-ordered 
form of Zr3Yb4Ol2 was also reported by Thornber and Bevan (1970) and the 

Fig. 28.56(a,b). The structures of t%Zr3Sc4012 and y-Zr10Sc4026 as packings of I- and 7F- units, 
reproduced from Thornber et al. (1968), with permission of J. Solid State Chem. Grey cubes 
represent MO8 cubes, white cubes MO7 polyhedra, and black cubes MO6 "octahedra" with two 
anions of an MO8 cube missing across a cube body-diagonal. The y-phase consists of an ordered 
arrangement of I- and 7F- units. 
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f u l l y - o r d e r e d  fo rm b y  bo th  L a t a v a l y a  (1976) and Rosse l l  (1976)• Ros se l l  (1976) 
f o u n d  Hf3Sc4012 to have  s l ight  ca t ion ic  o rde r ,  wi th  H f  showing  a p r e f e r e n c e  fo r  
the  spec ia l  s i te .  T h o s e  c o m p o u n d s  i so s t ruc tu r a l  wi th  UY6012 are  l i s ted  in tab le  
28.8. 

The  na tu re  of  M7012 p h a s e s  invo lv ing  tungs t en  and  the  l ighter  ra re  ea r ths  
a p p e a r s  to d e p e n d  subs t an t i a l l y  on the  p r e p a r a t i v e  t e m p e r a t u r e •  A t  1400°C such 
p h a s e s  a p p e a r  to be  d e f e c t i v e  p y r o c h l o r e s  of  f o r m u l a  R2(RW1/2)OT-1 (Chang and  
Phi l l ips ,  1964), w h e r e a s  at  l ower  t e m p e r a t u r e s  (1250°C) l o w e r  s y m m e t r y  pha se s ,  
d e s c r i b e d  as p s e u d o - c u b i c ,  have  been  o b t a i n e d  (McCarthy,*- 1972; T r u n o v  et  al. ,  
1968). 

(ii) P h a s e s  of  s t o i c h i o m e t r y  M14026. The  first  f luor i t e - re l a t ed  p h a s e  of  this  
c o m p o s i t i o n  was  r e p o r t e d  b y  L e f 6 v r e  (1963) fo r  Zr~0ScnO26-the so -ca l l ed  3'- 
p h a s e  of  the  ZrO2-ScO1.5 sy s t em.  This  p h a s e  is r h o m b o h e d r a l ,  s p a c e - g r o u p  R3", 
wi th  h e x a g o n a l  p a r a m e t e r s  a = 9.53A, c = 17.44A ( T h o r n b e r  e t  al. ,  1968)• The  
uni t  cel l  is t h e r e f o r e  s imi la r  to tha t  of  the  8 -pha se  (Zr35c4012) e x c e p t  for  a 
d o u b l e d  c -ax i s .  A t o m s  o c c u p y  the  p o s i t i o n s  as fo l lows :  

M(1) in 3a 0 0 0 O(1) 18f 0 .1972  0 .1976  0.0569 
M(2) 18f 0 .2222  0 .1905  0.1721 0(2) 18f 0 .2066  0 .0421 0.2044 
M(3) 18f 0 .2310  0 .0427  0.3266 0(3) 18f 0 .2161  0 .2572  0.2929 
M(4) 3b 0 0 ½ 0(4) 181: 0 .2444  0 .0790  0.4540 

0(5) 6c 0 0 0.3523 

The  s t ruc tu re  is r e l a t ed  to  tha t  of  the  M7012 p h a s e s  (8 -phase )  b y  the inse r t ion  
of  pa i r s  of  an ions  into the  v a c a n c y  s t r ings  of  the  l a t t e r  such  tha t  the  a t o m  
s e q u e n c e  a long  t h e s e  rows  is V M V O M O V M V O M O  etc.  (V = v a c a n c y ,  M = 
ca t ion ,  O --' oxygen) .  Bo th  s t ruc tu re s  a re  d e p i c t e d  in fig. 28•55• E a c h  an ion  pa i r  

TABLE 28.8 
Occurrence andreferencesforternaryphasesofcomposition M70~:involvingtherareearths. 

Gd Tb Dy Ho Y Er Tm Yb Lu Sc 

1,11 Ti 
U 2 2 
W 4 3,4 
Mo 
Te 6 6 
Zr 
Hf 
Nb 
Sn 
Np 13 13 

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
3,4 3,4 3,4,5 3,4 3,4 3,4 3,4 

6 6 6 6 
6 6 6 6 6 6 6 

7-10 7-9 7-10 11 
11 

13 13 13 13 13 13 

6 
8-10 

10,12 
10 
11 

Others include U R 6 O I 2 - R  = La-Eu(2) ReY6Oi2(13) 
NbSc60,F(10) NpR6012-R = La-Eu(13). 

References: 1. Komissarova et al. (1966). 2. Aitken et al. (1964). 3. Chang and Phillips (1964). 4. 
McCarthy et al. (1972). 5. Borchardt (1963). 6. Blasse (1969). 7. Collongues et al. (1965). 8. Thornber 
et al. (1968). 9. Thornber et al. (1970). 10. Rossell (1976). 1i. Brisse and Knop (1968). 12. 
Kalinovskaya et al. (1969). 13. Keller et al. (1969). 
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completes an MO8 cube, converting an I-unit (M7012) into an M7014 (the so-called 
7F) unit. Thus the y-phase structure is composed of alternating I- and 7F-units 
stacked parallel to the hexagonal c-axis (Jill]F) as shown in fig. 28.56(b). 
Thornber et al. (1968) described this structure as an intergrowth of fluorite and 6 
in a ratio of 1 : 1. 

At first sight the y-phase appears to be unique, with no analogues in either the 
binary or ternary systems containing rare earth oxides. However  a number of 
ternary phases have been reported to have stoichiometries close to that of y, 
where the O/M ratio is 1.857. These include the phases 7R203.4WO3, for 
R = Sm, Dy, Eu, Ho ( C h a n g , , J l ~ t ~ 9 6 4 ;  Ivanova et al., 1972; McCarthy et al., 
1972; McCarthy and Fisher, 1971) where the O]M ratio is 1.833, the phase 
tentatively identified as 11Er203.6WO3 (Trunov et al., 1968) with an O/M ratio 
of 1.821, the X-phase in the Y203-WO3 system, reported by Borchardt  (1963), 
and its analogue 3La203 • 2WO3, found by Ivanova et al. (1970). These last two 
have an O/M ratio of 1.875. McCarthy and Fischer (1971) were able to index the 
diffraction patterns of both no14W4033 by analogy with the R6WO~2 phases, but 
the c-axis had to be doubled and the rhombohedral  condition ( - h  + k + l = 3n) 
had to be relaxed. Thus for HOInW4033 the lattice parameters are a = 9.752,~, 
c = 18.796.~. The unit cells of these phases are therefore analogous to that of 
Zr10Sc4026 except  that the symmetry  is apparently hexagonal or primitive tri- 
gonal. The volume of this unit cell is then 3(M14028-~) so that the ideal composi- 
tion cannot be any of those given above. The only likely composit ion would 
appear to be Ra2W10078 with an O/M ratio of 1.857, that of the y-phase. Further 
structural details can be predicted if the assumption is made that this phase, like 
y, if composed of I- and 7F-units. An I-unit (M7012) in the R203-WO3 system 
would have fully ordered cations as in UY6012 i.e. the I-unit must have the 
composition W6+R3+O12 for electrical neutrality. The 7F-units then have a 
composition of ' t I76+D3+ ~ W 6+ R 3+ Vv7/31'~14[3~,J14 with the and ions probably randomly 
distributed. The "hexagonal"  unit cell would then contain three I- and three 
7F-units distributed as in the y-phase. This unit cell would be rhombohedral ;  
presumably th6 deviation from this condition is due to additional cation ordering, 
but a complete structural analysis is obviously required. 

If a y-phase does exist in the tungstate systems its absence in other fluorite- 
related systems could b e  queried. Does the observed absence of a y-phase in 
these systems correspond to equilibrium, or is the situation simply confused by 
the fact that the temperatures at which cation order could occur and the 
temperatures at which a cation-ordered y-phase could exist show no overlap for 
conventional  preparative methods? In other systems where the cation radii are 
dissimilar the requirement  of cation order has been demonstrated if an M7012 
phase is to exist, and is implied for the M42078 phases. Thus Rossell (1976) has 
shown that cation ordering required 4--7 days at 1400°C for Zr3(Yb/Er)4012 if 
coprecipitated samples are used, but months for arc-melted samples. This 
difference in ordering times is probably due to differing levels of partial order in 
the disordered state. In addition, the reordering that was observed to occur in 
four days at 1400°C after disordering at 1600°C is probably also commencing 
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from a partially-disordered state i.e. the sample did not completely disorder on 
heating at 1600°C. The anion pairs may disorder completely (especially since 
other Zr 4+ ions occur  in the unit celt), but  while some of the Zr 4+ cations shift off 
the special site, they probably do not shift far from their ordered positions 
during the disordering process. Thornber  et al. (1970) found that below 1100°C in 
the ZrO2-ErO1.5 system the rate of cation ordering was so low that Zr3Er4012 was 
only observed as a very minor consti tuent of the samples. These facts raise the 
possibility that a y-phase may exist in this and related systems, but has not yet 
been observed because cation mobility has not been achieved in the temperature 
range where this phase is stable (cf. the discussion in 3.2.3). If this phase does 
exist in MO3-based systems it could certainly be expected in other ZrO2-based 
systems. Moreover ,  it can be suggested that the compounds which form in the 
ZrO2-ScOL5 system without cation order may well be the equilibrium phases in 
related systems when cation order  is achieved at the appropriate temperature.  
Certainly however,  no equilibrium data are available f o r  zirconia-based systems 
below ~ 1200°C. 

The composition region between Zr3Sc4012 and Zr10Sc4026 has been the subject 
of a number of investigations. As mentioned elsewhere, Lef6vre (1963) indicated 
that the 6-phase becomes non-stoichiometric at high temperatures,  and there is 
the possibility of a continuous structural transition between it and the y-phase 
above 2000°C. Conversely Rub (1968) indicated that both phases were grossly 
nonstoichiometric at all temperatures investigated and were separated by a 
narrow diphasic region. During an investigation of this composit ion region 
quenched arc-melted samples were examined by both powder X-ray diffraction 
and electron diffraction. With X-ray diffraction the samples were found to be 
monophasic,  but a gradual evolution of the structure from that of the 6-phase to 
that of the y-phase occurred (Thornber et al., 1970). Selected area electron 
diffraction, however,  showed the samples to b e  heterogeneous,  (Summerville, 
1973), some ,specimen areas being y, others 8, and others showing either split 
superstructure reflections or the presence of satellite reflections. An analysis of 
the unusual superstructure effects was carried out by examining the geometrical 
part of the structure factors of 001 (hex) reflections from large supercells based 
on intergrowth of I- and 7F-units, and the conclusion reached was that these 
effects probably resulted from incipient phase separation. Thus the cation 
sublattice contains compositional modulations; in regions where the local 
composition is close to Zr10Sc4026 the y-phase structure occurs,  and in other 
regions where the local composition is close to Zr3Sc40~2 the 8-phase structure 
exists. The anion array adjusts to maintain local charge balance. However ,  it 
should be emphasised that this phase separation occurs in an ordered fashion, so 
much so that long-period superstructures are observed. 

Similar problems appear to exist in R203-WO3 systems. Thus Chang an,t P~illip~ 
(196tt) indicate increasing stoichiometric ranges of the M7012 and M4zO78 phases 
at higher temperatures.  Conversely Ivanova et al. (1970) report  both of these 
phases to be grossly non-stoichiometric at all temperatures as shown in fig. 
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Fig. 28.57. Phase diagram of part of the La203-WO3 system after Ivanova et al. (1970). Phase 
designations are those used in the original phase diagram and refer to mole ratios of La203:WO3. 

28.57. Several researchers have reported the presence of other ordered phases in 
this composition region. These include R10W2021 [where R = Dy (Ivanova and 
Reznik, 1972), Ho (McCarthy and Fisher, 1971), Y (Borchardt,  1963), Gd through 
Ho and Y (McCarthy et al., 1972)], Nd4WO9 (Rode and Harpov,  1966) and Y18W4041 
(Borchardt,  1963). 

(iii) The beta phase in ZrO2(HfO2)-ScO1.5 systems. A number of reports of a 
phase with a c(~mposition of - 2 2  mole % ScOL5 occur in the literature (Lef6vre,  
1963; Strickler,and Carlson, 1963; Kalinovskaya et al., 1969; Spiridonov et al., 
1970). Because of its composition, its stoichiometry has often been assumed to 
be ZrTSc2Ol7 (22.22 mole % ScO~.5). However ,  indexing of electron diffraction 
patterns and X-ray powder  diffraction patterns by Thornber  et al. (1970) has 
shown that the true unit cell of this phase is rhombohedral ,  space group probably 
R3, with hexagonal parameters of a = 19.801.~, a = 17.996,~. The rhombohedral  
unit cell then contains 62 cations, so that the most likely composit ion is 
Zr485ci4Oi17 (22.58 mole % ScO~.5). If this composition is correct ,  this phase is 
unusual in having an odd number of anion vacancies (seven) per unit cell. 
Refinement of X-ray data from this structure is currently being attempted. As 
pointed out above, while the ZrO2-ScO~.5 system appears to be an odd-ball it 
may in fact  be the only system which isn't odd, and while this phase has not 
been reported in related systems this may only be because of the difficulty of 
attaining equilibrium below 600°C. 
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5.6.2. Compounds with the pyrochlore structure 

Compounds  with s toichiometry A2B207 often form with the pyrochlore  struc- 
ture. The unit cell of  this structure is face-centred cubic, space group Fd3m, 
with double the cell-edge of the fluorite-type structure. Because different 
workers  have chosen different origins the literature is somewhat  confusing as to 
the a tom parameters ,  but this has been clarified by Sleight (1968). With the origin 
chosen at a centre of symmet ry ,  a toms occupy the positions 

R 3+ in 16c 0, 0, 0 
1 1 1 M 4+ 16d 2, z, z 
1 1 1 0 8a ~,~,~ 

1 1 
O 48f x, ~, ~. 

For  Er2Ti207 (Knop,  et al., 1965) x = 0.42. With x = 3 these 48/  anions would 
occupy normal fluorite-type anion sites, but the remaining fluorite-type anion 
sites (8b of the Fd3m space group with coordinates 3, 3, 3) are unoccupied.  The 
"vacanc ies"  occur  in pairs across the body-diagonals  of  MO8 cubes in such a 
way a s  to form chains of six-coordinated cations parallel to each of the (110) 
(fluorite) directions (fig. 28.58). The structure also has the "vacanc ies"  arranged 
to produce the max imum number  of six-coordinated cations, and this is done 
without affecting the coordination number  of any other cation. The six-coor- 
dinated cations are the B-cations (usually M 4+) while the remaining A-cations 
(often R 3+) have eightfold scalenohedral  coordination. 

In an alternative,  very elegant description the pyrochlore  structure is seen as a 
tunnel structure with a continuous three-dimensional  B206 f r amework  of corner- 
sharing octahedra,  the remaining A20 atoms being in the tunnels as shown in fig. 

Fig. 28.58. Diagrammatic representation 
of a projection of the ideal pyrochlore 
structure along [100]. Anions occur at the 
corners of the cube-projections. Cations 
occur at different levels as indicated by 
the different sized circles. The heights of 
six-coordinated cations are indicated by 
their height in eights of a unit-cell edge 
and the "anion vacancies" responsible 
for this reduction in coordination number 
are indicated by the sloping bars. Thus a 
zig-zag chain of ideal anion vacancies at 
levels of 1/8 and 7/8 results in the [110] 
string of six coordinated cations at level 
0. 
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Fig. 28.59. The tunnel representation 
of the pyrochlore structure projected 
along [111] (after Knop et al., 1965). 
The relationship between this pro- 
jection and that along [001] of a hex- 
agonal tungsten bronze is obvious but 
in the pyrochlore these "tunnels" run 
along all (111) directions (Hyde, B.G., 
personal communication). The BO6 
octahedra are shown along with the 
projection of the A atoms in the 
"tunnels". 

28.59. This descript ion correlates well with the physical  propert ies  Of pyrochlore  
e.g. the M4+-O(2) distances are normal  for  octahedral  coordination of the 4+ ion 
but the six M3+-O(2) bonds are much  longer than usual (Knop et al., 1965). The 
two M3+-O(1) bonds be tween a toms in the tunnels are of normal  length. 
Fur thermore ,  both cation and anion deficiency has been found within the tunnels 
of Cel.56Sb206.37F0.44 (Aia et al., 1963), but while this may be possible where  a 
clearly-defined covalent  f r a m e w o r k  is present ,  the issue is less clear in more 
ionic compounds.  

As ment ioned earlier, the pyrochlore  phases  in fluorite-related sys tems are 
grossly non-stoichiometr ic  on both sides of the ideal composit ion.  If  the fluorite 
description of the pyrochlore  structure is correct  this range of s toichiometry can 
be accommoda ted  simply by introducing anion vacancies  or interstitials at 
random and adjusting the M4+IR 3+ ratio appropriately.  While this may be counter  
to much currenI thought  on defect  structures,  such a process  would leave the 
cation sub-lattice intact and introduce defects  only into the anion sub-lattice. 
However ,  if the structure is fundamental ly  a f r amework  structure containing an 
assor tment  of  inserted anions and cations then any defects  in the structure could 
be expected  to occur  in the tunnels, leaving the f r amework  intact. The observed 
s toichiometry could then be accommoda ted  on the MO2-rich side by the creation 
of cation vacancies  in the tunnels and substitution of M 4+ for  R 3÷, leading to an 
ex t reme composi t ion of ±v121~'l4+g~.J6.~'l4+t~lv13/2~.j (or MO2) .  On the R203-rich side, non- 
s toichiometry could be accommoda ted  by format ion  of anion vacancies  in the 
tunnel and substitution of R 3+ for  M 4+ i n  the f ramework .  Again, no obvious 

t,3+~ 03+ (or pure sesquioxide). An composi t ion limit would occur  up to ,,,2 ,J6"~,,2 

alternative suggestion has been made by Ault and Welch (1966) for  accom- 
modat ion of non-s toichiometry if the f r a m e w o r k  descript ion of the pyrochlore  
structure is correct .  Their  suggestion is that both  anionic and cationic occupancy  
in the tunnels is variable,  requiring only charge balance. On this basis MO2-rich 
pyrochlores  exist via vacancies  of R 3+ and O z- in the tunnels with a limiting 
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~,/[ 4+(~ I) 3+ composition of ~*-2 v6"x'~4/3 or 40 moles % RO1.5. This lower limit does not 
conform with observations in other systems and it is difficult to see how 
R203-excess could be accommodated.  In the context  of previous assertions 
about the essentially-complete cation sub-lattice in fluorite-related systems, it 
seems that the f ramework description is less likely to be applicable than the 
defect  fluorite description unless the pyrochlore  structure is not as closely 
related to the fluorite-type as has been assumed. This matter  could be simply 
resolved by density measurements  of MOz-rich pyrochlores.  

Regardless of which of the above descriptions is appropriate,  accommodat ion 
of non-stoichiometry is accompanied by  substitution of M 3+ ions on M 4÷ sites or 
vice versa. This has enabled Perez y Jorba (1962) to describe the ranges of 
stoichiometry of ZrO2-RzO3 pyrochlores in terms of two factors: 

(i) The ease with which R 3+ and Zr 4+ ions can be interchanged. The closer the 
radii of the two ions the wider the phase field can be. 

(ii) The range over  which cationic substitution can occur  whilst allowing the 
ratio r(A)/r(B) to i'emain above the limit of 1.2 set by the pyrochlore  structure, 
r(A) and r(B) being the average radii of the cations on the A and B sites 
respectively. Thus when R 3+ replaces the Z r  4+ within the framework,  r(B) is 
increased and r(A)/r(B) decreased. As the proportion of R 3+ increases this ratio 
decreases until the limiting value of 1.2 is attained. Conversely,  as the proportion 
of ZrO2 is increased beyond the stoichiometric value, Zr 4+ enters the A site, so 
decreasing r(A) and the ratio r(A)/r(B). Again a limiting composit ion is reached 
beyond which this ratio is less than 1.2. 

Table 28.9 shows the observed and calculated ranges obtained by Perez  y 
Jorba (1962). It can be seen that the agreement  between the observed ranges and 
those calculated on the basis of the average ionic radii of the species on the A 
and B sites is excellent for  R 3+= Nd, Sin, Gd. For  these systems r(R 3+) is 
apparently sufficiently close to r(Zr 4+) that interchange presents no problem. 
However  the observed range for ZrOz--La203 is much narrower  than that 
calculated using the average ionic radii of the species on the A and B sites, 
indicating that in this case the limiting factor  is the difference in ionic radius 
b e t w e e n  Zr  4+ and L a  3+. 

Solid solutions between A2Zr207 and A~ZrzO7 can be obtained if the ratio 

TABLE 28.9 
Stability regions of pyrochlore phases as observed and 
calculated by Perez y Jorba (1962). Composition in 

moles % RO1.5. 

System Observed range Calculated range 

La203-ZrO2 40.0-57.1 21.6-72.4 
Nd203-ZrO2 32.2-64.9 32.1-65.0 
Sm203-ZrOz 38.1-60.1 38.2-59.6 
GdzO3-ZrO2 45.3-54.5 44.6-55.0 
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r(A')/r(A) is between 1.0 and 1.22. Thus complete solid solution exists between 
Gd2Zr207 and Sm2Zr207 (r(Sm3+)/r(Gd 3+) = 1.03) and the pyrochlore (Dy0.1Gd0.9)2 
Zr2OT(r(Gd3+)/r(Dy 3+) = 1.05) can be formed. Surprisingly, however, no 
pyrochlore exists in the ZrO2-La203-Dy203 system where the corresponding 
ratio equals 1.24. Despite the fact that r(La 3÷) is tending to be too large for the 
pyrochlore structure, it might have been expected that addition of Dy 3+ would 
have aided pyrochlore formation by reducing the average r(R3+), but this is 
evidently not the case. 

Identification of systems containing a pyrochlore-type phase is often ex- 
tremely difficult because of the similarity of this structure to that of fluorite. 
Thus the cation sub-lattices of these two structures are identical except for the 
order present in the pyrochlores, and unless there is a substantial difference in 
the scattering factors of the two cation types in the pyrochlore there will be little 
indication of this order in the diffraction pattern. Similarly, the only ways in 
which the pyrochlore anion array differs from that of fluorite are that one eighth 
of the anion sites of the latter are vacant and six sevenths of the remaining 
anions are shifted from their ideal fluorite sites. In most relevant systems any 
contribution from the anion sub-lattice would be small and not greatly different 
from that of a fluorite anion array. Pyrochlore-type compounds of oxides of 
second transition-series metals and those of light rare earth elements, or of the 
oxides of third transition-series metals and those of heavier rare earth elements, 
are relatively difficult to distinguish from fluorite. 

Identification is further complicated by the fact that some of the pyrochlores 
are incompletely ordered. In a study of Eu2M207 compounds (M = Sn, Ti, Zr) 
Faucher and Caro (1975), using X-ray and spectroscopic techniques, found 
varying degrees of order depending on the nature of the sample. Klee and Weitz 
(1969) have found a transition from ordered pyrochlore to disordered fluorite 
structures in the HfO2 and ZrOz rare earth pyrochlores. The zirconium 

compounds ,  for rare earths above gadolinium, and the hafnium compounds for 
rare earths abov, e terbium, appeared to have fluorite-type X-ray powder patterns. 
However, infra-red spectra of Tb2Zr207 and R2Hf207 (R = Ho through Tm) 
showed some evidence of pyrochlore-type ordering. In fact both the zirconium 
and hafnium series of rare earth pyrochlores showed a decrease in the intensity 
of infra-red adsorption bands characteristic of pyrochlore, and a decrease in 
intensity of pyrochlore-type superstructure lines in X-ray powder patterns with 
increase in atomic number of the rare earth. The overall effect is of a continuous 
transition from the fully-ordered state to the disordered state. However, as 
mentioned earlier, the decomposition temperatures of zirconium and hafnium 
pyrochlores decrease with increasing atomic number of the rare earth, and since 
all of the components used by Klee and Weitz (1969) were prepared at 1500°C it 
seems quite likely that the disordered phases were prepared above the decom- 
position temperature of the pyrochlore. This would give the appearance of a 
transition from order to disorder as sequential compounds were annealed closer 
and closer to, then above, the disordering temperature. If this is so the actual 
region of stability of the zirconium and hafnium pyrochlores is greater than 
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indicated in table 28.10, but lower ordering temperatures  will have to be used to 
observe  this wider region. 

The rare earth ant imonates  R3SbO7 (R = Nd through Yb, including Y) were 
previously thought to be pyrochlores  (Nath, 1970). However ,  recent  studies by 
Boulon et al. (1974), using optical methods on compounds  of the type Y2BSbO7 
(B = Ga, Lu,  Y), have shown that the site symmetr ies  of the Y and B sites are 
different, and that neither has the D3d symmet ry  of the cations in pyrochlore.  

Vinson and Faurie (1973) repor ted that compounds  of the type MsY3SblsO52 
are pyrochlores  of the form ÷ 3+ Ms/sR318Sb9/401312, with defects in both sub-lattices. 
These compounds  were reported for  Na, Rb, and Cs when R was Y; the K 
compounds  w e r e  found for R = Ce through Lu, including Y. Howeve r  X-ray 
refinements in space group Fd3m were unsat isfactory with the cations on 
classical sites, and it was only by allowing the cations to shift f rom these sites 
that a sat isfactory refinement could be obtained. In itself this is not surprising, 
since there are three types of cations present ;  however ,  it is surprising that an 
ion as large as Cs can be incorporated into pyrochlore.  No details of  the 
coordination polyhedra  have been given to allow an assessment  of the structure 
to be made. 

A structure of ten mentioned in the context  of deformed pyrochlores  is that of 
weberite which is or thorhombic ,  space group Imm2.  Ca2Sb207 has the weberi te  
structure and has lattice parameters  a = 7 . 2 8 . A ,  b = 7 . 4 4 . ~ ,  c = 1 0 . 1 8 A  
(Bystrom, 1944). The weberi te  structure has seven-coordinated B cations and 
was suggested by Rooksby  and White (1964) as the structure of R3VO7 
compounds  where R = La, Nd; B = Nb,  Ta. The analogous compounds  of the 
remaining rare earths were identified as having the defect  fluorite-type structure,  
although Rooksby  and White (1964) and Dyer  and White (1964) felt that cationic 
ordering should result in a pyrochlore  structure. Tilloca et al. (1970) found the 
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same unit cell for the La  and Nd niobates and showed Sm niobate to be 
isomorphous. However ,  they found the space group of single crystals of 
La3NbO7 to be Pnam, a result which does not conform to the weberi te  descrip- 
tion. Tilloca et al. (1970) also pointed out that two of the unit cell axes 
corresponded to (110) fluorite directions while c corresponded to 2a (fluorite). 
They also observed that the formal fluorite anion vacancies must be disordered 
because of space group requirements but that the cations could be ordered. 
Subsequently Collongues et al. (1972) reported that the Eu niobate was mono-  
clinic, space group P2/m with a = 10.67A, b = 10.68,~, c = 10.66A_, /3 = 
90.42A,. Above 1300°C this phase becomes cubic fluorite, and at 1400°C and 
1500°C respectively Sm3NbO7 and Gd3NbO7 become isomorphous with the 
low-temperature form of Eu3NbOT. They  therefore suggested that the regions of 
stability of these phases are as shown in fig. 28.60. Recent  results by Rossell and 
Scott  (private communication) indicate that the orthorhombic phase extends to 
holmium, but  they found the possible space groups to be Cmcm, Cmc2, or 
C2mc. They also found that the ordering- temperature decreases with increasing 
atomic number of the rare earth element and observed some interesting ordering 
effects. Further  studies of the structures of these compounds are in progress 
(Rossell and Scott, private communication). 

5.6.3. Fluorite-related structures in rare earth oxide-fluorides 

The first report  on rare earth oxide fluorides was given by Klemm and Klein 
(1941) for the system LaO1.5-LaF3. These authors described the occurrence of a 
cubic, fluorite-type solid solution extending from the stoichiometric composition 
LaOF (LaXz: X = O + F) to the LaF3-rich boundary at about LAX2.45. Croatto 
(1943) later showed from density measurements that the cation sub-lattice of this 
solid solution was fully occupied, and that the additional anions were therefore 
incorporated interstitially. Hund (1951) claimed that YOF was dimorphic; 
fluorite-type at higher temperatures,  and having a tetragonally-distorted fluorite- 
type structure at room temperature,  but  his specimens contained a slight excess 
of YF3. The situation was clarified somewhat  when Zachariasen (1951) showed 
that both La OF  and YOF existed as stoichiometric phases with id6ntical 
fluorite-related rhombohedral  structures, but that fluoride-rich compositions 
existed between RX2.0 and RX2.3 in each case with the tetragonal structure. Much 
subsequent work has shown that ROF is indeed stoichiometric at room 
temperature and stands on its own as a line-phase in any diagram showing phase 
relationships. For R = La  through Er, and including Y, the ROF phases are 
rhombohedral:  YbOF and ScOF (and therefore presumably LuOF) have the 
monoclinic baddeleyite-type structure associated with ZrO2. However ,  at higher 
temperatures (see table 28.11) these phases transform to the cubic fluorite-type 
structure, and can then incorporate excess fluoride. While the emphasis in this 
discussion is on structures rather than phase relationships, it is worth noting for 
these systems that where fluorite-related phases are concerned phase reactions 
and order-disorder  processes involve predominantly the anion sub-lattice. Since 
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TABLE 28.11 
Crystallographic data for YOF. 

Hexagonal cell parameters: a = 3.797 _+ 0.001 ,~: c = 18.89-+ 0.01 A. 
c/a ~ 4.97 -+ 0.1. Cell contents: 6YOF 

Rhombohedral parameters a = 6.666 _+ 0.002 A: a = 33.09 -+ 0.01 °. 
Space group R 3 m .  Cell contents 2YOF. 

Atom parameters Metal-anion distances (,~) 

Atom x y z o-(z) Y-O 2.24 0.02 

Y 0 0 0.2412 0.0001 Y-O 1 2.34 0.02 
O 0 0 0.117 0.001 Y-F 2.41 0.02 
F 0 0 0.372 0.001 Y-F ~ 2.47 0.02 

this is very mobile, quenching techniques are most unlikely to permit retention 
of high-temperature states which are not stable at lower temperatures (300- 
400°C). Any adjustment of the uniform cation sub-lattice in response to anion 
ordering, for example, will be displacive rather than reconstructive, and thus not 
kinetically hindered. This situation is the direct opposite of that encountered in 
mixed-cation oxide systems and makes the study of these oxide-fluorides of 
considerable interest from the point of view of achievement of low-temperature 
equilibrium. 

The structure of the rhombohedral  LaOF and YOF phases was first described 
by Zachariasen (1951) as containing ordered layers of O and F atoms perpendi- 
cular to the body diagonal of the rhombohedral  cell or to the c-axis of the 
related hexagonal cell, and a redetermination of the structure of YOF was 
carried out by Mann and Bevan (1970): it is shown in fig. 28.61. The close 
relationships to the fluorite-type structure will be apparent from earlier dis- 
cussion of the hexagonal representation of this. If the O and F atoms shown in 
fig. 28.61 become randomly distributed in the anion layers a fluorite-type 
structure results, and this is presumably what happens at higher temperatures in 
the transformation from rhombohedral  to cubic symmetry.  However,  in fig. 28.61 
the ordering sequence of the O and F layers is the inverse of that proposed by 
Zachariasen (1951), and also by Tanguy et al. (1973) for the structure of EuOF. 
This warrants some comment.  The scattering powers of oxygen and fluorine are 
very similar so that it is not easy to distinguish between them in an X-ray 
diffraction study. Mann and Bevan (1970), using diffraction intensities measured 
from powder patterns obtained with a H~igg-Guinier focuss ing  camera and 
strictly monochromatic  CuKal  radiation, refined their data in space group R3-m 
for the two possible ordered models, and concluded that the one shown in fig. 
28.61 did give a significantly better agreement factor fdr the data. The 
consequences of the model so chosen can be seen from the crystallographic data 
summarised in table 28.12: the Y-O  distances are significantly shorter than the 
Y - F  distances, which is in contradiction to the general observation on which 
Zachariasen (1951) and Tanguy et al. (1973) based their choice. However ,  in 
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Fig. 28.61. The structure of YOF: 
reproduced from t~ah ,~  1~¢¢a~ (1970) 
by courtesy of Acta Crystallogr. 

H o l m b e r g ' s  (1966) s ingle-crys ta l  s tudy of the s t r uc t u r e  of S c O F  (see below) the 
S c - O  d i s tances  were  also f o u n d  to be less than  the S c - F  d is tances .  Some 
unce r t a in ty  .on this issue m u s t  remain ,  a l though e lec t ros ta t ic  ene rgy  ca lcu la t ions  
by  T e m p l e t o n  (1957) for the two models  t end  to suppor t  tha t  p r e se n t e d  here.  

There  is no a r g u m e n t  on  the b roade r  details  of  this supe r s t ruc tu re  der ived  
f rom the pa ren t  f luori te- type.  The  d is tor t ion  which  occurs  as a resu l t  of the 
an ion  order ing  is an  ex t ens ion  a long one  of the (111) fluorite vec tors  which  then  
b e c o m e s  the u n i q u e  [001] vec to r  of the hexagona l  cell: for the und i s to r t ed  
f luor i te- type lat t ice the equ iva l en t  c/a rat io is 4.899 compared  wi th  the obse rved  
va lue  of 4.97. F u r t h e r m o r e ,  the three  di f ferent  spacings  o b s e r v e d  b e t w e e n  an ion  
layers  pe rpend icu l a r  to the c (hex) axis show that  the o rder ing  s e q u e n c e  of these  

TAB LE 28.12 
Crystallographic data for ScOF. 

Cell parameters: a = 5.1673 ± 0.005 A: b = 5.1466 ± 0.0005 
c = 5.2475 ± 0.0008 A,: /3 = 99.70 -+ 0.08 °. 

Space group P21/c (No. 14): Cell contents 4ScOF. 

Atom parameters Metal-anion distances (A) 

Atom x y z Sc-F(3) 2.13 ± 0.02 Sc-O(1) 2.08 ± 0.02 

Sc 0.307 0.027 0.213 Sc-F(1) 2.19 --- 0.02 Sc-O(4) 2.08 -+ 0.02 
F 0.057 0.325 0.343 Sc-F(4) 2.28 ± 0.02 Sc-O(3) 2.10 ± 0.02 
O 0.457 0.750 0.490 Sc-O(2) 2.14 -+ 0.02 
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along this direction must be 

- - O -  - R -  - F  F -  - R -  -O  O-  - R -  - F - - .  

The structure of ScOF has been determined by Holmberg (1966) and is shown 
in figs. 28.62a and 28.62b: it is isotypic with the structures of ZrO2 and HfO2, 
which, because of the small cation radii, do not crystallize with the fluorite-type 
structure but  in the monoclinic system. 

Nevertheless,  there is a clear relationship between the two structures, the 
lattice parameters being similar, the cell contents identical, and the cation 
sub-lattices arranged in much the same way. Crystallographic data for ScOF are 
given in table 28.12, from which it is seen that Sc is coordinated by seven anions. 
The structure is probably best described (Hyde and Anderson: private com- 
munication) in terms of edge-shared, monocapped trigonal prisms, and this is 
how it is represented in fig. 28.62. These trigonal prisms are somewhat distorted, 
and it is this distortion which makes the capping of one of the rectangular faces 
a reality. Figure 28.62 shows the idealized structure with undistorted trigonal 
prisms, which are no longer capped, and is a clearer indication of their linkages. 
The ordering of O and F atoms is seen to be different from that in the 
rhombohedral  ROF compounds:  these atoms segregate into more or less 
puckered layers parallel to the bc plane, and are separated by la. The sequence 
along the [100] direction is 

- - O - - F - - O - - F - - O - -  

On the fluorite-rich side of the ideal ROF composition, where earlier workers 
had reported the existence of a grossly non-stoichiometric phase with tetragonal 
structure, the situation is not as yet  completely clear. A thorough study of the 
yttrium oxide-fluorides has been made by Mann and Bevan (1972) in which 
attention became focussed on one particular composition region between about  
YX2.13 and YXE.2z (X = O + F). At low temperatures  this region coexisted on one 
side with rhombohedral  YOF and on the other  with orthorhombic YF3, and itself 
appeared at fitst sight to be a single, grossly nonstoichiometric phase with an 
or thorhombic (almost tetragonal) fluorite-related sub-cell, but  the powder  
diffraction patterns showed many superstructure reflections. Single-crystal 
diffraction experiments revealed that the basic structure of any sample within 
this region was a one-dimensional superstructure of the fluorite-type sub-cell 
whose true unit cell could be described in terms of the sub-cell vectors  as 
1 × n × 1 (n integral). However ,  crystals of different composit ions yielded 
significantly different diffraction patterns, so that in the final analysis it was 
concluded that there exists a unique n (which may  be quite large) for  any 
composit ion within the range. The details of this analysis are given in the original 
paper and need not  be repeated here. What  is important,  however ,  for  this 
review is the structural principle which permits such a state of affairs to exist, 
and this has been established. 

The simplest superstructures which can exist within this composit ion range 
are 1 × 7 × 1 (YX2.143), 1 × 6 × 1 (YX2.167), and 1 x 5 x 1 (YX2.2oo)- These constitute 
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Fig. 28,62(a). The structure of ScOF: after Holmberg (1966). Squares indicate Sc  atoms, full circles 
O atoms, and dashed circles F atom. The numbers refer to y-coordinates. 
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Fig. 28.62(b). The idealized structure of ScOF, comprised of edge-shared trigonal prisms. 
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the members  n = 7, 6, 5 of a homologous  series of general formula  Y,O,_~F,+z, 
and single crystals of each have been obtained. A full structure analysis has been 
carried out so far  only on Y706F9 (Bevan and Mann, 1975), and work  is 
proceeding on the other two. Never theless ,  the structural principal seems clear. 
Crystal lographic details for  Y706F9 are as follows: 
Cell parameters :  a = 5.420-+ 0.001 A; b = 38.58 + 0.01 ,~ (7 x 5.511 .A) 

c = 5.527 + 0.001 ,~ 
Space group: Abm2:  (Cell contents:  (Y706F9)4) 
The structure is shown in fig. 28.63. This representat ion is that used by  Hyde  et 
al. (1974) to illustrate best  the "ve rn ie r "  character  of the structure,  a term coined 
by them for  a principle which is becoming more  widely recognized as applying in 
many inorganic systems,  In fig. 28.63 the Y atoms occupy the sites of  an only 
slightly-distorted fluorite-type cation sub-lattice. In a similar manner  the anions 
at x = ½ are displaced by trivial amounts  f rom the corresponding sites of an ideal 
fluorite-type anion sub-lattice, and consti tute a slightly puckered 44 net perpen-  
dicular to [100]: most  of these are 0 atoms.  By contrast ,  the anions at x = 0 
(mostly F atoms) are displaced much further  f rom the ideal fluorite-type sites, 
the more so as y increases f rom 0 to ~. Because of the mirror plane perpendi- 
cular to b at y = ~ this process  reverses  itself be tween y = ~ and y =½, and then 
repeats  the cycle. These a toms consti tute a 36 net perpendicular  to [100]. Thus 
two sets of anion planes perpendicular  to [010] can be distinguished, those 
composed  only of anions belonging to the 44 nets, and those composed  only of 
anions belonging to the 36 nets. Given the approximate  equality of the anion- 
anion spacing within the two types of net it is easy to see how the "vern ie r"  
effect arises. Figure 28.63 shows that at y = 0 and y = ~ the two anion planes 
perpendicular  to [010], which contain respect ively  anions belonging to the 36 and 
44 nets, are coincident. Between these limits there are seven planes of anions 
f rom the 44 nets but eight of  those f rom the 36 nets. Thus additional anions have 
been added to the structure in conformi ty  with the unit cell contents.  Moreover ,  
it is easy to see how a change of composi t ion is accommoda ted  without any 
fundamental  c'hange in structure: all that is required is slight adjus tment  of the 
respect ive spacings between the anion planes of each type. There will then be a 
consequential  change in the interval along b between coincidences of the two 
types of plane, and this may  become quite large, giving rise to the very 
long-period superstructures  found in practice.  

An alternative way of describing this structure emerges when a compar ison  is 
made between the coordination of Y(1) in fig. 28.63 and that of the Y atoms in 
YF3. This is shown in fig. 28.64a and 28.64b, reproduced f rom the paper  by Hyde  
et al. (1974). These two project ions reveal  just how similar the two coordinations 
are, and that that part  of the YTO6F9 structure centred on the mirror plane 
containing Y(4) atoms surrounded entirely by F atoms can accurately  be 
described as an e lement  of the YF3 structure. The coordination of Y(3), with 6F 
atoms and 2 0  a toms around it, also resembles  the spatial distribution of the F 
a toms around Y(4). By contrast ,  in the vicinity of Y(1) the structure is obviously 
distorted fluorite-type, with Y(1) coordinating 6 0  atoms and 2F atoms,  whereas  
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Fig. 28.63. The structure of Y~O6Fg: after Hyde  et 
al. (1974). Heavy  circles represent Y atoms, light 
circles O atoms, and dashed circles F atoms. The 
numbers refer to X-coordinates.  
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Fig. 28.64(a). The environment of Y atoms in YF3 (to facilitate comparison with fig. 28.64(b) 0.325 a has 
been added to the x-coordinates for YF3). 
Fig. 28.64(b). The environment of the Y(4) atom in Y706F9: reproduced from Hyde et al. (1974) by 
courtesy of Ann. Review of Mater. Sci. Solid circles represent Y atoms, open circles anions. 

the coordination of Y(2), with 4 0  a toms and 4F atoms around it, is quite similar 
to that of Sc in ScOF. Thus there exists in Y706F9 what might be described as a 
modulation along [010], this modulat ion involving both composi t ion and struc- 
ture. Again, variations in overall composi t ion can readily be accommoda ted  by 
changes in the modulation. Mann and Bevan (1972) described this in terms of 
ordered intergrowth between adjacent  simple superstructure  phases  (i.e. 
Y,O,-1F,+2: n = 5, 6, 7), and were able to explain their observat ions  adequately 
in these terms;  e.g. a crystal  f rom a sample of  analysed composi t ion YX2.17o) was 
shown to have a unit cell 1 x 17 x 1, with an intergrowth pat tern consisting of 
2(1 × 6 x 1) + 1(1 x 5 x 1) - ideal composi t ion YXE.176. 

There is sufficient evidence available to indicate that the situation as described 
above for the yttr ium oxide-fluorides does not  apply in toto to other rare earth 
oxide-fluoride systems.  Roether  (1967), and Brauer and Roether  (1968) have 
investigated a number  of  these;  Tanguy et al. (1973) have studied the europium 
oxide-fluorides in some detail; and Molyneux (1973) has thoroughly explored the 
neodynium and samar ium systems.  Work  on the yt terbium oxide-fluorides is also 
in progress (Bevan et al., to be published). In summary ,  the results of  all these 
investigations suggest that there is a close parallel be tween the yttr ium and 
erbium oxide-fluorides, and it might be expected  that the holmium and even the 
dyspros ium sys tems would behave  in a similar way. However ,  with increasing 
radius of the rare earth cation the stability of the or thorhombic  superstructure 
phases seems to decrease,  and these are no longer in evidence in the neodymium 
and lanthanum systems.  Where  they do occur  the ranges of composi t ion over  
which they have been observed are much the same as for the yttrium system, 
and there is no evidence for any members  of the R,O,_IF,+2 series other than 
those with n = 5, 6, and 7. Beginning with the gadolinium system, however ,  
another  phase is formed at higher fluoride contents which coexists with the 
limiting fluoride-rich or thorhombic  phase. For  this system this new phase only 
exists at high tempera ture  and is non-stoichiometric:  it decomposes  below 
-700°C at a composi t ion of GdX2.40, and at 1000°C extends between the limits 
GdX2.4o and GdX2.3, (Roether,  1967). Its apparent  unit cell is a monoclinic 
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distortion of the fluorite-type cell, and is closely related to the tetragonal cell 
reported by Zachariasen (1951) for LAX2+8. With further  increase in cation radius 
this phase becomes  more firmly established and is stable to lower temperatures .  
Thus Tanguy et al. (1973) report  its existence at room tempera ture  in the 
europium system between EuX2.30 and EuX2.35, and between EuXz25 and EuX2.37 
at 500°C, while Molyneux (1973) has shown that it occurs at room temperature  
over  the range SmX2.30 to SmX2.n0 in the samarium system and becomes  tetra- 
gonal at higher temperatures .  This range of existence broadens still further  in the 
neodymium and lanthanum systems,  being NdX2.14 to NdX2.n0 in the former  and 
LAX2.20 to LAX2.40 in the latter. Moreover ,  in the lanthanum sys tem the apparent  
unit cell is tetragonal even at room temperature.  Roether  (1967) also reported the 
existence of the stoichiometric phase LAX2.5 (La2OFn) at temperatures  above 
-700°C but could not determine its unit cell. 

Li t t le  is known about  the detailed structure of the monocl inic  (tetragonal) 
phase, and in spite of many  at tempts  to obtain a stoichiometric,  ordered 
monoclinic or tetragonal phase within thi s composi t ion range, no success has 
been achieved. There is evidence of superstructure ordering f rom electron 
diffraction studies (Molyneux, 1973) but  the instability of these oxide-fluorides in 
the electron beam has effectively prevented  a detailed investigation. What  
• ,vidence there is suggests that one-dimensional superstructures  probably  do 
form, and that the long axis of the supercell  is parallel to a (110) vector  of the 
fluorite-type sub-cell. Figure 28.65 shows the relationships between a mono- 
clinically distorted fluorite-type cell and an or thorhombic  cell for  which super- 
structure ordering perpendicular  to a principal axis (as in the case of the yttrium 
oxide-fluorides) which is a (110) fluorite-type vector  could occur. This derivative 
cell is only or thorhombic  if the a and c vectors  of the distorted fluorite-type cell 
are of equal length, as is observed.  If  the angle/3, which in reality is very close 
to 90 °, becomes  90 ° the or thorhombic  cell degenerates to the tetragonal cell first 
described by Zachariasen (1951) for the LAX2+8 phase. It is perhaps  significant 
that the hexagonal  tysonite structure of the lighter rare earth trifluorides (i.e. 
those rare earth elements  with larger cation radii) can best  intergrow with the 
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Fig. 28.65. The relationship between a monoclinically- 
distorted fluorite-type cell and the Zachariasen-type 
cell. 
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fluorite-type structure along a (110) fluorite direction, and the tentative hypo- 
thesis advanced by Molyneux (1973) follows the pattern already established for 
the yttrium oxide fluorides, namely that of a modulated structure in which in this 
case elements of the hexagonal (tysonite) RF3 (as opposed to the orthorhombic 
YF3) are intergrown in a fluorite-type matrix. 

At the other  end of the rare earth series the results for the yt terbium system 
show the stable existence of anion-excess superstructure phases completely 
analogous to those found in the yttrium system, but there is also evidence for a 
hypostoichiometric  fluorite-related phase YbX2-8. Much more work in this 
general area needs to be done in order to clarify the situation. 

5.7. Scheelite-related structures 

5.7.1. Scheelite- and fergusonite-type structures 

The scheelite structure is tetragonal, space group I4~/a, with a = 5.411 ,~, 
c - -  11.936 A for EuWO4 (McCarthy, 1971). In the parent CaWO4 structure the 
atomic coordinates,  as given by Wyckoff  (1965a), a r e : -  

Ca in 4b 0,0,½ 
W 4a 0 ,0 ,0  
O 16f ~, 0.15, 0.075 

Phases with this structure ale found as high-temperature polymorphs of many of 
the rare earth ortho-niobates and ortho-tantalates,  and in many of the pseudo- 
ternary systems involving alkali-metal oxides and rare earth tungstates or 
molybdates.  The niobates and tantalates are discussed below but it is not 
intended to discuss the pseudo-ternary systems here, despite the fact  that with 
the smaller alkali metals (Li and Na) many M+R3+(WO4)2 phases have been 
reported to have the scheelite structure. (See for example Mokhosov et al., 1967; 
Klevtsov and Kozeeva,  1970). 

Two descrip~tions of this structure are relevant,  depending on whether  anion- 
excess or anion-deficient systems are being considered. In the former  case 
scheelite can be regarded as a superstructure of an anti-cuprite structure, the 
superstructure deriving from ordering of the cations (Clark, 1972). From this 
viewpoint scheelite is derived from a corner-sharing array of MO4 tetrahedra 
which has been distorted so that the larger cations have eight-fold coordination. 
The resultant structure is an array of isolated WO4 tetrahedra between which the 
C a  2+ ions occupy eight-coordinated sites. The alternative view of scheelite is that 
it is a superstructure of fluorite, the superstructure again deriving from cation 
order. As shown in fig. 28.66, in scheelite the two cation-types alternate in each 
row parallel to the c-axis. The anions are then shifted from fluorite sites so that 
the small, highly-charged cations have tetrahedral coordination, while the larger 
cations are still eight-coordinated. 

These two descriptions are quite pertinent. In anion-deficient systems the 
cation sub-lattice remains essentially invariant, all defects entering the anion 
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Fig. 28.66. The scheelite structure as an array of 
MO4 tetrahedra. Both cation types are indicated. 

sub-lattice as in typical fluorite-related systems. In anion-excess, scheelite- 
related systems deviation from MO2 stoichiometry is accommodated  by the 
production of cation vacancies (resulting in typical molybdate structures) in 
contrast with anion-excess fluorite systems where the cation sub-lattice again 
remains invariant and interstitial anions occur. 

A monoclinic form of scheelite has been described by Komkov (1959). This 
structure is known as fergusonite and belongs to space g r o u p / 2 .  As a distorted 
form of seheelite its lattice parameters are similar to those of scheelite; for 
YTaO4 these are a = 5.34 A, b = 10.94 A, c = 5.07 * ,  /3 = 95.3 ° (Ferguson, 1957). 
Wolten and Chase (1967) have described this phase in terms of cation nets 
perpendicular to the scheelite c-axis. In scheelite these nets are square and fiat, 
in fergusonite they are puckered and distorted. 

A third (M') polymorph of YTaO4 has been described by Wolten (1967) as 
monoclinic, space group P2/a, with a = 5.292 A, b = 5.451 ,~, c = 5.110A, /3 = 
96.44 °. The halving of the b-axis relative to the scheelite c-axis is due to a 
different ordering of the cations, such that the planes of cations perpendicular to 
the c-axis are alternately all y3+ or all Ta 5+, whereas in scheelite and fergusonite 
these planes all contain cations of both types. According to Wolten, the y3+ ions 
have distorted cubic coordination and the Ta 5÷ ions distorted tetrahedral coor- 
dination, as in the other polymorphs.  However,  as shown in fig. 28.67, the 
coordination polyhedron of the Ta 5+ ion is distorted and the structure is closely 
related to that of wolframite. The structure could be described as consisting of 
planes of distorted, edge-sharing WO6 octahedra sharing vertices with planes of 
distorted, edge-shared MO8 cubes. Orthotantalates of Sm through Yb, including 
Y, can form an M' polymorph isostructural with M'-YTaO4. The occurrence of 
the scheelite and fergusonite structures is shown in table 28.13. 

The fergusonite structure is the normal low-temperature form found for the 
rare earth orthoniobates (except Sc 3+) and for the orthotantalates of the 
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Fig. 28.67. Projection of the structure of M'-fergusonite along 
[010] showing its relationship to wolframite. Different cation 
types are indicated by filled and open circles and different heights 
of these by shading of the polyhedra. Two rows of MO6 octahedra 
and one row of MO4 tetrahedra are shown. 

lanthanides Nd through Er  and Y. P ra seodymium orthotantalate  can be stabil- 
ised in the fergusonite structure by addition of neodymium i.e. Prl-xNdxTaO4 
has the fergusonite  structure if x -  0.1 (Keller, 1962). The tetragonal scheelite 
structure probably  exists as a high-temperature  structure for  all of these 
compounds .  It  has been shown (Rooksby and White, 1963; Stubican, 1964; 
W o l t e n  and Chase,  1967) that with increasing tempera ture  the monoclinic 
distortion of fergusonite gradually decreases  (the a and c parameters  approach 
each other and/3 tends to 90°), but  no discontinuities are observed.  The highest 
tempera ture  at which the monoclinic distortion is evident has been te rmed the 
t ransformat ion temperature:  for  the or thoniobates  this ranges f rom 500°C for 
LaNbO4 to 825°C for YbNbO4, and f rom 1325°C for NdTaO4 to 1410°C for 
HoTaO4. 

However ,  Wolten and Chase (1967) have shown that these M'-fergusonites  can 
only be fo rmed by t ransformat ion of the tetragonal scheelite phases.  Crystals 
grown hydrothermal ly  below the monoclinic-tetragonal  t ransformat ion tempera-  
ture have the wolframite-related M' structure. On heating the M'-phases  above 
the fergusonite-scheeli te  t ransformat ion tempera ture  a first-order transition to 
the scheelite form slowly occurs.  Subsequent  cooling results in format ion  of the 
fergusonite form, never  the M' form. It  seems most  likely that the equilibrium 
low-temperatdre  phase  is the wolframite-re la ted M'-phase;  at high tempera ture  
this t ransforms to the scheelite structure. On subsequent  cooling the tetragonal 
phase becomes  unstable and t ransformat ion  back  to M' should occur,  but this 
process  requires cationic reordering,  and a much more rapid transit ion to 
fergusonite occurs instead. This, then, is another  case where the phases  observed 
by conventional  solid state techniques are indicative of observational equili- 
brium rather  than true the rmodynamic  equilibrium. Once a particular cationic 
distribution has been obtained at high tempera ture  it becomes  invariant,  and it is 
not possible by conventional  techniques to attain true thermodynamic  equili- 
brium. The easy reversibil i ty of the second order fergusonite-scheeli te transition 
is no criterion of the rmodynamic  stability. The phases  found for  RTaO4 (R = Tm 
through Lu) are probably  i somorphous  with the M'-phase,  these being formed by 
conventional  solid state reaction below the hypothet ical  t ransformat ion 
tempera tures  of the corresponding scheelite phases.  I f  these contentions are 
correct  then the M'-phase  is mos t  important  f rom a thermodynamic  viewpoint,  
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and it is suggested that this structure be named woltenite after G.M. Wolten who 
first determined the structure*. 

5.7.2. Zircon- and monazite-type structures 

Another structure closely related to that of scheelite, the zircon structure, is 
again tetragonal but with very different cell-parameters. For HoVO4 the lattice 
parameters are a =7.121 A, c = 6.293A (Fuess and Kallel, 1972). The space 
group is I41/amd with atoms in positions 

R 3+ in 4a 0, 0, 0 
V 5+ 4b 0, 0, ½ 
02- 16h 0, 0.186, 0.328 

The resulting eight-fold coordination of the R 3÷ ion is less regular than in 
scheelite, there now being four longer and four shorter bonds, whereas in 
scheelite all eight bonds are of very similar length. This structure is found for 
many rare earth vanadates, arsenates and phosphates of R3+B5+O4 stoichiometry 
(Carron et al., 1958, and references therein). Numerous structure refinements 
have been carried out on these compounds by single crystal and powder X-ray 
diffraction, and by powder neutron diffraction (Wyckoff, 1965b; Fuess and 
Kallel, 1972, and references therein). The name xenotime, which occasionally 
occurs in the literature (e.g. Stubican and Roy, 1963) is a pseudonym for zircon. 

The monazite structure of CePO4 is very similar to that of zircon. Its space 
group is P21/n, and the lattice parameters are a = 6.76 A, b = 7.00 A, c = 6.44 A; 
/3 = 103.6 °. ,Transformations from both the zircon and monazite structures to that 
of the scheelite have been observed by Stubican and Roy (1963) for a number of 
arsenates and vanadates of the rare earths. Stability regions of these phases at 
standard and high pressures are shown in table 28.13. These reactions occurred 
under the influence of pressures up to 80 000 arm at 600°C and are accompanied 
by an 11.5% volume decrease; however,  transformations between zircon and 
monazite were not effected because of their similar densities. Praseodymium 
chromate, prepared by Schwarz (1963a), was a mixture of the monazite and 
zircon types, and LaCrO4 had the monazite structure (Schwarz, 1963b). 
Presumably other rare earth chromates have either the monazite or zircon 
structures. 

5.7.3. Wolframite-type structures 

The wolframite structure is another which can be described as having a 
fluorite-related cation sub-lattice about which the anions adopt some convenient 

o 

arrangement. The unit cell is monoclinic, space group P2[c, and has a = 4.68 A, 

*Indeed, as reviewers we have found great confusion in the literature over the naming of phases. 
Zr38c4012 has been termed the 6-phase of the ZrO2-8c203 system whereas the isotypic phase Pr7012 is 
known as ~. /3-Na2RO3 has the a-LiFeO2 structure, and so on. There is a clear case for some 
rationalization and we might do worse than follow the tradition of the mineralogists. 
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b = 5.66 A, c = 4.92 A,/3 = 89.67 ° (Keeling, 1957). Atom posit ions are: 

Ni in 2e ½,0.180, J 
W 2f 0, 0.653, 
O 4g 0.22,0.11,0.96 
O 4g 0,26, 0.38, 0.39 

The structure and its relationship to fluorite are shown in figs. 28.68a and 28.68b. 
As can be seen in the figures, the structure consists of alternating layers of 
edge-sharing WO6 oc tahedra  parallel to [001]F which share vert ices with layers of 
NiO6 octahedra.  As Clark (1972) points out, this phase is a supers t ructure  of 
a-PbOz.  The relationship be tween this structure and that of M'-fergusonite  (fig. 
28.67) c a n  be seen. ScNbO4 and ScTaO4 have this structure (Komissa rova  et al., 
1968; Vladimirova et al., 1970; Dyer  and White, 1964). 

5.7.4. Compounds with compositions RzMO6 and R3MO8 

The tungstates o f  this composi t ion fall into three groups: 
(i) La2WO6, which is unique and about  which little is known. 
(ii) The rare earths f rom Nd through Ho.  These form compounds  which are 

monoclinic and scheelite-related. There are two equivalent  descriptions of the 
unit cell which have been used by different authors. The first, used by McCar thy  
et al. (1972), Po lyanskaya  et al. (1971) and Wyar t  et al. (1970), has a = 15.93 ~,, 
b = 11.39 A, c = 5.51 A, fl = 92 ° for  Nd2WO6 (Wyart  et al., 1970). According to 
the last two the symmet ry  is close to body-cent red  but is actually P21/c. The 
alternative cell for Nd2WO6 has a = 16.62A, b = 11.384A, c = 5.522A, /3 = 
107.58 ° (Brikner et al., 1973), and the symmet ry  found for  this cell by  Pokrovski i  
et al. (1969) was C2[c. 

Refinement of the structure of NdEWO6 was pe r fo rmed  in space group I2/c 

a 000 

,~ 18 

aF 7 2 

i '  • 18 0 65 • 18 

Fig. 28.68(a) and 28.68(b). Two projections of the wolframite structure showing the corner sharing of 
planes of edge-shared octahedra. The relationship to fluorite is evident in (a) where cation heights in 
units of y/100 are shown. (Figure 28.68(b) after Keeling, 1957). 
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with atoms in the positions 

1 Nd(1) 0 0.6314 
Nd(2) 0.1731 0.8845 0.2859 

1 Nd(3) 0 0.1110 
W 0.1531 0.3526 0.2145 
O(1) 0.407 0.519 0.485 
0(2) 0.420 0.261 0.493 
0(3) 0.222 0.035 0.396 
0(4) 0.272 0.053 0.117 
0(5) 0.270 0.205 0.487 
0(6) 0.390 0.222 0.036 

Relative to a fluorite sub-cell the unit cell of  this structure has one doubled and 
one trebled axis. The structure analysis per formed by Po lyanskaya  et al. (1971) 
has shown that the doubling of one axis is due to normal scheeli te cation 
ordering, with cations of both types alternating along the b-direction. The 
trebling of the a-axis  was found to be due to alternation of' two of these planes 
containing a scheelite distribution of cations with one containing only Nd 3+ ions. 
Thus the planes perpendicular  to a are successively (NdI/zW1/2)(NdI/2W~/z)(Nd) 
etc. A similar sort  of ordering is found in La2MoO6, Bi2NbOsF and Biz(Mo]W)O6 
where every  third cation plane contains the smaller cations. The anion dis- 
tribution found for  NdzWO6 corresponds  to five-coordinated W 6+ ions and 
distorted cubic coordination for  the Nd 3+ ions. This structure is referred to 
below as the "body-cen t red"  form of R2WO6 compounds .  

(iii) The smaller rare earths. These form tungstates which again are mono- 
clinic but with a = 1 1 . 3 5 , ~ ,  b = 5 . 3 3 0 A ,  c = 7 . 6 7 8 A ,  /3= 104.45 ° for  the 
HozWO6, according to Pokrovski i  et al. (1969). The unit cells have the symmet ry  
of one of the space groups P2/m, P2, P21/m o r  P21, and since Brixner et al. 
(1973) find them to be cent rosymmetr ic  the choice is limited to P2/m or P2~lm. 
This structure, exists for R = Dy through Lu so that the Dy and Ho tungstates are 
dimorphic.  Bi'ixner et al. (1973) found they were able to t ransform the "body-  
centred"  structures of both Dy2WO6 and HozWO6 to the P - fo rms .  Where  the 
/ - f o r m  is scheelite-related, the P - f o r m  appears  to behave more like a fluorite- 
related structure. Thus the addition of 0.01 mole of Bi to ErzWO6 resulted in a 
rhombohedra l  structure with hexagonal  parameters  a = 9.767 A, c = 9.373 A. 
This cell may be related to UY6Ot2 or to the rhombohedra l  R(III)  phase found by 
Koshcheev  and K o v b a  (1966) or to the R2TeO6 compounds  discussed below. 

The rare earth tellurates R2TeO6, described by Natansohn (1968), crystallise in 
two forms.  The powder  pat terns of both forms  have been indexed in terms of 
hexagonal unit cells with a = 10.96 ,~, c = 10.35 A for LazTeO6 and a = 8.94 ,~, 
c = 5.08 A for LuzTeO6. The former  unit cell is found for the rare earths f rom La 
through Tm, including Y, the latter for  Lu and Sc. Yb2TeO6 is dimorphic as both 
forms were present  in its samples.  

Three types of rare earth rhenates  have been found by Baud and Besse (1974). 
La3ReO8 is or thorhombic  with a = 17.53 A, b = 11.90 A, c = 12.78 A; the possible 
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space groups are Ccmm, Ccm2, Cc2m. Analogous compounds  for the rare 
earths be tween Nd and Gd are also or thorhombic ,  space group B2212~, with 
a = 8.540 A, b = 6.124 A, c = 12.26 A for  Pr3ReO8. The remaining lanthanides 
have fluorite-type unit cells with a varying linearly f rom about  5.39,~ for Tb to 
about  5.25 A for  lutecium. For  the first two structure types,  where the number  of 
formula  units (z) is respect ively 16 and 4, there is no valency p r o b l e m - t h e  
average valence of the Re is simply 41. However ,  in the fluorite-type unit cell, 
where z = 1, the actual valence of Re would have to be 4½ unless either the true 
cell is larger than that p roposed  or the anion sublattice is defect ive to a 
significant extent.  

The unique character  of fluorite-related structures is seen to emerge again in 
drawing together the various structural theories which have been discussed 
above.  There is a host  of solid phases  of widely differing chemical composit ion 
for  which a common  feature  is the stable ar rangement  of cations; either ordered 
or disordered, on a sub-lattice which is essentially that of the cations of the 
fluorite-type structure. The stability of this cation arrangement  is then such that 
the anions of the associated anion sub-lattice can adopt  a variety of configura- 
tions around individual cations, each of which is the most  appropriate  for the 
particular cation/anion combination.  Such behaviour  has also been recognised by 
Po lyanskaya  et al. (1971). A good example  of the application of this principle is" 
the structure of  Y706F9, already discussed. Another  even more striking example 
is that of the structure of Na7Zr6F13 (Burns et al., 1968) in which the ordered 
cations consti tute an almost  undistorted fluorite-type cation sub-lattice. The 
coordination of F a toms around these cations however ,  varies continuously and 
regularly f rom octahedral  around the Na  atom at the origin to trigonal pyramidal  
around the Zr atoms.  Moreover  the anion sub-lattices thus produced are clearly 
very flexible and can adjust  within wide limits to changes in cation composi t ion 
and distr ibution so long as the cation sub-lattice per se retains its relationship to 
that of the fluorite-type structure, and gross non-stoichiometry in fluorite-type 
phases is a direct consequence of this. 

6. Recent developments 

Two local developments  re levant  to this chapter  are recorded here to update  the 
section on rare earth tantalates and niobates and rare-earth tungstates.  The latter 
negates much of the speculation on tungstate structures included earlier. 

Recent  work  by  Allpress and Rossell (1978) and Rossell (1978) has shown that all 
rare earths other than scandium form niobates and tantalates with an O/M ratio of  
1.75. These compounds  are superstructures  of  fluorite: they are or thorhombic  with 
probable  space groups Cmcm for the La  compound  and C2221 for those containing 
Nd,  Gd, Ho and Y. Both ~ structures are very  similar to each other  and to both 
pyrochlore  and weberite:  they are related to fluorite by  a = [200]F, b = [011]F, 
C = [011]F. While the fluorite cation array is again intact, the anion ar rangement  
results in the format ion  of slabs within which the cations all have cubic or 
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octahedral  coordination, and be tween  which the cations are seven-coordinated.  
The octahedral ly coordinated cations are in strings parallel to one of the (110)F axes 
and alternate with similar strings of cations which have cubic coordination.  In 
Y3TaOT'the six-coordination results f rom loss of anions across the body  diagonals 
of 'MOB cubes to form zig-zag strings of "vacanc ies"  using two of the ( l l l )F  
directions. This is analogous to the situation in pyrochlore  depicted in fig. 28.58. For 
Er, and under  some conditions Ho  and Y, samples consisted of a high-temperature 
defect  fluorite phase  containing microdomains  of an or thorhombic  phase  of 
unknown structure.  The order -d isorder  t ransformat ion tempera ture  probably  
decreases  with cationic radius. 

Recent  results on the rare earth oxide- tungsten  trioxide sys tem by  Summervil le  
et al. (1978), and since then extended in this laboratory,  have revised the descript ion 
of these systems.  The only R6WO12 phase found was that  isostructural  with UY6012 
(Bartram, 1966), which was found for  R = N d - E r  and Y. This phase  is orthor-  
hombic,  space group either Pnma or Pbcn, with a = 2av, b = 3bF, C = 2CF. This 
high-temperature phase  appears  to undergo eutectoid decomposi t ion,  the decom- 
position tempera ture  increasing with increasing atomic number.  A trigonal phase  
has been found for  rare earths f rom N d - L u  and Y at the ideal composi t ion 
R14W4033. The unit cell is related to fluorite by  a = [ll0]F, b = [011]v, C = [111]F; the 
space group is either P3ml ,  P3m 1, or P321,  and the contents of the unit cell are 
M1202v The phase  appears  to have  a range of Composition which is associated with 
an increase in the unit cell volume and a reduction in symmet ry  to triclinic. The unit 
cell of the R2WO6 phase for  R = H o - L u  and Y has been  identified as monoclinic,  
space group either Pc or P2/c, related to fluorite by a = [101]F, b = [010]F, 
C = [102]V. 
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Symbols 
A = elastic anisotropy 
a = cubic lattice cons tan t  

of  garnet  
A,B, C = f requency-dependen t  

coefficients for the 
electric-dipole rotation 

af = face centered cell 
cons tant  

A L  = temperature  coefficient 
of lattice 

a0 = cubic pseudocell  cons-  
tant  

a0 = lattice cons tant  at 296K 
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(Morrish, 1965) 
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light 
C , ,  C12, C~ = elastic cons tan ts  

CL = lattice specific heat  
CM = magnet ic  specific heat  
CN = nuclear  specific heat  
Cv = specific heat  in garnet  
O = crystal field tensor  of 

the ion 
D = dispersion cons tan t  

*By acceptance  of this article, the  publ isher  and/or  recipient acknowledges  the  U.S. Gove rnmen t ' s  
r i g h t  to retain a nonexclusive,  royalty-free license in and to any  copyright covering this paper. 
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do = lattice spacing in the 
unstrained film 

Ea, Ed, E~ = probability of an ion at 
a-, d-, and c-sites, 
respectively 

f = constant; multiplying 
factor 

Fk, F0 = anisotropy energy 
g = g-tensor of the ion 
g = splitting factor 

G(KolK~) = crystal complexity fac- 
tor 

gN, i = nuclear spin factor 
G(T) = moderating function 

H = applied external mag- 
netic field 

HA = anisotropy field 
Ha, Hd, H~ = Fields acting at a-, d-, 

and c-sites, respec- 
tively 

H~nt = phase boundary be- 
tween the antifer- 
romagnetic and the 
paramagnetic phase 

Hra = magnetic Hamiltonian 
/-/ME = linear magnetoelastic 

energy 
HN.i = field at the nucleus 

I = transmitted light in- 
tensity 

I0 = incident light intensity 
L b, c, d = mean thermal expan- 

sion coefficient 
Ii = nuclear spin 

Ja, Jd, Jc = the intrasublattice ex- 
change constants 

K1 = first-order 
magnetocrystalline 
anisotropy constants 

K2 = second-order 
magnetocrystalline 
anisotropy constants 

kB = Boltzmann constant 
Kc, KA, KD = least square parameters 

indicating the cation 
contributions to the 
lattice constant from 
the c-, a-, and d-site, 
respectively. 

(M) = average atomic mass of 
an atom in the garnet 
crystal in grams 

Ma, Md, M0 = Moduli of the sublat- 
rice magnetizations 

Md(T), Ma(T), Me(T) = sublattice magnetiza- 
tion of the d-, a-, and 
c-sites, respectively 

MFe(d), MFe(a), MRe = algebraic sublattice 
magnetizations 

M ( T ) =  net magnetic moment 
of the garnet 

M(T) = saturation magnetiza- 
tion of the rare earth 
iron garnet 

MyIG(T) = saturation magnetiza- 
tion of YIG 

n = m e a n  infrared refrac- 
tive index 

n = total magnetic moment 
( n ) =  average refractive in- 

dex 
Na, Nd, No = the number of atoms 

per unit volume for a-, 
d-, and c-sites, respec- 
tively 

na, rid, nc = magnetic moment at a-, 
d-, and c-sites, respec- 
tively 

N~a, Nad, Nac 
molecular field c0ef- 

Nda, Nad, Ndo ficients 
Nca, Ned, Nee 

Po2(log Poz) = oxygen partial pres- 
sure 

R = figure of merit 
R = gas constant 
R = single-surface reflec- 

tion loss at normal 
incident 

RA, RB, Ro = respective ionic radii 
(rc), (rA), (ro) = mean effective radius 

of C-, A-, and D-sites 
respectively 

S = spin of the ion 
T = temperature 
t = thickness in centi- 

meters 
t = tolerance factor (de- 

fined by Goldschmidt) 
T ( -  105(1/T)) = incongruent melting 

point 
TN = Neel temperature 

(V) = average velocity of 
sound in the Debye 
approximation 

V0=average  velocity of 
sound in the Oliver and 
Slack approximation 

(V0) = average volume in 
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cubic angstroms resentations of the 
WEu = masses of the Eu ion transverse optical 
WRE=masses of the rare modes 

earth (y) = average Gruneisen con- 
a = optical absorption stant 

coefficient YFe, YRe = gyromagnetic ratios 
~j, a:, a3 = direction cosines of M FT = sound attenuation 

with respect to the (dB/~ sec) 
crystal axes Aa = lattice constant in the 

aF(dispersive) = dispersive contribution temperature range 296- 
to the Faraday effect in 1400K 
iron garnets A d  ± = difference between the 

aF(nondispersive)=nondispersive contri- lattice spacing in the 
bution to the Faraday strained and in the un- 
effect in iron garnets strained condition 

af = angle between edges, ~ = strain perpendicular to 
face centered cell the surface 

ai, at = direction cosines of Ek~ = strain components in 
magnetization with Love's notation 
respect to the crystal #D = Debye temperature 
axes K0 = tllermal conductivity 

ap = angle between edges, A = wavelength 
primitive rhombohedral h (100), • (l i i) = saturation magnet- 
cell ostriction constants 

13N = nuclear magneton /+B = Bohr magneton 
F = sound ' attenuation p = density 

(dB/cm) $2=angular frequency of 
F =  total irreducible rep- the sound wave 

1. I n t r o d u c t i o n  
/ 

T h e  e x t e n s i v e  r e s e a r c h  d e v o t e d  to  t he  .phys ics  a n d  c h e m i s t r y  o f  so l ids  d u r i n g  

the  l as t  q u a r t e r  o f  a c e n t u r y  has  led  to  g r e a t  a d v a n c e s  in t h e  u n d e r s t a n d i n g  of  

t h e  p r o p e r t i e s  o f  so l ids  in g e n e r a l .  O n e  a r e a  o f  v e r y  a c t i v e  r e s e a r c h  has  b e e n  

m i x e d  o x i d e  s y s t e m s .  T h e s e  h a v e  b e e n  o f  p a r t i c u l a r  i n t e r e s t  b e c a u s e  o f  t he i r  

s t ab i l i t y  a n d  t h e  f a c t  t h a t  a w i d e  r a n g e  o f  p r o p e r t i e s  c a n  be  o b t a i n e d  by  

s u b s t i t u t i o n  o f  o n e  ion  f o r  a n o t h e r .  T w o  o f  t h e  m o s t  e x t e n s i v e l y  s t u d i e d  g r o u p s  

o f  c o m p o u n d s  a r e  t he  p e r o v s k i t e s  a n d  g a r n e t s .  

E v e r  s i n c e  t h e  d i s c o v e r y  o f  t he  f e r r o e l e c t r i c  p r o p e r t i e s  o f  b a r i u m  t i t a n a t e ,  

p e r o v s k i t e  c o m p o u n d s  o f  t h e  t y p e  A B O 3  h a v e  b e e n  w i d e l y  s t ud i ed .  T h e y  n o w  

c o n s t i t u t e  a l a rge  g r o u p  o f  m a t e r i a l s  o f  g r e a t  i m p o r t a n c e  in so l id  s t a t e  p h y s i c s  

a n d  c h e m i s t r y .  F o r  e x a m p l e ,  t h e  e l e c t r i c a l  c o n d u c t i v i t y  o f  p e r o v s k i t e s  v a r i e s  

o v e r  m a n y  o r d e r s  o f  m a g n i t u d e .  M a n y  s u c h  as  BaTiO3  a n d  SrTiO3 a re  n o t e d  f o r  

t he i r  h igh  r e s i s t i v i t i e s ,  w h i c h  m a k e s  t h e m  u s e f u l  as  d i e l e c t r i c  m a t e r i a l s ,  w h i l e  

o t h e r s  s u c h  as C a M o O 3  a n d  L a T i O 3  a re  f a i r l y  g o o d  c o n d u c t o r s  o r  s e m i c o n d u c -  

to r s .  S t r o n t i u m - d o p e d  L a C r O 3  is c u r r e n t l y  a p o s s i b l e  c a n d i d a t e  f o r  h igh  
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temperature electrodes. A novel property recently reported is the insulator-metal 
transition in Sr-doped LaVO3. Lead zirconate-lead titanate solid solutions have 
been used in solid state devices because of their piezoelectric properties. 
Various perovskites have been utilized for their optical properties such as 
electro-optic effect, coloration by light, application in laser host materials, etc. In 
addition to these applications, certain perovskite oxides have catalytic properties 
comparable to those of platinum in the oxidation of carbon monoxide and 
hydrocarbons. This is of obvious significance in the area of automobile emission 
control. The catalytic properties have also been utilized for making ethanol 
sensors (Obayaski et al., 1976). 

The discovery of ferrimagnetism in yttrium iron garnet has attracted attention 
to the use of these materials for microwave device applications. To date garnets 
are the most useful materials in the microwave industry because of their 
magnetization, linewidth, Curie temperature and g-factor properties. With the 
advent of solid-state lasers, yttrium aluminum garnet was soon found to be an 
excellent laser host material for room temperature and high power applications. 

Current research on weakly ferromagnetic materials, such as garnets and 
orthoferrites, for magnetic bubble domain devices has stimulated further interest 
in the magnetic properties of these compounds. These devices will be used for 
integrated circuit memory and charged coupled devices in the next generation of 
computer memory technology. 

2. Perovskites 

2.1. Preparation 

The perovskite structure is a close-packed lattice with the general formula 
ABX3. Almost all the known rare earth perovskites are oxides with the rare 
earth ion occupying the A sites and the present discussion will hence be 
restricted to ABO3 type compounds. Since most of the rare earth ions are stable 
only in the trivalent state the valence relationship is A3+B3+O3. It is much easier 
to obtain the compounds in polycrystalline than in single crystal form; however 
in some instances crystals have been prepared for special applications. 

2.1.1. Powder synthesis 

Many of the perovskite compounds can be prepared by high-temperature 
solid-state reaction of binary oxides or peroxides. However, some of these tend 
to be refractory and hence unreactive. Others have a tendency to hydrate or 
oxidize and are inconvenient to use. Therefore, it is preferable to use 
carbonates, oxalates, or other easily decomposable compounds, assuming they 
can be obtained with suitable purity. These materials are usually in the form of 
fine powders and decompose in the initial stages of the reaction so that faster 
reaction rates are obtained. In some cases fine powders may be obtained by 
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evaporat ion of solutions. The rare earth raw materials are generally sesquiox- 
ides. Since solid state reactions often do not proceed to completion on the  first 
firing, repeated regrinding and reheating is usually necessary. The reaction is 
conveniently followed by weight loss measurements  and by X-ray analysis. The 
reaction is generally carried out in alumina, zirconia or platinum crucibles which 
are fairly inert towards these compounds.  However ,  if necessary,  reaction of the 
crucible is avoided by placing the reactants on top of compacts  of the same 
material. 

In a typical preparation of LaCoO3 powder,  an equimolar mixture of the 
"appropriate oxalates was decomposed by slow heating to 600°C. The resultant 
material was pressed into pellets and fired at 1000 to 1200°C for two days. 
Repeated grinding and firing was necessary to eliminate the unreacted material 
(Raccah and Goodenough,  1967). 
j If one of the consti tuent materials is volatile, special precautions need to be 
taken. Problems of this nature are frequently encountered in the synthesis of 
:lead-containing perovskites due to the volatility of lead oxide. Under  these 

/circumstances the reaction is carried out in a lead oxide atmosphere,  by using 
excess lead oxide, or in a closed system such as an evacuated silica tube. 

In some instances the valence state of an ion may be different in the final 
compound from that in an available raw material. For example, in LaVO3 the 
vanadium is in the trivalent state whereas it is in a pentavalent state in V205. 
Thus LaVO3 was synthesized by reacting La203 and V205 in a vacuum of 
10-4mm (Shin-ike et al., 1976). In the case of LaNiO3, the compound was 
Erepared by reacting the appropriate oxalates in oxygen (Goodenough and 
Raccah, 1965). 

In general, conditions which are ideal for the formation of one compound may 
be unsuitable for another  similar material. Hence  the proper equilibrium condi- 
tions for the synthesis of each compound under study must be determined. 

2.1.2. Crystal 'growth 

Although single crystals of some perovskite compounds have been grown in 
large sizes, those containing rare earths have generally been rather small. This 
may be because they have high melting points and suitable fluxes are not known. 
Furthermore,  most of the rare earth perovskites undergo phase transitions at 
elevated temperatures which present  problems in the preparation of single 
crystals by many of the usual techniques. 

A majority of the rare earth perovskites have been grown from a fluxed melt. 
The most commonly used fluxes are lead oxide and lead fluoride. Boron oxide is 
generally added to increase the solubility. Single crystals are grown by heating 
the solute and flux to sufficiently high temperatures followed by either slow 
cooling or evaporat ion of the flux. A problem commonly encountered in the use 
of such a technique is the entrapment  of lead into the perovskite lattice. It has 
been found that the growth of LaCrO3 crystals by evaporation of a PbF2-B203 
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flux at 1250°C, resulted in the incorporation of about 7 atomic percent  of lead in 
the compound (Khattak, 1974). 

In a fluxed solution there are generally a number of constituents. Under these 
circumstances the possibility of a competing phase forming instead of the 
perovskite phase must be considered. For  example, i t  has been found that for 
RAIO3 (R = Eu to Er) the garnet phase, R3A15012, has an increasing tendency to 
form as the radius of the rare earth ion decreases (Wanklyn et al., 1975). 
Flicstein and Schieber (1973) found that the ratio of Dy203:A1203 : PbFz was 
decisive in the formation of the perovskite,  garnet or oxyfluoride phase. 

The problems associated with flux growth have been overcome by the growth 
from the melt as in the case of LaVO3 (Rogers et al., 1966). Another  method 
developed recently is the accelerated crucible rotation technique (ACRT) which 
greatly reduces the problems of diffusion and homogenization in conventional  
fluxed melts (Scheel, 1972). In other cases high pressure has been utilized for 
growth of the perovskite phase. Another  method developed for orthoferri tes for 
use in bubble domain devices involves the growth of thin films of these 
compounds.  Shick and Nielsen (1971) h a v e  utilized the liquid phase homo- 
epitaxial growth technique ~ for this purpose. 

Some excellent reviews of single crystal growth techniques have been given 
by Laudise (1970), Goodenough et al. (1972), Wanklyn (1972), Elwell and Scheel 
(1975). Details of single crystal growth of a number of rare earth perovskites are 
given in table 29.1. 

2.2. Crystal chemistry 

The perovskite family of compounds is one of the most widely studied groups 
of materials and some of the earliest concepts of modern crystal c, hemistry were 
developed in the study of  these compounds.  The group derives its name from the 
atomic arrangement first found in the rare mineral perovskite,  CaTiO3. The 
structure was originally thought to be cubic but the true symmetry  was later 
shown to be orthorhombic (Megaw, 1946). However ,  the name "perovski te"  
was retained for the structure type. The truly cubic structure is referred to as 
"ideal perovski te" ,  and has a unit cell edge of about 4,~ containing one ABO3 
formula unit. In this structure the B ion is in octahedral coordination and the A 
cation in twelvefold coordination with the oxygen ions. The simple cubic 
structure is shown in fig. 29.1a. Alternatively, the A cation may be thought of as 
being in the body center position and the B cation at the corners ,  in which case 
oxygens would occupy the center of the edges of the cube, as shown in fig. 
29.1b. The basic building blocks of the perovskite structure are the oxygen 
octahedra. When these octahedra share corners cubic stacking is obtained, 
while the sharing of faces leads to hexagonal stacking. Thus the prerequisites 
for a perovskite structure are corner-shared octahedra containing a small B 
cation in octahedral coordination with a relatively large A cation in the inter- 
stices of the f ramework of octahedra.  The stability of the structure arises mainly 
from the electrostatic (Madelung) energy, so that the relative sizes of the A and 
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Jl \\ 

a 0 a 0 

oB O o  

(a) (b) 

Fig. 29.1. Two methods of representation of an ideal perovskite structure. The octahedral symmetry 
of the B ions is shown. 

B cations are important .  In order to have contact  be tween the ions, (RA+ Ro) 
should equal ~/2(RB + Ro), where (RA, RB and Ro) are the respect ive ionic radii. 
Goldschmidt  (1926) defined a tolerance factor ,  t, to define the limits of stability 
of the structure: 

t = (RA + Ro)/%/2(Ra + Ro). (29.1) 

The perovski te  structure is stable within the range 0.75 < t < 1.00 with t lying 
between 0.8 and 0.9 in most  cases.  The necessi ty for octahedral  coord ina t ion  
sets a lower limit of 0.51 A on the size of the B cation in oxide systems,  since an 
ion smaller than this does not achieve opt imum B-O separat ion and stabilizes a 
structure with lower coordination. The tolerance factor  and the minimum size of 
the B ion set a lower bound on the size of the A cation of 0.90 A. 

An alternative way  of viewing the perovski te  structure is as a close-packing of 
oxygen anions, one quarter  of which have been replaced by a large A cation, or 
as a close-packing of ordered AO3 layers as illustrated in fig. 29.2. The A cation 
may be thought of  as lying at the corners of  the basal plane of a hexagonal  cell 
with oxygens at the edge-centers  and the face-centered position. Close-packed 
stacking of these layers leads to the format ion  of one octahedron of oxygens  for  
each AO3 unit. 

In the rare earth perovski te  oxides, the rare earth ion, R, is a relatively large 
ion and is hence generally the A ion in the ABO3 structure. Most  of the examples  
in the literature are RBO3 type compounds  but compounds  of the type ARO3 are 
also known and some examples  of these are listed later. In some instances the 
rare earth ion may substitute for  some fract ion of the A or B ions leading to the 
format ion of sys tems of the type (R, A)BO3 or A(R, B)O3 respectively.  

Early explora tory  studies (Wood,  1951; Roy, 1954; Keith and Roy,  1954; 
Yakel,  1955; Roth,  1957) involved a search for  perovski te  phases  in a number  of 
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~ A O o 
Fig. 29.2. Picture of an AO3 layer. Closed packing stacking of these layers leads to the formation of 
one octahedron of oxygens for each Ao3 unit. 

metal oxide systems. Later, more systematic investigations were carried out in a 
series of compounds in which one of the cations was kept the same and the 
other varied (Brous et al., 1953; Geller and Wood, 1956; Geller and Bala, 1956; 
Gilleo, 1957; Koehler and Wollan, 1957; Geller 1957a; Yakel et al., 1963; Eib- 
schiitz, 1965). Meanwhile the correlation of the relative ionic radii (Geller, 1957b) 
and covalent character (Dalziel, 1959) with the crystallography of perovskite 
compounds was studied. Recently a number of studies have treated perovskite 
oxides in terms of the basic building blocks of the structure. Some of these 
studies have discussed perovskite compounds in terms of the displacement 
parameters from an idealized model (Megaw, 1968a) and changes in the shape 
and size of the octahedra (Megaw, 1968b, 1968c; Marezio et al., 1970; Glazer, 
1972). Review articles dealing with these factors aimed at an understanding of 
the perovskite structure (Megaw, 1972; Megaw and Darlington, 1975) are of 
particular interest. Fukunaga and Fujita (1973)have developed a relation be- 
tween the ionic radii~and cell volumes in perovskite compounds by using values 
for over 200 oxides. This equation of state is useful '~n predicting the molar 
volume of a perovskite obtained from a particular combination of elements. 
Sakhnenko et al. (1972) have developed a method of calculating the interatomic 
distance in crystals, based on the idea of deformation of the unstressed lengths 
of cation-anion bonds. These procedures were adopted by Fesenko and Geguz- 
ina (1973) to compare the calculated mean unit cell size of 675 compounds with 
the experimentally observed value. They found that agreement was within 1% in 
646 of these compounds. McCarthy and Greedan (1975) and Greedan et al. (1975) 
have suggested guidelines to predict new phases of compounds containing Eu. 
Glazer (1975) has described simple ways of determining the symmetry of 
perovskite structure, using trial models based on tilting of rigid octahedra. 

Crystallographic details for some of the rare earth perovskites are listed in 
table 29.2. Wherever possible, the data are taken from the same source for a 
particular series of compounds such as manganites, vanadites, etc. Structural 
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details of other perovskites can be found in the literature (Galasso, 1969; 
Goodenough and Longo, ,1970; Miiller and Roy,  1974). 

2.3. Crystal structure 

Although many of the crystal chemistry concepts developed in the early days 
can be understood in terms of the ideal cubic structure, investigations in the past 
two decades have shown a variety of deviations from cubic symmetry,  especi- 
ally in rare earth perovskite oxides. Even though distortions from the simple 
cubic structure are very frequently observed,  such compounds nevertheless 
exhibit a strong pseudocubic nature. In many previous studies the distortions 
were very  small and the true symmetry  was not determined at that time. In such 
cases the descriptions of the structure were given in terms of a pseudocell.  The 
discussion of perovskite systems in the literature involves many assumptions, 
revisions, redeterminations and controversies,  some of which have not been 
resolved to date. Even  though the distorted structure may exist at room 
temperature it may transform to the ideal perovskite structure at high tempera- 
ture. This transition may proceed in several stages via other distorted phases .  
Deviations from the ideal perovskite structure may occur as a simple distortion 
of the primitive unit cell, or an enlargement of the primitive cell, or a combina- 
tion of both. 

The space group of the simple cubic structure is Pm3m-O~ with atoms in the 
following positions (fig. 29.1): A in l(b) sites at (½, ~,½,); B in l(a) sites at (0, 0, 0) 
and O in 3(d) sites at (½, 0, 0). There is one formula unit per unit cell. An example 
of such an arrangement is provided  by EuTiO3. This compound was first 
reported by Brous et al. (1953) and recently studied by McCarthy and Greedan 
(1975). 

A modification of the simple perovskite structure is obtained when two types 
of B ions with suitably different ionization and size are incorporated. In the case 
of equiatomi¢ proportions of the two types, the general formula of the perov- 
skite is now~ A(B0.sB~.5)O3 or A2BB'O6. It was postulated (Galasso et al., 1959) 
that an ordered distribution of the two types of B ions along alternate (111) 
planes is most probable when a large difference exists in either their charges or 
ionic radii. A completely ordered structure of such a perovskite is shown in fig. 
29.3. It can be seen that  the unit cell is doubled along all three axes, compared to 
a primitive unit cell. In the ordered structure the oxygens are slightly shifted 
towards the more highly charged cation but the octahedral symmetry  of the B 
and B' cations is retained (Steward and Rooksby,  1951; Cox et al., 1967; Khat tak 
et al., 1973, 1975, 1976). The Symmetry now becomes face-centered cubic and 
the space group Fm3m-O~ with A in 8(c) sites i 1 at (z, z, ~); B in 4(a) sites at (0, 0, 0); 

/!  ! 1~. B' in 4(b) sites at ~2, 2, 2J, and O in 24(e) sites at (], 0, 0). There are four formula 
units of A2BB'O6 per unit cell. 

Distortions from the ideal ABO3 cubic symmetry occur  frequently and struc- 
tures with tetragonal, or thorhombic,  rhombohedral ,  monoclinic and triclinic 
symmetry  are known. The number of compounds reported to have tetragonal, 
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Fig. 29.3. Ordered perovskite structure, A2BB'O6. The octahedral symmetry of B and B' ions is 
retained. 

monoclinic or triclinic structures is few and detailed structural characterizations 
have not been carried out in most of these cases. On the other hand, examples of 
the orthorhombic and rhombohedral  structures are numerous. 

In the rare earth perovskites, compounds with an orthorhombic distortion are 
the most common. This structure was first observed in a single crystal of 
GdFeO3 (Geller, 1956) and later by Coppens and Eibschiitz (1965) and is hence 
sometimes typified as the GdFeO3 structure. The cell constants of the distorted 
perovskite are related to the cubic pseudocell, a0, as follows: 

aor tho ~ bortho ~ ~/2 a0 and Cortho ~ 2a0. 

In many early publications this cell was indexed in terms of a monoclinic 
pseudocell with a = b ~ c ~ a0 and/3 ~ 90 ° to emphasize the distortion from the 
ideal perovskite cell. The true orthorhombic space group Pbnm-D~ 6 has four 
formula units per unit cell with atoms in the following positions: A in 4(c) sites at 

1 l 1 - -  1 1 1 1 -+(x ,y ,~ ;~-x ,~+ y,~); B in 4(b) sites at (½,0,0;~,0,~;0,½,0;0,~,~) and O in 8(d) 
sites at - (x ,  y, 1 1 1__ z; ~ - x, ~ + y, z; 2, y, 1 + z ; 1 + x, ½ - y, if) and 4(c) sites. This dis- 
torted perovskite form, shown in fig. 29.4, is obtained by tilting of the oxygen 
octahedra in such a way that the A atoms are displaced along (110) pseudocubic 
directions, or (010) directions in the orthorhombic cell (Glazer, 1975). 

The Pbnm space group is a centric one. In some materials, such as LaYbO3, 
non-centric symmetry  has been found, described by the space group Pbn21-C9v 
(Miiller-Buschbaum and Teske, 1968). However ,  the deviations from the centric 
structure are very small. 

An interesting feature of the RBO3 type compounds with an orthorhombic 
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Fig. 29.4. Orthorhombic distortion of the 
perovskite structure. The relationship to 
the ideal structure is shown. 

structure is the variat ion of the cell parameters  with the rare earth ionic radius. 
It  has been  found that while the lattice parameters  a and c, and volume of the 
cell, V, decrease smoothly with the radius of the rare earth ion, the lattice 
pa ramete r  b increases and somet imes  goes through a maximum.  Such behavior  
has been repor ted for RAIO3 (Dernier and Maines, 1971), RTiO3 (McCarthy et al., 
1969), RVO3 (McCarthy et al., 1974), RCrO3 (Queze l -Ambrunaz  and Mareschal ,  
1963), RMnO3 (McCarthy et al., 1973), RFeO3 (Eibschtitz, 1965), R C o O 3  

(Demazeau  et al., 1974) and RGaO3 (Geller et al., 1974). 
In early work,  rhombohedra l  distortions were considered in terms of devia- 

tions f rom the primitive cell, ao, so that a rhombohedra l  cell was specified with 
one formula  unit per cell. Subsequent  investigations showed that  in many  cases 
the anions were displaced so as to require a larger unit cell, and a face-centered  
rhombohedra l  cell containing eight formula  units with a cell size af = 2a0 and 
a ~ 90 ° was used. Another  way of describing such a rhombohedra l  cell is with a 
primitive cell containing two formula  units with cell edge ap ~ x/2a0 and a ~- 60 °. 
The relations (Geller and Bala, 1956) be tween the face-centered and primitive 
rhombohedra l  cells are as follows: 

ap = laf[2(1 + c o s  Off)] 1/2, COS ap = ½(3 COS af + 1)/(COS af + 1) (29.2,3) 

or  

af = ap(3 - 2 cos ap) 1/2, cos a t  = (2 cos otp - 1)/(3 - 2 cos ap). (29.4,5) 

Figure 29.5a shows the primitive rhombohedra l  cell and its relation to the ideal 
cubic structure. Figure 29.5b indicates how the primitive unit cell is derived f rom 
the face-centered  rhombohedra l  cell. Megaw and Darlington (1975) have  dis- 
cussed the geomet r ica l  and structural relationship between the various space 
groups in such distorted perovski tes .  

The rhombohedra l  structure is somet imes  typified as the LaAIO3 structure. 
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Fig. 29.5. Two methods of representation of the rhombohedral distortion of the perovskite structure. 
(a) The primitive cell and its relationship to the ideal cell is shown. (b) The face-centered cell and the 
primitive cell are also shown. 

Although in early investigations LaAIO3 was described as monoclinic (Ruggiero 
and Ferro,  1955) and tetragonal (Bertaut and Forrat ,  1956) it was finally 
established to have a rhombohedra l  structure (Geller and Bala, 1956). However ,  
they described it with the space group R3m-D~d. It  was later found to have 
R3c-D6d symmet ry  (Derighetti  et al., 1965; Rango et al., 1966), and this assign- 
ment  was confirmed by detailed neutron scattering data (Kjems et al., 1973a). 

2.4. Phase transition 

A very commo n  feature  of the distorted perovski tes  is the readiness with 
which they undergo phase t ransformat ions  as a function of temperature .  An 
example  of this is provided by LaA103, which undergoes a t ransi t ion to a cubic 
phase at 489°C (Geller and Bala, 1956). The rhombohedra l  structure is retained to 
liquid helium tempera ture  (Granicher et al., 1957; Kiro et al., 1963; Miiller et al., 
1968). 

Rhombohedra l  PrAIO3 undergoes a series of t ransformat ions  and has been the 
subject  of a detailed study. On heating this compound exhibits a transition to a 
cubic phase at 1320K similar to that observed in LaAIO3. On cooling it 
undergoes a first order transition to an or thorhombic  Phase at 205 K, fol lowed by 
a second order transition at 151 K (Cohen et al., 1969). The 151 K transition has 
been investigated by X-ray studies (Burbank,  1970), neutron scattering tech- 
niques (Kjems et al., 1973b), Raman  scattering and fluorescence (Harley et al., 
1973), and E P R  (Cohen et al., 1974) measurements .  
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Another  interesting example o f  a rhombohedral  perovskite is LaCoO3. This 
was first described in terms of the space group R3m-D~d (Wold et al., 1957) but 
later established to have R3c-D6d symmetry (Raccah and Goodenough,  1967). On 
heating it transforms to another rhombohedral  phase at 375°C with the space 
group R3. In the low temperature  phase all the Co ions are in the low spin state 
whereas in the high temperature phase there is ordering of the low spin and high 
spin Co ions in adjacent  (111) planes. At 937°C LaCoO3 undergoes a transition to 
another rhombohedral  phase, the space group R3 being retained, but the rhom- 
bohedral angle, o~, changing from 60.4 ° to 60.0 °. In this phase the geometry  is 
apparently quite cubic but the symmetry  is rhombohedral  as the ions are shifted 
from their ideal positions. The transition at 937°C is described according to a 
localized electron ~ collective electron model (Raccah and Goodenough,  1967). 

2.5. Magnetic properties 

In the ideal cubic perovskite structure, each oxygen is shared by two B 
cations, forming a B-O-B angle of 180 °. Such a configuration is generally highly 
favorable for superexchange interactions between magnetic B cations. This 
exchange is usually negative and therefore  results in antiparallel coupling of 
nearest-neighbor magnetic moments.  This may be viewed as a two-sublattice 
structure, one with spin-up and the other with spin-down moments,  and a 
magnetic structure of this type is designated a G-type structure. Thus in a simple 
perovskite containing paramagnetic B ions, the sequence of moments  from one 
(111) layer to the next can be represented a s . . .  B ( I ' ) B ( $ ) B ( I " ) B ( ~ ) . . .  and 
the structure is antiferromagnetic.  Goodenough (19613) and Kanamori  (1959) have 
discussed the strength and sign of the 180 ° and 90 ° superexchange interactions. 

When the ions on the two sublattices have different moments,  as in A2BB'O6 
perovskites,  other spin arrangements are possible. If B' is a diamagnetic ion, the 
B ions are usually aligned antiferromagnetically in the following 
sequence . . . .  B( 1' ) B' B( $ ) B' B( 1' ) B' B( $ ) . . .  (Blasse, 1965; Cox et al., 1967;  
Khattak et ale, 1976). Here  the most important exchange mechanism is believed 
to be a longer range superexchange interaction through two oxygens of the type 
B - O - B ' - O - B  or B - O - O - B .  The B-B separation is now considerably more than 
the 4 A, separation found in the ideal perovskites,  and there are both 90 ° and 180 ° 
configurations. These interactions are by no means insignificant; for  example, 
the N6el temperature of Sr2NiMoO6 is 71.5 K (Nomura and Nakagawa, 1966). 

If both B and B' are paramagnetic ions, the linear B -O -B '  interaction is 
expected to predominate once again, which for negative exchange results in the 
sequence . . . .  B( 1" ) B'( $ ) B( t ) B'( + ) . . . . .  An arrangement like this results in a 
simple ferrimagnetic structure. However ,  if longer range interactions between B 
ions alone are of comparable strength, more complex structures can result, for 
example when B' is the Re 6+ ion (Khattak et al., 1973, 1975). 

The above discussion applies to cubic perovskites with non-magnetic A ions. 
In ABO3 perovskites of this type the simplicity of the arrangement makes 
theoretical calculations more amenable. For  ordered perovskites the longer 
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range interactions complicate the situation somewhat.  However ,  most of the rare 
earth perovskites have distorted variants of the cubic structure and, in some 
cases, the displacements from ideal positions may be very substantial. Under  
these circumstances such simple arguments are no longer valid. Furthermore,  a 
distinction should be made according to the number and type of magnetic ions, 
viz. (i) magnetic ions on the A sites (for example, rare earth aluminates), (ii) 
transition magneti c ions on B sites (for example, LaMnO3, YCrO3), and (iii) 
magnetic ions on both sites (for example, HoFeO3, ErCrO3). Even  more compli- 
cated magnetic interactions occur  when some of the A or B or both ions are 
replaced by others. 

The rare earth perovskites are usually treated in terms of a two-sublattice 
model with a rare earth ion on the A site and a transition metal ion on the B site. 
Early neutron diffraction studies (Koehler et al., 1960) indicated that there was 
little interaction between the two sublattices. This is also suggested by the 
respective ordering temperatures:  for  example, in the orthoferri tes the iron 
lattice orders around 700 K and the rare earth lattice only at a few degrees 
kelvin. An advantage of the low ordering temperature of the rare earth sublattice 
is that studies can be made well above TN without much effect from the thermal 
vibrations of the lattice. 

Magnetic structures have been derived as representations in the appropriate 
magnetic space group (analogous to the crystallographic space group which 
describes the crystal structure) by the introduction of an "an t i symmet ry"  
element. This new element  may be thought of as a normal symmetry  element 
combined with a time- (or current-) reversal operator.  With the use of this 
operator  the 32 crystalline classes are increased to 90 magnetic classes and the 
230 space groups to 1651 magnetic groups. Reviews of this representat ion 
theory have been given by Belov et al. (1957), Donnay et al. (1958), Opechowski 
and Guccione (1965), Bertaut  (1968), and Yamaguchi and Tsushima (1973). 

Using this approach for the space group Pbnm eight possible magnetic groups 
are obtained. For  each of the space groups, if one operates on the magnetic 
moment  represented as a vector  quantity a variety of magnetic modes can be 
derived as shown in table 29.3. The notation for the positions of the moments  is 
that of Cox (1972) as shown in fig. 29.6. These simple structures can be 
combined to give a variety of noncollinear structures, and it is possible for  
reorientation of the magnetic moments to occur at intermediate temperatures.  
The magnetic structures of some of the rare earth perovskites reported in the 
literature are given in table 29.4. 

In the series RAIO3 the AI ion is a diamagnetic ion and the only magnetic 
contribution is from the rare earth ion. Magnetic susceptibility data below 4 K 
for this series of compounds have been reported by Cashion et al. (1968a; 
1968b), and shows that the Gd, Tb and Dy compounds order whereas the Er and 
Ho compounds show no ordering down to 1.5 K. The phenomenon of metamag- 
netism, in which a ferromagnetic component  is induced in an antiferromagnet  by 
the application of a field, usually described as a "spin flip", has been observed in 
TbAIO3 (Mareschal et al., 1968; Bertaut, 1972). Depending on the direction of the 
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TABLE 29.3. 
Magnetic modes for 4(a) and 4(c) sites allowed by symmetry 
in the family of magnetic space groups derived from the 

crystallographic group Pbnm (see fig. 29.6). 

A sites or B sites or 
4(a) sites 4(b) sites 

x y z x y z 

Pbnm A G C - - C' Fig 
Pbn'm' F C G F' C' - F2g 
Pb'nm' C F A C' F' - F3g 
Pb'n'm G A F - - F' F4, 

Pb'n'm' - - - G' A' - F~ 
Pb'nm . . . . .  A' r2u 

Pbn'm . . . . .  G' F3u 
Pbnm' - - - A' G' - F4u 

a p p l i e d  f ie ld  t h i s  c a n  r e s u l t  in  a s i n g l e  o r  a d o u b l e  o r d e r i n g  t r a n s i t i o n  ( H o l m e s  e t  

al. ,  1968).  

T h e  o r t h o c h r o m i t e s  a r e  a n  e x a m p l e  o f  a t r a n s i t i o n  m e t a l  i o n  o n  t h e  B s i te .  T h e  

c h r o m i u m  s u b l a t t i c e  in  t h i s  s e r i e s  o r d e r s  b e t w e e n  282  K ( f o r  L a C r O 3 )  a n d  112 K 

( f o r  L u C r O 3 ) ,  w h e r e a s  t h e  r a r e  e a r t h  s u b l a t t i c e  o r d e r i n g ,  if  a n y ,  o c c u r s  b e l o w  

17 K .  S o m e  v e r y  c o m p l e x  s t r u c t u r e s  a r e  o b s e r v e d ,  as  f o r  e x a m p l e  in  T b C r O 3 ,  in  

w h i c h  t h e  T b  s u b l a t t i c e  u n d e r g o e s  o r d e r i n g  a t  4 K a n d  t r a n s f o r m s  to  a d i f f e r e n t  

s t r u c t u r e  a t  3.05 K.  T h e  c o u p l i n g  b e t w e e n  t h e  t w o  s u b l a t t i c e s  h a s  b e e n  in-  

v e s t i g a t e d  b y  P a t a u d  a n d  S i v a r d i 6 r e  ( 1 9 7 0 a , b ) .  

c(~2a o} 

/ 
/ 
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Fig. 29.6. Magnetic structures in orthorhombic perovskite-type compounds. 
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TABLE 29.4. 
Magnetic structures and transition temperatures a of some rare earth perovskite oxides (see fig. 29.6). The 

numbers enclosed in parentheses are for the rare earth ion. 
I 

Compound TN(K) Magnetic str. Moment (/za) References 

SmAIO3 (1.3) 
GdAIO3 (3.69) G(Gd) 
TbAIO3 (4) G, A(Tb) (8.25) 
DyA103 (3.42) F (7.0) 

(3.525) G, A(Dy) (8.8) 

LaCrO3 282 G(Cr) 2.45 
PrCrO3 239 G(Cr) 2.46 

(74.2) F(Pr) (0.5) 
NdCrO3 224 G(Cr) 2.55 

(10) C(Nd) (1.3) 
SmCrO3 192 ,G(Cr) 
EuCrO3 181 G(Cr) 
TbCrO3 158 G(Cr) 2.85 

(4) F, C(Tb) 
(3.05) complex (Tb) (8.6) 

DyCrO3 146 G(Cr) 2.76 
(2.16) complex (Dy) (9.6) 

HoCrO3 141 G(Cr) 2.94 
(12) C, F(Ho) (7.0) 

ErCrO3 133 G(Cr) 2.90 
(16.8) C(Er) (5.2) 

TmCrO3 124 G(Cr) 2.58 
; (>4) F(Tm) (0.8) 

YbCrO3 118 G(Cr) 2.80 
LuCrO3 112 G(Cr) 2.51 
YCrO3 141 G(Cr) 2.96 
LaFeO3 750 G(Fe) 4.6 
PrFeO3 711 G(Fe) 

NdFeO3 
TbFeO3 

DyFeO3 

HoFeO3 

ErFeO3 

TmFeO3 

Sm l-x DYx FeO3 
(0--<x -< 1) 

LaMnO3 

760 G(Fe) 4.57 
681 G(Fe) 4.8 
(8.4) C, F(Tb) 
(3.1) A, G(Tb) 
648 G(Fe) 
(3.7) G, A(Dy) (9.2) 

700 G(Fe) 4.60 
(6.5) C, F(Ho) (7.5) 
620 G, F(Fe) 4.62 
(4.3) C(Er) (5.8) 

630 G(Fe) 

G(Fe) 

100 A(Mn) 3.9 

Combarieu et al. (1968) 
Cashion et al. (1968a) 
Mareschal et al. (1968) 
Herpin and Meriel (1964) 
Holmes et al. (1971b); 

Bidaux and Meriel (1968) 
Bertaut et al. (1966) 
Bertaut et al. (1966) 

Bertaut et al. (1966) 
Bertaut & Mareschal (1967) 
Bertaut et al. (1966) 
Bertaut et al. (1966) 
Bertaut et al. (1966); 
Bertaut et al. (1967a); 
Mareschal et al. (1968) 
Bertaut & Mareschal (1968) 

Bertaut et al. (1966) 

Bertaut et al, (1966); 
Bertaut & Mareschal (1967) 
Bertaut et al. (1966) 

Bertaut et al. (1966) 
Bertaut et al. (1966) 
Bertaut et al. (1966) 
Koehler & Wollan (1957) 
Treves (1965); Pinto and 

Shaked (1972) 
Koehler et al. (1960) 
Bertaut et al. (1967b) 

Treves (1965); 
Gorodetsky et al. (1968) 

Berton & Sharon (1968) 
Koehler et al. (1960) 

Koehler et al. (1960) 
Gorodetsky et al. (1973) 

Vigneron (1976) 
Treves (1965); 

Leake et al. (1968) 
Pierce et al. (1969) 

Wollan and Koehler (1955); 
Koehler and Wollan (1957) 
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Compound Ts(K) Magnetic str. Moment (t~B) References 

PrMnO3 91 A(Mn) 1.8 Quezel-Ambrunaz (1968) 
NdMnO3 85 A(Mn) 1.7 Quezel-Ambrunaz (1968) 
LaErO3 (2.4) complex(Er) (6.3) Moreau et al. (1968) 
BaTbO3 (37) G(Tb) (7.99) Toefield et al. (1972) 
TbCoO3 (3.31) A,G(Tb) (8.0) Mareschal et al. (1968) 
TbVO3 C, F(Tb) (7.6) Mareschal et al. (1968) 
EuTiO3 (5.3) G(Eu) (7) McGuire et al. (1966) 
La(Mnl-xCrx)O3 
0 <- x < 0.15 A Bents (1957) 
0.15 --<x <0.60 complex 
0.60 --< x --< 1.00 G 

aA compilation of the transition temperatures has been reported by Connolly and Copenhaver (1972). 

The r a r e  earth orthoferr i tes  are one of the most  widely studied series of 
compounds  because of their possible application as technological magnetic 
materials (Koehler  and Wollan, 1957; Treves ,  1965; White, 1969; Moskvin  and 
Sinitsyn, 1973a, 1973b; Yamaguchi ,  1974). These compounds  show a weak 
spon taneous  moment  which is at tr ibuted to a slight canting of the iron moments  
which are otherwise antfferromagnetical ly aligned in a G- type  array (Treves,  
1962). The iron moments  align so that the direction of easy magnetizat ion is 
along the a or c axis of the or thorhombic  cell (Bozorth et al., 1958). The weak 
ferromagnet ic  momen t  of 0.03-0.07/xa/mole led to these materials being consi- 
dered for bubble logic and m em ory  devices (Van Uitert  et al., 1970a; Antonov et 
al., 1973; Bobeck,  1975). The large anisotropy field and low saturation magnetic 
field results in fiat, square magnetizat ion curves for  these compounds  (Mikami et 
al., 1973). The strongest  interaction in the orthoferr i tes  is the ant i ferromagnet ic  
coupling bf  the iron moments  which is reflected in the high N6el tempera tures  of 
around 700 K., The weak  fer romagnet ic  componen t  is aligned along the c axis at 
high tempera tures  (Sherwood et al., 1959). On cooling the iron, moments  may 
undergo a reorientat ion to a preferred alignment along a axis. This transition has 
been the subject  of extensive study during recent  years (Gyorgy et al., 1968; 

G o r o d e t s k y  et al., 1968; Pinto et al., 1971; Bidaux et al., 1974; Yamaguchi ,  1974; 
Shapiro et al., 1974; Nikolaev and Rusakov,  1976). For  some time there w a s  
uncertainty about  whether  this reorientat ion of moments  was continuous or 
discontinuous. Recent ly torque measurements  (Gyorgy et a l . ,  1968) have in- 
dicated that the moment s  undergo orientation in a continuous manner.  Finally, 
on cooling below 10 K the rare earth ion sublattice orders (TbFeO3, DyFeO3, 
HoFeO3, ErFeO3). 

The rare earth manganites show very interesting magnetic properties.  It  is 
difficult to obtain the Mn ions as Mn 3÷ a lone  since there is usually some 
contaminat ion by Mn 4+. When part  o f  the rare earth sites are substi tuted by a 
divalent ion, a corresponding number  of  Mn 4+ are created on Mn 3+ sites to 
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maintain stoichiometry. Compounds containing mostly Mn 3÷ or Mn 4÷ ions show 
antiferromagnetic behavior.  However  in the range of 25-35% Mn 4÷ content 
ferromagnetic behavior has been reported (Jonker and Van Santen, 1950; Jonker,  
1956). These studies indicated that there was a weak magnetic interaction 
between Mn 3÷ ions, a negative interaction between Mn 4÷ ions and a strong 
positive interaction between Mn 3÷ and Mn 4÷ ions. Neutron diffraction studies 
(Wollan and Koehler,  1955; Koehler  and Wollan, 1957) confirmed this, and 
additional support  was provided by a model based on semicovalent  exchange by 
Goodenough (1955). In previous studies it was assumed that the cations are 
ionically bound based on the overlap of the atomic orbitals of the cations and 
anions. The semicovalent  exchange theory considers the overlap of the empty 
cation orbitals with the full orbitals of neighboring anions, thereby giving a 
covalent nature to the binding. The degree of covalency depends upon the 
relative stability of these orbitals. Similar behavior was found for  the combina- 
tion Co 3÷ and Co 4÷, but the Cr and Fe compounds were found to be antifer- 
romagnetic (Jonker and Van Santen, 1953). Substitution of two kinds of tran- 
sition elements in the B sites and the effect on magnetic properties has also been 
studied (Holmes et al., 1971; Rao et al., 1975). 

Just as the presence of Mn 4+ in (La, Sr)MnO3 leads to deviations from simple 
behavior, the existence of low spin and high spin Co causes complicated 
behavior in the RCoO3 compounds.  The difference in energy of the trivalent 
diamagnetic (S = 0) low spin state, Co In, and trivalent cobalt (S = 2) high spin 
state, Co 3÷, is only 0.08 eV (Reccah and Goodenough,  1967). Magnetic suscep- 
tibility data for  LaCoO3 showed three regions viz. a low temperature and a high 
temperature region in which l[g vs T was linear but with different slopes, and an 
intermediate region where 1IX was essentially independent of temperature 
(Heikes et al., 1964; Bhide et al., 1972). This has been explained as due to the 
existence of the predominantly low spin Co nI state at low temperatures,  and a 
partial t ransformation to Co 3÷ up to about 200 K. Above this temperature  Co 3÷ 
and Co m transform to Co n and Co 4÷ pairs. The behavior of LaCoO3 has been 
reported extensively in the literature (Jonker and Van Santen, 1953; 
Goodenough,  1958; Heikes et al., 1964; Goodenough and Raccah, 1965; Naiman 
et al., 1965; Jonker,  1966; Menyuk et al., 1967; Bhide et al., 1972; Bari, 1972). 

Europium titanate, EuTiO3, is an example of a rare earth perovskite in which 
the Eu ion is in the divalent state. From magnetic measurements  it was reported 
that EuTiO3 is one of the few antiferromagnetic materials with a positive 
Curie-Weiss constant (McGuire et al., 1966). This was attributed to a 180 ° 
superexchange showing a positive value of the exchange integral for next 
nearest neighbors. 

2.6. Electrichl properties 

Just as the magnetic properties of rare earth perovskites exhibit very diverse 
behavior,  the electrical conductivities also show wide variations. Some 
compounds have been utilized for their dielectric properties,  others show 
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metallic conductivity,  but a majority are semiconductors.  Large changes in 
conductivity have been observed as a result of ionic substitutions. The conduc- 
tivity behavior is also influenced by structural or magnetic transformations.  

The electrical behavior of a material is dependent  on the outermost  electrons, 
which may be localized at specific atomic sites or may be collective. Since 
localized electrons may carry a spontaneous moment,  there is a strong cor- 
relation between the electrical and magnetic properties of perovskites.  Rare 
earth perovskites with transition metal ions show widely differing electrical 
properties. For example,  LaNiO3, which contains Ni in the low spin state Ni m, 
and LaTiO3 exhibi t  collective d-electron behavior,  showing a metallic conduc- 
tivity and Pauli paramagnetism (Goodenough and Raccah, 1965; Ganguly and 
Rao, 1973). 

The orthochromites have been studied by Ruiz et al. (1967) and Rao et 
al. (1971). The former authors found LaCrO3 to be a semiconductor  with an 
activation energy of 0.6 eV, while the latter reported a value of 0.22 eV. It 
is possible that the 0.6 eV figure is related to impurities or native defects.  For 
the heavier rare earth chromites there seem to be two regions of conductivity.  In 
the low temperature region the activation energy increases along the rare earth 
series (from 0.27 eV for Dy to 0.37 eV for Yb) while the high temperature region 
is characterized by a value of about 0.23 eV. The mechanism of conduction is 
attributed to the presence of high mobility C r  4+ ions giving rise ,to p-type 
extrinsic conduction. The decrease of conductivity in the heavier rare earth 
compounds may be related to a decrease in the covalency of the Cr-O bond and 
an increased covalency of the R-O bond. This is similar to the arguments 
suggested by Goodenough (1966). 

In the RMnO3 series, the electrical behavior of LaMnO3 has been studied in some 
detail (Jonker, 1966). He found an abrupt change in conductivity as well as in the 
magnetic susceptibility as a function of temperature near 450°C (Jonker, 1956). This 
electrical behavior is explained by Goodenough (1966) on the basis of arguments 
advanced for orthochromites,  namely that the charge carriers are holes hopping 
amongst localized levels. 

In the case of orthoferri tes,  although the magnetic properties have been 
studied extensively very little data on their transport properties exist (Jonker 
1954; Subba Rao et al., 1971). Here again, as for  the RCrO3 and RMnO3 series, 
the conduction mechanism is p-type semiconduction associated with localized 
d-electrons. 

Lanthanum cobaltite, LaCoO3, has been reported to have very interesting 
electrical conductivity behavior (Heikes et al., 1964; Goodenough and Raccah, 
1965; Raccah and Goodenough,  1967; Bhide et al., 1972). The material behaves 
like a semiconductor  up to about 125°C. At higher temperatures,  125 < T < 
650°C, the conductivity increases much more rapidly and later 650 < T < 937°C 
goes through a broad, fiat maximum. Above 937°C it shows metallic behavior.  At 
low temperatures the Co ions are essentially in the low spin Co m state. As the 
temperature is increased there is coexistence of this and the high spin paramag- 
netic Co 3+ state. As the temperature  is increased further,  the Co 3+ and C o  III ion 
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pairs t ransform to C o  2 +  and Co TM pairs. Thus with increasing tempera ture  the 
fract ion of Co 3+ decreases  and disappears around 937°C when only long range 
order is present ,  resulting in a first order  transition. Along with the spin behavior,  
the outer  electrons also show a transition f rom localized to a collective behavior.  
LaCoO3 is one of the few materials which shows a localized-collective electron 
transition. 

The electrical propert ies  of LaVO3 have  been studied by Rogers et al. (1966), 
Dougier and Casalot  (1970) and Sayer  et al. (1975). The material  behaves  as a 
semiconductor  with an activation energy of 0.12 eV. The d-electrons are consi- 
dered localized but the low activation energy indicates that the covalent  mixing 
of the orbitals is close to inducing localized-collective electron behavior.  

The rare earth perovski tes  described above  contain a trivalent transition metal  
ion, and the majori ty  are semiconductors .  Addition of suitable ions may force  
part  of the transit ion ion into a higher oxidation state so as to maintain charge 
neutrality, thereby greatly modifying the conductivi ty behavior.  One of the first 
such sys tems to be studied was La1_xMxMnO3, where M is Ba, Ca or Sr (Van 
Santen and Jonker,  1950). The introduction of a divalent ion can be formulated 

T 3 +  ~ x 2 + ~  w 3 +  ~ r 4 + ~  as Lal-xlWx Mn~_xMnx u3. For example ,  if M is Sr and x = 0, all the Mn ions are 
in the Mn 3÷ state and occupy equivalent  sites, the spin moment s  are ordered 
antiferromagnetical ly below 150 K and the compound exhibits semiconducting 
properties.  An increase in x results in the creation of Mn 4+ holes, thereby 
increasing the conductivity.  A change in activation energy is observed at the 
magnetic disorder temperature .  For 0 . 2 < x  < 0 . 4  the sys tem becomes  ferro-  
magnetic and shows a meta l -semiconductor  t ransformat ion (Parker,  1975). The 
cobaltites show similar behavior.  In the case of Lal_xSrxCoO3 and Ndl-xSrxCoO3 
the conduction is metallic at room tempera ture  for  x = 0.4 and 0.23 respect ively 
(Ohbayashi  et al., 1974). As already discussed the activation energy for  LaVO3 is 
very low and following substitution of Sr corresponding to x = 0.225 on the La  
site, the material  undergoes a semiconductor-metal  transition (Dougier and 
Hagenmuller ,  1975). In the case of La~_xSrxCrO3 an increase in conductivi ty is 
also seen with increasing Sr content  (Meadowcroft ,  1969). In all the above 
examples  an increase in conductivi ty is seen with the addition of Sr; however ,  
for  Lal_xSrxNiO3 a decrease in conductivi ty is observed (Obayashi  and Kudo,  
1975). This is because  in these compounds  the charge neutrality is maintained by 
the creation of oxygen vacancies  rather  than Ni 4÷ ions. 

Substitution in the B site by another  transition metal  cation has been studied 
by Rao et al. (1975). For  LaNi~_~CoxO3 the behavior  is metallic for  x = 0.50, 
similar to that of LaNiO3. This is attributed to the presence of low spin Co m. 
When x > 0.50 the compound  is a semiconductor ,  with the behavior  resembling 
that of LaCoO3 for x > 0.90. In the case of LaNil_xFexO3 a metal l ic-semicon- 
ductor transition occurs at x = 0.2. 

The addition of rare earths to dielectric materials has been studied for  a long 
time. Rare earth dopants  in BaTiO3 have been reported to lower the resistivity 
(Saburi, 1959), while La-doped BaZrO3 showed an increase in resistivity by 
several orders of magnitude (Koenig and Jaffe, 1964). The former  was attributed 
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to the formation of Ti 3+ ions whereas in the latter case the hole concentrat ion 
was lowered. 

2.7. Optical properties 

Although the optical absorption and fluorescence spectra of rare earth 
compounds has been studied for a long time only recently has a correlation with 
the magnetic properties been studied. The rare earth perovskites are of parti- 
cular interest since the effect of magnetic ordering of the transition metal ion in 
the B site can be studied in addition to that of the rare earth ion. Since the 
difference in ordering temperatures of the two types of ions is large there is little 
interaction. The absorption spectra either for  the host ion or after introduction 
of a nominal 1% concentrat ion "p robe"  into a diamagnetic lattice can be studied. 
In the former  case of magnetically concentrated systems a broad spectrum is 
obtained (with linewidths typically 0 . 5 - 5  cm-~), while in the latter a sharp 
spectrum is obtained (linewidths about 0.1 cm-~). A study of the absorption 
spectra f rom a rare earth ion is by no means trivial as a typical spectrum may 
contain at least 100 absorption lines with perhaps only as many as ~ten sharp 
enough t o  display structure related to magnetic effects. 

Consider idealized behavior of single ion absorption spectra in a simple two 
sublattice antiferromagnet.  At high temperatures a single absorption line is 
observed but on cooling below TN the effective internal field produces a Zeeman 
splitting of both ground and excited doublet  states. This means that as many as 
four lines are observed in the absorption spectrum below TN. The appearance of 
these lines is related to the ordering of the moments.  The existence of an 
external field below TN may remove the sublattice degeneracy resulting in the 
appearance of additional splitting. When the external field is larger than that 
required for a spin-flip or spin-flop certain lines disappear, while others appear in 
the absorption spectrum (Leask, 1968). 

In the ra re , ea r th  perovskite,  RBO3 type compounds the materials whose 
optical properties have been explored are those in which B is A1, Gd, Cr, or Fe. 
Generally the bulk properties are determined by the B ion. When this is a 
transition metal ion the material tends to be opaque, otherwise transparent.  This 
is associated with the localized 3d electrons of the transition metal ion (Allen 
1975). The orthoaluminates and orthogallates are transparent throughout  the 
visible region except  for  the areas where absorption lines due to the crystal field 
transitions of the rare earth ion are present (Merker and Herrington, 1964). For 
example, a triplet structure associated with the Tb 3+ transitions in TbAIO3 has 
been reported by H ~ j n e r  et al. (1968). 

Amongst the RBO3 compounds containing a transition metal B ion most  of the 
optical work has been done on the orthoferrites.  In typical examples of this type 
optical studies have been made on ErFeO3 (Wood et al., 1969) and TmFeO3 
(Malozemoff, 1971). In addition to the absorption lines due to the rare earth ions, 
broad bands related to the crystal field absorption of the Fe 3+ ion are present. 
Another optical property studied for the orthoferri tes is the polar Kerr  effect 
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(Wood and Remeika, 1967; Kahn et al., 1969). This is associated with the 
rotation of plane polarized light incident on a crystal due to the interaction with 
the magnetic moments present  in the material. 

The behavior of the orthochromites  is similar to that of the orthoferri tes but 
with additional spectra associated with Cr 3+. Recent  optical data on orthoch- 
romites has been reported and discussed by Courths et al. (1970), Tsushima et al. 
(1970), Meltzer (1970) and Sugano et al. (1971). 

2.8. Catalytic properties 

The area of catalysis has recently received renewed attention because of 
possible applications in solving environmental  problems. Precious metals have 
been found useful for the oxidation of CO to CO2, but are not effective in the 
(eduction of NO. The possibility of using perovskite type catalysts seems 
promising since it was reported that LaCoO3, LaMnO3 and their substituted 
derivatives have interesting catalytic properties in regard to application in fuel 
cell electrodes (Meadowcroft ,  1970) and in the oxidation reduction reactions 
involved in the control  of automotive exhaust  emissions (Libby, 1971; Voor- 
hoeve et al., 1972, 1973). 

The catalytic properties of RBO3 type compounds are related to the spin and 
valence state of the transition metal ion, B (Prakash et al., 1974). These authors 
have studied the oxidation of CO to CO2 over rare earth cobaltites and found 
that NdCoO3 and HoCoO3 showed the highest catalytic activity, which is related 
to the higher activation energy of these compounds ( -0 .3  eV) compared to 
others in the series ( -0 .1  eV). Sorenson et al. (1974) have studied the reduction 
of NO over  LaCoO3 and attributed it to the creation of oxygen defects which 
leave the catalyst in a reduced state. 

Since Prakash et al. (1974) found a correlation between the fraction of high 
spin Co 3+ present  and the catalytic activity, attempts were made by Voorhoeve 
et al. (1975a) to alter this ratio by substituting a divalent ion. It was found that 
partial substitution of La  by a divalent ion in LaCoO3 and LaCrO3 reduced the 
activity of the compound.  However ,  in the case of LaMnO3 and LaFeO3 the 
catalytic activity was enhanced. Thus efforts were concentrated on the system 
Lal_xMxMnO3 where M is Pb or Sr. Amongst these two series it was reported 
that the Sr containing compounds were more stable and catalytically more active 
than the Pb containing compounds (Gallagher et al., 1974). This was attributed to 
migration of lead to the surface and deactivation of the catalytic action 
(Gallagher et al., 1975a). The perovskite systems Lal_xMxMnO3 where M is K, 
Na, Rb or Ce have also been studied (Voorhoeve et al., 1975b; Johnson et al., 
1976). 

In order for  the catalyst to be effective both in oxidation as well as reduction 
reactions, it should equilibrate with the exhaust  gases without being degraded or 
mechanically altered. A potential advantage of the oxide systems is the ability to 
form mixed valence states which are fairly stable under  a given set of oxidizing 
or reducing conditions. The compound can then adjust to these by minor 
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changes in the stoichiometry and valency states of the cations. Another  ad- 
vantage is their resistance to poisoning. Platinum, the catalyst presently being 
used for automobile exhaust  emission control,  is deactivated or poisoned in the 
presence of lead (Dwyer, 1972). La0.7Pb0.3MnO3 is also deactivated by the 
migration of lead to the surface when it is heated. However ,  Lao.TSr0.3MnO3 does 
not have this problem, although it is poisoned by SO2. An addition of as little as 
200 ppm platinum imparted significant resistance to poisoning by SO2 (Gallagher 
et al., 1975b). 

The only ordered perovskite which has been studied for catalytic activity is 
Ba2COWO6. This has been found to be comparable to the manganese based, rare 
earth perovskite,  but it is easily poisoned in the presence of SO2 (Voorhoeve et 
al., 1974). 

3. Garnets 

3.1. Crystal structure 

The determination of garnet structure was first made on natural garnet 
minera l s  nearly fifty years ago (Menzer, 1926). Structural refinements were 
carried out on synthetic YIG crystals (Geller and Gillco, 1957; Batt and Post,  
1962; Euler and Bruce, 1965). The symmetry of the single crystal X-ray pho- 
tograph is Oh--m3m. The following types of reflections are present: 

(hkl), h + k + l =  2n 
(hkO), h = 2 n  and k = 2 n  
(hkl), l = 2 n  and 2 h + l = 4 n .  

Therefore ,  the most probable space group for garnets is established to be the 
cubic group O~ ° -  la3d. 

Garnets have the general chemical formula of {C3}[A2](D3)O12, where O 
denotes the oxygen atom or ion, and C, A, and D denote cations. There are eight 
formula molecules per unit cell. Therefore ,  there are 96 h-sites which are 
occupied by oxygens. The point symmetry  of the h-site is 1. The cation sites in 
the garnet structure are classified into three types of sites. They are: 
(1) Tetrahedral  sites: Each tetrahedral or d-site is surrounded by 4 h-sites to 
form a tetrahedron. There are 24 d-sites in each unit cell. Each d-site has the 
point symmetry group of 4($4). 
(2) Octahedral sites: Each octahedral or a-site is surrounded by 6 h-sites to 
form an octahedron. There are 16 a-sites in each unit cell of garnet. Each a-site 
has the point group of 3($6). 
(3) Dodecahedral  sites: Each dodecahedral  or c-site is surrounded by 8 h-sites 
to form a triangular dodecahedron.  A triangular dodecahedron is a polyhedron 
which has 12 faces with each face a triangle. There are 24 c-sites in each unit 
cell of garnet. Each c-site has the point group of 222(D2). 

Each d-site is surrounded by four d-sites, four a-sites, and six c-sites. Each 
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a - s i t e  is s u r r o u n d e d  b y  e ight  a - s i t e s  a t  the  co rne r s  of  a b o d y - c e n t e r e d  cube .  I t  is 
a lso  s u r r o u n d e d  b y  six d - s i t e s  and  s ix  c -s i tes .  E a c h  c - s i t e  is s u r r o u n d e d  b y  fou r  
c - s i t es ,  f ou r  a - s i t e s ,  and  Six d - s i t e s .  E a c h  c - s i t e  is t r a n s l a t e d  one  fou r th  of  the  
la t t i ce  c o n s t a n t  d i s t a n c e  f rom its c o r r e s p o n d i n g  d -s i t e .  

T h e  ga rne t  s t ruc tu re  has  a high p e r c e n t a g e  of  i ts p o l y h e d r a  w h i c h  sha re  edges .  
E a c h  t e t r a h e d r o n  sha res  two  edges  wi th  t r i angu la r  d o d e c a h e d r a ,  and  each  
o c t a h e d r o n  sha res  six edges  wi th  t r i angu la r  d o d e c a h e d r a .  T h e  t r i angu la r  d o d e -  
c a h e d r o n  has  t h r e e  t y p e s  of  sha red  p o l y h e d r a l  edges .  E a c h  t r i angu la r  d o d e c a -  
h e d r o n  sha re s  two  edges  wi th  t e t r a h e d r a ,  f ou r  edges  wi th  o c t a h e d r a ,  and  fou r  
edges  wi th  o the r  t r i angula r  d o d e c a h e d r a .  T e t r a h e d r a  share  on ly  co rne r s ,  i.e., 
o x y g e n s ,  w i th  o c t a h e d r a .  A more  d e t a i l e d  s u m m a r y  of  the  i n f o r m a t i o n  on the 
c rys t a l  s t ruc tu re  of  g a r n e t  a p p e a r e d  e l s e w h e r e  (Wang ,  1973). 

3.2. Crystal chemistry 

T h e r e  ex i s t s  a de t a i l ed  r e v i e w  of  the  c r y s t a l  c h e m i s t r y  of  ga rne t s  (Gel le r ,  
1967). In the  fo l lowing ,  on ly  a few gene ra l  f e a t u r e s  re la t ing  to the  ra re  ea r th  ions  
in ga rne t s  will  be  d i s cus sed .  

The  p r i m a r y  c o n s i d e r a t i o n  of  the  o c c u p a n c y  of  p o l y h e d r a l  s i tes  by  ca t ions  is 
the  ionic  s ize.  T h e  ionic  r ad ius  i n c r e a s e s  wi th  the  c o o r d i n a t i o n  n u m b e r  (C.N.) .  A 
tab le  of  e f fec t ive  ionic  radi i  in si tes  was  c o m p i l e d  ( S h a n n o n  and  P rewi t t ,  1969). 
In tab le  29.5 are  l i s ted  the  k n o w n  e x a m p l e s  of  ra re  ea r th  ions  o c c u p y i n g  the 

TABLE 29.5. 
Examples of rare earth ions at the c-sites (C.N. = 8). 

Ionic radius 
Ion (°A) Example 

EU 2+ 1.25 
La 3+ 1.18 
Pr 3÷ 1.14 
Nd 3÷ 1.12 
Sm 3+ 1.09 
Eu 3+ 1.07 
Gd 3÷ 1.06 
Tb 3+ 1.04 
Dy 3+ 1.03 
Ho 3+ 1.02 
y3+ 1.015 
Er 3+ 1.00 
Pr 4+ 0.99 
Tm 3+ 0.99 
Yb ~+ 0.98 
Lu 3+ 0.97 
Sc 3+ 0.87 

None reported 
None reported 
None reported 
None reported 
Fe-, Ga-garnets 
Fe-, Ga-garnets 
AI-, Fe-, Ga-garnets 
AI-, Fe-, Ga-garnets 
AI-, Fe-, Ga-garnets 
AI-, Fe-, Ga-garnets 
AI-, Fe-, Ga-garnets 
AI-, Fe-, Ga-garnets 
None reported 
AI-, Fe-, Ga-garnets 
AI-, Fe-, Ga-garnets 
AI-, Fe-, Ga-garnets 
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TABLE 29.6. 
Examples of rare earth ions at the a-sites (C.N. = 6) 

Ionic radius 
Ion  (°A) Example Reference 

Pr  3+ 1.013 

Nd  3~ 0.995 
Sm 3+ 0.964 
Tb  3+ 0.923 
Dy 3÷ 0.912 Ge-garnets 
H o  3+ 0.901 Ge-garnets 
y3+ 0.892 Ge-garnets 
Er  3+ 0~890 Ge-garnets 
T m  3+ 0.869 Ge-garnets 
Yb 3+ 0.858 Ge-garnets 
Lu 3+ 0.848 Ge-garnets 
Pr  4+ 0.78 
Tb 4+ 0.76 
Sc 3÷ 0.730 Ge-garnets 

(Mill', 1965a) 
(Mill', 1965a) 
(Mill', 1965a) 
(Mill', 1965a) 
(Mill', t965a) 
(Mill', 1965a) 
(Mill', 1965a) 

(Tauber et al., 
1961) 
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c-sites, or the triangular dodecahedral sites in garnets. The examples refer to the 
site occupancy as a major constituent by the rare earth ions. In table 29.6 are 
listed the examples of rare earth ions occupying the a-sites,  or the octahedral 
sites. Rare earth ions have not been found to exist in the d-site, or the 
tetrahedral site. It is apparent that the small size of the tetrahedral site precludes 
the large sized rare earth ions. 

Garnets have the crystal structure: cubic (O~ ° -  la3d). As a first approximation 
the cubic lattice constant of garnet, a, can be considered as the linear sum of 
contributions from the triangular dodecahedral (c)-sites, the octahedral (a-) 
sites, and the ,tetrahedral (d-) sites (Wang, 1973). 

a = K c ( r c )  + KA(rA) + KD(rD) (29.6) 

where (rc), (rn), and (ro) are the mean effective radius of c-site, a-site, and d-site 
cation, respectively, and Kc, KA, and Ko are the least square parameters 
indicating the cation contributions to the lattice constant from the c-, a-,  and 
d-sites, respectively. Effective radius values (Shannon and Prewitt, 1969) for the 
corresponding coordination number (C.N.) and lattice constants of various 
garnets (germanium garnets, aluminum garnets, iron garnets, gallium garnets: 
Geller, 1967; silicon garnets: Novak and Gibbs, 1971) were used to calculate the 
least squares parameters Kc, KA, and KD in eq. (29.6) (table 29.7). Values for 
silicate garnets are derived from the least square values given by Novak and 
Gibbs (1971). Values for the germanate garnets are also listed in several groups 
in table 29.7. 
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TABLE 29.7. 
Least square parameters in eq. (29.11) for the cation contributions to lattice constants of various 

garnets (Wang 1973). 

Cations Parameter 
Number 

{C} [A] (D) of data Kc KA KD 

Ca Cations exclusive of Ge 13 1.89 1.81 22.60 
rare earth 

Ca Rare earths only Ge 7 1.75 2.00 22.60 
Ca Cations including Ge 20 1.85 1.87 22.60 

rare earths 
Sr . Cations exclusive of Ge 3 2.02 1.64 22.60 

rare earth 
Sr Rare earths only Ge 7 1.83 1.95 22.60 
Sr Cations including Ge l0 t.79 2.02 22.60 

rare earths 
Cd Cations exclusive of Ge 9 1.99 1.70 22.60 

rare earth 
Rare earths only A1 A1 16 2.25 1.29 23.18 
Rare earths only Fe Fe 35 2.06 1.94 18.45 
Rare earths only Ga Ga 24 -0.32 5.75 19.23 
Cations exclusive Cations exclusive of Si 56 1.61 1.89 34.77 

or rare earths rare earths 

3.3. Phase equilibria 

Garnets.  have  b e e n  syn thes ized  in h u n d r e d s  of variet ies ,  bu t  there are only  a 
l imited n u m b e r  of phase  equi l ibr ia  s tudies  avai lable  in the sys tems  which  con ta in  
garnets .  In the sys tems  con ta in ing  the i ron garnets ,  the f o r e m o s t  example  is the 
Y203-FeEO~system.  The c o m b i n e d  effects of oxygen  part ial  p ressure  and  mult i-  
va l enc i e s ' o f  Fe  conve r t  this sys tem into a t e rnary  sys tem of F e O - F e 2 0 3 - Y F e O 3  
(Van Hook ,  1961,1962a). Yt t r ium iron garne t  (YIG) is an i n c o n g r u e n t  mel t ing 
compound .  Its i n c o n g r u e n t  mel t ing po in t  is re la ted to the oxygen  part ial  p ressure  
(Van Hook ,  1963b). 

log Po2 (atm) = - 10s(1 [ T). (29.7) 

3.4. Preparation 

3.4.1. Ceramic synthesis 

(i) Oxide method: Polycrys ta l l ine  garne ts  are p repared  f rom the solid state 
reac t ions  b e t w e e n  the cons t i t uen t  oxides.  This  is the me thod  mos t  easi ly used 
and  is appl icable  to all types  of garnets .  Reac t ion  kinet ics  vary  with the physica l  
states and the impur i ty  levels  of the oxide raw mater ia ls .  
(ii) Decomposition method: This  me thod  seeks an  in t imate  mix of oxides by the 
thermal  decompos i t i on  of mixed  componen t s .  P re fe rab ly ,  these  c o m p o n e n t s  are 
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soluble in common liquid solvents, and they can be mixed in liquid form. For 
example, iron can be in TM the form of ferric ammonium sulfate 
Fe(NH4)(SO4)z-12HzO, and aluminum can be in the form of aluminum am- 
monium sulfate AI(NH4)(SO4)2.12H20. Yttrium and rare earths can be in the 
form of chlorides or carbonates.  Chlorides of yttrium or rare earths are readily 
available, but they are deliquescent. Carbonates are therefore to be preferred.  
This decomposit ion method is definitely an improvement  over the oxide method. 
It works even in the case of some components  which are not soluble. Thermal 
decomposit ion produces active sites in  the decomposed products.  These active 
sites promote the reactions of formation. The disadvantage lies, however,  in the 
contamination of the reaction residues due to incomplete decomposit ion reac- 
tions. 
(iii) Chemical precipitation method: In this method, the mixed cations are 
precipitated out of solution by suitable agents (usually, hydroxide);  it produces 
very intimate mixing when conditions are perfect .  The thermal decomposit ion 
process is then employed following the filtration of the precipitates. This method 
is limited in actual applications. Disadvantages include the limits placed on the 
types of cations, the difficulty and inefficiency of the filtration process,  and the 
expenses of extra reagents required. These last two points reduce the industrial 
importance of this method. 
(iv) Conventional sintering: The oxide mix, obtained by any of the above three 
methods, is pressed into sample shapes which are called green bodies. Green 
bodies are then sintered in air or in controlled atmospheres.  
(v) Pressure sintering (Hot-press): In this method, the oxide mix is simul- 
taneously pressed and heated to an elevated temperature.  For instance, Ga- 
doped GdlG powders of particle size 0.2/xm were cold-pressed at room 
temperature and 2000kg/cm 2 to 50% theoretical density. The cold-pressed 
powder  compacts were then transferred into alumina dies. Fine-sized alumina 
powder  was used as the pressure transmitting medium. The die assembly was 
evacuated to 'about 0.1 Torr, and it was then hot-pressed at 900-1300°C a n d  
300-1000 kg/c~n z for  1-20 h (Coeure et al., 1969). At a hot-pressing operation of 
3 h at 1175°C and 1000kg/cm z, the GdlG samples had an average grain size of 
3/xm. Hot-pressing shortens the total processing time and the time at elevated 
temperatures as compared with conventional  sintering processes.  The shortening 
of process t ime.decreases  the formation of second phase  in the garnet, and it 
affords better control of grain size in the samples. Grain size can vary from 2 txm 
at 1050°C for 1 h to 20 ~ m  at higher temperatures (> 1250°C) and longer times 
(> 8 h). An improved control of grain size can also be achieved by hot-pressing 
to 1/x m and by annealing at 1400°C to achieve the desired grain size of 10 tz m 
(Patton, 1970). Higher porosi ty is the result of hot-pressing plus annealing. 

3.4.2. Single crystal methods 

Several recent  books describe the growth methods of single crystals ex- 
tensively (Brice, 1965; Laudise,  1970; Laudise et al., 1971). The methods which 
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produced garnet crystals successfully include the following: 
(i) Flux growth method: Fluxes, such as PbO (Remeika, 1956), PbO-PbFz 
(Nielsen, 1960), PbO-B203 (Giess, 1962), BaO-B203 (Linares, 1962b), PbO- 
PbF2-B203 (VanUitert et al., 1965), and PbO-Bi203 (Esponoza and Geller, 1964), 
were used successfully. Gradient method (Laudise et al., 1962) was also 
employed to improve the crystal yield. 
(ii) Czochralski growth method: Iron garnets, being incongruently melting 
compounds, cannot be grown by the Czochralski method. Aluminum and gallium 
garnets can be grown by this method readily. 
(iii) Hydrothermal growth method: This method is possible to grow garnet 
crystals, but requires careful adjustment of growth conditions (Kolb and Lau- 
dise, 1971). 

3.4.3. Epitaxial garnet films 

(i) Sputtering methods: Several sputtering methods can be used to grow garnet 
films (Sawatzky and Kay, 1968). One is the rf reactive sputtering. The other is 
the dc inert gas sputtering. The third method is the dc reactive sputtering. 
Currently, the sputtering technique cannot produce high quality epitaxial garnet 
films. 
(ii) Chemical vapor deposition method: The chemical vapor deposition (CVD) 
process can produce epitaxial garnet film of acceptable quality (Robinson et al., 
1971). But a great deal of improvement in the process is still required. 
(iii) Liquid phase epitaxy methods: An extension of the flux grown method 
evolves into the liquid phase epitaxy (LPE) method. Currently, the LPE method 
produces the best quality garnet films. In this process, the liquid, which consists 
of flux and garnet, is made to be in contact with the substrate, and the epitaxial 
garnet film deposits onto the substrate. Most methods employed PbO-BzO3 as 
flux (Blank and Nielsen, 1972). Before insertion into the melt, the substrates, 
properly etched .and cleaned, are held immediately above the melt surface to 
equilibrate in a region where the temperature is within I°C of the melt. The 
substrates are rotated in a horizontal place at 100-200 rpm during the epitaxial 
film growth which takes place with 5 to 15°C of supercooling (Gilss et al., 1972). 
To terminate growth, the substrates are withdrawn from the melt and held 
immediately above the melt surface rotating at 200-1000rpm to remove flux 
adhering to the film. Finally, the wafers are withdrawn from the furnace at a 
maximum rate of 12 cm/min to prevent thermal shock cracking (Hewitt et al., 
1973). Alternate to the horizontal rotation method, a vertical substrate dipping 
method produces epitaxial garnet film of good quality (Tolksdorf, 1975). The film 
quality is indicated by the effective lattice misfit, zla. Below 0.02A can be 
readily achieved by the above LPE method. 

In epitaxy, there are three major causes of stress in the film. One is the lattice 
misfit. The other is the mismatch in the thermal expansions. The third cause is 
the concentration or impurity effect. The last effect is now reintroduced into the 
garnet film to achieve the increase in its magnetic uniaxial anisotropy. The ion 
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implantation method is used to achieve this effect (Wolfe et al., 1973; Hu and 
Giess, 1975). 

Direct measurement  of stress and strain in epitaxial YIG films on YAG was 
made with an X-ray diffraction technique (Zeyfang, 1970; Klokholm et al., 1972). 
It employs the planes parallel to the film surface for diffraction. The strain 
perpendicular to the surface E ± is given by 

E ± = (Ad±)/d~, (29.8) 

where dg is the lattice spacing in the unstrained film, and zld ± is the difference 
between the lattice spacing in the strained and in the unstrained condition. It was 
found that E ± is -2 .1  × 10 3. The strain parallel to the film surface E II is calculated 
to be 2.5 × 10 -3, using a Poisson's  ratio of 0.29 (Spencer et al., 1963). Using a 
Young's modulus E of 2.0× 10!2dyn/cm z for YIG, a tensile stress of about 
6.5 × 1 0  9 dyn/cm 2 parallel to the surface was found at room temperature in a film 
deposited at 1225°C. 

There are other methods of direct stress measurement  for  films, such as 
deflection measuring techniques with the traveling microscope (Weiss and Smith, 
1962), and the electrobalance (Klokholm, 1969). These methods are limited to the 
measurement  of a one-dimensional state of stress. The stress on a macroscopic 
scale was a priori assumed to be isotropiC. A modified Ligtenberg reflective 
Moire method (Chiang et al., 1971) measures the two-dimensional state of stress 
in films. The method consists of projecting a grating onto the film surface which 
acts as a mirror. The distortion in the grating image due to the bending of the 
film plate is obtained through the Moire fringes which result from the super- 
positions of the distorted and reference gratings. The principal stresses can be 
obtained from the measured moments.  This method enables a stress measure- 
ment on every point of the film surface. It is a method which can be easily 
adopted to stress measurements  in garnet films on garnet substances. 

3.5. Magnetic ,properties 

3.5.1. Magnetization 

There are extensive reviews of magnetic garnets (for example, Geller, 1966; 
Von Aulock, 1965). This article is limited to the magnetic properties of garnets as 
pertaining to their material properties.  Magnetic garnets, such as YIG and RIG, 
were the first garnets f o u n d  to be ferrimagnetic (Pauthenet,  1956, 1957, 1958). 
N6el theory of ferrimagnetism (N6el, 1948), as applied to the garnet structure, 
considers the sublattices of the a-site and the c-site cations to be ferromagnetic-  
ally coupled. The d-site cation sublattice is considered to be antiferromagnetic- 
ally coupled to the a-site sublattice. The net magnetic moment  of the garnet is 
given by 

M ( T )  = Md(T) - M a ( T ) ,  Me(T)  (29.8) 

where Md(T), Ma(T), and Me(T) are the sublattice magnetizations of the d-site, 
a-site, and c-site, respectively. When a magnetic cation, such as Gd 3+, is used to 
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substitute for  the nonmagnetic y 3 ÷  ions on the c-site, at a ratio greater than 0.4, 
there is a temperature at which M ( T ) = 0 .  This temperature is called the 
compensation temperature,  Tcomp. Above Tcomp, the c-site sub-lattice contribution 
diminishes, and the M ( T )  curve tends to approach that of YIG. The Tcomp value 
is a good indicator of the cation distribution in the garnet, dependent  on the heat 
treatment,  preparation condition, and chemical composition. 

Magnetic properties of the garnets reveal a great deal about the rare earth 
ions. First there is a separation of grouping between the lighter rare earth ions, 
such as La, Pr, Sm, and Eu (Geller et al., 1963~, and the other heavier rare earth 
ions. Second, some of the rare earth ions in the magnetic garnets have their 
magnetic spins canted with respect to a preferred spin direction. In DylG,  Er lG,  
and YblG, the rare earth spins were found to tilt away from the (111) easy axis 
in the {110} planes (Pickart et ai., 1970). In HolG,  the Fe ions at the d-site have 
their moments along the (111) axis, and the Fe ions at the a-site have their 
moments along the ( I l l )  axis. The Ho ions at the c-site have a double conical 
arrangement about this axis, and their resultant moment  is along the ( l i d  
direction (Herpin et al., 1960; Allain et al., 1966). The spin canting of rare earth 
ions adds to the complexity,  for the spin canting angle can change with 
temperature and composition. Third, the mixed rare earth garnets, in which more 
than one kind of rare earth ions exist, s h o w  that rare earth ions behaved 
differently in the presence of other rare earth ions. For  example,  one finds a 
magnetic moment  of 1.6 and 1.8 Bohr magnetons per Pr 3÷ and Nd 3÷ substituted 
in LulG,  as compared with 0.8 and 1.0 Bohr magnetons per Pr 3÷ and Nd 3+ 
substituted in Y1G (Perel and Schieber, 1962). 

3.5.2. Molecu lar  field theory 

The N6el theory of antiferromagnetism (a molecular field t reatment  for  three 
sublattices of  the garnet structure), as applied to ferrimagnetism (N6el, 1948), 
shows that the fields acting at a-, d-, and c-sites, respectively, are 

H a  = H - N a a M a -  N a d M d  -- N~M~,  

/ ' /d = H - N d a M a -  N d d M d  -- N d c M c ,  (29.9) 

H~ = H - N~aMa-  N c d M d  -- Nc~Mc, 

where the molecular field coefficients Nad = Nda,  Na~ = Nca, N~d = Ndc,  and the 
applied magnetic field field is H. The moduli of the sublattice magnetizations are 
given by 

IMal = Nagl.~BJaB(xa), IMdl = NdgtZaJdB(Xd), IMcl = Ncgl~rdcB(x~) 
(29.10) 

where 

xi=JiglzBIl t i l[kT,  i = a , d ,  o r c  (29.11) 

and where Na, N d,  and Nc are the numbers of atoms per unit volume for a-, d-, 
and c-sites, respectively,  Ja, Ja, and Jc are the intrasublattice exchange constants,  
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g is the splitting factor,  /za is the Bohr magneton,  and B(x) is the Brillouin 
function (Morr~h,  1965). The canting of the rare earth ion can be included in this 
t rea tment  by  considering all magnetic moments  in vectors.  Magnetism equations 
(29.9)-(29.11) are implicit functions of M ;  namely,  M exists on both sides of  the 
same equation. The simultaneous sets of three equations for three sublattices 
make them infinitely more difficult to solve, even with computers .  Therefore ,  
there is no thought of further  subdividing each crystallographic site into sublat- 
tices of Bravais  lattices. 

In YIG where  the c-site ions are nonmagnetic ,  the picture is simplified into 
two sublattices, namely,  the d- and a-sublattices. A spin wave  study of YIG 
produces  exchange constants  Jad = Jad = 4.8 x 10 -15 erg, Ja~ = 1.1 X 10 15 erg, and 
Jdd = 2.1 X 10 -15 erg (Douglass, 1960). 

In {Y3}[RxFe2-x](QyRe3-y)O12, where  R and Q are nonmagnetic  ions, such as 
In, Ga, and A1, the molecular  field coefficients were found to be (Dionne, 1970) 

Ndd = --30A(1 -- 0.43X), Na~ = -65.0(1 - 0.42y) 

Nad = 97.0(1 -- 0.125X - 0.127y) mole /cm 3 (29.12) 

for  x ~< 0.70 and y ~ 1.95. The values x and y are related to ka and kd, which 
represent  the fract ion of nonmagnet ic  ions in the respect ive Sublattice. Thus,  the 
molecular  field coefficients are linearly related to ka and kd. For  substitutions in 
one sublattice, the coefficient of the opposi te  sublattice is reduced in magnituae 
while its own coefficient remains unchanged. For substitutions in either sublat- 
rice, the intersublatt ice coefficient Nad is reduced.  Geller (Geller et al., 1964b) 
found that the concept  of canting (Yafet and Kittel, 1952) can be used to 
interpret  the magnetizat ions of substi tuted YIG. When substitutions are made in 
one sublattice, random canting takes place in the opposi te  one. The amount  of 
canting in a given sublattice appears  to be directly related to a change in its 
molecular  field coefficient. Since ]Nddl ~ INaal initially, canting would be expec ted  
to occur  earlier in the d-site in accord with experiment.  An extension of this 
approach (Brandle and Blank, 1976) produced the list of molecular  field 
coefficients for  rare earth iron garnets,  as shown in table 29.9. The multiplying 
factor  f is given by the equation. 

M(T) = f M y I G ( T ) .  (29.13) 

This is due to great similarity be tween the saturation magnetizat ion of the rare earth 
iron garnet,  M(T) and the saturation magnetizat ion of YIG,  MyIG(T). Only in the 
case of Eu, the multiplying factor  of needs to be a function of temperature .  This 
approach (Dionne, 1970) relies on the best  fit of experimental  magnetizat ion data, 
and it has some inherent disadvantages.  It  depends on a large amount  of 
exper imental  data and consistencies among the data. It  has a degree of arbitrariness 
which lacks suitable explanation. The results of this approach,  however ,  relate the 
magnetic data  directly to the cation distribution in the garnet. 

Another  approach (Gilleo, 1960) uses the statistics of interactions to relate the 
magnetic data  with the cation distributions. For  the garnet  {R3}[MyFeE-y] 
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TABLE 29.8. 
Melting points of rare earth garnets. 

Compound Melting points (°C) Reference 

Y3FesO12(YIG) 1495 + 7 in CO2(Po2 = (Van Hook, 1962a) 
1.3 Torr) 

(incongruent) 1555 -+ 3 in air 
1582-+5 in Oz 
1350 -+ 50 in CO2 

Gd3FesOI2(GdIG) 1495 -+ 7 in air 
(incongruent) 1550--- 10 in 02 

Y3AIsOI2(YAG) 1970 
(congruent) 1980 

Nd3GasOlz(NdGG) 1515 
Sm3GasOn(SmGG) 1620 
Gd3Ga50~2(GdGG) 1690 
Tb3Ga5OI2(TbGG) 1715 
Dy3GasOI2(DyGG) 1730 
Ho3Ga5OI2(HoGG) 1750 
Er3Ga5012(ErGG) 1760 

(Van Hook, 1962a) 
(Van Hook, 1962a) 
(Van Hook, 1962b) 
(Van Hook, 1962b) 
(Van Hook, 1962b) 
(Warshaw and Roy, 1959) 
(Van Hook, 1963a) 
(Brandle and Valentino 
(Brandle and Valentino 
(Brandle and Valentino 
(Brandle and Valentino 
(Brandle and Valentino 
(Brandle and Valentino 
(Brandle and Valentino 

1972) 
1972) 
1972) 
1972) 
1972) 
1972) 
1972) 

(MzFe3-z)Ol/where R is magne t ic  and M is nonmagne t i c l  the total  magne t i c  m o m e n t  
can be es t imated  to be, in Bohr  magne tons  

. [nl=ln~-nd+na I 

= {3Mall - Edkd)]} - {3Md(l -- k~)[1 - Ed(ka)] - 2M.(1 - ka)[l - E~(kd)]}, 
(29.14) 

where  Ei is the probabi l i ty  of an  ion a t / - s i t e  to be l inked with at mos t  one of the 
magnet ic  ions.  

E c  3 4 3 4 = 4kd-- 3kd, E ,  = 6k 5 - 5k 6, Ed = 4ka - 3k,. (29.15) 

This approach  does not  take into accoun t  spin cant ing.  It  also fails to include the 
t empera tu re  d e p e n d e n c e ,  but  it al lows a simple check  b e t w e e n  the magnet ic  
m o m e n t  and the ca t ion  dis t r ibut ion.  There fore ,  with ei ther  of these two ap- 
proaches ,  one  can obta in  a picture  of ca t ion  d is t r ibut ion  in the garnets  f rom their  

magne t i za t ion  data.  Magne t i za t ion  data  can be readi ly  ob ta ined  in compar i son  t o  
ei ther  X-ray or neu t ron  diffract ions,  which  are usual ly  emp loyed  to gain cat ion 
d is t r ibut ion  in fo rmat ion .  Because  m a n y  cat ions  can  en te r  into the garne t  s truc-  
ture,  and  m a n y  garnets  are magnet ic ,  this approach  is a very  usefu l  one.  

3.5.3. Magnetocrystalline anisotropy 

The magne t i za t ion  M in a fe r r imagne t ic  mater ia l  is a lways  b o u n d  to a cer ta in  
prefer red  c rys ta l lographic  direct ion,  which  is the easy axis. A n i s o t r o p y  energy  
Fk is requi red  to tu rn  M from the easy  axis d i rec t ion  to a ny  other  direct ion.  
Phenomeno log ica l l y ,  this magne toc rys ta l l ine  an i so t ropy  can be descr ibed ,  to a 
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second approximation,  for cubic crystals as 

Fk F0 . . . .  2 2 2 2 -  t / ~ l t O / l O ~ 2 ~ 2 0 / 3 t O / 2 0 / 1 2 ) +  rz 2 2 2 = /~.20~ 10t 20/3 + . . . .  (29.16) 

The co(]rdinate axis coincide with the crystal  axes, and al ,  a2, and a3 are the 
direction cosines of M with respect  to the crystal  axes. The constants K~ and K2 
are the first-order and the second-order  magnetocrystal l ine anisotropy constants,  
respectively.  For the purpose of energy minimization, the Fo term can be 
neglected. The constants  K1 and K2 are used to represent  the magnetocrystal l ine 
anisotropy in the crystal. 

The magnetocrystal l ine anisotropy is a direct measure  of the contributions 
f rom individual cations in the lattice. T h e  success of the single ion model of the 
anisotropy theory (Yoshida and Tachiki, 1957; Wolf, 1957), as applied to the 
ferrites and garnets,  makes  the anisotropy constants  very useful. 

A list of magnetocrystal l ine anisotropy constants  of several  garnets is shown 
in table 29.10. There  are several  general  features  about  them. First, the rare earth 
ions make a huge contribution to the magnetocrystal l ine anisotropy constants.  
Tb ion has the most  significant effect, and T b l G  has the largest anisotropy 
constants.  Second, K~ and K2 are phenomenological  constants.  Consequently,  
the neglect of K2,  o r  its inclusion, makes  a significant difference in the values of 
K~ and K 2. Third, the tempera ture  dependence  of K~ or K2 is generally a 
monotonic  varying function. Si4+-doped YIG shows a maximum in the tempera-  
ture dependence  of K1 which has been attributed to the onset of a relaxation 
process  (Van Groenou et al., 1967). 

3.5.4. Growth-induced noncubic anisotropy 

Whenever  multiple types of cations occupy the same crystallographic sites in 
the garnets,  noncubic uniaxial magnetic anisotropy was found to exist. Although 

TABLE 29.9. 
Molecular field coefficients for rare earth iron garnets  

(Brandle and Blank, 1976). 

g Nac Ndc Ncc Mult. J 

Sm 0.000 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.94 0.0 
Eu 0.000 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.518 0.0 
Gd 2.000 -3 .44 6.00 0.00 1.000 3.5 

Tb 1.500 - 1.80 3.40 - 0.00 1.000 6.0 
Dy 1.333 -3.35 3.95 0.10 1.000 7.5 

Ho 1.25 -0.75 1.50 0.25 1.000 8.0 
Er  1.20 -0.75 1.25 0.00 1.000 7.5 
Tm 1.17 - 1.00 8.00 0.00 0.760 6.0 
Yb 1.144 - 1.70 2.00 0.00 0.967 3.5 

Lu 0.000 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.862 0.0 
Y 0.000 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.000 0.0 

*Mult. = 0.000645 T + 0.4538, for T -> 100 K. 
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T A B L E  29.10.  

M a g n e t o c r y s t a l l i n e  a n i s o t r o p y  c o n s t a n t s  o f  g a r n e t s .  

K I  × 10 3 

F o r m u l a  ( K )  ( e r g / c m  3) K2 R e f e r e n c e  

Y I G  4 - 2 4 . 8  - 

100 - 2 0 . 2  

200 - 11.0 

300 - 5  - ( V o n  A u l o r k ,  1965) 

78 - 2 2 . 4  - ( I i d a ,  1967) 

Y3Sc0.4Fe4.6012 4 - 1 4 . 5  - 

100 - 1 2 . 0  

200 - 6 . 0  

300 - 1 . 8  - ( P e a r s o n ,  1962) 

Y3Sco.gFe4.1Ol2 4 - 6 . 0  - 

100 -4.0 
200 - 1.5 

300 - 0 . 3  - ( P e a r s o n ,  1962) 

S m I G  100 - 8 . 0  × 10 ~ - 

200 - 8 . 0  

300 - 2 . 0  - ( P e a r s o n ,  1962) 

78 - 1 2  × 102 - ( I i da ,  1967) 

E u l G  170 - 1 . 9 5  x 101 0 .9  x 104 

190 - 1 . 6  × 101 0 .48  x .104 

210 - 0 . 9  × 10 j 0 .23  × 104 

230 - 0 . 7  × 101 0 ( M i y a d a i ,  1960) 

G d l G  4 - 2 6 . 8  - 

100 - 2 1 . 0  

200 - 1 3 . 2  

300 - 6 . 0  - ( R o d r i g u e  e t  al . ,  1960) 

78 - 3 0  - ( I i d a ,  1967) 

T b l G  80 - 7 6 0 . 0  - 7 . 6  × 106 

100 - 2 9 5 . 0  

200 - - 20 .0  - 

300 ~ - 5 .0  - ( P e a r s o n ,  1962) 

78 ~> 1000 - ( I i da ,  1967) 

D y I G  80 - 9 7 0 . 0  + 2 1 4  × l03 

100 - 4 0 0 . 0  

200 ~ - 20 .0  

300 - - 5 .0  ( P e a r s o n ,  1962) 

D y l G  78 - 9 8 0  ( I i da ,  1967) 

H o l G  4 - - 12 x 103 

80 - 8 0 0 . 0  - 2 7 0  x 103 

100 - 2 5 0 . 0  

200 - - 5 .0  

300 ~ - 5 .0  - ( P e a r s o n ,  1962) 

78 - 8 0 0  - ( I i d a ,  1967) 

E r l G  I00  - 2 . 1  × 10 j - 

200 - 1 . 0 5  x 101 - 

300 - 5 . 5  - ( P e a r s o n ,  1962) 

78 - 2 2  - ( I i d a ,  1967) 
T m l G  77 - 2 . 1  x 102 10 s 
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TABLE 29.10 (Cont.). 

K1 x 10 -3 

F o r m u l a  (K) ( e rg / cm 3) Kz R e f e r e n c e  

Y b I G  

100 - 1 . 3  x 1 0  z - 

2 0 0  - 0 . 3  x 10 z - 

300 - 1 . 1  x 10 ~ --0 (Miyada i ,  1960) 
100 - 3  x 101 - 

200 --1.4X 101 - 

300 --7 
4 --62 X 102 68 X 102 

30 --45 X 10 ~ 20 X 101 (Pea r son ,  1962) 

78 - 3 8  - (I ida,  1967) 

the presence of rare earth ions is not the necessary condition (Akselrad and 
Callen, 1971), the existence of such a noncubic anisotropy with the magnetic 
garnets containing mixed rare earth ions is most interesting. For  it demonstrates 
most dramatically that rare earth ions,  notwithstanding with their many similari- 
ties, are distinctly different f rom each other. 

There are six inequivalent c-sites in the garnet structure. The site notation in 
terms of the orientation of local axes of the c-site is listed in table 29.11, 
following that used by Rosencwaig et al. (1971b). When the magnetic rare earth 
iron garnets are grown from the melt, either by the flux method or by the liquid 
phase epitaxy method, the rare earth ions apparently show different crystallo- 
graphic site preferences according to the substrate crystal orientation and the 
different rare earth ions. 

There are six types of facet  cuts which yield useful uniaxial garnet platelets 
(Bobeck et al., 1971). Type I cut is perpendicular to the (111) axis which is nearly 
normal to the {211} facets.  This (111) direction is the easy axis emergent  f rom the 
junction of, and 19028 '. off of, the normal to the three {211} facets.  Type  II cut is 
perpendicular ,to the ( l i d  axis contained in a {211} facet. The easy axis of the 
type II cut is 'also the (111) axis. Type III cut is perpendicular to the easy axis 
(100) in the {110} facet. Types IV, V, VI cuts have their easy axis directions in 
(110). Type VI cut is for the {211} faceted crystal, and Type IV and V cuts are 
for {110} facet  crystals. 

Representat ive noncubic anisotropy results can be shown in the case of the 
garnet 

{(Yo.62Eu0.06Gdo.17Tb0.15)3} [Fe2] (Alo.6Fe2.4) O12 

where the measured cubic anisotropy K, of the type III cut of the garnet 
was found to be -3300erg [cm 3 (Rosencwaig et al., 1971a). The type III cut 
has the easy axis in (100), the medium axis in ( 1 1 0 ) 1 ,  and the 
hard axis in (l l0)l l  (LeCraw et al., 1971). Its average noncubic,  uniaxial, 
growth-induced, anisotropy was found to be 0 in the easy axis, 7100 erg/cm 3 in 
the medium axis, and 9200 erg/cm 3 in the hard axis. A different cut f rom the 
{211} facet  of the same crystal has an easy axis in the (710) plane containing the 
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(111) and (112) axes, and at an angle of 52 ° from (111) toward the (112) axis. The 
hard axis lies in this plane, normal to the easy axis. The intermediate axis is the 
(110) direction. The cubic anisotropy was found to be -3100 erg/cm 3 for this cut. 
Its noncubic anisotropy was 0 in the easy axis, 1200 erg/cm 3 in the medium axis, 
and 8000 erg/cm 3 in the hard axis. The noncubic anisotropy can be eliminated by 
annealing at temperatures above 1200°C. It was found that the cubic anisotropies 
are nearly the same for all samples and in good agreement with the total 
anisotropy measured in the same samples after elimination of the noncubic 
anisotropy by annealing. The magnitude of noncubic anisotropy varies from 
sample to sample. This variation is significantly greater than can be attributed to 
experimental uncertainty. It suggests that the growth conditions may be the 
deciding factor in this variance. 

The origin of the uniaxial anisotropy is uncertain, but there are many theories 
about it. Early explanations of the strains induced during growth are found 
wanting (Lefever et al., 1965). The current theories include the growth-induced 
pair-ordering model, the site-reference model, the dipolar mechanism, and the 
local symmetry distortion model. 

The growth-induced pair ordering model (Rosencwaig and Tabor, 1971) pro- 
poses that the noncubic anisotropy arises from the presence of a small amount 
of growth-induced short-range pair ordering which occurs during crystallization. 
This pair ordering is a result of preferential cation pair-bond directions with 
respect to the crystal growth facets. There are two mechanisms for this model. 
One involves the c-site rare earth ions and the d-site iron ions. The other 
involves the c-site rare earth ions and the d-site iron ions. In applying this model 
to {EuEErl}[Fe2](FeE.4Gao.6)Ol2 (Rosencwaig and Tabor, 1971), less than 1% pref- 
erential pair ordering, i.e., (100) in the first mechanism and (210) in the second 
mechanism, can account for the observed noncubic anisotropy. 

The site preference model (Callen, 1971a,b) explains the noncubic anisotropy 
in terms of the preferential occupation, by one of the multiple types of rare e a r t h  
ions, of particular c-sites. There are two nearest-neighbor tetrahedral sites for 
each c-site. The next closest neighbors are the octahcdral sites. The second- 
nearest tetrahedral neighbors are sources of the observed noncubic anisotropy, 
according to Callen (1971a). A combination of pair ordering and site preference 
is another form of the site preference model (Rosencwaig et al., 1971b). In this 
version, the nearest tetrahedral and the nearest octahedral neighbors lead to a 
uniaxial anisotropy under both growth facets. Inclusion of the next-nearest 
tetrahedral neighbors results in the observed orthorhombic anisotropies. The site 
selectivity for rare earth ions in garnets was confirmed by the spin resonance 
spectra. They demonstrated facet-related site selectivity for Nd 3+ and Yb 3+ ions 
in flux-grown YAG (Wolfe et al., 1971). In table 29.12, the average populations of 
X~, X2, Y1, and Y2 sites are taken as unity, and the populations of Z~ and Z2 sites 
are presented relative to this average. Under a {211} facet, a Z~ site is 2.3 times 
as likely and a Z2 site is 3.5 times as likely as any X or Y site are to be occupied 
by Nd ions. Equal population of the Z, and Z2 sites would imply uniaxial 
anisotropy. The orthorhombic anisotropy implies that the Z I - Z 2  population 
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TABLE 29.11. 
Orientation of local axes of the dodecahedra, or c-, 

sites (D 2 Symmetry) (Rosencwaig et al., 1971b). 

Site 

Axes Site equivalence 
{110} {211} 

a b c facet facet 

X~ 017 011 100 X X~ 
X2 011 071 100 X X2 
Yt 301 101 010 X X1 
Yz 101 10T 010 X X 2 

Zi 170 110 001 Z~ Z1 
Z 2 110 710 001 Z 2 Z z 
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difference is as important as the Z -  (X, Y) difference. The site population ratios 
vary approximately exponentially with Ar, where Ar is the excess of the ionic 
radius of the rare earth ion over y3+. 

The dipolar mechanism (Sturge, 1972), applied to a garnet containing only 
Gd 3+ and Fe 3+ as magnetic ions, together with the site selectivity on the c-site 
sublattice, accounts well for the uniaxial term in the growth-induced anisotropy 
of {Y2Gd}[Fez.zA10.8)O12. This model requires the calculation of the dipolar and 
crystal field contributions to the noncubic anistropy. The rhombic term in the 
anisotropy cannot be attributed solely to the dipolar mechanism and is attributed 
to a contribution from the Fe 3+ sublattices. 

The local symmetry distortion model (Akselrad and Callen, 1971) is based on 
the distortion of the local symmetry around the tetrahedral d-site, caused by 
referential ordering among their tetrahedral (or other) neighbors. This model is 
especially useful when the rare earth-based mechanism cannot be operative. In 
mixed rare earth garnets, a distortion of tetrahedral symmetry can be caused by 
ordering of dodecahedral  site ions. This local symmetry distortion is the cause of 
noncubic anigotropy. 

3.5.5. Magnetostriction 

The interaction between magnetization and strain produces a lattice defor- 
mation in a magnetized body. When the specimen is magnetized to saturation, 
the saturation magnetostrictions along the (100) and (111) directions are denoted 
by A<~0o> and A<H0, respectively. These linear magnetostrictions arise from the 
strain-dependence of the magnetic anisotropy. The magnetoelastic energy tensor 
Bok~ is given by (White and Phillips, 1968) 

HME = Z BiiktOtiOtj•kt (29.17)  
ijkl 

where ai 's are the direction cosines of the magnetization (considered to lie along 
an external magnetic field) with respect  to the crystal axes, and the ek~ are the 
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strain components  in Love ' s  notation. Keeping terms up to second degree in spin 
operators,  the magnetic Hamiltonian can be written as 

HM = / 3 I f  • f f  • S + S • D • S + Hdast (29.18) 

where g and D are the g-tensor and the crystal-field tensor of the ion, respec- 
tively, 11 is the applied external magnetic field in the case of a paramagnet or the 
molecular field in the case of the magnetically ordered crystal, and S is the spin 
of the ion. The magnetoelastic energy linear in the strains is 

HME = E (aHilO~kt)~, 
k/ 

= ~'~ ~ fl(Og~/Oek,)oH°Slek~ + ~'~ ~', (ODTj/O~k,)oS,Sj~kt (29.19) 
o" i jk l  rr i j k l  

where the derivatives evaluated at equilibrium are the magnetoelastic constants 
and the summation is over  all ~ sites. For  a cubic crystal, eq. (29.17) can be 
written as 

HME 2 1 = B l [O~  l - -  3)Exx -4- ( a 2  2 - l )~yy  -I- ( 2  _ l)ffzz ] 

+ B2[ot ltX2Exy + ot20~3~y z + £1~30/l~zx] (29.20) 

The magnetoelastic energy tensor Bijkt is reduced to two independent  magneto- 
elastic constants B~(= B l l -  Bt2) and B2( = 2B44), which are related to the satura- 
tion magnetostriction constants h(10o> and h(m> by 

Bt  = r-(3/2)X<loo>(Cn- cl2), B2 = --3A<.1>C44. (29.21) 

If the directional cosines of the linear dilation are/31,/32, and/33 with respect  to 
the crystal axes, the dilation is related to magnetostriction constants by 

31/I ho(T, H )  + 3 ~A<l~>(T,H)[a~/32+ z : 2~2 1,  = a2/32 + a 3 P 3  -- ~] 

+ 3A<m)(T, H)[ala2/31/32 + a2a3/32/33 + a3oq/33/31] + . . .  (29.22) 

The origins of the magnetoelastic constants have been discussed in several 
reviews (Kanamori,  1963; Comstock,  1965; Jones, 1966; Callen, 1968). 
Fundamentally,  they are the indicators of the changes in crystal field due to 
strains. Experimentally,  they  are determined with certain degrees of arbitrari- 
ness. Consequently,  they have significant variances in values determined by 
either the strain gauge method or the parallel pump method of the resonance 
technique. This does not take into account  the reduction of symmetry by the 
presence of the magnetization or strain vector,  which adds to the complexities. 
Phenomenologically,  the magnetoelastic constants,  or the linear magnetostriction 
constants as shown in table 29.13, are algebraically additive over  all sublattices 
of the garnet structure. The similarity between them and the sublattice 
magnetization is very real, and there is also a compensat ion temperature from 
the competit ion of sublattice magnetostrictions. The additive property of 
magnetostriction is exemplified by the linear dependence of magnetostriction or 
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TAULE 29.12. 
Relative populations of impurity ions in dodecahedral sites of YAG 

(Wolfe et al., 1971). 

Relative population 
([X] ~ [Y] = 1) 

Impurity Accuracy 
(approx. at. Facet [Zd [Z2] (%) 
%) 

3%Nd {110} 0.65 0.60 10 
3%Nd {211} 2.30 3.50 10 
l%Yb {110} 1.18 1.12 5 
l%Yb {211} 0.93 0.91 7 
3%Nd {211} 1.15 1.30 15 
(annealed) 
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rare earth iron garnets on the rare earth concentration (Clark et al., 1968). The 
difference between the magnetostrictions of YIG and RelG denotes the rare 
earth contribution to magnetostriction, which is related to the rare earth 
magnetization. For GdIG, the results showed 

A <lOo~(GdlG, 77) - A <~oo>(YIG, 77) = 0.63 
Aooo>(GdlG, 4.2) - A<Ioo>(YIG, 4.2) 

Ao0o>(GdlG, 296) - A<10o)(YIG, 296) = 0.19 
A<i0o>(GdlG, 4.2) - A<10o)(YIG, 4.2) 

M(GdlG; 77) - M(YIG,  77) 
M(GdlG,  4.2) - M(YIG,  4.2) 

= 0.60 

M(GdIG,  296) - M(YIG,  296) 
M(GdlG,  4.2) - M(YIG,  4.2) 

=0.18. 

Also, as shown in table 29.14, the doping of 1.8%Mn in YIG changed the )k(100 ) 
from - 1 . 4  × 10 -6 erg/cm 3 for YIG to + 9.0 x 10 -6 erg/cm 3 at 300 K. The )t values 
are thereforg very sensitive to the impurity ions. Present quantum mechanical 
theory (Callen and Callen, 1963, 1965) fits experimental results in the garnet 
systems very well. The magnetostriction allows a better understanding of the 
strain dependence of the crystal  field surrounding a single ion. Moreover,  garnets 
have useful technical acoustic properties. Magnetoacoustic,  or magnetoelastic, 
interactions in the magnetic garnets require a knowledge of their magnetostric- 
tions. Therefore,  it is an important property which needs to be investigated more 
thoroughly. 

3.6. Optical properties 

Synthetic garnets have excellent optical properties. Aluminum garnets are 
excellent crystal hosts and they are useful as solid state laser materials. Iron 
garnets have interesting infrared properties. The magnetic optical effects in iron 
garnets are not only useful in devices, but also provide fundamental information 
about the materials themselves. Finally, silicon-doped iron garnets have pho- 
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TABLE 29.13. 
Magnetoelastic constants of garnets. 

Garnet B1 B2 Reference 

YIG 0 K +6 +29 (cm l/molecule) (Andres and Luthi, 1963) 
4.2 K 7.2 41 (erg/cm 3 x 10 -6) (Nilsen et al., 1965) 

20.4 K 5.2 23 (erg/cm 3 x 10 -6) (Nilsen et al., 1965) 
78 K 2.3 8.2 (erg/cm 3 x 10 -6) (Nilsen et al., 1965) 

293 K ' 3.5 6.9 (erg/cm 3 x 10 6) (Bartel, 1969) 
300K +11 +20 (cm-l/molecule) (Andres and Luthi, 1963) 

EulG 4 K -650 - 110 (cm-1/rnolecule) (Nilsen et al., 1965) 
4.2 K 272 45 (erg/cm 3 × 10 -6) (Nilsen et al,, 1965) 
77 K -500 -53 (cm-1/molecule) (Iida, 1963) 
78 K 227 22 (erg/cm 3 X 10 -6) (Nilsen et al., 1965) 

300 K - 120 - 10 (cm-l/molecule) (Iida, 1963) 
GdlG 4.2 K -39 +22 (cm l/molecule) (Phillips and White, 1966) 

77 K -23 +29 (cm-1/molecule) (Jones, 1966) 
300 K - 0  + 17 (cm I/molecule) (Jones, 1966) 

TblG 77 K -3200 -360 (cm-l/molecule) (Iida, 1963) 
300 K -69 + 18 (cm-1/molecule) (Iida, 1963) 

Yb0.JY09lG 4 K -41 +34 (cm-l/molecule) (Jones, 1966) 
77 K -6 +24 (cm-~/molecule) (Jones, 1966) 

DylG Bl2(cm -1) Bl2(cm -j) (Clark et al., 1966) 
0 K 2900 1090 

HoIG 0 K 1930 430 
ErIG 0 K -870 590 

to induced  effects which  inc rease  the potent ia l i ty  of these mater ia ls  in sol id-state 
devices.  

3.6.1. Crystal field effect 

The garne t  s t ruc ture ,  as d iscussed  ex tens ive ly  in sect ion 29.3.1, can  accom-  
moda te  a great  var ie ty  of ca t ions .  It is, therefore ,  an exce l len t  crys ta l  hos t  which 
can be emp loyed  to s tudy the crystal  field effects on var ious  cat ions .  The  crystal  
field analys is  p rovides  much  detai led i n fo rma t ion  a b o u t t h e  e lec t ron ic  s t ruc ture  
of the cat ion,  and  it enab les  the de t e rmina t ion  of crystal  field pa rame te r s  for the 
garne t  crystals .  The  pa ramete r s  are usua l ly  fitted to expe r imen ta l  optical  or 
magnet ic  data  or both.  There  are still large overal l  errors  in these  pa ramete r s  bu t  
they enable  us to u n d e r s t a n d  the magnet ic  an i so t ropy  and  optical  spec t roscopy  
of the garne t  crystals .  In recen t  years,  there have  been  m a n y  crys ta l  field s tudies  
in rare ear th  garnets ,  and they were  rev iewed  and  compared  in a paper  by Wolf  
(1964), where  the pr inc ipa l  resul ts  are summar ized .  There  are a n u m b e r  of 
general  conc lus ions ,  s ta ted by Wolf ,  which  are listed here.  

(1) Crys ta l  fields are genera l ly  large ( - 5 0 0  cm-~): abou t  an order  of magn i tude  
larger than the i ron-rare  ear th  exchange .  

(2) The  local s y m m e t r y  is far f rom cubic .  
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(3) The  e f fec t  of  ne ighbor s  o the r  than  the  e ight  n e a r e s t  02 ions  on the  c rys t a l  
field is app rec i ab l e .  

(4) The  s e c o n d  degree  t e rms  are  e x t r e m e l y  sens i t ive  to smal l  changes  or  
unce r t a in t i e s  in s t ruc tu re .  This  ru les  ou t  the  pos s ib i l i t y  of  e x t r a p o l a t i n g  these  
p a r a m e t e r s  f r o m  one  c o m p o u n d  to a n o t h e r  (e.g.,  f r om a ga l l ium g a r n e t  to an i ron  
garnet ) .  

(5) The  s ix th  degree  t e r m s  in the  c ry s t a l  field a re  not  negl ig ible .  
The  magne t i c  a n i s o t r o p y  in the  ra re  ea r th  ga rne t s  can  be  u n d e r s t o o d  by  the  

g - f a c t o r  va lues .  T h e  a g r e e m e n t  b e t w e e n  e x p e r i m e n t s  and  t heo re t i c a l  cal-  
cu l a t i ons  is v e r y  good ,  as  s h o w n  in t ab le  29.15. A s  d i s c u s s e d ,  t h e r e  a re  six 
n o n e q u i v a l e n t  c -s i tes  in the  ga rne t  s t ruc tu re .  T h e  g - f a c t o r  axes ,  as o r i en t ed  
r e l a t i ve  to the  cub ic  c ry s t a l  axes ,  fo l low the  c o n v e n t i o n  tha t  the  gz d i r ec t ion  is 
a long  the  c ax is ,  as l i s t ed  in t ab le  29.11. The  gx d i r ec t i on  can  b e  e i the r  the  a ax is  
or  the  b axis ,  and  the  se l ec t ion  is a rb i t r a ry .  The  g - f a c t o r  va lues ,  as s h o w n  in 
t ab le  29.15, a r e  v e r y  an i so t rop i c ,  and  the  gx and  gz va lues  a re  n e g a t i v e  in sign. 

3.6.2. M a g n e t o - o p t i c a l  e f f ec t s  

M a g n e t o - o p t i c a l  e f fec ts  are  use fu l  in un ra ve l i ng  the  e l e c t ron i c  s t ruc tu re  of  
a tomic ,  mo lecu l a r ,  and  so l id  s ta te  s y s t e m s .  T h e r e  are  m a n y  t y p e s  of  m a g n e t o -  
op t ica l  e f fec ts ,  w h i c h  have  been  d i s c u s s e d  in s e ve ra l  r e v i e w s  (Pe r shan ,  1967; 
F r e i s e r ,  1968; Di l lon ,  1968; Sui ts ,  1972). I r on  ga rne t s  we re  f o u n d  to exh ib i t  m u c h  
F a r a d a y  ro t a t i on  (Dil lon,  1958). The  p r e s e n t  d i s c u s s i o n  is conf ined  to the  
F a r a d a y  r o t a t i o n  effect .  In  the  nea r  i n f r a r ed ,  the re  a re  at  l eas t  two  c on t r i bu t i ons  
to the  F a r a d a y  ef fec t  in the  i ron  ga rne t s  ( K r i n s h i c k  and  Che tk in ,  1962). The  first  
pa r t  is n o n d i s p e r s i v e  and  due  to f e r r i m a g n e t i c  r e s o n a n c e .  I t  is g iven  for  R e l G  b y  

TABLE 29.15. 
The g-factors of garnets. 

Ig~l Igyl Igzl gx gy gz 

(calc.) 0.9 0.5 17.5 ~ 
Y(Dy)AG 

(expt.) 0.7 0.4 17.7 b 
(calc.) 11.3 1.9 7.4 a 

Y(Dy)GAG 
(expt.) 10.8 1.2 7.0 c 
(calc.) 5.1 3.9 10.8 d -5.1 +3.9 -10.8 d 

ErGAG 4.0 10.6 4.0 e -4.0 + 10.6 -4.0 e 
(expt.) 4.3 ± 0.3 4.3 --- 0.3 11.3 ± 0.3 d 
(calc.) -8.2 ---3.4 -7.2 d 

ErAG 
(expt.) 8.29 3.47 7.27 d 

aGriinberg et al. (1969); bBall et al. (1963); CWolf et al. (1962); dOrlich and Hiifner (1969); 
eCrosswhite and Moos (1967). 
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the formula 

OfF = [~Fe(MFe(d)- MFe(a)) - -  "~ReMRe]  (29.23) 
(nondispersive) 

where MFe(d), MFe(a) and MRe are the algebraic sublattice magnetizations; (d) and 
(a) in the subscripts of MFe denote the d-site and the a-site, respectively; YFe and 
YRc are gyromagnetic ratios; (n) is the average refractive index; and c is the 
free-space velocity of light. The second part is a dispersive contribution asso- 
ciated with the allowed electric dipole transitions of Fe 3+, which give rise to 
strong absorption in the visible region. It is given by the expression for the RelG 

OtF = -- A(to)MFe(a)+ B(to)MFe(d)- C(tO)MRe (29.24) 
(dispersive) 

where the A, B, and C are the frequency-dependent  coefficients for the electric- 
dipole rotation. The coeffi~cients for YIG, GdIG, and TbIG are listed in table 
29.16 (Cooper et al., 1968; Crossley et al., 1969). All the electric-dipole (dis- 
persive) parameters are negative, implying positive rotations from an ion whose 
moment is antiparallel to the light direction. The octahedral Fe 3÷ gives a much 
larger contribution than the tetrahedral Fe 3÷ in YIG and GdIG leading to the 
resultant positive rotations. 

Faraday rotation does not depend on frequency for A > 6/zm.  In TblG, a 
changes sign at the compensation point. At T = 110 K, a undergoes a second 
change in sign and increases with further decrease in temperature (Chetkin and 
Shalygin, 1968). This second change in the sign of a was also observed in 
Y0.sDy0.5IG in the region of 50 K. At a wavelength greater than 4 tz m, the a of 
Bi0.24Ca2.76Fe3.62Vi.38O12 (Chetkin and Shalygin, 1968) is positive and independent 
of A. The a is 16°/cm. In the visible region, the a value is negative. 

There are various mechanisms operating in different parts of the spectrum 
(Dillon, 1968). The magneto-optical effects can arise from: 

(1) Spin-orbit splitting of Fe 3+ ion allowed transitions in the visible or above. 
These may be charge transfer transitions or allowed single-ion transitions. 

TABLE 29.16. 
Coefficients for nondispersive and dispersive contributions ~ to the Fara- 

day rotations of YIG, GdlG, and TblG at 1.15 t*m. 

Nondispersive Fe 3+ Gd 3+ Tb 3+ 

(2rr(n)/c)3, 9.15 9.15 6.86 

Dispersive A B C 

YIG -40.3 _ 1.7 -21.4 - 1.2 
GdlG -42.4+ 1.8 -27.1 + 1.3 -1.0_+0.2 
TblG -9.0--- 15.0 -10.0-+ 11.0 -84.4-+2.5 

~From Cooper et al. (1968) and Crossley et al. (1969). 
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(2) Exchange splitting of rare earth sharp-line transitions. 
(3) Exchange or spin-orbit splittings of rare earth allowed transitions. 
(4) Ferromagnetic resonance and exchange resonances correspond to the 

response of whole sublattices to e~ternal magnetic fields. 
Faraday rotations were studied in {Bia-2xCaEx}[Fe2](Fea_xVx)Ol2 where the V 

substitutes for  tetrahedral Fe leading to a magnetically compensated ferrimag- 
netic composition at x = 1.0 (Buhrer, 1969). Ultraviolet measurements  of the 
complex polar-Kerr effect (rotation and ellipticity) were reported between 1.7 
and 5.64eV for YIG, EuIG, ErIG, and Ga-substituted EuIG (Kahn et al., 
1969a,b). Charge transfer transitions at about 4 and 5 eV, associated with Fe(a) 
and Fe(d), respectively,  are found to be responsible for the principal ultraviolet 
magneto-optical spectra. 

3.6.3. Photomagnetic effect 

The photomagnetic effect induces a change in magnetic properties through the 
influence of photons,  whereas the magneto-optic effects, such as Faraday 
rotation, etc., cause the light propagation to be influenced by the magnetization 
distribution. The photomagnetic effect was first observed in Si-substituted YIG 
(Teale and Temple,  1967). Changes in crystalline anisotropy were found in 
YIG:Si, and they depend on the angle between the light polarization and the 
crystal axes (R.F. Pearson et al., 1968). At 77 K, a single crystal picture frame 
YIG:Sio.05 had its initial permeability of 6 changed to 4 after the light irradiation, 
and a polycrystalline toroid YIG:Si0.0o5 had its initial permeability of 120 changed 
to 20 after exposure to the light at an intensity of about 10 -2 W / c m  2 (Enz et al., 
1969). The 'light also influences the switching behavior of Si-doped YIG. After 
irradiation with light, YIG:Si has an extremely square hysteresis loop. When a 
step field is applied there is a certain period of time during which no flux is 
switched irreversibly. The level of this delay depends on the amplitude of the 
applied step field. After this delay, the YIG:Si switches in the normal way. At 4.2 
and 77 K these changes are permanent;  at 200 K the effects disappear after the 
termination of light (Holtwijk et al., 1970). 

A saturating field was applied along [100] of a (001) polished plate of 
YIG:Si0.03. Since [100] is a symmetry direction of the cubic crystal, the aniso- 
tropy contributes no torque. After 50 sec of illumination with intense white light, 
linearly polarized with E along [100], the axis of polarization is rotated to [110]. 
A torque appears and increases rapidly to a value of 1.2 x l04 dyn-cm/cm 3. After 
150 sec, the polarization axis rotates to [110]. Over the next  100 sec the torque 
decreases to a large negative value. This type of photoinduced anisotropy 
implies that there is an anisotropy in the absorption of light by a single set of 
crystallographic sites. This is a photoinduced dichroism (Dillon et al., 1970). For  
a crystal plate thickness of 0.011 cm, the dichroism was found to be at 1.5 K 

2AI<m) = 0.035 and 2AI<1oo> _ 0.007 
I I 

where I is the light transmitted. 
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The above photoinduced effects at relatively high levels of Si are reversible. 
The photoinduced effect at low Si content,  i.e., 0.01 to 0.017 Si per YIG formula, 
is irreversible and does not depend on the polarization of light. A (110) plate of 
YIG:Si0.0~7 at 4.2 K shows a change in its cubic magneto-crystalline anisotropy 
after irradiation of light. The contribution of the Fe 2+ ions to the crystal 
anisotropy is large, is of opposite sign to Kym, and increases rapidly with 
decreasing temperatures.  Light irradiation decreases the absolute value of KFe2+ 
at 77 K and increases the value at 4.2 K. The percent  at 77 K decreases with Si 
content. Samples doped with Ca instead of Si, and so containing Fe 4+, showed 
no changes under the same condition. It appears that there are near and far sites 
for Fe 2+ in YIG:Si and their relative proportion is influenced by irradiation. At 
each temperature,  thee experiment  detects only those sites whose relaxation is of 
the order of to -1. Consequently,  the Fe 2+ detected at 7 7 K  must be in a 
substantially different local environment  than that observed at 4.2 K (Flanders et 
al., 1971). Each site has its own easy axis (one of the four ( l i d  cubic directions) 
and when the population balance among sites is upset, a uniaxial anisotropy 
appears. Polarized light can create an imbalance because its coupling to the 
pancake-like Fe2+ Wave function is different for differently oriented sites. Using 
a crystal field theory,  it was found that a 5-10% population imbalance between 
different oriented sites is expected for light polarized along the (110) direction 
(Allen et al., 1971). Irreversible photoinduced changes in optical absorption of 
YIG:Si 4+ and YIG:Ca 2÷ were found in the near infrared region (Gyorgy et al., 
1971). 

3.6.4. Infrared spectra 

Ferrimagnetic garnets, namely the iron garnets, are transparent within the 
infrared region. The infrared spectra of RIG for various rare earth cations are 
listed in table 29.17 (McDevitt,  1969). Similarly, the infrared spectra of  RAG and 
RGaG are listed in tables 29.18 and 29.19, respectively.  The total irreducible 
representations of the transverse optical modes are 

F = 3Alg + 5A2g + 8Eg + 14Fig + 14F2g + 5Alu + 5A2u + 10Eu + 18F~u + 16F2u 
(29.25) 

The factor-group analysis predicts a total of 98 lattice,vibration modes;  however,  
the character  table for the point group Oh shows that the translation operations 
are of symmetry species Flu only. One acoustic mode will also be found in this 
species and will be infrared-inactive. Therefore ,  this analysis predicts seventeen 
infrared-active lattice modes.  In table 29.17, ten frequencies were listed for  the 
RIG series. Twelve frequencies were listed for the RGaG series (table 29.19), 
and fifteen frequencies were listed for  the RAG series (table 29.18). They  suggest 
that the powder-transmission method does not yield all of the infrared-active 
modes. 

All of the rare earth garnets have a set of three bands in the 800-600 cm -~ 
region. These bands are isolated by a high-transmission maximum from other 
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TABLE 29.17. 
Infrared lattice frequencies of R3FesOtz garnets". 

R = S m  E u  G d  D y  H o  Y E r  T m  Y b  L u  

630cm -1 635 cm -~ 638cm -~ 647cm -1 655cm -1 655 cro ~ 656cm -t 658cm -~ 658cm -I 655 cm -~ 
580* 588* 590* 597* 600* 605* 606* 607* 612" 616" 
550 553 555 562 565 566 567 568 568 570- 
426 427 435 . . . . .  
373 373 379 380 - 381 - - - 
352 358 361 365 386 369 370 371 374 383 
326 326 326 330 330 338 328 329 331 333 
311 309 307 309 308 318 305 303 305 306 
252 252 254 255 255 269 254 251 253 254 
214 214 213 215 213 227 212 208 211 211 

- - - 1 4 4  - - - 

115 115 112 111 107 110 I10 108 108 106 
110 109 107 108 (108) - (107) (106) (106) 

aAfter McDevitt (1969). 

s p e c t r a l  f e a t u r e s .  O n e  o t h e r  g e n e r a l  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c  s h o w s  a s t r o n g  a b s o r p t i o n  

b a n d  in  t h e  r e g i o n  4 7 0 - 3 7 0  c m  -~. 

T h e  y t t r i u m  g a r n e t s  h a v e  a n u m b e r  o f  d i s t i n c t i v e  f e a t u r e s  t h a t  s e t  t h e m  a p a r t  

f r o m  t h e  r e s t  o f  t h e  r a r e  e a r t h  g a r n e t s  i n  e a c h  s e r i e s .  T h e  f r e q u e n c i e s  f o r  Y A G  

a t  378,  3 3 2 , 2 9 2 ,  220  c m  -1 a r e  h i g h e r  t h a n  t h e  o t h e r  f r e q u e n c i e s  in  t h e  R A G  s e r i e s  

( t a b l e  29 .18) .  I n  t h e  l o w  f r e q u e n c y  r e g i o n  t h e  93 c m  -1 b a n d  i s  m i s s i n g  f r o m  t h e  

TABLE 29.18. 
Infrared lattice frequencies of R3A150~2 garnets a. 

R = Dy Ho Y Er Tm Yb 

785cm -~ 788cm -~ 789cm i 795cm -1 800cm -~ 805cm 
723* 727* 726* 733* 737* 742* 
690 695 698 698 700 709 
560 563 569 566 570 569 
510 511 512 515 518 516 
455 468 465 460 463 468 
432 438 436 436 440 439 
388 395 398 397 397 397 
- 389 390 388 - - 
370 371 378 370 371 372 
323 324 332 323 323 322 
280 282 292 279 279 278 
208 206 220 206 201 202 
- - 1 7 8  - - - 

1 6 8  169 166 168 167 165 
128 126 122 127 126 125 
94 93 - 93 92 92 

aAfter McDevitt (1969). 
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T A B L E  29.19. 

I n f r a r e d  la t t ice  f r e q u e n c i e s  of  R3GasOn g a rn e t s  a. 

587 

R =  Sm Eu Gd Dy Ho Y Er Tm Yb Lu 

665cm -I 609cm -1 673cm 1 681cm l 684cm -l 688cm -1 691cm 1 697cm 1 700cm 1 704cm -~ 

604 608* 612" 620* 623* 627* 630* 636* 639* 640* 
573 575 578 587 589 590 592 596 595 600 
461 464 469 476 474 476 480 485 483 490 
384 384 388 388 390 393 385 392 387 392 
324 324 322 322 323 340 322 323 320 322 
246 246 246 249 251 257 249 251 251 251 
222 222 222 220 221 234 222 220 219 221 
145 145 145 145 144 147 144 144 143 141 
119 119 118 117 116 114 116 115 113 113 
113 111 111 111 111 - 110 108 108 107 
(88) (88) (88) (88) (86) - (86) (84) (84) (84) 

aAfter  M c D e v i t t  (1969). 

YAG spectrum. Similarly, the frequencie s for YGaG at 393, 340, 257, 234 cm -~ 
are higher than others in the series (table 29.19). In the low frequency region, the 
110 and 86cm -1 bands are missing. In the case of YIG, the 338, 318, 259, 
227 cm -1 are higher than others, the 144 cm -~ band is nonexistent in others, and 
the 107 cm -1 band is missing in the YIG spectrum (table 29.17). From the optical 
spectra, the energy levels of the ground state multiplets of trivalent rare earth 
ions in garnets can be determined and are listed in table 29.20 (Oliver et al., 
1969a). 

3.6.5. Optical absorption 

The optical absorption coefficient a can be determined by the equation 

I = I0(1 - R) 2 exp (-at) (29.26) 

where I is th~ transmitted light intensity, I0 the incident light intensity, R the 
single-surface reflection loss at normal incidence, and t is the thickness in 
centimeters. The a values are useful technical quantities and are also excellent 
monitors of the purity of samples. For example, in an undoped YIG, the a 
values are about 0.03 cm -~ in the infrared region between 2250 and 8350 cm -1. 
With a 0.13 at.% Si addition, the a value changes to 6 cm -1 in the region between 
5800 and 9100 cm -1 (LeCraw et al., 1965). ~ 

The optical absorption of YAG was studied in the region from 10 to 
55 000 cm -~ (Slack et al., 1969). No lattice absorption peaks were observed in 
YAG for wave number less than 80 cm -1 (Milward, 1967). The wave number 
region between 0 and 860 cm ~ is labeled as the one-phonon region where the 
absorption of one photon generates one phonon. The a values in this region are 
all fairly high and then decrease rapidly for ~ > 860 cm -1 (Slack et al., 1969). 

The absorption peaks at f = 700, 729, 792 c m  -1 a r e  components of the /~3 
vibration of the AIO4 molecular group. These ~3 peaks shift to about 600 cm -I in 
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TABLE 29.20. 
Energy levels of the ground state multiple S of trivalent rare earth ions in garnets a. 

Host No. of Wave number 
Ion crystal Multiplet levels (cm -~) Ref. 

Gd 3+ GdAG aS0 1 0 (b) 
Gd 3+ GdGaG sS0 1 0 (b) 
Tb 3+ TbAG 7F6 13 0; 4 (c) 
Tb 3÷ YAG 7F 6 13 0; 5; 61; 70; 116; (d) 

207; 270; 432; 443 
Tb 3÷ TbGaG 7F 6 13 unknown - 
Tb 3+ YGaG 7F 6 13 unknown - 
Tb 3+ YIG 7F 6 13 0; 6; 38; 40; 55; 55 (e) 
Dy 3+ DAG 6H15/2 8 0; 70; 116; 197; 256 (f) 
Dy 3+ YAG 6H~5/2 8 0; 59; 101; 175; 233; (g,h) 

(474); (517); 860 
Dy 3+ DyGaG 6H~st z 8 0; 20; 71 (g, h) 
Dy 3+ YGaG 6H1s/2 8 0; 20; 71; 118; 149; (g) 

(466); 527; 579 
Ho a+ HoAG 518 17 0; 36; 42; 54; 63 (i) 
Ho 3+ YAG 518 17 unknown - 
Ho a+ HoGaG 518 17 0; 5; 27; 30; 39; 44 (j, k) 
Ho 3÷ YGag 518 17 unknown - 
Er a+ ErAG 4115/2 8 0; 27; 58; 79; 423; (1) 

436; 530; 574 
Er a+ ErGaG 4I~5/2 8 0; 46; 56; 76 (m) 
Er 3+ YGaG 411512 8 0; 44; 49; 76; 422; (n) 

430; 490; 527 
Tm a+' TmAG 3H 6 13 0; 35 (i, o) 
Tm a+ YAG 3H 6 13 0; 28; 43; 270; 490 (p, q) 
Tm a+ TmGaG 3H 6 13 0; 63; 85; 113; 123;  (0, q) 

184 
Tm 3+ YGaG aH 6 13 0; 64; 87; 99; 188 (q, r) 
Yb a÷ YbAG 2F7:2 4 0; 618; 701; 766 (s) 
Yb a+ YbGaG 2F7/2 4 0; 546; 599; 624 (s) 

aOliver et al. (1969a); bDieke and Crosswhite (1963); cCooke et al. (1967); dKoning- 
stein (1964); eKnight and Huber (1968); fKoningstein and Ng (1969); ~Grunberg et al. 
(1967); hVeyssie and Dreyfus (1967); iMilward (1967); iSievers and Tinkham (1963); 
kOnn et al. (1967a); ~Hellwege et al. (1966); mDreyfus et al. (1965); nCrosswhite and 
Moos 0967); °Bierig and Rimai (1965); PKoningstein (1966); qJ.J. Pearson et al. (1968); 
rBuchanan et al. (1969); SBuchanan et al. (1967). 

Y G a G  a n d  Y I G ,  c a u s e d  b y  G a O 4  a n d  F e O 4  g r o u p s  a n d  t h e  l a r g e r  s i z e s  a n d  

m a s s e s  o f  G a  a n d  F e .  

T h e  v e r y  l o w e s t  w a v e  n u m b e r  m o d e  is a t  T3 = 123 c m  -~ in Y A G .  I n  D y A G ,  

H o A G ,  a n d  E r A G  w h e r e  t h e  r a r e  e a r t h  i o n  s u b s t i t u t e s  f o r  Y ,  t h i s  m o d e  s h i f t s  to  

95 c m  - l .  I t  f u r t h e r  s h i f t s  to  85 c m  -I f o r  E r G a G  a n d  Y b G a G .  T h i s  l o w e s t  m o d e  in 

Y A G  is p r o b a b l y  a n  e x t e r n a l  m o d e  o f  t h e  w h o l e  l a t t i c e ,  i n v o l v i n g  t h e  Y a n d  AI  

i o n s .  
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The  r eg ion  b e t w e e n  860 and  2400 cm -a is b e l i e v e d  to be c a u s e d  b y  mul t i -  
p h o n o n  p r o c e s s e s  in w h i c h  one  p h o t o n  g e n e r a t e s  two  or  more  p h o n o n s .  T h e  a 
va lues  fo r  the  t w o - p h o n o n  p r o c e s s e s  a re  a b o u t  10 -2 t imes  as  la rge  as  the  
o n e - p h o n o n  p r o c e s s e s ,  and  the t h r e e - p h o n o n  p r o c e s s e s  give a va lues  a b o u t  10 -4 
t imes  as large.  

The  two p h o n o n  p r o c e s s e s  p r o d u c e  an a b s o r p t i o n  p e a k  in Y A G  at  1450 c m  -1 
w h i c h  is j u s t  a b o u t  2/73. The  t h r e e - p h o n o n  p r o c e s s e s  p r o d u c e  the  p e a k  at  
2120 c m -  1, wh ich  is nea r ly  equa l  to  3173 of  the  A104 v ib ra t ion ,  and  it is an  in t r ins ic  
f e a tu r e  of  Y A G  and  is not  c a u s e d  by  t r a c e  impur i t i e s .  T h e  2/73 and  3/73 p e a k s  of  
FeO4 g roups  in Y I G  o c c u r  at  1200 and  - 1 7 0 0  cm -1 ( C o c k a y n e ,  1966; W o o d  and 
R e m e i k a ,  1967). 

The  range  b e t w e e n  30 000 and  52 000 cm ~ a p p e a r s  to d e p e n d  on the  pu r i t y  or 
the  g rowing  cond i t i ons  o f  the  c ry s t a l  or  bo th .  The  a va lues  v a r y  f rom s a m p l e  to 
sample .  T h e y  do  no t  d e p e n d  on  the  s t o i c h i o m e t r y  of  the  melt .  

The  f a r - i n f r a r e d  la t t i ce  a b s o r p t i o n  b a n d s  in ga rne t s  at  - 4  K are  l i s ted  in tab le  
29.21 (Ol ive r  et  al . ,  1969b). T h r e e  t y p e s  of  e x c i t a t i o n s  o c c u r  in R e l G .  T h e  f irst  is 
the  sp l i t t ing  of  the  g r o u n d  K r a m e r s  d o u b l e t  b y  the  e x c h a n g e  field;  the  s e c o n d  is 
a t r ans i t ion  to a h igher  c ry s t a l  field leve l  as spl i t  b y  the  e x c h a n g e  field;  and  the 
th i rd  is a co l l ec t ive  m o d e  in w h i c h  the e n t i r e  F e  and  rare  ea r th  sub la t t i ce s  
u n d e r g o  a mutua l  p r e c e s s i o n  ( T i n k h a m ,  1962). The  f a r - i n f r a r e d  magne t i c  
r e s o n a n c e  resu l t s  for  Y b l G ,  as  e x t r a p o l a t e d  to OK,  Show a f e r r i m a g n e t i c  
r e s o n a n c e  at  3 . 0 0 - 0 . 0 5 c m  -l  wi th  a l i newid th  of  < 0 . 2 c m - I ;  an e x c h a n g e  
r e s o n a n c e  at  13.65 ---0.05 cm -~ wi th  a l i newid th  of  <0 .38  cm-~; two  single Y b  ion 
r e s o n a n c e s  at  23.2---0.1 cm -~ wi th  a l i newid th  of  0.5 cm -1 and at  27.0---0.1 cm -~ 
wi th  a l i newid th  of  0.5 cm-~; and  a Y b - Y b  c o m b i n a t i o n  r e s o n a n c e  at  26.3--- 
0.1 c m  -I w i th  a l i newid th  of  0.5 c m  -~ (R icha rds ,  1963). 

The  op t i ca l  a b s o r p t i o n  bands  of  Cr  3+, Fe3 +, O H - ,  impur i t i e s  in ga rne t s  are  

TABLE 29.21. 
Far-infrared lattice absorption bands a in garnets at - 4  K. 

Garnet ~(cm -~) ~2(cm -~) Ref. 

Y3AIsOI2(YAG) 12.30 148 (b) 
Dy3AIsOI2(DAG) 94.2 ± 0.4 (c) 
Ho3A15OI2(HoAG) 94.5 ± 0.4 (c) 
Er3AIsOI2(ErAG) 96.0 --- 2.0 109 +- 3.0 (d) 
Tm3AI5Ot2(TmAG) 87.0 (c) 
Yb3AIsOI2(YbAG) 90.0 ± 0.8 - (e) 
Lu3AI50~2(LuAG) 88.0 ± 1.0 106.5 ± 0.5 (e) 
Ho3Ga6OI2(HoGaG) 86.0 ± 1.0 111 + 2.0 (d) 
Er3GasOI2(ErGaG) 86.0 ± 1.0 114 ± 3.0 (d) 
Yb3GasOi2(YbGaG) 85.0 --- 1.0 111 ± 3.0 (d) 
Sm3FesO12(SmlG) 83.0 ± 2.0 - (d) 
Ho3Fe50~2(HolG) 81.6 ± 0.9 98 ± 2.0 (d) 

aFrom Oliver et al. (1969b); bSlack et al. (1969); CMilward 
(1967); dSievers and Tinkham (1963); eOliver et al. (1969b). 
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TABLE 29.22. 
Optical absorption bands of Cr, Fe, OH impurities in garnets a. 

Wave number of 
absorption band maximum 

Impurity Garnet (cm-!) Ref. 

Cr 3+ YAG 17 000; 23 000 (b) 
Cr 3+ YGaG 17 000; 22 500 (b) 
Fe3+(a-site) YIG 10 200; 11 100; 14 280 (c) 
Fe3+(d-site) YIG 16 400 (c) 
Fe3+(a-site) YGaG 23 000; 23 870; 24 270 (c) 
Fe3+(d-site) YGaG 20 410; 21 050; 26 300; 26 670 (c) 
OH- YIG 3571 (d) 

aFrom Oliver et al. (1969a); bWood  et al. (1963); ~Wood and Remeika 
(1967); dKolb et al. (1967). 

l i s ted  in t ab le  29.22 (Ol ive r  e t  al. ,  1969a). I m p u t i t i e s  a re  d e p e n d e n t  on  c ry s t a l  
g rowing  cond i t ions .  H y d r o t h e r m a l  Y I G  con ta in  an a p p r e c i a b l e  c o n c e n t r a t i o n  of  
the  O H  g roup  wh ich  a b s o r b s  r ad i a t i on  in a l ine s p e c t r u m  e x t e n d i n g  f rom 2500 to 
3700 c m  -1 in the  in f r a red .  Y I G  c rys t a l s  g r o w n  f rom D20 so lu t ion  have  the O D  
i s o t o p e  s t r e t ch ing  f r e q u e n c y  f rom 2200 to 2 7 0 0 c m  ~ wi th  o n e - t o - o n e  cor-  
r e s p o n d e n c e  wi th  the  O H  lines at  *3oH = 1.3 rOD. The  ve ry  b r o a d  l ine at  2930 cm -1 
is a s s o c i a t e d  wi th  a si te con ta in ing  the  N a  ÷ ion. 

A G a - d o p e d  Y I G  c ry s t a l  con ta ins  two  l ines at  3442 and  3419 c m  -~. In  u n d o p e d  
Y I G ,  two  l ines  at  3578 and  3568 cm -~ d i s a p p e a r  wi th  G a  subs t i tu t ion .  T h e y  m a y  
be  due  to O H  groups  in the  v ic in i ty  o f  a v a c a n c y  in the  t e t r a h e d r a l  s i te .  

The  O H  a b s o r p t i o n  s p e c t r u m  is d i f fe ren t  for  d i f fe ren t  seed  o r i en t a t i ons ,  wi th  
some  ind iv idua l  l ines  p r e s e n t  in c r y s t a l s  of  (100) seeds ,  and  miss ing  f rom 
c rys t a l s  of  (111) or  (211) seeds .  The  a b s o l u t e  in t ens i ty  of  the  s t r o n g e s t  O H  l ines  
is the  l eas t  fo r  g r o w t h  on (111) whi le  the  g rowth  on  (100), ( l l 0 ) ,  and  (211) shows  
inc reas ing  a m o u n t s  in tha t  o r d e r  ( W o o d  et  al. ,  1968). 

The  r e f r a c t i v e  i ndex  of  single c rys t a l  Y I G  ove r  the  w a v e l e n g t h  range  1-6/~ m 
was  m e a s u r e d  b y  the  m i n i m u m  d e v i a t i o n  m e t h o d  ( Johnson  and  W a l t o n ,  1965). 
The  m e a n  r e f r a c t i v e  ind ices  of  Y I G  as  a func t ion  of  w a v e l e n g t h  are  l i s ted  in 
t ab le  29.23. The  d i s p e r s i o n  c u r v e  ag ree s  wi th  the  m e a n  index  r e su l t s  fo r  Y I G  to 
wi th in  0.2% b y  a set  of  c o n s t a n t s  f l  = 3.739, Aj = 0 .28 /~m,  f2 = 0.79, A2 = 10.0/~m 
as app l i ed  to a d i s p e r s i o n  c u r v e  e q u a t i o n  of  the  fo rm 

fiA 2 
n 2 = 1 +  Y~ A ~ -  ~" (29.27) 

i= 1,2 

3.7. Thermal properties 

3.7.1. Thermal conductivity 

The  the rma l  c o n d u c t i v i t i e s  o f  ga rne t  c rys t a l s ,  as  a g roup ,  have  been  ex-  
t en s ive ly  inves t iga t ed .  S tud ie s  we re  m a d e  on Y I G  (Luth i ,  1962; F r i e d b e r g  and  
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TABLE 29.23. 
Mean  infrared refractive index of YIG a. 

X(t~m) n X(/~m) n X(t~m) n 

1.4 2.209 2.5 2.177 4.5 2.134 
1.6 2.200 3.0 2.168 5.0 2.118 
1.8 2.194 3.5 2.158 5.5 2.103 
2.0 2.188 4.0 2.148 

aJohnson and Walton (1965). 

Harris,  1963; Douglass,  i963; Oliver and Slack, 1966; Rives et al., 1966), on YAG 
(Oliver and Slack, 1966; Klein and Croft,  1967), on YGaG (Holland, 1968), and 
on DAG (Landau and Dixon, 1970). Theoretical  studies were also made on YIG 
(Bhandari and Verma,  1966; Joshi and Sinha, 1966). These garnet  crystals have a 
thermal conductivi ty K of about  0.07 to 0 .10W/cm K at 300K and reach a K 
maximum of 1 to 5 W/cm K near  20 K. The similarity in K among the garnets,  
both synthetic and natural,  provides a study case of the effect of crystal  
structure on K. In the rare earth doped garnet  crystals,  the K data can reveal  the 
phonon scattering by the rare earth ions. A detailed discussion of the thermat  
conductivi ty of garnets has been presented in an extensive article (Slack and 
Oliver, 1971), which readers  are advised to consult  for K data of garnet  crystals. 

Briefly, the K results of garnets can be summarized as follows. All garnets are 
nonmetallic.  They have no free electrons to carry heat, and thus heat t ransport  is 
predominant ly  via the phonons.  From the Debye  temperature ,  0D, obtained in 
other studies, the K vs. T experimental  curve can be extrapolated to give an 
experimental  value of K0 at T = 0D. This value can be calculated by the equation 

K6 = 1.43 x lO-8(M)((Vo))ll30~W/cm K (29.28) 

where (M) is the average atomic mass of an a tom in the garnet  crystal  in grams,  
and (V0) is the average volume in cubic angstroms,  occupied by one a tom of the 
solid. The ratio Ko/K6 is called the crystal  complexi ty  factor  G (Oliver and Slack, 
1966). The values of  K0, K6, and G, for  several  garnets are listed in table 29.24 
(Slack and Oliver, 1971). The crystal  complexi ty  factor  G varies f rom 0.080 to 
0.114 for these garnets,  with an average  value of 0.09--- 0.01. The factor  G for  the 
natural garnet,  i.e., grossulanite [essentially (Mg, Fe, Mn)3AlzSi3Olz] agrees with 
other synthetic garnets.  The ferr imagnetic YIG agrees with other nonmagnetic  
garnets in their G factors.  Therefore ,  the crystal  complexi ty  factor  G can be 
considered as a characterist ic feature  of the garnet  structure, with an average 
value of 0.09--- 0.01. 

The theory of the effect of crystal  structure on K is still in a very rudimentary  
state. It is generally observed that  the larger the number  of optical branches  in 
the phonon spectrum, the lower the thermal  conductivity.  In garnets,  there are 
80 a toms in the primitive unit cells, and there are 97 optical modes at the zone 
center (Hurrell et al., 1968). The combinat ion of infrared and Raman studies has 
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TABLE 29.24. 
Thermal conductivity values at 8D for garnet crystals ~. 

Thermal conductivity 
Debye (W/cm K) 

temperature 
Crystal 0(K) ~0 K~ G 

Grossularite 770 0.043 0.418 0.103 
YAG 750 0.042 0.527 0.080 
GdAtG 640 0.045 0.521 0.086 
LuA1G 620 0.043 0.515 0.083 
YGaG 585 0.046 0.447 0.103 
GdGaG 520 0.051 0.446 0.114 
YbGaG 520 0.039 0.464 0.084 
YIG 565 0.038 0.384 0.099 

aFrom Slack and Oliver (1971). 

at most found 42 of the 97 optical unknowns. A phonon o f  energy kBT at 
T = 300 K has an energy in wave number of 209 cm -1, it is an optical phonon in 
YAG, and it has a very small or nearly zero propagation velocity. It contributes 
very little to the thermal conduction in the crystal. 

The presence of the low-lying optical modes in YAG and their absences in 
A1203 caused the absence and presence of the Umklapp processes in K data. 
The characteristic of Umklapp processes is the exponential r i se  in K with 
decreasing temperature: Umklapp processes require that the wave vectors of the 
three interacting acoustic phonons combine to equal a wave vector of the 
reciprocal lattice. The wave vectors of the reciprocal lattice are very small in 
garnets because of the large size of its unit cell. The phonons of relatively low 
wave vector and low energy can undergo Umklapp processes in garnet. The 
critical phonon energy is that of the acoustic phonons at the zone boundary. The 
K of YAG rises with decreasing temperature with a dependence of exp(O[bT), 
where b is about  2 and 0 is 177 K. This dependence agrees with the observed 
data. 

If the only mechanism which limits the mean free path of the phonon is the 
boundary scattering, then K should be proportional to the sample size (Thacher, 
1967). At 3 K, the experimental ratio of K to the sample diameter d of YAG had 
a temperature dependence of T 25 (Slack and Oliver, 1971). 

Phonon scattering produced by the low-lying electronic levels of the rare earth 
ions in garnets reduces the K below that of the corresponding non-magnetic 
garnet. The data on DAG show no anomaly in and through it Neel point TN of 
2.54 K. If there is a magnon contribution to K near TN of DAG, it is less than 
10% of the lattice K, and may be zero (Slack and Oliver, 1971). This is in 
disagreement with the report of a minimum in K at TN (Landau and Dixon, 1970). 
The K of some magnetic garnets, such as those of Tb, Dy, Ho, Er, and Tm, is 
suppressed by a one-phonon resonance scattering process for those phonons 
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whose energies are equal to the energy difference between two electronic levels. 
The effectiveness of this magnetic scattering is largest for Dy and decreases in 
the series, Dy, Tb, Tm, Er, and Ho. Its temperature dependence is closely 
related to t h e  thermally determined population differences between the two 
levels involved in the transition (Slack and Oliver, 1971). 

3.7.2. Speci f ic  heat  

S p e c i f i c  heat in garnets has been analyzed theoretically (Harris and Meyer, 
1962). It can be expressed by 

Cv = CL + Cu  + CN (29.29) 

where CL, Cu, and CN refer to the contribution to the total specific heat, Cv, 
from the lattice, from the interactions between unpaired electrons of the ions 
(magnetic), and from the electron-nuclear spin interactions (nuclear), respec- 
tively. The lattice specific heat, CL, follows the well-known T 3 law at low 
temperatures where the ratio O/T may be taken to be infinite for all practical 
purposes, and 0 is the Debye temperature 

CL = R A L  T 3 (29.30) 

where R is the gas constant. An interpolation scheme to calculate the CL of 
ReIG from the CL of EuIG is found to be more successful in the case of the 
scaling factor being the 3 power of the ratio of masses of rare earth ion to Eu ion 
than in the case of the scaling factor being the ratio of the molecular weights of 
the two garnets. The former case is given by 

CL(RIG) = (WRE/WEu)3/ECL(EuIG) (29.31) 

where WRE and WEu are the masses of the rare earth ion and Eu ion, respec- 
tively (Henderson et al., 1969). A list of the lattice specific heat temperature 
coefficients, AL, for several RIG and YIG is given in table 29.25. 

t 

T A B L E  29.25. 

Specific heat temperature coefficients for several 
ReIG. 

Temperature coefficients a 

L a t t i c e  A L  Nuclear AN 

YIG 0.53 x 10 4 
SmlG 0.75 x 10 -4 2.6 - 0.4 x 10 -3 
EulG 0.75 x 10 -4 9.07 _+ 0.1 x 10 _3 
GdlG 0.75 x 10 4 
TmIG 0.93 x 10 -4 0.78 _+ 0.04 x 10 -3 
YblG 0.96 × 10 -4 1.6 + 0.3 x 10 -3 

LuIG 0.98 x 10 4 0.82 x 10 3 

~Henderson et al. (1969). 
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The nuclear specific heat,  CN, has a T -2 dependence given by 

= R A N T  -2 = RT-26~i l l i ( I i  + 1)(Ai/kR) 2 (29.32) CN 

for Ai < kaT, where the summation is over the different isotopes and where 

A i = g N , i ~ N H N , i  (29.33) 

is the separation between successive nuclear levels. Ii is the nuclear spin, gN.i is 
the nuclear splitting factor,  fiN is the nuclear magnetron, and HN.i is the field at 
the nucleus. The CN of Fe 57 above 0.4 K is negligible because of the small 
splitting A(Fe57)[ka~-3× 10-3K, and because of the low abundance of this 
isotope, 2.5%. Therefore ,  only the CN of the rare earth ions needs to be 
considered in RIG. A list of nuclear specific heat temperature coefficients, AN, 

for  severa|  RIG is also given in table 29.25. 
For the magnetic iron garnets, there is a magnetic contribution, CM, to the 

specific heats. The magnetic specific heat of YIG, EuIG, and TmIG can be 
attributed entirely to the acoustical spin-wave modes, since their optical modes 
have too high a n energy to be populated at low temperatures (Harris, 1963). For 
YbIG and SmIG, the CM is dominated by the contributions from the low-lying 
optical modes with energy Ei(k)  corresponding to the 12 inequivalent c-sites in 
the unit cell. 

For  the acoustic spin-wave modes, the temperature dependence of CM follows 
mainly the T 3/2 relationship coupled with a moderating function G ( T )  

CM = (0.113/4)R(kBT/D)3/EG(T) (29.34) 

where D is the dispersion constant which is a linear combination of the 
exchange integrals in the garnet. The moderating function G ( T )  can be either 
calculated or experimentally curve-fitted. One calculated expression of G ( T )  is 
(Harris, 1963) 

G ( T )  = {1 + 1.47(keT/D)[(5E + F) /D]}  

x [kBT - 1 .6gf lM][kBT - gflHa][kBT] -2 (29.35) 

w h e r e  HA is the anisotropy field. For  YIG, the CM data, calculated from eqs. 
(29.34) and (29.35), using the values E = 5 c m  -1, F = 0, and D = 30 cm -1, and the 
CL data, calculated from eq. (29.36) with AL = 0.557 × l0 -4 can be subtracted 
from the total specific heat ,  Cv. The remaining part can be empirically fitted by a 
linear expression (Onn et al., 1967b) 

Cr = ( C v -  CL-- CM) = R x 10-4× 1.11T (29.36) 

An alternate expression for G ( T )  is (Henderson et al., 1969) 

G ( T )  = exp(-0 .45x)  

where 

(29.37) 

x = g f lHi /kaT (29.38) 
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for YIG,  the residual part  of Cv after  the subtract ion of CL and CM where CM is 
calculated f rom eqs. (29.34), (29.37), and (29.38), is, within the error limit, a linear 
function of temperature .  The linear tempera ture  coefficient • was found to be 
(6.4_+ 1.5) x 10-SR at H = 0 and (9.0 _+ 2) x 10-SR for  H > 4 kOe. At 1 K and at 
4 K, this linear residual part  accounts  for - 3 5 %  and - 6 % ,  respect ively,  of the 
total specific heat (Henderson et al., 1969). 

In EulG,  the nuclear specific heat, CN, must  be included. The linear residttal 
part  had a tempera ture  coefficient of (0.23 _+ 0.03)x 10-3R, and it is - 1 5 %  of Cv 
above 2 K, but becomes  negligible below 1.2 K (Henderson et al., 1969). The Cv 
data of T m l G  behave  approximate ly  the same as for EulG and YIG. Their 
analysis is hampered  by the uncertainty on the value of D for TmlG.  No 
evidence of a T m  3÷ optical level becoming populated at tempera tures  below 
4.5 K was found in the Cv data. 

In SmlG,  where the optical spin-wave modes dominate,  the CM data can be 
fitted by the expression 

CM = - ~ ( E / k B T )  2 e x p ( - E / k B T )  (29.39) 

with E = 38 _+ 3 K (Henderson et al., 1969). The same situation obtains for  YblG,  
but here agreement  between data and calculation is not very good (Henderson et 
al., 1969). 

Specific heat measurement  is an effective method of obtaining the Debye 
temperature ,  0D, but it is affected by impurities in the samples.  In the case of 
YIG where many samples were used by different workers ,  the 0D, as obtained 
f rom the Cv data, varies f rom 572 to 538 K. A list of the Debye tempera tures  of 
several  garnets is given in table 29.26, with some of the 0o values obtained f rom 
elastic constant  measurements  (Oliver et al., 1969a). 

Dyspros ium aluminum garnet  (DAG) is an interesting compound  which 
resembles  closely a two-lattice Ising ant i ferromagnet  (Ball et al., 1964). The Dy 3÷ 
ions have an ext remely  anisotropic g factor  with gz = 18 and gx = gy = 0. DAG is 
a highly anisot, ropic ant i ferromagnet  with moments  S '  = ~ which point along the 
_+x, _+y, and _+z axes. In a magnetic field along a ( I l l )  axis, the x, y, and z 
sublattices become equivalent. Below 1.66 K, the specific heat  of DAG under- 
goes a first-order transition in applied fields, and above  1.66 K, the transition has 
a continuous,  but finite derivative,  in the observed  thermodynamic  functions 
(Keen et al., 1966). Close to TN (2.53 K), the phase boundary  be tween the 
ant i ferromagnet ic  and the paramagnet ic  phases  can be accurately fitted to the 
data by the expression:  

n Cnt ---~ ' A  [1 - (T/Ts)]" (29.40) 

with n = 0.50_+0.02 as predicted by theory (Fisher, 1960), A = 6.52kOe,  and 
TN = 2.53 _+ 0.01 K. 

The specific heat  results of DAG can best  be fitted by the equation 

C = A ' ( T  - TN) -~ + B '  (29.41) 
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TABLE 29.26. 
Debye temperatures of garnets a'b, 

Crystal (M)(g) 8D(K) Method Ref. 

YAG 29.68 750 C~j (c,d) 
Fe3AI2Si3012 23.80 745 Cij (e) 

(Almandite) 
TbAG 40.22 670 C~ (f) 
TmAG 41.76 620 C~j (f) 
YGaG 40.37 585 C~ i (c) 
YIG 36.90 572 Cp (g) 
YIG 36.90 565 C~ (h) 
EulG 43.36 495 C~j (h) 
LulG 49.81 458 Cv (g) 
NdGaG 48.67 380 Cv (i) 
YdGaG 52.99 380 Cv (i) 

aThe terms used: M = average mass of an atom of the 
crystal, 0D=Debye temperature, Cij denotes the deter- 
mination of O from room temperature elastic constants and 
Cp, Cv denote the determination of 0 from specific heat 
measurement at low temperatures, bFrom Oliver et al. 
(1969a); ~Spencer et al. (1963); dalton and Barlow (1967); 
~Soga (1967); fOliver et al. (1969a); ~Harris and Meyer 
(1962); hBateman (1966); iOnn et al. (1967b). 

wi th  a = 0.31 ---0.02 ( K e e n  et  al . ,  1967). 
The  l a m b d a  t r ans i t ion  of  D A G  can a lso  be  i nd i ca t ed  b y  the t he rma l  e x p a n s i o n  

data .  F o r  11- (TITN)[ <0.1., the  t h e r m a l  e x p a n s i o n  d a t a  a re  c o n s i s t e n t  wi th  a 
loga r i thmic  s ingula r i ty  w h e n  T < TN and  with  a p o w e r  law b e h a v i o r  fo r  T > TN 
(Phi~p et  al. ,  1969). 

3.7.3. Thermal  expansion 

La t t i c e  c o n s t a n t s  of  Y A G ,  Y G a G ,  G d G a G ,  G d l G ,  and  Y I G  were  m e a s u r e d  in 
the  t e m p e r a t u r e  r ange  296-1400 K (Gel le r  e t  al . ,  1969). The  d a t a  we re  f i t ted to 
the  e x p r e s s i o n  

(zla)lao = I + b T  + ~cT2+ d T  -I (29.42) 

w h e r e  a0 was  the  l a t t i ce  c o n s t a n t  a t  296 K.  The  p o l y n o m i a l  p a r a m e t e r s  /,  b, c, 
and  d for  t h e s e  ga rne t s  a r e  l i s t ed  in t ab le  29.27. B e l o w  the  Cur i e  t e m p e r a t u r e  of  
bo th  Y I G  and  G d l G ,  t he re  is a sl ight  c o n c a v i t y  of  (Aaiao) vs. T, whi le  a b o v e  To, 
(zla/ao) vs. T is s t ra igh t  fo r  b o t h  garne t s .  T h e  p a r a m e t e r s  l i s t ed  in t ab l e  29.27 a re  
ve ry  sens i t ive  to the  o b s e r v e d  a. va lues .  T h e y  a re  s imply  e m p i r i c a l  p a r a m e t e r s  
used  to fix the  da ta .  

D i l a t o m e t r y  s tud ies  o f  Y A G  c rys t a l s  ( G u p t a  a n d  Va len t i ch ,  1971) show good  
a g r e e m e n t  wi th  la t t i ce  p a r a m e t e r  m e a s u r e m e n t s  of  Y A G  p o w d e r s  (Crof t ,  1965; 
Ge l l e r  et  al. ,  1969). D i l a t o m e t r i c  d a t a  on  a p o l y c r y s t a l l i n e  Y A G  sample  wi th  
a b o u t  5% p o r o s i t y  show lower ing  of  t h e r m a l  expans ion .  F r o m  r o o m  t e m p e r a t u r e  
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TABLE 29.27. 
Polynomial parameters for the mean thermal expansion coefficients of several garnets (Gelber et al., 

1969). 

a0 at Temperature 
I(× 10 -3) b(× 10 9) c(× 10 9) d(× 10 -l) 296 K(Aj range (K) 

YAG -2.968 8.192 0.994 1.535 12.008 296-1401 
YGaG -0.747 4.692 4.519 -2.545 12.274 296-1309 
GdGaG -2.201 7.084 2.457 -0.034 12.375 296-1402 
GdlG -8.580 21.335 -14.422 8.564 12.471 296-553 

-3.012 10.177 - - 12.471 553-1273 
YIG -11.258 25.661 -17.810 13.155 12.376 296-553 

-3.117 10.496 - - 12.375 553-1398 

to  1673 K ,  t h e  l i n e a r  t h e r m a l  e x p a n s i o n  c o e f f i c i e n t s  a r e  8 . 9  × 10-6 /K a n d  8 . 0 ×  

10-6/K f o r  s i n g l e  c r y s t a l  a n d  p o l y c r y s t a l l i n e  Y A G ,  r e s p e c t i v e l y .  C h a n g e  in 

d e n s i t y ,  f r o m  4 . 3 8 g / c m  3 t o  4 .35  g / c m  3, o f  t h e  p o l y c r y s t a l l i n e  s a m p l e  s h o w e d  

n o  d i f f e r e n c e s  in  i t s  e x p a n s i o n .  

3.8. Elastic properties 

3.8.1. Elastic constants 

T h e  e l a s t i c  c o n s t a n t s  o f  E u l G ,  Y I G ,  G d l G ,  G e G a G ,  Y G a G ,  a n d  Y A G  a re  

t a b u l a t e d  in  t a b l e  29.28.  T w o  n a t u r a l  s i l i c a t e  g a r n e t s  a r e  a l s o  i n c l u d e d  in  t a b l e  

TABLE 29.28. 
Elastic constants of several garnets. 

Elastic 
anisotropy 

Cll C12 C44 A 2C~ Density 
(x 10 -ll dyn/cm 2) C11 - Cl2 (g/cm 3) Refs.a 

EulG 25.10 10.70 7.62 1.051 6.28 1 
YIG 26.80 11.06 7.66 0.973 5.17 1 

26.90 10.77 7.64 0.947 5.17 2 
GdlG 27.31 12.50 7.41 1.0007 3 
GdGaG 

[001] 28.57 11.49 9.02 1.0562 7.085 4 
[110] 28.59 10.53 9.03 1.0574 7.085 4 
[110] 28.51 10.47 9.02 1.0574 7.085 4 

YGaG 29.03 11.73 9.547 1.10 5.79 5 
YAG 33.32 11.07 11.50 1.03 4.55 5 
Si-garnet 1 30.73 10.97 9.52 4.247 6 
Si-garnet 2 30.48 11.23 9.44 4.183 6 

al. Bateman (1966); 2. Clark and Strakna (1961); 3. Comstock et al. (1966); 4. Graham 
and Chang (1970); 5. Spencer et al. (1963); 6. Varma (1960). 
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TABLE 29.29. 
Longitudinal and shear velocities of several garnets. 

LoIigitudinal velocity Shear velocity 
vt(× 105 cm/s) vs(x l0 s cm/s) Ref. a 

EulG W[I10], P[ll0] 6.375 W[I10], P[ll0] 3.385 
W[ll0], P[001] 3.484 1 

YIG W[II0], P[ll0] 7.172 WIll0], PIll0] 3.902 
W[IOO] 7.209 
W[llO] 7.153 W[ll0] 3.843 2 

GdlG 6.50 3.39 3 
GdGaG W[001] 6.399 W[001] 3.469 

W[ll0] 6.402 WIll0] 3.470 
W[il0] 6.394 W[ll0] 3.467 4 

YGaG W[001] 7.080 W[001] 4.0601 
WIll0] 7.1914 W[I10], P[001] 4.0614 

WIll0], P[II0] 3.8655 5 
YAG W[001] 8.5630 W[001] 5.0293 

W[ll0] 8.6016 W[ll0], P[001] 5.0274 
W[ll0], P[li0] 4.9438 5 

Si-garnet 1 b W[100], P[100] 8.51 W[100]~  P[100] 4.74 
W[100], P[110] 8.47 6 

Si-garnet 2 b W[100], P[100] 8.54 W[100], P[100] 4.75 
W[100], P[ll0] 8.51 6 

aThe key to the reference numbers is given in table 29.28. bThe chemical formulas are 
Si-garnet -13 (Mn55Fe43.sMgo.2CaL3)Oloo.A120~.3SiO2; Si-garnet -23(FesiMg14MniCa4)Oloo. 
A1203.3SIO2. 

29.28. They are designated Si-garnet 1, 

3(Mn55Fe43.5Mg0.2Cal.3)O 1o0.A1203.3 SiO2, 

and Si-garnet 2, 

3(FeslMg14MntCa4)Olo0.A1203.3 SiO2 

TABLE 29.30. 
Microhardness of YIG, YGaG, and YAG (Gendelev and Shcherbak, 1966). 

Error in 
Mean measuring 

microhardness microhardness 
of faces of faces 
(kg/mm 2) (kg/mm 2) 

(110) (211) (llO) (211) 

Mean Class 
microhardness of 
of crystal hardness 
HM Ho 

YIG 1210 1240 35 50 
YGaG 1450 1520 45 75 
YAG 1900 1650 50 85 

1230 7.5 
1490 8.0 
1730 8.4 
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(Varma, 1960). The elastic constants increase in the order of EulG,  YIG, GdlG,  
GdlG,  GdGaG, YGaG, Si-garnets 1 and 2, and YAG. Elastic anisotropy is 
defined for the garnet structure as 

A = 2C44/ (C . -  C12). (29.43) 

From the A values listed in table 29.28, GdlG with an A of 1.0007 has the lowest 
anisotropy, YGaG with an A of 1.10 has the highest anisotropy. Most of the 
listed A values in table 29.28 lie within -+5% of isotropy. 

The longitudinal and shear velocities of several garnets are listed in table 29.29. 
Longitudinal velocities fall within the range 6.3-8.6× 105 cm/sec ,  and shear 
velocities fall within the range 3.3-5.0 × 105 cm/sec. 

The temperature dependences  of the elastic constants of YAG are found to be 
negative (Alton and Barlow, 1967). Based on the elastic constants at 25°C C1~ for 
YAG is 1.0127 times greater than at 150 K, C44 is 1.010 times greater, and C12 is 
1.007 times greater at 150 K. The isotropy factor  A is found to decrease from 
1.033 at 300 K to 1.027 at 150 K. As a comparison, the temperature dependences  
of elastic compliances of natural silicate garnets are found to be positive for sH 
and s~, and negative for s12 (Reddy and Bhimasenacha, 1964). The Sll value is 
3.84 × 1013 cm2/dyn at 93 K, 3.95 x 1013 at 323 K, and 4.17 × 1013 at 573 K. The S12 

value is - 1 . 1 7 ×  1013 cmE/dyn at 93 K, - 1 . 1 4 ×  1013 at 323 K, and - 1 . 0 9 ×  l013 at 
573°C. The s44 value is 2.45 × 1013, 2.42 × 1013, and 2.62 x 1013 cmE/dyn for 93,323, 
and 573 K, respectively. The temperature gradient of Sll varies from 0.00025 at 
93 K to 0.0006 at 323 K, and to 0.0012 at 573 K. The (AsI2[AT) varies from 
-0.000125 at 93 K to -0.0002 at 323 K, and to -0.0004 at 573 K. The (As44/AT) 
varies f rom 0.00075 at 93 K to 0.0018 at 323 K, and to 0.0016 at 573 K. 

Microhardness values of YIG, YGaG, and YAG are listed in table 29.30 
(Gendelev  and Shcherbak ,  1966). The values are more refined than the pre- 
viously reported i500 kg/mm 2 for YIG (Courtel et al., 1962). On {110} faces,  the 
microhardness is maximum in (100) and minimum in 0 1 D .  On the (110) face of 
YIG, M.H. 000)  = 1340kg/mm 2, M.H. ( l i d  = 1210kg/mm2, and M.H. (100)> 
M.H. ( l l 0 ) > M . H .  ( l i d  (Gendelev and Shcherbak, 1966). On {211} faces the 
maximum M.H. direction is (110); the M.H. values fall in the directions (311) and 
(210). On the (211) face of YIG, M.H. (110)= 1320kg/mm 2, and M.H. ( l i d  = 
1230 kg/mm 2. Replacement  of Fe by Ga, and especially by AI, increases micro- 
hardness in all directions of the (110) plane. In YAG, {110} faces predominate 
markedly over {211}, and also prove to be harder. YIG and YGaG {211} faces are 
harder than {110} faces. 

3.8.2. Ultrasonic attenuation 

The observed sound attenuations at room temperature were theoretically 
related with the measured thermal properties of several insulating crystals 
(Woodruff and Ehrenreich,  1961). The theory applies for  the limit of toz ~ 1, 
where to is the angular f requency of the sound wave,  and z is the relaxation time 
of thermal phonons. The sound attenuation F in decibels per cent imeter  is given 
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by  

F = 8 .68( (3" )202rT[p(v )  5) (29.44) 

w h e r e  (3') is the  a v e r a g e  G r u n e i s e n  c o n s t a n t ,  w h i c h  d e p e n d s  on  the  m o d e  and 
po l a r i z a t i on  of  the  sound  w a v e ,  x is the  t he rma l  c o n d u c t i v i t y ,  p is the  d e n s i t y , / 2  
is the  angu la r  f r e q u e n c y  of  the  sound  w a v e ,  and  (v) is the  a v e r a g e  v e l o c i t y  of  
sound  in the  D e b y e  a p p r o x i m a t i o n .  F r o m  the  w o r k  of  Ol ive r  and  S l a c k  (1966), a 
f igure of  mer i t  R can  be o b t a i n e d  f rom eq.  (29.44): 

R = (Ko/ l~6) (300 /O)2(Vo)  -1/3. (29.45) 

The  sound  a t t e n u a t i o n  F in dec ibe l s  pe r  c e n t i m e t e r  can  be e x p r e s s e d  in t e rms  
o f  FT in dec ibe l s  p e r  m i c r o s e c o n d  b y  the  e q u a t i o n  (Ol ive r  e t  al. ,  1969a) 

FT = F x v × 10 -5 (29.46) 

The  sound  a t t enua t i ons ,  sound  ve loc i t i e s ,  D e b y e  t e m p e r a t u r e s ,  and  f igures of  
mer i t  fo r  s eve ra l  ga rne t s  a re  l i s ted  in t ab le  29.31 (Ol ive r  et  al. ,  1969a). The  d a t a  
fo r  o t h e r  c r y s t a l s  a r e  a l so  i nd luded  in t ab le  29.31 fo r  c o m p a r i s o n .  

TABLE 29.31. 
Sound attenuations, Sound velocities, Debye temperatures and acoustic figures of merit of garnets a. 

Sound attenuation Sound Debye Acoustic figure 
velocity temp. of merit 

F0(dB/cm) Fr (dB//zs) v(105 cm/s) 0D(K) R(1/A) 

Ge 30(1) 14.7 4.96 395 0.22 
9(s) 3.2 3.56 

Si 10(I) 8.5 8.47 674 0.086 
3(s) 1.6 5.42 

SiO2 3(1) 2.2 7.2 469 0.06 
2.1(s) 1.2 5.75 

MgO 0.44(s) 0.3 6.50 949 0.013 

Diamond 17.5(1) 1900 0.013 
12.8(s) 

TiO2 0.6(1) 0.6 10.6 758 0,0068 
0.37(s) 0.2 5.38 

AI203 0.2(1) 0.2 11.03 950 0.0073 
0.5(s) 0.34 6.78 

LiNbO3 0.4(1) 0.29 .7.2 785 0.004 
Bit2GeO20 1.5(s) 0.3 1.65 240 0,05 

MgA1204 0.4(1) 0.34 8.71 900 0,0083 
0.1(s) 0.07 6.63 

YAG 0.3(1) 0.26 8.56 750 0,006 
0.15(s) 0.075 5.03 

YGaG 0.37(1) 0.26 7.08 585 0.016 
0.2(s) 0.08 4.06 

YIG 0.34(s) 0.165 4.14 540 0.013 

TbAIG 7.31(1) 620 0.004 
4.15(s) 

TmAIG 4.14(s) 620 0,004 

aFrom Oliver et al. (1969a). 
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1. Chemistry and crystal growth (L.H. Brixner) 

1.1. Introduction 

Although the rare earths as such, particularly in the form of their oxides, 
were known since as early as the late 18th century, it was not until over 100 
years later when the first molybdates of these elements were described by 
Hitchcock (1895). Specifically he prepared such compounds as Nd2(MoO4)3 or 
Nd203"3MoO3, which represents one of the more important stoichiometries of 
rare earth molybdates.  Very few, if any, publications appeared in the literature 
thereafter  until Borchardt  and Bierstedt (1966) prepared certain members of the 
R2(MoO4)3 series in the orthorhombic form and recognized they were ferro- 
electric. This finding sparked considerable interest in these compounds and 
practically all important preparative, structural and physical studies on the 
R2(MoO4)3 compositions were conducted in the past ten years. In addition to the 
two most common types of rare earth molybdates,  R2MoO6 and R2(MoO4)3 
(Megumi et al., 1974) described R2Mo40~5 and R2Mo6021 compounds.  The phys- 
ical properties of these materials are less interesting and will only be discussed in 
context  with the R203/MoO3 phase equilibrium. In their phase diagram (Megumi 
et al., 1974) did not include the R6MoO6 composition, which was prepared by 
McCarthy (1974). Since this compound has a fluoride structure whose X-ray 
pattern closely resembles that of C-type Gd20~, one can easily miss this 
composition on the Gd-rich side of the phase diagram. Finally, molybdates with 
the rare earth in unusual valence states such as the scheelite type EuMoO4 with 
divalent europium were discribed by McCarthy (1971). 

1.2. The R203-MoO3 phase diagram 

The phase equilibria are discussed for the GdEO3/MoO3 case according to 
Megumi et al. (1974). With 7f electrons, Gd represents the center of the rare 
earth series and should be fairly representative,  although deviations due to 
changes in cohesive energy and ionic radius can be exFected on either side of 
the GdEO3/MoO3 system. 

Starting with the MoO3 rich side, we first have the compound Gd203.6MoO3, 
whose structure is not known. The next compound is Gd203"4MoO3 which also 
has not yet been characterized structurally. This part of the phase diagram, from 
0 to 25 mole% Gd203, is summarized in fig. 30.1. The balance of the phase 
diagram showing the Gd203.3MoO3 and Gd2Oa-MoO3 phases is represented in fig. 
30.2. As indicated in the previous section, the composition Gd6MoO 6 should be 
added to complete the phase diagram. 

One can see that this part of the phase diagram is considerably simpler than 
the MoO3 rich side. It shows the two congruently melting compounds,  
Gd203.3MoO3 and Gd203.MoO3. Perhaps the most important feature established 
by Megumi et al. (1974) is the fact  that there is essentially no phase width for 
Gd203-3MoO3 and only the precisely stoichiometric compound exists, a fact 
rather significant for single crystal growth. 
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TABLE 30.1. 
X-ray diffraction data for Gd203.6MoO3 and Gd203-4MoO3. 

Gd203"6MoO3 Gd203"4MoO3 Gd203"6MoO3 Gd203'4MoO3 

d(£) I d(A) I d(A) I d(A) I 

5.477 7 5.824 30 3.731 9 3.437 42 
5:333 20 5.384 8 3.696 11 3.321 81 
4.818 100 5.242 30 3.567 52 3.282 100 
4.729 21 5.035 8 3.526 27 3.211 50 
4.548 10 4.436 42 3.364 27 3.184 50 
4.215 25 4.149 16 3.331 31 3.097 52 
4.101 28 4.001 33 2.929 11 3.025 49 
3.953 16 3.743 34 2.891 10 2.928 24 
3.899 9 3.616 83 2.852 11 2.744 22 
3.839 18 3.587 7 2.829 14 2.720 32 

1.2.1. GdzO3"6MoO3 

Very little is known about  this Compound beyond the data given by Megumi et 
al. (1974). They  did observe some single crystals in samples annealed at 720°C 
and then quenched to room temperature.  Megumi et al. (1974) assume the 
structure to be orthorhombic and for identification purposes,  their d-values are 
given in table 30.1. 

1.2,2. Gd20;'4MoO3 

As with the previous compound,  almost nothing is known about this composi- 
tion. Its d-values are listed in table 30.1 together with Gd203.6MoO3. 

1.2.3. R203"3MoO3 

The molybdates of the rare earths formulated R2(MoO4)3 are most important 
and are known for all R's as well as Y a n d  Sc. They are discussed here in 
greatest detail. Because of the closely related electronic structures and the small 
variations in ionic size, most rare earth oxo-metallates such as the niobates 
RNbO4 (Keller, 1962), the vanadates RVO4 (Brixner and Abramson, 1965), the 
stannates R2Sn207 (Whinfrey et al., 1960), and the titanates R2Ti207 (Brixner, 
1964) exhibit only one prototype structure at room temperature;  however,  the 
R2(MoO4)3-type molybdates crystallize in four different structural arrangements. 
If one includes the temperature-dependent  polymorphic modifications and 
thermodynamically metastable compositions, no less than eight different struc- 
tures are known to exist for  these compounds between room temperature and 
their respective melting points. This is indeed a fascinating body of rare earth 
compounds,  unique in the protean display of structures as well as physical 
properties. 
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Starting with La2(MoO4)3, we have two structures between the melting point 
and room temperature.  When grown from the melt, the compound crystallizes in 
the space group I41/a of an undistorted scheelite with the parameters listed in 
table 30.2. This structure can be frozen in, therefore  suggesting that the phase 
transition at 848°C is sluggish and diffusion controlled. The fact  that /3- 
La2(MoO4h crystallizes in a scheelite structure indicates that a better formula- 
tion for this compound might be Law3~l/3MoO4 to show the relationship to the 
common ABO4-type scheelite where A normally is a bivalent ion such as in 
C a W O 4 .  

Valence compensat ion in the lanthanum molybdate scheelite is achieved through 
1 vacancies in the A sites (indicated as ~) .  In fact,  it is the ordering of these 

TABLE 30.2. 

La t t i c e  p a r a m e t e r s ,  s p a c e  g roups ,  t rans i t ion  t e m p e r a t u r e s ,  and  mel t ing  points  o f  the  RE(MoO4)3-type 

ra re  e a r t h  m o l y b d a t e s .  

S p a c e  

,R F o r m  T(°C)  m.p . (°C)  a ( A )  b (A)  c ( A )  /3(deg) g r o u p  

La 

C e 

P r 

N d  

S m  

Eu  

G d  

T b  

Dy  

H 0  

E r  

T m  

Yb 

L u  

"Or 

/3 
3' 

/3 
3' 

"Or 

/3 
3' 

/3 
3' 

"Or 

/3 
3' 

"Or 

/3 
3' 

~Ot 

/3 

3, 

o/ 

o/  

of 

o/ 

848 - 17.006 11.952 16.093 108.44 C2/c 
- 1024 5.365 - 11,945 - I4 t /a  

N o n e  1035 16.902 11.842 15.984 108.58 C2/c  

987 t o / 3  1045 16.849 ! 1.778 15.914 108.50 C2/c  

- 7.444 - 10.901 - ~p412m 

235 t o / 3  - 10.526 10.578 10.901 - P b a 2  

961 t o / 3  1081 16.788 11.719 15.849 108.54 C2/c  

- - 7.423 - 10.854 - P412m 

225 t o / 3  - 10.497 10.543 10.854 Pba2  

910 to 13 1122 7.562 11.509 11.557 108.98 C2/c  

- 7.380 - 10.769 - P4 2 lm  

197 t o / 3  - 10.435 10.472 10.769 - P b a 2  

881 t o / 3  1144 7.554 11.459 11.497 109.08 C21c 

- - 7.363 - 10.727 - P421m 

180 t o / 3  - 10.411 10.444 10.727 - P b a 2  

857 t o / 3  1171 7.575 11.436 11.424 109.28 C2/c  

- - 7.347 - 10.701 - P4 2 tm  

159 t o / 3  - 10.388 10.419 10.701 - P b a 2  

835 t o / 3  1172 7.529 11.379 11.401 109.21 C2/c  

- - 7.321 - 10.653 - P421m 

160 y o / 3 '  - 10.352 10.381 10.653 - P b a 2  

805 t o / 3  1222 7.514 11.344 11.364 109.31 C2/c  

1030 to 3' - 7.303 - 10.615 - P42~m 

145 t o / 3  - 10.327 10.351 10.615 - P b a 2  

- 6.69 . . . .  Cubic  

853 to y 1245 7.287 - 10.578 - P4 2 tm  

121 t o / 3  - 10.304 10.324 10.578 - P b a 2  

- - 9.921 13.656 9.867 P n c a  

N o n e  1320 9.936 13.515 9.827 P n c a  

N o n e  1 3 9 0  9.909 13.445 9.782 - P n c a  

N o n e  1421 9.864 13.411 9.759 - P n c a  

N o n e  1445 9.828 13.389 9.734 - P n c a  
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vacancies  which is responsible fo r  the structural transition into a monoclinic 
distortion at lower tempera tures  and we thus have an order -d isorder  transition 
at 848°C. For Cez(MoO4)3 the disordered scheelite was not observed,  although 
we expect  it to be thermodynamical ly  stable at high temperature .  Latt ice 
parameters  and melting point for  Cez(MoO4)3 are also given in table 30.2. Wi th  
Prz(MoO4)3, we begin the most  interesting region of the rare earth molybdates  
not only because of the structural complexi ty  but mainly because  the next eight 
rare earth compounds  (excluding Pm) exhibit the phenomena  of ferroelectr ici ty 
and ferroelastici ty discussed in section 3.3. /3-Prz(MoO4)3 melts congruently at 
1045°C and has a phase t ransformat ion at 987°C. It is only within this narrow 
temperature  range of 58°C that the tetragonai structure, space group P42,rn is 
thermodynamical ly  stable. However ,  the t ransformat ion is sluggish and diffusion 
controlled and therefore  the high-temperature phase can be quenched in. As we 
can see in table 30.2 and fig. 30.3, this t ransformat ion tempera ture  decreases  
as one proceeds  to the smaller rare earth ions. Obviously the kinetics for the 
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Fig. 30.3. Phase relationships of the R2(MoO4)3-type rare earth molybdates. 
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Fig. 30.4. Nd2(MoO4)3 (top) and Pr2(MoO4)3 
crystals. 

transformation to the thermodynamically stable low-temperature a s t ructure are 
more favorable at the higher transformation temperature,  and we believe that 
this is the reason why Pr2(MoO4)3 and Nd2(MoO4)3 have only recently been 
added to the list of ferroelectric rare earth molybdates by Brixner et al. (1971). 
To exemplify the difficulties with the all3 t ransformation for Pr2(MoO4)3, 
we show in fig. 30.4 a typical crystal exhibiting some o~ phase despite rapid 
quenching. It is contrasted with a single crystal of Nd2(MoO4)3 where the 
retention of essentially all fl structure is possible. Structurally this noncentric 
42m type is of great importance as it constitutes the parent phase from which all 
eight ferroelec~ric molybdates are derived. The high (/3) and low (/3') tempera- 
ture phases o,f these structures are discussed in section 2. If the thermo- 
dynamically metastable /3-Pr2(MoO4)3 is further cooled below 987 to 225°C, it 
undergoes a second transformation leading to the lower symmetry  ferroelastic- 
ferroelectric orthorhombic Pba2 structure. This structure is, of course, still 
thermodynamically metastable. Since it is derived from the high-temperature 13 
structure, this type is designated as /3'. This sequence of transformations from 
the stable high-temperature /3 structure to the metastable /3 and /3' forms is the 
same for the next five rare earth ions and Will therefore not be discussed again. 
The phase relationships with regard to temperature can best be seen in fig. 
30.3. The reason for the increase in melting points of these compounds is the 
decrease in cell volume giving rise to increased cohesive energy. The ther- 
modynamically stable, high-density, low-temperature c~ form of Pr2(MoO4)3 is 
still isostructural with that of o~-La2(MoO4)3 which has already been discussed. 
Except  for different melting and transformation temperatures,  which can be 
obtained from fig. 30.3 and table 30.2, everything stated about Pr2(MoO4)3 is 
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TABLE 30.3. 
X-ray powder pattern for a-Gd2(MoO4)3. 

h k l dobs d¢.lc Iobs I~l~ h k I dobs d~l~ /ob~ Ic~lc 

1 1 01) ~6.063] ( 1 0 1 1 3 -  2 . 7 7 0 -  <1 
1 2 - 6.047 (6.059J 26 15 1 1 - 4  - 2.768 - <1 
0 2 0 5.705 5.718 2 2 0 4 1 - 2.764 - <1 
0 0 2 5.384 5.391 19 22 2 2  13} 2.723 [2.726~ {63 
0 2 1 5.045 5.052 18 16 2 2 - (2.723J 8 " 
1 1 ~} [4.747 8 ( < I 0 0  4 - 2.696 - <1 

23} ~'2.673] (56 1 1 - 4.741 14.742 1 3 2.673 12.672J 7 
0 2 2 - 3.923 1 1 3 - 
2 0 i}  } (3.575] { 2 2 0 2 2 . 6 0 8 2 . 6 0 9 1 5  15 
2 0 - ~3.572J~ 36 6 2 0 - 4  2.605 2.605 14 15 
1 1 } 3.562 [3.564] J 17 0 4 - 2  2.526 [22254~60] 3 3 
, ,  3 3 60, 17 ( ,  
1 3  ~} [3.364] (51 3 1  2.447 12.449, 1 <1 
1 3 - 3.361 1.3.363J 5 0 2 4 - 2.438 - <1 
2 2 -1  3.158 3.158 100 100 2 2 2 - 2.374 - <1 
1 3 3.o74 (3070  <1  2 2 - 4  - 2.371 - < 1  

- t3.077,  7 <1 3 1 ~} /2.333] 2 { 1 
0 2 3 3.043 3.043 84 79 3 I - 2.333 1.2.331J < 1  

30 , , 3 2 : i  2 2 - 2  - 3.029 - <1 1 3 2.281 12.284~ 2 <1 
0 4 0 2.858 2.859 27 27 2 4 1.2.282J <1 

true also for Nd2(MoO4)3. While the high-temperature structure stays the same 
for Sm2(Mo()4)3, we now have a new structure for the a form. This phase is 
isostructural with E u 2 ( W o 4 ) 3  for which the complete structure has been deter- 
mined by Templeton and Zalkin (1963). To demonstrate this relationship, in- 
tensity calculations were carried out for ot-Gd2(MoO4)3 using the published 
positional parameters of E u 2 ( W O 4 ) 3 .  The good agreement between the calculated 
intensities and the powder intensities is indicated in table 30.3. The density of 
a-Sm2(MoO4)3 is 5.450g/ml -t and that of /3'-Sm2(MoO4)3 is 4.405 g/ml -~. This 
density difference is unusually large, reaching almost 25%. It suggests that the 
/T-structure is rather open and the application of pressure may cause it to 
collapse. A pressure experiment showed that the / 3 ~ a  transformation for 
Gd2(MoOD3 occurs some 300°C below the ambient transformation point of 
855°C. Application of higher pressures and lower temperatures finally led to yet 
another structural modification called ~--GMO[Gdz(MoO4)3]. This form of 
Gd2(MoO4)3 is amorphous, and experimental details have been given by Brixner 
(1972). The /3' structure collapses under the influence of high pressure, but a 
complete structural rearrangement is impossible because of the slow kinetics at 
room temperature resulting in an amorphous structural disarray intermediate 
between the a and/3' structures. The effect of hydrostatic pressure on the/3'l/3 
phase transition has been studied by Shirokov et al. (1972). These authors find 
that as little as 3 kbar raise the Curie temperature from 160°C to almost 240°C. 
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c TABLE 30.4. 
• X-ray diffraction data for Gd203.3MoO3. 

I ' d(A) I d(A) 

30 10.699 100 3.478 
60 6.059 100 3.293 
80 5.349 100 3.284 
20 5.207 30 3.209 
90 4.679 100 3.031 
20 4.326 95 2.941 

5 4.269 90 2.804 
100 3.729 80 2.799 
100 3.677 20 2.674 
90 3.566 

In connection with this change of transition temperature via pressure, it is also 
interesting to refer to the work by Dem'yanov and Shchedrin (1973) who found 
that neutron irradiation can raise the fl'lfl phase transition by as much as 200 K 
permanently.  Eu2(MoO4)3, Gd2(MoO4)3 and Tb2(MoO4)3 exhibit exactly the same 
structural transformations as did S m 2 ( M o O 4 ) 3  and detailed numbers can again be 
extracted from table 30.2 and fig. 30.3. For purposes of identification, the first 
19 lines of the /3'-Gd2(MoO4)3 X-ray diagram are given in table 30.4. Recently,  
Naussau et al. (1971) mentioned yet  another structural modification of Eu, Gd, 
Tb and Dy-molybdate called y-phase. We have also observed such a phase for 
Tb2(MoO4)3 but obtained it only upon crystallization from a super-cooled melt 
and never upon heating of the/3 phase to the melting point. We therefore  believe 
this to be yet another metastable phase. It appears to be of cubic symmetry.  
If one looks at the phase relationship diagram in fig. 30.3 and the lattice 
parameters in table 30.2, it would appear that Dy2(MoO4)3 is the easiest 
compound to grow since its fl/a t ransformation is the lowest and its ortho- 
rhombic distortion (b - a) the least. And yet Dy2(MoO4)3 cannot be obtained as a 
sound single crystalline boule at all. The reason for this is yet another phase 
transformation at 1030°C which is disruptive. This means that the volume change 
associated with the structural transition is so large that the boule will invariably 
break up. We succeeded in freezing in this 8-phase and tentatively identified it as 
cubic with a cell edge of 6.96 A. After this experience,  we set out to establish the 
material which exhibits the lowest /3/a transformation and the least b - a  
distortion which can be grown without this disruptive phase transition. This 
information is summarized in table 30.5. One can see that as little as 3 ~3 in cell 
size or 0.001 A difference in ionic radius determines whether a transition occurs 
or not. Although not precisely at this transition point, the compound 
GdDy(MoO4)3 does grow with greatest ease and has been obtained free of any 
a phase and thus not exhibiting any laser light scattering. Such a crystal is 
shown in figs. 30.5 and 30.6. Ho2(MoO4)3 constitutes yet another special case. 
Contrary to Nassau.  (1971), we were unable to produce an a phase of 

,~.A |. 
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TABLE 30.5. 
Lattice parameters and/3/~ transition temperature for some Pba2-type solid solutions. 

Tet~ Sound 
Composition a(A) b(A,) c(,~,) V(,~) IR(A.) (°C) boule 

Dy2(MoO4)3 10.3271 10.3513 10.6145 1134.68 0.912 1030 No 
DyTb(MoO4)3 10.3374 1 0 . 3 6 3 1  10.6339 1139.18 0.918 1114 No 
Dyl.4Gdo.6(MoO4)3 10.3377 10.3628 10.6303 1138.79 0.920 1143 No 
Dy0.4Tbl.6(MoO4) 3 10.3457 10.3738 10.6460 1142.57 0.921 No Yes 
Dyl.2Gd0.3(MoO4)3 10.3490 10.3749 10.6433 1142.78 0.922 No Yes 
DyGd(MoO4)3 t0.3582 10.3837 10.6564 1146.16 0.925 No Yes 

Ho2(MoO4)3  at all, and we believe the /3' and /3 structures ~to  be the only 
thermodynamical ly  stable ones of all the ferroelectr ic rare earth molybdates .  But 
a new structural complicat ion enters the picture: y-Ho2(MoO4)3. This structure is 
or thorhombic,  space group Pnca  and has been determined by Abrahams  (1966) 
for  8c2(WO4) 3. The transition f rom /3 to y-Hoa(MoO4)3 at 853°C is again dis- 
ruptive,  and no sound boules of/3 or/3'-Ho2(MoO4)3 can be obtained. In addition 
to this problem, Ho2(MoO4)3 tends to hydrate at room tempera ture  causing 
further  difficulties. The remaining rare earth molybdates  of Er, Tin, Yb and  Lu 
also form hydrates  and crystallize only in the Pnca  structure without any phase 
transitions. We have  determined their cell dimensions but 0nly in the case of 
Lu2(MoO4)3 was this done on a pure single crystal  which gave no additional 
diffraction lines outside the Pnca  structure. The other compounds  did contain 
small quantities of the hydrate ,  and the lattice parameters  therefore  have to be 
taken with some reservations.  The cell volumes as a function of the best  
reported ionic radii by Shannon and Prewit t  (1969) for  the ferroelectr ic  Pba2 
composi t ions are shown in fig. 30.7. In order to get a per fec t  straight-Nine 
relationship, the ionic radius for Pr  +3 in eight-fold coordination had to be 
corrected f rom 0.997 to 0.991 ,~. 

M~!, ~ ~ l C  1 1 2M 3 4 :~ 

Fig. 30.5. GdDy(MoO4)3 single crystal viewed sideways. 
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N 1i r: 

Fig. 30.6. GdDy(MoO4)3 single crystal viewed along growth axis. ,  
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Fig. 30.7. r 3 vs. cell volume for the ferroelectric/T-type R2(MoO4) 3 molybdates. 
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1.2.3.1. Single crystal growth of R203"3MoO3 compounds 

Since other species, such as, for instance, the LnzMoO6 compounds  exist in 
the Ln203-MoO3 phase diagram, ext reme care must  be taken in preparing feed 
material of high purity and precise stoichiometry.  In a solid state reaction where 
one component  sublimes at 770°C and the other melts above 2000°C, this is not 
easy. The consti tuent  components  were  the rare earth oxides of at least 99.99% 
purity obtained f rom the Ker r -McGee  Company,  and Climax Molybdenum Co. 
Ammonium molybdate  (NH4)6Mo7024.4H20 was used as a precursor  for high 
purity MOO3. The rare earth oxides were fired at 1000°C in air or oxygen fo? at 
least 5 to 8 h to ensure the removal  of all volatile matter  such as H20, COz, etc. 
They were subsequent ly  kept in the desiccator.  MoO3 was prepared  by first 
heating the ammonium salt to 300°C for 10 to 14h, subsequently raising the 
temperature  to 600°C for  another  10 to 14h. This procedure  yielded a highly 
crystalline pale-yellow MOO3. The consti tuent  components  were weighed to the 
nearest  mg, mixed for  at least 30 rain on a " W I G - L - B U G " ,  and fired at 600°C for 
10-14h. After  the mixture was ground and retired 1 to 2 h  at 600°C, the 
temperature  was raised to 900°C for 2-4 h. Any weight loss occurring during the 
firing operations was carefully made up with MOO3. All colorless rare earth 
oxides yielded pure-white powders  of the corresponding molybdates .  

Single crystals  were grown by the Czochralski  technique, using a 20 kVA 
" E c c o "  high f requency generator  as a power  source. The working coil was 3 
inch OD 8 turns fabr icated f rom flattened j inch Cu tubing. The crucible was of 
60 rail thick iridium 1½ inch high and 1½ inch wide. Typical  growth rates for 
approximate ly  ~ inch diameter  crystals were 0.5 to 0 .8cm/h.  Seed rotational 
speeds varied f rom 80 to 120 rpm. 

E 

H 

FIBERFRAX~-- ~ 

Fig. 30.8. Set-up for 

• } ' - ' •  ROTATION MOTOR 
~½"STAINLESS STEEL CHUCK 

QUARTZ Re0 

: ~ 4 0 0 " C  ANNEAL FURNACE 
~I[~ -~HIGH TEMPERATURE FURNACE 
 L ?QUARTZ W,NDOW 
  'CR STAL 
=~L. "~ , r  CRUCIBLE (60 rnil) 
~ 8 TURN RF COIL ~ 56 mm QUARTZ 

. ~3,,3["'--~ ~A[ BLOCK 
I I ~ A [  CUP 

,jBENC. TOP 
~~MECHANISM TO LOWER CRUCIBLE 

Czochralski growth of R2(MoO4)3 single crystals. 
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A p r o b l e m c o m m o n l y  encountered during growth of these crystals is expan- 
sion of the n~elt upon freezing, which severely distorts the container and often 
renders it useless after only a few runs. This can be greatly minimized by 
providing a mechanism which permits the melt  to directionally freeze at the end 
of a run. As can be seen in fig. 30.8, a feed screw lowers the crucible in such a 
position that the top of the melt  is hot while the bot tom freezes.  There is still 
slight bulging towards the sides but as many as 50 crystal  growth runs could be 
carried out in the same container without excess ive  distortion of the crucible if 
this was done. Repeated mel t ing  and freezing during the initial charging of the 
container is also eliminated if a large quartz funnel is used to continuously feed 
the powder  to the melt until the proper  level is obtained. As some of the 
high-temperature structures (e.g. Pr and Nd) are only stable in a very narrow 
tempera ture  range, crystal  growth had to be carried out in the presence  of an 
af terheater  held at the right temperature .  This is schematically shown in fig. 30.8. 
The purpose of the second heater  is to allow rapid quenching of the crystal  to 
about  400°C and slow cooling f rom there. Lu2(MoO4)3 melted at approximate ly  
1450°C and crystal  growth was carried out under 200 psi argon pressure.  This 
greatly reduced but did not eliminate completely  the significant vaporizat ion of 
MoO3 observed under ambient  conditions. MoO3 losses start  becoming notice- 
able with the Ho compound.  

Gd2(MoO4)3 was most  extensively studied. With a melting point of 1171°C and 
a fl/o~ t ransformat ion tempera ture  of 857°C, we have a reasonably broad stability 
range of 314°C and Gd203"3MoO3 crystals can be grown without an afterheater .  
However ,  sdc~ff crystals will contain small uniformly distributed quantities of  a 
phase giving rise to strong nonspecu la r  scatter  of a laser beam passed through 
the crystal. This type of defect  was termed "dispersed inclusions" by Borchardt  
(1968). Another  serious problem, called "axial  inclusions" or " fea the r s"  by 
Borchardt  (1968) has also been quanti tat ively characterized.  These defects  are 
Gd2MoO6 as first evidenced by a microprobe traverse across such an inclusion. 
The relative shifts of the Gd and Mo concentrat ions come close to the calculated 
amounts  for  the differences in Gd2(MoO4)3 and Gd2MoO6. Later  on we also 
succeeded in characterizing this inclusion by X-rays as Gd2MoO6. Its elimination 
requires the establ ishment  of a flat tempera ture  profile at the crystal/liquid 
interface. This is achievable in the range of 80 to 120 rpm rotation of the crystal. 
One other problem is inclusion of metallic particles giving rise to strong specular 
scatter of a laser beam passed through the crystal.  This is observed when either 
Pt or Pt /Rh containers are used. Epstein (1970) did observe  such inclusions and 
assumed them to be Pt. An electron microprobe analysis of a thin single 
crystalline slice containing such particles clearly character ized them as metallic 
Pt as can be seen in fig. 30.9. The use of Ir containers eliminates this problem as 
neither Ir nor IrO2 appears  soluble in detectable quantities in the melt. We have 
grown Gd2(MoO4)3 on [100], [001] and [110] oriented seeds, obtaining the best 
results with the latter orientation. This is probably due to the fact  that the 
domain wal l s  entering the crystal  on cooling through the Curie tempera ture  at 
159°C come in along the boule axis, thereby causing the least amount  of stress 
which can give rise to cracking of boules. 
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Fig. 30.9. Pt inclusions in 
Odz(MoO4)3. Left: optical micro- 
graphs. Right: top, Pt electron 
image; bottom: Pt X-ray image. 

Combining all this information for the growth of high quality Gd2(MoO4)3, the 
following is suggested. 
(1) Prepare quality feed from high purity consti tuent components.  For  ultra-high 
quality, it will further help to use previously grown and thereby purified material. 
(2) Grow on [110] seed from 1½" diameter Ir pot at speeds not exceeding 
0.8 cm/h and a rotation rate of the crystal of 100 rpm. 
(3) Keep crystal diameter under ½ inch and above ~/a transition throughout 
growth process; subsequently quench rapidly to 400°C. 
(4) Cool at 40°C/h or less with a slight temperature gradient f rom top to bot tom 
of crystals, so walls will enter in the same way. 

1.2.4. The R203"MoO3 compounds 

As became apparent through the discussion of the metastability of the 
ferroelectric parent phase, crystal growth of these materials does pose very 
specific problemsl In addition to the possible inclusion of a phase, one must also 
be concerned about precise stoichiometry. Specific problems are the R2MoO6- 
type compounds which are related to the previously discussed materials via the 
equation 

R2(MoO3)3 ~ R2MoO6 + 2MOO3 

The first R2MeO6-type compound where Me = W and R = Yb was probably 
synthesized by Cleve (1902) and the first molybdate (LazMoO6) by Sillen (1943). 
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A c c o r d i n g  to  Si l len (1943), the  s t ruc tu re  of  La2MoO6 can  bes t  be  d e s c r i b e d  as 
cons i s t i ng  of  La202 and M 0 0 4  layers .  An  La202 l aye r  has  in i ts c e n t e r  a fiat 
square  o x y g e n  n e t w o r k  in w h o s e  in t e r s t i ces  the  L a  ions a l t e rna t e ly  o c c u p y  one  
or  the  o the r  side.  Thus ,  it is the  s ame  a r r a n g e m e n t  which  has  been  r e p o r t e d  for  
o x y h a l i d e s  such as  LaOC1 and L a O B r .  The  space  group  is I42m,  cons t i t u t ing  
noncen t r i c  s y m m e t r y  s imi lar  to the  /3 s t ruc tu re  of  the  f e r r o e l e c t r i c  R2(Mo'O4)3 

. c o m p o u n d s .  Ce2MoO6, first  r e p o r t e d  b y  Br ixne r  e t  al. (1972), cons t i t u t e s  an 
e x c e p t i o n  in the  ser ies  of  t e t r agona l  RzMoO6 c o m p o u n d s .  W e  chose  to p r e p a r e  it 
by  a s y m p r o p o r t i o n a t i o n  a c c o r d i n g  to 

6CEO2 + Mo + 2M003  ~ 3Ce2MoO6 

in sea led  qua r t z  a m p o u l e s .  The  c o m p o u n d  is b lack ,  s e m i c o n d u c t i n g ,  and  of  
d i f fe ren t  s t ruc tu re  than  La2MoO6. It c ry s t a l l i z e s  in a cub ic  s y m m e t r y  s imi lar  to 
CaF2, sugges t ing  tha t  all R2MoO6 c o m p o u n d s  m a y  be d e r i v e d  f rom this  p r o t o -  
t ype  by  w a y  of  o rde r ing  and  d i s to r t i on  with  the  th ree  meta l  ions  d i s t r i bu t ed  ove r  
the  Ca  s i tes  and  the  o x y g e n s  in the  F posi,tign. The  fac t  tha t  Ce2MoO6 is the  on ly  
R2MoO6-type m o l y b d a t e  wh ich  is not  an in su la to r  sugges t s  that  one  has  a 
d i s t r ibu t ion  of  va r i ab le  va l ence  s t a tes  fo r  the  Ce ions  and p e n t a v a l e n t  Mo such  
a s  in Ce+3Ce+4Mo+506. P r2MoOi  c ry s t a l l i z e s  in I7~2m s y m m e t r y ,  and  its 
p a r a m e t e r s  are  l i s ted  in tab le  30.6. This  same  s t ruc tu re  was  o b t a i n e d  for  
Nd2MoO6 and  Sm2MoO6. The  la t te r  c o m p o u n d  could  a lso  be  o b t a i n e d  in a 
monoc l in i c  fo rm,  if p r e p a r e d  at  low t e m p e r a t u r e s .  This  br ings  us to the new 
s t ruc tu re  of  all r e m a i n i n g  rare  ea r th  m o l y b d a t e s  of  the  t ype  R2MoO6, s ta r t ing  
with  Eu2M006.  B las se  (1966) had  g iven  a sugges t ed  cell  for  these  c o m p o u n d s  

TABLE 30.6. 
Lattice parameters and space groups for the Ln2MoO6 

compounds. 

~Ln 
¢ 

Space 
a(A) b(,~) c(A) fl(deg) group 

La 4.093 - 16.017 - I42m 
Ce 5.578 - - - Fm3m* 
Pr 4.030 - ~ 15.852 - 142m 
Nd 4.005 - 15.813 - 1742m 

3.965 - 15.686 - I42m 
Sm [16.628 15.791 5.470 108.28 C2[c 
Eu 16 .558  15.735 5.439 108.16 C2[c 
Gd 16 .514  15.678 5.425 108.33 C2/c 
Tb 16 .462  15.626 5.396 108.35 C2/c 
Dy 16 .542  15.573 5.371 109.72 C2/c 
Ho 16 .469  15.516 5.349 109.60 C2/c 
Er 16.412 15.479 5.328 109.53 C2/c 
Tm 16 .266  15.419 5.310 108.57 C2/c 
Yb 16 .240  15.387 5.290 108.66 C2/c 
Lu 16.211 15.346 5.274 108.80 C2/c 

*Subcell? 
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based on a distortion of Sillen's tetragonal La2MoO6. The data were not based on 
single crystals,  and we were  completely  unable to index our Guinier data using 
Blasse 's  (1966) parameters .  We therefore  a t tempted to grow single crystals of 
Gd2MoO6 even though the compound melts near 2000°C. We were able to obtain 
single crystals of a Bi-substituted Gd molybdate  of the type Gel.7 Bi0.3MoO6. This 
allowed us to establish the space group C2]c (Cc was ruled out by a negative 
second harmonic generation test) with a = 16.62,~, b = 11.23 A, c = 5.45 A and 
/3 = 108.6 °. One can also use a body-centered  cell to describe this structure. 
There is an obvious relationship to the tetragonal cell of the large rare earth 
molybdates:  

aM -- ~/2 X aT, bM ~ X/2 X aT, CM -- CT, 

Sm2MoO6 is the link between these two structures as it was obtained in both 
forms. The transition f rom tetragonal to monoclinic is not merely  a distortion 
because the tetragonal fo rm is readily obtained at room tempera ture  by air 
quenching. Thus the transition is slow and involves some rearrangement  of 
atoms. The monoclinic modifications are denser,  and high pressure should 
conver t  the tetragonal to the monoclinic form. This was possible at 65 kbar  with 
Nd2MoO6, although the indexing of the film was not perfect.  The parameters  for 
Gd2MoO6 are listed in table 30.6. For  the remaining R2MoO6-type rare earth 
molybdates ,  the structural situation is simple as they all crystallize in the C2/c 
type. Parameters  for Tb2MoO6, DyzMoO6, HozMoO6, Er2MoO6, TmzMoO6, 
Yb2MoO6 and Lu2MoO6 are listed in table 30.6. Compared  to the complexi ty  of 
structures for  the R2(MoO4)3 compounds ,  we certainly have a more "norma l"  
situation with regard to structural types for these R2MoO6 composit ions.  

2. Crystal chemistry, phase transitions, and crystallographic aspects 
(W. Jeitsehko) 

The crystal s tructures of most  compounds  treated in the previous section are 
known. They will be discussed and compared  here with the emphasis  on the 
differences among the individual structural types.  The structural and crystallo- 
graphic aspects  of the displacive phase transition be tween/3  and/3'-Gd2(MoO4)3 
will be treated in more detail, since they are the basis for the interesting physical 
propert ies to be discussed in the final section. 

2.1. Composition R2(MoO4)3 

The crystal  structures of this composi t ion belong to three basically different 
structural families with a total of six well character ized structural types: a) 
defect  scheelite structures which can be disordered (1), or ordered of 
La2(MoO4)3 type (2) or Eu2(WO4)3 type (3); b)/3-Gd2(MoO4)3 above  (4) and below 
(5) its displacive phase transition; and c) t h e  Sc2(WO4)3 type (6) structure. For 
~/-Dy2(MoO4)3 a seventh structure was tentatively identified by Brixner (1973) as 
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cubic. Finally amorphous  7r-Gd2(MoO4)3 obtained by "crushing" /3-Gd2(MoO4)3 
under high pressure can be counted as an eight modification. 

The main differences of the three structural families are in the oxygen 
coordination of the R ions which decreases f rom eight in the defect  scheelites, 
over  seven in /3- and /3'-Gd2(MoO4)3 to six in the 8c2(WO4) 3 type compounds .  
The Mo atom is always tetrahedrally coordinated by oxygen although octahedral  
coordination of Mo is known for other composit ions.  

2.1.1. Defect scheelites R2(MoO4)3 

The La2(MoO4)3 type structure (Jeitschko, 1973) which occurs for  R = La, Ce, 
Pr, Nd, and the Eu2(WO4)3 type structure (Templeton and Zalkin, 1963) found 
for  the molybdates  with R = Sm, Eu, Gd, Tb, Dy, are best  described as derived 
f rom schee!ite, CaWO4. The formula  R2(MoO4)3 can be expressed as 
R2/3~l/3MoO4 where ~b stands for vacant  sites. The ordered arrangement  of 
vacancies  and R atoms on the Ca site of scheelite gives rise to the superstruc-  
tures which are shown in fig. 30.10. The main differences between the 
La2(MoO4)3 and the Eu2(WO4)3 type structure is the arrangement  of the R atoms 
and the vacancies.  Atomic positions in La2(MoO4)3 deviate only little f rom those 
in scheelite. Considerable distortions f rom an ideal scheelite ar rangement  occur  
in Eu2(WO4)~JThey may, however ,  be due to the tendency of W for  higher 
coordination (for composi t ions which occur  for both, molybdates  and tungstates,  
it is somet imes  observed that W is in octahedral  and Mo in tetrahedral  coor- 
dination) and therefore the distortions may not be present  in a molybdate  with 
Eu2(WO4)3 type structure. To answer the question of why the La2(MoO4)3 type 
structure occurs  for  the big R elements  and the EH2(WO4)3 type structure for the 
smaller ones, an accura te  structure refinement for a R2(MoO4)3 compound with 
EH2(WO4)3 type structure would be needed. 

Compounds  with a superstructure  due to an ordering process  usually have an 
order-disorder  transition at higher temperatures .  As discussed above,  such a 
transition was f6und for La2(MoO4)3 about  200°C below the melting point. In 
Cez(MoO4)3 this ~ transition was not observed probably because of insufficient 
quenching. In the remaining R2(MoO4)3 compounds  the defect  scheelite s tructure 
is thermodynamical ly  not stable at all at high temperatures  and therefore  the 
order-disorder  transition does not need to occur. The relatively high speed of the 
order-d isorder  transition in La2(MoO4)3 is easily rationalized since the La 
positions and vacant  sites are interconnected and fur thermore  at high tempera-  
tures the M004 te t rahedra can be easily displaced f rom their ideal positions. 

2.1.2. fl- and fl'-Gd2(MoO4)3 

The pr imary cristallization product  of Rz(MoO4)3 compounds  (R = Pr  to Ho) 
has the /3-Gd2(MoO4)3 type structure. As discussed above,  this structure 
becomes  thermodynamical ly  metastable for most  composi t ions a few hundred °C 
below the melting point. Never theless  it is kinetically very stable at lower 
temperatures  aod undergoes a displacive phase transition to the ferroelast ic-  
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b 

- 'X.  × 

Fig. 30.10. Crystal structures of (a) La2(MoO4)3 and (b) Eu2(WO4)3. Projections are along the c axis of the 
scheelite subcell, which is outlined in the upper left-hand corner of the La2(MoO4)3 structure. Black 
dots and dotted circles represent La atoms above and below the MoO4 tetrahedra. The Mo atoms 
within the tetrahedra are not shown. (From Jeitschko (1973) by courtesy of Acta Crystallogr.) 
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ferroelectric /3'-Gd2(MoO4)3 type structure. This latter transition which occurs 
between 121 (R = Ho) and 235°C (R = Pr) is the basis for  the unique properties 
of these compounds.  

The crystal structure of /3'-Gd2(MoO4)3 was solved independently in two 
laboratories from twinned (Keve et al., 1971) and single crystals (Jeitschko, 1970, 
1972). At high temperature the structure is tetragonal with space group P42~m. 
Below the transition temperature it is orthorhombic,  space group Pba2. The c 
axis remains practically the same during the phase transition, while the ortho- 
rhombic a and b axis are about  X/2 times larger than the tetragonal a axis (fig. 
30.11a). The c axis which is n onpolar in the tetragonal form becomes polar in the 
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Fig. 30.11. (a) Relation of unit cells of/3(P421m) and/3' (Pba2)Gdz(MoO4)3. (b) Definition of angles 
a~ and a2. (c) Schematic drawing of a single crystal of ferroic Gd2(MoO4)3 with two domains. The 
{110} planes are cleavage planes and domain walls. The shear angle 0 = a ~ -  a2 is the angle between 
the x direction of one domain and the y direction of the other (From Jeitschko (1972) by courtesy of 
Acta Crystallogr.) 
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or thorhombic  form. This is the basis for  the ferroelectr ic property:  the structure 
can be switched f rom one orientation state to the other by an electric field a long 
the c axis. During switching the or thorhombic  a and b axes interchange and the 
c axis inverts. Since the or thorhombic  b axis is slightly larger than the a axis, 
the crystals can be switched also by a compressional  stress applied along the b 
axis. The proper ty  was termed ferroelasticity by Aizu (1970). The shear angle is 
a function of the difference between the lengths of the a and b axes (figs. 
30.1 lb,  c). 

As is usually the case with a displacive phase transition, the crystal  structure 
of the high-temperature (/3) form (Jeitschko, 1973) comes close to the average of 
the (two) different orientation states of the low-temperature  (/3') form. In both 
forms the Gd atoms are seven-coordinated and the Mo a toms tetrahedrally 
coordinated by oxygen atoms.  The oxygen atoms have either two or three near 
metal  neighbors (fig. 30.12). The positional differences be tween the /3 and /3' 

O9 

~ ' 0  I0 ~)012 

Fig. 30.12. Crystal structure of fl'-Gd2(MoO4)3. It can be seen that most metal atoms are located in the 
symmetry-related layers at z ~ 0.3 and z - 0 . 7  respectively. 
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form are small (--0.1 ,~) for all atoms except  for some of the oxygen atoms of 
certain MoOn tetrahedra. Thus the transition from the prototypic (/3) to the 
ferroic (/3') phase of Gd2(MoOn)3 Can be described as the condensation of an 
oscillatory motion of these MoOn tetrahedra. This motion can be seen in the 
elongated shape of the thermal ellipsoids of some oxygen atoms in the high 
temperature structure (fig. 30.13). 

In the low temperature form the MOOn tetrahedra are locked in at either one 
or the other extreme position in a long-range ordered manner. During ferro- 
electric (or ferroelastic) switching some MoOn groups rotate from one position to 
the other. The atomic displacements are largest ( -0 .7  A) for the oxygen atoms of 
the switching MoO4 tetrahedra. The metal atoms move only by about 0.1 A. The 
motions occur  primarily in the xy plane of the structure. Along the polar z 
direction the displacements are small and fur thermore species (Gd 3+, MOO]-) 
with the same charge move mainly against each other in such a way that the 
change in spontaneous polarisation is small. Thus fl'-Gd2(MoOn)3 is well dis- 
cribed as a canted antiferroelectric.  

Since the/3 to /3 '  phase transition results in a doubling of the primitive cell of 
the structure, additional (superstructure) reflections occur in the diffraction 
patterns of the low temperature form. These reflections provide the key to the 
understanding of the phase transition. Their  intensities, angular widths and 
energies were studied as a function of temperature both above and below the 
transition temcl~erature (Axe et al., 1971; Jeitschko, 1972; Dorner  et al., 1972). 
The results show that upon heating the temperature-dependent  physical proper- 
ties like spontaneous polarisation, shear angle, and birefringence along the c axis 
(Cummins, 1970) can be accounted for by gradual shifts in atomic positions 
toward the high-temperature structure. There is, however,  a discontinuity at the 
transition temperature and in that sense the transition is of first order. The 
behavior of the structure above the transition temperature is a good example for 
the soft mode model for displacive phase transitions. Thus, the square of the 
soft-mode freqt~ency varies linearly with temperature over a wide temperature 
range. The phase transition, however,  occurs about 10°C above the temperature 
at which the f requency extrapolates to zero. In the temperature range just above 
the transition temperature the mode is also heavily damped. Thus, the phase 
transition has also some character  of a positional order-disorder transition. 

The/3'-Gd2(MoO4)3 space group, Pba2, is a allgemeine subgroup of P42~m, the 
space group of/3-Gd2(MoO4)3. Therefore  translations as well as other symmetry  
operations are lost during the /3 to /3' transition. The reduction in point group 
symmetry (PTt2~m to Cmm2) permits the formation of twin domains while the 
loss of translational operation (Cram2 to Pba2) allows the occurence of 
antiphase domains (Jeitschko and Wondratschek,  1974; Wondratschek and Jeit- 
schko, 1976). The ferroelast ic-ferroelectr ic  twin domains are of course readily 
distinguished through their physical (e.g. optical) properties. Antiphase domains 
are more difficult to observe since they have exactly the same lattice orientation. 
They are revealed best through the mismatch at their boundary (APB) which 
results in a higher chemical etching rate at the boundary. The APB's  form closed 
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Y,k 

(a) 
Fig. 30.13. 

loops or terminate on dislocations, external surfaces,  or on ferroelectr ic  domain 
(i.e. twin) wails. They are generated and annihilated by moving domain walls 
(Barkley and Jeitschko,  1973). On the atomic scale, domain walls correspond to a 
mismatch in the orientation of MoO4 tet rahedra in one or the other plane 
perpendicular  to the c axis, while APB ' s  correspond to a mismatch in both 
planes of the structure (fig. 30.14). 

2.1.3. Molybdates with Sc2(WO4)3 type structure and amorphous R2(MoO4)3 
compounds 

The Sc2(WO4)3 type structure (Abrahams and Bernstein, 1966) occurs for 
R2(MoOa)3 compounds  with the small R elements  f rom Ho  to Lu. In this 
structure, which has also been described for  AIz(WO4)3 by Craig and Stephenson 
(1968), RO6 octahedra  are linked via all corners to MoO4 tetrahedra.  The MoO4 
tetrahedra share their corners  with four  RO6 octahedra.  In this way a very open 
three-dimensional  f r amework  is formed.  
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(b) 

Fig. 30.13. Comparison of the partial structures at z - 0.3 of (a)/3 '  and (b) fl'-Gd2(MoO4h. Thermal 
ellipsoids are plotted at the~ 50% probability limit. (From Jeitschko (1972) by courtesy of Acta 
Crystallogr.) 

¢ 

I n  the previously discussed R2(MoO4)3 structures the R element is 8-coor- 
dinated (defect-scheelites) or 7-coordinated (fl-Gd2[MoO4]3 type compounds).  
Correspondingly one third of the oxygen atoms is 3-coordinated in the defect  
scheelite molybdates,  and only one sixth of the oxygen atoms are 3-coordinated 
(always to two R and one Mo) in fl-Gd2(MoO4)3. The remaining oxygen atoms 
are always coordinated to one R and one Mo. Finally in the Sc2(Wo4) 3 type 
compounds with 6-coordination for R, all oxygens have coordination number 2. 
Thus, in going from the large to the small R elements the coordination numbers 
decrease and the volume per formula unit increases in steps from the defect-  
scheelites over the fl-GdE(MoO4)3 type to the Sc2(WO4)3 type compounds.  As 
would be expected,  for compositions where two of these basic structure types 
are found, the lower coordinated structure is always the high temperature form. 
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Fig. 30.14. Schematic representation of the/3'-Gd2(MoO4)3 structure. Diamonds drawn with solid and 
broken lines represent MoO4 tetrahedra at two different levels in space. The axis system A, B antd B' 
show the crygtal in three different orientation states. States B and B' are parallel (their axis systems 
are drawn antiparallel in the x and y directions, however, they are parallel through the internal 
symmetry of the structure) but have a translational mismatch at the antiphase boundary. State A is 
of opposite polarity. (From Barkley and Jeitschko (1973) by courtesy of J. Appl. Phys.) 

Br ixne r  et  al. (1971) have  s h o w n  tha t  the  /3-Gdz(MoO4)3 s t ruc tu r e  co l l apse s  
unde r  high p r e s s u r e  to f o r m  the  h igher  c o o r d i n a t e d  E u 2 ( W O 4 ) 3  t ype  s t ruc tu re .  I f  
the  t e m p e r a t u r e  is low (e.g. 25°C) the  c o m p o u n d  f o r m e d  is a m o r p h o u s  (Br ixner ,  
1972). A c o r r e s p o n d i n g  b e h a v i o u r  can  be  e x p e c t e d  fo r  the  m o l y b d a t e s  wi th  
Sc2(WO4)3 t y p e  s t ruc tu re .  In  this  w a y  the  fl-Gdz(MoO4)3 t ype  s t ruc tu re  cou ld  be 
o b t a i n e d  fo r  the  smal l  R e l emen t s .  A p p l i c a t i o n  of  high p r e s s u r e  at  m o d e r a t e  
t e m p e r a t u r e s  shou ld  again  y ie ld  a m o r p h o u s  p r o d u c t s .  

2.2. Crystal structures of  other R molybdates 

A l t h o u g h  m a n y  more  R m o l y b d a t e s  wi th  d i f fe ren t  c o m p o s i t i o n s  are  d e s c r i b e d  
in the  l i t e ra tu re ,  f ew  are  s t ruc tu ra l ly  wel l  c h a r a c t e r i z e d .  Of  the  c o m p o s i t i o n s  
REMoO6 the  c o m p o u n d s  wi th  R f rom L a  to Sm c rys t a l l i z e  wi th  the  LaEMoO6 
t ype  s t ruc tu re .  Th is  s t ruc tu re  was  d e t e r m i n e d  a long t ime ago b y  Sill6n and  
L u n d b o r g  (1943) and  o x y g e n  pos i t i ons  we re  on ly  a s s igned  f r o m  c ry s t a l  c h e m i c a l  
c o n s i d e r a t i o n s .  I t  is be s t  d e s c r i b e d  as a l aye r  s t ruc tu re  wi th  a l t e rna t i ng  shee t s  of  
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RO6 octahedra and MoO4 tetrahedra. The MoO4 tetrahedra share their corners 
with RO6 octahedra of the adjacent sheets above and below. Tbese oxygen 
atoms are therefore  coordinated by one R and one Mo atom. The remaining 
oxygens belong to the RO6 layers and are coordinated by four R atoms. The 
structure of the remaining R2MoO6 compounds is probably similar to the 
structures of Bi2MoO6 (Zemann, 1956; van den Elzen and Rieck, 1973) and 
Bi2WO6 (Wolfe et al., 1969) with distorted octahedral oxygen coordination for 
both R and Mo. In this structure the MoO6 octahedra share four  corners,  thus 
again forming sheets of composit ion MoO4 which are interleaved by sheets of 
composition R202. For  Sm2MoO6 which crystallizes with both structural types,  
the high temperature structure (La2MoO6 type) is again the structure with the 
lower coordination numbers,  as was discussed above for compositions 
R2(MoO4)3. 

EuMoO4 is reported to crystallize with a scheelite type structure (McCarthy, 
1971; Banks and Nemiroff,  1974) and magnetic measurements show that at least 
most, if not all Mo is in the hexa-valent state (Hubert,  1975). Compounds where 
Mo has an oxidation number of less than 6 and the large number of mixed 
molybdates like CsR(MoO4)2 (Klevtsova et al., 1972) or KsR(MoO4)4 (Klevtsov et 
al., 1975) are outside the scope of the present article. 

3. Physical properties (J.R. Barkley) 

3.1. General 

The most interesting physical properties of the described compounds are 
found in the /3-R2(MoO4)3 compositions which exhibit the 42m to mm2, i.e. fl to 
fl', phase transition. 

When cooled through the Curie temperature,  T~, the equivalent [110] and 
[130] axes of the tetragonal phase become the a and b axes of the orthorhombic 
phase (fig. 30.11). Since these two orthorhombic axes are unequal, the crystal 
changes shape by a small but significant amount  as illustrated in fig. 30.15a 
and 30.15b. Usually a crystal in the fl' phase exhibits several domains which 
interface along domain walls as shown in fig. 30.15c and 30.15d. 

These domains are crystallographically related to each other by the 4 sym- 
metry operation of the fl-phase that was lost in the transition. The c-axis 
reversal across a domain wall is important because the fl' phase is polar along c. 
Thus, the polarization Ps is reversed in adjacent domains. 

When an electric field is applied to reverse Ps, the crystal responds by 
nucleating domain walls along edges. These walls then move sideways to reverse 
Ps. The hysteresis loop shown in fig. 30.16 relating polarization and applied 
electric field is characteristic of all ferroelectr ics and of the fl' phase of 
R2(MoO4)3 as recognized by Borchardt  and Bierstedt (1967). 

The/3-RAMoO4)3 compositions are unusual ferroelectrics however,  in that the 
temperature dependence of the dielectric permittivity e is not Curie-Weiss type 
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Fig. 30.15. Change in crystal shape 
observed upon cooling through the 
712m to mm2 transition in /3- 
R2(MoO4)3. For /3'-Gd2(MoO4)3 at 

room temperature, the shear angle 
0 = 10'20" and Tc = 159°C. 
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Fig. 30.16. The ferroelectric hysteresis loop 
relating applied electric field and polarization, 
both along [001] for/3'-R2(MoO4)3. 

above the Curie temperature. Instead it is certain elastic constants that exhibit 
large changes when approaching the transition temperature. Cross et al. (1968) 
observed very little temperature dependence in the small, clamped electric 
permittivity e3 of 13-Gd2(MoO4)3 and a strong temperature dependence in the 
elastic constant C E with an anomaly at To. They were led to the conclusion that 
the spontaneous polarization was an incidental but necessary consequence  of the 
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piezoelectric coupling to the shear strain of the/3'-phase relative to the/3-phase. 
Since then, Pytte (1970), Levanynk and Sinnikov (1970) and Aizu (1971) 

suggested independently that the /3-/3' structural change is fundamentally 
connected with a doubly degenerate soft mode at the Brillouin-zone edge in the 
/3-phase which leads to the doubling of the unit cell. 

Direct confirmation of this model was provided by the inelastic neutron- 
diffraction experiments on/3-Tb2(MoO4)3 of Dorner et al. (1972). They observed 

1 1 for T >  159°C, the frequency ~OM of a doubly degenerate mode at M(~,~,0) 
follows a Curie-Weiss law w~= A(T-Tc) with A = 0.0165 meV2[°C and Tc= 
149°C. Their examination of this soft mode showed that the primary order 
parameter, which necessarily shows large fluctuations near Tc, has no macros- 
copic polarization, but is instead antipolar..The "freezing in" of this antiferro- 
electric static displacement however, couples to the shear strain X~2 which in 
turn produces the polarization by piezoelectric coupling. They show that obser- 
ved temperatur6 dependences of Ps and Xs are proportional to the square of this 
order parameter. Other studies have also supported or at least have been 
consistent with this description of the transition; for example, Raman scattering 
by Fleury (1970) and Ganguly et al. (1975);infrared absorption data of Petzelt et 
al. (1971) and Dvorak (1971); the temperature dependence of the elastic 
constants by Epstein et al. (1970), Hochli (1972), Courdille et al. (1973, 1975), 
Chizhikov et al. (1971), and the lattice dynamics calculations of Boyer and 
Hardy (1972, 1973). 

The importance of the "elastic" properties of the/3-R2(MoO4)3 compositions has 
stimulated definition of a phenomenon called "ferroelasticity" a term coined by 
Aizu (1969). 

STRAIN 
(X) 

f l ._ 

×s 

STRESS 
( T )  

Fig. 30.17. The ferroelastic hysteresis loop relat- 
ing applied stress and strain, both in the (001) 
plane, for fl'-R2(MoO4h. 
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A material is said to be ferroelastic if it has two or more stable orientational 
states in the absence of mechanical stress and if it can be reproducibly 
transformed from one to another of these states by the application of mechanical 
stress. (Further discussions of ferroelastic behavior can be found in Aizu (1971b, 
1974), Abrahams et al. (1971a,b), Sapriel (1974), Toledano (1974), Janovec 
(1976).) A ferro-elastic "hysteresis  loop"  analogous to the ferroelectr ic  loop is 
also observed in fl-R2(MoO4)3 as shown in fig. 30.17 (see Kumada,  1969, 1970). 
The /T-phase of R2(MoO4)3 is called a coupled ferroelectricfferroelast ic which 
means that polarization reversal necessarily accompanies the strain reversal and 
vice-versa. Ferroelasticity,  like ferroelectricity,  is a structure dependent  pro- 
perty and is directly inferrable from the point group symmetry  change 712m to 
mm2 at the transition as described in Aizu's (1969) paper. 

The hystersis loops of fig. 30.16 and 30.17 improperly imply that the switching 
process for strain or polarization reversal is instantaneous and complete once 
the threshold field, E0 or stress To is exceeded.  This switching occurs by domain 
wall nucleation and movement  which is not particularily fast for  the /T-molyb- 
dates. Much of the "applied" research on these materials concerns this switching 
process as summarized in ch. 30 section 3.6. 

3.2. Electrical properties 

As already discussed, the polarization-field relationship is given by the 
hystersis loop of fig. 30.16. The temperature dependence of Ps for  GdE(MoO4)3 as 
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Fig. 30.18. Spontaneous polarization as a function of temperature in /3-Gd2(MoO4)3 single crystal. 
Above 75 K, Ps is deduced from low-frequency (0.01 Hz) isothermal loops. Below 75 K, Ps is 
measured from pyroelectric charge and discharge of single-domain samples (Sawaguchi and Cross, 
1973). 
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measured by Sawaguchi and Cross (1973) is shown in fig. 30.18, and agrees with 
similar data of Aizu et al. (1969) and Cummins (1970). The first order nature of 
the transition is evident in the marked jump in Ps at the transition• Both 
Sawaguchi~,l &a~ (1973) and Kumada (1974) observed that the /3 to /3' transition 
could be forced by applying an electric field to a crystal held slightly above To, 
i.e., in the /3 phase. In 1Lhis case double hysteresis loops are observed,  further 
evidence of the first order nature of the transition• 

Room temperature values for Ps for  Selected /3'-R2(MoO4)3 composit ions are 
given in table 30.7. The measured value for Gd2(MoO4)3 agrees reasonably well 
with values estimated by Keve et al. (1971) and Jeitschko (1972), whereby Ps is 
due almost entirely to the MoO4 group rearrangement and the Gd 3+ ions play no 
essential role. 

The pyroelectric properties of Gd2(MoO4)3 were measured by Ullman et al. 
(1972 and 1975). They found that Gd2(MoO4)3 single crystals operated close to Tc 
have figures of merit for pyroelectr ic responsivity comparable to presently 
utilized pyroelectric detector  materials, e.g. Triglycine Sulfate• However ,  when 
operating near To, they encountered hard-to-control spurious domain nucleation 
due to small thermal gradients caused by the thermal signal being detected,  even 
though a large biasing field was used to attempt to maintain a single domain 
state• (Also see Nakamura  e t al. (1971b) and Kumada (1973) for other field 

• ¢ . t , t t  • 

effects near Tc and Shlrokova(1972) and Midorikawa et al. (1974) for hydrostatic 
pressure effects on Tc.) 

Both /3 and /3' phases of R2(MoO4)3 are piezoelectric. The temperature 
dependence of the piezoelectric constants d31 and d33 as measured by  Scheiding 
et al. (1973) is given in fig. 30.19. At room temperature,  d31 - - 1.5 x 10 -12 m/V and 
d 3 3  - 0 . 5  X 1 0  - 1 2  m/V. 
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Fig. 30.19. Temperature depen- 
dence of the piezoelectric coupling 
constants d31 and d33 for /T- 
Gd2(MoO4h (Scheiding et al., 1973). 
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These values are somewhat lower than Kumada 's  (1969) earlier measurements.  
The electromechanical  coupling coefficient k3 was measured b y  Cummins (1970) 
to be about 4% at room temperature increasing to about 22% near T~. 

The presence of domain walls significantly influences the resonant  behavior of 
a crystal. Often a particular crystal shape will promote a multidomain state. This 
frustrates excitation of whole crystal resonances because the sign or sense of the 
piezoelectric distortion is reversed in opposing domains. A domain wall moving 
into a previously single domain crystal has the same effect as reversing the [001] 
field direction in the crystal behind the wall. Thus, the region behind the wall is 
distorting out of phase relative to the rest of the crystal and unless the wall(s) 
is (are) judiciously placed relative to nodes, (see Newnham et al. (1975)) crystal 
resonances are frustrated. 

3.3. Elastic 

/ )  The thermal expansion of Gd2(MoO4)3 has been measured by Newnham et al. 
(1969) and Cummings (1970) by X-ray powder  and dilatometric methods respec- 
tively. However ,  by X-ray study of a GdE(MoO4)3 single crystal by Kobayashi  et 
al. 0972) is most recent  and thorough. Their  data on the temperature depen- 
dence of the lattice constants and lattice volume are given in fig. 30.20. The first 
order nature of the transition is seen as a small discontinuous change in lattice 
constant with a thermal hysteresis of about 3.5°C as seen in fig. 30.21. 

The spontaneous lattice strains X~, X2, and X3 along the a-, b-, and c-axes and 
the pure shear X~2 in the (001) plane are presented in fig. 30.22 (Kobayashi et al., 
1972). 
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volume V of /3-Gd2(MoO4)3 (Kobayashi et al., 
1972). 
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The spontaneous strain (X12)s may be reversed,  as discussed earlier, with fig. 
30.17, by applying a compress ional  stress along the or thorhombic  b-axis.  At very 
small applied stress, the crystal  responds with a small elastic deformat ion until 
the critical threshold stress (r0) is exceeded at which time domain walls nucleate 
and move until the region subjected to the stress has been "swi tched"  to the 
opposite strain state. Decreasing this applied stress to zero leaves the crystal  in 
the "pos i t ive" ,  Xs spontaneous  strain state. 

Domain wall behavior  during this switching process  has a t t racted interest 
because  most  device applications in some way involve domain wall movemen t  to 
modulate e lectromagnet ic  or acoustic energy. Domain wall dynamics  will be 
discussed in section 3.6. 

Hochli  (1972) measured  the tempera ture  dependence  of sound velocities in 
Gd2(MoO4)3 as shown in fig. 30.23 and the elastic constants  given in fig. 30.24 and 
table 30.8. The softening of the lattice at the /3-/3' transition is obvious f rom 
these data. 

TABLE 30.8• 
Elastic constants in gadolinium molybdate a. 

Temp. (°C) CII , C22 C33 C44 C55 C66 

22 • 51.6 67.6 98.2 25.1 25.8 33.4 
60 49.7 66.2 97.8 25.0 25.7 33.1 

100 46.9 64.9 97.2 24.9 25.6 32.5 
140 41.5 62.4 96.7 24.7 25.5 31.9 
159 32.9 59.5 96.2 24.7 24.8 31.6 
160 70.5 70.5 96.0 24.7 24.7 31.6 
180 77.0 77.0 95.0 24.7 24.7 31.6 

aTable kindly provided by HSchli in private communication 
(1972). 

3.4. Optical 

fl-R2(MoO4)3 boules can be grown that  have excellent optical quality. Howeve r  
growth conditions which promote  precipitation of other phases  such as a -  
R2(MoO4)3 or R2MoO6 must  be carefully avoided as described in section 3.1. 
When present ,  these second phases  introduce optical scattering that is easily 
observed under  laser illumination. Optical scattering is also caused by degrada- 
tion of (001) surfaces  in a moist  a tmosphere  or f rom fingerprints. Under  these 
conditions, small, shallow etch pits slowly develop where dislocations exit these 
surfaces.  This problem is eliminated when (001) surfaces are coated with 
chemically stable thin films of indium or tin oxide which are often used as 
t ransparent  electrodes.  

Gd2(MoO4)3 is t ransparent  be tween - 2 0 0 0  and 28 000 cm -1. Other/3-R2(MoO4)3 
materials exhibit  colors typical of rare earth ions in a highly asymmetr ic  site. UV 
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excited fluorescence was observed by Borchardt (1965)j ~. ~ and Bag- 

dasarov et al. (1971). Borchardt  saw laser action at room tempera ture  in 
Gd2(MoO4)3+ ( - 3  wt% Nd3~ -) crystals  in the wavelength range 1.045 to 1.09/~m. 

The Raman  spectra ~f the /3-R2(MoO4)3 composi t ions is discussed by Scott  
(1974) and Shepherd (1971) in addition to those references  given in section 3.1. 

/3'-R2(MoO4)3 single crystals are optically positive and biaxial (Smith and 
Burns, 1969). The optic axes are in the (100) plane with the acute bisetrix along 
[001]. T h e  wavelength dependence  of the refract ive index is given in fig. 30.25 
for several  R2(MoO4)3 composit ions.  

The tempera ture  dependence  of zln,b measured by Smith and Burns (1969) and 
Cummins (1970) follows approximate ly  the temperature  dependence of Ps and Xs 
shown in fig. 30.18 and 30.22. But Nakamura  et al. (1971) and Kumada  (1972) 
pointed out that in an applied field or stress both the polarization and strain of a 
single domain crystal  are observed to increase, but the birefringence decreases  
as shown in fig. 30.26. The observed field dependence  of the birefr ingence in the 
/3' phase has the same sign and approximate ly  the same magnitude as that 
observed in the /3-phase. The spontaneous birefringence is thus not caused by 
the internal field produced by P,, but rather is directly caused by the ion 
displacements  within a unit cell (as described by the order paramete r  discussed 
in section 3.1) which only incidently causes the macroscopic  strain and polariza- 
tion.* Further  discussion and measurements  of electrooptic propert ies  of /3- 
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Fig. 30.25. Index of refraction versus wavelength for several /3'-R2(MoO4)3 single crystal composi- 
tions. 

*W. Jeitschko and W. Bindloss (private communication) have pointed out that the ion positions 
within a unit cell in/3'-R2(MoO4)3 would provide the orthorhombic symmetry (and presumably the 
birefringence) even if the a- and b-lattice constants were equal. The large rotation of certain 
molybdate groups cooling through Tc forces a and b to become unequal which~ of course, is the 
macroscopic strain Xs. This Xs in turn causes Ps through piezoelectric coupling. 
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R2(MoO4)3  c a n  be found in Miller et al. (1971) and Fousek and Konak (1972). 
The scattering of light by acoustic waves in single and multidomain crystals of 

/3'-Gd2(MoO4)3 has been studied by Esayan et al. (1974). They determined all 12 
independent photoelastic constants and found the constant p66 of opposite sign 
relative to p , ,  P22, Plz and P21. Thus both electrooptic and elastooptic constants 
associated with the shear deformation about [001] appear to be negative. 

The domain structure in /3'-RE(MoO4)3 single crystals is readily visible when 
viewed along [001] between crossed polarizers. Mutually orthogonal conoscopic 
figures are observed in opposed domains, see Kumada (1972). This means that 
the optic plane rotates about [001] by 90 ° as a domain wall moves across the 
crystal. Therefore, a (001) polished plate prepared with a thickness that provides 
a quarter wave retardation in one domain (about 0.033 cm for GdE(MoO4)3 at 
A = 5500 A) will have a negative quarter wave retardation in the opposing 
domain. Incident light directed along [001] and linearly polarized along (110) will 
exit one domain with right circular polarization and the opposing domain with 
left circular polarization. A crystal observed through a circular polarizer, 
alternately blocks or transmits the light upon repeated switching. This 
property of highly transparent fl'-Gd2(Mo04)3 has stimulated proposals for novel 
device applications throughout the world. For further discussion of several 
device applications for fl'-R2(MoO4)3 materials see Smith and Burns (1969), 
Kumada (1969, 1972) and Barkley et al. (1972). 
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3.5. Magnetic 

Both fl-Gd2(MoO4)3 and /3-Tb2(MoO4)3 are paramagnetic at room temperature 
with moments  7.98/~B and 9.65 t~B respectively (Keve et al., 1970). They also 
found that both compositions remain paramagnetic down to 1.4 K. Fisher et al. 
(1975) have found that these compositions become antiferromagnetic below 
0.3 K and - 2  K respectively. 

An extensive investigation of the low temperature magnetothermodynamics of 
/3'-Gd2(MoO4)3 and /3'-Tb2(MoO4)3 is presented in a series of papers; (Fisher et 
al., 1972; Hornung et al., 1972; Brodale et al., 1972; Fisher et al., 1973; and 
Fisher et al., 1975). 

3.6. Domain walls 

Many domain walls can exist simultaneously in a crystal, as shown in the 
photograph of fig. 30.27 taken with transmitted light in a polarizing microscope.  
Although various wall configurations are shown in the figure, walls develop 
primarily along two orthogonal crystallographic planes (110) and (710). 

The simplest type of wall is planar and extends across the whole crystal, as 
sketched in fig. 30.15c and 30.15d. When two orthogonal plane walls are driven 
into each other with an applied field or stress, the strain that develops at their 
intersection fractures the crystal. These intersections are avoided when only 
parallel walls switch a crystal. 

Some mention of the importance of the crystal shape seems desirable. The 
shape of a crystal influences the overall strain pattern and thus the wall 
configurations that form easiest in that crystal. Domain walls tend to nucleate 
easily along crystal edges that are not (110) surfaces. Fig. 30.28a shows a crystal 
shape which promotes formation of two sets of orthogonal walls which readily 
move in away f rom the edges. A circular (001) plate may do likewise and 
attempts to switch it with field or stress will eventually force two perpendicular 
walls against each other to fracture the crystal. 

A crystal shape improved to sustain a greater number of switching cycles has 
at least 2-edges parallel to (110) planes as shown in fig. 30.28b. 

A further refinement to provide a crystal of a potentially long lifetime is to 
trap a single wall as shown in fig. 30.29. A crystal of this configuration with 
indium oxide electrodes,  has sustained > 1 0  9 switching cycles successfully 
(Barkley et al., 1972). 

Crystals mounted in this way can be used to investigate the field and stress 
dependence of the planar wall velocity. 

Kumada et al. (1970) observed that the "s ideways"  velocity of domain walls 
driven by electric field increased linearily with fields applied along [001]. Walls 
may also be driven with shear stress in the (001) plane. Reversing either stress or 
field direction reverses the direction of wall movement.  Flippen (1975) has found 
that stress and electric field effects on wall velocity are additive following the 
expression 

v =/z~(-r - ~-') + / ~ ( E  - E');  ~" > z0 and E > E0, 
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Fig. 30.27. Domain walls observed in a circular (001) plate of/3'-Gd2(MoO4)3 after cooling through 
Tc. 
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Fig. 30.28. The shape of (001) plates can promote destructive 
wall intersections (circled in (a)) during switching with field or 
stress. A crystal shaped to avoid wall intersections as in (b), 
will promote switching with only parallel walls. 
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where the mobilities /x, and /xE are given in table 30.6 for various R2(MQO¢)3 
compositions T' and E'  are "offset" values that appear to be more sensitive to 
composition and "character" of the electrode-crystal interface than to internal 
crystal defects (Barkley, unpublished). The threshold stress 1-0 and field E0 are those 
required to initiate wall movement and are sample dependent varying with defect 
density, second phase concentration, electroding conditions, residual strain, etc.; 
see Barkely et al. (1972) and Kumada (1973). Under the best conditions and best 
samples, E0 values as low as 100-200 volts/cm have been observed. The wall 
mobilities are fairly insensitive to most of these factors, and depend primarily on 
the sample composition. The wall mobilities are also temperature independent 
(Kumada, 1970) up to about 80°C at which temperature the mobility increases and 
crystals tend to form many domains rather than move a single wall in response to 
the applied field. 

Flippen (1975) also observed that the electric field just sufficient to balance an 
oppositely directed mechanical stress was independent of the compositions 
tested, i.e., GdE(MoO4)3, TbE(MoO4)3, GdDy(MoO4)3 and GdTb(MoO4)3. These 
compositions have different field and stress mobilities, and the fact that these 
results are composition independent may suggest that the domain wall velocity is 
determined primarily by structure factors. 

Work along this line has been done by Bornarel (1975) in KH2PO4 where he 
describes domain wall movement in terms of a succession of small steps, jogs or 
twinning dislocations that move rapidly along the surface of a domain wall. The 
passage of each step translates the wall a small distance, presumably a lattice 
spacing. Thus at high domain wall velocities, this step velocity may already 
approach .the speed of sound in these materials. Perhaps a phonon-drag 
mechanism such as described in Frost and Ashby (1971), may be operative in 
which under certain conditions a linear relationship exists between the velocity 
of the (twinning) dislocations along the surface of the wall and the driving force 
on these dislocations. A useful starting point to interpret the observed domain 
wall behavior may be to consider the energy loss to the lattice during the rapid 
rotation of the molybdate groups as a twinning dislocation moves during wall 
movement. 

Normally domain walls in the R2(MoO4)3 materials tend to remain planar, but 
certain conditions can occur, deliberately or otherwise, which can bend them. In 
fact, fig. 30.27 shows slightly bent (110) walls that form very thin blade-like 
domains, similar to those observed by B0rnarel (1975) in KHEPO4 and Kursten et 
al. (1973) in GdE(MoO4)3. Wall configurations involving these "blade" domains 
can be nucleated and moved controllably with strong field or stress gradients in 
the crystals (Barkley-unpublished results). The tips of blade domains move 
parallel their length at field mobilities between 1-3 × 10 -4 mE](v sec), much higher 
than the mobility for sideways motion of planar walls. 

Another interesting wall configuration that appears to be metastable is called a 
zigzag wall by Flippen and Haas (1973) and is shown in fig. 30.30. This zigzag 
(zz) wall appears to be made up of ordinary planar walls which have been bent 
out of their usual (ll0) planes (which are vertical and normal to the plane of the 
figure). These bent walls intersect tangentially at the zz tips. 
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Fig. 30.30. Photograph of a zigzag domain wall in/3'-Gd2(MoO4h viewed between crossed polarizers 
in transmitted light. 

Under  field or stress, the zz wall moves  sideways,  i.e., vertically in fig. 30.30, 
while retaining essentially the same shape. Individual tips remain in the same 
(110) planes as the zz wall moves  across the crystal. The observed zz wall 
mobility is 20 to 30 times higher than the planar wall mobility. 

Individual tips of this zz can be extended if an electric field is applied 
immediately over  the tip. Such tips have been observed to move  at about  
102 m/sec,  i.e., about  10% of the velocity of sound. This is much fas ter  than the 
observed net velocities of the whole zigzag wall. (This observat ion suggests that 
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if twinning dislocation motion is a reasonable description of domain wall 
movement ,  then these dislocations must  be moving at least 10% the sound 
velocity in these blade tips.) 

The actual width of domain walls in /3'-Gd2(MoO4)3 has been the subject  of 
several  articles. Domain  Walls in ferroelast ics  would tend to be thicker than 
strain-free domain walls found in ferroelectrics.  This thicker wall reduces the 
strain energy in the wall. Direct  observat ions  of a wall in a polarizing microscope 
suggests a wall thickness of a few microns (Shepherd and Barkley,  1972) but this 
observat ion is complicated by refract ion and diffraction of the t ransmit ted light 
in the region of the wall. Observat ion of the diffraction pat tern f rom a wall in a 
(001) p la te  having a hal fwave retardat ion suggested a wall thickness of 1.3/~m 
(Suzuki, 1974). Shepherd and Barkley (1972) using Raman scattering f rom the 
distorted material in a moving wall est imated a wall thickness greater  than 
- 0 . 8 / z  m. However ,  ant iphase boundaries  which were  discovered later (Barkley 
and Jei tschko,  1973 and Meleshina et al., 1974), could also have contributed to 
the observed Raman  signal, thus the est imate of 0 . 8 / , m  f rom the Raman data 
could very well be high. 

Berg-Barre t t  X-ray data (Bindloss and Moore,  unpublished) suggest a planar 
wall thickness of less than 1 txm. Kittel  (1972) est imated a wall thickness in 
/3'-Gd2(MoO4)3 o f - 0 . 4 / z m  f rom the free energy difference be tween /3 and /3' 
phases as derived f rom the specific heat  data of Fouskova  (1969).* 

A second est imate of the wall thickness was made by Haas  and J a e p  (1974) by 
considering the material in the wall as elastically strained /3'-phase. Their 
es t imated thickness is - 0 . 8 / z m .  However ,  the energy per  unit surface area  of  the 
wall in Kit tel 's  model was est imated to be - 1 0 0  ergs/cm 2 as compared  with Haas  
and Jaep ' s  0.1 erg/cm 2. It  would  seem that future exper iments  on wall energies 
will differentiate be tween these est imates,  a factor  of 10 3 apart.  

Thus,  at this time, the evidence seems to indicate a wall thickness ~<1/zm, 
which is indeed much thicker than the pure ferroelectr ic domain walls which are 
commonly  thought  of  as a few lattice dimensions thick (Cohen, 1951). 

3.7. Crystal defects  

Crystal  defects  impede domain wall m o v e m e n t  by increasing E0 and ~'0, the 
minimum field and stress needed to initiate motion. For  this reason,  studies of 
chemically etched surfaces  of Gd2(MoO4)3 have been done to investigate the 
nature of these defects .  Kashiwada  and Kishino (1974) have used chemical  
etchants and X-ray transmission topography to identify fiat helical dislocations 
and flat closed loop dislocations that have axes parallel [110] directions. Al- 
though these authors did not report  on the interaction of these defects  with 

*Later specific heat data by Cheung and Ullman (1974) also agrees with Fouskova's transition 
entropy estimate ~0.22 cal/mole K. Tc is observed to increase linearily with hydrostatic pressure at 
the rate 6Tc/6p = 29.5 --- 0.3 deg/kbar (Shiroko~,tt~'t/972). Their estimate of the transition entropy 
As = 0.17 callmole deg also agrees reasonably well with Fouskova's. 
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Fig. 30.31. Photomicrograph on an etched (001) surface of Gd2(MoO4)3 taken in reflected light. 
Trench-like etch pits develop along APB's in the negatively charged surfaces but not in the positively 
charged surface in the reverse domain. This is a typical distribution of antiphase boundaries in 
crystals cooled through Tc when very little domain wall movement occurs (Barkley and Jeitschko, 
1973). 
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domain walls, our own work (unpublished) shows that E0 is significantly in- 
creased by factors of 1.5 to 3, as a wall attempts to move through an array of 
these defects. Kumada (1973) uses deliberately induced defects to provide a 
well-defined threshold field which is advantageous in certain device applications. 

Antiphase boundries have been observed in the fl' phase by several methods. 
Barkley and Jeitschko (1973) found that dilute HCI (-5%) formed trench-like 
etch pits along antiphase boundries, as shown in fig. 30.31. These boundries were 
rearranged, annihilated and created by domain wall movement or by heating 
above the Curie temperature. Other researchers have also seen these boundries 
(Bohm and Kursten, 1973; Meleshina et al., 1974; Capelle and Malgrange, 1973; 
Yamaoto et al., 1974) with etching and/or X-ray topography or electron micros- 
copy techniques. 

The/3'-R2(MoO4)3 compositions have been and probably will continue to be a 
rich source of interesting phenomena related to coupled electrical, elastic and 
optical properties, which are fortutiously available at room temperature or above 
in high quality crystals readily grown. 
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thermodynamic 
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terbium emission, 251 
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EDTA complexes, 119, 237 
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thermodynamic data, 242- 
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effective operators, 185, 186 
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electric dipole operator, 188, 
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electron configuration, 127, 
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electronic properties 
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electron microscopy, 361, 
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process, 189 
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energy level schemes, 185 
energy transfer, 163 
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reactions, 377 

oxygen diffusion in, 378 
structure, 346, 347 
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properties, 368 
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dimethylsulfoxide, 235 
DPM structure, 225 
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complexes, 244, 272, 274 
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acetate, 90 
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properties, 370 
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properties, 370 
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properties, 368 
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benzoylacetone, 231,232 
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CPL, 253 
cyclopentadiene 
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dipivaloylmethane 

adducts, 228, 231,232, 
233 

EDTA spectra, 249 
energy levels, 250, 251 
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230 
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M6ssbauer, 254, 277 
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spectrum, 252 
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experimental studies, 53 
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free-ion energy levels, 187- 
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properties, 368 
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thermal 

conductivity, 590-593 
thermal expansion, 596 
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geochemical partitioning of 
lanthanides 
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equations for, 45 
experiments, 48-52 
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fractional 

crystallization, 24, 27, 
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coefficients, 46--47 
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distribution, 48, 49 
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spinel, 37 
surface-equilibrium 

model, 60 
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studies, 48--49 
temperature effects, 49-50 
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lanthanides, 2 
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g/asses, 164 
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glycolate complexes, 262 

stability constants, 241 
structures, 231,235 
thermodynamic data, 242- 
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gradient elution, 88 

halide anions, 130, 133, 149 
halide complexes (see 

bromide, etc.), 257-258 
hard and soft anti-bases and 
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Hartree-Fock methods, 187 
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theoretical plate, 94 
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complexes, 266 
ligand exchange, 255 
structures, 230, 231 
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' heterogeneous 
reaction, 377 

structure, 346, 347 
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properties, 368 
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structure, 238 
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reaction 
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properties, 307-315 
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inner-transition elements, 82 
iodo complexes, 247 
ion-exchange processes, 86 
intensity 

infrared absorption, 194 
interelectronic 

repulsion, 141 
intermediate coupling, 174, 

191 
intermediate oxides 

electrical properties, 387 
magnetic properties, 390 
optical properties, 391 
oxygen diffusion, 379 
structural 

properties, 342ff 
thermodynamic 

properties, 368, 370 
ionic radii, 82, 213, 343 
ionization energy, 128, 131, 

132, 146, 153 
isomerism, 214 
isomorphic series, 82 
iron cyanide 

complexes, 150, 151 

Judd-Ofelt theory, 189-190 
parameters, conversion 

relationships, 193 

Katzin effect, 125 
kinetics 

of hydride formation, 323 
of oxide reactions, 376 

lactate, 88 
Land6 parameter Yn~, 140, 

161 
LaOi.5 

structure, 342, 343, 349 
La202.99s, 349 
La203 

thermodynamic 
properties, 368 

vaporization 
characteristics, 371 

lanthanide abundances, 3-5 
alkali basalts, 24, 27, 39 
anorthosites, 34-36 
basalts, 19, 25 
carbonates, 9, 12, 13, 14 
chondrites, 3, 4, 5 

clays, 10, 12, 13 
continental basalts, 26-30 
earth's crust, 14 
eclogite, 42 
granite, 32-34 
igneous rocks, 19-21 
Japanese basalts, 24, 25 
kimberlite, 29, 30, 40, 41 
komatiite, 25 
KREEP, 30-31 
layered intrusions, 43 
lunar highlands, 30-31 
lunar mare basalts, 22, 23 
minerals, 35 
North American shales, 5, 

8 
ocean floor basalts, 16-19, 

21-22 
ocean island basalts, 23- 

26 
ophiolites, 26 
peridotites, 25, 37, 38, 39, 

41 
precambrian rocks, 15, 62, 

63 
rhyolites, 20 
sandstones, 9, 11, 12, 13, 

14 
sea water, 17-19 
sedimentary rocks, 8, 11 
shales, 8, 9 
sun, 3 
tholeiitic basalts, 20, 21, 

24, 25, 28 
ultramaflc rocks, 37, 38, 

39, 40--41 
volcanic rocks, 19, 26-30 

lanthanides 
commercial uses, 71-74 
formation of, 3 
origin of, 3 

lanthanide(II) compounds, 
132, 149, 156, 162 

lanthanide(IV) 
compounds, 131, 149, 152 

lanthanide mineral 
° resources, 65-71 

allanite, 66-67 
apatite, 67 
assessment, 74-76 
bastnaesite, 68 
fluorite, 68 
monazite, 68--69 
perovskite, 69 

sphene, 69 
xenotime, 69 
zircon, 69 

lanthanum 
coordination number 5, 

223 
dimethyl sulfoxide 

structure, 237 
dipyridyl structure, 237 
EDTA structure, 219, 237 
139La NMR, 255 
pyridine-N-oxide 

structure, 231,234 
lasers, 164 
lattice parameters, 339 

C-type sesquioxides, 342ff 
fluorite dioxides, 342ff 

levels (J), 141, 156, 160 
life-time, excited state 

medium effects, 198 
non-radiative, 198 
radiative, 196 

ligand exchange 
kinetics, 255, 275 

liquid-liquid ion-exchange 
chromatography, 103 

lithophilic elements, 133 
lone-pairs, 119 
loparite, 83, 84 
lower oxides 

electrical properties, 385 
magnetic properties, 388 
optical properties, 392 
stable phases in, 340 

luminescence, 147, 163 
LuOt.485, 349 
LuzO3, 346, 347 

heterogeneous 
reactions, 377 

thermodynamic 
properties, 368 

lutetium 
coordination number 4, 

222 
coordination number 7, 

228 
DMSO structure, 220, 235 
dipivaloylmethane 

adduct, 228, 229 
hydration, 255 

Madeiung potential, 130 
magnetic dipole 

operator, 188, 191 
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magnetic properties 
garnets, 569 
higher oxides, 390 
hydrides, 315-319 
lower oxides, 388 
magnetic structures, 390 
sesquioxides, 389 

magnetic susceptibility 
of complexes, 254 

malonic acid 
complexes, 235, 236 

manganese(II) spectra, 160, 
163 

mass transport in REO, 376, 
377 

mechanical properties 
oxides, 393 

mechanisms of reaction 
in hydrides, 323 

metallic lanthanides, 154 
metals 

tarnishing of, 381 
methanol-water-HNO3 

systems, 89, 90 
3-methyl- 1,2-diaminobutane- 

tetraacetate, 98 
4-methyl- 1,2-diaminopentane- 

tetraacetate, 98 
methylethylenediamine- 

triacetate, N'-, 97 
,mixed oxides, 116, 148, 152, 

161 
mixed oxides, compounds 

and structures in 
rare-earth oxide-M20 

systems, 452 
rare-earth oxide-MO 

systems, 460, 468-486 
rare-earth oxide-M203 

systems, 486 
rare-earth oxide-MO2 
' systems, 486, 487, 489, 

494, 496, 498 
rare-earth oxide-M20~ 

systems, 501,502 
rare-earth oxide-MO3 

systems, 495 
mixed oxides, electrical pro- 

perties of 
rare-earth sesquioxides- 

cerium dioxide, 442, 
443, 444 

rare-earth sesquioxides- 
thorium dioxide, 442, 
443, 444 

rare-earth sesquioxides- 
zirconium dioxide, 442, 
443, 444 

mixed oxides, phase equili- 
bria in 
pseudobinary systems 

rare-earth dioxides-rare- 
earth 
sesquioxides, 421-426 

rare-earth sesquioxides- 
cerium dioxide, 421- 
426 

rare-earth sesquioxides- 
hafnium 
dioxide, 426-439 

rare-earth sesquioxides- 
praseodymium 
oxides, 421,422 

rare-earth sequioxides- 
rare-earth 
sesquioxides, 403-415 

rare-earth sesquioxides- 
thorium dioxide, 417- 
421,486-487 

rare-earth sesquioxides- 
tin dioxide, 440 

rare-earth sesquioxides- 
titanium dioxide, 440, 
441 

rare-earth sesquioxides- 
zirconium 
dioxide, 426, 439 

pseudoternary systems 
rare-earth sesquioxides- 

rare-earth sesquioxides, 
403-415 

ternary systems 
uranium-cerium- 

oxygen, 451,452 
uranium-rare-earth 

metal-oxygen, A.A.A. 
452 

mixed oxides, structure types 
in 
A-type rare-earth 

sesquioxide, 403, 486, 
487 

aeschynite, 485, 486 
a-LiFeO2, 452, 453, 454, 

455, 456 
a-Li2EusOs, 479, 484 
a-NaFeO2, 452, 453, 455, 

456 
B-type rare-earth 

sesquioxide, 403, 484 

baddeleyite, 502 
BaZnF4, 466--468 
fl-LiEuO2, 454, 455, 456, 

457 
fl-LiFeO2, 454, 456-468 
fl-Li2Eu5Os, 478, 479, 482, 

483, 484 
fl-Zr~Sc140117, 495 
C-type rare-earth 

sesquioxide, 403 
CaFe204, 468-486 
CaTa206, 485, 486 
y-Zr108c10026, 490, 491, 

494 
t%Zr3Sc4Oi2, 490, 491, 

494 
diaspore, 457, 458 
euxenite, 486 
fergusonite, 511,513, 515 
fluorite, 489, 502, 516, 518 
HoMn2Os, 480, 485 
KzNiF4, 461 
LiEu304, 473, 475, 484 
LiSrLaO3, 476, 481,484 
LisSnO6, 458 
monazite, 514, 515 
NaC1, 452 
NaHF2, 457 
perovskite, 458-468 
pyrochlore, 496 
Ruddlesden-Popper 

phases, 458-466 
R3ReOs, 516, 517 
R2WO6, 495, 516, 517 
scheelite, 511,512, 515 
Sr3Ti207, 465 
tysonite, 507, 511 
UY6OI2 , 489 
vernier, 507, 508 
warwickite, 473 
weberite, 501 
wolframite, 513, 514, 

516 
woltenite, 514 
Y2BeO4, 475, 477 
Y2TiOs, 475, 478, 480 
YTO6Fg, 507, 508 
zircon, 514, 515 

mixed-valence 
compounds, 150 

molecular orbitals, 119, 123, 
161 

molybdates 
fl, fl'R2(MoO4)3 

birefringence in, 644 
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molybdates (contd.) 
change in crystal 

shape, 634 
domain walls, 645 
electrical 

properties, 636 
ferroelastic 

hysteresis, 635 
hysteresis, 634 
index of refraction, 643 
magnetic 

properties, 645 
physical properties, 638 
piezoelectric 

properties, 637 
sound velocities in, 641 
spontaneous lattice 

strains, 640 
structural 

relationships, 627, 
630 

structure of fl', 628, 631 
transition, 633, 634 

crystal chemistry, 624--652 
/3 and/3'-Gd2(MoO4)3, 

625-631 
compounds with 

Sc2(WO4h-type 
structure, 632, 633 

defect sheelites 
Rz(MoO4)3, 625, 626 
Rz(MoO4)3, 624 

elastic properties 
Gd2(MoO4)3, 639, 640 

phase diagrams, 610--624 
Gd203-MoO3, 610, 611 
Gd203--4MoO3, 612 
GdEOa-6MoO3, 612 
R203-MoO3, 610, 611 
RzO3-3MoO3, 612-622 

phase transitions, 614, 633 
R2(MoO4)3 

crystal defects, 650-652 
crystal structures, 626 
domain walls, 645-650 
elastic constants, 641, 

642 
electrical 

properties, 636 
magnetic 

properties, 645 
optical properties, 642 

R203-xMO3 
cell volume (x = 3), 619 
lattice parameters 

(x = 1), 610, 623 
lattice parameters 

(x = 3), 613, 618 
single crystal growth 

(x = 3), 620 
X-ray data from 

Gd2(MoO4)3, 616, 617 
monazite, 84 
monoacidic orthophosphate 

esters, 105, 106 
monoacidic phosphonate 

esters, 106, 107 
monoxides, 340 
M6ssbauer spectroscopy 

hydrides, 328, 329 
Mort transition, 159 
multiphonon processes, 198 

1,8-naphthyridine 
complexes, 273-274 

Nd203 
oxygen diffusions in, 378 
polymorphic 

transformation, 352 
structure, 344, 345, 349 
thermodynamic 

properties, 368 
vaporization 

characteristics, 371 
neodymium 

acetylacetonate 
structure, 231 

bromate hydrate 
structure, 219, 235 

COT complex 
structure, 288 

dimethylsulfoxide, 220 
IMDA structure, 277 
malonate structure, 235, 

236 
methylcyclopentadiene 

structure, 282 
thiodiacetate 

structure, 235 
TTA structure, 230, 231 

neodymium(Ill) 
spectra, 125, 159 

nephelauxetic effect, 156, 
160, 162, 187 

neutral phosphorus (extrac- 
tion) agents, 105, 106 

neutron scattering 
in hydrides, 325, 326 

nickel(II) complexes, 118 

nitrate complexes, 237, 238, 
26O 

nitrilotriacetate, 91, 95 
nitrite complexes, 260 
non-radiative, 197, 200 
nonstoichiometry, 116 

in oxides, 349, 355, 359 
NTA complexes, 220, 231 

optical 
electronegativity, 149 

optical properties 
binary oxides, 391 
garnets, 579 
perovskites, 561 

ore treatment, 83, 84 
organolanthanide 

chemistry, 121, 148, 161 
orthite, 83, 84 
ortho-phenanthroline 

complexes, 231,266, 272, 
273 

oscillator strength, 188 
outer-sphere 

complexes, 239, 244 
oxalate complexes, 231,235 
oxidation-reduction reactions 

hydrated electron, 204 
OH-radical, 204 
potentials, standard, 203 

oxidation states, 84, 118, 
152, 153 

oxides 
lattice parameter, 339 
structure and 

bonding, 117, 126, 148 
thermodynamic 

properties, 368-370 
oxydiacetate complexes, 262 

stability constants, 241 
structures, 235 
thermodynamic data, 242- 

244 

paramagnetism, 113 
Pearson's dual 

principle, 134 
perchlorate 

coordinated, 260 
perovskites 

catalytic properties, 562 
crystal chemistry, 534-537 
crystal structure, 117, 458, 

537 
complex, 547-549 
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perovskites (contd.) 
electronic 

configuration, 151 
ideal, 535. 
ordered, 550 
orthorhombic 

distortion, 551,552 
RARO3, 538-539 
RCoO3, 542-543 
RCrO3, 540, 541 
RFeO3, 542 
RGaO3, 543-545 
RInO3, 546 
RMnO3, 541,542 
RNbO3, 545 
RNiO3, 543 
RNpO3, 547 
RR'O3, 546, 547 
RRhO3, 545,546 
RScO3, 539 
RTrO3, 539, 540 
RUO3, 547 
RVO3, 540 
RYO3, 545 
RZrO3, 545 

electrical properties, 558 
magnetic ordering, 553 

magnetic space 
groups, 554, 555 

magnetic 
structures, 556 

optical properties, 561 
phase relationships, 413 
phase transition, 552 
preparation, 528 

crystal growth, 529-534 
powder synthesis, 528 

phase diagram 
hydrides, 301-307 
mixed oxides, 403-452 
molybdates, 610 
oxides, 354, 357, 364 

phase equilibria 
garnets, 566 

phase reactions in rare earth 
oxides 
enthalpy of, 372 
hysteresis, 365 
kinetics, 374, 377 
mechanisms, 378 
tarnishing of metals, 381 

phase relationships 
hydrides, 301-305 

phase transitions 

molybdates, 614, 633 
phenomenological baricenter 

polynomial, 142 
photo-electron spectra, 153 
physical metal, 157 
plate tectonics, 10, 27 
Pm203 

structure, 344, 345 
thermodynamic 

properties, 368 
polarizability, 134 
polyether complexes, 268 
polymorphism 

higher oxides, 362 
sesquioxides, 340 

porphyrin complexes, 275 
PrOx 

heterogeneous 
reactions, 377 

isobars, 358 
phase diagram, 356, 357 
structure, 342, 343, 359- 

363 
thermodynamic 

properties, 370 
PrzO3 

polymorphisrn in, 341 
structure, 342 
thermodynamic 

properties, 368, 373 
Pr7012 

oxygen diffusion in, 378- 
380 

structure of, 343, 359 
PrO2-~ 

crystal growth, 384 
lattice images, 361,362 
phase diagram, 356, 357 
representative 

isobars, 358 
structure, 342, 343, 359 

praseodymium 
coordination number 

7, 228 
DPM structure, 228, 232 
facam structure, 236 
fod structure, 231 
NTA structure, 220 
terpyridyl structure, 235 
TTA structure, 230 

propanediamine 
complexesr 274 

1,2-propylenediaminetetra- 
acetate, 97 

pseudohalide complexes (see 
cyanate, etc.), 258-259 

pseudophase behavior, 365 
pseudoquadrupolar hyper- 

sensitive transitions, 164 
pulse radiolysis 

aqueous solution, 189- 
190, 204 

pyridine 
adduct with 

Eu(DPM)3, 231-233 
pyridine-N-oxide, 231,234, 

269, 270 
pyrochlore 

structure of, 1,17, 496 

quaternary ammonium 
ions, 108 

quinuclidine 
adduct with 

Eu(DPM)3, 228 

RO 
occurrence of, 340 

RnO2~-2 
color, 342ff 
crystal radius, 343ff 
homologous series in 

CeO2-x, 342ff, 354 
homologous series in 

PrO2-x, 342ff, 357 
homologous series in 

TbO~_. 342ff, 363, 364 
lattice parameters, 342ff 
lattice type, 342ff 
projected unit cells, 360 
pseudocell, 343ff 
relative volume, 343ff 
symmetry, 342ff 
unit cell, 343ff 
vacancies per unit 

cell, 343ff 
Racah parameters E ~ and 

E 3, 143 
radiative relaxation, 196 
radii of atoms and ions, 115, 

130 
rare earths 

minerals, 83 
occurrence of, 82, 83 

resin cross-linkage, 91, 95 
Russell-Saunders 

coupling, 140, 155 
Rydberg defect, 140 
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salting out, 105 
samarium 

cyclopentadienide 
(Sm(II)), 283 

cyclopentadienide 
structure, 282 

indene structure, 286 
TTA, mass spectrum, 267 

samarium neodymium, 64 
samarium sulfide, 56 
samarskite, 83 
Sc203 

heterogeneous 
reactions, 377 

structure, 346, 347 
thermodynamic 

properties, 368 
scandium 

acetylacetone 
structure, 225 

coordination number 3, 
221 

coordination number 6, 
225 

coordination number 8, 
218, 234 

covalency, 218 
cyclopentadiene 

structure, 282 
ethylenediamine 

complexes, 272 
hydration, 255 
relationship to other rare 

earths, 218--219 
4~scandium NMR¢ 256 
tropolone, 226, 231 

Schiff base complexes, 276, 
277, 278 

selection rules 
electric dipole 

transitions, 190 
magnetic dipole 

transitions, 191 
separation factors, 88, 90, 

94, 99, 101, 104, 106 
sesquioxides 

boiling point, 368 
AG~.g8,' 368 
AH~g8, 368 
electrical properties, 385 
freezing point, 368 
high temperature 

forms, 341,348 
lattice parameters, 339 

magnetic properties, 389 
magnetic structures, 390 
mechanical 

properties, 393 
melting points, 341 
nonstoichiometry, 349 
optical properties, 392 
polymorphism, 340 
properties, 342ff 
S~98, 368 
structure 

A-type, 349-351 
B-type, 350, 351 
C-type, 350, 351 

thermal properties, 393 
thermodynamic 

properties, 368 
transition 

temperatures, 341 
transitions, 348 
vaporization 

characteristics, 371 
sieve effects, 91 
simultaneous excitation, 163 
sintering 

oxides, 384 
Slater integrals, 185 
SmO 

thermodynamic 
properties, 370 

Sm203 
oxygen diffusion in, 378 
single crystal growth, 384 
structure, 344, 345 
thermodynamic 

properties, 368 
vaporization 

characteristics, 371 
solvent extraction, 104 
specific heat 

garnets, 593-5% 
measurements in 

hydrides, 327,328 
spectra 

absorption, 245-249 
charge transfer, 246 
circular dichroism, 249 
circularly polarized 

luminescence, 253 
emission, 250-253 
ESR, 256 
intra 4f, 247-249 
M6ssbauer, 253-254 
NMR, 255-257 

spin-orbit coupling, 140, 161 
spin-orbit interaction, 186 
spin-pairing energy theory 

refined, 144, 165 
spin-pairing parameter 

D, 144 
spin quantum number S, 

113, 118 
stability constant 

sequences, 97 
standard oxidation potential 

E °, 129, 133, 138, 152 
support materials, 103 
system difference, 145 

TALSPEAK process, 107 
TbzO3 

thermodynamic 
properties, 368 

TbOx 
heterogeneous 

reactions, 377 
hysteresis, 364-366 
phase diagram, 363, 364 
structure, 344, 345, 346, 

347, 363 
thermodynamic 

properties, 370, 374 
TBO1.83 

single crystal growth, 384 
TbOz 

lattice image, 263 
phase diagram, 364 
structure, 344 

terbium 
acetylacetone 

emission, 251 
CPL, 253 
DPM emission 

gas phase, 251 
energy levels, 251 
TTA mass spectrum, 267 

terms (S, L), 141, 144 
terpyridyl complexes, 235, 

266, 272, 273 
tetrad effect, 147 
tetramethylmalonamide 

complexes, 263 
tetramethylurea 

complexes, 263, 264, 265 
thenoyltrifluoroacetone com- 

plexes 
mass spectra, 267 
structures, 230, 231,232 
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thermal conductivity 
garnets, 590-593 

thermal expansion 
garnets, 596 

thermal properties 
oxides, 393 

thermodynamic data 
complexes, 242-244 
hydrides, 307-315 
oxides, 366-374 

thermodynamic properties of 
rare earth oxides 
CeOx system, 372 
AG vs. T, 367 
AG?vs. T, 367 
AG vs. T, PrOx, 373 
AG vs. T, TbOx, 374 
AH vs. x for CeOx, 372 
dioxides, 370 
fields of stability, PrOx, 

373 
fields of stability, TbOx, 

374 
high temperature, CeO2, 

372 
hydrides, 307-315 
intermediate oxides, 370 
intermediate phases, 370 
sesquioxides,. 368 
vaporization, 371 

thiocyanate complexes, 108, 
224, 258-259 

thiodiacetic acid complex 
structure, 235 

thio-/3-diketone complexes, 
280 

thioxane oxide 
complexes, 269, 271 

Th  4+ and Ce 4+ 
removal of, 86 

thulium chalkogenides, 156 
Tm203 

heterogeneous 
reactions, 377 

structure, 346, 347 
thermodynamic 

properties, 368 
tramex process, 107 
transition probability 

spontaneous, 184 
/3,/3',/3 "-triaminotriethyl- 

amine complexes, 275 
triethylenetetramine 

complexes, 272, 274 
trimethylsilylamine 

complexes, 221,223 
triphenylarsine oxide 
complexes, 269, 271 

triphenylphosphine oxide 
complexes, 223, 231,266, 
267, 269, 271 

tropolone complexes, 226, 
234 

unusual oxidation states 
production, 204 

uranium compounds, 128, 
150, 444 452 

uranyl ion, 147, 149, 165 
urea complexes, 263, 264, 

265, 

vanadates, 127, 164 
vaporization characteristics 

Cp vs. T, Y203, 372 
AH vs. T, Y203, 372 
sesquioxides, 371 

vertical transitions, 151 

water-miscible solvents, 89 

Xa model, 119 
xenotime, 83, 84 
X-ray spectra, 119, 153, 158 

YbOi.495, 349 

Yb203 
thermodynamic 

properties, 368 
Yb203 

structure, 346, 347 
YO 

occurrence, 340 
Y01.4991, 349 
Y203 

heterogenous 
reactions, 377 

single crystal growth, 384 
structure, 346, 347 
thermodynamic 

properties, 368 
vaporization 

characteristics, 371 
ytterbium 

acetylacetone, 228 
coordination number 7, 

288 
cyclopentadiene 

(Yb(II)), 282 
dimethyl sulfoxide, 235, 

238 
methylcyclopentadiene 

chloride structure, 284 
ytterbium(liD spectra, 148, 

162, 163 
yttrium 

acetylacetone, 231,232 
antipyrene, 225 
benzoylacetone, 228 
comparison with 

lanthanides, 215 
• coordination number 6, 

225 
coordination number 7, 

228 
hexafluoroacetyl- 

acetone, 230, 231 
yttrocerite, 83 
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